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(q 1.1 INTRODUCTION 1.1.2 NumberofPlant Unitsg
The Advanced Boiling Water Reactor Standard For the purposes of this document, only a

Safety Analysis Report (ABWR SSAR), is written in single standard plant will be considered. |
accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.70. For !

consistency with NUREG 0800 the ABWR SSAR 1.1.3 Description ofIocation
includes Section 15.8 which addresses anticipated
transients without scram and Chapter 18 which This plant can be constructed at any location
addresses human factors. In addition, response which meets the parameters identified in Chapter
to TMI related matters is presented in Appendix 2.
lA. 1

1.1.4 Type of Nuclear Steam Supply i
The response to the severe accident policy {

statement is provided in Chapter 19. Chapter 20 This plant will have a boiling water reactor. I

is included to provide a question and response nuclear steam supply system designed and
guide. supplied by GE and designated as ABWR,

1.1.1 Type of License Required 1.1.5 Type of Containment

This ABWR SSAR is submitted in support of the The ABWR will have a low-leakage containment
application for final design approval (FDA) and vessel which comprises the drywell and pressure - 1

design certification (DC) for the ABWR Standard suppression chamber. The containment vesselis j
Plant. The ABWR Standard Plant consists of all a cylindrical steel lined reinforced concrete J

buildings which are dedicated exclusively or structure integrated with the reactor building,
primarily to housing systems and the equipment The containment nomenclature'is specified in

,

related to the nuclear system or controls access Figure 1.1-1.
[ to this equipment and systems. There are five
( buildings that comprise the ABWR Standard Plant. 1.1.6 CoreThermalPowerI2vels

These are:
The information presented in this ABWR SSAR

(1) Reactor building (including containment); pertains to one reactor unit with a rated power
level of 3926 MWt and a design power level of

(2) Service building; 4005 MWt. The station utilizes ~a single cycle,
forced circulation, boiling water reactor 1

(3) Contro1 building; (BWR). The heat balance for rated power is j
shown in Figure 1.1-2. The station is designed

(4) Turbine building; and to operate at a gross electrical power output of
approximately 1356 MWe and net electrical power |

(5) Radwaste building. output of approximately 1300 MWe.

For each of the buildings, the scope includes ;

the design of all structures including the
foundation mats and everything within these
structures.

|
|

|

f
Tj
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1.2 GENERALPLANTDESCRIPTION (8) Reactor controls, including alarms, are
arranged to allow the operator to rapidly

1.2.1 Principal Design Criteria assess the condition of the reactor system
and locate system malfunctions.

The principal design criteria are presented in
two ways. First, they are classified as either a (9) Interlocks or other automatic equipment are
power generation function or a safety function. provided as backup to procedural control to
Second, they are grouped according to system. avoid conditions requiring the functioning
Although the distinctions between power genera- of nuclear safety systems or engineered
tion or safety functions are not always clear cut safety features.
and are sometimes overlapping, the functional
classification facilitates safety ar.alyses, while (10) The station is desigried for routine
the grouping by system facilitates the under. continuous operation whereby steam
standing of both the system function and design. activation products, fission products,

corrosion products, and coolant dis.
I.2.1.1 General Design Criteria sociation products are processed to remain

within acceptable limits.
1.2.1.1.1 Power Generation Design Criteria

1.2.1.1.2 Safety Design Criteria
(1) The plant is designed to produce steam for

direct use in turbine generator unit. (1) The station design conforms to applicable

codes and standards as described in Sub- |(2) Heat removal systems are provided with section 1.8.2.
sufficient capacity and operational adequacy
to remove heat generated in the reactor (2) The station is designed, fabricated,

O core for the full range of normal erected, and operated in such a way that
operational conditions and abnormal the release of radioactive material to the
operational transients. environment does not exceed the limits and

guideline values of applienble governinent
(3) Backup heat removal systems are provided to regulations pertaining to the release of

ternove decay heat generated in the core radioactive mat: rials for normal opera-
under circumstances wherein the normal tions, for abnormal transients; and for
operational heat rernovel systems become accidents.
inoperative. The capacity of such systems
is adequate to prevent fuel cladding damage. (3) The reactor core is designed so its nuclear

characteristics do not contribute to a
(4) The fuel cladding in conjunction with other divergent power transient.

plant systems is designed to retain
integrity so that the consequences of any (4) The reactor is designed so there is no
f ailures are within acceptable limits tendency for divergent oscillation of any
throughout the range of normal operational operating characteristic considering the
conditions and abnormal operational interaction of the reactor with other
transients for the design life of the fuel. appropriate plant systems.

(5) Control equipment is provided to allow the (5) The design provides means by which plant
reactor to respond automatically to load operators are alerted when limits on the
changes and abnormal operational transients. release of radioactive material are

approached.
(6) Reactor power level is manually control-

table. (6) Sufficient indications are provided to
allow determination that the reactor is

(7) Control of the reactor is possible from a operating within the envelope of conditionsO single location. considered safe by plant analysis.

Amendment 7 1.21
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(7) Radiation shielding is provided and access allowances for natural environmental
control patterns are established to allow a disturbances such as earthquakes, floods,
properly trained operating staff to control and storms at the station site.
radiation doses within the limits of

,

applicable regulations in any mode of normal (15) Standby electrical power sources have ;

plant operations. sufficient capacity to power all safety |
related systems requiring electrical power 1

(8) Those portions of the nuclear system that concurrently.
form part of the reactor coolant pressure ,

boundary are designed to retain integrity as (16) Standby electrical power sources are !
a radioactive material containment barrier provided to allow prompt reactor shutdown i
following abnormal operational transients and removal of decay heat under circum- I
and accidents. stances where normal auxiliary power is not |

available. |

1(9) Nuclear safety systems and engineered safety

| features function to assure that no damage (17) A containment is provided that completely |
| to the reactor coolant pressure boundary encloses the reactor systems, drywell, and ]

results from isternal pressures caused by suppression chambers. The contain ment i
I

abnormal operational transients and employs the pressure suppresdon concept. ;
accidents, j

(18) It is possible to test primary contain. i

(10) Where positive, precise action is immediate- ment integrity and leak tightness at ]
ly required in response to abnorntal opera- periodic intervals. |
tional transients and accidents, such action 1

is automatic and requires no decision or (19) A secondary containment is provided that
manipulation of controls by plant operations completely encloses the primary containment
personnel, above the reactor building basemat. This

secondary containment provides for a j
(11) Safety related actions are provided by controlled, monitored release of any ;

equipment of sufficient redundance and inde- potential radioactive leakage from the l

pendence so that no sisgle failure of active primary containment.
components, or of passive components in cer-
tain cases in the long term, will prevent (20) The primary containment and secondary
the required actions. For systems or compo- containment in conjunction with other
nents to which IEEE-279 apply, single fail- safety related features limit radio-

,

ures of either active or passive electrical logical effects of accidents resulting in i
components are considered in recognition of the release of radioactive material to the
the higher anticipated failure rates of containment volumes to less than the
passive electrical components relative to prescribed acceptable limits.

,
passive mechanical components.

| (21) Provisions are made for removing energy
(12) Provisions are made for control of active from the primary containment as necessary

components of safety related systems f;om to maintain the integrity of the
the control room. containment system following accidents that

release energy to the containment.
(13) Safety related systems are designed to

permit demonstration of their functional (22) Piping that penetrates the privasy
performance requirements. containment and could serve as a path td.

the uncontrolled release of radioactive
(14) The design of safety related systems, material to the environs is automatically,

components and structures includes isolated when necessary to limit the

|
' Amemdment 1 1.2-2
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(6) Monitoring of essential generators, 1.2.2.1.2 Description of Plant Environs
transformers, and circuits is provided in the
snain control room. 1.2.2.1.2.1 Meteorology

1.2.1.2.5.3 Power Conversion Systems Process The safety.related structures and equipment
Control Criteria are designed to rc~tain required functions for

the loads resultint' from any tornado with
(1) Control equipment is provided to control the characteristics nc.t exceeding the values

reactor pressure throughout its operating provided in Table 2.0-1.
range.

Tornado missiles are discussed in Section
(2) The turbine is abic to respond automatically 3.5.

to minor changes in load.
1.2.2.1.2.2 Hydrology

(3) Control equipment in the feedwater system
maintains the water level in the reactor The safety design basis of the plant provides
vessel at the optimum level required by steam that structures of safety significance will be
separators. unaffected by the hydrologic parameter envelope

defined in Chapter 2.
(4) Control of the power conversion equipment is

possible from a central location. 1.2.2.1.2,3 Geology and Seismology

1.2.1.2.6 Power conversion Systems Criteria The structures of safety significance for the
plant are designed to withstand a safe shutdown

Components of the power conversion systems earthquake (SSE) which results in a freefield

p) shall be designed to perform the following basic peak acceleration of 0.3g.
t objectives:

1.2.2.2 General Arrangement of Structures and
(1) produce electrical power from the steam Equipment

coming from the reactor, condense the steam
into water, and return the water to the The principal structures located in the
reactor as heated feedwater with a major plant are the following: )portion of its gases and particulate !

impurities removed; and (1) Reactor Building -includes the containment, !

drywell, and major portions of the nuclear
(2) assure that any fission products or steam supply system, steam tunnel, refueling

radioactivity associated with the steam and area, diesel generators, essential power,
condensate during normal operation are safely non essential power, emergency core cooling
contained inside the system or are released systems, HVAC and supporting systems;
under controlled conditions in accordance
with waste disposal procedures. (2) Service Building personnel facilities, !

and portions of the non-essential HVAC;
1.2.2 Plant Description

(3) Control Building - includes the control
1.2.2.1 Site Characteristics room, the computer facility, the cable

tunnels, some of the plant essential
1.2.2.1.1 Site Location switchgear, some of the essential power,

reactor building water system and the
The plant is located on a site adjacent to or essential HVAC system.

close to a body of water with sufficient capacity
for either once through or recirculated cooling (4) Turbine Building - houses all equipment
or a combination of both methods. associated with the main turbine generator.g

(
%
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Other auxiliary equipment is also located in
this building.

(5) Radwaste Building - houses all equipment
associated with the collection and processing
of solid and liquid radioactive waste
generated by the plant.

The arrangement of these structures on the
plant site is shown in Figure 1.2-1. Figures
1.2 2 through 1.2-24 show the equipment
arrangercent la the principal buildings.

1.2.2.3 Nuclear Systems

The nuclear system includes a direct cycle
forced-circulation boiling water reactor that
produces steam for direct use in the steam

| turbine. A heat balance showing the major
' parameters of the nuclear system for the rated

power conditions is shown in Figure 1.12.

1.2.2.3.1 Reactor Core and Control Rods

Fuel for the reactor core consists of slightly
enriched urst:ium dioxide pellets sealed in
Zircaloy-2 tubes. These tubes (or fuel rods) are
assembled into individual fuel assemblics. Gross
control of the core is achieved by movable,
bottom entry control rods. The control rods are
cruciform in shape and are dispersed throughout
the lattice of fuel assemblies. The control rods
are positioned by individual control rod drives.

Each fuel assembly has several fuel rods with
axially-zoned gadolinia Gd 02 3 mixed in solid
solution with the UO . The Gd 023 i52
burnable poison which diminishes the reactivity
of the fresh fuel. It is depleted as the fuel
reaches the end of its first cycle.

A conservative limit of plastic strain is the
design criterion used for fuel rod cladding
failure. The peak linear heat generation for

.

|

|
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steady-state operation is well below the fuel result in a leak flow that is less than the ECCS
damage limit even late in life. Experience has capacity allowing full core coverage. The
shown that the control rods are not susceptible internal pumps are a wet motor design with no
to distortion and have an average life expectancy shaft seals, thereby providing increased ;

many times the residence time of a fuelloading. reliability, reduced maintenance requirements i

and decreased operational radiation exposure.
1.2.23.2 Reactor Vessel and Internals The RIP has a low rotating inertia. Coupled

with the solid state adjustable speed drives
The reactor vessel contains the core and (ASD) the RIP can respond quickly to load

supporting structures; the steam separators and transients and operator demands.
dryers; the reactor internal pumps; the control j

rod guide tubes; the distribution lines for the 1.2.23.4 Residual Heat Removal System j
feedwater, core flooders, and standby liquid
control; the in-core instrumentation; and other The residual heat removal (RHR) system is a j

components. The main connections to the vessel system of pumps, heat exchangers, and piping !

include steamlines, feedwater lines, control rod that fulfills the following functions:
drive and in-core nuclear instrument housings, |

| core flooder lines, residual heat removal lines, (1) removes decay and sensible heat during and I
head spray and vent lines, standby liquid control after plant shutdown;
line, core differential pressure lines, internal
pump and pump deck differential pressure sensing (2) injects water into the reactor vessel

i

lines, and water level instrumentation. following a loss of coolant accident to i

reflood the core in conjunction with other |

The reactor vessel is designed and fabricated core cooling systems (Subsection 1.2.2.4.8); i

in accordance with applicable codes for a i

pressure of 1250 psig. The nominal operating (3) removes beat from the containment following
O)( pressure in the steam space above the separators a loss of-coo! ant accident to limit the

is 1040 psia. The vessel is fabricated of low increase in containment pressur:. This is
alloy steel and is clad internally with stainless accomplished by cooling and recirculating
steel or Ni.Cr-Fe Alloy (except for the top head, the suppression pool water,
nozzles, and nozzle weld zones which are unciad).

1.2.23.5 Reactor Water Cleanup System

| The reactor core is cooled by demineralized
| water that enters the lower portion of the core The reactor water cleanup system (RWCU) |

and boils as it flows upward around the fuel recirculates a por'. ion of reactor coolant
rods. The steam leaving the core is dried by through a filter-demineralized to remove
steam separators and dryers located in the upper particulate and dissolved impurities from the
portion of the reactor vessel. The steam is then reactor coolant. It also removes excess coolant
directed to the turbine through the main from the reactor system under controlled
steamlines. Each steamline is provided with two conditions and provides clean water for the

i isolation valves in series; one on each side of reactor head spray nozzle.
the containment barrier.

1.2.23.6 Ixak Detection and Isolation System
1.2.2.33 Reactor Internal Recirculation Pumps

The leak detection and isolation system
The reactor internal pumps (RIPS) are internal consists of temperature, pressure, flow, and

pumps which provide a continuous internal circu- fission product sensors with associated
lation path for the core coolant flow. The RIPS instrumentation, alarms, and isolation
are located at the bottom of the vessel. The functions. This system detects and annunciated
pump motors are enclosed in pressure housings leakage (and closes isolation valves, as
under the vessel. A break in the housing will

;Q
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OQ required)in the following systems: 1.2.2.4.3 Control Rod Drive System

- (1) main steamlines; When a scram is initiated by the RPS, the
control rod drive (CRD) system inserts the

(2) reactor water cleanup system (RWCU); negative reactivity necessary to shut down the
reactor. Each control rod is normally

(3) residual heat removal (RHR) system; controlled by an electric motor unit. When a
scram signal is received, high pressure water

(4) reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system; stored in nitrogen charged accumulators forces
the control rods into the core and the electric

.
(5) feedwater system; motor drives are signalled to drive the rods

| into the core. Thus, the hydraulic scram action
(6) emergency core cooling systems (ECCS); and is backed up by an electrically energized

insertion of the control rods.
(7) miscellaneous systems.

1.2.2.4.4 Control Rod Drive Housing Supports
Small leaks generally are detected by

monitoring the air coolers, condensate flow, Control rod drive housing supports are
radiation levels, and drain sump fill up and located internal to the reactor vessel and the
pump-out rates. Large leaks are also detected by control rod drive. The supports limit the
changes in reactor water level and changes in travel of a control rod in the event that a
flow rates in p,ocess lines, control rod housing is ruptured. The supports

prevent a nuclear excursion as a result of a
1.2.2.4 Nuclear Safety Systems housing failure and thus protects the fuel

barrier.
1.2.2.4.1 Reactor Protection System

O 1.2.2.4.5 Control Rod Braking Mechanism
V The reactor protection system (RPS) initiates

a rapid, automatic shutdown (scram) of the An electro-mechanical braking mechanism is
reactor. It acts in time to prevent fuel incorporated in each control rod to limit the
cladding damage and any nuclear system process velocity at which a control rod can fall out of
barrier damage following abnormal operational the core should a hydraulic line br ak or |
transients. The reactor protection system failure of flange bolts or a spool piece. This
overrides all operator actions and process action limits the rate of reactivity insertion
controls and is based on a fail-safe design resulting from a rod drop accident.
philosophy that allows appropriate protective
action even if a single failure occurs. 1.2.2.4.6 Nuclear System Pressure Relief

System
1.2.2.4.2 Neutron Monitoring System

A pressure relief system consisting of
Those portions of the neutron monitoring safety / relief valves mounted on the main

system (NMS) that input signals to the RPS steamlines is provided to prevent excessive
qualify as a nuclear safety system. The startup pressure inside the nuclear system as a result
range neutron monitor (SRNM) and the average of operational transients or accidents.
power range monitors (APRM) which monitor neutron
flux via incore detectors provide scram logic 1.2.2.4.7 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling
inputs to the reactor protection system (RPS) to (RCIC) System
initiate a scram in time to prevent excessive
fuel clad damage as a result of over-power The RCIC system provides makeup water to the

-

transients. The APRM system also generates a re. actor vessel when the vessel is isolated and
' simulated thermal power signal. Both upscale is also part of the emergency core cooling
neutron flux and upscale simulated thermal power network (Subsection 1.2.2.4.8). The RCIC system
are conditions which provide scram logic signals. uses a steam-driven turbine pump unit and

V
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operates automatically in time and with mmimum flow bypass line to the suppression pool
sufficient coolant flow to maintain adequate and a cooling water supply line to auxiliary
water level in the reactor vessel for events equipment.
defined in Section 5.4

Following a reactor scram, steam generation
1.2.2.4.8 Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) in the reactor core continues at a reduced rate

due to the core fission product decay heat. The
In the event of a breach in the reactor turbine bypass system diverts the s'eam to the

coolant pressure boundary that results in a loss main condenser, and the feedwater system
of reactor coolant, three independent divisions supplies the makeup water required te maintain
of ECCS are provided to maintain fuel cladding reactor vessel inventory.
below the temperature limit as defined by
10CFR50.46. Each division contains one high In the event the reactor vessel is isolated,
pressure and one low pressure inventory makeup and the feedwater supply is unavailable, relief
system. The systems are: valves are provided to automatically ior remote

manually) maintain vessel presture within
1.2.2A.8.1 High Pressure desirable limits. The water 1.: vel in the

reactor vessel drops due to continued steam
1.2.2A.8.1.1 High-Pressurt Core Flooder (HPCF) generation by decay heat. Upon reaching a
System predetermined low level, the RCIC system is

initiated automatically. The turbine-driven
HPCF are provided in two divisions to maintain pump supplies water from the suppression pool or

an adequate coolant inventory inside the reactor from the CSP to the reactor vessel. The turbine
vessel to limit fuel cladding temperatures in the is driven with a portion of the decay heat steam
event of breaks in the reactor coolant pressure from the reactor vessel, and exhausts to the
boundary. The systems are initiated by either suppression pool.
high pressure in the drywell or low waren level
in the vessel. They operate independently of all In the event there is a LOCA, the RCIC system
other systems over the entire range of system in conjunction with the two HPCF systems, is
operating pressures. The HPCF system pump motors designed to pump water into the vessel from
are powered by a diesel generator if auxiliary approximately 150 psig to full operating
power is not available. The systems may also be pressure. This combination of systems provides
used as a backup for the RCIC system. adequate core cooling until vessel pressure

drops to the point at which the low pressure
1.2.2A.8.1.2 RCIC Description flooder loop (LPFL) subsystems of the RHR can be

placed in operation.
One division contains the RCIC system which

consists of a steatdriven turbine which drives a During RCIC operation, the wetwell suppres-
pump assembly and the turbine and pump sion pool acts as the heat sink for steam gene-
accessories. The system also includes piping, rated by reactor decay heat. This results in a
valves, and instrumentation necessary to rise in pool water temperature. Heat exchangers
implement several flow paths. The RCIC steam in the residual heat removal (RHR) system are
supply line branches off one of the main steam used to maintain pool water temperature within
lines (leaving the reactor pressure vessel) and acceptable limits by cooling the pool water
goes to the RCIC turbine with drainage provision directly.
to the mais condenser. The turbine exhausts to
the suppression pool with vacuum breaking 1.2.2A.8.2 Automatic Depressurization System
protection. Makeup water is supplied from the (ADS)
condensate storage pool (CSP) or the suppression
pool with the preferred source being the CSP. The ADS rapidly reduces reactor vessel
RCIC pump discharge lines include the main pressure in a loss of-coolant accident, enabling
discharge line to the feedwater line, a the low-pressure RHR to deliver cooling water to
test-return line to the suppression pool, a the reactor vessel.

Amendment 1 U8
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(4) the reactor building which is structurally
g .

The ADS uses some of the safety relief valves
that are part of the nuclear system pressure integrated with the concrete primary con-
relief system. The safety relief valves used for tu:nent structure.
ADS are set to open on detection of appropriate
low reactor water level and high drywell pressure A secondary containment which surrounds the
signals. The ADS will not be activated unless primary containment permits monitoring and
either high-pressure core flooder system (HPCF) treating all potential radioactive leakage from

j or RHR/ low pressure flooding loop pumps are the primary containment. Treatment consists of
operating. This is to ensure that adequate HEPA and activated charcoal filtration,
coolant will be available to maintain reactor
water level after the depressurization. 1.2.2A.9.2 Heat Removal

1.2.2A.83 Law Pressure Flooder Loop (LPFL) The contain:nent RHR system is summarized in
Subsection 1.2.2.4.14.

Low pressure flooding is an operating mode of
each RHR System, but is discussed here because 1.2.2A.93 Environmental Systems
the LPFL mode acts in conjunction with other
injection systems. LPFL uses the pump loops of The containment heating and ventilating
the RHR to inject cooling water into the pressure systems are described in Subsection 1.2.2.8.10.
vessel LPFL operation provides the capability
of core flooding at low vessel pressure following 1.2.2A.9A Wetwell/DrywellSpray
a LOCA in time to maintain the fuel cladding
below the prescribed temperature limit. A spray system is provided for wetwell/

drywell cooling in the suppression chamber and
1.2.2A.9 Containment drywell air space. The wetwell/drywell spray

p can be initiated manually if a high-containment-( 1.2.2A.9.1 Functional Design pressure signalis received. Each subsystem is
supplied from a separate redundant RHR

The primary containment design for this plant subsystem,
incorporates the drywell/ pressure suppression
feature of previous BWR containment designs into 1.2.2A.9.5 Flammability Control
a dry-containment type structure. In fulfilling
its design basis as a fission product barrier, An atmospheric control system is designed to

| the primary containment is a low leakage establish and maintain an inert atmosphere ]structure even at the increased pressures the.t within the primary containment during all plant 4

could follow a main steamline rupture or a fluid operating modes except during plant shutdown for j
system line break, refueling or maintenance. A recombiner system

is provided to control the concentration of
The main features of the containment design oxygen produced by radiolysis in the primary

include: containment. 1

I
'(1) the drywell, a cylindrical steel lined 1.2.2A.10 Containment and ReactorVessel

reinforced concrete structure surrounding the Isolation Control
reactor pressure vessel (RPV);

For the ABWR this function is performed by
(2) a suppression pool filled with water which the leak detection and isolation system I

serves as a heat sink during normal operation (S ubse ction 1.2.2.3.6). I

and accident conditions; i

1.2.2A.11 Main Steamline Isolation Valves |
(3) 6e air space above the suppression pool; and

All pipelines that both penetrate the
. containment and offer a potential release path

,

( } for radioactive material are provided with
%
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redundant isolation capabilities. Automatic then discharged back to the suppression pool, to I
isolation valves are provided in each main the drywell spray heajer, to the suppression i

steamline. Each is powered by both steam chamber spray header, or to the RPV. ]
pressure and spring force. These valves fulfill j
the following objectives: 1.2.2A.15 Process Radiation Monitoring System 1

(1) prevent excessive damage to the fuel barrier (See Subsection 1.2.2.9)
by limiting the loss of reactor coolant from
the reactor vessel resulting from either a 1.2.2A.16 Standby Gas Treatment System ;

major leak from the steam piping outside the ,

containment or a malfunction of the pressure The standby gas treatment system (SGTS)
control system resulting in excessive steam minimizes exfiltration of contaminated air from
flow from the reactor vessel; the secondary containment to the environment

following an accident or abnormal condition
(2) limit the release of radioactive materials by which could result in abnormally high airborne j

isolating the reactor coolant pressure radiation in the reactor building. Because the i

boundary in case of the detection of high fuel storage area is also in the secondary
steam line radiation. containment it also can be exhausted to the

SGTS.
1.2.2A.12 Main Steamline Flow Restrictors

All safety-related components of the SGTS are
A venturi-type flow restrictor is installed in operable during loss of offsite power.

the reactor pressure vessel nozzle for each
steamline. These restrictors limit the flow of 1.2.2A.17 Reactor Building isolation Control
steam from the scactor vessel before the main System
steamline isolation valves are closed in case of
a main steamline break outside the containment The reactor building isolation control (RBIC)
and also provide high flow isolation signals. system automatically initiates closure of isola-

tion dampers in all ventilation ducts which are
1.2.2A.13 Radiation Monitoring and Control potential leakage paths for radioactive material

to the environs. The action is taken upon indi-
This system is part of radiation monitoring cation of a potential breach in the nuclear sys-

and control system. See Subsection 1.2.2.9. tem process barrier or a fuel handling accident.

1.2.2A.14 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System 1.2.2A.18 Standby AC Power Supply
(Containment Cooling)

Standby ac power is supplied by three diesel
The RHR is placed in operation to: (1) limit generators. Each Class 1E division is supplied

,

the temperature of the water in the suppression by a separate diesel generator. There are no !

pciol and the atmospheres in the drywell and sup- provisions for transferring Class 1E buses )
pression chamber following a design basis LOCA; between standby ac power supplies or supplying '

(2) control the pool temperature during normal more than one engineered safety feature (ESP) I

operation of the safety / relief valves and the from one diesel generator. This one to-one
RCIC system; and (3) reduce the pool temperature relationship between diesel generator and ESF
following an isolation transient. In the con- division ensures that a failure of ore diesel !
tainment cooling mode of operation, the RHR main generator can affect only one ESF division. The !
system pumps take suction from the suppression diesel generators are housed in the reactor j
pool and pump the water through the RHR beat building which is a Seismic Category I
exchangers where cooling takes place by trans- structure, to comply with applicable NRC and
ferring heat to the service water. The fluid is IEEE design guides and criteria.
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1.2.2.4.19 DC Power Supply (d) instrmnent power system;

The plant has four independent Class 1E (e) uninterruptible power system;
125 volt de power systems.

(f) unit auxiliary d-c power system, and
1.2.2.4.20 Standby Liquid Control System

(g) unit Class 1E d-c power system.
The standby liquid control system (SLCS)

provides an alternate method to bring the nuclear Each of these systems is described briefly in
fission reaction to suberiticality and to the following subsections.
maintain suberiticality as the reactor cools.
The system makes possible an orderly and safe 1.2.2.5.1.1 Unit Auxiliary A-C Power System
shutdown in the event that not enough control
rods'can be inserted into the reactor core to The unit auxiliary a-c power system supplies

i

| accomplish shutdown in the normal manner. The power to unit loads that are non safety related
I system is sized to counteract the positive and uses the main generator as the normal power

reactivity effect from rated power to the cold source with the reserve auxiliary transformers
shutdown condition. as a backup source. The unit auxiliary

transformer steps down the a c power to the
1.2.2.4.21 Remote Shutdown System 6900 V and 4160-V station bus voltage.

|- In the event that the control room becomes 1.2.2.5.1.2 Unit Class 1E A-C Power System

| inaccessible, the reactor can be brought from
power range operation to cold shutdown conditions The unit Class IE a-c power system supplies
by the use of controls and equipment that are power to_the unit Class IE Joads. The offsitec

( available outside the control room, power sources converge at the system. The
\ system includes diesel generators that serve as

1.2.2.4.22 Condensate Storage Facilities and standby power sources, independent of any onsite
Distribution System or offsite source. Therefore, the system has

three sources. Furthermore, the system is
The condensate storage tank receives demi- divided into three divisions, each with its own

neralized water from the condensate water makeup independent distribution network, diesel
system and may also receive low-conductivity generator, and redundant load group. A fourth
water from the condensate return of the primary division for the safety logie and control system
loop, from the radwaste disposal system and the bus receives power from the division 1 source.
condensate system in the turbine building.

1.2.2.5.13 Safety System Protection System 1

| 1.2.2.5 Electrical Systems and Instrumentation Power System
| and Control

| Four divisions of the safety system logic and
J.2.2.5.1 Electrical Power Systems control (SSLC) power system provide a Class IE -

source of 120-VAC single phase' control power.
The following systems provide electrical power The primary power source for the SSLC power

to station auxiliaries: system is the Class 1E AC power system, with a
normal seeking automatic throw-over switch to

(a) unit auxiliary a-c power system; the Class 1E DC power system for back-up.

(b) unit Class IE a-c power system; 1.2.2.5.1.4 Instrument Power System

(c) safety system logic and control system power The instrument power system supplies 120-VAC
system; single-phase power to instrument and control

|
( a
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loads which do not require an uninterruptible flow rate through the core nd thereby changes
power source. the core power level. The system can automati-

cally adjust the reactor power output to the
1.2.2.5.1.5 Uninterruptible Power System load demand. The solid-state adjustable speed

drives (ASD) provide variable voltage, variable
The uninterruptible power system (UPS) frequency electrical power to the RIP motors,

supplies regulated 120-VAC single-phase power to In response to plant needs, the recirculation
non Class 1E instrument and controlloads which flow control system adjusts the ASD power supply
require an uninterruptible source of power. The - output to vary RIP speed, core flow, and core
power sources for the UPS are similar to those power.
for the SSLC, but are non Class IE.

1.2.2.5.23 Neutron Monitoring System
1.2.2.5.1.6 Unit Auxiliary DC Power System

The neutron monitoring system (NMS) is a
The unit auxiliary DC power system supplies system of in-core neutron detectors and

power to unit DC loads that are nonsafety- out of-core electronic monitoring equipment.
related. The system consists of two battery The system provides indication of neutron flux,
chargers, two batteries, two o .nor control which can be correlated to therinal power level
centers, and two distribution panels. for the entire range of flux conditions that can

exist in the core. There are fixed in core
1.2.2.5.1.7 Unit Class 1E DC Power System sensors which provide flux level indications

| during reactor startup and low. power operation.
| The unit Class 1E DC power system supplies 125 The startup range neutron monitors (SRNM) and

VDC power to the unit Class 1E loads. Battery average power range monitors (APRM) allow
chargers are the primary power sources. The assessment of local and overall flux conditions
system, which includes storage batteries that during power range operation. The automatic
serve as standby power sources, is divided into traversing in-core probe (ATIP) system provides
four divisions, each with its own independent a means to calibrate the local power range
distribution network, battery, battery charger, monitors. The NMS provides inputs to the rod
and redundant load group. control and information system to initiate rod

blocks if preset flux limits or period limits
1.2.2.5.2 Nuclear System Process Control and for rod block are exceeded as well as inputs to
Instrumentation the RPS if other limits for scram are exceeded.

1.2.2.5.2.1 Rod Control and Infor: nation System 1.2.2.5.2.4 Refueling Interlocks

Tbc rod control and information system (RCIS) A system of interlocks that restricts
provides the means by which control rods are movement of refueling equipment and control rods
positioned from the control room for power when the reactor is in the refueling and startup
control. The system operates the rod drive modes is provided to prevent an inadvertent
motors to change control rod position. For criticality during refueling operation. The
operation in the normal gang movement mode, one interlocks back up procedural controls that have
gang of control rods can be manipulated at a the same objective. The interlocks affect the
time. The system includes the logic that refueling pla.(orm, refueling platform boists,
restricts control rod movement (rod block) under fuel grapple, and control rods.
certain conditions as a backup to procedural
controls. 1.2.2.5.2.5 Reactor Vessel Instrumentation

1.2.2.5.2.2 Recirculation Flow Control System In addition to instrumentation for the
nuclear safety systems and engineered safety

During normal power operation, the speed of features, instrumentation is provided to monitor
the reactor internal pumps is adjusted to control and transmit information that can be used to
flow. Adjusting RIP speed changes the coolant assess conditions existing inside the reactor ]

I

O:
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vessel and the physical condition of the vessel .The reactor building crane handles the spent
itself. This instrumentation monitors reactor- fuel cask from the transport device to the spent
vessel pressure, water level, coolant fuel loading pit. The fuel handling platform
temperature, reactor core differential pressure, . transfers the fuel assemblics between this
coolant flow rates, and reactor vessel head inner storage area, the reactor core,' and the spent !
seal ring leakage. fuel shipping cask. New fuel bundles are .1

1handled by the reactor building crane auxiliary
1.2.2.5.2.6 Process Computer System hook These bundles are stored in the'new fuel

vault on the reactor refueling floor. New fuel
On line process computers are provided to is transferred from the vault to the spent fuel

monitor and log process variables and make pool with the reactor building crane auxiliary
certain analytical computations, book.

The turbine generator speed-load controls can. The handling of the reactor head, removable |
initiate rapid closure of the turbine control internals, and drywell head during refueling is
valves (rapid opening of the turbine bypass accomplished using the reactor building crane.
valves) to prevent turbine overspeed on loss of 3

the generator electric load. 1.2.2.8 CoolingWaterand AuxiliarySystem

1.2.2.6 Feedwater Control System 1.2.2.8.1 Reactor Building Cooling Water System

The feedwater control system automatically The reactor building cooling water system 1

controls the flow of feedwater into the reactor (RBCWS) provides cooling water to certain
pressure vessel to maintain the water within the designated equipment located in the reactor
vessel at predetermined levels. A fault- building. Adequate capacity and redundancy is

,

tolerant triplicated, digital controller using provided in heet exchangers and pumps to ensure i\ conventional three element control scheme is used performance of the cooMag system under all i

to accomplish this function. modes of plant operation. In the event of loss
of offsite power, emergency power for the system

1.2.2.7 Fuel Handling and Storage Systems is available from the onsite emergency diesel
generators. The closed loop design provides a -

1.2.2.7.1 New and Spent Fuel Storage barrier between radioactive systems and the
service water discharged to the environment.

New and spent fuel storage racks are designed Heat is removed from the closed loop by the
to prevent inadvertent criticality and load cooling water system. Radiation monitors are i

buckling. Sufficient cooling and shielding are provided to detect contaminated leakage into the
provided to prevent excessive pool heatup and closed systems.
personnel exposure, respectively. The design of
the fuel pool provides for corrosion resistance, 1.2.2J.2 Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System
adherence to Seismic Category I requirements, and (FPCS)
prevention of k rt rom reaching 0.95 under dryfe
or flooded conditions. This subject is further This system maintains acceptable levels of
discussed in Section 9.1. temperature and clarity and minimizes.radioactiv-

ity levels of the water in the spent fuel pool,
1.2.2.7.2 Fuel Handling System reactor well and dryer / separator pit on top of

the containment. The FPCS also maintains the
The fuel.hacdling equipment includes a 150-ton temperature and water levelin the service pool

reactor building crane, fuel. handling platform, and equipment pool. The system includ:s two-
fuelinspection stand, fuel preparation machine, heat exchangers, each capable or removing the
jib hoist, and other related tools for reactor decay beat generated from an average discharge
servicing. All equipment conforms to applicable of spent fuel, and two filter /demineralizers,
codes and standards.
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cach unit having the capacity to process the 1.2.2.8.6 Plant Equipment and Floor Drainage
system flow or greater to maintain the desired '

purity level. The equipment and floor drainage systems are
designed to collect liquid waste throughout the

1.2.2.83 Makeup Water (Condensate) System plant and discharge the radioactive waste to the
radwaste system for processing. Separate drain-

The rnakeup water system maintains the required age facilities are provided for nonradioactive
capacity and flow of the condensate for the RCIC waste,
and HPCF systems and maintains the required level
in the condenser hotwell. The system also stores The drainage system is also used to detect
and transfers water during refueling and cask abnormal leakage in safety related equipment
storage pool water during fuel shipping cask rooms and the fuel transfer area. ;

loading, receives and stores the process effluent
from the liquid radwaste system, provides makeup 1.2.2.8.7 Service and Instrument Air Systems
to other plant systems where required, and
provides condensate to the control rod drive The service and instrument air systems
(CRD) hydraulic system. provide a continuous supply of compressed air of

suitable quality and pressure'for instrument
The system consists of a condensate 6torage control and general plant use. The service air

pool, three condensate transfer pumps, and the compressor and the instrument air compressor
necessary controls and instrumentation. discharge into their respective air receivers.

The air is then distributed throughout the
1.2.2.8A Plant Chl!!cd. Water Systems plant. Instrument air is additionally filtered

and dried prior to distribution throughout the
The plant chilled-water systems consists of plant,

the HVAC normal cooling water system, and the
HVAC emergency cooling water system. The HVAC 12.2.8.8 High Pressure Nitrogen (HPIN) Gas
normal cooling water system provides chilled Supply '

water to the air supply cooling coils of the
reactor building, to the heating / cooling coils in Nitrogen gas is normally supplied by the
the drywell, and the control building electrical Atmospheric Control System to meet the require-
equipment room. The HVAC emergency cooling water ment on the main steam system safety relief
system provides chilled water to the cooling valve automatic deprersurization and relief
coils in the control building essential function accumulators, the main steam isolation
electrical equipment room, the main control room valves, instruments and pneumatic valves using
and the diesel generator electrical equipment nitrogen in the reactor building. When this
areas. The safety.related chilled. water systems supply of pressurized nitrogen is not available,
are designed to meet the requirements of the HPIN automatically maintains nitrogen
Criterion 19 of 10CFR50. pressure to this equipment. The HPIN system

consists of high pressure nitrogen storage
1.2.2.8.5 Process Sampling Systems bottles with piping, valves, instruments,

controls and a control panel.
The process sampling system is furnished to

provide process information that is required to 1.2.2.8.9 Diesel Generator Fuel-Oil Storage
monitor plant and equipment performance and snd Transfer System
changes to operating parameters. Representative
liquid and gas samples are taken automatically The major components of this system are the
and/or manually during normal plant operation for fuel cil storage tanks, pumps, and day tanks,
laboratory or on.line analyses. Each diesel generator has its own individual

|
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supply components. Each storage tank is designed (6) the power block exhaust system to maintain j

to supply the diesel needs during the post LOCA the refueling floor at a negative pressure
period and each day tank has the capacity for two with respect to the outside atmosphere to
hours of diesel generator operation. Each fuel- prevent the potential release of airborne
oil pump is controlled automatically by day-tank contamination;

| level and feeds its day tank from the storage !
tank. Additional fuel oil pumps supply fuel to (7) the diesel generator area air exhaust system
each diesel fuel manifold from the day tank. to provide cooling during operation of the :

diesel generators. A tempered air supply !

1.2.2.8.10 Heating, Ventilating,and Air system controls the thermal environment when
Conditioning (Environmental) System the diesel generators are not operating; and

The plant environmental control systems (8) coolers in the steam tunnel and ECCS rooms
control temperature, pressure, humidity, and to remove heat generated during operation of
airborne contamination to ensure the integrity of the equipment in these rooms. {
plant equipment, provide acceptable working

]conditions for plant personnel, and limit offsite 1.2.2.8.11 Lighting Systems
i

releases of airborne contaminants. '

The design basis for the lighting facilities |
The following environmental systems are is the standard of the Illuminating Engineering (provided: Society. Special attention is given to areas

where proper lighting is imperative during
(1) the control room air conditioning system normal and emergency operations. The system '

consisting of supply, recirculation / exhaust design precludes the use of mercury vapor
and makeup air cleanup units to ensure the fixtures in the containment and the fuel-

O) habitability of the control room under normal handling areas. The normallighting systems are
(- and abnormal conditions of plant operation; fed from the unit auxiliary transformers. '

Emergency power is supplied by engineered safety
(2) the reactor building secondary containment buses backed up by diesel generators. Normal

HVAC system maintains a negative pressure in operation and regular simulated offsite power
the secondary containment under normal and loss tests verify system integrity.
abnormal operating conditions thereby
isolating the environs from potential leak 1.2.2.8.12 Fire Protection System

j
sources. This system removes heat generated I

during normal plant operation, shutdown, and The fire protection system is designed to
refueling periods; provide an adequate supply of water or chemicals

to points throughout the plant where fire pro-
(3) the drywell cooling system to remove heat tection is required. Diversified fire alarm and

from the drywell generated during normal fire-suppression types are selected to suit the
plant operations including startup, reactor particular areas or hazards being protected.
scrams, hot standby, shutdown, and refueling Chemical fire fighting systems are also provided
periods; as additions to or in lieu of the water fire

fighting systems. Appropriate instrumentation
(4) the power block pressure control supply and and controls are provided for the proper

exhaust system to distribute air so that a operation of the fire detection, annunciation
negative pressure is maintained in the and fire fighting systems.
emergency core cooling equipment roams,
thereby isolating the potential airborne 1.2.2.9 Radiation Monitoring and Control
contamination in these rooms;

1.2.2.9.1 Process Radiation Monitodng
(5) the electrical equipment supply and exhaust

system to pressurize the electrical rooms Process radiation monitoring systems monitorp) allowing exfiltration of air to the battery and control radioactivity in process ande

rooms for exhaust to the outside atmosphere;
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effluent streams and activate appropriate alarms compound six flow, reheat steam turbine with
and controls. 52 inch last-stage blades. The turbine- gen-

erator is equipped with an electro-hydraulic
A process radiation monitoring system indi. control system and supervisory instruments to

cates and records radiation levels associated monitor performant:. The gross electrical
with selected plant process streams and effluent output of the turbine generator is approximately
paths leading to the environment. All effluents 1400 M W.
from the plant which are potentially radioactive
are monitored. Each generator is a direct driven, three-

phas:, 60 Hz, 27000-V,1800 rpm, conductor-
Process radiation monitoring is also discussed cooled, synchronous generator rated at ap-

in Chapters 7,9, and 11. proximately 1600 MVA, at 0.90 power factor,75
psig hydrogen pressure, and .60 short-circuit

1.2.2.9.2 Area Radiation Monitors ratio. The generator exciter is a 565-V,0.50
response ratio completely static General Elec-

Area radiation monitoring systems alert occu- tric Generrex-PPs System.
pants and the control room personnel of excessive
gamma radiation levels at selected locations 1.2.2.11.2 Main Steam System
within the plant. |

The main steam systees delivers steam from the !

1.2.2.93 Dust Radiation Monitors reactor to the turbine generator, the reheaters, f
and the steam jet air ejectors from warmup to 1

IThe Dust Radiation Monitoring System is de- full-load operation. The main steam system also
signed to collect dust in the air, to monitor the provides steam for the steam seal system and the

I concentration level of radioactive dust and auxiliary steam system when other steam sources '

iodine and to provide alarms if set points are ex- are not available.
ceeded.

1.2.2.11 3 Main Condenser
1.2.2.9.4 Containment Atmospheric Monitors

.

The main condenser is a multipressure
The containment atmospheric monitoring system three-shell deaerating type condenser. During

(CAMS) measures alarms and records radiation plant operation, steam expanding through the low
levels and the oxygen concentration in the pressure turbines is directed downward into the
primary containment under post accident condi- main condenser and is condensed. The main con- |

|

tions. It is automatically put in service upon denser also serves as a heat sink for the
detection of LOCA conditions. turbine bypass system, emergency and high-level

feedwater heater and drain tank dumps, and
1.2.2.10 Shielding various other startup drains and relief valve

discharges.
Shielding is provided throughout the plant, as

required to maintain radiation levels to operat- 1.2.2.11.4 Main Condenser Evacuation System
ing personnel and to the general public within
the applicable limits set forth in 10CFR20 anti The main condenser evacuation system removes
10CFR100. It is also designed to protect certain the noncondensable gases from the main condenser
plant components from radiation exposure result. and discharges them to the gaseous radwaste
ing in unacceptable al'erations of material prop- system. This system consists of two
erties or activation. 100%-capacity, multiple-element, multi-stage

steam jet air ejectors (SJ AE) with
1.2.2.11 Power Conversion System intercondensers, for normal station operation,

and mechanical vacuum pumps for use during
1.2.2.11.1 Turbine Generator stattup.

i

The turbine generator is a 1800 rpm, tandem
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1.2.2.11.5 Turbine Gland Scaling System pumps' suction. The reactor feed pumps dis-

charge through two stages of two parallel high
The turbine gland sealing system provides pressure feedwater heaters to the reactor. The !

steam to the turbine shaft glands and the turbine drains from the high pressure heaters are pumped
valve stems. The turbine gland scaling system backward to the suction of the reactor feed
prevents leakage of air into or radioactive steam pumps.
out of the turbine shaft and turbine valves. The ;

gland steam condenter collects air and steam 1.2.2.11.9 Condensate Cleanup System )
mixture, condenses the steam, and discharges the I

air leakage to the atmosphere via the main vent Each unit is served by a 100%-capacity conden-
by a motor driven blower. sate cleanup system, consisting of three hollow

fiber filters followed by six'dcep-bed j
1.2.2.11.6 Steam Bypass System and Pressure demineralized vessels designed for parallel op-
Control System - eration. One demineralized vessel is a spare.

The condensate cleanup system with instruments-
,

A turbine bypass system is provided which ~ tion and automatic controls is designed to )
passes steam directly to the main condenser under ensure a constant supply of high quality water '|
the control of the pressure regulator. Steam is to the reactor.
bypassed to the condenser whenever the reactor
steaming rate exceeds the load permitted to pass 1.2.2.12 Radioactive Waste Management
to the turbine generator. The turbine bypass .

system has the capability to shed 40 percent of 1.2.2.12.1 Gaseous Radwaste Management Systems
the turbine-generator rated load without reactor

.

'

|
trip or operation of a safety relief valve. The The purpose of the gaseous radwaste
pressure regulation system provides main turbine management system is to process and control the - j

|

O control valve and bypass valve flow demands so as release of gaseous radioactive wastes to the i

\ to maintain a nearly constant reactor pressure site environs so the total radiation exposure to -}
during normal plant operation. It also provi6es persons outside the controlled area does not .
demands to the recirculation system to adjust exceed the limits of the applicable 10 CFR 20
power level by changing reactor recirculation regulations. ]
flow rate.

. i

The offgas from the main condenser is the )
| 1.2.2.11.7 Circulating Water System major source of gaseous radioactive waste. The
| treatment of these gases includes volume reduc.
| The circulating water system provides a con- tion through a catalytic hyrdrogen-oxygen
I tinuous supply of cooling water to the condenser recombiner, water vapor removal through a con- j
| 10 remove the heat rejected by the steam cycle denser, decay of radioisotopes on activated char- ;

and transfers it to the ultimate heat sink. coal beds, further filtration through high effi-
ciency filters, and final release. .

1.2.2.11.8 Condensate and Feedwater System
Continuous radiation monitors are provided '

The condensate and feedwater system provides a which indicate radioactive release from the
;

dependable supply of high quality feedwater to reactor and from the charcoal ndsorbers. The ra- t

the reactor at the required flow, pressure, and diation monitors are used to isolate the offgas |

temperature. The condensate pumps take the system on high radioactivity in order to prevent
deaerated condensate from the condenser hotwell releases beyond the appropraite regulatory
and deliver it through the steam jet air ejector limits.
condenser, the gland steam condenser, the off-gas
condenser, the condensate demineralized, and 1.2.2.12.2 Liquid Radwaste Management Systems
through three parallel strings of four low pres-
sure feedwater heaters to the reactor feed The liquid radwaste management system col-

r"] lects, monitors, and treats liquid radioactive
/ wastes for return to the primary system whenever

Amendment 7 1.216a
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| practicable. The radwaste processing equipment
i is located in the radwaste building. Processed

,

.

waste volumes discharged to the environs are ex-
'

pected to be small. Any discharge is such that
concentrations and quantities of radioactive mate-
rial and other contaminants are in accord with ap-
plicable local, state, and federal regulations. l

All potentially radioactive liquid wastes are
collected in sumps or drain tanks at various loca-

,

tions in the plant. These wastes are transferred I

to collection tanks in the radwaste facility. I

Waste processing is done on a batch basis.
i

Each batch is sampled as necessary in the collec- }
tion tanks to determine concentrations of radioac- )
tivity and other contamination. Equipment drains j
and other low-conductivity wastes are treated by ;

filtration and demineralization and are trans- I

ferred to the condensate storage tank for reuse. i
Laundry drain wastes and other detergent wastes |of low activity are treated by filtration, |
sampled and released via the liquid discharge
pathway. Chemical wastes are treated by evapora- !
tion and demineralization and may be released j
from the plant on a batch basis. Protection |
against inadvertent release of liquid radioactive '

waste is provided by design redundancy,instrumen-
tation for the detection and alarm of abnormal
conditions, automatic isolation, and administra-
tive controls,

i

Equipment is selected, arranged, and shielded '

to permit operation, inspection, and maintenance
with minimum radiation exposure to personnel.

1.2.2.12 3 Solid Radwaste Management System

The solid radwaste system provides for the
safe bandling, packaging, and short term storage
of radioactive solid and concentrated liquid
wastes that are produced. Wet waste processed by
this system is transferred to the solidification
system where it is solidified in containers. Dry
active waste is surveyed and disposed of whenever
possible via the provisions of 10CFR20.302(a).
The remaining combustible waste is incencrated.
Non-combustible waste is compacted. Incinerator
ash and compacted waste are shipped in containers
for off-site disposal.

O
Amendment 7 1.2-16b
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:3.

ABWR 23A6100AC

Standard Plant REV.Cg
.. .

- TABLE 1.3 3
!

COMPARISON OF CONTAINMENT i
DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) j

Dis Plant GESSAR NMP2 Grand Gulf
ABWR BWR/6 BWR/5 BWR/6

Containment * 278-872 238-748 251 764 251 400

Secondary (Continued)

i

Internal design 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 i

pressure (psig)

| Design inleakage 50 100 100 100

rate (% free
volume / day ;

at 0.25 in.
'

H O)2

|

O ,

|

1

4

i

i

Hhere applicable, containmentparameters are based on design ratedpower.
*

I

i

|

O
Amendment 7 1.3 18
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23A6:00AC

Standard Plant REV.A

TABLE 1.3-4

COMPARISON OF STRUCTURAL
DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

' Ibis Plant GESSAR N M P-2 Grand Gulf
ABWR BWR/6 BWR/5 BWR/6
278-872 238-748 251 764 251 800

|

Seismic Deslen
(Section 3.7)

Operating Basis
Earthquake

horizontal g 0.15 0.15 0.075 0 075

vertical g 0.067 0.10 0.75 0.05

Safe Shutdown
Earthquake

horizontal g 03 0.30 0.15 0.15

vertical g 0.20 0.20 0.15 0.10

Wind Desien
'

(Subsection 33.2)

Trans'ational 60 70 max. 70 60
(mph) 5 min.

Tangential (mph) 260 290 290 300

|

|

$Amnommi i.31,

\
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Table 1.41
|

|
COMMERCIAL NUCLEAR REACTORS COMPLETED, UNDER CONSTRUCTION,

OR IN DESIGN BY GENERAL ELECTRIC

Year of
Rating Year of low Power

Station U111!!r (MWei Dcdct License

Dresden 1 Commonweahh Edison 207 1955 1959

Humboldt Bay Pacific G&E 70 1958 1%2

KHAL Germany 15 1958 1%1

Garigliano Italy 150 1959 1964

Big Rock Point Consumers Power 72 1959 1%3

JPDR Japan 11 1960 1%3

KRB Germany 237 1962 1%7
Tarapur l India 190 1%2 - 1%7

Tarapur 2 ' India 190 1%2 1%9

GKN Holland 52 1%3 1968

Oyster Creek JCP&L 640 1%3 1%9
Nine Mile Point Niagara Mohawk 610 1%3 1%9
Dresden 2 Commonwealth Edison 794 1965 1%9
Pilgrim Boston Edison 670 1%5 1972

Millstone 1 NUSCO 652 1%5 1970c.

( Tsuruga Japan 340 1%5 1970
% Nucienor Spain 440 1965 1971

Fukushima 1 Japan 439 1966 1971

BKW KKM Switzerland 306 1966 1972

Dresden 3 Commonwealth Edison 794 1966 1971

Monticello Northern States $48 1966 1970

Quad Cities 1 Commonwealth Edison 789 1966 1972

Browns Ferry 1 TVA 1067 1966 1973

Browns Ferry 2 TVA 1067 1966 1974

Quads Citie. 2 Commonwealth Edison 789 1966 1972

Vermont Yankee Vermont Yankee 515 1966 1972

Peach Bottom 2 Philadelphia Electric 1065 1966 1973

Peach Bottom 3 Philadelphia Electric 1065 1966 1974

Fitzpatrick PASNY 821 '1968 1974

Shoreham LILCO 820 1%7 1984

Cooper Nebraska PPD 778, 1%7 1974

Browns Ferry 3 TVA 1067 1%7 1977

Limerick 1 Philadelphia Electric 1100 1967 1984

Hatch 1 Georgia Power 786 1%7 1974

Fukushima 2 Japan 762 1967 1975

Brunswick 1 Carolina P&L 821 1968 1977

Brunswick 2 Carolina P&L 821 1968 1974

Duane Arnold Iowa ELP 545 1968 1974

Fermi 2 Detroit Edison 1093 1968 1987

Hope Creek 1 PSE&G 1067 1969 1984

f%

Amendment 1 1 A-2

- _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ - _ - -__ - _ - - . _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - _ _ _ _ . - _ _
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Table 1.4-1

COMMERCIAL NUCLEAR REACTORS COMPLETED, UNDER CONSTRUCTION,i

! OR IN DESIGN BY GENERAL ELECTRIC (Continued)

Year Of
Rating Year of Iow Power

Station Utility iMWel Drf,tt License

Hope Creek 2 PSE&G 1067 1%9 1986
Chinshan 1 Taiwrn 610 1%9 1978
Caorso 1 Italy 822 1969 1977
Hatch 2 Georgia Power 786 1970 1978
La Salle 1 Commonwealth Edison 1078 1970 1982
La Salle 2 Commonwealth Edison 1078 1970 1983
Susquehanna 1 Pennsylvania P&L 1050 1%7 1982
Susquehanna 2 Per.nsyvania P&L 1050 1968 1984
Chinshan 2 Taiwan 610 1970 1979
Hanford 2 WPPSS 1100 1971 1983
Nine Mile Point 2 Niagara Mohawk 1100 1971 1987
Grand Gulf 1 Mississippi P&L 1250 1971 1982
Fukushima 6 Japan 1135 1971 1979
Tokai Japan 1135 1971 1977
Riverbend 1 Gulf States 940 1972 1985
Perry 1 Cleveland Electric 1205 1972 1981
Laguna Verde 1 Mexico 660 1972 1988
Leibstadt Switzerland 940 1972 1984
Kuosheng 1 Tawian 992 1972 1981
Kuosheng 2 Tawian 992 1972 1982
Clinton 1 Illinois Power 950 1973 1986
Confrentes Spain 975 1973 1985
Laguna Verde 2 Mexico 660 1973 1990
Alto Lazio 1 Italy 982 1974 1990
Alto Lazio 2 Italy 982 1974 1991
Kashiwazaki 6 Japan 1300 1987 1996
Kashiwazaki7 Japan 1300 1987 1998

Amendment 7
14-3
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'

1.5 REQUIREMENTS FOR FURTHER
TECHNICAL INFORMATION

In the December 1986 technical description of
| the Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR) GE,in,

| Section 3, provided a description of the test and ,

! development program associated with the ABWR. Of
the effort described in that report all have been
satisfactory completed except the In-Plant FMCRD
test. The FMCRD test results will be available

!for staff review in September 1989.

!

i

l
i

i

i
!
I
;-

|

O
i Amendment 7 33 1
|

|

|
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() Table 1.6-1

REFERENCED REPORTS

ABWR SSAR

Report No. Title Section No.

22A7007 GESSAR II, 238 Nuclear Island, BWR/6 Standard Plant, 3.7

t'lencral Electric Company, March 1982, & Amandments 19.2

1-21. 193
19D3 <
19D.7
19E.2
19E3

APED-5750 Design and Performance of General Electric Boiling Water 5.4
Reactor Main Steam Line Isolation Valves, General
Electric Co., Atomic Power Equipment Department, March
1%9.

NEDO-10029 An Analytic Study on Brittle Fracture of GE-BWR Vesse! $3
Subject to the Design Basis Accident.

NEDO-10527 CJ. Paone and J.A. Woolley, Rod Drop Accident Analysis . 15.4

for'Large Boiling Water Reactors, Licensing Topical
Report, March 1972.

O
V NEDO-10585 F.G. Brutchscy, et al., Behavior of Iodine in Reactor 15.2

Water During Plant Shutdown and Startup, August 1972.

NEDO 10871 J.M. Skarpelos and R.S. Gilbert, Technical Derivation of 12.2

BWR 1971 Design Basis Radioactive Material Source Terms,
March 1985.

NEDO-11209-04A Nuclear Energy Business Operations Quality Assurance .17.1

Rev.7 Program Description, May 1987.

NEDE-20566 General Electric Company, Analytical Modelfor Loss-of. .
Coolant Analysis in Accordance with 10CFR50, Appendit X,
Proprietary Document, November 1975. ;

I

NEDO-20953A 3.A. Woolley, Three-Dimensional BWR Core Simulator, 4A.4
January 1977.

NEDO-20533 W.J. Bilanin, The G.E. Mark til Pressure Suppression 6.2.7 )
Containment AnalyticalModel, June 1974. |

|
NEDO 20533-1 W.3. Bilanin, The G.E. Mark 111 Pressure Suppression 6.2.7 |

Containment Analytical Model. Supplement 1, Septernber
1975.

,

!
1

o ;
| Amendment 7 162 |

l

|
'

4

|

|

|
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Table 1.61

REFERENCED REPORTS (Continued)

ABMR SSAR
Report Na. Title Section No.

NEDE-20411-P-A General Electric Standard Application for Reactor Fuel. 63.6

NEDE-20566-P-A General Electric Company Analytical Modelfor 63.6
Loss-of-Coolant Analysis in Accordance with 10CFR50,
Appendix K. September 1986.

NEDE-20411-P-A- General Electric Standard Application for Reactor 63.6
US Fuel-United States Supplement, (Latest approved

revision).

NEDE-21354-P BWR Fuel Channel Mechanical Design and Deflection, 3.9.7

September 1976-

NEDE-21175-P BWR/6 Fuel Assembly Evaluation of Combined Safe 3.9.7

Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) and Loss-of-Coolant Accident
(LOCA) Loadings, November 1976.

NEDO-21985 Functionci Capability Criteria for Essential Mark 11 3.9.7

Piping, September 1978, prepared by Battelle Columbus
Laboratories for General Elcetric Company.

NEDO-21506 Stability and Dynamic Performance of the GE BWR, January 4.1.5

1977.

NEDO-21778-A Transient Pressure Rises Affecting Fracture Taughness 53.4
Requirementsfor Boiling Watre Reactors, January 1979.

NEDO-21052 F1. Moody, Maximum Discharge Rate of Liquid-Vapor 6.2. ~

Mixtures from Vessels, General Electric Company,
September,1975.

NEDO-21159-2 Airbome Releases from BWRs for Environmental Impact 12.23
NEDO-21159 Evaluations,

NEDO-21143-1 H. Careway, V Nguyen, and P. Stancavage, Radiological 15.210 j

|Accident-The CONACO3 CODE, December 1981 15.6.7

NEDE-21514 BWR Scram System Reliability Analysis, December 1976, 19D.6.6
General Electric Company.

NEDO-22155 GE Report, Generation and Mitigation of Combustible Gas 6.2.7
Mixtures in inened Dwr Mark I Containments, June 1982.

Amendment 7 143

,

|1

|
._. _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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V Table 1.6-1

REFERENCED REPORTS (Continued)

ABWR SSAR

Report No. Title Section No.
19.3.5

NEDE-22056 Failure Rate Data Manualfor GE BWR Components,
January 17,1986, Class III, General Electric Company. l

NEDE 22056 Failure Rate Data Manualfor GE BHR Components, Rev.2 19D3.6
January 17,1986, Class III, General Electric Company.

NEDE-22056 Reliability Analysis Data Manual, General Electric ' 19E.2.5

i Company, January 1986.

NEDE-23785-1 PA lhe GESTR-LOCA and SAFER Models for the Evaluation 63.6'
of the Loss of-Coolant Accident-Volume III, October 1984.

NEDO-23909A H.A. Careway, V.D. Nugyen, and D.G. Weiss, ControlRoom 15.6.7

Accident Exposure Evaluation-CRDOS Program, February
1981.

| 14EDO-24057 P Assessment of Reactorinternals Vibration in BWR/4 and 3.9.7

NEDO-24057 BWR/3 Plants, November 1977. Also NEDO-24057-P,

O- -
Amendment 1. December 1978, and NEDE-2 P24057
Amendment 2, June 1979.

NEDE-243261-P General Electric Environmental Qualification Program, 3.9.7
I Proprietary Document, January 1986.

'

NEDE-24326-1 P General Electric Environment! Qualification Program, 3.11.7
Proprietary Document, January 1983.

NEDE-24011 P-A General Electric Standard Application for Reactor Fuel, 4.1.5 ;

(Latest approved revision). 4.2.5
'

43.5
4.4.7
4A.4 j

5.2.7 j
15.0.5 )

i
NEDE 24011-P-A- General Electric Standard Applications for Reactor 15 3.5 \

US Fuel-United States Supplement. 15.4.10

1

NEDE 30637 B.M. Gordon, Corrosion and Corrosion Controlin BHRs. P.5.2-28a

I
NEDC-30259 H.A. Careway, D.B. Townsend, B.W. Shaffer, A 7echnique 15.6.7 |

for Evaluation of BWR MSiv Leakage Contribution to !

RadiologicalDose Rate Calculations, September 1985.

O
1

Amendment 7 1.6-1

i
!

|'
___._______________________;
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TABLE 1.8-19

Standard Review Plans
and

!-- Branch Technical Positions
1

Applicable To ABWR
'

ABWR .-
Appl. Issued Appli-

SRP No. EtL ' DRIC SAhlg2 Comments

Chanter 1 Introduction and General Descrlotion of Plant

1.8 Interfaces for Standard Design 1 '*/81 Yes 1
.

Chanter 2 Site Characteristics

2.1.1 Site Location and Description 2 7/81 ' No Site specific

2.1.2 Exclusion Area Authority and Control 2 7/81 No Site specific -

i

2.13 Population Distribution 2 7/81 No Site specific ]
'

l' |

'
2.2.1- Identification of Potential Hazards in Site j

2.2.2 Vicinity 2 7/81 No Site specific - J
r( 2.23 Evaluation of Potential Accidents 2 7/81' No Site specific

23.1 Regional Climatology 2 7/81 No Site specific . ;

1

23.2 Local Meteorology 2 7/81' No Site specific

233 Onsite Meteorological Measurements Programs 2 7/81 No Site specific j

Appendix A 2 7/81' No Site specific

:23.4 Short-Term Diffusion Estimates for Accidental j
Atmospheric Releases 1 7/81 No ; Site specific

.

.

| 23.5 Long-Term oiffusion Estimates 2 7/81 No Site specific !
|

2.4.1 Hydrologic Description 2 7/81 No' Site specific ;

Appendix A 2 7/81 No Site specific-

2.4.2 Floods 2 7/81 No Site specific

2.43 Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) on Streams and
Rivers 2 7/81 No Site specific,

- 2.4.4 Potential Dam Failures 2 7/81 No Site specific -

2.4.5 Probab!c Maximum Surge and Seiche Flooding 2 7/81 No Site specific .

Amendment 6 1.8-20

_ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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TABLE 1.819

SRPs and BTPs Applicable To AB%R
(Continued) ;

,

ABWR
Appl. Issued Appli-

SRP No. ErL Dats cable 7 Comments

2.4.6 Probable Maximum Tsunami Flooding 2 7/81 No Site specific

1

2.4.7 Ice Effects 2 7/81 No Site specific '

2.4.8 Cooling Water Canals and Reservoirs 2 7/81 No Site specific

2.4.9 Channel Diversions 2 7/81 No Site specific I

2.4.10 Flood Protection Requirements 2 7/81 No Site specific

2.4.11 Cooling Water Supply 2 7/81 No Site specific

2.4.12 Groundwater 2 7/81 No Site specific

BTP HGEB 1 2 7/81 No Site specific

2.4.13 Accidental Releases of Liquid Effluents in 2 7/81 No Site specific
Ground and Surface Waters

2.4.14 Technical Specifications and Emergency 2 7/81 No Site specific
Operation Requirements j

2.5.1 Basic Geologic and Seismic Information 2 7/81 No Site specific ]
.

2.5.2 Vibratory Ground Motion 1 7/81 No Site specific

2.5.3 Surface Faulting 2 7/81 No Site specific

2.5.4 Stability of Subsurface Materials and 2 7/81 No Site specific
Foundations

2.5.5 Stability of Slopes 2 7/81 No Site specific

Chanter 3 Desien of Structures. Components. Eauloment. end Systems

3.2.1 Seismic Classification 1 7/81 Yes

3.2.2 System Ouality Group Classification 1 7/81 Yes

Appendix A (Formerly BTP RSB 3-1) 1 7/81 Yes

Appendix B (Formerly BTP RSB 3-2) 1 7/81 Yes

Amendment 2 1.8-21

L___ _____-___. ._
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TABLE 1.8-19

SRPs and BTPs Applicable To ABWR
(Continued)

ABWR
Appl. Issued Appil-

SRP No. EtL Ihttt cable? Comments

6.2.1.1.A PWR Dry Containments, including Subatmospheric
Containments 2 7/81 No PWR only

6.2.1.1.B Ice Condenser Containments 2 7/81 No PWR only

6.2.1.1.C Pressure-Suppression Type BWR Containments 6 8/84 Yes
Appendix A 2 1/83 Yes
Appendix B 0 1/83 Yes

,
6.2.1.2 Subcompartment Analysis 2 7/81 Yes

|

| 6.2.13 Mass and Energy Release Analysis for Postulated

i Loss-of Coclant Accidents 1 7/81 Yes

6.2.1.4 Mass and Energy Release Analysis for Postulated
Secondary System Pipe Ruptures 1 7/81 Yes

| 6.2.1.5 Minimum Containment Pressure Analysis for Emergency
Core Cooling System Performance Capability Studies 2 7/81 No PWR only

BTP CSB 6-1 2 7/81 No PWR only

6.2.2 Containment Heat Removal Systems 4 10/85 Yes

j 6.2.3 Secondary Containment Functional Design 2 7/81 Yes

BTP CSB 6-3 2 7/81 Yes

6.2.4 Containment Isolation System 2 7/81 Yes

BTP CSB 6-4 2 7/81 Yes
1

6.2.5 Combustible Gas Controlin Containment 2 7/81 Yes

Appendix A 2 7/81 Yes

BTP CSB 6-2 (Superseded by Reg. Guide 1.7)

6.2.6 Containment Leakage Testing 2 7/81 Yes

6.2.7 Fracture Prevention of Containment Pressure Boundary 0 7/81 Yes

6.3 Emergency Core Cooling System 2 4/84 Yes

BTP RSB 6-1 1 7/81 Yes

Amendment 2 1.8 26
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TABLE 1.819

SRPs and BTPs Applicable To ABWR
(Continued)

ABWR j

Appl. Issued Appli-
'

SRP No. Err., Raic cable? Comments

6.4 Control Room Habitability Systems 2 7/81 Yes

Appendix A 2 7/81 Yes

6.5.1 ESF Atmosphere Cleanup Systems 2 7/81 Yes

6.5.2 Containment spray as a Fission Product
Cleanup System 1 7/81 Yes

6.5.3 Fission Product Control Systems and Structures 2 7/81 Yes

6.5.4 Ice Condenser as a Fission Product Cleanup
System 2 7/81 No PWR only

6.5.5 Pressure Suppression Pool as a Fission Product
Cleanup System 0 12/88 Yes

6.6 laservice Inspection of Class 2 and 3 Components 1 7/81 Yes

j 6.7 Main Steam Isolation Valve Leakage Control
System (BWR) 2 7/81 Yes!

Chanter 1 Instrumentation and Controls

7.1 lastrumentation and Controls Introduction 3 2/84 Yes

Table 7-1 Acceptance Criteria and Guide-
lines for lastrumentation and Controls
Systems important to Safety 3 2/84 Yes

Table 7 2 TMI Action Plan Requirements
for lastrumentation and Controls Systems
important to Safety 0 7/81 Yes

|

Appendix A 1 2/84 Yes j

Appendix B 0 7/81 Yes

7.2 Reactor Trip System 2 7/81 Yes

Appendix A (Superseded by SRP 7.1 App. B)

7.3 Engineered Safety Features Systems 2 7/81 Yes

Appendix A (Superseded by SRP 7.1 App. B)

GIAmendment 7 1.8-27

!

1

|

4
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. TABLE 1.819
'

SRPs and BTPs Applicable To ABWR )
(Continued)

ABWR 1

Appl. Issued Appil-
SRP No, h Dalt sahlg2 Comments

f10.4.4 Turbine Bypass System 2 7/81 Yes
i

10.4.5 Circulating Water System 2 7/81 Yes

10.4.6 Condensate Cleanup System 2 7/81 Yes ,

h

I
10.4.7 Condensate and Feedwater System 3 4/84 Yes

BTP ASB 10-2 3 4/84 Yes

10.4.8 Steam Generator Blowdown System (PWR) 2 7/81 No PWR only )

10.4.9 Auxiliary Feedwater System (PWR) 2 7/81 No PWR only

BTP ASB 10-1 2 7/81 No PWR only -

p) Chanter H Radioactive Waste Man == ment

R.
11.1 Source Terms 2 7/81 Yes

|

| 11.2 Liquid Waste Management Systems 2 7/81 Yes

113 Gaseous Waste Management Systems 2 7/81 Yes

BTP ETSB 11-5 0 7/81 Yes

| 11.4 Solid Waste Management Systems 2 7/81 Yes

BTP ETSB 11-3 2 '7/81 Yes

Appendix 11.4-A 0 7/81 Yes

11.5 Process and Effluent Radiological Monitoring
Instrumentation and Sampling Systems 3 7/81 Yes

Appendix 11.5-A 1 7/81 Yes

Chanter 12 Radiation Protection

12.1 Assuring That Occupational Radiation Exposures
are As Low As is Reasonably Achievable . 2 7/81 Yes

O
Amendment 2 LS-32
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TABLE 1.819 1

J
SRPs and BTPs Applicable To ABWR Q

(Continued)

ABWR
Appl. Issued Appil-

SRP No. EtL Dale cable? Comments

12.2 Radiation Souras 2 7/81 Yes
'

12 3 -- Radiation Protection Design Features 2 7/81 Yes
12.4 j

1

112.5 Operational Radiation Protection Program 2 7/81 No Utility i

| !
1 !

Chanter 13 Conduct of Operationa
|

13.1.1 Management and Technical Support !
Organization 2 7/81 No Utility

|

| 13.1.2 - Operating Organization 2 7/81 No Utility j,

13.1 3 1

<

l13.2 Training (Replaced by SRP Sections 13.2.1 and 13.2.2)

13.2.1 Reactor Operator Training 0 7/81 No Utility

13.2.2 Training For Non-Licensed Plant Staff 0 7/81 No Utility ;

13.3 Emergency Planning 2 7/81 No Utility

13.4 Operational Review 2 7/81 No Utility

13.5 Plant Procedures (Replaced by SRP Sections 13.5.1 and 13.5.2)

13.5.1 Administration Procedures 0 7/81 No Utility

13..V Operating and Maintenance Procedures 1 7/85 No Utility

Appendix A 0 7/8" No Utility

13.6 Physical Security 2 7/81 Yes ABWR and
Utility

Chanter 14 Initial Test Procram

14.1 Initial Plant Test Programs - PSAR (Deleted)

| 14.2 Initial Plant Test Programs - FSAR 2 7/81 Yes

14.3 Standard Plant Design, Initial Test Program -
FinalDesign Approval (FDA) (Deleted)

Amendment 6 tg.33

_ _ - - - - - _ _
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TABLE 1.8-19

SRPs and BTPs Applicable To ABWR
(Continued)

ABWR
Appl. Issued Appil.

SRP No. ErL Dais cable? Comments

Appendix B 1 7/81 Yes

Appendix C (Deleted)

Appendix D 1 7/81 Yes

15.7.1 Waste Gas System Failure (Deleted)

15.7.2 Radioactive Liquid Waste System Izak or
Failure (Released to Atmosphere) (Deleted)

15.7 3 Postulated Radioactive Release Due to Liquid-
Containing Tank Failures 2 7/81 Yes

15.7.4 Radiological Consequences of Fuel Handling
Accidents 1 7/81 Yes

15.7.5 Spent Fuel Cask Drop Accidents 2 7/81 Yes

15.8 Anticipated Transients Without Scram 1 7/81 Yes

Appendix (Deleted)

Chanter 16 Technical Specifications

16.0 Technical Specifications 1 7/81 Yes

Chanter 17 Ouality Assurance

17.1 Quality Assurance During the Design and
Construction Phases 2 7/81 Yes

17.2 Quality Assurance During the Operations
Phase 2 7/81 No Utility

O
Amendment 2 1.8-36
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TABLE 1.819

OijSRPs and BTPs Applicable To ABWR
(Continued)

AllWR
Appl. Issued Appil- 1

'

SRP No- EtL Dats cable? Comments

Chapter 18 iluman Factors Ennineerine j

18.0 Human Factors Engineering / Standard Review Plan
Development 1 9/84 Yes

18.1 Contrc! Room 0 9/84 Yes |

Appendix A 0 9/84 Yes

18.2 Safety Parameter Display System 0 11/84 Yes
1

Appendix A 0 11/84 Yes

|

i

I

O

Amendment 6 3,g,p
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Table 1.9-1

SUMMARY OF ABWR STANDARD PLANT INTERFACES

WITH REMAINDER OF PLANT

ITEM INTERFACE
NO. SUBJECT 'ITPE SUBSECTION

1.1 Standard review plan sections for remainder of Confirmatory 1.83
plant

1.2 Emergency procedures and emergency procedures Procedural 1A3.1
training program ]

13 Procedurcs for reinoving safety-related systems Procedural 1A3.2
from service -

|

1.4 Inplant radiatiom monitoring . Procedural 1A33

2.1 Envelope of ABWR Standard Plant Site Design Design & . 2.2.1
Parameters Confirmatory

2.2 Standard Review Plan Site Characteristics Confirmatory 2.2.2

' 3.1 Effect of remainder of plant structures, Confirmatory 3333
- systems and components not designed to tornado

loads

3.2 Flood Elevation Design 3.43.1

~~33 Ground Water Elevation Design 3.43.2

3.4 Protection of ultimate heat sink Confirmatory 3.5.4.1

3.5 Missels generated by natural phenomena from Confirmatory 3.5.4.2
remainder of plant

3.6 Site proximity missels and aircraft hazards Confirmatory 3.5.43

3.7 Protection against secondary missels inside Confirmatory 3.5.4.4
containment

3.8 Summary of pipe break analysis results Confirmatory 3.6.4.1

3.9 Leak before-break analysis results Confirmatory 3.6.4.2

| 3.10 Foundation Waterproofing Confirmatory 3.8.6.1

3.11 Site Specific Physical Properties and Confirmatory 3.8.6.2
Foundation Settlement

f
(

Amendment 7 1.92

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ - _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
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Table 1.91

SUMMARY OF ABWR STANDARD PLANT INTERFACES

WITH REMAINDER OF PLANT (Continued)
ITEM INTERFACE
NO. SUBJECT TYPE SUBSECTION

3.12 Equipment qualification records Confirmatory 3.10.5.1

3.13 Dynamic qualification report Confirmatory 3.10.5.2

8.1 Stability of offsite power system Confirmatory 8.1.4.1
;

8.2 Adequacy of Station Electric Distribution Confirmatory 8.1.4.2

System Voltages

83 Class IE Feeder Circuits Design 8.23.1

8.4 Non-class IE Feeders Design 8.23.2

f.5 Specific ABWR Standard Plant / remainder of plant Design 8.233
power sysytem interfaces

9.1 Ultimate beat sink capability Design 9.2.14.1

9.2 Makeup water system capability Design 9.2.14.2

93 Contamination of DG combustion air intakes Confirmatory 9.5.10.1

12.1 Regulatory Guide 8.10 Confirmatory 12.1.4.1

12.2 Regulatory Guide 1.8 Confirmatory 12.1.4.2

123 Occupational radiation exposure Procedural 12.1.4 3

19.1 Long-term training upgrade Procedural 19A3.1

19.2 Long-term program of upgrading of procedures Procedural 19A3.2

19 3 Purge system reliability Procedural 19A33

19.4 Licensing emergency support facility Procedural 19A3.4

19.5 In-plant radiation monitoring Procedural 19A3.5

19.6 Feedback of operating, design and construction Procedural 19A3.6
experience

!.

19.7 Organization and staffing to oversee design and Procedural 19A3.7
construction

.

!
lhjAmno-on m
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Table 1.91

SUMMARY OF ABWR STANDARD PLANT INTERFACES

WITH REMAINDER OF PLANT (Continued)
ITEM INTERFACE
NO. SUBJECT TYPE SUBSECTION j

l

19.8 Ouality Assurance Program Design 19B3.1

19.9 Prevention of Core Damage Procedural 19B3.2

19.10 Protection from External Threats Design 19B33

19.11 Ultimate Heat Sink Models Design 19B3.4

19.12 Ultimate Heat Sink Reliability Design 19B3.5 j
!

19.13 Plant Siting Procedural 19B3.6 ;

)
19.14 Intert 'ciplinary Design Reviews Procedural 19B3.7

j

b
V

i

l

i
| \
|

'

'

.I
i

|
1

j

|
4

i

!

t
.

.
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V) 1A.2.7 Post-Accident Sampling [II.B.3) position with the following exception. The upper
limit of activity in the samples at the time they are i

NRC Position taken is as follows: !
|

A design and operational review of the reactor liquid sample 1 C/ml ;
8 '

coolant and containment atmosphere sampling line 5
systems shall be performed to determine the capabil- gas sample 10 ggj ,3

'
ity of personnel to promptly obtain (less than 1 bour) ,

a sample under accident conditions without incurring !

a radiation exposure to any individual in excess of 3 -)
and 18-3/4 rem to the whole body or extremities, re-
spectively. Accident conditions should assume a
Regulatory Guide 1.3 or 1.4 release of fission prod-

j)ucts.' If the review indicates that personnel could not
promptly and safely obtain the sampics, additional '

design features or shielding should be provided to
,

!

meet the criteria.
i

A design and operational review of the radio- |
logical spectrum analysis facilities shall be performed !

to determine the capability to promptly quantify (in
less than 2 hours) certain radionuclides that are indi-
cators of the degree of core damage. Such radionu-
clides are noble gases (which indicate cladding -]
failure), iodines and cesiums (which indicate high !

fuel temperatures), and nonvolatile isotopes (which |
f- indicate fuel melting). The initial reactor coolant

(' spectrum should correspond to a Regulatory Guide
1.3 or 1.4 release. The review should also consider i

the effects of direct radiation from piping and {
components in the auxiliary building and possible i

contamination and direct radiation from airborne |

cffluents. If the review indicates that the analyses !
required cannot be performed in a prompt manner |

with existing equipment, then design modifications or
equipment procurement shall be undertake to meet ;

the criteria. |

In addition to the radiological analyses, certain
chemical analyses are necessary for monitoring reac-
tor conditions. Procedures shall be provided to

i perform boron and chloride chemical analyses as-
suming a highly radioactive initial sample (Regula-
tory Guide 1.3 or 1.4 source term). Both analyses
shall be capable of being completed promptly (i.e.,
the boron sample analysis within an hour and the
chloride sample analysis within a shift).

Response

The post accident sampling ssystem described in
Subsection 9.3.2 meets the requirements of this

s

L.)

Amendment 6 1A.2 'l ,
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1A.2.8 Rule Making Proceeding or Response
Degraded Core Accidents [II.B.8)

The ABWR Standard Plant safety relief valves
Response to this TM1 action plan item is ad. are equipped with linear variable differential trans-

dressed in Appendix 19A. formers (LVDT's) which are qualified as Class IE
cornponents. These LVDT's are mounted on the

1A.2.9 Coolant System Valves-Testing valve operators and are highly reliable sensors for
Requirements [II.D.1] monitoring valve position.

NRC Position In addition, the downstream pipe from each valve
line is equipped with thermocouple which signal the

Pressurized-water reactor and boiling water annunciator and the plant process computer when
reactor licensees and applicants shall conduct testing the temperature in the tailpipe exceeds the predeter-
to qualify the reactor coolant system relief and safety mined setpoint.
valves under expected operating conditions for
design-basis transients and accidents. These sensors are shown on Figure 5.13

(Nuclear Boiler System P&lD).
Response

1A.2.11 Systems Reliability [II.E.3.2]
The ABWR safety / relief valve (SRV) is postu-

lated to discharge steam only, not liguid or two phase This TMI action plan item superseded by USI
flow. A-45. USI A-45 is addressed in Appendix 19B.

The ABWR System logic for response to high 1A.2.12 Coordinated Study of Shutdown
water level conditions is described in Subsection Heat Removal Requirements [[I.E.3.3]
73.1.1.1.1(3) and is considered to be sufficiently
redundant that the probability of steam line flooding This TMI action plan item superseded by USI
by ECCS is extremely low. There is no high drywell A-45. USI A-45 is addressed in Appendix 19B.
pressure signal that would inhibit this logic system.

IA.2.13 Containment Design Dedicated
in the ABWR design, each of three RHR shut- Penetration [II.E.4.1]

down cooling lines has its own separate containment
penetration and its own separate source of suction NRC Position
from the reactor vessel. Alternate shutdown using
the SRV is therefore not required for ABWR in For plant designs with external hydrogen
order to meet single failure rules. recombiners, provide redundant dedicated contain-

ment penetrations so that, assuming a single failure,
Finally, it is noted that the SRV models which the recombiner systems can be connected to the con-

will be used with ABWR plants are expected to be tainment atmosphere.
very similar to existing models which have undergone
testing for alternate shutdown cooling mode flow Response
conditions.

GE has been evaluating the need for additional
1A.2.10 Relief and Safety Valve Position hydrogen control during finalization of the ABWR
Indication [lI.D.3] design. A recombiner, based on the source r:rms

NRC Position specified in Table 1 of Regulatory Guide 1.7, w.ll be
added to Subsection 6.2.5. Any hydrojen
recombiner system provided with primary

Reactor coolant system relief and safety valves containment vessel penetrations will be operabic in
shall be provided with a positive indication in the the event of a single active failure.
control room derived from a reliable valve position
detection device or a reliable indication of flow in the
discharge pipe.

O
Amendment 7

1A.2-8
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O iV 1A.2.14 ' Containment Design Isolation j

Dependability [lI.E.4.2] j

NRC Position h
i

I
(1) Containment isolation system designs shall com- <

ply with the recommendations of Standard Re- 1

view Plan Subsection 6.2.4 (i.e., that there be di-
versity in the parameters sensed for the ini- ;

- tiation of containment isolation). j

(2) All plant personnel shall give careful consid-
'

eration to the definition of essential and non-
essential systems, identify each system

| determined to be nonessential, describe the
|~ basis for selection of each essential system,

modify their containment isolation designs
accordingly, and report the results of the
reevaluation to the NRC, ,

I
(3) All nonessential systems shall be automatically .l

isolated by the containmentisolation signal. |
l

(4) The design of control systems for automatic
containment isolation valves shall be such that
reseting the isolation signal will not result in the

i

I,

|

I

|

1

i

|

i

| $
-

Amendment 7 tA.2-8a j
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1A.3 INTERFACES

1A.3.1 Emergency Procedures and
Emergency Procedures Training Program

Emergency procedures, developed from the
emergency procedures guidelines, shall be provided
and implemented prior to fuel loading. (See Subsec-

tion 1A.2.1).

1A.3.2 Review and Modify Procedures for
Removing Safety.Related Systems From
Service

Procedures shall br reviewed and modified (as
required) for removing safety related systems from
service (and restoring to service) to assure operabil.
ity status is known. (See Subsection 1A.2.19)

1A.3.3 In Plant Radiation Monitoring
5

| Equipment and traicing and procedures shall be ]provided for accurately determining the airborne io-
dine concentration in areas within the facility where
plant personnel may be present during the accident.'

O' (See Subsection 1A.2.18)

1

l

i

1
, !

1

i

O
I

Amendment 7 1A,3-1
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.(b TABLE 2.01.

ENVELOPE OF ABWR STANDARD PLANT SITE DESIGN PARAMETERS

Maximum Ground Water level: Extreme %d: Basic Wind Speed:
.. .

!

2 feet below grade 110 mph (1)/130 mph (2) ]

Maximum Flood (or Tsunami) level:(3) Tornado:(4)
1 foot below grade - Maximum tornado wind speed: 260 mph -J

- Transnational velocity: 57 mph ]
- Radius: 453 ft 4

Precipitation (for Roof Design): - Maximum atm AP: . 1.46 psid -

Maximum rainfallrate: 10in/hr - Missile Spectra: Per ANSI /ANS-2.3
- Maximum snow load: 50 lb/sq. ft.

Design Temperatures: Soil Properties:
- Ambient - Minimum Bearing Capacity (demand):. ~15ksf

1% Exceedance Values - Minimum Shear Wave Velocity: 2000 fps

Maximum: 1000F dry bulb /770F coincident wet Liquification Potential: ,

bulb None at plant site resulting ''!
- Minimum:-100F from OBE and SSE(7) M-

i

0% Exceedance Values (Historical limit)

A - Maximum: 1150F dry bulb /820F coincident wet Seismology:

5,j bulb - OBE Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA):
-Minimum: 400F 0.10g(5) (6) ;

Emergency Cooling Water Inlet: 95 F - - SSE PGA : 0.30g(5)
- Condenser Cooling Water Inlet : 51000F - SSE Response Spectra: per Reg. Guide 1.60 '

- SSE Time History: Envelope SSE Response
Spectra ]

!
|

II) 50-year recurrence interval; value to be utilized for design of non safety-related structures
only.

(2) 100-year recurrence interval; value to be utilized for design for safety-related structures |
only. ;

(3) Probable maximum flood level (PMF), as defined in ANSI /ANS-2.8, ''Detennining Design Basis |
Flooding at Power Reactor Sites." ;

.

M) 1,000,000-year tomado recurrence interval, with associatedparameters based on ANSI /ANS-23.
^

(5) y,ee. field, at plant grade elevation.c

(6) For conservatism, a value of 0.15g is employed to evaluate structural and component responses
in Chapter 3.

II) See item 3 in Section 3A.]for additionalinfonnation.

. .:

Amendment 7 2.0-2
'
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3.1 CONFORMANCEWITH NRC to saf ety shall be designed, fabricated,
GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA erected, and tested to quality standards 1

commensurate with the importance of the safety ;
,_

3.1.1 SUMMARY DESCRIPTION functions to be performed. Where generally i
'

|
recognized codes and standards are used, they 1

'

This section contains an evaluation of the shall be identified and evaluated to determine'

principal design criteria of the ABWR Standard their applicability, adequacy, and sufficiency j
Plant as measured against the NRC General Design and shall be supplemented or modified as .J

Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants,10CFR50 necessary to assure a quality product in keeping i
'

- Appendix A. The general design criteria, which with the required safety function. A quality :
are divided into six groups with the last assurance program shell be estaWhd ud j

criterion numbered 64,~ are intended to establish implemented in order to provide adequate 1

minimum requirements for the principal design assurance that these structures, systems, and ;

criteria for nuclear power plants. components will satisfactorily perform their j

safety functions. Appropriate records of the !

The NRC General Design Criteria were intended design, fabrication, erection, and testing of
to guide the design of all water cooled nuclear structures, systems, and components important to i

power plans; separate BWR-specific criteria are safety shall be maintained by or under the |
Inot addressed. As a result, the criteria are control of the nuclear power unit licensee

subject to a variety of interpretations. For throughout the life of the unit.
this reason, there are some cases where
conformance to a particular criterion is not 3.1.2.1.1.2 Evaluatlan Against Criterion 1
directly measurable. In these cases, the
conformance of the ABWR design to the interpreta- Structures, systems, and components important
tion of the criteria is discussed. For each to safety (i.e., that are safety related* as

f criterion, a specific assessment of the plant defined in Section 3.2) are identified on Table
( design is c ade afid a complete list of references 3.21. The total quality assurance program is )

is included to identify where detailed design described in Chapter 17 and is applied to these i

information pertinent to that criterion is items. The intent of the quality assurance I

treated in this safety analysis report (SAR). program is to assure sound engineering in all
phases of design and construction through

Based on the content herein, the design of the conformity to regulatory requirements and design
ABWR design fully satisfies and is in compliance bases ~ described in the license application. In
with the NRC General Design Criteria. addition, the program assures adherence to

specified standards of workmanship and
3.1.2 EVALUATION AGAINSTCRITERIA in:plementation of recognized codes and standards

in fabrication and construction. It also i

3.1.2.1 Group I- Overall Requirements includes the observance of proper preoperational j

and operational testing and maintenance 1
3.1.2.1.1 Criterion 1 - Quality Standards and procedures as well as the documentation of the !
Records foregoing by keeping appropriate records. The

total quality assurance program is responsive to
3.1.2.1.1.1 Criterion 1 Statement and in conformance with the intent of the

quality-related requirements of 10CFR50 Appendix j

Structures, systems, and components important B. !
l
!
.

The definition of important-to-sofety is an |
*

NRC unresolved generic licensing issue. In
,

accordance with past industry practice |

''important.to-safety" and " safety-related" |
are considered equivalent in the evalu- |O ations in this section and in this SAR. _j

:

Amendment 7 3.11.
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Structures, systems, and components are (1) Appropriate consideration of the most severe
identified in Section 3.2 with respect to their of the natural phenomena that have been his- !
location, service and their relationship to the torically reported for the site and sur- I

!

safety related or non-safety related function to rounding area, with sufficient margin for
be performed. Recognized codes and standards are the limited accuracy, quantity, and period
applied to the equipment per the safety of time in which the historical data have
classifications to assure meeting the required been accumulated, ;

safety-related function. |
(2) Appropriate combinations of the effects of )

| Documents are maintained which demonstrate normal and accident conditions with the j
'

that all the requirements of the quality effects of the natural phenomena; and |

assurance program are being satisfied. This !

documentation shows that appropriate codes, (3) The importance of the safety functions to be j
standards, and regulatory requirements are performed. 1

observed, specified materials are used, correct 1

procedures are utilized, qualified personnel are 3.1.2.1.2.2 Evaluation Agalast Criterion 2 !
Iprovided, and the finished parts and components

meet the applicable specifications for safe and Since the ABWR design is designated as a |
reliable operation. These records are available standard plant, the design bases for I

so that any desired item of information is safety related (See Subsection 3.1.2.1.1.2) !
retrievable for reference. These records will be structures, systems, and components, cannot i
maintaiied during the life of the operating accurately reflect the most severe of the natu- |
licenses. ral phenomena that have been historically re- j

ported for each possible site and their sur-
The detailed quality assurance program is in rounding areas. Ilowever, the envelope of site-

conformance with the requirements of Criterion 1. related parameters which blanket the majority of
potential sites in the conterminous United

For further discussion, see the following States is defined in Chapter 2. The design
sections: bases for these structures, systems, and compo-

nents reflect this envelope of natural phenomena
,

| Chapter / including appropriate combinations of the ef-
Section Iitle fects of normal and accident conditions with <

this envelope. The design bases meet the
(1) 1.2 General Plant Description requirements of Criterion 2.

(2) 3.2 Classification of Structures, Detailed discussion of the various phenomena
Components, and Systems considered and design criteria developed are

presented in the following sections:
3.1.2.1.2 Criterion 2 Design Bases for
Protection Against Natural Phenomena Chapter /

Section litig

3.1.2.1.2.1 Criterion 2 Statement

(1) 2.0 Summary of Site Characteristics
Structures, systems, and components important

to safety shall be designed to withstand the (2) 3.2 Classification of Structures,
effects of natural phenomena such as earthquakes, Components, and Systems j
tornadoes, hurricanes, floods, tsunami, and
seiches without loss of capability to perform (3) 33 Wind and Tornado leadings

,

their safety functions. The design bases for
these structure systems and components shall (4) 3.4 Water Level (Flood) Design ,

reflect:

{

Amendment 7 312
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() (5) 3.5 Missile Protection of protective cabling if a fire occurs. The )
arrangement of equipment in reactor protection ]

;

(6) 3.7 Seismic Design channels provides physical separation to limit
the effects of a fire. ;

(7) 3.8 Design of Seismic CategoryI
Structures Combustible supplies, such as logs, records,

,

manuals, etc, are limited in such areas as the

(8) 3.9 MechanicalSystems and control room to amounts required for current
Components operation thus limiting the effect of a fire or

explosion. 1

(9) 3.10 Seismic Qualifications of
Seismic Category I Instrumen- The plant fire protection system includes the
tation and Eiectrical Equipment following provisions:

(10) 3.11 Environmental Qualification of (1) automatic fire detection equipment in those
Safety-Related Mechanical and areas where fire danger is greatest, and
Electrical Equipment

|

| (2) extinguishing services which include auto-
'

3.1.2.13 Criterion 3. Fire Protection matic actuation with manual override as well
as manually-operated fire extinguishers.

3.1.2.13.1 Criterion 3 Statement
The design of the fire protection system

Structures, systems, and components important meets the requirements of Criterion 3. For
to safety shall be designed and located to mini- further discussion, see the following sections:
mize, consistent with other safety requirements,
the probability and effect of fires and explo- Chapter /

I ,) sions. Noncombustible and heat resistant mate. Section T.it]s
,

V rials shall be used whenever practical throughout
the unit, particularly in locations such as the (1) 3.8.2.6 Materials, Ouality Control and
containment and control room. Fire detection and Special Construction Techniques
fighting systems of appropriate capacity and cap-
ability shall be provided and designed to mini- (2)7 Instrumentation and Control
mize the adverse effects of fires on structures, Systems

systems, and components important to safety.
Fire fighting systems shall be designed to assure (3) 8 Electric Power
that their rupture or inadvertent operation does
not significantly impair the safety capability of (4) 9.5 Fire Protection System
these structures, systems, and components.

(5) Appendix Fire Hazard Analysis
3.1.2.13.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 3 9A

Fires in the plant are prevented or mitigated (6)13 Conduct of Operations
by the use of non-combustible and heat-resistant
materials such as metal cabinets, metal wireways, 3.1.2.1.4 Criterion 4 - Environmental and
high melting point insulation, and flame- Missiles Design itases
resistant markers for identification wherever
practicable. 3.1.2.1.4.1 Criterion 4 Statement

Cabling is suitably rated and cable tray Structures, systems, and components important
loading is designed to avoid objectionable to r Afety shall be designed to accommodate the
internal heat buildup. Cable tiays are suitably effects of and to be compatible with the
separated to avoid the loss of redundant chanacis environmental conditions associated with normal

r~N
! 3
%J
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! operation, maintenance, testing, and postulated (3) 3.4 Water 1/: vel (Flood) Design
accidents including loss of coolant accidents.
These structures, systems, and components shall (4) 3.5 Missile Protection
be appropriately protected against dynamic
effects, including the effects of mit;iles, pipe (5) 3.6 Protection Against Dynamic

,

whipping, and discharging and conditions outside Effects Associated wkb the
the nuclear power unit. However, dynamic effects Postulated Rupture of Piping
associated with postul:.ted pipe ruptures in
nuclear power units may be excluded from the (6) 3.8 Design of Seismic CategoryI
design basis when analyses reviewed and approved Structures
by the Commission demonstrate that the
probabMty of fluid systerr. piping rupture is (7) 3.11 Environmental Qualification of
extremely low under conditions consistent with Safety.Related Mechanimi and
the design basis for the piping. ElectricalEquipment

3.1.2.1.4.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 4 (8) 52 Integrity of Reactor Coolant
Pressure Boundary

Essential (see introduction to Section 3.6)
structures, systems, and components are designed (9) 6 Engineered Safety Features
to accommodate the dynamic effects of and to be
coripatible with the environmental conditions (10) 7 Instrumentation and Control
associated with normal operation, maintenance, Systems
and postulated pipe failure accidents including
loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). (11) 8 Electric Power

These structures, systems, and components are 3.1.2.1.5 Criterion 5 Sharing of Structures,
appropriately protected against dynamic effects Systems, and Components
including the effects of missiles, pipe whipping,
and discharging fluids that may result from 3.1.2.1.5.1 Criterion 5 Statement
equipment failure. The effects of missiles from 0
sources external to the ABWR Standard Plant are Structures, systems, and components important '

alto considered. Design requirements specify the to safety shall not be shared among nuclear po-
time which each must survive the extreme wer units unless it can be shown that such shar-
environmental conditions following a LOCA. The ing will not sigt.ificantly impair the ability to
design of these structures, systems, and perform the saf;ty functions including, in the
components meets the requirements of Criterion 4. event of an accident in one unit, an orderly

shutdown and cooldown of the remaining units.
Subsection 3.6.3 identifies the requirements

for the piping that is to be excluded from postu- 3.1.2.1.5.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 5
lation of pipe ruptures for design of the plant
against dynamic effects from the associtted pipe Since the ABWR design is for a single-unit
ruptures. station, this criterion is not applicable.

For further discussion, see the following 3.1.2.2 Group II- Protection by Multiple
sections: Fission Product Barriers

Chapter / 3.1.2.2.1 Criterion 10 - Reactor Design
Section Iith

3.1.2.2.1.1 Criterion 10 Statement
(1) 2.0 Summary of Site Characteristics

The reactor core and associated coolant,
(2) 3.3 Wind and Tornado Loadings

Amendment 7 11 4
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testing of the reactor coolant pressure boundary The auxiliary, control, and protection
assure an extremely low probability of failure of systems associated with the reactor coolant
abnormal leakage, thus satisfying the require- system act to provide sufficient margin to
ments of Criterion 14. assure that the design conditions of the reactor

coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) are not
For further discussion, see the following . exceeded during any condition of normal

sections: operation including anticipated operational
occurrences. As described in the evaluation of

Chapter / Criterion 13, instrumentation is provided to
Section Iith monitor essential variables to ensure that they

I
are within prescribed operating limits. If the

(1) 1.2.1 Principal Design Criteria monitored variables exceed their predetermined
settings, the auxiliary, control, and protection

(2) 3 Design ef Structures, . systems automatically respond to maintain the
Componerts, Equipment, and variables and systems within allowable design
Systems limits.

(3) 5.2 Integrity of Reactor Coolant An example of the integrated protective ac-
Pressure Boundary tion scheme which provides sufficient margin to

assure that the design conditions of the reactor
(4) 5.3 Reactor Vessel coolant pressure boundary are not exceeded is

the automatic initiation of the pressure relief
(5) 5.4.1 Reactor Recirculation System system of the nuclear boiler system upon receipti

' of an overpressure signal. To accomplish over-
O (6) 15 Accident Analyses pressure protection of the reactor pressure ves.
V set system and reactor coolant pressure bounda-

(7) 17 Ouality Assurance ry, a number of pressure-operated relief valves

| are provided that can discharge steam from the
| 3.1.2.2.6 Criterion 15 Reactor Coolant System main steamlines to the suppression pool. The
| Design pressure relief system also provides for auto-

matic depressurization of the RCS in the event
3.1.2.2.6.1 Criterion 15 Statement of an LOCA in which the vesselis not depressu-

rized by the accident. .The depressurization of
| The reactor coolant system and associated the RCS in this situation allows operation of

auxiliary, control, and protection systems shall the low-pressure emergency core cooling systems
be designed with sufficient margin to assure that to supply enough cooling water to adequately
the design conditions of the reactor coolant cool the core. In s similar manner, other
pressure boradary are not exceeded during any auxiliary, control, and protection systems
conditi .n of normal operation including provide assurance that the design conditions of
anticipated operational occurrences, the RCPB are not exceeded during any conditions

of cormal operation including anticipated
3.1.2.2.6.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 15 operational occurrences.

The reactor coolant system (RCS), as The application of appropriate codes and
identified in Section 5.1, consists mainly of the standards and high quality requirements to the

! nuclear steam supply systems (NSSS) comprised of reactor coolant pressure boundary and the design
the reactor essel and appurtenances, the reactor features of its associated auxiliary, control,
recirculation system and the nuclear boiler and protection systems assure that the
system including the m an steamiines, feedw.ter requirements of Criterion 15 are satisfied.
lines and pressure relief discharge system; the

(s reactor core isolation cyling (RCIC) systems; For further discussion, see the following
g the residual heat removal (RHR) system; and the sections:

| reactor water cleanup system (RWC) system.

Amendment 7 3.1-9
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Chapter / (3) Associated containment penetrations and
Section Iith isolation devices.

(1) 1.2.1 Principal Design Criteria The drywell and wetwell zones condense the
steam and contain fission product releases from
t' e postulated design bases accident (i.e., the(2) 3 Design of Structure, Components, n

Equipment, and Systems double ended rupture of the largest pipe in the
primary coolant system). The leaktight primary

(3) 5.2.2 Overpressurization Protection containment vessel prevents the release of
fission products to the environment.

(4) 5.2.5 Reactor Coolant Pressure
Boundary and Core Cooling The secondary containment boundary of the
Systems Leakage Detection reactor building, which completely encloses and

integrates structurally the PCV, provides addi-
(5) 53 Reactor Vessel tional radiation shielding to protect operatiag

personnel and the public and also protects the
(6) SA.1 Reactor Recirculation System PCV from weather and external missiles.

(7) 15 Accident Analyses Temperature and pressure in the PCV are
limited following an accident by using the RHR

3.1.2.2.7 Criterion 16 - Containment Design system to condense steam in the containment at-
mosphere and to cool the suppression pool water.

3.1.2.2.7.1 Criterion 16 Statement
The design of the containment systems meets

Reactor containment and associated systems the requirements of Criterion 16.
shall be provided to establish an essentially
leaktight barrier against the uncontrolled For further discussion, see the following
release of radioactivity to the environment and sections.
to assure that the containment design conditions
important to safety are not exceeded for as long Chapter /
as postulated accident conditions require. Section Iith
3.1.2.2.7.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 16 (1) 1.2 General Plant Description

The primary containment system consists of the (2) 3.8.2 Steel Containment
following mahr structures and components:

(3) 6.2 Containment Systems
(1) A leaktight primary containment vessel (PCV)

enclosing the reactor pressure vessel, the (4) 15 Accident Analyses
reactor coolant pressure boundary, and other
branch connections of **e reactor primary 3.1.2.2.8 Criterion 17. Electric Power
coolant system. The 'rCV is a cylindrical Systems
steel. lined reinforced concrete structure
with a removable steel head and has upper and 3.1.2.2.8.1 Criterion 17 Statement
lower drywell zones, diaphragm floor (D/F)
and annular suppression chamber (or wetwell An onsite electric power system and an off-
zone) under upper drywell separated by the site electric power system shall be provided to
D/F. permit functioning of structures, systems, and

components important to safety. The safety
(2) A suppression pool containing, a large amount function for each system (assuming the other

of water used to rapidly c7ndense steam from system is not functioning) shall be to provide
a reactor vessel blowdov.n or from a break in sufficient capacity and capability to assure
a major pipe, that:

Amendment 1 3.1 10
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(1) specified acceptable fuel design limits and There are three independent AC load groups 1

design conditions of the reactor coolant provided to assure independence and redundancy )
pressure boundary are not exceeded as a of equipment function. These meet the safety'-
resu!t of anticipated 'operationa1 requirements, assuming a single failure, since:
occurrences, and

.

(1) each load group is independently capable of
(2) the core is cooled and containment integrity isolation from the offsite power sources,

and other vital functions are maintained in and
the event of postulated accidents.

(2) each load group has separate circuits to
The onsite electric power supplies including independent power sources,

the batteries, and the onsite electric dis-
tribution system shall have suf ficient - For each of the three AC load groups there
independence, redundancy, and testability to are independent batteries which furnish DC load
perform their safety functions assuming a single and control power for the corresponding divi-
failure. sions. - An additional battery furnishes DC load

and control power for the safety system logic
Electric power from the transmission network snd control (SSLC) Division IV bus.

to the onsite electric distribution system shall
be supplied by two physically independent cir- The reactor protection instrumentation is
cuits (not necessarily on separate rights of way) powered from four independent AC/DC power
designed and located to minimize to the extent sources.

, practical the likelihood of simultaneous failure
I under operating and postulated accident and envi- The onsite electric power systems are

ronmental conditions. A switchyard common to designed to meet the requirements of Criterion
p both circuits is acceptable. Each of these cir- 17. For further discussion, see the following

Q cuits shall be designed to be available in suffi- sections:
cient tirne following a loss of all onsite alter-
nating current power supplies and the other off- Chapter /
site electric power circuit to assure that speci. Section Iilk
fied acceptable fuel design limits and design
conditions of the reactor coolant pressure boun-- (1) 1.2 General Plant Description
dary are not exceeded. One of these circuits
shall be designed to be available within a few (2) 3.10 Seismic Qualification of Seismic
seconds following a loss of coolant accident to CategoryI1 instrumentation and

,

I assure that the core cooling, containment inte- Electrical Equipment
grity, and other vital safety functions areI

msintmined. -(3) 3.11 EnvironmentalQualification of
Safety-Related Mechanical and i

Provisions shall be included to minimize the Electrics! Equipment
probability of losing electric power from any of ;
the remaining supplies as a result of or (4) 83 Onsite Power Systems

coincident with, the loss of power generated by
the nuclear power unit, the loss of power from 3.1.2.2.8.2.2 Offsite Electric Power System
the transmission network, or the lors of power
from the onsite electric power supplies. The design of the offsite power systems is

out of the scope of the ABWR design. The ABWR
3.1.2.2.8.2 Evaluation Agalkst Criterion 17 Standard Plant / remainder of plant power system

interfaces are addressed in Subsection 8.23.
3.1.2.2.8.2.1 Onsite Electric Power System ,

| |
!

|

k

i
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3.1.2.2.9 Criterion 18 - Inspection and Chapter i
Testing of Electric Power Systems Section Iillt )
3.1.2.2.9.1 Criterion 18 Statement (1) 83 Onsite Power Systems

Electric power systems important to safety (2) 14 Initial Test Program
shall be designed to permit appropriate periodic
inspection and testing of important areas and i

features, such as wiring, insulation,
connections, and switchboards, to assess the ;

continuity of the systems and the condition of
their components. The systems shall be designed i

with a capability to test periodically:

I(1) the operability and functional performance of
the components of the systems such as onsite ,

power sources, reiays, switches, and buses;
and

3.1.2.2.10 Criterion 19 Control Room
(2) the operability of the systems as a whole !

and, under conditions as close to design as 3.1.2.2.10.1 Criterion 19 Statement
practical, the full operational sequence that 1

Ibrings the systems into operation including A control room shall be provided from which
operation of applicable portions of the actions can be taken to operate the nuclear po-

| protection system and the transfer of power wer unit safely under normal conditions and to
' among the nuclear power unit, the offsite maintain it in a safe condition under accident

power system, and the onsite power system. conditions, including loss of coolant acci-
dents. Adequate radiation protection shall be I

3.1.2.2.9.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 18 provided to permit access and occupancy of the
control room under accident conditions without ,

personnel receiving radiation exposures in ex-
cess of 5 rem whole body, or its equivalent to

The important power supply buses and associ- any part of the body, for the duration of the
ated normal preferred, alternate, and standby AC accident.

;

I

power supplies are arranged for periodic inspec-
tion and testing of each load group independent- Equipment at appropriate locations outside
ly. The testing procedure includes a bus trans- the control room shall be provided:
fer from cormal preferred power supply to alter-
nate preferred power supply, simulates a loss of (1) with a design capability for prompt hot
preferred power (LOPP) signal or a LOCA signal to shutdown of the reactor including necessary
start the diesel generator bringing it to operat- instrumentation and controls to maintain the
ing condition. Full load testing of the diesel unit in a safe condition during hot
generator can be performed by manually synchro- shutdown, and
nizing the generator to the normal preferred
power supply. These tests are performed (2) with a potential capability for subsequent
periodically to prove the engineered safety cold shutdown of the reactor through the u;,e

I system operability. of suitable procedures.

Design of the standby power systems provides 3.1.2.2.10.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 19
testability in accordance with the requirements
of Criterion 18. For further discussion, see the The control room contains the following
following sections: equipment: controls and necessary surveillance
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operation, calibration operation, or test to observed on control room instrumentation. More
verify operational availability impairs the importantly, the hydraulic control unit scram
ability of the system to perform its intended accumulator level is continuously monitored.
safety function. Additionally, the system design
assures that when a scram trip point is exceeded, The main steamline isolation valves may be
there is a high scram probability. However, tested during full reactor operation. Indivi-
should a scram not occur, other monitored compo- dually, they can be closed to 90% of full-open
nents scram the reactor if their trip points are position without affecting the reactor opera-
exceeded. There is sufficient electrical and tion. If reactos power is reduced sufficiently, |
physical separation between channels and between the isolation valves may be fully closed. I

Ilogics monitoring the same variable to prevent During refueling operation, valve leakage rates .

environmental factors, electrical transients, and can be determined.
physical events from impairing the ability of the
system to respond correctly. The RHR system testing can be performed i

during normal operation. Main system pumps can 4_-
The reactor protection system includes design be evaluated by taking suction from the suppres-

features that permit inservice testing. This sion pool and discharging through test lines
ensures the functional reliability of the system back to the suppression pool. System design and
should the reactor variable exceed the corrective operating procedures also permit testing the
action setpoint. supply valves of the three RHR lines. The lower

pressure flooder mode can be tested after reac- c

The rearfor protection system initiates an tor shutdown. Each active component of the ECCS
automatic reactor shutdown if the monitored plant provided to operate in a design basis accident
variables exceed preestablished limits. This is designed to be operable for test purposes

'

system is arranged as four separately powered during normal operation of the nuclear system.
divisions.

The high functional reliability, redundancy,'
Each division has a logic which can produce an and inservice testability of the protection

automatic trip signal. The logic scheme is a system satisfy the requirements specified in
two-out-of.four arrangement. The reactor protec- Criterion 21.
tion system can be tested during reactor opera-
tion. Manual scram testing is performed by For further discussion, see the following
operating one of the four manual scram controls; sections:
this tests one division. The total test verifies
the ability to de energize the scram pilot valve Chapter / ,

solenoids. Indicating lights verify that the Section Iith
actuator contacts have opened. This capability
for a thorough testing program significantly (1) 1.2.1 Principal Design Criteria
increases reliability. s

(I) 4.6 Functional Design of Reactivity
Control rod drive operability can be tested Control Systems

during normal reactor operation. Rod position
indicators and in-core neutron detectors are used (3) 5.4.5 Main Steamline Isolation System

,

to verify control rod movement. Each control rod '

can be withdrawn one step and then reinserted to (4) 5.4.7 Residual Heat RemovalSystem
the original position without significantly
perturbing the nuclear steam supply systems at (5) 6.2 Containment Systems
most power levels. One control rod is tested at
a time. Control rod mechanism overdrive (6) 6.3 Emergency Core Cooling Systems
demonstrates rod.to drive coupling integrity.
Hydraulic supply subsystem pressures can be (7) 7.2 Reactor Protection System
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(8) 73.1.1 Emergency Core Cooling Systems - the protection system allows operational system
and Instrumentation and Control testing by the use of an independent input for *

73.2.1 each actuator logic. When an essential moni-
tored variable exceeds its scram trip point, it

(9) 73.1.2 leak Detection and Isolation is sensed by four independent sensors each lo-
and ControlSystem Instrumentation cated in a separate instrumentation channel. A
73.2.2 and Controls bypass of any single channel is permitted for

maintenance operation, calibration operation,

(10) 7.6.1.2 Process Radiation Monitoring - test, etc. This leaves three channels per moni-
1

and Instrumentation and Controls tored variable, each of which is capable of ini-
7.6.2.2 tiating a scram. Only two actuator logics must

trip to initiate a scram. Thus, the two-out-of-
(11) 15 Accident Analyses four arrangement assures that a scram occurs as

a monitored variable exceeds its scram setting.
3.1.2.33 Criterion 22 - Protection System
Independence The protection system meets the design

requirements for functional and physical
3.1.233.1 Criterion 22 Statement independence as specified in Criterion 22.-

The protection system shall be designed to For further discussion, see the following
assure that the effects of natural phenomena and sections:
of normal operating, maintenance, testing, and
postulated accident conditions on redundant Chapter /
channels do not result in loss of the protection Section Iit!c
function, or shall be demonstrated to be

acceptable on some other defined basis. Design (1) 1.2.1 Principal Design Criteria
techniques, such as functional diversity or
diversity in component design and principles of (2) 4.6 Functional Design of Reactivity ,

operation, shall be used to the extent practical Control Systems

| to prevent loss of the protection function.
! (3) 5.4.5 Main Steamline Isolation System

3.1.233.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 22 ,

!

(4) 5.4.7 Residual Heat Removal System
Components of protection systems are designed

so that the mechanical, thermal and radiological (5) 63 Emergency Core Cooling Systems
environment resulting from any accident situation
in which the components are required to function (6) 7.2 Reactor Protection System
do not interfere with the operation of that
function. (7) 73.1.1 Emergency Core Cooling System -

and Instrumentation and Controls
The redundant sensors are electrically and 73.2.1

physically separated. Only circuits of the same
division are run in the same raceway. Multi- (8) 73.1.2 Leak Detection and isolation
plexed signals are carried by fiber optic medium and System
to assure control signal isolation. 73.2.2

The reactor protection system is designed to (9) 7.6.1.2 Process Radiation Monitoring -
permit maintenance and diagnostic work while the and Instrumentation and Controls
reactor is operating without restricting the 7.6.2.2
plant operation or hindering the output of safety
functions. The flexibility in design afforded (10) 15 Accident Analyses

|
.

e
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3.1.2.3.4 Criterion 23. Protection System (2) 7.2 Reactor Protection System
Failurt Modes

3.1.23.5 Criterion 24 Separation of
3.1.2.3.4.1 Criterion 23 Statement Protection and Control Systems

The protection system shall be designed to 3.1.23.5.1 Criterion 24 Statement
fail into a safe state or into a state demon-
strated to be acceptable on some other defined The protection system shall be separated from
basis if conditions such as disconnection of the control systems to the extent that failure of
system, loss of energy (e.g., electric power, in- any single control system component or channel
strument air), or postulated adverse environments or failure or removal from service of any single
(e.g., extreme heat or cold, fire, pressure, protection system component or channel which is
steam, water, and radiation) are experienced. common to the control and protection systems

leaves intact a system satisfying all reliabili-
3.1.23.4.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 23 ty, redundancy, and independence requirements of

the protection system. Interconnection of the
The reactor protection (trip) system is protection and control systems shall be limited

designed to fail into a safe state. Use of an to assure that safety is not significantly
independent channel for each actuator logic impaired.
allows the system to sustain any logic channel
failure without preventing other sensors 3.1.2.3.5.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 24
monitoring the same variable from initiating a
scram. Any two-out-of four logic channel trips There is separation between the reactor pro-
initiate a scram. Intentional bypass for tection system and the process control systems.
maintenance or testing causes the scram logic to Logic channels and actuator logics of the reac-
revert to two out of-three. A failure of any one tor protection system are not used directly for
reactor protection system input or subsystem automatic control of process systems. Sensor
component produces a trip in one channel. This outputs may be shared, but each signalis opti-
condition is insufficient to produce a reactor cally isolated before entering a redundant or
scram, but the system is ready to perform its non-safety channel interface. Therefore, fail-
protective function upon trip of another channel, ure in the controls and instrumentation of pro-

cess systems cannot induce failure of any por-
Tbc environmental conditions in which the tion of the protection system. Scram reliabi-

instrumentation and equipment of the reactor lity is designed into the reactor protection
protection system must operate were considered in system and hydraulic control unit for the con-
establishing the component specifications, trol rod drive. The scram signal and mode of
Instrumentation specifications are based on the operation override all other signals.
worst expected ambient conditions in which the
instruments must operate. The systems that isolation containment and

reactor pressure vessel are designed so that any
The failure modes of the reactor protection one failure, maintenance operation, calibration

(trip) system are such that it fails into a safe operation, or test to verify operational
state as required by Criterion 23. availability does not impair the functional

ability of the isolation systems to respond to
For further discussion, see the following essential variables,

sections.
Process radiation monitoring is provided on

Chapter / process liquid and gas lines that may serve as
Section Iil]s discharge routes for radioactive materials.

Four instrumentation channels are used to pre-
(1) 1.2.1 Principal Design Criteria vent an inadvertent scram and isolation as a re.

3
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sult of instrumentation malfunctions. The out- 3.1.2.3.6.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 25
put trip signals from each channel are combined
in such a way that two channels must signal high The reactor protection system provides
radiation to initiate scram and main steam protection against the onset and consequences of

'

i

isolation, conditions that threaten the integrity of the
fuel barrier and the reactor coolant pressure

The protection system is separated from boundary. Any monitored variable which exceeds
control systems as required in Criterion 24. the scram setpoint will initiate an automatic

scram and not impair the remaining variables
For further discussion, see the following from being monitored, and if one channel fails,

sections: the remaining portions of the reactor protection
system shall function.

Chapter /
S.rfan Tiik The rod control and information system is de-

signed so that no single failure can negate the ;

(1) 1.2.1 Principal Design Criteria effectiveness of a reactor scram. The circuitry
for the rod control and information system is

'

(2) 4.6 Functional Evaluation of completely independent of the circuitry
Reactivity Control Systems controlling the scram valves. This separation

of the scram and normal rod control functions
(3) 63 Emergency Core Cooling Systems prevents failures in the reactor manual control

circuitry from affecting the scram circuitry. )
(4) 7.2 Reactor Trip System Because only two control rods are controlled by i

an individual hydraulic control unit (HCU), a I

(5) 73.1.1 Emergency Core Cooling System - failure that results in continued energizing of |
and Instrumentation and Controls an insert solenoid valve on an HCU can affect !

| 73.2.1 only two control rods. The effectiveness of a )
| reactor scram is not impaired by the malfunc- |

(6) 73.1.2 leak Detection and Isolation tioning of any one HCU or two control rods. )
and System -Instrumentation |
73.2.2 and Controls The design of the protection system assures '

i that specified acceptable fuel limits are not
(7) 7.6.1.2 Process Radiation Monitoring - exceeded for any single malfunction of the'

and Instrumentation and Controls reactivity control systeras as specified in
7.6.2.2 Criterion 25. ;

|

(8) 7.7.1.2 Rod Control andInformation For iurther discussion, see the following
and System -Instrumentation and seetions:
7.7.2.2 Controls

Chapter /
3.1.2.3.6 Criterion 25. Protection System Section Tith
Requirements for Reactivity Control Malfunctions

(1) 1.2.1 Principal Design Criteria
3.1.2.3.6.1 Criterion 25 Statement

(2) 43 Nuclear Design
The protection system shall be designed to as-

sure that specified acceptable fuel design limits (3) 4.4 Thermal and Hydraulic Design
are not exceeded for any single malfunction of
the reactivity control system such as accidental (4) 4.6 Functional Design of Reactivity
withdrawal (not ejection or dropout) of control Control Systems
rods.

|
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(5) 7.2 Reactor Trip System The circuitry for manual insertion or with-
drawal of control rods is completely independent

(6) 7.7.1.2 Rod Control and Information of the circuitry for reactor scram. This
and System -Instrumentation and separation of the scram and normal rod control
7.7.2.2 Controls functions prevents failures in the reactor

manual-control circuitry from affecting the
(7) 15 Accident Analyses scram circuitry. Two sources of energy

_

(accumulator pressure and electrical power to
3.1.23.7 Criterion 26 - Reactivity Control the motors of the fine motion control rod
System Redundancy and Capability drives, FMCRDs) provide needed control rod

insertion performance over the entire range of
3.1.23.7.1 Criterion 26 Statement reaclor pressure (i.e., from operating

conditions to cold shutdown). The design of the
Two independent reactivity control systems of control rod system includes appropriate margi.n

different design principles shall be provided. for malfunctions such as stuck rods in the
One of the systems shall use control rods, pre- unlikely event that they do occur. Control rod
ferably including a positive means for inserting withdrawal sequences and patterns are selected
the rods, and shall be capable of reliably con- prior to operation to achieve optimum core
trolling reactivity changes to assure that under performance and, simultaneously, low individual
conditions of normal operation, inclu' ding rod worths. The operating procedures to
anticipated operational occurrences, and with accomplish such patterns are supplemented by the
appropriate margin for malfunctions such as stuck rod pattern control system, which prevents rod
rods, specified acceptable fuel design limits are withdrawals yielding a rod worth greater than
not exceeded. The second reactivity control permitted by the preselected rod withdrawal

O- system shall Le capable of reliably controlling pattern. Because of the carefully planned and
the rate of reactivity changes resulting from regulated rod withdrawal sequence, prompt
planned, normal power changes (including xenon shutdown of the reactor can be achieved with the
burnout) to assure that acceptable fuel design insertion of a small number of the many
limits are not exceeded. One of the systems independent control rods. In the event that a
shall be capable of holding the reactor core reactor scram is necessary, the unlikely
suberitical under cold conditions. occurrence of a limited number of stuck rods

will not hinder the capability of the control
3.1.23.7.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 26 rod system to render the core suberitical.

Two independent reactivity control systems The second independent reactivity control
utilizing difference design principles are pro- system is provided by the reactor recirem3 tion
vided. The normal method of reactivity control system. By varying reactor coolant flow, it is
employs control rod assemblies which contain possible to affect the type of reactivity
boron carbide (B4C) powder. Positive insertion changes necessary for planned, normal power
of these control rods is provided by means of the changes (including renon burnout). In the
control rod drive electrical and hydraulic sys- unlikely event that reactor flow is suddenly
tem. The control rods are capable of reliably increased to its maximum value (pump runout),
controlling reactivity changes during normal the core will not exceed fuel design limits
operation (e.g., power changes, power shaping, because the power flow map defines the allowable
renon burnout, normal startup and shutdown) via initial operating states so that the pump runout
operator controlled insertions and withdrawals. will not violate these limits.
The control rods aie also capable of maintaining
the core within acceptable fuel design limits du- The control rod system is capable of holding
ring anticipated operational occurrences via the the reactor core subcritical under cold
automatic scram function. The unlikely occur- conditions, even when the pair of control rods

O rence of a limited number of stuck rods during a of highest worth controlled by an hydraulic
scram will not adversely affect the capability to control unit is assumed to be stuck in the fully
maintain the core within fuel design limits. withdrawn position. This shutdown capability of
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the control rod system is made possible by There is no credible event applicable to the i

designing the fuel with burnable poison (Gd2 ABWR which requires combined capability of the i

0 ) to control the high reactivity of fresh control rod system and poison additions. The 1
3

fuel. In addition, the standby liquid control ABWR design is capable of maintaining the
system is available to add soluble boron to the reactor core suberitical, including allowance
core and render it subcriti:al as discussed under for a pair of stuck rods controlled by an
the evaluation against Criterion 27. hydraulic control unit (HCU), without addition

of any poison to the reactor coolant. The
The redundancy and capabilities of the primary reactivity control system for d.: ABWR j

reactivity control systems for the BWR satisfy during postulated accident conditions is the 1

the requirements of Criterion 26. control rod system. Abnormalities are sensed,
and, if protection system limits are reached, ,

For further discussion, see the following corrective action is initiated through automatic |
sections: insertion of control rods. High integrity of

the protection system is achieved through the -

Chapter / combination of logic arrangement, actuator
Section Iitic redundancy, power supply redundancy, and j

physical separation. High reliability of - !

(1) 1.2.1 Principal Design Criteria reactor scram is further achieved by separation
of scram and manual control circuitry, )

(2) 4.6 Functional Design of Reactivity individual HCU controlling a pair of control j

Control systems rods, and fail safe design features built into |
Jthe rod drive system. Response by the reactor

(3) 73 Engineered Safety Feature protection system is prompt and the total scram
Systems time is short.

(4) 7.4.1.2 Standby Liquid Control System - In the very unlikely event that more than one
and Instrumentation and Controls control rod fails to insert and the core cannot
7.4.2.2 be maintained in a suberitical condition by con-

trol rods alone as the reactor is cooled down
(5) 7.7.1.2 Rod Control and Information subsequent to initial shutdown, the standby li-

and System -Instrumentation and quid control system (SLCS) can be actuated to
7.7.2.2 Controls insert soluble boron into the reactor core. The

SLCS has sufficient capacity to ensure that the
3.1.23.8 Criterion 27 Combined Reactivity reactor can always be maintained suberitical;
Control Systems Capability and, hence, only decay heat will be generated by

the core which can be removed by the RHR system,
3.1.2.3.8.1 Criterion 27 Statement thereby ensuring that the core will always be

coolable.
The reactivity control systems shall be de-

signed to have a combined capability in conjunc- The design of the reactivity control systems
tion with poison addition by the emergency core assures reliable control of reactivity under
cooling systems of reliably controlling reacti- postulated accident conditions with appropriate
vity changes to assure that, under postulated margin for stuck rods. The capability to cool
accident conditions and with appropriate margin the core is maintained under all postulated
for stuck rods, the capability to cool the core accident conditions; thus, Criterion 27 is
is maintained. satisfied.

3.1.23.8.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 27 For further discussion, see the following
sections:

!
1
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liik the preselected rod withdrawal pattern. TheSection

RPCS function assists the operator with an i

((1) 1.2.1 PrincipalDesign Criteria effective backup control rod monitoring routine
that enforces adherence to established startup, j

(2) 43 Nuclear Design shutdown, and low-power level operations control {
!rod procedures.

(3) 4.4 Thermaland Hydraulic Design IThe control rod mechanical design incor-
porates a brake system which prevents rapid rod(4) 4.6 ' FunctionalDesign of Reactivity 3

Control System ejection.- This enginected safeguard protects '

against a high reactivity insertion rate from'a
(5) 7.2 Reactor Trip System potential control rod ejection. Normal rod

movement and the rod withdrawal rate is limited
. Standby Liquid Control Systein - through the fine motion control motor.(6) 7.4.1.2

and
Instrumentation and Controls

7.4.2.2 The accident analysis (Chapter 15) evaluates .
the postulated reactivity accidents, as well as

(7) 15 Accident Analpes abnormal operational transients in detail.
Analyses are included for rod dropout, steamline
rupture, chan j3.1.23.9 Criterion 28 ReactivityIJmits and pressure,ges in reactor coolant temperature !

and cold water addition. The
3.1.2.3.9.1 Criterion 28 Statement initial conditions assumptions, calculational

models, sequences, of events, and anticipated
The reactivity control systems shall be results of each postulated occurrence are

(' designed with appropriate limits on the potential covered in detail. The results of these
amount and rate of reactivity increase to assure analyses indicate that none of the postulated
that the effects of postulated reactivity reactivity transients or accidents results in

damage to the reactor coolant pressureaccidents can neither:
boundary. In addition, the integrity of the

(1) result in damage to the reactor coolant pres- core, its support structures or other reactor )
sure boundary greater than limited local pressure vesselinternals is maintained so that
yielding, nor the capability to cool the core is not impaired

for any of the postulated reactivity accidents
(2) sufficiently disturb the core, its support described in the accident analysis.

structures, or other reactor pressure vessel
internals to impair significantly the capabi- The design features of the reactivity control i

These postulated system which limit the potential amount and rate. lity to cool the core.
reactivity accidents shall include considera- of reactivity increase ensure that Criterion 28

p i

tion of rod ejection (unless prevented by is satisfied for'all postulated reactivity i
'

&|
accidents, y

positive means), rod dropout, steamline rup. '

ture, changes in reactor coolant temperature
and pressure, and cold water addition. For further discussion, see the followingsections:

3.1.2.3.9.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 28 , . ,
Chapter /
Section

The control rod system design incorporates - Iith ;
'

appropriate limits on the
rate of reactivity increase. potential amount and (1) 1.2.1 Principal Design CriteriaControl rod with-
drawal sequences and patterns are selected to
achieve optimum core performance and low (2) 3.9.4 Control Rod Drive System -

'

f k

individual rod worths. The rod pattern control
(3) 3.9.5 Reactor Pressure Vessel

(
system (RPCS) prevents withdrawal other than by

internals

!
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(4) 43 Nuclear Design rod drives, main steam isolation valves,
residual heat removal pumps, etc., are testable

(5) 4.53 Control Rod Drive Housing during normal reactor operation. Functional :

Supports testing and calibration schedules are developed !
using available failure rate data, reliability ,

(6) 4.6 Functional Design oi Reactivity analysis, and operating experience. These I

Control systems schedules represent an optimization of j
protection and reactivity control system ;

(7) 5.2.2 Overpressurization Protection reliability by considering the, f ailure !
probabilities of individual components and the ]

(8) 53 Reactor Vessel reliability effects during individual compo-
nent testing on the portion of the system not

(9) 5.4.4 Main Steamline Flow Restrictors undergoing test. The capability for inservice ;

testing ensures the high functional reliability j

(10) 5.4.5 Main Steamline Isolation Valves of protection and reactivity control systems if i

a reactor variable exceeds the corrective action 1

(11) 7.7.1.2 Rod Control and Information setpoint. j

and System -Instrumentation and
'

7.7.2.2 Controls The capabilities' of the protection and
reactivity control systems to perform their j

(12) 15 Accident Analyses safety functions in the event of anticipated I

operational occurrences satisfy the requirements !
3.1.23.10 Cdtedon29-Protection Against of Criterion 29.
Anticipated Operational Occurrences

For further discussion, see the following {
3.1.23.10.1 Criterion 29 Statement seetions:

The protection and reactivity control systems Chapter /
shall be designed to assure an extremely high Section Tilk
probability of accomplishing their safety
functions in the event of anticipated operational (1) 1.2.1 Principal Design Criteria
occurrences.

(2) 5.4.5 Main Steamline Isolation System
3.1.23.10.2 Evaluation Agalast Criterion 29

(3) 5.4.7 Residual Heat Removal System
The high functional reliability of the reactor

protection (trip) system and reactivity control (4) 6.2 Containment Systems
system is achieved through the combination of
logic arrangement, redundancy, physical and (5) 63 Emergency Core Cooling Systems
electrical independence, functional separation,
fail safe design, and inservice testability. (6) 7.2 Reactor Trip System
These design features are discussed in detailin
criteria 21, 22, 23, 24, and 26. (7) 73 Engineered Safety Feature

Systems
An extremely high reliability of timely re-

sponse to anticipated operational occurrences is (8) 15 Accident Analyses
maintained by a thorough program of inservice
testing and surveillance. Active components can 3.1.2.4 Group IV- Fluid Systems
be tested or removed from service for maintenance
during reactor operation without compromising the 3.1.2.4.1 Cdterion 30 - Quality of Reactor
protection or reactivity control functions even Coolant Pressure Boundary
in the event of a subsequent single failure.
Components important to safety, such as control 3.1.2.4.1.1 Criterion 30 Statement
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Components which are part of the reactor vided by the RCIC system. While the leak detec-
coolant pressure boundary shall be designed, tion system provides protection from small

I fabricated, erected, and tested to the highest leaks, the ECCS network provides protection for
| quality standards practical. Means shall be the complete range of discharges from ruptured

provided for detecting and, to the extent pipes. Thus, protection is provided for the
practical, identifying the location of the source full spectrum of possible discharges,
of reactor coolant leakage.

The reactor coolant pressure boundary and the
3.1.2.4.1.2 Evaluation Against Critedon 30 leak detection and isolation system are designed

to meet requirements of Criterion 30.
By utilizing conservative design practices and

detailed quality control procedures, the For further discussion, see the following
pressure retaining components of the reactor sections:
coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) are designed and
fabricated to retain their integrity during Chapter /
normal and postulated accident conditions (See Section Iiik
Subsection 3.1.2.2.5.2) . Accordingly, compo-
nents which comprise the RCPB are designed, (1) 1.2.1 Principal Design Criteria
fabricated, erected, and tested in accordance
with recognized industry codes and standards (2) 3.2 Classification of Structures,
listed in Chapter 5 and Table 3.21. Further, Components, and Systems
product and process quality planning is provided
as described in Chapter 17 to assure conformance (3) 5.2.2 Overpressurization Protection
with the applicable codes and standards, and to
retain appropriate documented evidence verifying (4) 5.2.5 Detection of Reactor Coolant
compliance. Because the subject matter of this Leakage Through Reactor Coolant
criterion deals with aspects of the RCPB further Pressure Boundary
discussion on this subject is treated in the
response to Criterion 14 (5) 53 Reactor Vessel

Means are provided for detecting leakage in (6) 5.4.1 Reactor Recirculation Pumps
the reactor coolant system (RCS). The leak de-
tection and isolation system consists of sensors (7) 73.1.2 Leak Detection and Isolation
and instruments to detect, annunciate, and, in and System -Instrumentation and
some cases, isolate the reactor coolant pressure 73.2.2 Controls
boundary from potential hazardous leaks before
predetermined limits are exceeded. Small leaks (8) 7.7.1.1 Reactor VesseIInstrumentation
are detected by temperature and pressure changes,
increased frequency of sump pump operation, and (9) 17 Ouality Control System
by measuring fission product concentration. In
addition to these means of detection, large leaks 3.1.2.4.2 Criterion 31 - Fracture Prevention
are detected by changes in flow rates in process of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary
lines, and changes in reactor water level. The
allowable leakage rates have been based on the 3.1.2.4.2.1 Criterion 31 Statement
predicted and experimentally determined behavior
of cracks in pipez, the ability to make up the The reactor coolant pressure boundary shall
RCS the norma' y expected background leakage due be designed with sufficient margin to assureJ
to equipment design, and the detection capability that when stressed under operating, maintenance,
of the various sensors and instruments. The testing, and postulated accident conditions:
total leakage rate limit is established so that,
in the absence of normal ac power with loss of (1) the boundary behaves in a nonbrittle manner,
feedwater supply, makeup capabilities are pro- and
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(2) the probability of rapidly propagating are accounted for in the reactor operation.
fracture is minimized.

The reactor coolant pressure boundary is de-
The design shall reflect consideration of signed, maintained, and tested to provide ade-

service temperatures and other conditions of the quate assurance that the boundary will behave in
boundary material under operating, maintenance, a non brittle manner throughout the life of the
testing, and postulated accident conditions and plant. Therefore, the reactor coolant pressure
the uncertainties in determining: boundary is in conformance with Criterion 31.

(1) materialproperties; For further discussion, see the following
sections:

(2) the effects of irradiation on material
properties; Chapter /

Section liik

(3) residual, steady state, and transient
stresses; and (1) 3 Design of Structures,Compon-

ents, Equipment and Systems

(4) size of flaws. ;

(2) 5.2 Integrity of Reactor Coolant t

3.1.2.4.2.2 Evaluation Against Cdterion 31 Pressure Boundary

Brittle fracture control of pressure- 3.1.2.43 Criterion 32 -Inspection of Reactor
retaining ferritic materials is provided to Coolant Pressure Boundary
ensure protection against nonductile fracture.To
minimize the possibility of brittle fracture 3.1.2.43.1 Criterion 32 Statement
f aHure of the reactor pressure vessel, the
re ctor pressure vessel is designed to meet the Components which are part of the reactor
requirements of ASME Code Section 111. coolant pressure boundary shall be designed to

,

permit: (1) periodic inspection and testing of '

The nil-ductility transition (NDT) temperature important areas and features to assess their
is defined as the temperature below which structural and leaktight integrity and, (2) an
ferritic steel breaks in a brittle rather than appropriate material surveillance program for
ductile manner. The NDT temperature increases as the reactor pressure vessel.
a function of neutron exposure at integrated
neutron exposures greater than about 1x1017 nvt 3.1.2.4.3.1 Evaluation Against Criterion 32
with neutron of energies in excess of 1 MeV.

The reactor pressure vessel desy and engi-
The reactor assembly design provides an annu- neering effort include provisions for inservice

lar space from the outermost fuel assemblies to inspection. Removable plugs in the reactor
the inner surface of the reactor vessel that shield wall and/or removable panels in the insu-

g Eerves to attenuate the fast neutron flux inci- lation provide access for examination of the |
dent upon the reactor vessel wall. This annular vessel and its appurtenances. Also, removable

k volume contains the core shroud, and reactor insulation is provided on the reactor coolant
coolant. Assuming plant operation at rated power system safety / relief valves, and on the main
and availability of 100% for the plant life time, steam and feedwater systems extending out to and
the neutron fluence at the inner surface of the including the first isolation valve outside con- J
vessel causes a slight shift in the transition tainment, inspection of the reactor coolant |

temperatures. Expected shifts in transition pressure boundary is in accordance with the ASME j
temperature during design life as a result of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section XI. !

environmental conditions, such as neutron flux, Secion 5.2 defines the Inservice Inspection )
are considered in the design. Operational Plan, access provisions, and areas of restricted

,

limitations assume that NDT temperature shifts access.
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rature and pressure changes, increased frequency
.

L Vessel material surveillance samples will be
located within the reactor pressure vessel. The of sump pump operation, and by measuring fission
program willinclude specimens of the base metal, product concentration. In addition to these
weld metal, and heat affected zone metal. means of detection,large leaks are detected by ;

changes in flow rates in process lines and chan- I

The plant testing and inspection program ges in reactor water level. The allowable leak-
ensure that the requirements of Criterion 32 will age rates have been based on predicted and expe- i

1

be met. rimentally determined behavior of cracks in
pipes, the ability to make up reactor coolant

For further discussion, see the following leakage, the normally expected background
sections: leakage due to equipment design,' and the i

detection capability of the various sensors and !

Chapter / instruments. The total leakage rate limit is ;

Section liik established so that,in the absence of normal AC 1

Ipower containment with a loss of feedwater
(1) 3.9 Mechanical Systems and supply, makeup capabilities are provided by the

Components RCIC system.

(2) 5.2 Integrity of Reactor Coolant The plant is designed to provide ample.
Pressure Boundary reactor coolant makeup for protection against

small leaks in the reactor coolant pressure
3.1.2.4.4 Criterion 33 Reactor Coolant boundary for anticipated operational occurrences ]
Makeup and postulated accident conditions. The design

of these systems meets the requirements of 1

|
| 3.1.2.4.4.1 Criterion 33 Statement Criterion 33.

A 1

(] A system to supply reactor coolant makeup for For further discussion, see the following |

protection against small breaks in the reactor sections:'

coolant pressure boundary shall be provided. The
system safety function shall assure that Chapter /
specified acceptable fuel design limits are not Section Iilk

| exceeded as a result of reactor coolant loss due
to leakage from the reactor coolant pressure (1) 5.2.5 Detection of Reactor Coolant ~ i
boundary and rupture of small piping or other Leakage Through Reactor Coolant
small components which are part of the boun. Pressure Boundary,
dary. The system shall be designed to assure
that, for onsite electric power system operation (2) 5.4.6 Reactor Core lsolation Cooling ,

i(assuming offsite power is not available) and for System

offsite electric power system operation (assuming
onsite power is not available), the system safety (3) 63 Emergency Core Cooling Systems
function can be accomplished using the piping,
pumps, and valves used to maintain coolant (4) 73.1.2 Leak Detection and Isolation
inventory during normal reactor operation. and System -Instrumentation and

73.2.2 Controls
3.1.2.4.4.2 Response to Criterion 33

3.1.2.4.5 Criterion 34 - Residual Heat Removal
Means are provided for detecting reactor cool-

ant leakage. The leak detection and isolation 3.1.2.4.5.1 Cdterion 34 Statement
system consists of sensors and instruments to
detect, annunciate, and, in some cases, isolate A system to remove residual heat shall be
the reactor coolant pressure boundary from poten. presided. The safety function shall be to
tial hazardous leaks before predetermined limits transfer fission product decay heat and other-i

are exceeded. Smailleaks are detected by tempe- residual heat from the reactor core at a rate
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such that specified acceptable fuel design limits Loads important to plant operation and safe i

and the design conditions of the reactor coolant are split and diversified between switchgear
pressure boundary are not exceeded. sections, and means are provided for detection :

and isolation of system faults.
Suitable redundancy in components and features ;

iand suitable interconnections, leak detection, The plant layout is designed to effect
and isolation capabilities shall be provided to physical separation of essential bus sections, ]
assure that, for onsite electric power system- standby generators, switchgear, interconnect- j

operation (assuming offsite power is not tions, feeders, power centers, motor control {
available) and for offsite electric power system centers, and other system components. '

operation (assuming onsite power is not
available), the system safety function can be Full capacity standby diesel generators are ;

accomplished, assuming a single failure. provided to supply a source of electrical power i

which is self contained within the Nuclear ,

'

3.1.2.4.5.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 34 Island and is not dependent on external sources
of supply. The standby generators produce AC

The RHR System provides the means to remove power at a voltage and frequency compatible with )
decay heat and residual heat from the nuclear the normal bus requirements for essential ;

steam supply systems (NSSS) so that refueling and equipment within the plant. Each of the diesel j
servicing of NSSS can be performed. generators has sufficient capacity to start and j

carry the essential loads it is expected to J
The major equipment of the RHR system consists drive.

of heat exchangers, main system pumps, and
service water pumps. The equipment is connected The RHR system is adequate to remove residual
by associated valves and piping, and the controls heat from the reactor core to assure fuel and
and instrumentation are provided for proper reactor coolant pressure boundary design limits
system operation, are not exceeded. Redundant reactor coolant |

circulation paths are available to and from the
Three independent loops are located in vessel and RHR system. Redundant onsite

separate protected areas. electric power systems are provided. The design
of the RHR system, including its power supply,

Both normal AC power and the auxiliary onsite meets the requirements of Criterion 34
power system provide power adequate to operate
all the auxiliary loads necessary for plant ope. For further discussion, see the following
ration. The power sources for the plant auxi- sections: '

liary power system are sufficient in number and
of such electrical and physicalindependence that Chapter /
no single failure will prevent auxiliary systems Section Illh
from supporting two of the three RHR divisions. j

(1) 5.4.7 Residual Heat Removal System j

The plant auxiliary buses supplying power to
engineered safety features and reactor protection (2) 63 Emergency Core Cooling System
systems rn, ' hose auxiliaries required for safe i
shutdows ,onnected by appropriate switching (3) 73.1.1 Emergency Core Cooling System -
to stan .,y diesel-driven generators located in and Instrumentation.' and Controls

{the plant. Each power source, up to the point of 73.2.1 I

its connection to the auxiliary power buses, is
capable of complete and rapid isolation from any (4) 8.2 Onsite Power Systems 1

other source. I

i

i
|
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Chapter / Design Criterion 46. It is concluded that the
Section Tiik requirements of Criterion 40 are met.

(1) 5.4.7 Residual Heat Removal System For further discussion see Subsection 6.2.2.

(2) 6.2 Containment Systems 3.1.2A.12 Criterion 41 - Containment
Atmosphere Cleanup

| (3) 63 Emergency Core Cooling Systems
3.1.2A.12.1 Criterion 41 Statement

(4) 9.2 Water Systems
Systems to control fission products,

3.1.2A.11 Criterion 40 - Testing of hydrogen, oxygen, and other substances which may
Containment Heat Removal System be released into the reactor containment shall

be provided as necessary to reduce, consistent
3.1.2A.11.1 Criterion 40 Statement with the functioning of other associated

systems, the concentration and quantity of
The containment heat removal system shall be fission products released to the environment

designed to permit appropriate periodic pressure following postulated accidents and to control
and functional testing to assure: the concentration of hydrogen or oxygen and

other substances in the containment atmosphere
(1) the structural and leaktight integrity of its following postulated accidents to assure that

components; containment integrity is maintained.

(2) the operability and performance of the active Each system shall have suitable redundancy in
components of the system; and components and features and suitable

O-
interconnections, leak detection, isolation, and

(3) the operability of the system as a whole, containment capabilities to assure that, for
and, under conditions as close to the design onsite electric power system operation (assuming
as practical, the performance of the full offsite power is not available) and for offste
operational sequence that brings the system electric power system operation (assuming onsite
into operation including operation of power is not available), its safety function can
applicable portions of the protection system, be accomplished, assuming a single failure.
the transfer between normal and emergency
power sources, and the operation of the 3.1.2A.12.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 41
associated cooling water system.

The quantity of fission products released
3.1.2A.11.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 40 into the environment following postulated acci-

dents is controlled by the standby gas treatment
The containment heat removal function is system (SGTS) that has the redundancy and capa-

accomplished by a suppression pool cooling mode bility to filter the gaseous effluent from the
of the RHR system. primary and the secondary containment. The SGTS

filters are classified as passive components.
The RHR system is provided with sufficient

test connections and isolation valves to permit Equipment is provided to control the oxygen
periodic pressure and flow rate testing. concentration in the inert ABWR primary contain-

ment volume atmosphere so that a flammable condi-
The pumps and valves of the RHR system will be tion will not be created during an accident.

operated periodically to verify operability. The
cooling mode is not automatically initiated, but These systems have design provisions to
operation of the components is periodically ensure that safety function is accomplished,
verified. The operation of associated cooling assuming a single failure. These systems meet
water systems is discussed in the response to the requirements of Criterion 41. For further

#

discussion, see the following sections:
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Chapter / (2) 6.2.5 Combustible Gas Controlin |

Section Iills Containment

(1) 1.2 General Plant Description (3) 6.5.1 Engineered Safety Features
Filter System |

(2) 6.2.5 Combustible Gas Controlin I
Containment (4) 6.53 Fission Product Control Systems )

(
(3) 6.5.1 Engineered Safety Features (5) 6.6 Intervice Inspection of Class 2 i

Filter System and 3 Components j
i

(4) 6.53 Fission Product Control Systems (6)7 Instrumentation and Controls !

(5) 7 Instrumentation and Controls (7) 8 Electric Power

(6) 8 Electric Power (8) 9.5.9 Suppression Pool Cleanup System

!

(7) 9.5.9 Suppression Pool Cleanup System 3.1.2.4.14 Criterion 43 Testing of i

Containment Atmosphen Cleanup Systems )
(8) 15 Accident Analyses )

3.1.2.4.14.1 Criterion 43 Statement

f'3.1.2.4.13 Criterion 42 Inspection of
Containment Atmosphere Cleanup System The containment atmosphere cleanup systems

shall be designed to permit appropriate periodic
3.1.2.4.13.1 Cdterion 42 Statement pressure and functional testing to assure:

The containment atmosphere cleanup systems (1) the structural and leaktight integrity of q
shall be designed to permit appropriate periodic its components
inspection of important components, such as ;

filter frames, ducts, and piping, to assure the (2) the operability and performance of the
integrity and capability of the systems. active components of the systems such as

fans, filters, dampers, pumps, and valves;
3.1.2.4.13.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 42 and

Except for components located in the contain- (3) the operability of the systems as a whole
ment and steam tunnel, all components of the and, under conditions as close to design as ]
fission product control system can be inspected practical, the performance of the full |
during normal plant operation at power. The operational sequence that brings the systems j
components within the containment and steam into operation including operation of
tunnel may be inspected during refueling and applicable portions of the protection
maintenance outages, system, the transfer between normal and

emergency power sources, and the operation j
The design of the system, therefore, meets the of associated systems. !

requirements of Criterion 42. For further I
discussion, see the following sections: 3.1.2.4.14.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 43 '

Chapter / All active components of the fission product
Section Tjils control system can be tested during normal plan j

operation at power. The SGTS filters are
(1) 1.2 General Plant Description classified as passive .omponents.
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i Complete system operation can be tested during designed with suitable redundancy, isolation
reactor shutdown, capability, and separation such that no single

failure prevents a safe plant shutdown.
The design of the system, therefore, meets the

requirements of Criterion 43. For further The design of this system meets the
discussion, see the followirig sections: requirements of Criterion 44.

Chapter / For further discussion, see the following
Section Iilk sections:

(1) 1.2 General Plant Description Chapter /
Section Illk

(2) 6.2.5 Combustible Gas Controlin
Containment (1) 1.2 General Plant Description

(3) 6.5.3 Fission Product Control System (2) 9.2 Water Systems

(4) 7 Instrumentation and Control 3.1.2.4.16 Criterion 45 -Inspection of
Cooling Water System

(5)8 Electric Power
3.1.2.4.16.1 Criterion 45 Statement

3.1.2.4.15 Criterion 44 CoolingWater
The cooling water system shall be designed to

3.1.2.4.15.1 Criterion 44 Statement permit appropriate periodic inspection of impor-
tant components such as heat exchangers and pip-

A system to transOr heat from structures, ing to assure the integrity and capability of
.'

systems, and components important to safety to an the system,
ultimate heat sink shall be provided. The system
safety function shall be to transfer the combined 3.1.2.4.16.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 45
heat load of these structures, systems, and
components under normal operating and accident All important components in the ABWR Standard
conditions. Plant scope are located in accessible locations

to facilitate periodic inspection during normal
Suitable redundancy in components and features plant operation. Suitable manholes, handholes,

and suitable interconnections, leak detection, inspection ports, or other design and layout
and isolation capabilities shall be provided to features are provided for this purpose.
assure that for onsite electric power system
operation (assuming offsite power is not These features meet the requirements of
available) and for offsite electric power systems Criterion 45.
operation (assuming onsite power is not
available), the system safety function can be For further discussion, see the following
accomplished, assuming a single failure. sections:

3.1.2.4.15.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 44 Chapter /
Section Ilth

The system provided to transfer heat from
safety-related equipment to the ultimate heat (1) 1.2 General Plant Description
sink is the reactor building cooling water
system. (2) 9.2 Water Systems

This system is operable either from offsite (3)14 . Initial Test Program
power or from onsite emergency power and is
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3.1.2.4.17 Criterion 46 Testing of Cooling (4) 16 Technical Specifications
Water System

3.1.2.5 Group V Reactor Containment
3.1.2.4.17.1 Criterion 46 Statement

| 3.1.23.1 Criterion 50 Containment Design
The cooling water system shall be designed to Basis

permit appropriate periodic pressure and
functional testing to assure: 3.1.23.1.1 Criterlon 50 Statement

(1) the structural and leaktight integrity of its The reactor containment structure, including f
components; access openings, penetrations, and the contain- !

ment heat removal system shall be designed so l
(2) the operability and the performance of the that the containment structure and its internal I

active components of the systeen; and compartments can accommodate, without exceeding 1

the design leakage rate and with sufficient mar-
(3) the operability of the system as a whole and, gin, the calculated pressure and temperature

under conditions as close to design as conditions resulting from any loss of coolant ,

| practical, the performance of the full accident. This margin shall reflect consider- I

operational sequence that brings the system ation of: I
into operation for reactor shutdown and for |loss-of-coolant accidents, including (1) the effects of potential energy sources '

operation of applicable portions of the which have not been included in the determi-
protection system and the transfer between nation of the peak conditions, such as i

normal and emergency power sources. energy in steam generators and as required ],

|
by Section 50.44 energy from metal water and j

3.1.2.4.17.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 46 other chemical reactions that may result i

from degraded emergency core cooling
Redundancy and isolation are provided to allow functioning;

periodic pressure and functional testing of the I

system as a whole including the fuational (2) the limited experience and experimental data j

sequence that initiates system operation. This available for defining accident phenomena
also includes transfer between the offsite power and containment responses; and .

supply and the onsite emergency diesel-generator i
power supply. At least one of the redundant (3) the conservatism of the calculational model i

systems is in service during normal plant and input parameters.
operations.

3.1.2.5.1.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 50
The system design thus meets the requirements

of Criterion 46. Design of the containment is based on the
safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) postulated to

For further discussion, see the following occur at the site simultaneously with the design
sections: basis accident (DBA) which is defined as the

j worst loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) pipe break
Chapter / having the consequences of maximum containment
Section Iilk and drywell pressure and/or temperature. These

conditions are coupled with the loss of offsite
(1) 1.2 General Plant Description pc, wer.

(2) 9.2 Water Systems The maximum pressure and temperature reached
in the drywell and containment during this

(3) 14 Initial Test Program worst-case accident are shown in Chapter 6 to be
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- (1) One locked-closed isolation valve inside and significant release of radioactivity.
one locked closed isolation valve outside
containment; or

(2) One automatic isolation valve inside and one
locked-closed isolation valve outside
containment; or

The design of the isolation systems detailed
(3) One locked-closed isolation valve inside and in the following sections meets the requirements

one automatic isolation valve outside of Criterion 55.
containment. A simple check valve may not be
used as the automatic isolation valve outside For further discussion, see the following
containment; or sections:

(4) One automaitic isolation valve inside and one Chapter /
automatic isolation valve outside Section Iitic
containment. A simple check valve may not be
used as the automatic isolation valve outside (1) 5.2 Integrity of Reactor Coolant
containment. Pressure Boundary

Isolation valves outside containment shall be (2) 6.2.4 Containment Isolation Systems
located as close to the containment as practical
and upon loss of actuating power, automatic (3) 7 Instrumentation and Controls
nolation valves shall be designed to take the
position that provides greater safety. (4) 15 Accident Analyses

Other appropriate requirements to minimize the (5) 16 TechnicalSpecifications
probability or consequences of an accidental
rupture of these lines or of lines connected to 3.1.23.7 Criterion 56. Primary Containment
them shall be provided as necessary to assure Isolation
adequate safety. Determination of the appropri-
ateness of these requirements, such as higher 3.1.23.7J Criterion 56 Statement
quality in design, fabrication, and testing,
additional provisions for inservice inspection, Each line that connects directly to the con-
protection against more severe natural phenomena, tainment atmosphere and penetrates primary reac-
and additional isolation valves and containment, tor containment shall be provided with contain.
shall include consideration of the population ment isolation valves as follows, unless it can
density, use characteristics, and physical be demonstrated that the containment isolation
characteristics of the site environs. provisions for a specific class of lines, such

as instrument lines, are acceptable on some
3.1.2.5.6.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 55 other defined basis:

The reactor coolant pressure boundary as (1) One locked-closed isolation valve inside and
defined in 10CFR50, Section 50.2, consists of the one locked-closed isolation valve outside
reactor pressure vessel, pressure retaining containment; or
appurtenances attached to the vessel, valves, and
pipes which extend from the reactor pressure (2) One automatic isolation valve inside and one
vessel up to and including the outermost isola- locked closed isolation valve outside
tion valves. The lines of the reactor coolant containment; or
pressure boundary which penetrate the contain-
ment have suitable isolation valves capable of (3) One locked-closed isolation valve inside and
isolating the containment, thereby precluding any

{
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one automatic isolation valve outside 3.1.2.5.8.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 57
ccintainment. A simple check valve may not
be used as the automatic isolation valve Each line that penetrates containment and is
outside containment; or not connected to the containment atmosphere and

is not part of the reactor coolant pressure
(4) One automatic isolation valve inside and one boundary has at least one isolation valve

automatic isolation valve outside contain- located outside containment.
ment. A simple check valve may not be used
as the automatic isolation valve outside Details demonstrating conformance with Crite-
containment. rion 57 are provided in the following section:

Isolation valves outside containment shall be Chapter /
located as close to the containmerit as practical Section Iith
and upon loss of actuating power, automatic
isolation valves shall be designed to take the (1) 6.2.4 Containment 1 solation Systems
position that provides greater safety.

3.1.2.6 Group VI Fuel and Reactivity Control
3.1.2.5.7.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 56

3.1.2.6.1 Criterion 60 - Control of Relenses of
The manner in which the containment isolation Radioactive Materials to the Environment

system meets this requirement is detailed in the
following sections: 3.1.2.6.1.1 Criterion 60 Statement

Chapter / The nuclear power unit design shallinclude
Section Illk means to control suitably the release of radio-

active materials in gaseous and liquid effluents
(1) 6.2.4 Containment Isolation Systems and to handle radioactive solid wastes produced

during normal reactor operation including
(2) 7 Instrumentation and Controls anticipated operational occurrences. Sufficient

holdup capacity shall be provided for retention
(3) 15 Accident Analyses of gaseous and liquid effluents containing

radioactive materials particularly where
(4) 16 Technica1 Specifications unfavorable site environmental conditions can be

expected to impose unusual operational
3.1.2.5.8 Criterion 57 - Closed System limitations upon the release of such effluents
Isolation Valves to the environment.

3.1.2.5.8.1 Criterion 57 Statement 3.1.2.6.1.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 60 f
;

Each line that penetrates primary reactor The ABWR is designed so that releases of ra- )
containment and is neither part of the reactor dioactive materials, in either gaseous, liquid, |
coolant pressure boundary nor connected directly and solid form, is minimized. Gaseous releases |

to the containment atmosphere shall have at least come primarily from the turbine condenser offgas
one containment isolation valve which shall be and the ventilation systems alonf with the flue
either automatic, or locked-closed, or capable of gas from any ineraction of DAW. Activity in the
remote manual operation. This valve shall be condenser offgas is minimized by the advanced
outside the containment and located as close to fuel design utilized in the ABWR and the im-
the containment as practical. A simple check proved watu chemistry which reduces the corro-
valve may not be used as the automatic isolation sion potential of the primary system water.
valve. Noble gas and any iodine activity that enters

the turbine offgas system is held up by ambient
temperature charcoal beds. The offgas system
itself has undergone significant improvement to
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(/ increase reliability. All ventilation system re- ponents important to safety; .

'leases are through the plant stack. The plant
stack and the major streams feeding the plant (2) with suitable shielding for radiation
stack are monitored by the process radiation protection;
monitoring system so that suitable action may be
taken to avoid releases in excess of the relevant (3) with appropriate containment, confinement,

,

tregulatory limits, and filtering systems;

The radwaste system processes liquid and solid (4) with a :esidual heat removal capability
wastes. Because of the overall improved system having reliability and testability that
and equipment design, improved reliability and ca- reflects the importance to safety of decay
pacity factor, and improved operations, the gen- heat and other residual heat removal; and
cration of solid radwaste is expected to be sig-
nificantly less than in current operating (5) to prevent significant reduction in fuel
plants. Processes are installed in radwaste to storage coolant inventory under accident'

fully treat and solidify solid. wastes, as re- conditions,

quired by applicable state and federal regula-
tions. In addition, the ABWR radwaste system can 3.1.2.6.2.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 61 J
be operated in a mode where all non-detergent and
non-chemical waste streams are treated to allow 3.1.2.6.2.2.1 Fuel Storage and Handling System
maximum recycle to the primary system (condensate
storage tank). This mode of operation would mini- Fuel storage pools' have adequate water
mize releases via the liquid or discharge pathway shielding for stored spent fuel. Adequate ;

at the expense of some increase in solid waste shielding for transporting fuel is also i

generated. The optimal balance is best estab. provided. Liquid level sensors are installed to
O lished during operations and is significantly detect low pool water level. Buildings are
V affected by the overall plant water balance. designed to meet Regulatory Guide 1.13

criteria. The fuel storage pools are designed j

The radwaste system has significant hold-up with no penetrations below the water level that
capacity, both in waste collection tanks and in is needed for maintenance of adequate shielding

)| sample tanks containing processed water. This at the operating floor and cooling. Check
I hold up or surge capacity provides the utility valves are used in pool circulation lines to I

flexibility in operations when deciding when and prevent siphoning in the event of a break of
how to release effluents to the environment. such a line.

For further discussion, see the following New fuel storage racks are located in the
Sections: 11.2 thru 11.4, Radioactive Waste Man- concrete fuel storage vault. No cooling or air
agement and 11.5, Process Radiation Monitoring filtering system is required. These storage

| racks preclude accidental criticality (see |
| 3.1.2.6.2 Criterion 61 Fuel Storage and evaluation against Criterion 62). The new fuel ;

Handling and Radioactivity Control storage racks 4 not require any special |
inspection and testing for nuclear safety

3.1.2.6.2.1 Criterion 61 Statement purposes.

The fuel storage and handling, radioac. The fuel storage and handling system is de- ,

tive waste, and other systems which may contain signed to assure adequate safety under normal '

radioactivity shall be designed to assure and postulated accident conditions. The design
adequate safety under normal and postulated of these systems meets the requirements of .i
accident conditions. These systems shall be Criterion 61.
designed:

Per Regulatory Guide 1.143, the substructure
p (1) with a capability to permit appropriate of the radwaste building is designed as Seismic
( periodic inspection and testing of com- Category I and it is sufficient to contain the
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i
Imaximum liquid inventory expected to be in the The spent fuel is stored under water in the

building, spent fuel pool. A full array of loaded spent
fuel racks is designed to be subcritical, by at

,

For further discussion, see the following least 5% Ak. Neutron-absorbing material, as !

sections: an integral part of the design, is employed to {
assure that the calculated k rt, including {e

Chapter / biases and uncertainties, will not exceed 0.95 ]
Section Iith under all normal and abnormal conditions. The i

abnormal conditions accounted for are an
(1) 5.4.7 Residual Heat RemovalSystem carthquake, accidental dropping of equipment, or

impact caused by the horizontal movement of fuel j

(2) 6.2 Containment Systems handling equipment without first disengaging the
,

fuel from the hoisting equipment. j

(3) 9.1 Fuel Storage and Handling
Refueling interlocks include circuitry which

(4)11 Radioactive Waste Management senses conditions of the refueling equipment and
the control rods. These interlocks reinforce l

. (5) 12 Radiation Protection operational procedures that prohibit making the ]
| reactor critical. The fuel handling system is j

3.1.2.6J Criterion 62 Pnvention of designed to provide a safe, effective means of |
Criticality in Fuel Storage and Handling transporting and handling fuel and is designed I

Ito minimize the possibility of mishandling or
3.1.2.63.1 Criterion 62 Statement maloperation.

Criticality in the fuel storage and handling The presence of fixed neutron absorbing mate-
system shall be prevented by physical systems or rial in the new and spent fuel storage and the
processes, preferably by use of geometrically design of fuel handling systems precludes acci- {
safe configurations. dental criticality in accordance with Criterion

,

62. )3.1.2.63.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 62
For further discussion, see the following

Appropriate plant fuel handling and storage section:
facilities are provided to preclude accidental
criticality for new and spent fuel. Criticality Chapter /
in new and spent fuel storage is prevented by Section Iith
presence of fixed neutron absorbing material.
Fuel elements are limited by rack design to only (1) 9.1 FuelStorage and Handling
top-loaded fuel assembly positions. The new and
spent ftiel racks are Seismic Category I 3.1.2.6.4 Criterion 63 - Monitorir.g Fuel and
components. Waste Storage

New fuel is placed in dry storage in the top- 3.1.2.6.4.1 Criterion 63 Statement
loaded new fuel storage vault. This vault con-
tains a drain to prevent the accumulation of Appropriate systems shall be provided in fuel
water. Neutron absorbing material in the new storage and radioactive waste systems and
fuel storage vault racks prevents an accidental associated handling areas to:
critical array, even in the event the vault be-
comes flooded or subjected to seismic loadings. (1) detect conditions that may result in loss of

residual heat removal capability and
The center-to-center new fuel assembly spacing excessive radiatic n levels, and

limits the k rr of the array to not more thane
0.95 for new dry fuel. (2) initiate appropriate safety actions.
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( -V) 3.1.2.6.4.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 63 released from normal operations including |

anticipated operational occurrences and from j
' The fuel pool cooling and cleanup (FPC) system postulated accidents.

removes decay heat from fuel storage pools. In
addition, two loops of the RHR system can provide 3.1.2.6.5.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 64 i

additional cooling of the spent fuel pool, as re- f
quired. Fuel pool temperature and level are moni- Means have been provided for monitoring i

tored as part of the FPC system. High pool tem- radioactivity releases resulting from normal and
perature or low skimmer surge tank level would anticipated operational occurrences end from {
signal the need for providing additional cooling, postulated accidents. The following releases
e.g., adding a loop of RHR, or makeup water, are monitored:

3

c.g., from the makeup water system (condensate) {
iconvection, as appropriate. Area radiation mon- (1) gaseous releases, and

itors are provided as part of the area radiation
monitoring system which monitors the operating / (2) liquid discharge.
refueling floor for high radiation levels. j

The radwaste system has no active decay heat monitored.
i removal function since the decay heat from the

activity in the inputs to radwaste is not suffi. For further discussion of the same means and j
. cient to warrant concern, even after concentra- equipment used for monitoring reactivity re- (
I tion and/or solidification. Not provided as leases, see the following sections- |

protection against loss of decay beat removal are I
radwaste building area radiation monitors to Chapter /

I protect against excessive personnel exposure, and Section Iith j
| monitoring of shipping container activity and j

(m surface radiation levels to meet appropriate (1) 5.2.5 Detection of Leakage through j
N- 'waste form and transportation criteria. Reactor Coolant Pressure

Boundary
For further discussion, see the following

I sections:

| Chapter /
Section lills

I

(1) 5.4.7 Residual Heat Removal System |
(2) 9.1.3 Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup

{
System 1

(3) 9.2.9 Makeup Water System (Condensate)
(4) 11 Radioactive Waste Management

(5) 12 Radiation Protection I

3.1.2.6.5 Criterion 64 Monitoring
Radioactivity Releases

3.1.2.6.5.1 Criterion 64 Statement

Means shall be provided for monitoring the
reactor containment atmosphere, spaces containing
components for recirculation of loss-of-coolant
accident fluids, effluent discharge parts, and
the plant environs for radioactivity that may be

1 \%s)1
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3.2 CLASSIFICATION OF STRUCTURES, (as discussed in Section 3.7) in combination
COMPONENTS, AND SYSTEMS with other appropriate loads.

I

ABWR Standard Plant structures, systems and The seismic classifications indicated in
components arc categorized as nuclear safety- Table 3.2-1 meet the requirements of Regulatory '

related or non-nuclear safety-related (see Table Guide 1.29 except as otherwise noted in the
3.2-1). The safety-related structures, systems table.
and components, perform nuclear safety- related
functions as defined here, and are clas sified 3.2.2 Quality Group Classifications
in accordance with Subsection 3.2.3. In I
addition, specific design requirements are ider Quality group classifications as defined in !

tified for the safety-related equipment commen- NRC Regulatory Guide 1.26 are shown in Table
surate with their safety classification (see 3.2-1 for all components under the heading,
Table 3.2-2 and 3.2-3). *Ouality Group Classification". Although not

within the scope of Regulatory Guide 1.26
A safety related function is a direct or definitions, component supports, core support

support function that is necessary to assure: structures and primary containment boundary that
are within the scope of ASME Code, Section III,

1. the integrity of the reactor coolant are assigned per Tables 3.2-2 and 3.2-3, a ,

pressure boundary; or quality group classification as identified in i

Table 3.21. I
2. the capability to shut down the reactor and

maintain it in a safe condition; or Quality group classifications and design and
fabrication requirements defined in Regulatory

3. the capability to prevent or mitigate the Guide 1.26 are indicated in Tables 3.2-1 and j

(n) consequences of accidents which could result 3.2-3, respectively. Figure 6.2 38 depicts 1
' in potential offsite exposures comparable to quality group classifications of the components

the guidelines exposures of 10CFR100. in major systems.;

3.2.1 Seismic Classification 3.2.3 Safety Classifications J

ABWR Standard Plant structures, systems, and Safety-related structures, systems, and
components, including their foundations and camponents of the ABWR Standard Plant are
supports, that must remain functional in the classified for design requirements as Safety
event of a safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) are Class 1 Safety Class 2, or Safety Class 3 in
designated es Seismic Category I. accordance with their nuclear safety

importance. These safety classifications are
All safety related ABWR Standard Plant identified on Table 3.21 for principal

structures, components, equipment, and systems structures, systems, and components. Components
are classified as Seismic Category I, except within a system are assigned different safety
those (e.g., pipe whip restraints), as noted on classes depending upon their differing safety
Table 3.21, which need not function during but importance; a system may thus have components in

y shall remain func- tional after the event of an more than one safety class. Safety
;;t SSE. Also some non- safety related structures, classification for supports within the scope of

systems, and compo nents are classified as ASME Code, Section III, depends upon that of the
Seismic Category I as noted on Table 3.21. supported component.

Tbc Seismic Category I structures, systems and The definitions of the safety classes in this
components are designed to withstand, without section are based on Section 3.3 of ANS Standard
loss of function, the appropriate seismic loads 52.1, and examples of their broad applica-

,

b
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3.2 CLASSIFICATION OF STRUCTURES, (as discussed in Section 3.7) in combination
COMPONENTS, AND SYSTEMS with other appropriate loads.

ABWR Standard Plant structures, systems and The seismic classifications indicated in
components are categorized as nuclear safety. Table 3.2-1 meet the requirements of Regulatory '

related or non-nuclear safety.related (see Table Guide 1.29 except as otherwise noted in the
3.21). The safety-related structures, systems table.
and components, perform nuclear safety- related
functions as defined here, and are clas sified 3.2.2 Quality Group Classifications
in accordance with Subsection 3.2.3. In
addition, specific design requirements are iden- Quality group classifications as defined in
tified for the safety-related equipment commen- NRC Regulatory Guide 1.26 are shown in Table
surate with their safety classification (see 3.21 for all components under the heading,
Table 3.2-2 and 3.2 3). 'Ouality Group Classification". Although not

within the scope of Regulatory Guide 1.26
A safety related function is a cirect or definitions, component supports, core support

support function that is necessary to assure: structures and primary containment boundary that
are within the scope of ASME Code, Section III,

1. the integrity of the reactor coolant are assigned per Tables 3.2 2 and 3.2-3, a
pressure boundary; or quality group classif.hation as identified in

Table 3.2-1.
2. the capability to shut down the reactor and

maintain it in a safe condition; or Quality group classifications and design and
fabrication requiremes ts defined in Regulatory

3. the capability to prevent or mitigate the Guide 1.26 are indicated in Tables 3.21 andO consequences of accidents which could result 3.2-3, respectively. Figure 6.2-38 depicts
in potential offsite exposures comparable to quality group classifications of the components
the guidelines exposures of 10CFR100. in major systems.

|

3.2.1 Seismic Classification 3 2.3 Safet) Classifications

ABWR Standard Plant structures, systems, and Safety related structures, systems, and
| components, including their foundations and components of the ABWR Standard Plant are

supports, that must remain functionai in the classified for design requirements as Safety'

event of a safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) are Class 1, Safety Class 2, or Safety Class 3 in
designated as Seismic Category I. accordance with their nuclear safety

importance. These safety classifications are
All safety related ABWR Standard Plant identified on Table 3.2-1 for principal

structures, components, equipment, and systems structures, systems, and components. Compenents
are classified as Seismic Category I, except within a system are assigned different safety
those (e.g., pipe whip restraints), as noted on classes depending upon their differing safety
Table 3.2-1, which need not function during but importance; a system may thus have components in

y shall remain func tional after the event of an more than one safety class. Safety
M SSE. Also some non- safety.related structures, classification for supports within the scope of

systems, and compo- nents are classified as ASME Code, Section III, depends upon that of the
Seismic Category I as noted on Table 3.2-1. supported component.

The Seismic Category I structures, systems and The definitions of the safety classes in this
components are designed to withstand, without section are based on Section 3.3 of ANS Standard
loss of function, the appropriate seismic loads 52.1, and examples of their broad applica-

O
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tion are given. Because of specific design con- (4) Ensure emergency core cooling where the
siderations, these general definitions are equipment provides coolant directly to the
subject to interpretation and exceptions. Table core (e.g., emergency core cooling systems);
3.2-1 identifies component classifications on a
component-by-component basis. (5) Provide or maintain sufficient reactor

coolant inventory for emergency core cooling
Minimum design requirements for various (e.g., suppression pool).

'

safety-related classes are delineated in Tables
3.2 2 and 3.2 3. Where possible, reference is Safety Class 2 includes the pressure-
made to accepted industry codes and standards retaining portions of the following:
which define design requirements commensurate
with the safety related function (s) to be (1) Those components of the controt rod system
performed. In cases where industry codes and which are necessary for emergency negative
standards have no specific design requirements, reactivity insertion; .
the sections that summarize the requirements to
be implemented in the design are indicated. (2) Emergency core cooling systems;

3.2.3.1 Se e Class 1 (3) Primary containment vessel;

Safety Class 1 (SC 1) applies to all compo- (4) Post accident containment heat removal
nents of the teactor coolant pressure boundary systerzs;
(as defined in 10CFR50.2), and their supports,
whose failure could cause a loss of reactor (5) Pipes having a nominal pipe size of one inch
coolant at a rate in excess of the normal trokeup or smaller that are part of the reactor
system, and which are within the scop .-I the coolant pressure boundary.
ASME Code, Section III.

Safety Class 2 structures, systems, and compo-
Safety Class 1 components are identified in nents are identified in Table 3.2-1.

Table 3.2-1.
3.2.3.3 Safety Class 3

3.2.3.2 Safety Class 2 j
Safety Class 3, (SC-3) applies to those struc- |

Safety Class 2 (SC 2) applies to pressure- tures, systems, and components, not included in I

retaining portions, and their supports, of pri. SC-1 or -2, that are designed and relied upon to I

mary containment and to other mechanical equip- accomplish the following nuclear safety-related |
ment, requirements for which are within the scope functiom |
of the ASME Code, Section III, that are not
included in SC-1 and are designed and relied upon (1) Prov;ie for functions defined in SC-1 or -2
to accomplish the following nuclear safety- to means of equipment, or portions thereof,
related functions: that is not within the scope of the ASME

,

Code, Section III; )
(1) Provide primary containment radioactive

material holdup or isolation; (2) Provide secondary containment radioactive
material holdup, isolation, or heat removal;

(2) Provide emergency heat removal for the
|primary containment atmosphere to an (3) Except for primary containment boundary ex- '

intermediate heat sink, or emergency remi val tension functions, ensure hydrogen concentra-
of radioactive material from the p,t sry tion control of the primary containment atmo-
containment atmosphere; sphere to acceptable limits;

|

(3) Introduce emergency negative reactivity to (4) Remove radioactive material from the atmos-
make the reactor suberitical; phere of confined spaces outside primary i

1
4

9 ||Amendment 3 3.2-2
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i
L containtaent (e.g., control room or secondary (2) Electrical and instrumentation auxiliaries j

containment) containing SC-1, -2, or .3 necessary for operation of the safety-re-
]equipment; lated systems and components; j

(5) Maintain geometry within the reactor to (3) Systems or ;omponents which restrict the
'

ensure core reactivity control or core rate of insertion of positive reactivity; j
| cooling capability; (

(4) Secondary containment;
(6) Structurally bear the load or protect SC 1,

-2, or 3 equipment in accordance with the (5) Service water systems required for the pur-
requirements; pose of:

4

(7) P wide radiation shielding for the control (a) Removal of heat from SC-1, SC 2 or SC-3
room or offsite personnel; equipment

(8) Provide inventory of cooling water and (b) Emergency core cooling,
shielding for stored spent fuel;

(c) Post-accident heat removal from the
(9) Ensure nuclear safety-related functions pro- suppression pool, and

vided by SC-1, -2, or -3 equipment (e.g.,
provide heat removal for SC 1, -2, or .3 (d) Providing cooling water needs for the

| beat exchangers, provide lubrication of SC 2 functioning of emergency systems;
or -3 pumps, provide fuel oil to the emer-

,

gency diesel engine); (6) Initiating systems required to accomplish
emergency core cooling, containment isola-

p (10) Provide actuation or motive power for SC-1, tion and other safety-reL%d functions;

Q -2, or 3 equipment;
(7) Spent fuelpool;

(11) Provide information or controls to ensure .)
capability for manual or automatic actua- (8) Fuel supply fec the onsite emergency 1

tion of nuclear safety-related functions esectrical systus; .I
required of SC 1, -2, or -3 equipment; 2

(9) Emergency equipment area cooling; and
(12) Supply or process signals or supply power

required for SC-1, 2, or 3 equipment to (10) Compressed gas or hydraulic systems re- I
perform their required nuclear safety-re- quired to provide control or operation of,

' lated functions; safety-related systems. '

(13) Provide a manual or automatic interlock Safety Class 3 structures, systems and com-
function to ensure or maintain proper per- ponents of the ABWR design are identified in | |
formance of nuclear safety-related functions Table 3.2-1. ;

required of SC-1, -2, or 3 equipment;
3.2.4 Correlation of Safety Classes

(14) Provide acceptable environments for SC 1, with Industry Codes
;

2, or 3 equipment and operating personnel;
;

The design of plant safety-related equipment ;or
is commensurate with the safety importance of

(15) Monitor plant variables that are identified the'' equipment. Hence, the various safety clas-
requiring Category I electrical instruments- ses have a gradation of design requirements.

I tion in Table 1 of Regulatory Guide 1.97. The correlation of safety classes with other de-
sign requirements is summarized in Tables 3.2 2

Safety Class 3 includes the following: and 3.2-3..n_

(1) Reactor protection system;

Amendment 7 3.2-3
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3.2.5 Non. Safety Related Structures, the health and safety of the public;
,

Systems, and Components
(9) Following a control room evacuation, provide

3.2.5.I Definition of Non-Nuclear Safety an acceptable environment for equipment re-
(NNS) Category quired to achieve or maintain a safe shut-

down condition;
Structures, systems, and components that are

not SC-1, -2, or -3, are non-nuclear safety- (10) Handle spent fuel, the failure of which
related (NNS) and are identified with *N' in the could result in fuel damage such that sig-
Safety Class column of Table 3.2-1. nificant quantities of radioactive material

could be released from the fuel;
Some NNS structures, systems and components

have one or more selected but limited, require- (11) Ensure reactivity control of stored fuel;
ments that are specified to ensure acceptable
performance of specific NNS functions. The (12) Protect safety related equipment necessary
selected requirements are established on a case- to attain or maintain safe shutdown follow-
by-case basis commensurate with the specific NNS ing fire; and
function performed (see Table 3.2-2). The func-
tions performed by this subset of NNS structures, (13) Monitor variables to:
systems, and components are:

(a) Verify that plant operating conditions
(1) Process, extract, encase, or store radio- are within technical specification

active waste; limits (e.g., emergency core cooling
water storage tank level, safety-related

(2) Ensure required cooling for the stored fuel cooling water temperature);
(e.g., spent fuel poc! cooling system);

(b) Indicate the status of protection sys-
(3) Provide cleanup of radioactive material from tem bypasses that are not automatically

the reactor coolant system or the fuel removed as a part of the protection
storage cooling system; system operation;

(4) Monitor radioactive effluents to ensure that (c) Indicate status of safety-related equip-
release rates or total releases are within ment; or

limits esi blished for normal operations and
transient events; (d) Aid in determining the cause or conse-

quences of events for post-accident
(5) Resist failure that could prevent any SC 1, investigation.

-2, or -3 equipment from performing its
nuclear safety-related f::nction (see Table 3.2.5.2 Design Requirements for NNS
3.22); Structures, Systems and Components

(6) Structurally bear the load or protect NNS The design requirements for NNS equipment are
equipment providing any of the functions specified by the designer with appropriate
listed in this Subsection 3.2.5.1; consideration of the intended service of the

equipment and expected plant and environmental
(/) i'rovide permanent shielding for protection conditions under which it will operate,

of SC 1, -2, or -3 equipment or of onsite
personnel; Where appropriate, the Seismic Category I,

ASME Code Section III, or IEEE Class 1E require-
(8) Provide operational, maintenance or ments are specified for NNS equipment in Table j

post-accident recovery functions involving 3.2-1. Generally, design requirements are based )
radioactive materials without undue risk to on applicable industry codes and standards. Where

Amendment 3 3.2-4
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TABLE 3.2-1

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY

The classification information is presented System wise *" in the following order:
Table Table
3.21 MPL 3.21 MPL
Item No. Number ** Tjijg Item No. Number ** Il1|g

B Nuclear Steam Sunniv Systems E2 E22 High Pressure Core Flooder
System *

B1 B11/J10 Reactor Pressure Vessel

J11/J12 System */ Fuel * E3 E31 Leak Detection and Isolation
System *

B2 B21 Nuc! car Boiler System *
E4 E51 RCIC System *

B3 B31 Reactor Recirculation System
F Reactor Servicine

C Control and Instrument Systems

F1 Fil - Fuel Servicing Equipment
C1 C11/C12 CRD System *

F2 F13 RPV Servicing Equipment
C2 C31 Feedwater Control System

F3 F14 RPVInternalServicing
C3 C41 Standby Liquid Control Equipment

O System

C/ F4 F15 Refueling Equipment
C4 CSI Neutron Monitoring System *

F5 F16 Fuel Storage Equipment
C5 C61 Remote Shutdown System

G Reactor Aurillary Systems

C6 C71 Reactor Protection System'
G1 G31 Reactor Water Cleanup System

D Radiation Monitorine Systems

G2 G41 FuelPoolCooling and Cleanup
D1 D11 Process Rawation Monitoring * System

System

G3 G51 Suppression Pool Cleanup
D2 D23 Containment Atmospheric System

Monitoring System *
.

.

H Control Panels |

E Core Cooline Systems

H1 H11 Main Control Room Panel *
El E11 RHR System *

H2 H21 Local Control Panels *

These systems or subsystems thereof, have a primary function that is safety-related. As shown*

| in the balance of this Table, some of these systems contain non-safety related components and,
| conversely, some systems whose primaryfunctions are non-safety related contain components that

have been designated safety-related,

p " Master Parts List Number designatedfor the system

x')
"* Only those systems that are in the ABHR Standard Plant scope are included in this table.

Amendment 7 3.26
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TABLE 3.2-1

O
CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Table Table
3.2 1 MPL 3.2 1 MPL
ltem No, Number ** Iglg Item No. Number ** Dilt

J Nuclear Fuel P Station Auxiliary Systems

See Item B1 P1 P24/P25 HVAC Cooling Water Systems *

K Radioactive Waste Systems P2 P21 Reactor Building Cooling
Water System *

K1 K11 Radioactive Drain P3 P22 Turbine Building Cooling
Transfer System Water System

P4 P51/PS2 Station Service and
Instrument Air Systems *

K2 K10/K12 Radwaste System P5 P50/P54 Instrument / Service Air
K13/K14 System i
K16/K20 4

K21/K22 P6 P13 Makeup Water System |
K24/K26 (Condensate) j

N Power Cycle Systems R Station Electrient Systems

N1 N11/N21 Power Conversion System R1 R42 DC Power Supply *
N22/N25
N26/N27 R2 R10/R11/ Auxiliary AC Power System *
N31/N32 R22

N33/N34
N35/N36 R3 R43 Emergency Diesel Generator

N37/N38 System *

N39/N41
N42/N43 R4 R52 Lighting and Servicing Power

N44/N51 Supply
*

N61/N71
N72

N2 N62 Offgas System

These systems or subsystems thereof, have a primary function that is safety-related. As shown*

in the balance of this Table, some of these systems contain non-safety related components and,
conversely, some systems whose primary functions are non-safety related contain components that
have been designated safety-related.

'
Afaster Pans List Number designatedfor the system"

)

Amendment 7 3.2-7
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TABLE 3.2 I

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)
Table Table
3.21 MPL 3.2 1 MPL
Item No. Number ** 111]Ir item No. Number ** Ill]r

T Containment and Environmental Control
Systems U Structures and Servicine Systems

|T1 T11 Primary Contajament System * UI U31 Cranes and Hoists

T2 T12 Containment Internal U2 U41 Heating, Ventilating and Air
Structures Conditioning Systems *

T3 T13 RPV Pedestal * U3 U43 Fire Protection System

T4 T22 Standby Gas Treatment System * U4 U71/U72 Civil Structures *
U73/U74

T5 T31 Atmospheric Control System U75

T6 T41 Drywell Cooling System

T7 T53 Suppression Pool Temperature
Monitoring System *

These systems or subsystems thereof, have a primaryfunction that is safety-related. As shown*

in the balance of this Table, some of these systems contain non-safety related components and,
conversely, some systems whose primaryfunctions are non-safety related contain components that
have been designated safety-related.

** Master Pans List Number designatedfor the system

i,

O
Amendment 7 3.2 7a
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TABLE 3.2-1

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued) q
,j
'I

'
Quality
Group - Quality

Safety I m a- Classi. Assurance Seismic
Princinal Comnonenta ggggb ge ficationd Ressi. . ...u.t* Catenorvf b' gigs -

i
a

F2 RPV Servicing Equipment

1. Steamline plugs N SC --- - - )
1

2. Dryer and separator N SC |
--- - -

strongoack and head ]
| strongback 1

i 1

F3 RPV Internal Servicing Equipment

1. Controlrod grapple N SC -- --- --

1
1

; F4 Refueling Equipment

1. Refueling equipment N SC I--- ---

platform assembly

i

2. Refueling bellows N SC j--- - --
.

F5 Fuel Storage Equipment

1. Fuel storage racks - N SC I i--- ---

new and spent

2. Defective fuel storage N SC -- -- --

container

'

G1 Reactor Water Cleanup System

1. . Vessels including supports N SC C --- ---

g (filter / demineralized)
C

<

2. Regenerative heat exchangers N SC C -- -

including supports carrying
reactor water

3. Cleanup recirculation N SC C -- ---

(~ pump, motors

C i

Amendment 7 3.2 18
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TABLE 3.21

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safetg Loca. Classi. Assurance Seismic
Prinefnal Comnonent* Qag ting" (ication Econtrement' Catenon b'atn

f

G1 Reactor Water Cleanup System (Continued)

4. Pipinginduding supports and 1 C,SC A B I (g)
valves within and induding
outermost containment isolation
valves on pump suction

5. Pump suction and discharge N SC C (g)--- --

piping induding supports and
valves from containment isola-
tion valves back to shut off
valves at feedwater line
connections

6. Piping including supports and 2 SC B B I (g)
valn:s from feedwater lines to
and including shut-off valves

7. Piping including supports and N SC,T C -- -- (g)
valves to main condenser g

M
8. Non-regenerative heat exchanger N SC C (g)--- --

tube inside and piping induding
supports and valves carrying
process water

9. Non-regenerative heat exchanger N SC D - ---

shelland piping including
supports carrying closed
cooling water

10. Filter / demineralized N SC D --- ---

precoat subsystem

11. Filter demin holding pumps N SC C --- ---

induding supports valves
and piping including supports

Amendment 3 3.2 19
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TABLE 3.2-1 f

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)
1

i
Quality !

Group Quality ]
Safety Loca- Classi- Assurance Seismic j

b ge ficationd Reautrement' Catamorvf F.gtg1 jPrinefnel Comnonenta - GA11
1

H1 Main Control Room Panel

B/-- I/- (aa).1. Panels 3/N X ---

2. ElectricalModules with 3 X -- B I
safety-related function

3. Cable with safety-related 3 X B I--

function

|
]4. Other mechanical and N X --- -- -

electrical modules 1

H2 LocalControlPanels
N |

1. Panels or Racks 3/N C,SC,X B/-- I/--- (aa)- . -]
-

B I I2. Electrical modules with 3 C,SC,X ---

safety-related function

i

3. Cable with safety-related 3 C,SC,X, B I )---

function -i

4. Other mechanical and N C,SC,X
:

-- --- ---

electrical modules

K1 Radioactive Drain Transfer System

1. Drain pipingincluding supports N ALL D -- --

|and valves - radioactive (except)
RZ,X)

!

2. Drain pipingincluding supports N ALL D -- -

h and valves - nonradioactive |n

3. Piping and valves - contain- 2 C,SC B B I
ment isolation

4. Other mechanical and N ALLf - - - --- --

i electrical modules

Amendment 7 3.2 21
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e'TABLE 3.2-1

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safety I4ca- Classi- Assurance Seismic
Prineinal Comnonenta gb ge ficationd Reautremente Cateeorvf HEtn

K2 Radwaste System

1. Piping including supports N C,SC B B 1

and valves forming part of
containment boundary

2. Pressure vessels including N W - - -- (p)

| 3. Atmospheric tanks including N C,SC,H, - - - (p)
I supports T,W

4. 0-15 PSIG Tanks and supports N W - -- -- (p)

5. Heat exchangers and supports N C,SC,W - -- - (p)

6. Piping inclu, ling supports N C.SC,H -- -- - (p)
and valves T,W

7. Pumps including supports N C,SC,H - -- -- (p)
T,W

N1 Power Conversion System

1. Main steamline (MSL) from N SC,T B B 1

| second isolation valve to
turbine stop valve

2. Branch line of MSLincluding N SC,T B B I
supports between the second
isolation valve and the turbine
stop valve from branch point at
MSL to and including the first
valve in the branch line

3. Main feedwaterline (MFL) N SC B B I
including supports fiom second
isolation valve branch lines
and components beyond up to
outboard shutoff valves

|

| e| Amendment 7 3.2 21a
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TABLE 3.2-1
1

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)
'

,

i

. Quality . |
Group Quality ' '!

Safety- Loca Classi- Assurance Seismic j
[rimelnal Comnonenta ggg ge gd Reanirement' Pa*==orv f N_9]nb f

4. Turbine bypass piping N T D . - - -

including supports

5. Turbine stop valve, turbine N T ,D - -

.|
bypass valves, and the main ;

'

. steam leads from the turbine
control valve to the turbine
casing

6. Feedwater system components N' T D N/A' N/A

7. Turbine generator N T D -- --

- 8. Condenser N T D -- --

9. Air ejector equipment N T - -- -

10. Turbine gland scaling N T D -- --

system components J

N2 Ofigas System

'I
1. Pressure vessels including N T (p)(q) j--

.
-

supports !

i

-- -- -- (p)(q) j2. Atmospheric tanksincluding N T
isupports

3. 0-15 psig ianks including N T (p)(q)- - --

1supports ' -

4. Heat exchangers including N T -- -- -- (p)(q)
supports

5. Pipingincluding supports N T .(p)(q)--- - --

and valves -

6. Pumpsincluding supports :N T (p)(q)-- -- - - -

k

Amendment 7 3.2-21b
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TABLE 3.21

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)
'

Quality
Group Quality

Safety Ima- Classi- Assurance Seismie
b gc ficationd Etagirement' Catecorvf b'.giggPrincinal Comnonenta pjggg

P1 HVAC Cooling Water Systems

1. Chillers, pumps, valves, and 3 SC,X C B I
piping including supports-
Safety-related HVAC support

2. Chillers, pumps, valves, and N C,SC,RZ, - -- ---

h piping including supports -
M non-safety related HVAC support

3. Piping including supports and 2 C,SC B B I
valvt.s forming part of contain-
ment boundary

B 14. Electrical modules and cable 3 SC,X --

with safety-related function

5. Other mechanical and N C,SC,RZ, --- - - - ---

electrical modules T,X

P2 Reactor Building Cooling Water System ;

1. Piping and valves forming part 2 SC C B B I (g) 1
'

of primary containment boundary
8
h 2. Other safety-related piping, 3 SC,C C B 1

including supports pumps and
valves

3. Electrical modules with 3 SC,C,X,M --- B 1

with safety-related function

4. Cable with safety related 3 SC,C,X,M --- B I
function

|
S. Other mechanical and N SC,C,X --- --- --

electrical modules
|

| P3 Turbine Building Cooling N T D --- - - -

Water System

P3 Station Service and Instrument N SC,C,H, --- -- ---

Air Systems X,W

Amendment 7 3.2-22
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TABLE 3.2-1

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality . *

Safety Imca- Classi- Assurance Seismic fPrincinal Comnonenta gb ge ficationd Requirement' Catenorvf F,gigg 4

| PS Instrument / Service Air Systems

1. Containment isolation includ- 2 C B B I i
ing supports valves and piping 1

h 2. Accumulators, and downstream' 3 SC,C C B I
M pipingincluding supports with

safety-related function
i

! 3. Electric modules with 3 C,RZ,X
i

B I' '

-

safety-related functions
| i

: 4. Cable with safety related - 3 C,SC,RZ, -- B I )
function X

|
1

5. Other non-safety related N C,SC,RZ, - |f -- ---

| nechanical and electricai X 1

\ components -

| P6 Makeup Water System (Condensate)

l 1. Piping including supports and 2 C B B I
valves forming part of the con-

.I
tainmen. soundary 1

1
I

2. Condensate storage tank N O D (w)--- ---

including supportsq
C
N 3. Condensate header - piping 2 SC B B I |

including supports and valves !

4. Pipingincluding supports and N O D --- ---

valves

5. Other components N O D -- --

R1 DC Power Supply- Nuclear Island

1. All components with safety- 3 . SC,C,X, -- B I
related function RZ

[
X)

Amendment 7 3.2-23
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TABLE 3.2-1

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)s

, Quality

'.
Group Quality

Salerg Loca- Classi- Assurance Seismic
IPrincloal Component" CIR11 112n fication Reautrement' Caterorv hp.ics

R2 Auxiliary AC Power System

1. All components with safety- 3 SC,C,X, B I--

related function RZ

R3 Emergency Diesel Generator System

- 1. Starting air receiver tanks 3 RZ C B I (y)
pipingincluding supports from
and including check valve andq

a downstream piping including
"

supports and valves

2. Starting air compressor and N RZ -- -- ---

motors

3. Combustion air intake and 3 RZ,0 C B I
exhaust system

4. Safety-related piping in- 3 RZ,0 C B I
$ cluding supports valves - fuel
A oil system, diesel cooling water

system, and lube oil system

5. Pump motors fueloil 3 RZ,0 B I---,

system, diesel cooling
water system and lube oil
systems

6. Diesel generators 3 RZ --- B I (y)

7. Mechanical and electrical 3 RZ,0,X B I---

modules with safety-related
functions

8 Cable with safety-related 3 RZ,0,X --- B I
functions

!
l

9. Other mechanical and N RZ,0 --- --- ---

electrical modules

'

Amendment 3 3.2-24
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I 1 TABLE 3.21 i

v
CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safet4
Loca- Classi #

Assurance . Seismic 4

Principal Component" . Qan MitII fication Requirement' Cateqrory Zigigg*

!
T5 Drywell Cooling System

|- 1. M otors 'N C -- --- -

I
2. Fans N C - - -

1

3. Coils, cooling N C - - -

4. Other mechanical and N C,X --- .- ,

electrical modules i

I

T6 Atmospheric Control System J

1. Nitrogen Storage Tanks N O - - ---

1 2. Vaporizers and controls N O 1- -- -

!
B I3. Pipingincluding supports 3 C,SC --

and valves forming part
of containment boundary

4. Electricalmodules with 3 C,SC --- B I l

safety-related function

B I5. Cables with safety-related 3 C SC,X -

function
l

6. Other piping and valves N SC,RZ,0 - --- ---

7. Oxygen monitoring component N C,SC - -- --

(normal operation) ;

5

T7 Suppression PoolTemperature
Monitoring System .

!

B I1. Electrical modules with 3 C,X,SC, -

safety-related function RZ
|

B I2. Cable with safety related 3 C,X,SC, ---

function RZ
.?-(

Amendmer.: 3 3.2 27
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TABLE 3.21

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safety Loca. Classi. Assurance Seismic
Prineinal Comnonenta ci,33b ge ficationd Reaulrrment' Catenorvf H21n

'UI Cranes and Holsts

1. Reactor Buil:iing crane N SC - - - (x)

U2 Heating, Ventilating,and
Air Condiflor,Ing Systems *

1. Safety-related equipment"

a. Fan-coil cooling units 3 SC,H,X B I-

b. Heating units - steam 3 SC,H,X B I---

or water

c. Blowers - Air supply or 3 SC,RZ,H,X-- B I
exhaust

d. Ductwork 3 SC,RZ,H,X-- B I

c. Filters - Equipment areas 3 SC,RZ,H --- B I

f. HEPA Filters, Charcoal 3 SC,RZ,H,X-- B I
Absorbers ControlRooms
and Primary Containment

g. Valves and Dampers - 2 SC,RZ B I---

primary containment
isolation

( Includes thennal and radiological erwhenmental controlfunctions within the AB WR Standard
*

P&nt scope

Contro!s environment in Main and Local control rooms, electrical switchgear rooms, motor"

control vanes and electricalpanel rooms or areas, diesel-generator rooms, battery rooms,
ECCS , PCIC , RWCUpump rooms and other safety-related equipment areas (e.g., steam
tunnel) wishin the ABWR Standard Plant.

Amendment 7 3.2 28
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- TABLE 3.21

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safet Loca- Classi- Assurance Seismic '
fPrincinal Comnonenta Class 112nc ficationd Requirement' Cat = arv - Entn

U2 Heating, Ventilating,and
Air Conditioning Systems * (Continued)

B Ih. Other safety-related 3 SC,RZ, -

valves and dampers H,X

i. Electricalmodules with 3 SC,RZ, B I--

safety-related function H,X

j. Cable with safety-related 3 SC,RZ, B I~

I. function H,X

2. Non-safety related equipment"

| (" a. HVAC mechanical or N SC,RZ,H, a-- --- --

\ electrical components X,SC,
with non-safety related W,T
functions

| U3 Fire Protection System

1. Pipingincluding supports and 2 C B B' I
valves forming part of the
primary containment boundary

2. Other pipingincluding supports N SC,C,X, D (t) (u)-- --

and valves RZ,H

3. Pumps N F D --- --- (t) (u)

4. Pump motors N F --- --- --- (t) (u)

5. Electrical modules N C,SC,X, - . --- --- (t) (u)
RZ,H,
T,W

~l
Includes thermaland radiological environmentalcontrolfunctions within the AB11R Standard*

Plant scope.

m " ' Controls environment in rooms or areas containing non-safety related equipment within the
ABitR Standard Plant.
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TABLE 3.21

OCLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safety Ieca. Classi. Assurance Seismic
d Recuiremente CatenoM NvlesPrincinal Comnantal* Claub llanC Dralian

U3 Fire Protection System (Continued)

6. CO actuation modules N RZ,T (t) (u)2 --- --- ---

7. Cables N SC,C,,X, --- --- -- (u)
RZ,T,W

8. Sprinklers N SC,X D (u)- --

U4 CMIStrvetures

1. Reactor Building (Secondary 3 SC,RZ B I---

Containment and Clean Zone)

2. Control Building 3 X B I--

3. Spent Fuel Pool and Liner 3 SC B I---

4. Radwaste Building substructure 3 W -- B I

5. Turbine Building N T -- -- --
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NOTES ;

A module is an assembly of interconnected components which constitute an identifiable device ja.

or piece of equipment For example, electrical modules include sensors, power supplies, and |

signal processors and mechanical modules include turbines, strainers, and orifices. ]

b. 1,2,' 3, N = Nuclear safety-related function designation defined in Subsections 3.2.3 and 'l
3.2.5. j

i

c. C = Primary Containment |

H = Service Building )
M = any other location ;

O = Outdoors onsite i

RZ = Reactor Building Clean Zone (balance portion of the reactor building outside the j

Secondary Containment Zone) j

SC = Secondary Containment portion of the reactor building
T = Turbine Building

,

W = Radwaste Building i

X = Control Building
F = Firewater Pump House

d. A,B,C,D= Ouality groups defined in Regulatory Guide 1.26 and Subsection 3.2.2. The |
structures, systems and components are designed and constructed in accordance with the 1

requirements identified in Tables 3.2-2 and 3.2-3. .f
f ) I

= Onality Group Classification not applicable to this equipment. .j(./ --

1
'

c. B = the qua!iity assurance requirements of 10CFR50, Appendix B are applied in accordance
with the quality assurance program described in Chapter 17.

- Requirements of 10CFR50, Appendix B are not applicable,--

f. I = The design requirements of Seismic Category I structures and equipment are applied
as described in Section 3.7, Seismic Design.

-The seismic design requirements for the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) are not j--

iapplicable to the equipment. However, the equipment that is not safety related but
iwhich could damage Seismic Category I equipment if its structural integrity failed

is checked analytically and designed to assure its integrity under seismic loading !
'resulting from the SSE, as noted in the " Comments" column of this table.

g. 1. Lines one inch and smaller which are part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary shall
be ASME Code Section III, Class 2 and Seismic Category I.-

I2. All instrument lines which are ' connected to the reactor coolant pressure boundary and are
utilized to actuate and monitor safety systems shall be Safety Class 2 from the outer
isolation valve or the process shutoff valve (root valve) to the sensing instrumentation.

,

3. All instrument lines which are connected to the reactor coolant pressure boundary and are
not utilized to actuate and monitor safety systems shall be Code Group D from the outer
isolation valve or the process shutoff valve (root valve) to the sensing instrumentation.

%.>|
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NOTES (Continued)

4. All other instrument lines:

i Through the root valve the lines shall be of the same classification as the system
to which they are attached.

11 Beyond the root valve, if used to actuate a safety system, the lines shall be of
the same clamGcation as the system to which they are attached.

iii Beyond the root valve,if not used to actuate a safety system, the lines may be
Code Group D.

5. All sample lines from the outer isolation valve or the process root valve through the
remainder of the sampling system may be Code Group D.

$ 6. All safety-relaed instrument sensing lines shall be in conformance with the criteria of
;; Regulatory Guide 1.151.

h. Relief valve discharge piping shall be Ouality Group B and Seismic Category I.

Safety / relief valve discharge line (SRVDL) piping from the safety / relief valve to the quen-
chers in the suppression pool consists of two parts: the first part is attached at one end
to the tafety/ relief valve and attached at its other end to the diaphragm floor penetration.
This first portion of the safety / relief valve discharge piping is analyzed with the main
steam piping as a complete system. The second part of the safety / relief valve discharge
piping extends from the penetration to the quenchers in the suppression pool. Because of the
penetration on this part of the line,it is physically decoupled from the main steam piping
and the first part of the SRVDL piping and is, therefore, analyzed as a separate piping
system.

i. Electrical devices include components such as switches, controllers, solenoids, fuses,
junction boxes, and transducers which are discrete components of a larger subassembly /
module. Nuclear safety-related devices are Seismic Category I. Fail-safe devices are
non-Scismic Category I.

j. The control rod drive insert lines from the drive flange up to and including the first valve
on the hydraulic control unit are Safety Class 2, and non safety related beyond the first
valve.

k. The hydraulic control unit (HCU) is a factory-assembled engineered module of valves, tubing,
piping, and stored water which controls two control rod drives by the application of
pressures and flows to accomplish rapid insertion for reactor scram.

Although the hydraulic control unit, as a unit, is field installed and connected to process
piping, many of its internal parts differ markedly from process piping components because of
the more complex functions they must provide. Thus, although the codes and standards invoked
by Groups A, B, C, and D pressure integrity quality levels clearly apply at all levels to the
interfaces between the HCU and the connection to conventional piping components (e.g., pipe
nipples, fittings, simple hand valves, etc.), it is considered that they do not apply to the
specialty parts (e.g., solenoid valves, pneumatic components, and instruments).
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NOTES (Continued)

The design and construction specifications for the HCU do invoke such codes and standards as
can be reasonably applied to individual parts in developing required quality levels, but ;

these codes and standards are supplemental with additional requirements for these parts and
'

for the remaining parts and details. For example: (1) all welds are LP inspected; (2) all ;

socket welds are inspected for gap between pipe and socket bottom; (3) all welding is
performed by qualified welders; and (4) all wori, is done per written procedures. Quality !

Group D is generally applicable because the codes and standards invoked by that group contain !
'

clauses which permit the use of manufacturer standards and proven design techniques which are
not explicitly defined within the codes for Quality Groups A, B, or C. This is supplemented ,

I

by the OC technique described.

1. Not used.

m. The RCIC turbine is not included in the scope of standard codes. The assure that the turbine !
|is fabricated to the standards commensurate with safety and performance requirements, General

Electric has established specific design requirements for this component which are as
follows. i

!

!
1. All welding shall be qualified in accordance with Section IX, ASME Boihr and Pressure

i Vessel Code, j

|
'

2. All pressure.containing castings and fabrications shall be hydrotested at 1.5 times the I
design pressure. j

i

( 3. All high-pressure castings shall be radiographer according to:

ASTM E-94
E-141
E-142 maximum feasible volume j
E 71,186 or 280 Severity level 3 |

4. As-cast surfaces shall be magnetic-particle or liquid-penetrant tested according to ASME I
Code, Section III, Paragraphs NB-2575, NC-2576, or NB-2576, and NC-2576. j

5. Wheel and shaft forg' gs shall be ultrasonically tested according to ASTM A-388.

6. Butt welds shall be radiographer and magnetic particle or liquid penetrant tested
according to the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Acceptance standards shall be in
accordance with ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section Ill, Paragraph NB-5340,
NC 5340, NB-5350, or NC-5350, respectively.

|

| 7. Notification shall be made on major repairs and records maintained thereof.

8. Record system and traceability shall be according to ASME Section III, NCA-4000.
|

| 9. Control and identification shall be according to ASME Section III, NCA-4000.

10. Procedures shall conform to ASME Section III, NB-5100 and NC-5100.

|

11. Inspection personnel shall be qualified according to ASME Section III, NB-5500 and

(3 NC-5500.
i }
% ,/
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NOTES (Continued)

n. Not used.

o. Not used.

p. Regulatory Guide 1.143 furnishes complete design guidance relating to seismic and quality
group classification and quality assurance provisions for radioactive waste management
systems, structures and co:nponents.

q. Detailed seismic design criteria for the offgas system are provided in Section 113.

r. Not used

s. Not used

t. There is a limited quality assurance program for the Fire Protection System.

Special seismic qualification and quality assurance requirements are applied.u.

v. Not used.

w. The condensate storage tank will be designed, fabricated, and tested to meet the intent of
API Standard API 650. In addition, the specification for this tank will require: (1) 100 %
surface examination of the side wall to bottom joint and (2) 100% volumetric examination of
the side wall weld joints.

The crancs are designed to hold up their loads under conditions of OBE and to maintain theirx.

positions over the units under conditions of SSE.

y. All off-engine components are constructed to the extent possible to the ASME Code, Section
III, Class 3.

Components associated with a safety-related function (e.g., isolation) are safety-related.z.

aa. Structures which support or house safety related mechanical or electrical components are
safety-related.

1,
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3.5.1.1 Internally Generated Missiles (Outside (1) The equipment design and manufacturing
Containment) criteria mentioned previously result in

(P ) being less than 10-7 per year; or j3
These missiles are considered to be those ,

missiles resulting internally from' plant (2)' Sufficient physical separation (barriers i

equipment failures within the ABWR Standard Plant . and/or distance) of safety related and d

but outside containment, redundant equipment exists so that the
combined probability (P 3 x P ) is less 12

3.5.1.1.1 Rotating Equipment than 10"7 per year. {
i

3.5.1.01. Missile Characterization These conclusions are arrived at by noting i
that pumps, fans, and the like have synchronous

Equipment within the general categories of motors and thus cannot achieve an overspeed j

pumps, fans, blowers, diesel generators, compres- condition. At rated speed,if a piece such as a I

sors, and turbines and, in particular, components fan blade breaks off, it will not penetrate the l

in systems normally functioning during power re- casing. As an example, a containment high purge
actor operation, has been examined for any possi- exhaust fan has been analyzed for a thrown blade-
ble source of credible and significant missiles, at rated speed conditions using an analytical

expression from Reference 1. It is determined,
3.5.1.1.1.2 RCIC Steam Turbine based on maximum thicknen this blade could

penetrate, that the blade would not escape the )
Tbc RCIC steam turbine driving the pump is not fan casing and consequently (P ) is less than {3

a credible source of missiles. It is provided 10-7 per year.
q with mechanical overspeed protection as well as

automatic governing; very extensive industrial 3.5.1.1.2 Pressurized Components 1

and nuclear experience with this model of turbine k
has never resulted in a missile which penetrated 3.5.1.1.2.1 Missile Characterization
the turbine casing.

Potential missiles which could result from
3.5.1.1.1J Main Steam 'Ibrbine the failure of pressurized components are |

analyzed in this subsection. These potential !

Acceptance criteria 1 of SRP Section 3.5.1.3 missiles may be categorized as contained
considers a plant with a favorabic turbine gen- fluid-energy missiles or stored strain-energy
crator placement and orientation and adhering to (clastic) missiles. These potential missiles
the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.115 ad- have been conservatively evaluated against the
equately protected against turbine missle haz- design criteria in Subsection 3.5.1.
ards. Further, this criterion specifies thatm

~1 exclusions of safety.related structures, systems Examples of potential contained fluid-energy
N or components from low trajectory turbine missle missiles are valve bonnets, valve stems, and

strike zones constitutes adequate protection retaining bolts. Valve bonnets are considered i
against low trajectory turbine missles. The jet-propelled missiles and have been analyzed as
turbine generator placement and orientation of such. Valve stems have been analyzed as 1

the ABWR Standard Plant meets the guidelines of piston type missiles, while retaining bolts are !
| Regulatory Guide 1.115 as illustrated in Figure examples of stored strain energy missiles. ;
'

3.5-2. I

3.5.1.1.2.2 Missile Analyses
3.5.1.1.1.4 Other Missile Artalysis

i Pressurized components outside the contain-
No remaining credible missiles meet the ment capable of producing missiles have been -

significance criteria of having a probability reviewed. ' Although piping failures could result :
(P ) greater than 10-7 per year for rotating in significant dynamic effects if permitted to i- (d4 4
or pressurized equipment, because either: whip, they do not form missiles as such because i

the whipping section remains attached to the |
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remainder of the pipe. Since Section 3.6 factors against failure, and, coupled with the
addresses the dynamic effects associated with low historical incidence of complete severance
pipe breaks, pipes are not included here as failure, were determined to not be a potential
potential internal missiles. missile source (Ref. 9).

All pressurized equipment and sections of pip- (2) Valve Stems - All the isolation valves
ing that may periodically become isolated under installed in the reactor coolant systems
pressure are provided with pressure relief valves have stems with a back seat which climinates
acceptable under the ASME Code, Section Ill. the possibility of ejecting valve stems even

if the stem threads fail. Since a double
The only remaining pressurized components failure of highly reliable components would

considered to be potentially capable of producing be required to produce a valve stem missile,
missiles are: the overall pgbability of occurrence is

less than 10 per year. Hence valve
(1) valve bonnets (large and small); stems can be dismissed as a source of

missiles.
(2) valve stems;

(3) Pressure Vessels - Moderate energy vessels
(3) pressure vessels; less than 275 psig are not credible missile

sources. Tk pneumatic system air bottles
(4) thermowells; are designed for 2500 psig to the ASME Code,

Section III requirements. These bottles are ,

(5) retaining bolts; and not considered a credible source of missiles 2

for the following qualitative analysis:
(6) blowout panels. i

(a) The bottles are fabricated from heavy- {
These are analyzed as follows: wall rolled steel;

]
I

(1) Valve Bonnets - Valves of ANSI rating 900 (b) The operating orientation is vertical I

psig and above and constructed in accordance with the ends facing concrete slabs. I

with the ASME Code, Section III are The bottles are topped with steel covers |
pressure-scal bonnet-type valves. Valve thick enough to preclude penetration by ;

bonnets are prevented from becoming missiles a missile. j
by limiting stresses in the bolting to those j

defined by the ASME Code and by designing (c) The fill connection is protected by a i

flanges in accordance with applicable code permanent steel collar. |
requirements. Safety factors involved
against failure of these type bonnets are (d) The bottles are strapped in a rack to

@ sufficiently high that these pressure prevent them from toppling over. The
' scal-type valves are not considered a rack is seismically designed to the ASME

potential missile source (Ref. 9). Code, Section III, Subsection NF require-
ments. ,

Most valves of ANSI 600 psig rating and 2

below are valves with bolted bonnets. These (4) Thermowells - Thermowells are welded to
type valves were analyzed for the safety sockolet connections which in turn are

|
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3.6 PROTECTION AGAINST DYNAMIC Subsection 3.6.3 describes the implementation !

- EFFECTS ASSOCIATED WITH 'ITIE of the leak before-break (LBB) evaluation proce. l
POSTULATED RUPTURE OF PIPING dures as permite,d by the broad scope amendment )

to General Des @ Criterion 4 (GDC-4) published .j
This Section deals with the structures, sys- in Reference 1. The piping systems that are j

tems, components and equipment in the ABWR demonstrated by these procedures to qualify for'
| Standard Plant, the LBB behavior (See Appendices 3E and 3F) are

~

not postulated to break in the design and evalu-|
Subsections 3.6.1 and 3.6;2 describe.the ation that are required to be performed, in

| design bases and protective measures which ensure accordance with Subsections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2, for 4

that the containment; essential systems, compo. the potential dynamic effects from postulated I
'

nents and equipment; and other essential struc- piping breaks. However, such piping systems are
tures are adequately protected from the conse- evaluated for pipe crack effects in accordance
quences associated with a postulated rupture of - with Subsections 3.6.2.1.5 and 3.6.2.1.6.2.
high-energy piping or crack of moderate-energy
piping both inside and outside the containment. 3.6.1 Postulated PipingFailures

,

In Fluid Systems Inside and 1

Before delineating the criteria and assump. Outside of Containment
i

I tions used to evaluate the consequences of pip- ,

ing failures inside and outside of containment, This subsection sets forth the design bases, ;
it is necessary to define a pipe break event and description, and safety evaluation for determin-
a postulated piping failvrc: ing the effects of postulated piping failures in

fluid systems both inside and outside the con-
Pipe break event: Any single postulated tainment, and for including necessary protective

O piping failure occurring during normal plant measures.
O operation and any subsequent piping failure -

and/or equipment failure that occurs as a direct 3.6.1.1 Design Bases
consequence of the postulated piping failure.

,

Postulated Piping Failure: Longitudinal or
circumferential break or rupture postulated in Pipe break event protection conforms to 10CFR50
high energy fluid system piping or throughwall Appendix A, General Design Criterion 4, Environ- ,

leakage crack postulated in moderate-energy fluid mental and Missile Design Bases. The design g l

system piping. The terms used in this definition bases for this protection is in compliance with -

are explained in Subsection 3.6.2. NRC Branch Technical Positions (BTP) ASB 3-1 and
MEB 31 included in Subsections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2,

Structures, systems, components and equipment respectively, of NUREG 0800 (Standard Review - ;

that are required to shut down the reactor and Plan). I

mitigate the consequences of a postulated piping
failure, without offsite power, are defined as ' MEB 31 describes an acceptable basis for i

Iessential and are designed to Seismic Category I selecting the design locations and orientations
requirements. of postulated breaks and cracks in fluid systems.

piping. Standard Review Plan Sections 3.6.1 and
The dynamic effects that may result from a 3.6.2 describe acceptable measures that could bc ;

postulated rupture of high-energy piping include taken for protection against the breaks and ;

missile generation; pipe whipping; pipe break cracks and for restraint against pipe whip that ;

reaction forces; jet impingement forces; compart. may result from breaks.
'

ment, subcompartment and cavity pressurization;
decompression waves within the ruptured pipes and The design of the containment structure, com-
seven types of loads identified with loss of cool- ponent arrangement, pipe runs, pipe whip re-
ant accident (LOCA) on Table 3.9 2. straints and compartmentalization are done in

\

l
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consonance with the acknowledgment of protection in item (4) below. A SACF is malfunction or
against dynamic effects associated with a pipe loss of function of a component of electric-

.

|break event. Analytically sized and positioned al or fluid systems. The failure of an ac-
pipe whip restraints are engineered to preclude tive component of a fluid system is consi-
damage based on the pipe break evaluation, dered to be a loss of component function as i

a result of mechanical, hydraulic, or elec-
3.6.1.1.2 Objectives trical malfunction but not the loss of com-

ponent structural integrity. The direct
Protection against pipe break event dynamic consequences of a SACF are considered to be

effects is provided to fulfill the following ob- a part of the single active failure. The
jectives: single active component failure is assumed

to occur in addition to the postulated
(1) Assure that the reactor can be shut down piping failure and any direct consequences

safely and maintained in a safe cold shut- of the piping failure.
down condition and that the consequences of
the postulated piping failure are mitigated (4) Where the postulated piping failure is as-
to acceptable limits without offsite power. sumed to occur in one of two or more redun-

dant trains of a dual-purpose moderate-en. !
'

(2) Assure that containment integrity is main- crgy essential system (i.e., one required to
tained. operate during norrral plant conditions as

well as to shut down the reactor and miti-
(3) Assure that the radiological doses of a pos- gate the consequences of the piping fail-

tulated piping failure remain below the ure), single active failure of components in
, limits of 10CFR100. the other train or trains of that system j
| only are not assumed, provided the system is

3.6.1.1.3 Assumptions designed to Seismic Category I standards, is
powered from both offsite and onsite sour-

The following assumptions are used to deter- ces, and is constructed, operated, and in-
mine the protection requirements. spected to quality assurance, testing and

inservice inspection standards appropriate
(1) Pipe break events may occur during normal for nuclear safety related systems. R e- |

plant conditions (i.e., reactor startup, sidual heat removal system is an exanple of
operation at power, normal hot standby * or such a system, i

| reactor cooldown to a cold shutdown condi-
tions but excluding test modes). (5) If a pipe break event involves a failure of

1non-Scismic Category I piping, the pipe
(2) A pipe break event may occur simultaneously break event must not result in failure of

with a seismic event, however, a seismic essential systems, components and equipment

h event does not initiate a pipe break event. to shut down the reactor and mitigate the
This applies to Seismic Category I and non- consequences of the pipe break event consid-"

Seismic Category 1 piping. ering a SACF in accordance with items (3)
and (4) above.

(3) .A single active component failure (SACF) is
assumed in systems used to mitigate conse- (6) If loss of offsite power is a direct conse-
quences of the postulated piping failure and quence of the pipe break event (e.g., trip
to shut down the reactor, except as noted of the turbine-generator producing a power

Nor*nal hot standby is a normally attained*

zero power plant operating state (as opposed
to a hot standby initiated by a plant upset
condition) where both feedwater and main
condenser are available and in use.
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surge which in turn trips the main breaker), 34.1.1.4 Approach |

then'a loss'.of offsite power occurs in a 1

mechanistic time sequence with a'SACF. To comply with the objectives previously
.

Otherwise, offsite power. is assumed described, the essential systems,' components,
and ' equipment are identified. The essentialavailable with a:SACF. s

. systems, components, and equipment, or portions ;

(7) . A whipping pipe is not capable of rupturing: thereof, are identified in Table 3.61 for pip-~ ;j
"

impacted pipes of equal or greater nominal Jing failures postulated inside the containment
: pipe diameter, but may develop throughwall and in Table 3.6-2 for outside the containment.
cracks in equal or larger nominal pipe sizes
with thinner wall thickness. 34.1.2 Description

~

(8) All available systems,' including those ac- - The lines identified as,high energy per
tuated by operator actions,' arc available to Sub'section 3.6.2.1.1 are listed in Table 3.6 3

. mitigate the consequences of a postulated ; for inside the containment and ic Table 3.6-4
piping failure. -In judging the availability for outside the containment. Moderate-energy
of systems, account is taken of the postu- p ping defined in Subsection 3.6.2.1.2 is not

*

' lated failure and its direct consequences specifically listed., Pressure response analyses
. such as unit trip and loss of offsite power, are performed for the subcompartments containing '

~

~ q
and of the assumed SACF and its direct con- high energy piping. A detailed ' discussion of-
sequences. The feasibility of carrying out the line breaks selected, vent ~ paths, room

.

operator actions are judged on the basis of volumes, ansdytical methods, pressure results,
ample time and adequate access to equipment: ' etc., is provided in Section 6.2 for primary
being available for the proposed actions. containment subcompartments.

O- Although a pipe break' event outside the The effects of pipe whip, jet impingement,.
containment may require a cold shutdown, up: spraying, and flooding on required function of
to eight hours in hot standby is allowed in essential systems, components, and equipment, or
order for plant personnel to assess the portions thereof, inside and outside the
situation and make repairs. containment are considered.

(10) Pipe whip occurs in the plane defined by the ,In particular, there are no high-energy lines
piping geometry and causes movement in the near the control room. As such, there are no
direction of the jet reaction. If unre- effects'upon the habitability of the control
strained, a whipping pipe with a constant room by a piping failure in the control building
energy source forms a plastic hinge and or ciscwhere either from pipe whip, jet impinge-
rotates about the nearest rigid restraint, ment, or transport of steam. Further discussion
anchor, or wall penetration. If unre- on control room habitability systems is provided
strained, a whipping pipe without's constant : in Section 6.4.
energy source (i.e., a break at a closed
valve with only one ' side subject to 34.1.3 Safety Evaluation
pressure) is not capable of. forming a
plastic hinge and rotating provided its' 34.13.1 General
movement can be defined and e"aluated.

An analysis of pipe break events is performed
(11) The fluid internal energy associated with to_ identify those essential systems, components,

the pipe break reaction can take into- and equipment that provide protective actions
account any line restrictions (e.g., flow required to mitigate, to acceptable limits, the
limiter) between the pressure source and. consequences of the pipe break event.
break location and absence of energy
reservoirs, as applicable. Pipe break events involving high energy fluid

.,
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systems are evaluated fsr the effects of pipe therefore, is the basic protective measure
whip: jet impingement, flooding, room pressuri- incorporated in the design to protect against
zation, and other environmental effects such as the dynamic effects of postulated pipe failures. i

'temperature. Pipe break events involving
moderate-energy fluid systems are evaluated for Due to the complexities of several divisions
wetting from spray, floodin:;, and other environ- being adjacent to high-energy lines in the dry.
mental effects. well and reactor building steam tunnel, speci.,

'

fic break locations are determined in accordance
By means of the design features such as with Subsection 3.6.2.1.4.3 for possible spatial

separation, barriers, and pipe whip restraints, a separation. Care is taken to avoid concentra-
' discussion of which follows, adequate protection ting essential equipment in the break exclusion
is provided against the effects of pipe break zone allowed per Subsection 3.6.2.1.4.2. If
events for essential items to an extent that spatial separation requirements (distance and/or
their ability to shut down the plant safely or arrangement to prevent damage) cannot be met
mitigate the consequences of the postulated pipe based on the postulation of specific breaks,
failure would not be impaired. barriers, enclosures, shields, or restraints are

provided. These methods of protection cre dis-
3.6.1.3.2 Protection Methods eussed on Subsections 3.6.1.3.2.3 a n d

3.6.1.3.2.4
3.6.1.3.2.1 General

For other areas where physical separation is
The direct effects associated with a particu- not practical, the following high energy line-

lar postulated break or crack must be mechanis- separation analysis (HELSA) evaluation is done
tically consistent with the failure. Thus, actu- to determine which high- energy lines meet the
al pipe dimensions, piping layouts, material pro- spatial separation requirement and which lines
perties, and equipment arrangements are consider- require further protection:
ed in defining the following specific measure for

,

protection against actual pipe movement and other (1) For the HELSA evaluation, no particular
associated consequences of postulated failures. break points are identified. Cubicles or

areas through which tht. high energy lines
(1) Protection against the dynamic effects of pass are examined in total Breaks are pos-

pipe failures is provided in the form of tulated at any point in the piping system.
pipe whip restraints, equipment shields, and

,

physical separation of piping, equipment, (2) Essential systems, components, and equipment j

| and instrumentation. at a distance greater than thirty feet from |

| any high energy piping are considered as
' '1 The precise method chosen depends largely meeting spatial separation requirements. No );

upon limitations placed on the designer such damage is assumed to occur due to jet im-
as accessibility, maintenance, and proximity pingement since the impingement force be-
to other pipes. comes negligible beyond 30 feet. Likewise, '

a 30 ft evaluation zone r established fori

3.6.1.3.2.2 Separation pipe breaks to assure pi s : tion against
potential damage from a whip, . 'g pipe. As-

The plant arrangement provides physical surance that 30 feet represents the maximum
separation to the extent practicable to maintain free length is made in the piping layout.
the independence of redundant essential systems
(including their auxiliaries) in order to prevent (3) Essential systems. components, and equipment
the loss of safety function due to any single at a distance less than 30 feet from any
postulated event. Redundant trains (e.g., A and high-energy piping are evaluated to see if
B trains) and divisions are located in separate damage could occur to more than one
compartments to the extent possible. Physical essential division, preventing safe shutdown
separation between redundant essential systems of the plant. If damage occurred to only
with their related auxiliary supporting features, one division of a redundant system, the

Amendment 7 3.6-4
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Standard Plant Rev. nn*r /\V requirement for redundant separation is The design criteria for restraints is given in
m e t. Other redundant divisions are Subsection 3.6.2.3.3.
available for safe shutdown of the plant and
no further evaluation is performed. 3.6.133 Specific Protection Measures

(4) If damage could occur to more than one (1) Nonessential systems and system components
division of a redundant essential system are not required for the safe shutdown of
within 30 ft of any high energy piping, the reactor, nor are they required for the

4

other protection in the form of barriers, limitation of the offsite release in the
shields, or enclosures is used. These event of a pipe rupture. However, while
methods of protection are discussed in Sub- none of this equipment is needed during or
section 3.6.1.3.2.3. Pipe whip restraints following a pipe break event, pipe whip
as discussed in Subsection 3.6.1.3.2.4 are protection is considered where a resulting
used if protection from whipping pipe is not f ailure of a nonessential system or 4

possible by barriers and shields. component could initiate or escalate the I
pipe break event in an essential system or .!

3.6.13.23 Barriers, Shields, and Enclosures' component, or in another nonessential system
whose failure could affect an essential

Protection requirements are met through the system. 1

protection afforded by the walls, floors,
columns, abutments, and foundations in many (2) For high energy piping systems penetrating
cases. Where adequate protection is not already through the containment, isolation valves
present due to spatial separation or existing are located as clm to the containment as
plant features, additional barriers, deflectors, possible. |

or shields are identified as necessary to meet
'O the functional protection requirements. (3) The pressure, water level, and flow sensor

I C/ instrumentation for those essential systems,
Barriers or shields that are identified as which are required to function following a

necessary by the use of specific break locations pipe rupture, are protected.
in the drywell and steam tunnel are designed for
the specific loads associated with the particular (4) High energy fluid system pipe whip i

break location. restraints and protective measures are
designed so that a postulated break in one

Barriers or shields that are identified as pipe could not, in turn, lead to a rupture
necest.ary by the HELSA evaluation (i.e., based on of other nearby pipes or components if the
no specific break locations), are designed for secondary rupture could result in
worst case loads. The closest high energy pip; consequences that would be considered
location and resultant loads are used to size the unacceptable for the initial postulated
barriers. break.

3.6.13.2.4 Pipe Whip Restraints (5) For any postulated pipe rupture, the
structural integrity of the containment

Pipe whip restraints are used where pipe break structure is maintained. In addition, for
protection requirements could not be satisfied those postulated ruptures classified as a
using spatial separation, barriers, shields, or loss of reactor coolant, the design leak
enclosures alone. Restraints are located based tightness of the containment fission product

| on the specific break locations determined in ac. barrier is maintained.
cordance with Subsections 3.6.2.1.4.~t and 3.6.2.-
1.4.4. After the restraints are located, the (6) Safety / relief valves (SRV) and the reactor
piping and essential systems are evaluated for core isolation cooling (RCIC) system steam-
jet impingement and pipe whip. For those cases line are located and restrained so that a

p where jet impingement damage could still occur, pipe failure would not prevent depressuri-
ty barriers, shields, or enclosures are utilized. zation.

|
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(7) Separation is provided to preserve the those systems or portions of systems that,
independence of the low pressure flooder during normal plant conditions (as defined in
(LPFL) systems. Subsection 3.6.1.1.3(1)),are either in operation

or are maintained pressurized under conditions
(8) Protection for the FMCRD scram insert lines where either or both of the following are met:

is not required since the motor operation of
the FMCRD can adequately insert the control (1) maximum operating temperature exceeds |
rods even with a complete loss of insert 200 F, or
lines (See Subsection 3.6.2.1.6.1).

(2) maximum operating pressure exceeds 275 psig.
(9) The escape of steam, water, combustible or

corrosive fluids, gases, and heat in the 3.6.2.1.2 Definition of Moderate-Energy Fluid

event of a pipe rupture do not preclude: Systems.

(a) Accessibility to auy areas required to Moderate-energy fluid systems are defined to
cope with the postulated pipe rupture; be those systems or portions of systems that,

during normal plant conditions (as defined in
(b) Habitability of the control room; or Subsection 3. 6.1.1. 3. ( 1)) , are either in

operation or are maintained pressurized (above
(c) T h e a b ilit y of essentiaI atmospheric pressure) under conditions where

instrumentation, electric power both of the following are met:
supplies, components, and controls to

| perform their safety-related function. (1) maximum operating temperature is 200*F
,

or less, and
3.6.2 Determination of Break
locations and Dynamic Effects (2) maximum operating pressure is 275 psig or
Associated with the Postulated less.
Rupture of Piping

~

Piping systems are classified as
information concerning break and crack moderate energy systems when they operate as 4

location criteria and methods of analysis for high energy piping for only short operational .

,

| dynamic effects is presented in this Subsection. periods in performing their system function but,
.

The location criteria and methods of analysis are for the major operational period, qualify as
| needed to evaluate the dynamic effects associated moderate-energy fluid systems. An operational

with postulated breaks and cracks in high- and period is considered short if the total fraction
moderate-energy fluid system piping inside and of time that the system operates within the
outside of primary containment. This information pressure-temperature conditions specified for
provides the basis for the requirements for the high-energy fluid systems is less than two
protection of essential structures, systems, and percent of the total time that the system
components defined in introduction of Section operates as a moderate energy fluid system.
3.6.

3.6.2.1.3 Postulated Pipe Breaks and Cracks
3.6.2.1 Criteria Used to Define Break and
Crick Location and Configuration A postulated pipe break is defined as a

sudden gross failure of the pressure boundary
The following subsections establish the either in the form of a complete circumferential

criteria for the location and configuration of severance (guillotine break) or a sudden
postulated breaks and cracks. longitudinal split without pipe severance, and

|

is postulated for high energy fluid systemsi

3.6.2.1.1 Definition of High Energy Fluid only. For moderate-energy fluid systera, pipe
Systems failures are limited to postulation of cracks in

piping and branch runs. These cracks affect the
High-energy fluid systems are defined to be surrounding environmental conditions only and do
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not result in whipping of the cracked pipe, are generally not identified with particular .

IHigh-energy fluid systems are also postulated to break points. Breaks are postulated at all
have cracks for conservative environmental possible points in such high energy piping
conditions in a confined area where high- and systems. However,in some systems break points

'

moderate energy fluid systems are located. are particularly specified per the following
subsections if special protection devices such

The following high energy piping systems (or as barriers or restraints are provided.
portions of systems) are considered as potential
candidates for a postulated pipe break during 3.6.2.1A.2 Pipingla Containment Penetration )
normal plant' conditions and are analyzed for Areas

'

potential damage resulting from dynamic effects:
No pipe breaks or cracks are postulated in

(1) All piping which is part of the reactor those portions of piping from containment wall
coolant pressure boundary and subject to to and including the inboard or outboard 3

reactor pressure continuously during station isolation valves which meet the following |
operation; requirement in addition to the requirement of

the ASME Code, Section III, Subarticle NE-1120: )(2) All piping which is beyond the second
isolation valve but subject to reactor (1) The following design stress and fatigue ,

pressure continuously during station limits are not exceeded: '

|operation; and
For ASME Code. Section III. Clan 1 Pining

(3) All other piping systems or portions of
piping systems considered high cnergy (a) The maximum stress range between any two
systems. loads sets (including the zero load set)

does not exceed 2.4 S , and is

,
Portions of piping systems that are isolated calculated * by Eq. (10) in NBS53, ASME

( from the source of the high.cnergy fluid during Code, Section Ill.
normal plant conditions are exempted from .

consideration of postulated pipe breaks. This if the calculated maximum stress range
includes portions of piping systems beyond a of Eq. (10) exceeds 2.4 S , the stress I

normally closed valve. Pump and valve bodies are ranges calculated by both'Eq. (12) and
also exempted from consideration of pipe break Eq. (13) in Paragraph NB-3653 meet the
because of their greater wall thickness. limit of 2.4 S,.

3.6.2.1A I4 cations of Postulated Pipe Breaks (b) The cumulative usage factor is less than
0.1

Postulated pipe break locations are selected
as follows: (c) The maximum stress, as calculated by Eq.

(9) in NB 3652 under the loadings ;

3.6.2.1 A.1 Piplug Meeting Separation resulting from a postulated piping
Requirements failure beyond these portions of piping ;

does not exceed the lesser of 2.25 S i

| Based on the HELSA evaluation described in and 1.8 S except that followingi j

| Subsection 3.6.1.3.2.2, the high-energy lines failure outlide containment, the pipe
| which meet the spatial separation requirements between the outboard isolation valve and |

For those loads and conditions in which*

Level A and LevelB stress firnits have been
specified in the Design Specification.

!

|
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the first restraint may be permitted analyses, or tests, are performed to
higher stresses provided a plastic hinge demonstrate compliance with the limits of
is not formed and operability of the item (1).

-

valves with such stresses is assured in
accordance with the requirement (3) The number of circumferential and longi-
identified in Section 3.9.3. Primary tudinal piping welds and branch connections
loads include those which are deflection are minimized. Where penetration sleeves |
limited by whip restraints. are used, the enclosed portion of fluid

system piping is seamless construction and
For ASME Code. Section IIL Class 2 Pining without circumferential weIds unicss

specific access provisions are made to
(d) The maximum stress as calculated by the permit inservice volumetric examination of

sum of Eqs. (9) and (10) in Paragraph longitudinal and circumfercatial welds.
NC 3652, ASME Code, Section III,
considering those loads and conditions (4) The length of these portions of piping are
thereof for which level A and level B reduced to the minimum length practical.
stress limits are specified in the
system's Design Specification (i.e., (5) The design of pipe anchors or restraints
sustained loads, occasional loads, and (e.g., connections to containment
thermal expansion) including an OBE penetrations and pipe whip restraints) do
event does not exceed 0.8(1.8 Sh+ not require welding directly to the outer
SA). The Sh and SA are allowable surface of the piping (e.g., flued integ-
stresses at maximum (hot) temperature rally forged pipe fittings may be used)
and allowable stress range for thermal except where such welds are 100 percent
expansion, respectively, as defined in volumetrically examinable in service and a
Article NC-3600 of the ASME Code, detailed stress analysis is performed to
Section III. demonstrate compliance with the limits of

item (1).
(e) The maximum stress, as calculated by Eq.

(9) in NC 3653 under the loadings (6) Sleeves provided for those portions of
resulting from a postulated piping piping in the containment penetration areas

'

failure of fluid system piping beyond are constructed in accordance with the rules
these portions of piping does not exceed of Class MC, Subsection NE of the ASME Code,

the lesser of 2.25 Sh and 1.8 S . Section 111, where the sleeve is part of the |y
containment boundary. In addition, the

Primary loads include those which are entire sleeve assembly is designed to meet |
deflection limited by whip restraints. the following requirements and tests:
The exceptions permitted in (c) above
may also be applied provided that when (a) The design pressure and temperature are
the piping between the outboard isola- not less than the maximum operating
tion valve and the restraint is con- pressure and temperature of the enclosed
structed in accordance with the Power pipe under normal plant conditions.
Piping Code ANSI B31.1, the pipicg is
either of seamless construction with (b) The Level C stress limits in NE 3220,
full radiography of all circumferential ASME Code, Section III, are not exceeded
welds, or all longitudinal and circum- under the loadings associated with
ferential welds are fully radiographer. containment design pressure and

temperature in combination with the safe
(2) Welded attachments, for pipe supports or shutdown earthquake,

other purposes, to these portions of piping
are avoided except where detailed stress

Amendment 7 3.68
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(a)) by Eq. (10) and either Eq. (12) or Eq. Table 3.2-1). Additionally, the 1 1/4-inch'

(13) in NB 3653 is less than 1.2 S . hydraulic control unit fast scram lines do
" not require special protection measure

(c) For ASME Code, Section III, Class 2 or 3 and because of the following reasons:
non ASME class piping, the stresses calcu-
lated (see Subsection 3.6.2.1.4.4, Taragraph (a) Tbc piping to the control rod drives
(b)(ii)) by the sum of Eqs. (9) and (10) in from the hydraulic control units (HCUs)

NC/ND-3653 are less than 0.4 tirses the sum are located in the containment under
of the stress limits given in NC/FD-3653. reactor. vessel, and in the~ reactor

building away from other safety-related
(2) Leakage cracks, unless the piping system is equipment; therefore should a line fail,

exempted by item (1) above, are postulated it would not affect any safety-related
at axial and circumferential locations that equipment but only impact on other HCU

result in the most severe environme'ntal lines. As discussed in Subsection 3.6.
1.1.3, Paragraph (7), a whipping pipeconsequences.
will only rupture an impacted pipe of

(3) Leakage cracks are postulated in fluid smaller nominal pipe size or cause a
system piping designed to n'onseismic- . through wall crack in the same nominal
standards as necessary to meet.the pipe size but with thinner wall
environmental protection requirements of thickness.
Subsection 3.6.1.1.3.

.

(b) The total amount of energy contained in
34.2.13.4 Moderate-Energy Piping in Proximity the 1-1/4* piping between normallyL
to High-Energy Piping closed scram insert valve on the HCU

module and the ball-check valve in the

.( Moderate-energy fluid system piping or control rod housing is small. In the
1 portions thereof that are located within a event of a rupture of this line, the

compartment of confined area involving ' ball check valve will close to prevent .
considerations for a postulated break in reactor vessel flow out of the break.
high-energy fluid system piping are acceptable
without postulation of throughwall leakage cracks (e) Even if a number of the HCU lines rup-
exupt where a postulated leakage crack in the tured, the control rod insertion func.
moderate-energy fluid system piping results in tion would not be impaired since the
more severe environmental conditions than the electrical motor of the fine motion con- ]
break in the proximate high energy fluid system trol drive would drive in the control 1

>piping, in which case the provisions of rods.
Subsection 3.6.2.1.5.3 are applied. . !

(2) Longitudinal breaks are postulated only in j

3.6.2.1.6 Types of Breaks and Cracks to be piping having a nominal diameter equal to or i

Postulated greater than four inches. |
a

3.6.2.1.6.1 Pipe Breaks -(3) Circumferential breaks are only assumed at
all terminal ends.

The following types of breaks are postulated
in high energy fluid system piping at the - (4) At each of the intermediate postulated break i

locations identified by the criteria specified in locations identified to exceed the stress !
'

Subsection 3.6.2.1.4 and usage factor limits of the criteria in
Subsections 3.6.2.1.4.3 and 3.6.2.1.4.4,

(1) No breaks are postulated in piping having a considerations is given to the occurrence of I

nominal diameter less than or equal to one either a longitudinal or circumferential |

inch. Instrument lines one inch and less break. Examination of the state of stress ;

nominal pipe or tubing size meet the in the vicinity of the postulated break ;
'

provision of regulatory Guide 1.11 (See location is used to identify the m'ost

|
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probably type of break. If the maximum in the center of the piping at two
stress range in the longitudinal direction diametrically opposed points (but not

,

is greater than 1.5 times the maximum stress concurrently) located so that the reaction'

range in the circumferential direction, only force is perpendicular to the plane of the
the circumferential break is postulated. piping configuration and produces out-of-
Conversely,if the maximum stress range in plane bending. Alternatively, a single
the circumferential direction is greater split is assumed .at the section of highest
than 1.5 times the stress range in the tensile stress as determined by detailed
longitudinal direction, only the longitudi- stress analysis (e.g., finite element
nal break is postulated. If no significant analysis).
difference between the circumferential and
longitudinal stresses is determined, then (9) The dynamic force of the fluid jet discharge
both types of breaks are considered. is based on a circular or elliptical (2D x

| 1/2D) break area equal to the effective
I (5) Where breaks are postulated to occur at each cross-sectional flow area of the pipe at the

intermediate pipe fitting, weld attachment, break location and on a calculated fluid
or valve without the benefit of stress pressure modified by an analytically or
calculations, only circumferential breaks experimentally determined thrust coefficient
are postulated. as determined for a circumferential break at

the same location. Line restrictions, flow
(6) For both longitudinal and circumferential limiters, positive pump-controlled flow, and

breaks, after assessing the contribution of the absence of energy reservoirs may be
upstream piping flexibility, pipe whip is taken into account as applicable in the
assumed to occur in the planc defined by the reduction of jet discharge,
piping geometry and configuration for
circumferential breaks and out of plane for 3.6.2.1.6.2 Pipe Cracks
longitudinal breaks and to cause piping
movement in the direction o.f the jet reac- The following criteria are used to postulate
tions. Structural members, piping throughwallleakage cracks in high or moderate-
restraints, or piping stiffness as demon- energy fluid systems or portions of systems.
strated by inelastic limit analysis are
considered in determining the piping (1) Cracks are postulated in moderate-energy
movement limit (alternatively, circumfer- fluid system piping and branch runs
ential breaks are assumed to result in pipe exceeding a nominal pipe size of one inch.
severance and separation amounting to at
least a one-diameter lateral displacement of (2) At axial locations determined per Subsection
the ruptured piping sections). 3.6.2.1.5, the postuIated cracks are

oriented circumferentially to result in the
(7) For a circumferential break, the dynamic most severe environmental consequences.

force of the jet discharged at the break
location is based upon the effective (3) Crack openings are assumed as a circular
cross-sectional flow area of the pipe and on orifice of area equal to that of a rectangle
a calculated fluid pressure as modified by having dimensions one-half pipe-diameter in
an analytically or experimentally determined length and one-half pipe wall thickness in
thrust coef ficient. Limited pipe width.
displacement at the break location, line
restrictions, flow limiters, positive (4) The flow from the crack opening is atsumed
pump-controlled flow, and the absence of to result in an environment that wets all
energy reservoirs are used, as applicable, unprotected components within the compart-
in the reduction of the jet discharge. ment, with consequent flooding in the com-

partment and communicating compartments,
(8) Longitudinal breaks in the form of axial based on a conservatively estimated time

split without pipe severance are postulated period to effect corrective actions.
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the fixed end and at the location supported by comparison demonstrates that the simplified
the restraint. modeling system used in PDA is adequate for pipe

rupture loading, restraint performance, and
Effects of pipe shear deflection are consider- pipe movement predictions with the meaningful

ed negligible. The pipe bending moment-deflec- design requirements for these low-probability
tion (or rotation) relation used for these loca- postulated accidents.
tions is obtained from a static nonlinear
cantilever-beam analysis. Using the moment-ro- 34.2.3 Dynamic Analysis Methods to Verify
tation relation, nonlinear equations of motion of lategrity and Operability
the pipe are formulated using energy considera-
tions and the equations are numerically integrat-
ed in small time steps to yield time history of 34.2.3.1 Jet Impingement Analyses and
the pipe motion. FEects on Safety Related Components

.

A comprehensive verification of the PDA The methods used to evaluate the jet effects
program has demonstrated conservatism inherent in resulting from the postulated breaks of high-
the program and the analytical methods utilized. energy piping are presented in this subsection.
Part of this verification work includes an inde-
pendent analysis by Nuclear Services Corporation The criteria used for evaluating the effects
(NSC), under contract to the General Electric of fluid jets on essential structures, systems,
Company of the recirculation piping system for a and components are as follows:
pre-ABWR standard plant design. The recircula-
tion piping system was chosen for study due to (1) Essential structures, systems, and compo-
its complex piping arrangement and assorted pipe nents are not impaired so as to preclude es--

sizes. The NSC analysis included clastic / plastic sential functions. For any given postulat-
- pipe properties, clastic / plastic restraint pro- ed pipe break and consequent jet, those es-

perties, and gaps between the restraint and sential structures, systems, and components
pipe. The piping / restraint system geometry and need to safely shut down the plant are
properties and fluid blowdown forces were the identified,

same in both analyses. However, a linear approx-
imation was made by NSC for the restraint load- (2) Essential structures, systems, and compo-
deflection curve. This approximation is demons- nents which are not necessary to safely shut
trated in Figure 3.61. The effect of this down the plant for a given break are not
approximation is to give lower energy absorption protected form the consequences of the fluid
of a given restraint deflection. Typically, this jet.
yields higher restraint deflections and lower
restraint to structure loads that the GE (3) Safe shutdown of the plant due to postulated
analysis. The deflection limit used by NSC is pipe ruptures within the RCPB is not
the design deflection at one-half of the ultimate aggravated by sequential failures of
uniform strain for the GE restraint design. safety-related piping and the required

emergency cooling system performance is
A comparison of the NSC analysis with the PDA maintained.

analysis presented in Table 3.6-5 shows that the

| PDA predicts higher loads in 15 of the 18 (4) Offsite dose limits specified in 10CFR100
; restraints identified on Figure 3.6.2. This is are complied with.
| due to the NSC model including energy-absorbing
| effects in secondary pipe elements and structural (5) Postulated breaks resulting in jet

members. However, PDA predicts higher restraint impingement loads are assumed to occur in
deflections in 50% of the restraints. The higher high energy lines at full (100%) power
deflections predicted by NSC for the lower loads operation of the plant.

- f] are caused by the linear approximation used for

U the force-deficction curve rather than by (6) Throughwall leakage cracks are postulated in
differences in computer techniques. This moderate energy lines and are assumed to
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result in wetting and spraying of essential (7) The distance of jet travel is divided into
structures, systems, and components. two or three regions. Region 2 (Figure

3.6 3) cxtends from the break to the
(7) Reflected jets are considered only when asymptotic area. Within this region the

there is an obvious reflecting surface (such discharging fluid flashes and undergoes
as a flat plate) which directs the jet onto expansion from the break area pressure to
an essential equipment. Only the first the atmospheric pressure. In Region 2 the
reflection is considered in evaluating jet remains at a constant diameter. For
potential targets. partial separation circumferential breaks,

the area increases as the jet expands;
(8) Potential targets in the jet path are con- therefore, it is assumed that Region 3

sidered at the calculated final position of never occurs. In Region 3 (except |

the broken end of the ruptured pipe. This partial-separation circumferential breaks),
selection of potential targets is considered interaction with the surrounding

adequate due to the large number of breaks environment is assumed to start and the gt
analyzed and the protection,provided from expands at a half angle of 10 .

the effects of these postulated breaks. (Dotted lines, Figures 3.6 3a and c.)

| The analytical methods used to determine which (8) The analytical model for estimating the
targets will be impinged upon by a fluid jet and asymptotic jet area for subcooled water and
the corresponding jet impingement load include: saturated water assumes a constant jet

area. For fluids discharging from a break
(1) The direction of the fluid jet is based on which are below :he saturation temperature

,

the arrested position of the pipe during at the corresponding room pressure or have I

steady state blowdown. a pressure at the break area equal to the
room pressure, the free expansion does not

(2) The impinging jet proceeds along a straight occur,

path.

| (9) The distance downstream from the break |

| (3) The total impingement force acting on any where the asymptotic area is reached

|
cross sectional area of the jet is time and (Region 1) has been found (for
distance invariant with a total magnitude circumferential and longitudinal breaks) to
equivalent to the steady state fluid be approximately equal to five pipe
blowdown force given in Subsection 3.6.2.2.1 diameters (Reference 3). Assuming a linear
and with jet characteristics shown in Figure expansion from the break area to the
3.6-3. asymptotic area, the jet shape can be

defined 4r Region 1 as well as Regions 2 -

;

| (4) The jet impingement force is uniformly and 3. Figure 3.6-4 is used to determine
Idistributed across the cross-sectional area the asymptotic area.'

of the jet and only the portion intercepted
by the. target is considered. (10) Both longitudinal and fully separated j

circumferential breaks are treated j

(5) The break opening is assumed to be a circu- similarly. The value of fL/D used in the I

lar orifice of cross sectional flow area blowdown calculation is used for jet )
equal to the effective flow area of the impingement also. |

break.
(11) Circumferential breats with part al (i.e.,i

(6) The jet impingement force is equal to the h< D/2) separation between the two ends of
steady state value of the fluid blowdown the broken pipe not significantly offset
force calculated by the methods described in (i.e., no more than one pipe wall thickness
Subsection 3.6.2.2.1. lateral displacement) are more difficult to
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conservative,1/2 'of minimum percent 2. Recommended stress limits per ASME |
closigation as specified in the- Code Section III, Subsection NF for 3

applicable ASME Code Section III or faulted conditions if applicable !

ASTM Specifications. 1

' (3) Type III restraints (fasteners) j

2. Design steady state load - The .j
maximum restraint load is limited to (a) Materials .)

80% of the minimum calculated static Fastener material. conforms to ASTM,'
ultimate restraint strength at the ASME, or MIL requirements,
drywell design temperature. This
strain is less than 50% of the (b) Inspection -
ultimate uniform strain for all All fasteners are inspected or certified R

"

materialt used for Type I components. per applicable ASTM, ASME, or MIL
specifications.

(2) Type II restraints' (' c.g., clevises,
brackets, pins) (c) Desigal.Jmits .

1

,

Design limits are the same as for Type .

(a) Materials II restraints. j
i

Materials selection conforms to: -(4) TypeIIIrestraints(welds)

1. ASTM Specifications including (a) Materials )
consideration for brittle fracture
control, or Weld materials for attachments to carbon

steel structures are limited to low
'

2. ASME Code Section III, Subsection NF, hydrogen type.
if applicable. |

(b) Inspection j

(b) Inspection 1

Liquid penetrant surface inspection are
Inspection conforms to: performed per ASTM Specification E165 or -

JAWS Structural Welding Codes, AWS-D1.1.
1. ASME/ ASTM requirements or process

qualification and finished part (c) Design 11mits ' ,

surface inspection per ASTM methods, i

!
or The maximum primary weld stress

iintensity (two times maximum shear
2. ASME Code Section III, Subsection NF, stress) is limited to three times AWS or

if applicable. AISC building allowable weld shear ;

stress, J

(c) DesignLimits j;
(d) Procedures

Design limits are based on the following
stress limits: Procedures and welders will be qualified

,

in accordance with the. AWS Code for !

1. Primary stresses (in accordance with welding in building structures. s

definitions in ASME Code Section III) |
are limited to the higher of 70% of (5) Type IV restraints (structural and civil'

'

Su where Su = minimum ultimate components i

strength by tests or ASTM
specification or Sy + 1/3 (Su Sy) Material, inspection, and design |
where Sy = minimum yield strength by requirements for the structural and civil
test or ASTM specification. or components are provided by industry

i

|
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standards such as AISC, ACl, and ASME Code 3.6.2.4 Guard Pipe Assembly Design j
Section III, Division II, along with !

appropriate requirements imposed for similar The ABWR primary containment does not require !
loading events. These components are also guard pipes.
designed for other operational and accident j

loadings, seismic loadings, wind loadings, |
|and tornado loadings.
|

The design basis approach of categorizing
components is consistent in allowing less
stringent inspection requirements for those
components subject to lower stresses.
Considerable strength margins exist in Type II ,

'

through IV components up to the limit of load 3.6.2.5 Material to be Supplied for the
capacity (fracture) of a Type I component. Operating License Review
Impact properties in all components are
considered since brittle type failures could See Subsection 3.6.4.1 ;

reduce the restraint system effectiveness.i

3.6.3 Imak Before Break
In addition to the design considerations, Evaluation Procedures

strain rate effects and other material property
variations have been considered in the design of Per Regulatory Guide 1.70, Revision 3, the
the pipe whip restraints. The material safety analysis Section 3.6 has traditionally
properties utilized in the design have included addressed the protection measares agaiast
one or more of the following methods: dynamic effects associated with the non-

mechanistic or postulated ruptures of piping.
(1) Code minimum or specification yield and The dynamic effects are defined in introduction

| ultimate strength values for the affected to Section 3.6. Three forms of piping failure
' components and structures are used for both (full flow area circumferential and longitudinal

| the dynamic and steady-state events; breaks, and throughwall leakage crack) are
postulated in accordance with Subsection 3.6.2

(2) Not more than a 10% increase in minimum code and Branch Technical Position MEB 3-1 of NUREG -
or specification strength values is used 0800 (Standard Review Plan).
when designing components or structures for t

the dynamic event, and code minimum or However, in accordance with the revised
specification yield and ultimate strength General Design Criterion 4 (GDC-4) the
values are used for the steady-state loads: mechanistic leak-before-break approach (LBB),

justified by appropriate fracture mechanics
(3) Representative or actual test data values techniques, is now (Reference 1) an acceptable

are used in the design of components and procedure to exclude design against the dynamic
structures including justifiably elevated effects from the postulation of breaks in high-
strain rate-affected stress limits in excess energy piping. Described in this subsection are
of 10%; or the criteria and procedures for the LBB approach

which ars utilized to qualify piping for
(4) Representative or actual test data are used exclusion from postulation of breaks. This

for any affected component (s) and the Subsection is based on proposed (Reference 4)
minimurn code or specification values are Section 3.6.3 of NUREG - 0800.
used for the structures for the dynamic and

,
the steady state events The LBB approach is not used to exclude

postulation of cracks and associated effects in

gx_ ~ mu
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accordance with Subsections 3.6.2.1.5 and portion thereof) is evaluated with the following
3.6.2.1.6.2. considerations in addition to the deterministic

LBB evaluation procedure of Subsection 3.6.3.2
The LBB approach is not applicable to piping

systems where operating experience has indicated (1) Degradation by erosion, erosion / corrosion
particular susceptibility to failure from the and erosion / cavitation due to unfavorable
effects of intergranular stress corrosion flow conditions and water chemistry is
cracking (IGSCC), water hammer, thermal fatigues, examined. The evaluation is based on the
or crosion, industry experience and guidelines. Addi-

tionally, fabrication wall thinning of el- ,

The LBB approach is not a replacement for bows and other fittings is considered in the I

existing regulations or criteria pertaining to purchase specification to assure that the
the design bases of emergency core cooling system code minimum wall requirements are met. ,

(Subsection 6.3), containment system (Subsection These evaluations demonstrate that these me- )
6.2) or equipment qualification (Subsection chanisms are not potential sources of pipe I

3.11). However, benefits of the LBB procedures rupture
to these areas will be taken and the subsections l
will be revised as the regulations will be (2) Tir., ABWR plant design involves operation j
relaxed by the NRC. For clarity, it is noted below 7000F in ferritic steel piping and j
that the LBB approach is not used to relax the below 8000F in austenitic steel piping, j
design requirements of the primary containment This assures that creep and creep fatigue .

system that includes the primary containment are not potential sources of pipe rupture.
vessel (PCV), vent systems (vertical flow
channels and horizontal vent discharges), drywell (3) The design also assures that the piping
zones, suppression chamber (wetwell), vacuum material is not susceptible to brittle

/7 breakers, PCV penetrations, and drywell head. cleavage type failure over the full range of
V However, in designing for loads per Table 3.9-2, system operating temperatures (that is, the

which does not apply to these PCV subsys- tems, material is on the upper shelf). |the seven types of design loads identified with j

LOCA-induced dynamics of suppression pool or (4) The ABWR plant design specifies use of
| shield wall annulus pressurization are excluded austenitic stainless steel piping made of

if they are a result of LOCA postulated in those material (e.g., nuclear grade or low carbon
piping that meet the LBB criteria. type) that is recognized as resistant to q

IGSCC. The material of piping in reacter 1

Appendix 3E characterizes fracture mechanics coolant pressure boundary is ferritic steel.
properties of piping materials and analysis me-
thods including leakage calculation methods, as (5) A systems evaluation of potential water
required by the criteria of this subsection. hammer is made to assure that pipe rupture
Following NRC's review and approval, this appen- due to this mechanism is unlikely. Water
dix will become approved LBB methodology for app- hammer is a generic term including various
lication to ABWR Standard Plant piping. Appendix unanticipated high frequency hydrodynamic
3F applies these properties and methods to events such as steam hammer and water |
specific piping to demonstrate their eligibi- slugging. To demonstrate that water hammer ;|

'

lity for exclusion under the LBB approach. See is not a significant contributor to pipe
Subsection 3.6.4.2 for interface requirements. rupture, reliance on historical frequency of

water hammer events in specific piping
|systems coupled with a review of operating

| procedures and conditions is used for this
| evaluation. The ABWR design includes
I features such as vacuum breakers and jockey
| 3.6.3.1 General Evaluation pumps coupled with improved operational
I ,o procedures to reduce or eliminate the pot-

) The high-energy piping system (or analyrable ential for water hamrner identified by past |
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experience. Certain anticipated water (1) Use the fracture mechanics and the leak
hammer events, such as a closure of a valve, rate computational methods that are accept-
are accounted for in the Code design and ed by the NRC staff, or are demonstrated )
analysis of the piping. accurate with respect to other acceptable ]computational procedures or with I

(6) The systems evaluation also addresses a po- experimental data.
tential for fatigue cracking or failure from
thermal and mechanical induced fatigue. (2) Identify the types of materials and ma- )
Based on past experience, the piping design terials specifications used for base metal, ;

avoids potential for significant mixing of weldments and safe ends, and provide the I

high- and low- temperature fluids or materials properties including toughness !
mechanical vibration. The startup and and tensile data,long-term effects such as ;

preoperational monitoring assures avoidance thermal aging, and other limitations. I

of detrimental mechanical vibration. ;

(3) Specify the type and magnitude of the loads
(7) Based on experience and studies by Lawrence applied (forces, bending and torsional

,

Livermore Laboratory, potential indirect moments), their source (s) and method of j

sources of indi tet pipe rupture are remote combination. For each pipe size in the !
Icauses of pipe tapture. Compliance with the functional system, identify the location (s)

snubber surveillance requirements of the which have the least favorable combination
technical specifications assures that of stress and material properties for base
snubber failure rates are acceptably low. metal, weldments and safe ends.

|
(8) Initial LBB evaluation is based on the (4) Postulate a throughwall flaw at the

design configuration and stress levels that location (s) specified in (3) above. The |
are acceptably higher than those identified size of the flaw should be large enough so

~

by the initial analysis. This evaluation is that the leakage is assured detection with
reconciled when the as-built configuration sufficient margin using the installed leak
is documented and the Code stress evaluation detection capability when the pipes are
is reconciled. It is assured that the subjected to normal operating loads. If 1

as-built configuration does not deviate auxiliary leak detection systems are relied
significantly fi9m the design configuration on, they should be described. For the 4

to invalidate the initial LBB evaluation, or estimation of leakage, the normal operating
,)a new evaluation coupled with necessary loads (i.e., deadweight, thermal expansion,

configuration modifications is made to and pressure) are to be combined based on
assure applicability of the LBB procedure. the algebraic sum of individual values. j

(9) Sufficiently reliable, redundant, diverse Using fracture mechanics stability:nalysis
and sensitive leak detection systems are or limit load analysis based on (11) below,
provided for monitoring of leak. The system and normal plus SSE loads, determine the
that is relied upon to predict the through- critical crack size for the postulated
wall flaw used in the deterministic fracture throughwall crack. Determine crack size
mechanics evaluation is sufficiently margin by comparing the selected leakage
reliable and sensitive to justify a margin size crack to the critical crack size.
of 2 on the leakage prediction. Demonstrate that there is a margin of 2

between the leakage and critical crack
3.6.3.2 Deterministic Evaluation Procedure sizes. The same load combination method

selected in (5) below is used to determine
The following deterministic analysis and the critical crack size.

evaluation are performed as an NRC-approved
method for the ABWR Standard Nuclear Island to (5) Determine margin in terms of applied loads
justify applicability of the LBB concept. by a crack stability analysis. Demonstrate
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kJ Table 3.6 2

ESSENTIAL SYSTEMS, COMPONENTS, AND EQUIPMENT * FOR
POSTULATED PIPE FAILURES OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT

1. Containment Isolation System and containment boundary.

2. Reactor Protection System (SCRAM s'y;nals) .

3. Core Coohng systems

(a) HPCF(B or C) or RCIC

(b) RHR-LPFL(A or B or C) + ADS

(c) RHR shutdown cooling mode (two loops)

(d) RHR suppression pool cooling mode (two loops)

4. Flow restrictors
|

5. Control room habitability

6. Spent fuel pool cooling

7. Standby gas treatment('N
%

8. The following equipment / systems or portions thereof required to assure
the proper operation of those essential items listed in items 1 through
7.

(a) Class 1E electrical systems, ae and dc (including diesel generator
system,6900,480 and 120V ae, and 125V de emergency buses, motor
control centers, switchgear, batteries, auxiliary shutdown control
panel, and distribution sys* ems).

| (b) Reactor Building Cooling water to the following:

(1) Room coolers

(2) Pump coolers (motors and seals)

(3) Dieselgenerator jacket coolers

(4) Electrical switchgear coolers

(c) HVAC

(d) Instrumentation (including post accident monitoring)

The essential items listed in this table are protected in accordance*

'F with Subsection 3.6.1 consistent with the particular pipe break
\ evaluated.
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Table 3.6 3
*

HIGH ENERGY PIPING INSIDE CONTAINMENT

Piping System

Main steam

Main steam drains

Steam supply to RCIC ;

Feedwater

Recirculation motor cooling

HPCF (RPV to first check valve) -

RHR-LPFL (RPV to first check valve)

RHR (Suction from RPV to first normally closed gate valve)

Reactor Water Cleanup (from RHR and RPV drain)

RPV bead spray 'RPV to first check valve)

RPV vent (RPV to first closed valve)

Standby Liquid Contro (from HPCF to first check valve)

CRD (Scram /rooinsertion)

RPV bottom head drain lines (RPV to first closed valves)

Miscellaneous 3-inch and smaller piping

)
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' 3.7 SEISMIC DESIGN During the OBE loading condition, the safety-
related systems are designed to be capable of

All structures, systems, and equipment of the continued safe operation.-. Therefore, for this -
facility are defined as either Seismic Category I loading condition, safety related structures, and
or non Seismic Category I. The requirements for equipment are required to operate within design
Seismic Category 1 identification are given in limits.
Section 3.2 along with a list of systems, compo-- , , . . .

nents, and equipment which are so identified. The seismic design for the SSE is intended to
provide a margin in design that assures capabili-

. All structures, systems, components, and equip- ty to shut down and maintain the nuclear facility
ment that are safety-related, as defined in Sec- in a safe condition. |In this case, it is only.

~

tion 3.2,' are designed to withstand earthquakes necessary to' ensure that the required systems and
as defined herein and other dynamic loads includt components do not lose their capability to per-
lag those due to reactor building vibration (RBV) form their safety related function. - This is
caused by suppression pool dynamics. ' Although referred to as the no-loss-of function criterion
this section addresses seismic aspects of design and the loading condition as the SSE loading
and analysis in accordance with Regulatory Guide . condition.

j ' 1.70, the . methods of this Section are also . ..

applicable'to other dynamic' loading aspects. Not all safety related components have the
same functional requirements. For example, the !

'
The safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) is that' reactor containment must retain capability to

earthquake which is based upon an evaluation of restrict. leakage to an acceptable level,
the maximum earthquake potential considering the Therefore, based on' present practice, elastic
regional and local geology, seismology, and behavior of this structure under the SSE loading -
specific characteristics of local subsurface < condition is ensured.' On the other hand, there
material. It is that earthquake which produces are certain structures, components, and systems '

[ the maximum vibratory ground motion for which that can suffer permanent deformation without
~

' Seismic Category I systems and components are loss of function. Piping and vessels are-

designed to remain functional. These systems and examples of the latter where the principal
components are those necessary to ensure: requirement is that they retain contents and

! allow fluid flow.
L (1) the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure
| boundary; Table 3.21 identifies the equipment in
|' .

various systems as Seismic Category I or non.
(2) the capability to shut down the reactor and Seismic Category.I.

maintain it in a safe shutdown condition; and

_.

3.7.1 SeismicInput
(3) the capability to prevent or mitigate the

consequences of accidents that could result 3.7.1.1 Design Response Spectra j

in potential offsite exposures comparable to
'

i

| the guideline exposures of 10CFR100. The design earthquake loading is specified in
L terms of a set of idealized,emooth curves called

3

1The operating basis earthquake (OBE) is that the design response spectra in accordance with
earthquake which, considering the regional and Regulatory Guide 1.60.
local geology, seismology, and specific charac-
teristics of local subsurface material, could Figure 3.71 shows the standard ABWR design

.

'reasonably be expected to affect the plant site values of the horizontal SSE spectra applied at
during the operating life of the plant. It is the ground surface in the free field for damping
that earthquake which produce vibratory ground ratios of 2.0, 5.0, 7.0 and 10.0% of critical
motion for which those features of the nuclear damping where the maximum horizontal ground
power plant necessary for continued operation acceleration is 0.30g.

. without undue risk to the health and safety of i

the public are designed to remain functional. Figure 3.7 2 shows the standard ABWR design |
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values of the vertical SSE spectra applied at the The magnitude of the SSE design time history
ground surface in the free field for damping is equal to twice the magnitude of the design j
ratios of 2.0, 5.0, 7.0, and 10.0% of critical OBE time history. The OBE time histories and j

damping where the maximum vertical ground response spectra are used for dynamic analysis j
acceleration is 0.30 g at 33Hz, same as the and evaluation of the structural Seismic System;
maximum horizontal ground acceleration. the OBE results are doubled for evaluating the j

structural adequacy for SSE. For development of j

The design values of the OBE response spectra floor response spectra for Seismic Subsystem I
are one half * of the spectra shown in Figures analysis and evaluation, see Subsection 3.7.2.5. ]
3.7-1 and 3.7-2. These spectra are shown in {
Figures 3.7 3 through 3.7-20. The response spectra produced from the OBE |

design time histories are shown in Figures 3.7-3 f
The design spectra are constructed in through 3.7-20 along with the design OBE 1

accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.60. The response spectra. The closeness of the two i

normalization factors for the maximum values in speetta in all cases indicates that the
two horizontal directions are 1.0 and 1.0 as synthetic time histories are acceptable,
applied to Figure 3.7-1. For vertical direction,
the normalization factor is 1.0 as applied to The response spectra from the synthetic time {
Figure 3.7-2. histories for the damping values of 1,2,3 and "

4 percent conform to the requirement for an
3.7.1.2 Design Time History enveloping procedure provided in Item II.1.b of j

Section 3.7.1 of NUREG-0800 (Standard Review
'

The design time histories are synthetic Plan, SRP). However, the response spectra for
i

acceleration time histories generated to match the higher damping values of 7 ar.d 10 percent
the design response spectra defined in Subsection show that there are some deviations from the SRP
3.7.1.1. requirement. This deviation is considered j

inconsequential, because (1) generating an
The design time histories considered in GESSAR artificial time history whose response spectra

(Reference 1) are used. They are developed based would envelop design spectra for five different l
on the method proposed by Vanmarcke and Cornell damping values would result in very conservative
(Reference 2) because of its intrinsic capability time histories for use as design basis input, ,

of imposing statistical independence among the and (2) the response spectra from the synthetic
;

synthesized acceleration time history time histories do envelop the design spectra for
]components. The earthquake acceleration time the lower damping values. This is very i

history components are identified as H1, H2, and important because the loads due to SSE on I
V. The H1 and H2 are the two horizontal structures should use 7 percent damping for !
components mutually perpendicular to each other. concrete components, but are obtained by

1
Both H1 and H2 are based on the design horizontr.1 ratioing up the response from the OBE analysis '

ground spectra shown in Figure 3.7-1. The V is involving the lower damping. The OBE analysis I

the vertical component and it is based on the uses only the lower damping values (up to 4%),
design vertical ground spectra shown in Figure which are consistent with the SRP requirements
3.7 2. (See Subsection 3.7.1.3). i

i

The OBE given in Chapter 2 is one-third of*

the SSE, i.e., 0.10 g, for the ABWR Standard
Nuclear Island design. However, as discussed
in Chapter 2, a enore conservative value of
one h alf of th e SSE, i.e., 0.15 g, was
employed to evaluate the structural and
component response.

O'
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i) The frequency range used in generating the for the ABWR design.(V
I

response spectra from synthetic histories is 0.2 |
!to 33 Hz. The frequency range intervals used in To aid in further comparisons of PSDFs, the

generating those spectra is the same as given in cumulative PSDFs of the two time histories, j

Table 1.7.1-1 of SRP Section 3.7.1. which represent the cumulative energy contribu-
'

tions as a function of frequency, are computed
The coherence function for the three earthquake as the cumulative area under the PSDF curves.

acceleration time history compoaents H1, H2, and V The cumulative PSDFs versus frequency as !

are generated to check the statistical indepen- computed for H1 and H2 time histories are shown
dence among them. The coherence function for H1 in Figures 3.7-26 and 3.7-27, respectively. For
and H2 is given in Figure 3.7-21; for H1 and V in comparison, the corresponding cumulative target
Figure 3.7-22; and for H2 and V in Figure 3.7-23. PSDFs are also shown is these figures. As can
All values within the frequency range between 0 to be seen from these figures, the calculated time
50 Hz are calculated at a frequency increment of history cumulative PSDFs envelop the cumulative
0.1 Hz. The small values of these coherence target PSDF with a wide margin in the frequency
functions indicate that the three components are range between 0.2 Hz and 34 Hz.
sufficiently statistically independent.

3.7.1.3 Critical Damping Values
To assess the energy content of the synthetic

time history, the power spectral density functions The damping values for OBE and SSE analyses
(PSDFs) are generated from the two horizontal are presented in Table 3.7-1 for various
components H1 and H2. The PSDFs are computed at a structures and components. They are in
frequency increment of 0.024 Hz, and are smoothed compliance with Regulatory Guides 1.61 and 1.84
using the 3 point moving average method as

!

recommended in Reference 3. For seismic system evaluation of the SSE, the
larger SSE damping values shown in Table 3.7-1

(^N The stationary duration used in the calculation are not used. The SSE loads are obtained by
( is taken to be 22 seconds which is the total doubling the OBE loads that result from the OBE

duration of the synthetic time history. The Seismic System analysis based on the lower OBE
calculated PSDFs for the H1 and H2 time histories damping values (see Subsection 3.7.1.2).

| are shown in Figures 3.7-24 and 3.7 25, respec-
tively, for frequencies ranging from 0.2 to 34 Hz. For analysis and evaluation of seisn.ic|

| subsystems (piping, components and equipment),
The target PSDFs in the form of Kanai-Tajimi the floor response spectra are obtained from the

PSDF as proposed in Reference 3 are also plotted OBE time histoiy response of the seismic system,
on these figures for comparison. The Kanai- that supports the subsystems. The floor
Tajimi PSDF is given by response spectra are computed (see Subsection

3.7.2.5) for damping values that are applicable
S (w) = S (3.7-1) to the subsystems under OBE as well as SSE; and

4o o
further the OBE spectra are doubled to obtain

1+4 (j(w/wg)2 the SSE floor response spectra for input to the
SSE analysis in design of the subsystems. ?

1.(w/wg)2 2+4gj(wjgg)2
3.7.1.4 Supporting Media for Seismic Category"

in which So = 1,100 in / s e c3 (this value I Structures2

corresponds to a peak acceleration of I g), wg =
,

10.66 rad /sec and (g = 0.9793. As can be seen The following ABWR Standard Plant Seismic )
from Figures 3.7-24 and 3.7-25, the calculated Category I structures have concrete mat
PSDFs generally envelop target PSDFs in the foundations supported on soil, rock or compacted
frequency range below 10 Hz; but they fall below backfill. The maximum value of the embedment

'

the target PSDFs in the frequency range above 10 depth below plant grade to the bottom of the
Hz. However,it should be noted that conformance base mat is given below for each structure.

( to the target PSDF is currently not a requirement
(
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(1) Reactor Building (including the enclosed mode shapes, and appropriate damping factors of
primary containment vessel and reactor the particular system toward the solutien of the
pedestal) - 25.7 m (84 ft, 4 in.). equations of dynamic equilibrium. The time-

history approach may alternately utilize the
(2) Control Building - 12.2 m (40 ft). direct integration method of solution. When t.he

structural response is computed directly from
(3) Service Building - Surfacc founded. the coupled structure soil system, the time-

history approach solved in the frequency domain
All of the above buildings have independent is used. The frequency domain r.nalysis method

foundations. In all cases the maximum value of is described in Appendix 3A.
embedment is used for the dynamic analysis to
determine scismic soil structure interaction 3.7.2.1.1 'Ibe Equations of Dynamic Equilibrium
effects. The foundation support materials forBaseSupport Excitation
withstand the pressures imposed by appropriate
loading combinations without failure. The total Assuming velocity proportional damping, the
structural height of each building is described in dynamic equilibrium equations for a lumped-mass,

i Subsection 3.8.2 through 3.8.4. For details of distributed stiffness system are expressed in a
! the structural foundations refer to Subsection matrix form as:

3.8.5. The ABWR Standard Plant is designed for a
range of soil conditions given in Appendix 3A. (3.7 2)

3.7.1A.1 Soll Structure Interaction { P (t) }

When a structure is supported on a flexible where
foundation, the soil-structure interaction is
taken into account by coupling the structural { u (t) } = time-dependent displacement
model with the soil medium. The finite-element vector of non support points
representation is used for a broad range of relative to the supports
supporting medium conditions. A different (ug(t) = u(t) + u (t))s
representation based on the continuum impedance
approach is also used for selected site { u (t) } = time dependent velocity vector
conditions. Detailed methodology and results of of non-support points relative

|- the soil-structure interaction analysis are to the supports
provided in Appendices 3A and 3G, respectively.|

{'u'(t)} = time dependent acceleration
3.7.2 Seismic System Analysis vector of non-support points

relative to the supports
This subsection applies to the design of

Seismic Category I structures and ti,e reactor [M] = mass matrix
pressure vessel (RPV). Subsection 3.7.3 applies
to all Seismic Category I piping systems and [C] = damping matrix
equipment.

[K] = stiffness matrix
3.7.2.1 Scismic Analysis Methods

| { P(t) } = time-dependent inertia force
Analysis of Seismic Category I structures and vector (-[M] (u (t)} acting'

s ,

the RPV is accomplished using the response at non support points |spectrum or time-history approach. The time- i

history approach is made either in the time domain The manner in which a distributed-mass,
or in the frequency domain. distributed-stiffness system is idealized into a

lumped-mass, distributed-stiffness system of
Either approach utilizes the natural period, Seismic Category I structures and the RPV is

)

Amendment 7 3.7-4
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(Ab) Magnetic tape recording and playback units are structures and equipment. Response spectra are
provided for multiple channel recording and play- recorded for three mutually orthogonal
back of the THA accelerometer signals. The data directions at the sensor location by inscribing
recordings include an additional recorded channel steel reed deflections upon record plates. One
for the timing reference signal generated in the recorder is located on the reactor building
control unit. The recording and playback systems foundation ia a clean zone. Another recorder is
have a special cabinet furnished for those located on the control building foundation. If
instruments and devices necessary for system the OBE design response spectra values for
testing, annunciating, calibration, and control. specific frequencies are exceeded during an
This cabinet is located in the control equipment carthquake, specific switches mounted in the
room. recorders annunciate the specific frequencies in '

the control equipment room.
3.7A.2.2 Peak Recordlag Accelerographs

,

Two other recorders do not contain alarm j

Each sensor unit contains three peak-recording contacts. One is mounted in the reactor '

accelerographs mounted in a mutually orthogonal building pipe tunnel on a 20-inch RHR line and
array. The units are unpowered and record peak another is on a FMCRD control panel support. !
wecclerations triarially by proportional i

scratches on record plates. The PRAs that are 3.7A.2.5 Recording and Playbeck Equipment
mounted directly on equipment have one axis
coincident with the principal equipment axis. A cabinet located in the control equipment ;
All other PRAs have their principal axes oriented room houses tce recording, playback, and '

identically with one horizontal axis parallel to calibration units that are used in conjunction ]
the major horizontal axis assumed in the seismic with the THA sensors to produce a time-history I
analysis. record of the earthquake. It also contains j

audible and visual annunciators wired to display Ih One PRA is located on a reactor water cleanup initiation of the THA recorder and the power i

d unit (RWCU) regenerative heat exchanger support, supply components for all equipment contained
A second PRA is located on an RHR pipe support, within the cabinet.
A third PRA is located on a diesel generator
support. 3.7A.3 Control Room Operator Notification

Data from PRAs must be manually retrieved Activation of the seismic triggers causes an
following an earthquake and is used in the audible and visual annunciation in the main
detailed investigations for particular control room to alert the plant operator that an !

structures, systems, and equipment. carthquake has occurred. The annunciation is
set to occur at 0.01g vertical acceleration on

3.7A.2.3 Seismic Switches the free field.

| One triaxial seismic switch (SS) is installed The triggers cause initiation of the THA
on the reactor building foundation. This device recording system at horizontal or vertical
actuates a visual and audible annunciator in the acceleration levels slightly higher than the
main control room when the OBE acceleration on at expected background level including induced
least one of the axes has been exceeded. When vibrations from sources such as traffic,
the threshold acceleration is sensed, the relay elevators, people, and machinery. The initial
closes and remains closed for an adjustable set points may be changed once significant plant
period after the threshold is no longer exceeded. operating date have been obtained which indicate

that a different setpoint would provide better
3.7A.2A Response Spectrum Recorders THA system operation.

The response spectrum recorders measure both Audible and visual annunciators are provided
p horizontal and vertical peak acceleration for a in the main control room to indicate whether the

series of frequencies pertinent to specific OBE floor accelerations have been exceeded for

Amendment 7 1 7-25
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the seismic switch location. 3.7A.5 In-Service Surveillance

The peak acceleration level experienced by the Each of the seismic instruments will be
reactor building basemat is available immediately demonstrated operable by the performance of the
following the earthquake. This is obtained by channel check, channel calibration, and channel

'playing back the recorded THA data from the functional test operations at the intervals
basemat location and reading the peak value from specified in Table 3.7 9.
a strip chart recorder. l

3.7.5 Interfaces
Significant response spectra from the reactor

building basemat are available immediately 3.7.5.1 Seismic Parameters
following an earthquake for comparison with the
OBE and SSE response spectra. The design basis horizontal g value is 0.3g

for SSE and 0.15g for OBE. These are maximum
3.7AA Comparison of Measured and Predicted free field ground accelerations at the site as
Responses measured at the existing grade level near the

ABWR. The response spectra are presented in |
Initial determination of the carthquake level Subsection 3.7.1. The range of site parameters

is performed immediately after the earthquake by used to establish the design basis seismic
comparing the measured response spectra from the parameters is presented in Appendix 3A.
reactor building basemat with the OBE and SSE j
response spectra for the corresponding location. 3.7.6 References |

If the measured spectra exceed the OBE response
spectra, the plant is shut down and a detailed 1. General Electric Company BWR/6-238 Standard
analysis of the earthquake motion is undertaken. Safety Analysis Report (GESSAR), Docket No.

3

STN 50-447, November 7,1975. j
After any carthquake, the data from all {

seismic recorders and recording instruments are 2. E. H. Vanmarcke and C. A. Cornell, Scismic
retrieved. When the OBE has been exceeded, the Risk and Design Response Spectra, ASCE
data from these instruments are analyzed to Specialty Conference on Safety and

,

obtain the seismic accelerations experienced at Reliability of Metal Structures, Pittsburgh, )
the location of major Seismic Category I Pennsylvania, November 1972. j
structures and equipment. The measured response )from the time history accelerographs, peak- 3. NUREG-0800, Standard Review Plan, Section i

recording accelerographs, and response spectrum 3.7.1.
recorders are used to determine the response
spectra at the location of each Seismic Category 4. L. K. Liu, Scismic Analysis of the Boiling
I structure and system. These spectra are Water Reactor, symposium on seismic
compared with those used in the design to analysis of pressure vessel and piping
determine whether the structure or system is components, First National Congress on i
still adequate for future use. Peak recording Pressure Vessel and Piping, San Francisco, |
accelerographs mounted on equipment are used to California, May 1971. j
determine whether the design limitation of that
specific equipment has been exceeded.

The theoretical structural response and mea-
sured structural responses are compared to assess
the degree of conservatism in the analytical pre-
dictions. Seismic levels are established to de-
termine whether the plant can continue to oper-
ate or be shutdown. The criteria consider system
design and dynamic analysis in establishing the
acceptable levels for continued operation.

Amendment 7 3.7 26
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t'N Table 3.71 3

ig
DAMPING FOR DIFFERENT MATERIALS

)

Perrent Critical 4

Damninn
_

q

ILG1 DEE ESE

1' .

Reinforced concrete structures 4 7 |

|
| Welded structural assemblies 2 4 |

Steelframe structures 2 4

Bolted or riveted structural assemblies 4 7

Equipment 2 3 .

I

piping systems !

- diameter greater than 12 in. 2* 3
- diameter less than or equal to 12 in. 1* 2

| Reactor pressure vessel, support skirt, j

(, shroud head and separator 2 4

\
Guide tubes and CRD housings 1 2

Fuel 6 6
1

Damping values of ASME Code Case N-4111, attematin damping Values for Response*

Spectra Analysis of Class 1, 2, and 3 Piping, Section 111, Division 1, may be
used as permitted by Regulatory Guide 1.84. These damping values are applicable
in analyzing piping response for Seismic and other dynamic loads filtering
through building structures in high frequencies range beyond 33 Hz.

'$

|
|

t

i

O ;
;
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Table 3.7 2 j

NATURAL FREQUENCI THE REAcrOR BUILDING COMPLEX IN
0

X DIRECTION (0 1 0 AXIS)- FIXED BASE CONDITION ;

;

Mode No. Freauency 01Z)

1 3.97
2 433

| 3 7.70
4 8.11

5 9.17
6 11.57
7 13.64
8 13.89

9 15.02
10 1531
11 15.79
12 16.26
13 16.82
14 18.0C

|
15 19.73

| 16 20.42

l 17 21.08
18 22.05
19 23.11
20 24.61
21 26.27 )
22 27.29
23 28.17
24 28.51
25 2938 i

26 31.10
27 32.04
28 32.22
29 32.58

Amendment 1 3.7-28
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(cW,ging) la the to'p vent an'd.on the the center line of the plant that simulate the
suppression pool boundary due to steam symmetry of the whole structure. |

. condensation in:Idc the top went or at the . .

. _ . .
<

1

top vent exit during the period of low steam The foundation soil is simulated by a set of
ma s flow in the top vent following a LOCA. - horizontal and vertical springs. The soil

spring constraints are calculated based on using
(10) VLC - Loads from component response or correction factors to account for the reactor

'
*

direct fluid forces, on components located building embedment, with a ' stear wave velocitg
in the suppression pool, caused by the main ' > of 100f fps, a shear modulus of 3.88 x 10 'I
vent line clearing phenomenon. ' lbs/ft and a Poisson ratio of 0.45.

(11) PS - Po01'swe11 bubble pressure ' The containment and reactor building 1800
(axisyminetrical and nonazisymmetrical) on' finite element model is shown in Figure 3.813.

-

|she suppression pool boundary due to a LOCA. .

'. ^-: :Iands3 2.1 A.1.1.1 ."

33.134 land c -hs. eams for the.
| Centainement Structure and IJaar Plate .Nonaxisymmetr! cal loads imposed on the .

structure include the following, and are as. .

The containment structure is designed using defined in Subsection 3.8.1.3,
the loads, load combinations, and load factors

'
'

listed in Table 3.81; (1) Tornadowind ,

q

Loads and load combinations listed in Table - (2) Design wind ]
3.81 shal: be used for the design of the steel |

liner and liner anchors, but the load factor for (3) Safeshutdownearthquake
all loads in the load combinations shall be 1.0. 1

(4) Operating basis carthquake - .i
33.1A Design and Analysis Procedures . '. .

. J*

,

.(5) Local pipe rupture forces, including local' )
This section describes the analytical and compartmental pressures from ruptured pipes ' '

design procedures used in designing the in compartments inside.or outside the
containment.

'

containment.
J

32.1A.1 Containment CylindricalWall, (6) Poolswellbubblepressure
Top Slab, and Foundation Mat

(7) SRV actuation in the suppression pool
32.1A.1.1 Analytical Methods

(8) Loadings from embedded steel brackets in the
The containment structure is analyzed by the wall and top slab.'

use of the linear clastic finite element computer
program STARDYNE described ia Appendix 3C. The The containment structure is analyzed for the
containment and reactor building layout utilizes nonaxisymmetrical pool swell bubble pressure, ,

an integrated structural system. The structure and nonaxisymmetrical pressures from discharge. |
is idealized as . a three dimensional assemblage
of beam elements, and iso-parametric membrane. An equivalent static analysis is performedL
bending plate elements. for the monaxisymmetrical pool swell hubble !

pressure loading using the peak pressures for j

Since the containment and reactor building are this loading. !

essentially symmetrical about the center line of !

the plant parallel to the fuel pool girders and . Input data for nonaxisymmetrical pool swell c:
steam tunnel, only 1800 of the structure is ~ bubble pressures is described in Subsection-
modeled.' Boun'dary conditions are applied along 3.8.1.3.5.

!

Amendment 1 3.8-5 -
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Scismic inertial forces (two orthogonal hori- structure include the following, and are as
zontal and one vertical) based on the analysis defined in Section 3.8.1.3. )
described in Section 3.7, are applied to the fi- i

nite element model as equivalent static forces. (1) Structure dead load i

The resulting moments and forces at various sec-
tions of the containment structure are combined (2) Surcharge loads from adjacent structures -

'

by the square root of the sum of the squares
(SRSS) method. (3) Hydrostatic load from probable maximum

flood

{The containment wall is shielded from the de-
sign wind by the reactor building, which com- (4) Hydrostatic load from normal site water i

pletely encloses the structure. Forces from the table |
design wind is transmitted directly to the con- (
tainment wall through the reactor building (5) Hydrostatic load from post LOCA flooding of
connections. the containment

The actuat~on of SRVs results in dynamic loads (6) Local dead and live loads from embedded
on the suppression pool boundaries. These dyna- brackets, treated as axisymmetrical loads
mic loads are formulated by applying a non dimen- for overall structural response
sional time function to the attentuated pressures
in the suppression pool which result from single (7) Dead and live loads from internal
and multiple valve discharge. These attenuated structures imposed on the foundation mat

| pressures are calculated based upon the methodo-
logy presented in Appendix 3B The non-dimer- (8) Normal operating thermalgradients
sional time function is oscillation of the bubble
pressure within the suppression pool, which is (9) Abnormsl plant thermal gradients (including
shown in Appendix 3B, The magnitude of the those from LBL, IBL and SBL)
pressure at any point within the pool decreases |
with time, with the duration of the load being (10) Preoperationaltest pressure

'

less than 1 second. This pressure time history
is represented in terms of an equivalent static (11) Abnormal plant pressure loads (including
load and then used as input for the structural those from LBL, IBL and SBL)
analysis with a dynamic !oad factor.

(12) Normalcuernalpressureload
The containment wall and containment basemat

are extremely stiff steel-lined reinforced con- (13) Safety / relief valve actuation in suppres-
crete structuaes which form the suppression pool sion pool
bo und ary. Thus, effects of fluid structure
interaction upon the total containment building (14) Poolswellbubble pressure
response due to dynamic suppression pool boundary
loads are small. Suppression pool boundary A LOCA and SRV actuation result i's dynamic
loads, defined in Appendix 3B, are applied to the loads on the suppression pool boundaries. These
snathematical model as rigid wall loads. T1.e mass hydrodynamic loads are formulated by applying a
of the suppression pool water has been lumped at time function to the attenuated pressures in the
those node points that form the suppression pool suppression pool. The attenuated pressures are
boundary. The effect of negative SRV pool boun- calculated based on the methodology presented in -
dary loads upon the suppressio~ pool liner is Appendix 3B. Once the pressur: time histories
discussed further in Subsections 3.8.1.1.2 and are formulated, they are repres 4ted in terms of
3.8.1.4.2. an equivalent static load and t -n used as inputl

for the finite element analys. with a dynamic
3.8.1.4.1.1.2 Axisymmetrical Loads load factor.

Axisymmetric loads irnposed on the containment

O
Amendment */ 3.8-6
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p additional surface approximately two to five 3.8.1.6.1 Concrete i

( ) years later and 5% at five-year intervals there- ]I

'' after. If pits are detected at any examination, All concrete materials are approved prior to ]
representative ones are ultrasonically tested and start of construction on the basis of their

-

the depth of those large enough for measurement characteristics in test comparisons using ASTM ;

will be determined. Appropriate repairs can be standard methods. Concrete aggregates and q

made as required. cement, conforming to the acceptance criteria of I

the specifications, are obtained from approved
32.1A.2 Ultimate Capacity of the Containment sources. Concrete properties are determined by

,

laboratory tests. Concrete admixtures are used ;
,

An analysis is performed to determine the to minimize the mixing water requirements and i
| ultimate capacity of the containment. The increase workability. The specified compressive i

results of this analysis are summarized in strength of concrete at 28 days, or earlier, is: |

| Chapter 19. j
Specified Strength {

3.8.1.5 Structural Acceptance Criteria Structure f'c (nsi) J

For evaluation of the adequacy of the contain- Containment 4000
$

ment structural design, the major allowable Foundation Mat 3000 {
stresses of concrete and reinforcing steel for j

service load combinations and factored load All structural concrete is batched and placed ]
combinations according to ASME III, Div. 2 are in accordance with Subarticle CC 2200 and {shown in Table 3.8 2. Article CC-4000 of the ASME Code, Section Ill, i

The allowable shear stresses are extracted
from ASME III, Div. 2. The allowable values are (a) Cement
low when only the orthogonal reinforcement systemfm

( ) is considered in resisting tangential shear. Cement is Type II conforming to the
'

However, the draft of the ASME Code, Section III, Specification for Portland Cement (ASTM C-

Div. 2. revision has adopted higher allowabit. 150). The cement contains no more than
values (500 psi). Because this draft has passed 0.60 percent by weight of alkalies
the ASME III design committee, the revised calculated as sodium oxide plus 0.658
allowable shear stresses are used for the potassium oxide. Certified copies of
containment structural adequacy evaluation to material test reports showing the chemical
justify that no diagonal reinforcement is to be composition and physical properties are
used in resisting lateral shear londs. obtained for each load of cement delivered.

i

The structural evaluation is provided in For sites where concrete may come into con- !

Tables 3H.3 2 thru 3H.3-7. tact with soils having more than 0.20% wa-
ter soluble sulfate (as SO ) of ground-

4
i

3.8.1.6 Material, Quality Control, and Special water with a sulfate concentration exceed- j

| Construction Techniques. ing 1500 ppm, only Type V cement shall be ;

used unless other suitable means are j

Materials used in construction of the con- employed to prevent sulfate attack and |,

! tainment are in accordance with Regulatory Guide concrete deterioration.
| 1.1.36 and the ASME Code, Section III, Division
'

2, Article CC-2000. Specifications covering all (b) Aggregates i

materials are in sufficient detail to assure that
the structural design requirements of the work All aggregates conform to the Specification
are met. for Concrete Aggregates (ASTM C 33).

,

i Jv
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(c) Water meeting the design requirements specified
for concrete are used.

Water and ice for mixing is clean, with a
total solids content of not more than 2000 3.8.1.6.2 Reinforcing Steel
ppm as measured by ASTM D 1888. The mixing
water, including that contained as free Reinforcing bars for concrete are deformed
water in aggregate, contains not more than bars meeting requirements of the Specification
250 ppm of chlorides as C1 as determined by for Deformed and Plain Billet Steel Bars for
ASTM D 512. Chloride ions contained in the Concrete Reinforcement (ASTM A 615, Grade 60).
aggregate are included in calculating the Mill test reports, in accordance with ASTM A
total chloridt. ion content of the mixing 615, are obtained from the reinforcing steel
water. The chloride content contributed by supplier to substantiate specification
the aggregate is determined in accordance requirements,
with ASTM D 1411.

The test procedures are in accordance with
(d) Admixtures ASTM A 370, and acceptance standards are in

accordance with ASTM A 615.
The concrete may also contain an air en-
training admixture and/or a water-reducing 3.8.1.6.3 Splices of Reinferring Steel
admixture. The air entraining admixture is
in accordance with the Specification of Air Sleeves for reinforcing steel mechanical
Entraining Admixtures for Concrete (ASTM C splices conform to ASTM A 513, A519 or A 576
:.60). It is capable of entraining 3 to 6 Grades 1008 through 1030. Certified copies of
percent air, is completely water soluble, material test reports indicating chemical compo-
and is completely dissolved when it enters sition and physical properties are furnished by
the batch. Superplasticizers, entraining the manufacturer for each sleeve lot.
from 1.5 to 4.5 percent air, may be used in
concrete mixes (P = 5000 psi, maximum) for Placing and splicing of reinforcing bars is

| congested areas to improve workability and in accordance with Article CC-4300 and Subarti-
prevent the formation of voids around rein- cle CC-3530 of the ASME Code, Section III,
forcement. The water-reducing admixture Division 2.
conforms to the standard specification for
Chemical Admixtures for Concrete (ASTM C 3.8.1.6.4 Liner Plate and Appurtenances
494), Types A and D. Type A is used when
average ambient temperature for the daylight The materials conform to all applicable
pericd is below 700F. Type D is used when requirements of the ASME Code, Section III,
average ambient air temperature for the day. Division 2.
light period is 700F and above. Pozzo-
lans, if used, conform to Specification for Steel plate is tested at the mill in full
Fly Ash and Raw or Calcined Natural Pozzo- conformance to the applicable ASTM specifica-
lans for Use in Portland Cement Concrete tions, and certified mill test reports are sup-
(ASTL1 C 618) except that the loss on igni- plied for review and approval. The plate is
tion shall be limited to 6 percent. Admix- visually examined for laminations and pitting.
tures containing more than 1 percent by Identity of the plate is maintained throughout
weight chloride ions are not used. fabrication.

(c) Concrete Mix Design Dimensional tolerances for the crection of
the liner plate and appurtenances are detailed

Concrete mixes are designed in accordance in the Construction Specification based on the
with ACI 211.1, Recommended Practice for structure geometry, liner stability, concrete
Selecting Proporti<ms for Normal and Heavy strength, and the construction methods to be j
Weight Concrete, using materials qualified used. |and accepted for this work. Only mixes |

Amendment 7 3.8-10
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(7) bar and machine steel (A576, carbon content All radiographic inspection is made in
[]C net less than 03%); and accordance with the requirements of Article

NE-5000 of ASME Code Section III except as i

(8) clad (SA-240 type 304L). specified herein. All shops welds requiring (
radiography are radiographer in the shop after

The structural steel materials located beyond intermediate or final post weld heat treatment
the containment vessel boundaries are as follows: (PWHT). Radiographic examination of field j

weldments is performed after any required final i

(1) carbon steel (A36 or SA-36) and
PWHT. Welds of ASME Code, categories C and D, !
which cannot be examined by radiography are j

(2) stainless steel extruded shapes (SA-479). examined in accordance with paragraphs NE 5232 J
and NE-5242 of ASME Code Section III.

The materials meet requirements as specified
in Subarticle NE-2000 of ASME Code Section III. 32.2.7.13 Ultrascalc Examinatles of Plates
The lowest service metal temperature is 300F.

The ultrasonic examination of materials in the
'

3A.2.7 Testlag and Inservice Inspection steel components is performed in accordance with
Requirements Subarticle NB-2530 of ASME Code Section III.

Leakage of the containment vessel, including 32.2.7.1.4 Magnetic Particle F=malaation
the steel components is described in Subsection
3.8.1.7. Magnetic particle examination is performed on

carbon steel welds in accordance with Articles
32.2.7.1 Examlantion Requirements NE-5000 and CC-5000 of ASME Code Section III.

The magnetic particle acceptance standards are in
The examination and testing of all materials accordance with NE 5340 and CC-5540 of ASME Code

/3 including welding materials are performed in SectionIII.
V accordance with the requirements of Articles

NE 2000 and NE-5000 of ASME Code Section III. 33.2.7.1.5 IJguld Penetrant Examination
Nondestructive examinations are performed only by
technicians qualified in accordance with Article 1.iquid penetrant examination is performed on
NE 5000 of the ASME Code. all stainless steel welds in accordance with

NE 5000 and CC 5000 of the ASME Code. All
3J.2.7.1.1 Impact Testing discontinuities exceeding those allowed are !

removed and the weld repaired, as necessary, in
Charpy V notch impact tests are made on ma- accordance with applicable procedures.

terial, weld deposit, and the base metal weld
heat affected zone employing a test temperature 3.8.2.7.2 Shop Testing Requirements ]not higher than 00F. The requirements of Sub- I

article NE 2320 of ASME Code Section III are met The shop tests of the persennel air locks in- ]
for all materials under jurisdiction of the clude operational testing and an overpressure 4

code. Impact tests of weld deposit and base me- test. After completion of the personnel air |
tal weld heat affected zone are (nade for each locks tests (including all latchlag mechanisms i
welding procedure requiring ASME Code Section IX and interlocks) each lock is given an operational )
qualifications. test consisting of repeated operating of each .|

door and mechanism to determine whether all parts !
32.2.7.1.2 Radiography are operating smoothly withcut binding or other {

defects. All defects encountered are corrected !

All radiography is performed in accordance and retested. The process of testing, correcting
with the requirements of Article NE-5000 of ASME defects, and retesting are continued until no
Code Section III. defects are detectable.

V ]
Amendment 1 3.S-15
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For the operational test, the personnel air
locks are pressurized with air to the maximum Figures 3.8-17 and 3.818 and Figures 1.2-2
permissible code test pressure. All welds and through 1.213 show an overview of the
seats are observed for visual signs of distress containment including the internal structures.
or noticeable leakage. The lock pressure is then
reduced to design pressure and a thick bubble 3.83.1.1 Diaphragm Floor
solution is applied to all welds and seals and
observed for bubbles or dry flaking as indica- The diaphragm floor serves as a barrier
tions of leaks. All leaks and questionable areas between the drywell and the suppression chamber,
are clearly marked for identification and It is a reinforced concrete circular slab, with
subsequent repair, an outside diameter of 14.5 m (47 ft,7 in), and

a thickness of 1.2 m (3 ft,11 in).
During the overpressure testing, the inner

door are blocked with holddown devices to prevent The diaphragm floor is supported by the reac-
unseating of the seals. The internal pressure of tor pedestal and the containment wall. The con-
the lock is reduced to atmospheric pressure and nection of the diaphragm floor to the contain.
all leaks are repaired. Afterward, the lock is ment wall is a fixed support. The diaphragm
again pressurized to the design pressure with air floor connection to the reactor pedestal is a
and all areas suspected or known to have leaked hinged support. The diaphragm floor is pene-
during the previous test are retested by the trated by 18,508 mm (20 in) diameter sleeves for
bubble technique. This procedure is repeated the SRV lines. Reinforcing steel and end
until no leaks are discernible, support details are provided in Figure 3H3-6 and

Table 3H.31.
3.8.3 Concrete and SteelInternal
Structures of the Concrete A 1/4 inch thick, carbon steel liner plate is
Containtnent provided on the bottom of the diaphragm floor,

and is anchored to it. The liner plate serves as
3.8J.1 Description of the Internal Structures a form during construction and prevents the |

bypass flow of steam from the upper drywell to 1

The functions of the containment internal the suppression chamber air space during a IDCA.
structures include: support of the reactor vessel i

radiation shielding, support of piping and 3.8.3.1.2 Reactor Pedestal !
equipment, and formation of the pressure q
suppression boundary. The containment internal A composite steel and concrete pedestal pro- ]
structures are constructed of reinforced concrete vides support for the reactor pressure vessel, ;
and structural steel. The containment internal the reactor shield wall, the diaphragm floor, i
structures include the following: access tunnels, horizontal vents, and the We '

drywell access platforms. The pedestr'
(a) Diaphragm floor of two concentric steel shells tied together by

vertical steel diaphragms. The regions formed by
(b) Reactor pedestal the steel shells and the vertical diaphragms,

except the vents and the vent channels, are
(c) Reactor shield wall filled with concrete. There are ten drywell

connecting vent (DCV) channels connecting the
(d) Drywell and equipment pipe support structure upper drywell to the lower drywell and the

horizontal vents.
(c) Miscellaneous platforms

The wetted portion of the exterior surface of ;

(f) Lower drywell equipment tunnel the reactor pedestal steel shell in the
suppression chamber is clad with stainless steel

(g) lower dryweli personnel tunnel to provide corrosion protection. The extent of
the cladding and the reactor pedestal

(b) Reactor shield wall stabilizer configuration is provided in Figure 1.2 2.

Arnendment 7 3S.16
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3A3.1.3 Reactor Shield Wall 333,13.2 Lower Drywell Equipment Tunnel -j

The reactor shield wall is supported by the . A steel tunnel is provided at azimuth 180 ,

reactor pedestal and surrounds the reactor. degrees for equipment access to the lower dry. {
pressure vessel. Its function is to attenuate well from the reactor building. The tunnel has i

radiation emanating from the reactor vessel. In an inside diameter of 4.3 m (14 ft,1 in),is 20 !

addition, the reactor shield wall provides' mm (3/4 in) in thickness, and has a flanged
'istructural support for the reactor vessel, closure at the reactor building end. The wetted

stabiliur, the reactor vessel insulation and the- portion of the tunnel is stainless steel or I

'drywell equipment and pipe support structure. carbon steel with stainless steel cladding. The
IOpenings are provided in the shield wr.ll to tunnel is attached rigidly to the containment

permit the routing of necessary piping to the RPV wall at one end and the reactor pedestal at the
and to permit in service inspection of the RPV other end and is partially submerged in the l

and piping. suppression pool at normal water level. The
tunnel has'ene or two flexible rings to

The shield wall is shaped as a right accommodate differential displacement of the
,

cylinder. The shield wall consists of two containment wall and reactor pedestal. The
| concentric steel cylindrical shells joined ' configuration of the tunnel and the connection j

together by horizontal and vertical steel plate details at the containment wall and reactor - l

diaphragms. Full depth stiffeners are provided pedestal are shown in Figure 1.2-2. Pine motion .

in the reactor shield wall at the attachment - control rod drive piping is routed through the
Ilocations of major pipe supports, pipewhip tunnel. The tunnel permits entry from the-

restraints and beam supports. The annular region reactor building into the lower drywell without f
between the outer and inner shells is filled with exposure to the suppression chamber atmosphere. ]concrete. The arrangement of the reactor shield q
wall is provided in Figure 1.2-3. 333.1J3 lower Drywell Personnel Tunnel j

at azimuth O'ywell personnel tunnelis located
The lower dr333.1.4 Drywell Equipment and Pipe Support

and is similar to the lowerStructure
,

| drywell equipment tunnel described in Subsection ;

The drywell equipment and pipe support 3.8.3.1.5.2. However, it has a personnel lock i

structure (DEPSS) consists of various structural at the reactor building end. The arrangement
components such as beams and columns. Built up and details of the tunnel are shown in Figure
box shapes are used for beams and columns that. 1.2-2. 4

must resist torsion and biaxial bending. The
beams span between the reactor shield wall and
the vertical support columns which are anchored ;

2to the diaphragm floor. The DEPSS provides
support for piping, pipe whip restraints,
mechanical equipment, electrical equipment and
general access platforms and stairs.

3A3.1.5 Other Internal Structures !
!

333.1.5.1 Miscellaneous Platforms
3.83.2 Applicable Codes, Standards,and

Miscellaneous platforms are designed to allow Specifications
access and to provide support for equipment and
piping. The platforms consist of steel beams and The design of the concrete and steel

.

1

grating. l

O |
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intern,.! structures of the containment conform to (2) Construction Loads--Construction loads are
the applicable codes, standards, and specifica- loads which are applied to the containment '

tions and regulations listed in Table 3.8-4 internal structures from start to completion '

except where specifically stated otherwise. of construction. The definitions for D, L
and T are applicable, but are based on

Structure or Specific Reference actuai construction methods and for
Comnonent Number conditions.

Diaphragm Floor 14 (3) RV2-leads from component response or direct
|

fluid forces, on components located in the ;

Reactor Pedestal 1 13,15-22 suppression pool, caused by safety relief
valve air cleaning loads.

Reactor Shield Wall 1-13, 15-22
(4) RBV- Loads due to reactor building vibra.

DEPSS 15-22 tions caused by an SRV and LOCA event.

Miscellaneous platforms 15-22 (5) AP--Loads and pressures directly on the
reactor shield wall and loads from component

L/D Equipment Tunnel 15-22 response or direct steam flow forces on
components located in the reactor vessel'

L/D PersonnelTunnel 15-22 shield wall annulus region, caused by a
rupture of a pipe within the reactor vessel

,

Reactor Shield Wall 15-22 shield wall annulus region.|
Stabilizer

(6) SI -Loads from component response or direct |
3.83.3 Loads and Load Combinations fluid forces, on components located in the i

sloshing zone of a pool or component, caused
3.833.1 Load Definitions by the sloshing phenomenon from any dynamic

event. 1

The loads and applicable load combinations
for which the structure is designed depend on the 3.833.2 Load Combination
conditions to which the particular structure is
subjected. The load combinations and associated accep-

tance criteria for concrete and steel internal
The containment internal structures are de- structures of the containment are listed in Ta-

signed in accordance with the loads described in ble 3.8.3-5 and Table 3.8.3 6, respectively; for
Appendix 3B. These loads and the effects of the reactor shield wall refer to appendix 3B.
these loads are considered in the design of all
internal structares as applicable. The loads 3.83.4 Design and Analysis Procedures
within the loading combinations are combined
using the absolute sum technique. (Those loads 3.83.4.1 Diaphragm Floor
which are defined as reversible in algebraic sign
are combined in such a way as to produce the tie design and analysis procedures used for
maximum resultant stresses in the structure. All the diaphragm flocr are similar to those used

| other loads are combined in accordance with their for the containment structure. The diaphragm
| direction of application to the structure.) The slab is included in the finite element model
'

loads are defined in Subsection 3.8.1.3 except as described in Subsection 3.8.1.4.1.1.
follows:

3.83.4.2 Reactor Pedestal
(1) P --Pressure loads resulting from the

n8rmal operating pressure difference between The reactor pedestal is included in the
the drywell (upper and lower) and the finite element model described in Subsection ,

O|suppression chamber of the containment. 3.8.1.4.1.1.

l|
I Amendment 1 3.8-18 )
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The design and analysis is base'd on the clas- respectively.,
A tic method. Allloads are resisted by the integ-

tal action of the inner and outer steel shells. 3234 Materials, Quality Control, and
The concrete placed in the annulus between the ; SpecialConstruction Techniques
inner and outer shells acts to distribute loads
between the steel shells, and provides stab _ility 3A34.1 Diaphragm Floor

: to the compression elements of the pedestal.
, .

.The materials, quality control, and construc-
3AJAJ ReactorShieldWall tion techniques used for the diaphragm floor and '

liner plate are the same as those used for the i

The design and analysis procedures used for containment wall and liner plate .in Subsection .
the reactor shield wall are similar to those used 3.8.1.6.
for the reactor pedestal described in Subsection
3.83A.2. 3AJ4.2 B-ear Podestal .

3AJAA Drywell Equipment and Pipe Support The materials conform to all applicable
Structure

'

requirements of ANSI /AISC N690 and ACI 349 and -
comply with the following:

' | . The drywell equipment and pipe support struc- ham sag 96Galion
ture is designed using the AISC working stress

.

ASTM A441

'

methods for steel safety-related structures for Inner and outer shells -
nuclear facilities (ANSI /AISC N690). The designi

of beams supporting pipe whip restraints allows Internalstiffeners ASTM A441
'

imelastic deformations due to postulated pipe
rupture loads. All safety related items which Concrete fill f' c = 4000 psi

~

the inelastic beam deformations may affect'are

O.
evaluated to verify that'no required safety 3.8343 ReactorShieldWall
function would be compromised.

The materials conform to all applicable
323AJ OtherInternalStructures requirements of ANSI /ASIC N690 and ACI 349 and

- comply with the following:
The design and' analysis procedures used for

other internal structures are similar to those Esm specification

used for the drywell coulpment and pipe support
structure as described in Subsection 3.83.4.4.

'

Inner and outer shells ASTM A441

3AJJ Structural Acceptance Criteria Internalstiffeners ASTM A441

33.3J.1 Diaphragm Floor Concrete fill f' c = 3000 psi

The calculated and allowable stresses for the Stainless Steel Clad - SA 240 Type 304 L
diaphragm floor are found in Tables 3H3 8 and
3H 3-9. 323.6.4 Drywell Equipment and Pipe Support

Structure ;

3AJJ.2 Reactor Pedestal i

The materials conform to all applLable !
The calculated and allowable stresses for the requirements of ANSI /AISC N690 and con ply with j

reactor pedestal are found in Tables 3H3-10 and the following: ;

3H3-11. ,

htm Specification ' I

3AJ.3 OtherInternalStructures |
. Structural steel and ASTM A36 I

O-
The structural acceptance criteria for other connections

internal concrete or steel structures are in i

L accordance with ACI-349 and ANSI /AISC N690,
|

Amendment 7 3.B-19
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High strength structural ASTM A572 or A441 reactor building, control building and radwaste !

steel plates building substructure. Figure 1.2-1 shows the
spatial relationship of these buildings. The

Bolts, studs, and outs ASTM A325 or A490 only other structure in close proximity to these
(dia. t 3/4 *) structures is the turbine building. They are

.

structurally separated from the other ABWR
Bolts, studs, and nuts ASTM A307 Standard Plant buildings.
(dia.13/4 *)

The Seismic Category I structure within the
3.8.3.6.5 Other Internal Structures ABWR Standard Plant, other than the containmentt

| structures, that contains high energy pipes is
! The materials conform to all applicable the reactor building. The steam tunnel walls

requirements of ANSI /AISC N690 and comply with protect the reactor building from potential
the following: impact by rupture of the high-energy pipes.

This building is designed to accommodate the
itsm Specification guard pipe support forces.

1

Miscellaneous platforms Same as Section The reactor building, steam tunnel, residual
3.83.6.4 heat removal (RHR) system, reactor water cleanup

(RWCU) system, and reactor core isolation cool.
Lower drywell equipment ASTM A516 Grade 70 ing (RCIC) system rooms are designed to handle ,

tunnel SA-240 Type 304 L the consequences of high energy pipe breaks. 1

The RHR, RCIC, and RWCU rooms are designed for
lower drywelipersonnel ASTM A516 Grade 70 differential compartment pressures, with the
tunnel SA-240 Type 304 L associated temperature rise and jet force.

Steam generated in the RHR compartment from the
Reactor shield wall stabilizer postulated pipe break exits to the steam tunnel

through blowout panels. The steam tunnel is
-tube sections ASTM A501 vented to the turbine building through the

seismic interface restraint structure (SIRS).
--plates ASTM A36 The steam tunnel, which contains several pipe-

lines (e.g., main steam, feedwater, RHR), is al-
i3.83.7 Testing and laservice Inspection so designed for a compartment differential pres-

Requirements sure with the associated temperature changes and
jet force.

A formal program of testing and inservice in-
spection is not planned for the internal strue. Seismic Category I masonry walls are not used
tures except the diaphragm floor, reactor pedes- in the design. The ABWR Standard Plant does not
tal, and lower drywell access tunnels, The other contain seismic Category I pipelines buried in I

internal structures are not directly related to soil.
the functioning of the containment system; i

therefore, no testing or inspection is performed. 3.8.4.1 Description of the Structures

I
Testing and inservice inspection of the dia. 3.8.4.1.1 Reactor Building Structure

phragm floor, reactor pedestal and lower drywell
access tunnels are discussed in Subsection The reactor building (RB) is constructed of
3.8.1.7. reinforced concrete with a steel freue roof.

The RB has four stories above the ground level
3.8.4 OTHER SEISMIC CATEGORY I and three stories below, its shape is a
STRUCTURES rectangle of 59 meters in the E-W direction,56

meters in the N-S direction, and a height of
Other Seismic Category I structures which about 57.9 meters from the top of the basemat.

constitute the ABWR Standard Plant are the

O
Amendment 7 3.8-20
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g (d) Regulatory Guide 1.29, Seismic Design Personnel for the Construction Phase of j

Classification; Nuclear Power Plants,t ,

(c) Regulatory Guide 1.31, Control of (c) ANSI N45.2.9, Requirements for the
Stainless Steel Welding; Collection, Storage, and Maintenance of

OA Records for Nuclear Power Plants;
j(f) Regulatory Guide 1.44, Control of the .

{Use of Sensitized Stainless Steel; (f) ANSI N45.4, Leakage Rate Testing of
i

Containment Structures for Nuclear
(g) Regulatory Guide 1.55, Concrete Reactors; ;

Placement in Category I Structures; j

(g) ANSI N101.2, Protective Coatings 1

(b) Regulatory Guide 1.60 Design Response (Paints) for Light Water Nuclear !

Spectra for Seismic Design of Nuclear Reactor Containment Facilities; and j

Power Plants;
(h) ANSI N101.4, Quality Assurance for

(i) Regulatory Guide 1.61, Quality Assurance Protec'ive Coatings Applied to Nuclear
Requirements for the Design of Nuclear Facilities; |
Power Plants;

'

(10) Steel Structures Painting Council Stadards !

(k) Regulatory Guide 1,69, Concretc .

I

Radiation-Shields for Nuclear Power (a) SSPC-PA-1, Shop, Field and Maintenance
Plants. Painting; l

(1) Regulatory Guide 1.76, Design Basis (b) SSPC-PA 2, Measurement of Paint Film
Tornado. Thickness with Magnetic Gages;

1

[
(m) Regulatory Guide 1.142, Safety-Related (c) SSPC-SP-1, Solvent Cleaning; - |

% Concrete Structures for Nuclear Power
Plants (Other than Reactor Vessels and (d) SSPC-SP 5, White Metal Blast Cleaning;
Containment); and I

(c) SSPC-SP-6, Commercial Blast Cleaning; I
(n) Regulatory Guide 1.94, Quality Assurance and !

Re,quirements for Installation, Inspec- !

tion, and Testing of Structural Concrete (f) SSPC.SP-10, Neer White Blast Cleaning; I

!and Structural Steel During the Con-
struction Phase of Nuclear Power Plants. (11) ACI-ASCE Committee 326, Shear and Diagonal

Tension, ACI Manual of Concrete Practice,

(9) ANSI: Part 2;

(a) ANSI A58.1, Building Code Requirements (12) Applicable ASTM Specifications for
for Minimum Design Loads in Building and Materials and Standards; and ,

Other Structures; |

(13) AASHTO Standard SpecificWons for Highway
(b) ANSI N5.12, Protective Coatings (Paint) Bridges for truck loading area.

for the Nuclear Industry;
3.8.4.2.2 Control Building

(c) ANSI N45.2, Quality Assurance Program
Requirements for Nuclear Power Plants; Refer to Subsection 3.8.4.2.1.

(d) ANSI N45.2.6, Oua1ifications of Add NRC Rules and Regulations Title 10, Chap-
Inspection, Examination and Testing ter 1, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 73.2

and 73.53.

Amendment 1 3 8-22 '
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3.8.4.23 Radwast Building Substructure Concrete fIoors and sIabs
(including roofs) - 200 psf.

The radwaste building substructure shall be Stairs, stair platforms, grating
designed using the same codes and standards as floors, and platforms - 100 psf.
the reactor building. Refer to Subsection Concrete roofs, live or snow load
3.8.4.2.1 for a complete list. (not concurrent) - 50 psf.

Construction live load on floor
In addition, the non Seismic Category I framing in addition to dead

reinforced concrete portion of the weight of floor - 50 psf *.
superstructure is designed according to the

pipe reactions during normalseismic provisions of Section 2314 of the R =o
uniform building code, operating or shutdown conditions

based on the most critical
3.8.4.2.4 Seismic Category I Cable Tray and traasient or steady-state
Condult Supports eondition

(1) All codes, standards, and specifications ap- R P Pc reactions under thermalI"a
plicable to the building structures shall conditions generated by the
also apply to cable tray and conduit postult.ted break and including
supports. Ro

(2) AISI SG-673, Specification for the Design of Y equivalent static load on a=r
Cold-formed Steel Structural Members. strueture generated by the

reaction on the broken
(3) NEMA, Fittmgs and Supports for Conduit and high-energy pipe during the

Cable Assemblics. postulated break and including a
calculated dynamic factor to

3.8.4.3 Loads and Load Combinations account for the dynamic nature of
the load t

3.8.43.1 Reactor Building

Yj jet impingement equivalent static=

The temperature and pressure loads caused by load on a structure generated by
a LOCA do not occur on the reactor building. The the postuIated break and
reactor building ventilation system is designed including a calculated dynamic
to keep the building within operating design factor to ac- count for the
conditions. dynamic nature of the load.

3.8.43.1.1 Loads and Notations Ym = missile impact equivalent statir
load on a structure generated by

leads and notations r.re as follows: or dering the postulated break,
like pipe whipping, and including

D dead load of structure plus any a calculated dynamic factor to=

other permanent load account for the dynamic nature of
the load.

L conventional floor or roof live=

loads, movable equipment loads, and W wind force (Subsection 3.3.1.)=

other variable loads such as
construction loads. The following
live 1oads are used: * If the actual construction live load is

greater than this value a design check of
the structures rillbe made.

e1
IAmendment 7 3.8-23 j
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tornado load (Subsection 3.3.2) ;

f.- W,, =

-('
(Tornado-generated missiles are
described in Subsection 3.5.1.4, ,

iand barrier design procedures in
Subsection 3.5.3).

- The pressure part of W is
defined.as either (1) 360 diph
velocity pressure with or without. J

<

{

O

|
1

>

O
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1.5 p t i negative pressure Ta = thermal effects (including To)-

;

I differential, or (2) 3 psi negative which may occur during a design i

pressure differential. accident at 1650F maximum 30 ,

minutes after LOCA |

P, = internal negative pressure of 3.0
psig due to tornado; accident U = for concrete structures, the section
pressure at main steam tunnel piping strength required to resist design |
embedment loads based on the strength design 4

method described in ACI 318. I'
B = uplift forces created by the rise of

the ground water table H = loads caused by static or seismic |
F = internal pressures resulting from carth pressures.

flooding of compartments i

For structural steel, S is the required sec.
E' = safe shutdown carthquake (SSE) loads tion strength based on the clastic design me-

as defined in Section 3.7 thods and the allowable stresses defined in Part
1 of the AISC Specification for the Design, i

E = operating basis earthquake (OBE) Fabrication and Erection of Structural Steel for !

loads as defined in Section 3.7 Buildings.

| To = therma 1 effeets - Ioad effects 3.8.43.1.2 Load Combinations for Concrete
induced by normal thermal gradients Members |

existing through the reactor
building wall and roof. Both summer For the load combinations in this subsection, )
and winter operating conditions are where any load reduces the effects of other ;

considered. In all cases the loadb, the corresponding coefficient for that I

conditions are considered of long load shall be taken as 0.9 if it can be '

enough duration to result in a demonstrated that the load is always present or
straight line temperature gradient. occurs simultaneously with the other loads.
The temperatures are as follows: Otherwise, the coefficient for that load shall

be taken as zero.
(1) Summer operation:

(1) Normal operating conditions - The strength
(a) air temperature inside building - design method is used and the (o!!owing

1200F load combinations are satisfied:
(b) exterior temperature - 1150F

U =1.4 D + 1.7 L + 13 T + 1.7 Ro+o
(2) Winter operation: 1.7 H + 1.4 B

(a) air temperature inside building - U =1.4 D + 1.7 L + IS T + 1.7 Ro+o
700F 1.7 H + 1.9 E

(b) exterior temperature - (-) 400F

U =1.4 D + 1.7 L + 1.3 T + 1.7 Ro+o
(3) Winter shutdown 1.7 H + 1.7 W

(a) air temperature inside building - For fluid pressure F, replace 1.7 H by 1.7
500F F in tne last two of the three equations

(b) exterior temperature - (-) 400F above.

For all cases as-constructed temperature is (2) Abnormal / extreme environmental conditions -
600F The strength design method is used and the

O
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following load combinations are satisfied: (2) Abnormal / extreme environmental conditions -

( The clastic working stress design method is
U =D + L + T + R + H'+ B - used and the following load combinations are

satisfied:
U =D + L + T + R + H + E'

1.6 S = . D + L + T, + R, + E'
U =D + L + T + R +H

"
1.6 S = D + L + T, + R, + W .g

U =D + L + T + R* + H + W*"
14 S = D + L + T, + R, + W + H -t

U =D + L + T + R* + 1.5 P + H* *
14 S = D + L + T, + R, + P,.

U =D + L + T +R + 1.25 P +H+
1.25 E + (Y + Y + Y ) * 14 S = D + L + T +R + 1.0 E + P ' + -

' 5 "
(Y; + Y, 4 "Y,). *

*

U =D + L + T + R + P + H*
+ E' + (Y + f + Y ) 14 S = D + L + 7 ' + R + E' + P +

' 5 " (Y. + Y +8Y").
* *

I '
3.8.43.13 Imed Combinations for Steel
Members In all these load combinations, both cases of

L having its full n. % or being completely
(1) Normal operating conditions - the clastic absent are checked.

working stress design method is used for the
following load combinations: 3.8.4.3.2 Control Buildlag and Radwaste

Bulldlag Substructure
S=D+L

Refer to the loads, notations, and combina-
S=D+L+E tions established in Subsection 3.8.4.3.1,

except that fluid pressure F, accident pressure
S=D+L+W P , and pipe break'. loads Y , Y , Y do '

5n$t exist and the live loads ar'e as follE'ws:
'

Since thermal stresses due to T and R
are present and are secondary and sefilimiting ' All concrete floors - 400 psf j

in nature, the following combinations are also l

satisfied: Stairs, stair platforms, grating floors, and -

platforms - 100 psf
1.5 S = D + L + T + R ,

Roof live or snow load (non concurrent)- 50
1.5 S = D + L + T, + R + E psf

i

1.5 S - D + L + T + W. Construction live load on floor framing in i

addition to dead weight of floor - 50 psi'
In all these load conditions, both cases of
L having its full value or being completely T = thermal effects. As-constructed j

"
absent are checked. temperature-is 600F. The |

temperatures inside the building are
as follows: )

i

|

If the actual construction live load is ;*

greater than this value a design check of the
!structures will be inade.

O
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Operating Conditions supports is then based on the amplified seismic
load obtained from the floor response spectra.

Control room, summer 750F
winter 700F Thus, two methods are used in design and

HVAC room, summer 950F analysis of cable tray supports.
winter 600F

Other areas, summer 750F (1) Rigid Support with Flexible Tray. In this
winter 750F method, trays are modeled as flexible

clastic systems and analyzed by the response
Shutdown condition spectrum method. The resulting reactions

are used for the design of the supports.
Control room, summer 800F

winter 500F (2) Flexible Support with Flexible Tray. In
HVAC room, summer 1040F this method, the composite system of trays

winter 500F and supports is modeled and analyzed by
Other areas, summer 900F computer as a multidegree of freedom clastic

winter 500F system. The support motions can be
prescribed by the appropriate floor response

3143.3 Seismic Category ! Cable Tray spectrum. The resulting responses are used
and Conduit Supports to obtain design loads for the supports.

Loads and load combinations for the tray and 314A.2.2 Condult Supports
conduit supports shall use the same criteria as
for the building structures where the supports The design and analysis of conduit supports
are located, are basically the same as for cable tray

supports. As conduits are more flexible and
3.8A.4 Design and Analysis Procedures have comparatively less dead load, a rigid

support approach is used as described in method
3.8.4.4.1 Reactor Building, Control Building, (1) of cabic tray support design,
and Radwaste Building Substructure

3143 Structural Acceptance Criteria
The reactor building, control building and

radwaste building substructure will be designed 31411 ReactorBuilding
in accordance with ACI 349 for concrete struc-
tures and AISC specification for steel 3A411.1 GeneralCriteria
structures.

The first sriterion is that the reactor
The reactor building, control building, and building shall wovide biological shielding for

radwaste building substructure will be analyzed plant perso-mi and the public outside of the
using the computer codes listed in Appendix 3C. site boundary. This criterion dictates the

minimum wall and roof thicknesses.
,

3.8AA.2 Seismic Category 1 Cable Tray and |
Conduit Supports The second criterion is that the reactor '

building shall protect the reinforced concretc ;

314.4.2.1 Cable Tray Supports containment from environmental hazards such as i

tornado and other site proximity generated |
Wherever possible, the supporting frames for a missiles. The shielding thicknesses are l

tray or group of trays are designed to have sufficient for this purpose. l
adequate rigidity to avoid causing additional I
amplification of seismic acceleration transmitted The reactor building provides a means for
by the building structures. Where rigidity collection of fission product leakage from the I
cannot be achieved without an excessive increase reinforced concrete containment following an
in support member size, the design of the accident.

1
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The reactor building SGTS is designed to keep i
the compartments surrounding the reinforced |
concrete containment at a negative pressure even
after a LOCA. In order to achieve a maximum -
in leakage rate of 50% per day under a pressure

i

)

)

i

. a

!

.

I

l
;

i
J

O
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O interaction of the substructure with the 'The calculated and allowable factors of i

V underlying foundation medium. For a mat safety of the ABWR structures for overturning |
foundation supported on soil or rock, the sliding, and flotation are shown in Sections
pertinent aspects in the design are to maintain 3H.1 and 3H.2.
the bearing pressures within allowable limits,
particularly due to overturning forces, and to 3J.5.6 Materials, Quality Control, and
ensure that there is adequate frictional and Special Construction Techniques ;

passive resistance to prevent sliding of the j
structure when subjected to lateral loads. The foundations of seismic Category I ;

1structures are constructed of reinforced
' The design loads considered in analysis of the concrete using proven methods common to heavy _

foundations are the worst resulting forces from industrial construction. For further discussion
the superstructures and loads directly applied to see Subsections 3.8.1.6 and 3.8.4.6.
the foundation mat due to static and dynamic load
combinations. 32.5.7 Testing and laservice laspection

Requirements
The capability of the foundation to transfer

shear if a waterproofing system is used on the A formal program of testing and inservice 1

foundation will be evaluated (see Subsection inspection is not planned and is not required '

3.8.6.1). for the seismic Category I structures of the
ABWR. j

The standard ABWR design is developed using a ' !

range of soil conditions as detailed in Appendix 3.8.6 Interfaces
3A. The variations of physical properties of the ,

lsite-specific subgrade materials will be 3J.6.1 Foundation Waterproofing
determined (see Subsectico 3.8.i 2). Settlement

- of the foundations and differential settlement The capability of foundations to transfer
- between foundations for the site specific shear loads where foundation waterproofing is

,

foundation medium will be calculated, used will be evaluated (see Subsection 3.8.5.4). |

Safety-related systems (i.e., piping, conduit,
etc.) will be designed for the calculated 3.8.6.2 Site Speelfic Physical Properties and
settlement. The effect of the site-specific Foundation Settlement
subgrade stiffness and calculated settlement on
the design of the seismic Category I structures Physical properties of the site specific
and foundations will be evaluated (see Subsection subgrade medium shall be determined and the
3.8.6.2). settlement of foundations and structuresm

including seismic Category I will be evaluated
A detailed description of the analytical and see Subsection 3.8.5.4).

design methods for the reactor building
foundation mat including the containment
foundation, is included in Section 3.8.1.4.

3.8.5.5 Structural Acceptance Criteria

The main structural criteria for the contain-
ment portion of the foundation are adequate

'

strength to resist loads and sufficient stiffness
to protect the containment liner from excessive
strain. The acceptance criteria for the
containment portion of the foundation mat are

|- presented in Subsection 3.8.1.5. The structural
acceptance criteria for the reactor building

h foundations are described in Subsection 3.8.4.5.
V
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Table 3.8.3 !

STRESS INTENSITY LIMITS '

3

Pdmary & |

- Pr - w Str*==*= Bending & Secondary8

Gen. Mem. Imcal Mem. Local Mem.' Stresses

| P, P P+p P+P+Qg g g

Test Condition 0.75 Sy 1.15 Sy 1.15 Sy. . N/A

0) 1.5Sm 1.5Sm N/ADesign Condition ' 1.0Sm i

l

O)Post-1DCA Floodmg Nlarger of & larger of Thelarger of 3 Smi
1.2 Sac or 1.0 Sy ' 1.8 Smc or .'.5 Sy 1.8 Sac or 1.5 Sy

l
!

NOTES i

{
1. The allowable stress intensity Sm is the Sm listed in Table 1-10.0 and Sy is the yleid {

strength listed in Table 12.0 of Appendix ! of the ASME Code, Section 111.

O-
|

1
|
!

|
|

1

I
1

'

|

O
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Table 3.8 4

CODES, STANDARDS, SPECIFICATIONS, AND REGULATIONS -
USED IN THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF SEISMIC CATEGORY I

INTERNAL STRUCTURES OF THE CONTAINMENT

SPECIFICATION SPECIFICATION
REFERENCE OR STANDARD
NUMBER DESIGNATION TITLE

1 ACI301 Specifications for Structural Concrete for
Builders

2 ACI 307 Recommended Practice for Concrete Formwork

3 ACI 305 Recommended Practice for Hot Weather
Concreting

4 ACI 211.1 Recommended Practice for Selecting
Proportions for Normal Weight Concrete ,

1

5 ACI 315 Manual of Standard Practice for Detailing
Reinforced NormalWeight Concrete

]
6 ACI 306 , Recommended Practice for Cold Weather

Concreting

7 ACI 309 Recommended Practice for Consolidation of
Concretc

8 ACI 308 Recommended Practice for Curing Concrete

9 ACI 212 Guide for Use of Admixtures in Concrete

10 ACI 214 Recommended Practice for Evaluation of
Compression Test Results of Field Concrete

11 ACI 311' Recommended Practice for Concrete Inspection

12 ACI 304 Recommended Practice for Measuring, Mixing,
Transporting, and Placing Concrete

13 ACI 349 Code Requirements for Nuclear Safety-Related
Concrete Structures

|
'

14 ACI-359 ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section
III, Division 2, Concrete Reactor Vessels and
Containments

|

|

|

| O
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analyzed for the faulted loading conditions. The 3.9.1A.10 ASME Class 2 and 3 Pumps9 ECCS and SLC pumps are active ASME Class 2 compo-
nents. The allowable stresses for active pumps Elastic analysis methods are used for evaluat-
are provided in a footnote to Table 3.9-2. ing faulted loading conditions for Class 2 and 3

pumps. The equivalent allowable stresses for
The reactor coolant pressure boundary compo- nocactive pumps using clastic techniques are ob-

nents of the reactor recirculation system (RRS) tained from NC/ND 34000f the ASME Code Section
pump motor assembly, and recirculation motor cool- III. These allowables are above clastic lim-
ing (RMC) subsystem heat exchanger are ASME Class its. The allowables for active pumps are pro-
1 and Class 3, respectively, and are analyzed for vided in a footnote to Table 3.9-2.
the faulted loading conditions. All equipment
stresses are within the clastic limits. 3.9.1A.11 ASME Class 2 and 3 Valves

3.9.1A.7 Fuel Storage and Refueling Equipment Elastic analysis methods and standard design
rules are used for evaluating faulted loading

Storage, refueling, and servicing equiptsent conditions for Class 2, and 3 valves. The
which is important to safety is classified as es- equivalent allowable stresses for nonactive
sential components per the requirements of valves using clastic techniques are obtained
10CFR50 Appendix A. This equipment and other from NC/ND 3500 of ASME Code, Section 111.
equipment which in case of a failure would de- These allowables are above clastic limits. The
grade an essential component is defined in Sec- allowables for active valves are provided in a
tion 9.1 and is classified as Seismic Category footnote to Table 3.9-2.
1. These components are subjected to an clastic
dynamic finite-element c.nalysis to generate load- 3.9.1A.12 ASME Class 1,2 and 3 Piping
ings. This analysis utilizes appropriate floor
response spectra and combines loads at frequen- Elastic analysis methods are used for evaluat-
cies up to 33 Hz for seismic loads and up to 60 ing faulted loading conditions for Class 1,2,O Hz for other dynamic loads in three directions, and 3 piping. The equivalent allowable stresses
Imposed stresses are generated and combined for using clastic techniques are obtained from Appen-
normal, upset, and faulted conditions. Stresses dix F (for Class 1) and NC/ND-3600 (for Class 2
are compared, depending on the specific safety and 3 piping) of the ASME Code Section 111.
class of the equipment, to Industrial Codes, These allowables are above clastic limits. The
ASME, ANSI or Industrial Standards, AISC, allowables for functional capability of the es-
allowables. sential piping are provided in a footnote to

Table 3.9 2.
3.9.1A.8 Fuel Assembly (including Channel)

3.9.2 Dynarnic Testing and Analysis
GE BWR fuel assembly (including channel) de-

sign bases, and analytical and evaluation methods 3.9.2.1 Piping Vibration, Thermal Expansion,
including those applicable to the faulted condi- and Dynamic Effects

| tions are the same as those contained in Refer-
ences 1 and 2. The overall test program is divided into

two phases; the preoperational test phase and
_

3.9.1 A.9 ASME Class 2 and 3 Vessels the initial startup test phase. Piping vibra- 2
tion, thermal expansion and dynamic effects test- %

i

Elastic analysis methods are used for evaluat- ing will be performed during both of these
ing faulted loading conditions for Class 2 and 3 phases as described in Chapter 14. Subsections
vessels. The equivalent allowable stresses using 14.2.12.1.51,14.2.12.2.10 and 14.2.12.2.11 re-
clastic techniques are obtained from NC/ND-3300 late the specific role of this testing to the ov-
and NC-3200 of the ASME Code Section III. These crall test program. Discussed below are the gen-
allowables are above clastic limits. eral requirements for this testing. It

9
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should be noted that because one goal of the dy- to more rigorous testing and precise instruments-
namic effects testing is to verify the adequacy tion requirements and, therefore, will require
of the piping support system, such components are remote monitoring techniques. Local measurement
addressed in the subsections that follow. How- techniques, such as the use of a hand-held
ever, the more specific requirements for the de- vibrometer, are more appropriate in cases where
sign and testing of the piping support system are it is expected that the vibration will be less
described in Subsection 3.9.3.4.1. complex and of lessor magnitude. Man , systems

that are assessable during the preoperational
3.9.2.1.1 Vibration and Dynamic Effects Testing test phase and that do not show significant

intersystem interactions will fall into this cat- ;z

The purpose of these tests is to confirm egory. Visual observations are utilized where g
that the piping, components, restraints and sup- vibration is expected to be minimal and the need
ports of specified high and moderate energy sys- for a time history record of transient behavior
tems have been designed to withstand the dynamic is not anticipated. However, unexpected visual
effects of steady state flow-induced vibration observations or local indications may require
and anticipated operational transient condi- that a more sophisticated technique be used,
tions. The general requirements for vibration Also, the issue of assessability should be con-
and dynamic effects testing of piping systems are sidered. Application of these measurement tech-
specified in Regulatory Guide 1.68, niques is detailed in the appropriate testing
*Preoperational and Initial Startup Test Programs specification consistent with the guidelines con-
for Water Cooled Power Reactors". More specific tained in OM3.
vibration testing requirements are defined in
ANSI /ASME OM3-1987, * Requirements for Preop- 3.9.2.1.1.2 Monitoring Requirements
crational and Initial Startup Vibration Testing
of Nuclear Power Plant Piping Systems *.Prepara. As described in Subsection 14.2.12.1.51,
tion of detailed test specifications will be 14.2.12.2.10 and 14.2.12.2.11 all safety-related

g based on this standard and will address such is- piping systems will be subjected to steady state
A sues as prerequisites, test conditions, precau- and transient vibration measurements. Tbc scope

tions, measurement techniques, monitoring require- of such testing shall include safety related in- M
ments, test hold points and acceptance criteria. strumentation piping and attached small-bore pip- R
The development and specification of the types of ing (branch piping). Special attention should
measurements required, the systems and locations be given to piping attached to pumps, compres-
to be monitored, the test acceptance criteria, sors, and other rotating or reciprocating equip-
and the corrective actions that may be necessary ment. Monitoring location selection consider.
aie discussed in more detail below, ations should include the proximity of isolation

valves, pressure or flow control valves, flow
3.9.2.1.1.1 Measurement Techniques orifices, distribution headers, pumps and other

elements where shock or high turbulence may be
,,,

There are essentially three methods avail- of concern. Location and orientation of instro- g
able for determining the acceptability of steady mentation and/or measurements will be detailed A

state and transient vibration for the affected in the appropriate test specification.
systems. These three measurement techniques are Monitored data should include actual deflections
visual observation, local measurements, or re- and frequencies as well as related system operat-
motely monitored / recorded measurements. The tech- ing conditions. Time duration of data recording ,

nique used in each case will depend on such fac- should be sufficient to indicate whether the vi- |
tors as the safety significance of the particular bration is continuous or transient. Steady |
system, the expected mode and/or magnitude of the state monitoring should be performed at critical {
vibration, the assessability of the system during conditions such as minimum or maximum flow, or i

designated testing conditions, or the need for a abnormal combinations or configurations of !

time history recording of the vibratory behav- system pumps or valves. Transient :nanitoring l

ior. Typically, the systems where vibration has should include anticipated system rnd total |
the greatest safety implication will be subject plant operational transients where critical|

piping or components are expected to show

i
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3.9.2.2 Seismic Quallfleation of
Safety.Related Mechanical Equipment

'j4

(including Other RBVloduced Leeds)

l

This subsection describes the criteria for i

dynamic qualification of safety related
mechanical equipment and associated supports, a
and also describes the qualification testing

|and/or analysis applicable to the major ,

components on a component by component basis.
| Seismic and other events that may induce. >

| reactor building vibration (RBV - see Appendix 1
3B) are considered. In some cases, a module
or assembly consisting of mechanical and
electrical equipment is qualified as a unit ,

(e.g., ECCS pumpc). These modules are
generally' discussed in this subsection and
Subsection ~ 3.9.3.2 rather than providing

g discussion of the separate electrical parts in -
Section 3.10. Electrical supporting equipmentn
such as control consoles,' cabinets, and panels
are discussed in Section 3.10.

3.9.2.2.1 Tests and Analysis Criteria and
Methods

The ability of equipment to perform its -
safety function during and after the
application of a dynamic load is demonstrated

|- by tests and/or analysis. The analysis is
performed in accordance with Section 3.7.
Selection ~ of Testing, analysis or a
combination of the two is determined by the
type, size, shape, and complexity of the
equipment being considered. When practical,
the equipment operability is demonstrated by
t e s ting. Otherwise, operability is
demonstrated by mathematical analysis.

Equipment which is large, simple, and/or
consumes large amounts of power is usually
qualified by analysis or static bend test to

I
show that the loads, stresses and ' deflections

j. are less than the allowable maximum. Analysis
and/or static bend testing is also used to

,

show there are no natural frequencies below 33 i
Hz for seismic loads and 60 Hz for other RBV .1

loads, if a natural frequency lower than 33 i
O Hz in the case of seismic loads and 60 Hz in 1

,

!
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the case of other RBV induced loads is (3) the input has sufficient intensity and
discovered, dynamic tests and/or mathematical duration to excite all modes to the
analyses may br used to verify operability and required magnitude so that the testing
structural integrity at the required dynamic response spectra will envelop the
input conditions, corresponding response spectra of the

individual modes.
Wher the equipment is qualified by dynamic

test, 'ae response spectrum or time history of 33.2.2.1.2 Application ofInput Modes
the retachment point is used in determining input
motion. When dynamic tests are performed, the

input motion is applied to one vertical and
Natt.ral frequency may be determined by running one horizontal axis simultaneously. However, ;

a continuous sweep frequency search using a if the equipment response along the vertical '

sinusoidal steady-state input of low magnitude. direction is not sensitive to the vibratory
Dynamic load conditions are simulated by testing motion along the horizontal direction and vice
using random vibration input or sing!c frequency versa, then the input motion is applied to one
input (within equipment capability) over the direction at a time. In the case of single
frequency range ofinterest. Whichever method is frequency input, the time phasing of the
used, the ir.put amplitude during testing inputs in the vertical and horizontal
envelopes the actual input amplitude expected directions are such that a purely rectilinear
during the dynamic loading condition. resultant input is avoided.

The equipment being dynamically tested is 33.2.2.13 Fixtuit Design
mounted on a fixture which simu'ates the intended
service mounting and causes no dynamic coupling The fixture design simulates the actual
to the equipment. service mounting and causes no dynamic

coupling to the equipment.
,

Equipment having an extended structure, such
as a valve operator, is analyzed by applying 33.2.2.1.4 Prototype Testing
static equivalent dynamic loads at the center of i

gravity of the extended structure. In cases Equipment testing is conducted on F

where the equipment structural complexity makes prototypes of the equipment to be installed in
mathematical analysis impractical, a static bend the plant.
test is used to determine spring constant and
operational capability at maximum equivalent 33.2.2.2 Qualllication orSafety.Related
dynamic load conditions. Mechanical Equiprvent

33.2.2.1.1 Random Vibration input The following subsections discuss the
testing or analytical qualification of the

When random vibration input is used, the safety-related major mechanical equipment, and
actual input motion envelopes the appropriate other ASME III equipment, including equipment
floor input motion at the individual modes. supports.
However, single frequency input such as sine
beats can be use provided one of the following 33.2.2.2.1 CRD and CRD Housing
conditions are met:

The qualification of the CRD housing (with
(1) the characteristics of the required input enclosed CRD) is donc analytically, and the

motion is dominated by one frequency; stress results of their analysis establish the
structural integrity of these components.

(2) the anticipated response of the equipment is Preliminary dynamic tests are conducted to
adequately represented by one mode; or verify the operability of the control rod

9
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drive during a dynamic event. A simulated test,- 33.2.2.2.4 Fuel Assembly (including
imposing dynamic deflection in the fuel channels Channel)
up to values greater than the expected seismic
response, is performed with the CRD demonstrated GE BWR frel channel design bases, analyti-
functioning satisfactorily, cal methods, and seismic considerations are

'

similar to those contained in References 1 and
The test was conducted in two phases due to 2. The resulting combined acceleration pro-

facility limitations. The seismic test facility files, including fuel lift for all normal /
cannot be pressurized while shaking therefore the upset and faulted events are to be shown less
charging pressure of the hydraulic control unit than the respective design basis acceleration
is reduced to simulate the back pressure that is profiles.
applied in the reactor. The appropriate
adjustment was determined by first running scram 33.2.2.2.5 Reactorlaternal Pump and Motor
tests with the full reactor pressure and with Assembly

| peak transient pressure. Then with the test
vessel at atmospheric pressure, the scram tests . The reactor internal pump (RIP) and motor
were repeated with reduced charging pressures assembly, including its appurtenances and
until the scram performance matched that of the support, is classified as Seismic Category I,
pressurized tests. This was repeated for the but not active, and is designed to withstand
peak pressure also. The seismic tests were then- the seismic forces, including other RBV

h performed with the appropriate pressure loads. The qualification of the assembly is
" adjustments for the conditions being tested. The done analytically, and a dynamic test.

tests were run for various vibration levels with
fuel channel deflections being the independent 33.2.2.2.6 ECCS Pump and Motor Assembly j

variable. The test facility was driven to 1

vibration levels that produced various channel A prototype ECCS (RHR and HPCF) pump motor

*O- deflections ur to 1.6 inches and the scram curves assembly is qualified for seismic and other
recorded. The 1.6 inch channel deflection is RBV loads via a' combination of dynamic '

several times the channel deflection calculated analysis and dynamic testing. The complete
,

for the actual seismic condition. The motor assembly is qualified via dynamic i

correlation of the test with analysis is via the testing in accord ance with IEEE 344. The
channel deflection not the housing structural qualification test program includes
analysis. demonstration of startup capability as well as,

operability during dynamic loading
33.2.2.2.2 Core Support (Fuel Support and conditions. This is discussed in more detail

!CR Guide Tube) in Subsection 3.9.3.2.1.4.

A detailed analysis imposing dynamic effects The pump and motor assemblies, as units
due to seismic and other RBV events is performed operating under seismic and other RBV load
to show that the maximum stresses developed conditions, are qualified by dynamic analy-
during these events are much lower than the sis and results of the analysis indicate that
maximum allowed for the component material. the pump and motor are capable of sustaining

the above loadings without exceeding the
33.2.2.2.3 Hydraulic Control Unit (HCU) allowable stresses. This is discussed in more

detail in Subsections 3.9.3.2.1.1 a n d
The HCU is analyzed for the seismic and other 3.9.3.2.1.2.

RBV loads faulted condition and the maximum
stress on the HCU frame is calculated to be below 33.2.2.2.7 RCIC Pump and 'hrbine Assembly
the maximum allowable for the faulted condition.
As discussed in Subsection 3.9.1.4.1.2, the The RCIC pump construction is a horizontal,
faulted condition loads are calculated to be multistage type and is supported on a
below the HCU maximum capability. pedestal. The RCIC pump assemblyis qualified

Amendment 7 3.9-11
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analytically by static analysis for seismic and j

other RBV loadings as well as the design ,

operating loads of pressure, temperature, and !

external piping loads. The results of this
'

analysis confirm that the stresses are less than '

the allowable. This is also discussed in
S ubs e ction 3.9.3.2.2.

The RCIC turbine is qualified for seismic and
other RBV loads via a combination of static
analysis and dynamic testing. This is also
discussed in Subsection 3.9.3.2.1.5. The turbine 4

assembly consists of rigid masses (wherein static |
analysis is utilized) interconnected with control ;

levers and elec- tronic control systems, necessi-
isting final qualification via dynamic testing.
Static loading analyses are employed to verify
the structural integrity of the turbine assembly
and the adequacy of bolting under operating,
seistnic, and other RBV loading conditions. The
complete turbine assembly is qualified via dy-
namic testing in accordance with IEEE 344. The
qualification test program includes demonstration

!of startup capability as well as operability
during dynamic loading conditions. Operability
under normal load conditions is assured by com-
parison to the operability of similar turbines in
operating plants.

.

|
|

|

|

O
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!33.2.2.23 Standby uquid ControI Pump and The results of this analysis confirm that

Motor Assembly the calculated stresses at all investigated
'locations are less than their corresponding -

The SLC positive displacement pump and motor allowable values.
assembly which is mounted on a common base plate
is qualified analytically by static analysis of 3 3.2.2.2.11 Main Steam isolation Valves
seismic and other RBV loadings as well as the
design operating loads of pressure, temperature, The main steam isolation valves (MSIV) are ,

and external piping loads. The results of this' qualified for seismic and other RBV loads,
analysis confirm that the stresses are less than The fundamental requirement of the MSIV
the allowables. This is'also discussed in following an SSE or other faulted RBV Icadings
Subsection 3.9.3.2.2. is to close and remain closed after the

event. This capability is demonstrated by the
33.2.2.23 RMC amd RHR Heat Eschangers test and analysis as outlined in Subsection

3.9.3.2.4.1.
A three dimensional finite-element modelis

developed for each'of the recirculation motor . 3 3.2.2.2.12 Standby Uguld CentrolValve
cooling (RMC) and residual heat removal (RHR) Gadecties Valve)
system heat exchangers and supports. The model
is used to dynamically analyze the heat exchanger The motor-operated standby liquid control
and its supports using the response spectrum valve is qualified by type test to IEEE 344
analysis method, and to verify that the heat for seismic and other RBV loads. The
exchanger and supports can withstand seismic and qualification test as discussed in Subsection
other RBV loads. The same modelis used to 3.9.3.2.4.3 demonstrates the ability to remain
statically analyze and evaluate the nozzles due operable after the application of horizontal
to the effect of the external piping loads and and vertical dynamic loading in excess of the
dead weight in order to ensure that nozzle load required response spectra. The valve and

4

criteria and limits are met. Critical location motor assemblies are qualified by dynamic
stresses are evaluated and compared with the analysis and the results of the analysis
allowable stress criteria. The results of the indicate the valve is capable of sustaining
analysis demonstrate that the stresses at all the dynamic loads without overstressing the ]investigated locations are less than their pressure retaining components. -

corresponding allowable values.
3 3.2.2.2.13 Mala Steam Safety / Relief Valves

33.2.2.2.10 Standby Uquid Control Tank )
Due to the' complexity of the structure and

IThe standby liquid control storage tank is a the performance requirements of the valve, the
cylindrical tank, with approximate dimensions of total assembly of the'SRV (including I
ten feet diameter and sixteen feet height, bolted electrical and pressure devices ) is tested at ;

to the concrete floor. The standby liquid dynamic accelerations equal to or greater than !
' control tank is quMified for seismic and other the combined SSE and other RBV loadings
RBV loads by analysis for: determined for the plant. Tests and analysis ;

as discussed in Subsection 3.9.3.2.4.2 j
(1) stresses in the tank bearing tank plate; demonstrate the satisfactory operation of the ;

valves during and after the test. i

(2) bolt stresses;
3.9.2.2.2.14 Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup

(3) sloshing loads imposed at the sloshing System Pump and Motor Assembly
natural frequency;

A static analysis is performed on the pump
(4) minimum wall thickness; and and motor assembly of the fuel pool cooling |

and cleanup system This analysis shows that
. (5) buckling. the pump and motor will continue to operate if,

A.
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subjected to a :ombination of SSE, other RBV, and damping value. A static analysis is then
normal operating loads. Analysis also ensures. performed using this acceleration value.. In .
that pump running clearances, which' include lieu of calculating the natural frequency, the
deflection of the pump shaft and pump pedestal, peak acceleration from the' spectrum curve is
are met during seismic and other RBV loadings, used. The critical damping values for welded

steel structures .from Table 3.7-1 are
3.9.2.2.2.15 Other ASME Ill Equipment caployed.

Other equipment including associated supports In case the equipment cannot be considered
is qualified for seismic and other RBV loads to as a rigid body, it can be modeled as a
ensure its functional integrity during and after multi degree-of freedom system. It is divided
the dynamic event. The equipment is tested, if into a sufficient number of mass points to
necessary, to ensure its ability to perform its ensure adequate representation. The
specified function before, during, and following mathematical model can be analyzed using modal -
a test. analysis technique or direct integration of

the equations'of motion. Specified structural
Dynamic load qualification is done by.a damping is used in the analysis unless-

combination of test and/or analysis as described justification for other values can be
in Subsection 3.9.2.2.1. Natural frequency when provided. A stress analysis is performed
determined by an exploratory test is in the form using the appropriate inertial forces or
of a single axis continuous sweep frequency equivalent static loads obtained from the
search using a sinusoidal steady-state input at dynamic analysis of each mode.
the lowest possible amplitude which is capable of
determining resonance. The search is conducted For a multiple degree of freedom modal
on each principal axis with a minimum of two analysis, the modal response accelerations can '
continuous sweeps over the frequency range of be taken directly from the applicable floor

f interest at a rate no greater than one octave per response spectrum. The maximum spectral
f minute. If no resonances are located, then the values within .10% band of the' calculated

equipment is considered as rigid and single frequencies of the equipment are used for
frequency tests at every 1/3 octave frequency computation of modal dynamic response inertial
interval are acceptable. Also, if all natural loading. The total . dynamic stress is obtained -
frequencies of the equipment are greater than 33 by combining the modal stresses. The dynamic
Hz for seismic loads and 60 Hz for other RBV stresses are added to the operating stresses
loads, the equipment may be considered rigid and using the loading combinations stipulated in
analyzed statically as such. In this static the specific equipment specification and then
analysis, the dynamic forces on each component compared with the allowable stress levels,
are obtained by concentrating the mass at the
center of gravity and multiplying the mass by the If the equipment being analyzed has no
appropriate floor acceleration. The dynamic . definite orientation,' the worst possible

~

stresses are then added to the operating stresses orientation is considered. Furthermore,
and a determination made of the adequacy of the equipment is considered to be in its
strength of the equipment. The search for the operational configuration (i.e., filled with -
natural frequency is done analytically if the the appropriate fluid and/or solid). The
equipment shape can be defined mathematically investigation ensures that the point of'
and/or by prototype testing. maximum stress is considered. Lastly a check

is made to ensure that partially filled or
If the equipment is a rigid body while its empty equipment do not result in higher.

support is flexible, the overall system can be response than the operating condition. The
modeled as a single-degree of freedom system analysis includes evaluation of the effects of .
consisting of a mass and a spring. The natural the calculated stresses on' mechanical
frequency of the system is computed; then the strength, alignment, electrical performance
acceleration is determined from the floor (microphonic, contact bounce, etc.) and.

.

response spectrum curve using the appropriate noninterruption of function. M axim um,
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displacements are computed and interference pressure boundary integrity is demonstrated.
effects determined and justified. With a few exceptions, simplified analytical

techniques are adequate.
Individual devices are tested separately, when

necessary, in their operating condition. Then Historically, it has been shown that the
the component to which the device is assembled is main cause for equipment damage during a
tested unh a similar but inoperative device dynamic excitation has been the failure of its
installed upon it. anchorage. Stationary equipment is designed

with anchor bolts or other suitable fastening
The equipment, component, or device to be strong enough to prevent overturning or

tested is mounted on the vibration generator in a sliding. The effects of friction on the
manner that' simulates the final service ability to resist sliding is neglected. The
mounting. If the equipment is too large, other effect of upward dynamic loads on overturning
means of simulating the service mounting are forces and moments is considered. Unlec-

,

used. Support structures such as air specifically specified otherwise, anchorage
conditioning units, consoles, racks, etc., could devices are designed in accordance with the -
be vibration tested without the equipment and/or requirements of ASME Code Section III,
devices being in operation provided they are Division 1, Subsection NF, or the AISC Manual
performance tested after the vibration test. of Steel Construction and ACI 318.
However, the components are in their operational
configuration during the vibration test. The Dynamic design data are provided in the
goal is to determine that, at the specified form of acceleration response spectra for each
vibratory accelerations, the support structure floor area of the equipment. Dynamic data for
does not amplify the forces beyond that level to the ground or building floor to which the
which the devices have been qualified. equipment is attached is used. For the case

of equipment having supports with different
Equipment could alternatively be qualified by dynamic motions, the most severe floor

presenting historical performance data which response spectrum is epplied to all of the
demonstrates that the equipment satisfactorily supports.
sustains dynamic loads which are equal to greater
than those specified for the equipment and that Refer to Subsections 3.9.3.2.3.1.4 and
the equipment performs a function equal to or 3.9.3.2.5.1.2 for additional information an

.

better than that specified for it, the dynamic qualification of active pumps and
i valves, respectively.

Equipment for which continued function is not
required after a seismic and other RBV loads 3.9.2.2.2.16 Supports
event, but its postulated failure could produce
an unacceptable influence on the performance of Subsections 3.9.3.4 and 3.9.3.5 address
systems having a primary safety function, are analyses or tests that are performed for
evaluated. Such equipment is qualified to the component supports to assure their structural
extent required to ensure that an SSE including capability to withstand the seismic and other
other RBV loads, in combination with normal dynamic excitations.
operating conditions, would not cause
unacceptable failure. Qualification requirements 3.9.2.3 Dynamic Response of Reactor
are satisfied by ensuring that the equipment in Internals Under Operational Flow Transients
its functional configuration, complete with and Steady.Stato Conditions
attached appurtenances, remains structurally
intact and affixed to the interface. The The major reactor internal components
structural integrity of internal components is within the vessel are subjected to extensive
not required; however, the enclosure of such testing coupled with dynamic system analyses
components is required to be adequate to ensure to properly evaluate the resulting
their confinement. Where applicable, fluid or flow. induced vibration phenomena during normal

O|
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reactor operation and' from anticipated (5) Predicted vibration amplitudes for.
operational transients. components of the prototype plant are

obtained from these correlation functions
In general, the vibration forcing functions based on applicable values of the

for operational flow transients and steady state . parameters for the prototype plant., The
conditions are not predetermined by detailed ' predicted amplitude for each dominant
analysis. Special analysis of the response response mode is stated in terms of a
signals measured for reactor internals of many. range taking into account the degree of j
similar designs are performed to obtain the. statistical variability in each of the .j
parameters which determine the amplitude and correlations. The predicted mode and |.

!model contributions in the vibration responses, frequcacy are obtained from the dynamic -
These studies provide useful predictive analyses of item (1). !

1information for extrapolating the results from . .. .

tests of components with similar designs to . The dynamic modal analysis forms the basis
components of different designs. This vibration for interpretation of the preoperational and '
prediction method is appropriate where standard initial startup test results (Subsection
hydrodynamic theory cannot be applied due to ' 3.9.2.4). Modal stresses are calculated and

.

complexity of the structure and flow conditions.' relationships are obtained between sensor
Elements of the vibration prediction method are response amplitudes and peak component
outlined as follows: stresses for each of the lower normal modes.

The allowable amplitude in each mode is that
(1) ' Dynamic analysis of major conoponents and - which produces a peak stress amplitude of i

subassemblies is performed to identify 10,000 psi.
vibration modes and frequencies. The
analysis models used for Seismic Category I Vibratory loads are continuously applied
structures are similar to those outlined in during normal operation and the stresses are .

' Subsection 3.7.2. limited 1o .1.10,000 psi to prevent fatiguet
.

failure. Prediction of vibration amplitudes, |
'(2) Data from previous plant vibration mode shapes,'and frequencies of normal reactor

measurements are assembled and examined to operations are based on statistical
identify predominant vibration response . extrapolation of actual measured results on
modes of major components. In general, the same or similar components in reactors nowJ
response modes are similar but response in operation

,

amplitudes vary among BWRs of differing size
_

|

and design. The dynamic loads due to flow-induced
vibration from the feedwater jet impingement

(3) Parameters are identified which are expected have no significant effect.on the steam -
to influence vibration response amplitudes separator issembly. Analysis is performed to -
among the several reference plants. These show that the impingement feedwater jet -i
include hydraulic parameters such as . velocity'is below the critical velocity. i

' velocity and steam flow rates and structural Also, it can be shown that the er. citation i
parameters such as natural frequency and frequency of the steam separator skirt is very .- |
significant dimensions. different from the natural frequency of the ' ;

skirt. .;
(4) Correlation functions of the variable ' .

;

parameters are developed which, multiplied The calculated stresses due to.hydrodyne.mic ~ ;

by response amplitudes, tend to minimize the forces during core flooding operation are |
statistical variability between plants. A small'and considered n'egligible when compared j

correlation function is obtained for each to the design-allowable stresses. Locations
major component and response mode. for which calculations were made include the .i

weld joints, elbows, and rings. j
.

O 1
!

|
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3.9.2.4 Preoperational Flow Induced have shown that the effect of the two-phase
Vibration Testing of Reactor Internals flow is to broaden the frequency response

spectrum and diminish the maximum response j

Reactor internals vibration measurement and amplitude of the shroud and core support
inspection programs is conducted during structures.
preoperational and initial startup testing in
accordance with guidelines of Regulatory Guide Vibration sensor types may include strain
1.20 for prototype reactor internals. These gages, displacement sensors (linear variable
programs are conducted in the three phases transformers), and accelerometers.
described as follows:

Accelerometers are provided with double
(1) Preonerational tests orior to fuel loadinc. integration signal conditioning to give a

Steady-state test conditions include displacement output. Sensor locations include
balanced recirculation system operation and the following:
unbalanced operation over the full range of
flow rates up to rated flow. Transient flow (1) top of shroud head, lateral acceleration
conditions include single- and multiple pump (displacement);

trips from rated flow. This subgects major
components to a minimum of 10 cycles of (2) top of shroud, lateral displacement;
vibration at the anticipated dominant
response frequency and at the maximum (3) control rod drive housings, bending
response amplitudes. Vibration measurements strain;
are obtained during this test and a close
visual inspection of internals is conducted (4) incore housings, bending strain; an6
before and after the test.

(5) core flooder internal piping, bending
(2) Precritical testine with fuel. This strain.

vibration measurement series is conducted
with the reactor assembly complete but prior In addition to these components, vibration
to reactor criticality. Flow conditions of the core spray sparger is measured during

,

include balanced, unbalanced, and transient preoperational testing of that system at the |

conditions as for the first test series. designated prototype.
The purpose of this series is to verify the i

anticipated effects of the fuel on the In til prototype plant vibration
vibration response of internals. Previous measurements, only the dynamic component of 4

vibration measurements in BWRs (Reference 3) strain or displacement is recorded. Data are
have shown that the fuel adds damping and recorded on magnetic tape and provision is
reduces vibrations amplitudes of major made for selective online analysis to verify
internal structures; thus, the first test the overall quality and level of the data.
series (without fuel) is a conservative Interpretation of the data requires
evaluation of the vibration levels of these identification of the dominant vibration modes
s'rur :ures. of each component by the test engineer using

frequency, phase, and amplitude information
(3) Initial Startuo testine. Vibration for the component dynamic analyses.

| measurements are made during reactor startur Comparison of measured vibration amplitudes to
| at conditions up to 100% rated flow and predicted and allowable amplitudes is then to

power. Balance, unbalanced, and transient be made on the basis of the analytically
conditions of recirculation system operation obtained normal mode which best approximates
will be evaluated. The primary purpose of the observed mode.
this test series is to verify the
anticipated effect of two-phase flow on the The visual inspections conducted prior to
vibration response of internals. Previous and following preoperational testing are for
vibration measurements in BWRs (Reference 3) vibration, wear, or loose parts. At the com-
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' pletion of preoperational testing, the reactor . 3.9.2.5 Dynamic System Analysis of Reactor.

vessel head and the shroud head are removed, the . Internals Under Fanited Conditions
vessel is drained, and major components are ' .

. .

inspected on a selected basis. .The inspections In order to assure that no significant
cover the shroud, shroud head, core support dynamic amplification of load occurs as a.
structures, recirculation' internal pumps, the result of the oscillatory. nature.of.the )
peripheral control' rod drive, and incore guide blowdown forces during an accident, a .
tubes. Access is provided to the reactor lower comparison is made of the periods of the
plenum for these inspections. applied forces and. the natural periods of the"

core support structures being acted upon by
The analysis, design and/or equipment that are the applied forces. These periods are-

to be utilized in a facility' will comply with . determince Eom a comprehensive dynamic model
Regulatory Guide 1.20 as explained below. of the RPV and internals'with 12 degrees of

freedom. Only motion in the vertical
-Regulatory. Guide 1.20 describes a direction is considered here; hence, each

comprehensive vibration assessment program for structural member (between two mass points) ;l
.

reactor internals during preoperational and- can only have an axial load. Besides the real -
initial startup testing. The vibration masses of the RPV and core support structures,
assessment program meets the requirements of account is made for the water inside'the RPV. -i

Criterion 1, Quality Standards and Record, The accident analysis method is described in
App" A to 10CFR50 and Section 50.34, Contents Subsection 3.9.5.2. !
of Applications; Technical Information, of
10CPR50. This Regulatory Guide is applicable to The time-varying pressures are applied to.
.he core support structures and other reactor the dynamic model of the reactor internals.-
internals. Except for the nature and locations of the ;

forcing functions and the dynamic model, the
).

O -Vibration testing of reactor internals is dynamic analysis method is identical to that
performed on all GE.BWR plants. At the time of ' described for seismic analysis and'is detailed
original issue of Regulatory Guide 1.20, test in Subsection 3.7.2.1. The dynamic components
programs for compliance were instituted for the of forces form these loads are combined (as
then designed reactors. The first ABWR plant is sho'wn in Table 3.9-2) with dynamic force
considered a prototype and is instrumented and components from'other dynamic loads (e.g., 1

subjected to reoperation and startup flow seismic and other reactor building vibrations) |
testing to demonstrate that flow-induced all acting in'the same direction,' by the
vibrations similar to those expected during square root of the sum of the squares (SRSS)
operation will not cause damage. Subsequent ' method. This resultant force is then combined i
plants which have internals similar to those of with other steady state and static loads on an
the prototypes are also tested in compliance with absolute sum basis to determine the design
the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.20. GE is load in a given direction. 1

committed to confirm sr.tisfactory vibration
'

performance of internals in these plants through 3.9.2.6 Correlations of Reactor Intemals
preoperational flow testing followed by Vibmtion Tests With the Analytical Results
inspection for evidence of excessive vibration.
Extensive vibration measurements in prototype ~ Prior to initiation ~of _the instrumented
plants together with satisfactory operating . vibration measurement program for the :

experience in all BWR plants have established the prototype plant, extensive dynamic analyses of )
adequacy of reactor internal designs. GE the reactor and internals are performed. The- |

icontinues these test programs for the generic results of these analyses are used to gener' ate:~
lplants to verify structural integrity and to the allowable vibration levels during the

establish the margin of safety. vibration test. The vibration data _obtained |
during the test will be analyzed in detail. j

i

O '
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The results of the data analyses, vibration 3.9-2 and are contained in the design
amplitudes, natural frequencies, and mode shapes specifications and/or stress report of the
are then compared to those obtained from the respective equipment.
theoretical analysis.

Table 3.9-2 also presents the evaluation
Such comparisons provide the analysts with models and criteria. The predicted loads or

added insight into the dynamic behavior of the stresses and the design or allowable values
reactor internals. The additional knowledge for the most critical areas of each component
gained from previous vibration tests has been are compared in accordance with the applicable
utilized in the generation of the dynamic models code criteria or other limiting criteria. The
for seismic and loss of coolant accident (LOCA) calculated results meet the limits.
analyses for this plant. The models used for
this plant are similar to those used for the 3S3.1.1 Plant Conditions
vibration analysis of earlier prototype BWR
plants. All events that the plant will or might

credibly experience during a reactor year are
3.9.3 ASME Code Class 1,2, and 3 evaluated to establish design basis for plant
Components, Component Supports, and equipment. These events are divided into four
Core Support Structures plant conditions. The plant conditions

described in the following paragraphs are
3.93.1 Loading Combinations, Design based on event probability (i.e., frequency of
Transients, and Stress Limits occurrence as discussed in Subsection

3.9.3.1.1.5) and correlated to service levels
This section delineates the criteria for for design limits defined in the ASME Boiler

selection and definition of design limits and and Pressure Vessel Code Section Ill as shown
loading combination associated with normal in Tables 3.9-1 and 3.9-2.
operation, postulated accidents, and specified
seismic and other reactor building vibration 3.93.1.1.1 Normal Condition |
(RBV) events for the design of safety-related
ASME Code components (except containment Normal conditions are any conditions in the
components which are discussed in Section 3.8). course of system startup, operation in the

design power range, normal hot standby (with
This section discusses the ASME Class 1,2, condenser available), and system shutdown

and 3 equipment and associated pressure retaining other than upset, emergency, faulted, or
parts and identifies the applicable loadings, testing.
calculation methods, calculated stresses, and
allowable stresses. A discussion of major 3.9.3.1.1.2 Upset Condition
equipment is included on a component-by-component
basis to provide examples. Design transients and An upset condition is any deviation from
dynamic loading for ASME Class 1,2, and 3 normal conditions anticipated to occur often
equipment are covered in Subsection 3.9.1.1. enough that design should include a capability jSeismic-related loads and dynamic analyses are to withstand the conditions without

,

discussed in Section 3.7. The suppression operationalimpairment. The upset conditions
pool-related RBV loads are described in Appendix include system operational transients (SOT)
3B. Table 3.9 2 presents the combinations of which result from any single operator error or
dynamic events to be considered for the design control malfunction, from a fault in a system -
and analysis of all ABWR ASME Code Class 1,2, component requiring its isolation from the
and 3 components, component supports, core system, from a loss of load or power, or from
support structures and equipment. Specific an operating basis earthquake. Hot standby
loading combinations considered for evaluation of with the main condenser isolated is an upset
each specific equipment are derived from Table condition.

O!
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333.1.1.3 Emergency Conditlen - The IBL classification covers those breaks'

for which the ECCS system operation will occur
~

,

An emergency condition includes deviations during the blowdown, and which results in J
from normal conditions which require shutdown for reactor depressurization. The LBL classifica-

'

correction of the condition (s) or repair of tion covers the' sudden, double ended severance
damage in the reactor coolant pressure boundary of a main steam line inside or outside the con- - |
(RCPB). Such conditions have a low probability- tainment that results in transient reactor de-
of occurrence but are. included. to provide assu. . pressurization, or any pipe rupture of equiv-
rsace that no gross loss of structural integrity . alent flow'eross sectional area with similar
will result as a concomitant effect of any damage ' e ffe ct s.'
developed in the system. Emergency condition .

..

events include but are not limited to infrequent 3.93.1.1J Comintien et Plant Cendition
operational transients (IOT) caused by one of the with Ewat Probability -
following: (a) a multiple valve blowdown of the ..

reactor vessel; (b) LOCA from a small break or . The probability of an event' occurring per
crack (SBL) which does not depressurize the reac- reactor year associated with the plant condi-
tot systems, does not actuate ' automatically the tions is listed below. This correlation identi-:a

- ECCS operation, not results in leakage beyond ~ fies the appropriate plant conditions and as- I

j|normal makeup system capacity, but which requires signs the appropriate ASME Section III service -
the safety functions of isolation of containment levels for any hypothesized event or sequence of
and shutdown and may involve inadvertent actua- events. :J
tion of automatic depressurization system (ADS);
(c) improper assembly of the core during refuel- Event Encounter
ing; or (d) improper or sudden start of one Plant ASME Code Probabihty per
recirculation pump. Anticipated transieat Condition ServiceIzvel Reactor Year
without scram (ATWS) or reactor overpressure with

O delayed scam (see Tables 3.9-1 and 3.9 2) is an Normal A 1.0
IOT classified as an emergency condition. (planned)

Upset -B LO >P110 '
3.93.1.1.4 Faulted Condition (moderate probability)

A faulted condition is any of those Emergency C 10 * >P110 *
combinations of conditions associated with (low probability)
extrernely low probability postulated cents whose
consequences are such that the lategrity and Faulted D 10 * > P > 10 *
operability of the system may be impaired to the (extremelylow probability)
extent that considerations of public health and
safety are involved. Faulted eonditions en- 3.93.1.1.6 Safety Class Fanctional Criteria ,

compass events, such as LOCA, that are postulated |
because their consequences would include the For 'any normal or upset design condition L;
potential for the release of significant an. aunts event Safety Class 1,2, and 3 equipment and i

of radioactive material._ These events are the piping (see Subsection 3.2.3) shall be capable !
most drastic that must be considered in the de- of accomplishing its safety functions' as re- j

sign and thus represent limiting design bases, quired by the event and shall incur no permanent
'

Faulted condition events include but are not changes that could deteriorate its ability to !
limited to one of the following: (a) a control accomplish its safety functions as required by j

rod drop accident; (b) a fuel-handling accident; any subsequent design condition event. ;
'

(c) a main' steam line or feedwater line break; .

(d) the combination of any small/ intermediate For any emergency or faulted design condition
break LOCA (SBL or IBL) with the safe shutdown event, Safety Class 1,2, and 3 equipment and ' |

'

earthquake, and a loss of offsite power; or (c) piping shall be capable of accomplishing its
the safe shutdown earthquake plus large break safety functions as required by the event but ;

[ LOCA (LBL) plus a loss of offsite power. repairs could be required to ensure its ability - .

|
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to accomplish its safety functions as required by The MS system piping extending from the out-
any subsequent design condition event. board main steam isolation valve to the turbine $

stop valve is constructed in accordance with the M
|

Specific stress criteria to meet the func- ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section
tional requirements are identified in a footnote III, Class 2 Criteria.
to Table 3.9-2.

333.1.4 Recirculation Motor Cooling (RMC)
333.1.2 Reactor Pressure Vessel Assembly System

The reactor vessel assembly consists of the The RMC system piping loop between the recir-
reactor pressure vessel, vessel support skirt, culation motor casing and the heat exchanger is )
and shroud support, constructed in accordance with the ASME Boiler g j

and Pressure Vessel Code Section III, Subsection s i"The reactor pressure vessel, vessel support NB-3600. The rules contained in Appendix F of
skirt, and shroud support are constructed in ASME Code Section III are used in evaluating
accordance with the ASME Boiler and Pressure faulted loading conditions independently of all
Vessel Code Section III. The shroud support other design and operating conditions. Stresses
consists of the shroud support plate and the calculated on an clastic basis are evaluated in !

shroud support cylinder and its legs. The accordance with F-1360.
reactor pressure vessel assembly components are
classified as an ASME Class 1. Complete stress 33.3.13 Recirculation Pump Motor Pressure
reports on these components are prepared in Boundary
accordance with ASME Code requirements.
NUREG-0619 (Reference 5) is also considered for The motor casing of the recirculation . inter-
feedwater nozzle and other such RPV inlet nozzle nal pump is a part of and welded in'to an RPV
design. nozzle and is constructed in accordance with the

requirements of an ASME Boiler and Pressure @
The stress analysis is performed on the Vessel Code Section III, Class 1 component. The M

reactor pressure vessel, vessel support skirt, motor cover is a part of the pump / motor assembly
and shroud support for various plant operating and is constructed as an ASME Class 1 compon-
conditions (including faulted conditions) by nent. These pumps are not required to operate |
using the clastic methods except as noted in during the safe shutdown earthquake or after an
Subsection 3.9.1.4.2. Loading conditions, design accident.
stress limits, and methods of stress analysis for
the core support structures and other reactor 333.1.6 Standby Liquid Control (SLC) Tank
internals are discussed in Subsection 3.9.5.

The standby liquid control tank is con- g3.9,uJ Main Stenn (MS) System Piping structed in'accordance with the requirements of g
an ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section "

The MS system piping extending from the III, Class 2 component.,
a reactor pressure vessel to and including the

outboard main steam isolation valve is con- 333.1.7 RRS and RHR Heat Exchangers
structed in accordance with the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code Section III, Class I The primary and secondary sides of the RRS a

,g criteria. The rules contdsed in Appendix F of (reactor recirculation system) are constructed
$$ ASME Code Section III are used in evaluating in accordance with the requirements of an ASME

faulted loading conditions independently of all Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section III, g
other design and operating conditions. Stresses Class 1 and Class 2 comi.onent, respectively, a
calculated on an elastic basis are evaluated in The primary and secondary side of the RHR system |

"

accordance with F 1360. heat exchanger is constructed as an ASME class 2
and class 3 component respectively.

i
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33.3.1.8 RCIC'Desblae equipment. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code

O 'fSection III for. Class 3 components is used as a *
"

ASME Code, the RCIC turbine is designed and heat exchanger cor.ponents.
~ '

j'Although not under the jurisdiction of the guide in constructing the RWCU System pump and

evaluated and fabricated following the basic .;

guidelines of ASME Code Section III for Class 2. 3.9.3.1.15 Fuel Pool Coollag and Cleanup
components. System Pumps and Heat Ezebangers ,

333.1.9 ECCS Pumps The pumps and heat exchangers are constructed
g!in'accordance with the requirements for ASME E
~

h The RHR, RCIC, and HPCS pumps are constructed Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.Section III,.
in accordance with the requirements of an ASME Class 3 component."

Code Section III, Class 2 component.
3.9 3.1.16 ASME Class 2 and 3 Vessels

333.1.10 Standby Uquid Centrol (SIE) Pump . .

The Class 2 and 3 vessels (all vessels not g
The SLC system pump is constructed in . previously, discussed) are constructed in g

accordance with the requirements for ASME Code accordance with the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Section III, Class 2 component. Vessel Code Section III. The stress analysis ,

of these vessels is performed using clastic
3.9 3.1.11 Standby Uquid Control (S14) Valve. methods.
(IndectionValve)

3.9.3.1.17 ASME Class 2 and 3 Pumps

@ The SLC system injection valve is constructed
A in accordance with the requirements for ASME Code The Class 2'and 3 pumps (all pumps not 8 )

Section ill, Class 1 component. previously discussed) are designed and. eval- $
usted in accordance with the ASME Boiler and.

3 3.3.1.12 Main Steam Isolation and Pressure Vessel Code Section III. The stress/

Safety /ReliefValves analysis of these pumps is performed using
~

clastic methods. See Subsection 3.9.3.2 for
M The main steam isolation valves and SRVs are additional information on pump operability.
$ constructed in accordance with ASME Boiler and I.

Pressure Vessel Code Section III, Subsection 3.9.3.1.18 ASME Class 1,2,nd 3 Valves j
NB 3500, requirements for Class 1 component.

The Class 1,2, and 3 valves (all v' es not g
3.9 3.1.13 Safety / Relief Valve Piping previously discussed) are constructed in n ;

accordance with the ASME Boiler and Pressure j

.The relief valve discharge piping extending Vessel Code Section III. J

from the relief valve discharge flange to the
g first downstr ,am anchor and thence to the quen- All valves and their extended structures are
; j cher is constructed in accordance with ASME designed to withstand the accelerations due to

Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section III, seismic and other RBV loads. The attached i

Subsection ND.3600, requirements for Class 3 piping is supported so that these accelerations
component. are not exceeded. The stress analysis of these

>|valves is performed using clastic methods. See
3.9.3.1J4 Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU) Subsection 3.9.3.2 for additional information on
System Pump and Heat Exchangers . valve operability.

!

The RWCU pump and heat exchangers 3.9 3.1.19 ASME Class 1,2 and 3 Piping .
(regenerative and nonregenerative) are not part :

'

of a safety system and are non. Seismic Category I The Class 1,2 and 3 piping (all piping not *
previously discussed) is constructed in accord- $

O '
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9!ance with the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel 3.93.2.1.1 Consideration of Loading,
Code Section III. For Class 1 piping, for the Stress, and Acceleration Conditions in the I

Ifaulted plant condition, stresses are calculated Analysis
on an clastic basis and evaluated in accordance 1

Iwith Appendix F of the Code. For Class 2 and 3 In order to avoid damage to the ECCS pumps
piping, stresses are calculated on an clastic during the faulted plant condition, the stres-
basis and evaluated in accordance with NC/ND-3600 ses caused by the combination of normal ope-

i

of the Code. rating loads, SSE, other RBV loads, and dyna- j
mic system loads are limited to the material i

3.93.2 Pump and Valve Operabliity Assurance clastic limit. A three dimensional finite-
element model of the pump and associated motor

Active mechanical (with or without electrical (see Subsections 3.9.3.2.2 and 3.9.3.2.1.5 for
operation) equipment are Seismic Category I and RCIC pump and turbine, respectively) and its
each is designed to perform a mechanical motion support is developed and analyzed using the j
for its safety.related function during the life response spectrum and the dynamic analysis me- !
of the plant under postulated plant conditions. thod. The same is analyzed due to static noz. '

Equipment with faulted condition functional zie' loads, pump thrust loads, and dead
requirements include active pumps and valves in weight, Critical location stresses are com-

]fluid systems such as the residual heat removal pared with the allowable stresses and the cri- i

system, emergency core cooling system, and main tical location deflecdons with the allow- |

steam system. ables; and acceleration. are checked to eval-
uate operability. The average membrane stress

This Subsection discusses operability am for the faulted condition loads is
i

assurance of active ASME Code Section III pumps limited to 1.2S or approximately 0.75 a ly
and valves, including motor, turbine or operator (ay = yield stress), and tz.: maximum j
that is a part of the pump or valve (See stress in local fibers (am + bending stress i

Subsection 3.9.2.2). ab) is limited to 1.8S or approximately 1.1 )
a. The max imum faulte f event nozzle

Safety-related valves and pumps are qualified loads are also con- sidered in an analysis of
by testing and analysis and by satisfying the the pump supports to assure that a system I

stress and deformation criteria at the critical misalignment cannot occur. |locations within the pumps and valves. '

Operability is assured by meeting the Performing these analyses with the
requirements of the programs defined in conservative loads stated and with the
Subsection 3.9.2.2, Section 3.10, Section 3.11 restrictive stress limits as allowables j
and the following subsections. assures that critical parts of the pump and 4

associated motor or turbine will not be I

Section 4.4 of GE's Environt ental damaged during the faulted condition and that
Qualification Program (Reference 6) applies to the operability of the pump for post-faulted
this subsection, and the seismic qualification condition operation will not be impaired.
methodology presented therein is applicable to
mechanical as well as electrical equipment. 3.93.2.1.2 Pump / Motor Operation During and

Following Dynamic Loading
3.9.3.2.1 ECCS Pumps, Motors and Turbine

Active ECCS pump / motor rotor combinations
Dynamic qualification of the ECCS (RHR, RCIC are designed to rotate at a constant speed

and HPCF) pumps with motor or turbine assembly is under all conditions. Moto.es are designed to
also described in Subsections 3.9.2.2.2.6 and withstand short periods of severe overload.
3.9.2.2.2.7. The high rotary inertia in the operating pump

9
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rotor and the nature of the random short duration These tests demonstrate reliability of the( loading characteristics of the dyr:amic event pump for the design life of the plant. {g
prevents the rotor from becoming seized. The
seismic and other RBV loadings can be predicted In addition to these tests, these pumps are
to require only a slight increase, if any, in the analyzed for operability during a faulted
torque (i.e., motor curant) necessary to drive condition by assuring that (1) the pump will .
the pump at the constant design speed; therefore, not be damaged during the dynamic (SSE and
the pump is expected to operate at the design LOCA) event, and (2) the pump will continue i

speed during the faulted event loads. operating despite the dynamic loads. ~|
. .

The functional ability of the active pumps 3.9.3.2.1.4 ECCS Motors
iafter a faulted condition is assured since only '

normal operating loads and steady state nozzle - Qualification of the Class 1E motors used
loads exist. For the active pumps, the faulted for the ECCS motors complies with IEEE 323.' ;

condition loads are greater than the normal The qualification of all motor sizes is based j

condition loads only due to the SSE and other RBV on completion of a type test, followed up with j

transitory loads. These faulted events are review and comparison of design and material
infrequent and of relatively short duration details, and seismic and other RBV loads
compared to the design life of the equipment. analyses of production units, ranging from 600 j

Since it is demonstrated that the pumps would not to 3500 Bhp, with the motor used in the type v

be damaged during the faulted condition, the test. All manufacturing, inspection, and
post faulted condition operating loads will be no routine tests by motor manufacturer on
worse than the normal plant operating limits. production units are performed on the test
This is assured by requiring that the imposed motor.
nozzle loads (steady-state loads) for normal
conditions and post faulted conditions be limited The type test is performed on a 1250-hp
to the magnitudes of the normal condition nozzle vertical motor in accordance with IEEE 323,

O loads. The post faulted condition ability of the first simulating a normal operation during the
pumps to function under these applied loads is design life, then subjecting the motor to a
proven during the normal operating plant number of vibratory tests, and then to the
conditions for active pumps. abnormal environmental condition possible

during and after a LOCA. The test plans for 1

3.9.3.2.1.3 ECCS Pumps the type test is as follows:

All active ECCS (RHR, RCIC and HPCF) pumps are (1) Thermal aging of the motor electrical )
qualified for operability by first being insulation system (which is a part of the ;

subjected to rigid tests both prior to stator only) is based on extrapolation in !
installation in the plant and after installation accordance with the temperature life
in the plant. The in shop tests include: (1) characteristic curve from IEEE 275 for the
hydrostatic tests of prr.ssure retaining parts of insulation type used on the ECCS motors. i
125% of the design prwssure; (2) seal leakage The amount of aging equals the total .j
tests; and (3) performance tests while the pump estimated operation days at maximum |

Is operated with flow to determ'ine total insulation eurface temperature. |
developed head, minimum and maximum head and net !

positive suction head (NPSH) requirements. Also (2) Radiation aging of the motor electrical
monitored during thcsc operating tests are insulation equals the maximum estimated

_

bearing temperatures (except water cooled integrated dose of gamma during normal and I

bearings) and vibration levels. Both are shown abnormal conditions.
to be below specified limits. After the pump is
installed in the plant, it undergoes the cold. (3) The normal operational induced current
hydro tests, functional tests, and the required vibration effect on the insulation system
periodic inservice inspection and operation. is simulated by 1.5g horizontal vibration

O
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acceleration at current frequency for one hour operability during dynamic loading
duration. conditions. Operability under normal load

,

conditions is assured by comparison to
(4) The dynamic load deflection analysis on the operability of similar turbines in operating

rotor shaft is performed to ensure adequate plants.
rotation clearance, and is verified by
static loading and deflection of the rotor 3.93.2.2 SLC Pump and Motor Assembly and
for the type test motor. RCIC Pump Assembly

(5) Dynamic load aging and testing is performed These equipment assemblies are small,
on a biaxial test table in accordance with compact, rigid assemblies with natural
IEEE 344. During this test, the shake table frequencies well above 33 Hz. With this fact
is activated to simulate the maximum design verified, each equipment assembly is qualified
limit for the safe shutdown earthquake and by the static analysis for seismic and other
other RBV loads with as many motor starts RBV loads. This qualification assures

| and operation combinations consistent with structural loading stresses within Code'

the plant events of Table 3.91 and the ECCS limitations, and verifies operability under
inadvertent injections and tests planned seismic and other RBV loads. This is also
over the life of the plant. discussed in Subsections 3.9.2.2.2.8 and

3.9.2.2.2 7.4

(6) An environmental test simulating a LOCA
condition with a duration of 100 days is 3.93.23 Other Active Pumps
performed with the test motor fully loaded,
simulating pump operation. The test The active pumps not previously discussed
consists of startup and six hours operation are ASME Class 2 or 3 and Seismic Category I.
at 2120F ambient temperature and 100% They are designed to perform their function
steam environment. Anothee startup and including all required mechanical motions
operation of the test motor after one hour during and after a dynamic (seismic and other
standstill in the same environment is RBV) loads event and to remain operative
followed by sufficient operation at high during the life of the plant.
humidity and temperature based on
extrapolation in accordance with the The program for the qualification of
temperature life characteristic curve from Seismic Category I components conservatively
IEEE 275 for the insulation type used on the demonstrates that no loss of function results
ECCS motors. either before, during, or after the occurrence

of the combination of events for which
3.93.2.I.5 RCIC Turbine operability must be assured. No loss of

function implies that the pressure boundary -
The RCIC turbine is qualified by a combination integrity will be maintained, that the

i

of static analysis and dynamic testing as component will not be caused to operate
described in Subsection 3.9.2.2.2.7. The turbine improperly, and that components required to i

,

assembly consists of rigid masses (wherein static respond actively will respond properly as
analysis is utilized) interconnected with control appropriate to the specific equipment. In
levers and electronic control systems, general, operability assurance is established
necessitating final qualification by dynamic during and after the dynamic loads event for
testing. Static loading analysis has been active components.
employed to verify the structural integrity of
the turbine assembly, and the adequacy of bolting 3.93.23.1 Proextures
under operating and dynamic conditions. The
complete turbine assembly is qualified via Procedures have been established fordynamic testing, in accordance with IEEE 344. qualifying the mechanical portions of Seismic
The qualification test program includes Category I pumps such as the body which forms
demonstration of startup capability, as well as ,

j

!
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a fluid pressure boundary including the suction 3.93.2.3.1A Dynamic Qualification
and discharge nozzles, the shaft and seal
retainers, the impeller assembly including the The safety-related active pumps are |

blading, shaft,' and bearings for active pumps, analyzed for operability during dynamic
and integral supports. loading event by assuring that the pump is not

damaged during the seismic event and the pump
All active pumps are qualified for operability continues operating despite the dynamic loads.

by first being subjected to rigid tests both
_

'. i

'

prior to installation and after installation in A test or dynamic analysis is performed for l

the plant. Electric motors for active pumps and a pump to determine the dynamic seismic and
instrumentation, including electrical devices - other RBV load from the applicable floor
which mest function to cause the pump to response spectra.
accomplish its intended function, are discussed . _

,

| separately in Subsection 3.9.3.2.5.1.3.' Response spectra for the' horizontal .|
'

vibration are used in two orthogonal
3.93.2J.1.1 Hydrostatic Test horizontal directions simultaneously with the

response spectra for the vertical vibration.
All seismic-active pumps shall meet the The effects from the three ' simultaneous

hydrostatic test requirements of ASME Code accelerations are combined by the square root i

Section III according to the class rating of the ' of the sum of the squares method. The pump is {given pump. demonstrated by test or analysis that the. j
faulted condition nozzle loads do not impair

.

,

| 3.93.23J.2 r eder Test the operability of the pumps during or
,

_

following the faulted conditionn Components || .
The fluid pressure boundary is examined for of the pump are considered essentially rigid

'

leaks at all joints, connections, and regions of when having a natural frequency above 33 Hz.e
high stress such as around openings or thickness A static shaft deflection analysis of the j

transition sections while the pump is undergoing ' motor rotor is performed with the conservative '

a hydrostatic test or during performance SSE accelerations acting in horizontal and
testing. Leakage rates that exceed the rates vertical direction simultaneously,
permitted in the design specification are
eliminated and the component retested to The deflections determined from the static
establish an observed leakage rate. The actual shaft analysis are compared to the allowable
observed leakage rate, if less than permitted, is rotor clearances. 'The allowable rotor
documented and made a part of the acceptable clearances are limited by the deflection which
documentation package for the component. would cause the rotor to just make contact

with the stator. In ' order to avoid damage
3.93.2.3.1.3 Performance Test during the faulted plant condition, the y

stresses caused by the combination of normal i
The pump is demonstrated capable of meeting operating loads, SSE and dynamic system loads - |

all hydraulic requirements while operating with are limited to the material clastic limit. *

flow at the total developed head, minimum and
maximum head, NPSH, and other parameters as The average membrane stress (am) f0f !

specified in the equipment specification. the faulted conditions loads is limited to |
1.2S or approximately 0.75 ay (ay'=

| Bearing temperature (except water cooled yield stress), and the maximum stress in local | ;

l bearings) and vibration levels are also monitored fibers (am + bending stress ab) is limited - |

during these operating tests. Both are shown to to 1.8S or approximately 1.1 ay. The :

be below specified levels. maximum dynamic nozzle loads are also

O
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considered in an analysis of the pump supports to An analysis or test is accomplished which
assure that a system misalignment cannot occur. conservatively demonstrates structural

integrity and/or functionality of the -

If the natural frequency is found to be below equipment supports.
33 Hz, an analysis is performed to determine the
amplified input accelerations necessary to The impeller, shaft, and bearings for
perform the static analysis. active pumps are analyzed to determine

adequacy while operating with the seismic and
In completing the seismic . qualification other RBV loading effects applied in addition

procedures, the pump motor and all components to the applicable operating loads including
vital to the operation of the pump are nozzle loads. Functional requirements are
independently qualified for operation during the partially demonstrated by a suitable analysis
maximum seismic event by IEEE 344. which conservatively shows the following:

If the testing option is chosen, sine beat (1) The stresses in the shaft do not exceed
testing for electrical equipment is performed by the minimum yield strength of the material
satisfying one or more of the following used for its construction.
requirements to demonstrate multi-frequency
response is negligible or the sine beat input is (2) The deflections of the shaft and/or
of sufficient magnitude to conservatively account impeller blades do not cause the impeller

,

| for this effect. assembly to seize.

(1) The equipment response is basically due to (3) The bearing temperature does not attaini

| one mode. limits which may allow stresses in the
bearing or bearing support to exceed

(2) The sine-beat response spectra envelope the minimum yield strength levels or
floor response spectra in the region of jeopardize lubrication.
significant response.

3.9.3.2J.2 Documentation
(3) The floor response spectra consist of one

dominant mode and has a peak at this All of the preceding requirements
| frequency. (Subsection 3.9.3.2.3.1) are satisfied to
| demonstrate that functionality is assured for
| The degrees of cross coupling in the equipment active pumps. The documentation is prepared
| shall determine if a single or multi axis test is in a format that clearly shows that each

required. Multi axis testing is required if consideration has been properly evaluated and
there is considerable cross coupling. If tests have been validated by a designated
coupling is very light, then single axis testing quality assurance representative. The
is justified. Or,if the degree of coupling can analysis is included as a part of the
be determined, then single-axis testing can be certified stress report for the assembly.
used with input sufficiently increased to include
the effect of coupling on the response of the 3.9.3.2.4 MQor Active Valves
equipment.

Some of the major safety related active
The combined stresses of the support valves (see Table 6.2 2, 6.2-3 and 3.2-1)

structures are designed to be within the limits discussed in this subsection for illustration
of ASME Code Section III, Subsection NF, are the main steam line isolation valves and
component Support Structures and/or other safety / relief valves, and standby liquid con-
comparable limits of industry standards such as trol valves and high pressure core flooder |the AISC Specification for Buildings, plus valves (motor-operated). These valves are de- i

Addenda for building support structures. signed to meet the ASME Code Section III re-

|
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quirements and perform their mechanical motion in thermal expansion of the connecting pipe, and
conjunction with a dynamic (SSE and other RBV) reaction forces from valve discharge, j |
load event. These valves are supported entirely- |

by the piping, i. c., the valve operators are not (2) A production SRV is demonstrated for j

used as attachment points for piping supports operability during a dynamic qualification
(See Subsection 3.9.3.4.1). The dynamic' (shake table) type test with moment and y

qualification for operability is unique for each "g" loads applied greater.than the
valve type; therefore, each method of required equipment's design limit loads
qualification is detailed individually below. and conditions.

33J.2.4.1 Main Steam isolatloa Valve A mathematical model of this valve is
included in the main steam'line system :

The typical Y pattern MSIVs described in analysis, as with the MSIVs. This analysis ,

Subsection 5.4.5.2 are evaluated by analysis and assures the equipment design limits are not )
i

i test for capability to operate under the design exceeded.
| loads that envelop the predicted loads during a
; design basis accident and safe shutdown 33.3.7.4.3 StandbyIJguld ControlValve

earthquake. (Impction Valve)

The valve body is designed, analyzed and The typical SLC Injection Valve design is |
'tested in accordance with the ASME Code Section qualified by type test to IEEE 344. The valve

III, Class 1 requirements. The MSIVs are modeled body is designed, analyzed and tested per the
mathematically in the main steam line system ASME Code, Section III, Class 1. The
analysis. The loads, amplified accelerations and qualification test demonstrates the ability to
resonance frequencies of the valves are remain operable after the application of the
determined from the overall steamline analysis. horizontal and vertical dynamic loading

.

The piping supports (snubbers, rigid restraints, exceeding the predicted dynamic loading. i

ietc.) are located and designed to limit amplified
accelerations of and piping loads in the valves 33J.2.4.4 High Pitssure Core Flaoder Valve
to the design limits. (Motor-Operated) ,

1

As described in Subsection 5.4.53, the MSIV The typical HPCF valve body design, j
analysis and testing is in accordance with theand associated electrical equipment (wiring,

solenoid valves, and position switches) are requirements of the ASME Code, Section III, gI
dynamically qualified to operate during an Class 1 or 2 components. The Class 1E -

accident condition. electrical motor actuator is qualified by type
test in accordance with IEEE 382,' as discussed

333.2.4.2 Main Steam Safety / Relief Valve in Subsection 3.11.2.. A mathematical model ;

!of this valve is included in the HPCF piping
The typical SRV design described in Subsection system analysis. The analysis results are ,

5.2.2.4.1 is qualified by type test to IEEE 344 assured not to exceed the horizontal and |

for operability during a dynamic event. vertical. dynamic acceleration limits acting
Structuralintegrity of the configuration during simultaneously for a dynamic (SSE and other

.

'

a dynamic event is demonstrated by both Code RBV) event, which is treated as an emergency
(ASME Class 1) analysis ar.d test. condition.

(1) Valve is designed for maximum moments on 333.2.5 Other Active Valves
inlet and outlet which may be imposed whes
installed in service. These moments are . Other safety-related active valves are ASME
resultants due to dead weight plus dynamic Class 1,2 or 3 and are designed to perform
loading of both valve and connecting pipe, their mechanical motion during dynamic loading

O
1

|
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conditions. The operability assurance program particular ASME Class of valve analyzed.
ensures that these valves will operate during a Additional detail on stress limits for
dynamic seismic and other RBV event. operability is provided in a footnote to Table j

3.9-2. |
3.93.2.5.1 Procedures

Dynamic load qualification is accomplished
Qualification tests accompanied by analyses in the following way: j

are conducted for all active valves. Procedures i
for qualifying electrical and instrumentation (1) All the active valves are designed to have l
components which are depended upon to cause the a fundamental frequency which is greater
valve to accomplish its intended function are than the h3h frequency asymptote (ZPA) of
described in Subsection 3.9.3.2.5.1.3. the dynamic event. This is shown by {

suitable test or analysis. j
3.9.3.2.5.1.1 Tests I

(2) The actuator and yoke of the valve system fPrior to installation of the safety-related is statically loaded to an amount greater
J

valves, the following tests are performed: (1) than that due to a dynamic event. The 1
shell hydrostatic test to ASME Code Section III load is applied at the center to gravity

]requirements; (2) back seat and main seat leakage of the actuator alone in the direction of !
tests; (3) disc hydrostatic test; (4) functional the weakest axis of the yoke. The j
tests to verify that the valve will open and simulated operational differential ]close within the specified time limits when pressure is simultaneously applied to the !
subject to the design differential pressure; and valve during the static deflection tests. I
(5) operability qualification of valve actuators |
for the environmental conditions over the (3) The valve is then operated while in the |installed life. Environmental qualification deflected position (i.e., from the normal j
procedures for operation follow those specified operating position to the safe position). |
in Section 3.11. The results of all required The valve is verified to perform its 1

tests are properly documented and included as a safety-related function within the
part of the operability acceptance documentation specified operating time limits. 4

package. f
(4) Motor operators and other electrical j

3.9.3.23.1.2 Dynamic Load Qualification appurtenances necessary for operation are !
qualified as operable during a dynamic !

The functionality of an active valve during event by appropriate qualification tests
and after a seismic and other RBV event may be prior to installation on the valve. These
demonstrated by an analysis or by a combination motor operators then have individual
of analysis and test. The qualification of Seismic Category I supports attached to |
electrical and instrumentation components decouple the dynamic loads between the |controlling valve actuation is discussed in operators and valves themselves.
Subsection 3.9.3.2.5.1.3. The valves are
designed using either stress analyses or the The piping, stress analysis, and pipe
pressure temperature rating requirements based support design maintain the motor operator
upon design conditions. An analysis of the accelerations below the qualification levels '

extended structure is performed for static with adequate margin of safety.
equivalent dynamic loads applied at the center of
gravity of the extended structure. See If the fundamental frequency of the valve,
Subsection 3.9.2.2 for further details, by test or analysis, is less than that for the

ZPA, a dynamic analysis of the valve performed
The maximum stress limits allowed in these to determine the equivalent acceleration to be

analyses confirm structural integrity and are the applied during the static test. The analysis
limits developed and accepted by the ASME for the provides the amplification of the input

O
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p acceleration considering the natural frequency of of the loads. The tests include pressurizing
the valve and the frequency content of the the valve inlet with nitrogen and subjecting
applicable plant floor response spectra. The the valve to accelerations equal to or greater
adjusted accelerations have been determined using than the dynamic event (SSE plus other RBV)
the same conservatism contained in the horizontal loads.
and vertical accelerations used for rigid

. i
valves. The adjusted acceleration is then used 3.9.3.2.5.1.3 Qualification of Elecidcal
in the static analysis and the valve operability and Instrumentation Components Controlling
is assured by the methods outlined in Steps (2) Valve Actuation
through (4), using the modified acceleration j

input. Alternatively, the valve including the A practical problem arises in attempting to
actuator and all other accessories is qualified describe tests for devices (relays, motors, j
by shake table test. sensors, etc.) as well as for complex )

assemblies such as control panels. Itis 1

Valves which are safety-related but can be reasonable to assume that a device, as an
classified as not having an overhanging integral part of an assembly, can be subjected

I structure, such as cheek valves and to dynamic loads tests while in an operating
pressure relief valves, are considered as condition and its performance monitored during ,

follows: the test. However, in the case of complex I
panels, such a test is not always practical. I

3.9.3.2.5.1.2.1 Active CheckValves In such a situation, the following alternate )iapproach is recommended.
Due to the particular simple characteristics

of the check valves, the active check valves are The individual devices are tested
qualified by a combination of the following tests separately in an operating condition and the |

| and analysis: test levels recorded as the qualification
q levels of the devices. The panel, with
Q (1) Stress analysis including the dynamic loads similar devices installed but inoperative, is

where applicable; vibration tested to determine if the panel'
response accelerations as measured by

| (2) in-shop hydrostatic tests; accelerometer. installed at the device
! attachment locations are less than the levels
; (3) in-shop seat leakage test; and at which the devices were qualified. Note
| that the purpose of installing the

.

(4) periodic in-situ valve exercising and nonoperating devices is to assure that the ]inspection to assure the functional panel has the structural characteristics it
capability of the valve. will have when in use. If the acceleration i

levels at the device locations are found to be |

3.9.3.2.5.1.2.2 Active Pressure Relief Valves less than the levels to which the device is
qualified, then the total assembly is

The active pressure relief valves (RVs) are considered qualified. Otherwise, either the
qualified by the following procedures. These panel is redesigned to reduce the acceleration
valves are subjected to test and analysis similar level to the device locations and retested, or
to check valves, stress analyses including the the devices is requalified to the higher
dynamic loads, in. shop hydrostatic seat leakage, levels. I

and performance tests. In addition to these
tests, periodic in situ valve inspection, as 3.9.3.2.5.2 Documentation
applicable, and periodic valve removal,
refurbishment, performance testing, and All of the preceding requirements
reinstallation are performed to assure the (Subsection 3.9.3.2.5.1) are satisfied to
functional capability of the valve. Tests of the demonstrate that functionality is assured for
RV under dynamic loading conditions demonstrate active valves. The documentation is prepared
that valve acttation can occur during application in a format that clearly shows that each
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consideration has been properly evaluated and flow changes direction thus causing momentary
tests have been validated by a designated quality reactions. The resulting loads on the SRV, the
assurance representative. The analysis is main steamline, and the discharge piping are
included as a part of the certified stress report combined with loads due to other effects as
for the assembly. specified in Subsection 3.9.3.1. In accordance

with Tables 3 9-1 and 3.9 2, the Code stress
3.9.3.3 Design an installation of Pressure limits for service levels corre- sponding to
Relief Devices load combination classification as normal,

upset, emergency, and faulted are applied to the
3.9.3.3.1 Mala Steam Safety /Rellef Valves main steam and discharge pipe.

SRV lift in a main steam (MS) piping system 3.9.33.2 Other Safety / Relief Valves
results in a transient that produces momentary
unbalanced forces acting on the MS and SRV An SRV is identified as a pressure relief
discharge piping system for the period from valve or vacuum breaker. SRVs in the reactor
opening of the SRV until a steady discharge flow components and subsystems are described and
from the reactor pressure vessel to the identified in Subsection 5.4.13.
suppression pool is established. This period
includes clearing of the water slug from the end The operability assurance program discussed
of the discharge piping submerged in the in Subsection 3.9.3.2.5 applies to safety / relief
suppression pool. Pressure waves traveling valves. The qualification of active relief
through the main steam and discharge piping valves is specifically outlined in Subsection
following the relatively rapid opening of the SRV 3.9.3.2.5.1.2.2. !

cause this piping to vibrate.
ABWR safety / relief valves (safety valves with

The analysis of the MS and discharge piping auxiliary actuating devices and pilot operated
transient due to SRV discharge consists of a valves) are designed and manufactured in
stepwise time history solution of the fluid flow accordance with the ASME Code, Section III, j

equation to generate a time history of the fluid Division 1 requirements. Specific rules for
properties at numerous locations along the pipe. pressure relieving devices are as specified in j

The fluid transient properties are calculated Artic!c NB-7000, and NB-3500 (pilot operated and
based on the maximum set pressure specified in power actuated pressure rehef valves).
the steam system specification and the value of
ASME Code flow rating increased by a factor to The design of ABWR SRVs incorporates SRV
account for the conservative method of opening and pipe reaction load considerations
establishing the rating. Simultaneous discharge required by ASME III, Appendix O, and including
of all valves in a MS line is assumed in the the additional criteria of SRP, Section 3.9.3, !
analysis because simultaneous discharge is Paragraph II.2 and those identified under "

considered to induce maximum stress in the Subsection NB-3658 for pressure and structural
piping. Reaction loads on the pipe are integrity. Safety / relief valve operability is
determined at each location corresponding to the demonstrated either by dynamic testing or
position of an elbow. These loads are composed analysis of similarly tested valves or a i
of pressure times area, momentum change, and combination of both in compliance with the
fluid friction terms, requirements of SRP Subsection 3.9.3.

| The method of analysis applied to determine 3.9.3.3.3 Rupturt Disks
response of the MS piping system including the
SRV discharge line, to relief valve operation is There are no rupture disks in the ABWR plant
time history integration. The forces are applied design, that must function during and after a
at locations on the piping system where fluid dynamic event (SSE including other RBV loads).

|

O
|
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( significant modes of the piping (i) There are no visible. sign:. of
system; ; damage or 'im paire d ~

operability as a result of'
o Displacements are measured to storage, handling, or
determine the performance . in st allation. .

characteristics specified;-
.

' .-

(ii) The snubber location, .-

o' Tests are conducted at various. . orientation, position j
' setting, and configurationtemperatures to ensure operability''
= (att a ch ments,' extensions, 1

over the specified range;
.

.

etc.) are according' to design
I

o Peak test loads in both tension and drawings and specifications.
compression are required to be equal
to or higher than the rated load (iii) Snubbers are not seized, ;

requirements; and - frozen or jammed.
I

o The snubbers are tested for various (iv) Adequate swing clearance is i

abnormal environmental conditions. provided to allow snubber
Upon completion of the abnormal movements.
environmental transient test, the
snubber is tested dynamically at a (v) - If applicable, fluid.is to be ' |

frequeacy within a specificd ' recommended level and not be 1

frequency range. The snubber must leaking from the snubber.
operate normally during the dynamic' system.

1test.
(vi) Structural connections'such

(d) Snubber Installation Requirements as pins, fasteners and other -
t connecting hardware such as

An installation instruction manual is - lock nuts,- tabs, wire, cotter . H

required by the pipe support design pins are installed correctly,
specification. This manual is required
to contain instructions for storage, .If the period between the

,

handling, erection, and adjustments (if initia1 prc' service i

necessary) of snubbers. Each snubber examination and initial
has an installation location drawing system pre operational tests
which contains the installation location exceeds 6 months because of
of the snubber on the pipe and u n e xp e ct e d .' sit u a t io n s ,-
structure, the hot and cold settings, reexamination of Items 1,4,-
and additional information needed to and 5 will be performed.
install the particular snubber. Snubbers which are installed

incorrectly or.otherwise fail
(c) Snubber Pre-service Examination tomeet the aboye

requirements will be repaired
The pre service examination plan of all or replaced and re examined
snubbers covered by the Chapter 16 tech- in accordance with the above i

nical specifications will be prepared. criteria, j
This examination will be made after

_ i
snubber installation but not more than 6 (4) Struts - The design load on struts :

months prior to' initial system pre-oper- includes those loads caused by dead 1

ational testing. The pre service weight, thermal expansion, seismic forces
examination will verify the following: (i.e., OBE and SSE), other RBV loads,

!
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system anchor displacements, and reaction upper end of the RPV to resist horizontal
forces caused by relief valve discharge or loads due to effects such as earthquake, pipe
valve closure, etc. rupture and RBV. The design loading condi-

tions, and stress criteria are given in Tables i

Struts are designed in accordance with ASME 3.9-1 and 3.9-2, and the calculated stresses
Code Section III, Subsection NF-3000 to be meet the Code allowable stresses in the
capabic of carrying the design loads for critical support areas for various plant oper-
various operating conditions. As in case of ating conditions,
snubbers, the forces on struts are obtained
from an analysis, which are assured not to 3.9.3.4.4 Floor Mounted M4or Equipment
exceed the design loads for various operat- (Pumps, Heat Exchangers, and RCIC Turbine)
ing conditions.

Since the major active valves are supported
3.93.4.2 Reactor Pressure Vessel Support Skirt by piping and not tied to building structures,

valve " supports" do not exist (See Subsection
The ABWR RPV support skirt is designed as an 3.9.3.4.1).

ASME Code Class 1 component per the requirements
of ASME Code Section III, Subsection NF. The The HPCF,RHR, RCIC, SLC, FPCCU, SPCU,
loading conditions and stress criteria are given and RWCU pumps; RMC, RHR, RWCU, and
in Tables 3.9-1 and 3.9-2, and the calculated FPCCU heat exchangers; and RCIC turbine are
stresses meet the Code allowable stresses in the all analyzed to verify the adequacy of their
critical support ancas for various plant operat- support structure under various plant operat-
ing conditions. The stress level margins assure ing conditions. In all cases, the load stres-
the adequacy of the RPV support skirt. An ses in the critical support areas are within
analysis for buckling shows that the support ASME Code allowables.
skirt complies with Subparagraph F 1332.5 of ASME
III, Appendix F, and the loads do not exceed two Seismic Category I active pump supports are
thirds of the critical buckling strength of the qualified for dynamie (seismic and other RBV)
skirt. The permissible skirt loads at any eleva- loads by testing when the pump supports to-
tion, when simultaneously applied, are limited by gether with the pump meet the following test
the following interaction equation: conditions:

(P/Pd)+{9/9ait) + (#/#d) (1) simulate actualmounting conditions;

9 < (1/S.F.)
g (2) simulate all static and dynamic loadings
"

where: on the pump;

q = longitudinalload (3) monitor pump operability during testing;
P = externalpressure

|r = transverse shear stress (4) the normal operation of the pump during
S.F. = safetyfactor and after the test indicates that the

= 3.0 for design, testing, senice supports are adequate (any deflection or
,

levels A & B deformation of the pump supports which '

= 2.0 for Service Level C precludes the operability of the pump is
= 1.5 for Service Level D. not accepted); and i

i

3.9.3.4.3 Reactor Pressure Vessel Stabilizer (5) supports are inspected for structural in-
tegrity after the test. Any cracking or

The RPV stabilizer is designed as a Safety permanent deformation is not accepted.
Class I linear type component support in accor-
dance with the requirements of ASME Boiler and Dynamic qualification of component supports
Pressure Vessel Code Section 111, Subsection NF. by analysis is generally accomplished as fol-
The stabiliter provides a reaction point near the lows:

I
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driven from underneath by a pump shaft, with the 3.93.1.2.4 Feedwater Sparsers

O- impeller being encircled by a diffuser shroud
assembled into the pump deck opening. These are Safety Class 3 components. They !

are discussed here to describe coolant flow |
'The RM section of the RIP is located paths in the vessel and their safety function,

underneath, and at the periphery of, the RPV Each of two feedwater lines is connected to
bottom head inside a pressure retaining housing .three spargers via three RPV nozzles." One line .
termed the motor casing. The motor casing itself ' is utilized by the RCIC system; the other by the
is not part of the RM, but is instead a part of RHR shutdown cooling system. During the ECCS ,

and welded into an RPV nozzle (pump no .le). The mode, the two groups of spargers support diverse !a
motor casing thus comprises part of the reactor type of flooding of the vessel.' The RCIC system j

coolant pressure boundary and is a Safety Class 1 side supports high pressure flooding and the RHR j

component. system side supports low pressure flooding, as i
''required during the ECCS operation.

The principal element of the stretch tube
section is a thin-walled tube configured as a The feedwa'ter spargers are stainless steel'
hollow bolt fitting around the pump shaft and headers located in' the mixing plenum aboveJhe
within the pump nozzle. It has an externallip' downcomer annulus. A separate sparger in two. |
(bolt head) at its upper end and an external . halves is fitted to each feedwate nozzle via a i
threaded section at this lower end. The stretch- tee and is shaped to conform to the curve of the' I

tube function is to achieve tight clamping of the vessel wall. The sparger tee inlet is connected
IP diffuser to the gasketed, internal. mount end to the RPV nozzle safe end by a double thermal
of the RPV pump nozzle, at all extremes of sleeve arrangement, with all connections'made by
thermal transients and pump operating conditions. full penetration welds. Sparger end brackets

are pinned to vessel brackets to support the
3.93.1.2.3 Steam Dryer Assembly spargers. Feedwater flow enters the center of

the spargers and is discharged radially inwardO The steam dryer assembly is a non. safety class to mix the cooler feedwater with the downcomer
component. It is discussed here to describe flow from the steam separators and steam dryer
coolant flow paths in the vessel. The steam before it contacts the vessel wall. The feed-
dryer removes moisture from the wet steam leaving water also serves to condense steam in the
the steam separators. The extracted moisture region above the downcomer annulus and to
flows down the dryer vanes to the collecting subcool water flowing to the recirculation

.ltroughs, then flows through tubes into the internal pumps.
downcomer annulus.

3.93.1.2J RHR/ECCS law Pressure Flooder
The steam dryer assembly consists of multiple Sparsers

banks of dryer units mounted on a common j
structure which is removable from the reactor :These are Safety Class 3 components. The <

pressure vessel as an integral unit. The ' design features of these two spargers of the RHR
assembly includes the dryer banks, dryer supply shutdown cooling system are similar to those of

,

and discharge ducting,-drain collecting trough, the six feedwater spargers, three of which {
drain piping, and a skirt which forms a water belonging to one feedwater line support. '

seal extending below the separator reference zero additionally the same RHR (and ECCS) function. ;

elevation. Upward and radial movement of the During the ECCS mode, these spargers support low
'

j
dryer assembly under the action of blowdown and pressure flooding of the vessel. The feedwster
seismic loads are limited by reactor vessel' spargers are described in Subsection
internal stops which are arranged to permit dif- 3.9.5.1.2.4. '

ferential expansion growth of the dryer assembly
with respect to the reactor pressure venel. The Two lines of RHR shutdown cooling system
assembly is arranged for removal from the vessel enter the reactor vessel through the two
as an integral unit on a routine basis. diagonally opposite nozzles and connect to the
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spargers. The sparger tee iniet is connected to connection to the steamline is blocked. When
the RPV nozzle safe end by a thermal sleeve draining the vessel during shutdown, air enters
arrangement with all connections made by full the vessel through the vent.
penetration welds.

3.9.5.1.2.8 Core and Internal Pump
3.9.5.1.2.6 ECCS High Pressure Core Flooder Differential Pressure Lines
Spargers and Piping

These lines comprise the core flow measure-
The core flooder spargers and piping are ment subsy tem of the recirculation flow control

| Safety Class 3 and the core flooder piping is system (RFCS) and provide two methods of measur-
Safety Class 2. The spargers and piping are the ing the ABWR core flow rates. The core DP lines"

means for directing high pressure ECCS flow to (Safety Class 3) and internal pump DP lines
the upper end of the core during accident (non safety class) enter the reactor vessel se-
conditions. parately through reactor bottom head penetra-

tions. Four pairs of the core DP lines enter
Each of two high pressure core flooder (HPCF) the head in four quadrants through four penetra-

system lines enters the reactor vessel through a tions and terminate immediately above and below
diagonally opposite nozzle in the same manner as the core plate to sense the pressure in the re-
an RHR low pressure flooder line, except that the gion outside the bottom of the fuel assemblies
curved sparger including the connecting tee is and below the core plate during normal
routed around the inside of and is supported by operation.
the cylindrical portion of the top guide. A
flexible coupling is interposed between the Similarly, four pairs of the inta.rnal pump DP
sparger tee inlet and the sleeved inlet connector lines terminate above ani below the pump deck
inside the nozzle. The two spargers are and are used to sense the pressure across the
supported so as to accommodate thermal expansion. pump during normal pump operation. Each pair is

routed concentrically through a penetration and
3.9.5.1.2.7 RPV Vent and IIcad Spray Assembly upward along a shroud support leg in the lower

plenum.
This is designed as a Safety Class I

component. However, only the nozzle portion of 3.9.5.1.2.9 In Core Guide Tubes and
the assembly is a reactor coolant pressure Stabilizers
boundary, and the assembly function is not a
safety related operation. The reactor water These are Safety Class 3 components. The
cleanup return flow to the reactor vessel, via guide tubes protect the in-core instrumentation
feedwater lines, can be diverted partly to a from flow of water in the bottom head plenum and
spray nozzle in the reactor head in preparation provide a means of positioning fixed detectors
for refueling cooldown. The spray maintains in the core as well as a path for insertion and
saturated conditions in the reactor vessel head withdrawal of the calibration monitors (ATIP,
volume by condensing steam being generated by automated traversing incore probe subsystem).
the hot reactor vessel walls and internals. The The in-core flux monitor guide tubes enend from
head spray subsystem is designed to rapidly the top of the in-core flux monitor housing to )
cooldown the reactor vessel head flange region the top of the core plate. The power range de-

'

for refueling and to allow installation of steam tectors for the power range monitoring units and
line plugs before vessel floodup for refueling. the dry tubes for the startup range neutron

monitoring and average power range monitoring
The head vent side of t'' assembly passes (SRNM/APRM) detectors are inserted through the {steam and noncondensable gases from the reactor guide tubes. i

head to the steamlines during startup and opera- I
tion. During shutdown and filling for hydro. Two levels of stainless steel stabilizer I

testing, steam and noncondensable gases may be latticework of clamps, tie bars, and spacers |
vented to the drywell equipment sump while the give lateral support and rigidity to the guide

O
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tubes. The stabilizers are connected to the normal operation, abnormal operational transi-
shroud and. shroud support. The bolts are ents, and accidents show that the loads affect-
tack welded after assembly to prevent loosening ing'corc~ support structures and other safety-
during reactor operation. related reactor internals are less severe than

those affected by the four postulated events.
3.9.5.1J.10 Surveillance Sample Holders

..
~

|

The faulted conditions-for the reactor.
This a non safety class component. The. pressure vessel internals are discussed in

surveillance sample holders are welded beskets Subsection 3.9.1.4. Loading combination and
containing impact and tensile specimen capsules. analysis for safety-related reactor internals
The baskets hang from the brackets that are at- including core support structures are discussed
tached to the inside of the reactor vessel wall in Subsections 3.9.3.1, . 3.9.5.3.5, a n d
and extend to mid height of the active core. The 3.9.5.3.6.
radial positions are chosen to expose the speci- . .

mens to the same environment and maximum neutron 3.9.5.2.2 Pmanure Dlitsesstial Durlag Rapid
flunes experienced by the reactor vesselitself.~ L_ Atlas

3.9.52 landingCanditions A digital computer code is used to analyze
the transient conditions within the reactor

3.93.2.1 Events to be Evaluated vessel following the main steam line break :
between the vessel nozzle and main steam

Examination of the spectrum of conditions for isolation valve.. The analytical model of the
which the safety design bases (Subsection. vessel consists of nine modes which are
3.9.5.3.1) must be satisfied by core support connected to the necessary adjoining nodes by
structures and safety-related internal components flow paths having the required resistance and
reveals four significant faulted events: inertial characteristics. The program solves

the energy and mass conservation equations for
O, (1) Feedwater Line Break - A break in a each mode to give the depressurization rates and

feedwater line between the reactor vessel pressures in the various regious of the ,

and the primary containment penetration;- reactor. Figure 3.9 5 shaws the nine reactor I

(the accident results in significant annulus nodes. The computer code used is the General |
pressurization and reactor building Electric Short-Term Thermal-Hydraulic Model
vibration due to suppression pool dynamics); described in Reference 4. This model has been

approved for use in ECCS conformance evaluation-
(2) Steam Line Break Accident - A break in one under 10CFR50 Appendix K. In order to :

main steam line between the reactor vessel adequately describe the blowdown pressure
nozzle and the main steam isolation valve; . effect on the individual assembly components, .

(the accident results in significant three features are included in the model that i

pressure differentials across some of the are not applicable to the ECCS analysis and are ;

structures within the reactor and reactor therefore not described in Reference 4. These |

building vibration due to suppression pool additional features are as follows: j
dynamics);

. l
(1) The liquid level in the steam separator i

(3) Earthquake - subjects the core support region and in the annulus between the dryer . l
structures and reactor internals to skirt and the pressure vessel is tracked to '!
significant forces as a results of ground more accurately determine the flow and |

Imotion and consequent RBV; and mixture quality in the steam dryer and in
the steamline. !

(4) Safety / relief valve discharge - RBV due to
suppression pool dynamics and structural (2) The flow path between the bypass region and
feedback the shroud head is more accurately modeled

since the fuel assembly pressure differ- !

Analysis of other conditions existing during ential is influenced by flashing in the ;
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guide tubes and bypass region for a steam- considered to be composed of two parts: steady-
line break. In the ECCS analysis, the momen- state and transients pressure differentials.
tum equation is solved in this flow path but For a given plant, the core flow and power are
its irreversible loss coefficient is conser- the two major factors which influence the
vatively set at an arbitrary low value. reactor internal pressure differentials. .The

core flow essentially affects only the steady-
(3) The enthalpies in the guide tubes and the state part. For a fixed power, the greater the

bypass are calculated separately since the core flow, the larger will be the steady-state
fuel assembly pressure differential is pressure differentials. On the other hand, the
influenced by flashing in these regions. In core power affects both the steady state and the
the ECCS analysis, these regions are lumped. transient parts. As the power is decreased,

there is less voiding in the core and conse-
3.9.5.23 Feedwater une and Mala Steam Une quently the steady-state core pressure differen.
Break tial is less. However, less voiding in the core

also means that less steam is generated in the
3.9.5.23.1 Accident Definition reactor pressure vessel and thus the depressuri-

zation rate and the transient part of the maxi-
Both a feedwater line break (the largest mum pressure load is increased. As a result,

liquid line break) and a main steam line break the totalloads on some components are higher at
(the largest steam line break) upstream of the low power.
rnain steam isolation valve are considered in

j determining the design basis accident for the To ensure that calculated pressure differ-
safety related reactor internals including the ences bound those which could be expected if ai

core support structures. steam line break shculd occur, an analysis is
conducted at a low power high-recirculation flow

The feedwater line break is the same as the condition in addition to the standard safety
design basis loss of-coolant accident described analysis condition at high power, rated recircu-
in Subsection 6.2.1.13.3.1. A sudden, complete lation flow. The power chosen for analysis is
circumferential break is assumed to occur in one the minimum value permitted by the recirculation
feedwater line. The pressure differentials on system controls at rated recirculation drive
the reactor internals and core support structures flow (i.e., the drive flow necessary to achieve
are in all cases lower than those for the main rated core flow at rated power).i

I steam line break.
This condition maximizes those loads which

The analysis for the main steam line break are inversely proportional to power. It must
| assumes a sudden, complete circumferential break be noted that this condition, while possible, is

of one main steam line at the reactor vessel unlikely; first, because the reactor will
nozzle, downstream of the limiting flow area. generally operate at or near full power; second,
This is described in Subsection 6.2.1.1.3.3.2. because high core flow is neither required nor

desirable at suQ a reduced power condition.
The steam line break accident produces

significantly higher pressure differential across Table 3.9-3 summarizes the maximum pressure
the reactor internal structures than does the differentials. Case 1 is the safety analysis
feedwater line break. This results from the condition; Case 2 is the low power high flow
higher reactor depressurization rate associated condition.
with the steam line break. Therefore, the steam
line break is the design basis accident for 3.9.5.2A Seismic and Other Reactor Building
internal pressure differentials. Vibration Events

3.9.5.2.3.2 Effects of Initial Reactor Power The loads due to earthquake and ottier reactor
and Core Flow building vibration (RBV) acting on the structure

within the reactor vessel are based on a dynamic 1

The maximum internal pressure loads can be analysis described in Sections 3.7, 3.8, and
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D Subsection 3.9.2.5. Dynamic analysis is per. 3.9333 Design Imading Categories
formed by coupling the lumped-mass model of the
reactor vessel and internals with the building The basis for determining faulted dynamic
model to determine the system natural frequencies event loads on the reector internals is shown in
and mode shapes. The relative displacement, Sections 3.7, 3.8 and Subsections 3.9.2.5,
acceleration, ar.d load response is then deter- 3.9.5.2.3 and 3.9.5.2.4. Table 3.9 2 shows the
mined by either the time-history method or the load combinations used in the analysis.
response spectrum method.

C re support structures and safety class :
3.933 Design Bases inte 2als stress limits are consistent with i

ASME Code Section III, Subsection NG. For :
3.933.1 Safety Design Bases these components, Level A, B, C, and D service j

limits are applied to the normal, upset,
The reactor internals including core support emergency, and faulted loading conditions,

structures shall meet the following safety design respectively, as defined in the design !
bases: specification. Stress intensity and other !

design limits are discussed in Subsections ;

(1) The reactor vessel nozzles and internals 3.9.5.3.5 and 3.9.5.3.6 )
shall be so arranged as to provide a
floodable volume in which the core can be 3.933.4 Response ofInternals Due to Steam
adequately cooled in the event of a breach Line Break Accident

,

in the nuclear system process barrier {
external to the reactor vessel; As described in Subsection 3.9.5.2.3.2, the

maximum pressure loads acting on the reactor
(2) Deformation of internals shall be limited to internal components result from steam line break

assure that the control rods and core upstream of the main steam isolation valve and,
standby cooling systems can perform their on some components, the loads are greatest with

[s safety-related functions; and operation at the minimum power associated with
the maximum core flow (Table 3.9 3, Case 2).

(3) Mechanical design of applicable structures This has been substantiated by the analytical
shall assure that safety design bases (1) comparison of liquid versus steam line breaks
and (2) are satisfied so that the safe and by the investigation of the effects of core
shutdown of the plant and removal of decay power and core flow,
heat are not impaired.

It has also been pointed out that, although
3.93.3.2 Power Generation Design Bases possible, it is not probable that the reactor

would be operating at the rather abnormal
The reactor internals including core support condition of minimum power and maximum core

structures shall be designed to the following flow. More realistically, the reactor would be
power generation design bases: at or near a full power condition and thus the

maximum pressure loads acting on the internal
(1) The internals shall provide the proper components would be as listed under Case 1 in

coolant distribution during all anticipated Table 3.9-3.
normal operating conditions to full power
operation of the core without fuel damage; 3.9333 Stress and Fatigue Limits for Core

Support Structures
(2) The internals shall be arranged to

facilitate refueling operations; and The design and construction of the core
support structures are in accordance with ASME

(3) The inter nals sball be designed to Code Section III, Subsection NG.
f acilitate inspection.

C
t
%
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3.9.53.6 Stress, Deformation, and Fatigue 3.9.6 Inservice Testing of Pumps and Valves i

Limits for Safety Class and Other Reactor <

Internals (Except Core Support Structures) Inservice testing of ASME Code Class 1,2, ,

and 3 pumps and valves and safety-related pumps %
For safety class reactor internals, the stress and valves will be performed in accordance with M

deformation and fatigue criteria listed in Tables Section XI of the ASME Code and applicable
3.9-4 through 3.9-7 are based on the criteria Addenda as required by 10CFR50, Section
established in applicable codes and standards for 50.55a(g). Accessibility for this inservice ;

similar equipment, by manufacturers standards, or inspection is provided in the plant design
by empirical methods based on field experience (e.g., space is available for convenient-
and testing. For the quantity SFmin (minimum placement of ISI equipment, insulation is
safety factor) appearing in those tables, the readily removable where required, and adequate
following values are used: lighting is provided). Appropriate pressure

taps are provided around pumps. Position indica-
Service Service sp tors are provided on valves. |,

' kul Condition min
,

Details of the inservice testing program, !
A Normal 2.25 including test schedules and frequencies will be |
B Upset 2.25 reported in the inservice inspection and testing 1

C Emergency 1.5 plan. Any applications for written relief from .

D Faulted 1.125 Section XI requirements, pursuant to 10CFR50, )
Section 50.55a(g) (6) (i), will be prior to the 4

IComponents inside the reactor pressure vessel pre-service inspection and :esting. Subsection
such as control rods which must move during 5.2.4 and Section 6.6 provide general outline of
accident condition have been examined to the inspection and testing plan.
determine if adequate clearances exist during i

|emergency and faulted conditions. No mechanical 3.9.6.1 Inservice Testing of Pumps
clearance problems have been identified. The
forcing functions applicable to the reactor All ASME Code Section III, Class 1,2, and 3 s i

j internals are discussed in Subsection 3.9.2.5. pumps and safety-related pumps that are provided 3 )
with an emergency power source will be listed in |

'"

The design criteria, loading conditions, and the inservice inspection and testing plan for !
analyses that provide the basis for the design of inservice testing per Subsection IWP of ASME I

the safety class reactor internals other than the Section XI. The plan will specify the hydraulic
core support structures meet the guidelines of and mechanical parameters to be measped or
NG-3000 and are constructed so as not to observed,
adversely affect the integrity of the core l
support structures (NG-1122). 3.9.6.2 Inservice Testing of Valves

The design requirements for equipment All ASME Code Section III, Class 1,2, cud 3
,

classified as non-safety (other) class internals valves and safety related valves will be listed ;
(e.g., steam dryers and shroud heads) are in the inservice inspection and testing plan for A

specified with appropriate consideration of the inservice testing per Subsection IWV of ASME
intecded service of the equipment and expected Section XI. The plan will specify the
plant and environmental conditions under which it parameters to be measured or observed.
will operate. Where Code design requirements are
not applicable, accepted industry or engineering g
practices are used. g

,

O
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Table 3.9-1n,

PLANTEVENTS {

B. Dynamic Imading Events ;

(Continued) j
i

NOIES- |

(6) Applicable to main steam piping system only.

(7) The number of reactor building vibratory load cycles on the reactor vessel and internal components
is 19,600 cycles of varying amplitude during the 264 events of safety / relief valve actuation.

i

(8) Table 3.9-2 shows the evaluation basis combination of these dynamic loadiags. j

(9) Appendix F or other appropriate requirements of the ASME Code are used to determine the service
level D limits, as described in Subsection 3.9.1.4. i

a

(10) These ASME Code Service Limits apply to ASME Code Class 1,2 and 3 components, component supports
and Class CS structures. Different limits apply to Class MC and CC containment vessels and-
components, as discussed in Section 3.8. ;

!
i

!

O |
|

i

s

|

|

|

|

;

I

|

'

-\
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Table 3.9 2

LOAD COMBINATIONS AND ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA FOR SAFETY RELATED,
ASME CODE CLASS 1,2 AND 3 COMPONENTS, COMPONENT

SUPPORTS, AND CLASS CS STRUCTURES

Senice Loading ASME
Plant Event Combination (1)ls)J4) Service level (2)

1. Normal Operation (NO) N A

2. Plant / System Operating (a) N + TSVC B(5)
Transients (SOT) (b) N + SRV(s) B(5)

(c) N + SRV(8) + TSVC D(5)

3. NO + OBE N + OBE B(5)

4. SOT + OBE (a) N + TSVC + OBE B(5)
(b) N + SRV(s) + OBE B(s)

| S. Infrequent Operating N(10) + SRV(8) C(5),(s),(1 o)
| Transient (IOT), ATWS
I

6. SBL
N + SRV(8) + SBL(11) C(5),(*)

7. SBL or IBL + SSE N + SBL(or IBL)(11) D(5),(s),(t)
+ SSE + SRV(s)

8. LBL + SSE N + LBL(ii) + SSE D(5),(s),(t)

9. NLF
N + SRV(s) + TSVC(12) D(5)

MNOTES
$

(1) See Legend on the following pages for definition of terms. See Table 3.9-1 for plant events
and cycles information.

The service loading combination also applies to Seismic Category I Instrumentation and
electrical equipment (See Section 3.10).

(2) The service levels are as defined in appropriate subsection of ASME Section III, Di.ision 1.

(3) For vessels and pumps, loads induced by the attached piping are included as identified in
j their design specification.

For piping systems, water (steam) hammer loads are included as identified in their design i! specification.
I

| (4) The method of combination of the loads is in accordance with NUREG-0484, Revision 1.

|
(5) For active Class 1,2 or 3 valves, the desi " Pressure is meified equal to or greater than jF

the pressure for which the valve must operate (open or com).
1
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)iO Table 3.9 2
v

LOAD COMBINATIONS AND ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA FOR SAFETY.RELATED, I
ASME CODE CLASS 1,2 AND 3 COMPONENTS, COMPONENT

SUPPORTS, AND CLASS CS STRUCTURES (Continued)

NOTES

(6) All ASME Code Class 1,2 and 3 Piping Systems which are essential for safe shutdown under the q

postulated events are designed to meet the requirements of NEDO-21985 (Reference 7) and NRC's j
* Evaluation of Topical Report - Piping Functional Capability Criteria," by MEB dated July 17,1980. |

4
I(7) For active Class 2 and'3 valves and pumps, the stresses are limited by criteria: am 11.25, and

(am or aL) + ob 11.8S, where the notations are as defined in the ASME Code, Section III,
subsections NC or ND, respectively.

J
(8) The most limiting load combination case among SRV(1), SRV(2) and SRV (ALL). For main steam and i

branch piping evaluation, additional loads associated with relief line clearing and blowdown into
the suppression pool are included.

(9) The most limiting load combination case among SRV(1), SRV(2) and SRV (ADS). See Note (8) for main
steam and branch piping.

]
(10) The reactor coolant pressure boundary is evaluated using in the load combination the maximum I

pressure expected to occur during ATWS.

(11) The piping systems that are qualified to the leak-before break criteria of Subsection 3.6.3 are
v excluded from the pipe break events to be postulated for design against LOCA dynamic effects, viz.,

SBL, IBL and LBL.
l

(12) This applies only to the main steam lines and components mounted on it. The low probability that z
the TSVC and SRV loads can exist at the same time results in this combination being considered E
cnder service level D. |

"

LOAD DEFINITION LEGEND:

Normal (N)- Normal and/or abnormal loads associated with the system operating conditions,
including thermal loads, depending on acceptance criteria.

SOT System Operational Transient (see Subsection 3.93.1).

IOT Infrequent Operational Transient (see Subsection 3.93.1).

Anticipated Transient Without Scram.ATWS -

(

Turbine stop valve closure induced loads in the main steam piping and componentsTSVC -

integral to or mounted thereon.,

RBV Loads - Dynamic loads in structures, systems and components because of reactor building
vibra. tion (RBV) induced by a dynamic event.

OBE RBV loads induced by operational basis earthquake.-

Non LOCA Fault hNLF -

M
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Table 3.9 2

LOAD COMBINATIONS AND ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA FOR SAFETY RELATED, j
ASME CODE CLASS 1,2 AND 3 COMPONENTS, COMPONENT

SUPPORTS, AND CLASS CS STRUCTURES
(Continued)

,

LOAD DEFINITION LEGEND:
!

SSE RBV loads induced by safe shutdown earthquake.-

SRV(1), RBY ioads induced by safety / relief valve (SRV) discharge of one or-

SRV(2) two adjacent valves, respectively.

SRV(ALL) - RBV loads induced by actuation of all safety / relief valves which activate within
milliseconds of each other (e.g., turbine trip operational transient).

SRV(ADS) - RBV loads induced by the actuation of safety / relief valves associated with automatic
depressurization system which actuate within milliseconds of each other during the

,

postulated small or intermediate break LOCA, or SSE. '

LOCA The loss of coolant accident associated with the postulated pipe failure of a high--

energy reactor coolant line. The load effects are defined by LOCA through
,

I

here. 7. LOCA events are grouped in three categories, SBL,IBL or LBL,1
LOCA as defined

LOCA Pool swell (PS) drag / fallback loads on essential piping and components located-

between the main vent discharge outlet and the suppression pool water upper surface.
'

LOCA - Pool swell (PS) impact loads acting on essential piping and components located above2
the suppression pool water upper surface.

JLOCA
3 (a) Oscillating pressure induced loads on submerged essential piping and components

-

during main vent clearing (VLC), condensation oscillations (CO), or chugging (CHUG),
or

(b) Jet impingement (JI) load on essential piping and components as a result of a
postulated IBL or LBL event.

Piping and components are defined essential,if they are required for shutdown of the
reactor or to mitigate consequences of the postulated pipe failu. without offsite
power (see introduction to Subsection 3.6).

LOCA
4 RBV load from main vent clearing (VLC).-

LOCA -

RBV loads from condensation oscillations (CO).5

LOCA RBV loads from chugging (CHUG).--
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3.10.2.1.2.2 Mountiag orTest Specimen that the OBE (as defined in Section 3.7)(~N'( combined with other RBV dynamic loads will not -
The test specimen is mounted to the test table prevent the equipment from performing its

so that inservice mounting, including interfaces, safety related functions. The test inputs are
is simulated. applied for a minimum of 15 seconds in each

orientation. Operability of equipment is
For interfaces that cannot be simulated on verified as described in Subsection

the test table, the acceleration and any 3.10.2.1.3.5.
resonances at such interface locations are
recorded during the equipment test and documented 3.10.2.1.3.4 SSE Testingincluding Other RBV

in the test report. Dynamic Leeds

3.10.2.1.3 Dynamic Testing Sequence An SSE test including other appropriate RBV
dynamic loads is also performed on all test

The test sequence includes vibration specimens. This test is conducted to
; conditioning, exploratory resonance search, OBE demonstrate that equipment will continue to

including other RBV dynamic loads, and the SSE perform its safety related function through an
including other RBV dynamic loads. SSE (as defined in Section 3.7) combined with

other RBV dynamic loads. The test lasts a
3.10.2.1.3.1 Vibration Conditioning minimum of 15 seconds in each orientation.

Operability of equipment is verified as
If required by Paragraph 4.4.2.4.5 of described in Subsection 3.10.2.1.3.5.

Reference 2 in Section 3.11, vibration aging
program, vibration conditioning is performed at 3.10.2.1.3.5 Qualification for Operability
this point in the sequence and the vibration
conditioning details are given. In general, analyses are only used to

o supplement operability test data. However,
3.10.2.1.3.2 Exploratory Tests ' analyses, without testing, are used as a basis

| for demonstration of functional capability, if'

Exploratory tests are sine-sweep tests to the necessary fuctional operability of the
determine resonant frequency and transmission instrumentation or equipment is assured by'its
factors at locations of Seismic Category I structural integrity alone.
devices in the instrument panel. The exploratory
tests are run at an acceleration level of 0.2g, Equipment is tested in a operational
which is intended to excite all modes between 1 condition. Most Seismic Category I instrumen-

| and 60 Hz and at a sweep rate of 2 octaves per tation and electrical equipment have safety-
minute or less. This acceleration level is related function requirements before, during,

i

chosen to provide a usable signal-to-noise ratio and after seismic events.'

for the sensing equipment to allow accurate
detection of natural test frequencies of the test Other equipment (such as plant status display
specimens. equipment) has requirements only before and

after seismic events. All equipment is operated
These tests are run for one axis at a time in at appropriate times to demonstrate ability to

three mutually perpendicular major axes perform its safety-related function.
corresponding to the side-to-side, front to back,
and vertical directions. If a malfunction is experienced during any

test, the effects of the malfunction are
3.10.2.1.33 OBE Testingincluding Other RilV determined and documented in the final test
Dynamic Loads report.

An OBE test including other appropriate RBV Equipment that has been previously qualified
dynamic loads is performed on all test by means of tests and analyses equivalent to

( specimens. This test is conducted to demonstrate those described in this section are acceptable
,

!
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provided proper documentation of such tests and If the fundamental frequency of the equipment !

,

analyses is available. is above the input excitetion frequency, the 1

equipment is considered rigid. In this case, 1
3.10.2.1.4 Final Test Report the loads on each component can be determined

statically by concentrating its mass at its
The final test report contains a summary of center of gravity and multiplying the values of |

test / analysis results, which is readily available the mass with the appropriate maximum floor
for audit (see Subsection 3.10.5.1). The report acceleration (i.e., floor spectra acceleration
normally includes but is not limited to the at the high frequency asymptote of the RRS) at
following: the equipment support point.

(1) locations of accelerometers; A static coefficient analysis may be also
used for certain equipment in lieu of the

(2) resonant frequency if any and transmission dynamic analysis. No determination of natural
iratios; frequencies is made in this case. The seismic ;

loads are determined statically by multiplying
(3) calculation of equipment damping coefficient the actual distributed weight of the equipment

if there is resonance in the 1-60 Hz range by a static coefficient equal to 1.5 times the |

4

or over the range of the test response peak value of the RRS at the equipment mounting !spectra; location. i

(4) test equipment used; This method is only applicable to equipment
with simpic frame type structures and can be

(5) approval signature and dates; represented by a simple model. For equipment
{

4

having configuration other than simple '

(6) description of test facility; frame-type structure, this method may be applied
when justification can be provided for the

(7) summary of results; static factor which is used on a ' case-by-case
basis.

(8) conclusion as to equipment seismic
(including other RBV dynamic leads) If the equipment is determined to be flexible
qualification; and (i.e., within the frequency range of the input

spectra) and not simple enough for equivalent
(9) justification for using s'ngle axis or static analysis, a dynamic analysis method is

single frequency tests for all items that applied. Dynamic analysis by the response
are tested in this manner. spectrum method is outlined in Subsection

3.7.2.1.3.
3.10.2.2 Qualification by Analysis

3.10.2.2.2 Analyses for OBE and SSE Including
The discussion presented in the following Other RBV Dynamic 14 ads

subsections apply to the qualification of
equipment by analysis. An analysis is perfornecd assuming one OBE

(see Subsection 3.7.3.2) followed by one SSE
3.10.2.2.1 Analysis Methods (both including appropriate other RBV dynamic

loads). The analysis must show that the
Dynamic analysis or an equivalent static structural integrity of the equipment is

analysis is employed to qualify the equipment. maintained in combination with normal operation
In general, the choice of the analysis is based with normal operating loads during OBE including
on the expected design margin, since the static appropriate other RBV dynamic loads. The

| far more conservative than the dynamic analysiscoefficient method (the easiest to perform) is analysis must also show that following such an
OBE event an SSE including appropriate other RBV

method. dynamic loads does not result in failure of the

O
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3[V equipment to preform itr. safety related In many instances, however, similar equipment
function (s). has already been qualified but with changes in j

size or in specific qualified deviers in a fixed '

3.10.2.23 Documentation ot Analysis assembly or structure. In such instances, a
full test program (Subsection 3.10.2.1) is

The demonstration of qualification is documen. conducted on a typical piece of equipment. A
|

)

| ted (see Subsection 3.10.5.1) including the single frequency test is used in addition to any
|requirements of the equipment specification, the multi-frequency test. !

results of the qualification, and the justifica-
|tior, that the methods used are capable of demon- If the equipment is not rigid, the effects of I

strating that the equipment will not malfunction. the changes are analyzed. The test results I

combined with the analysis allow the model of ;3.10.23 Qualification by Combined Testing and the similar equipment to be adjusted to produce !Analysis a revised stiffness matrix and to allow !
refinement of the analysis for the modal ;

In some instances, it is not practical to frequencies of the similar equipment. The jqualify Seismic Category I instrumentation and result is a verified analytical model that is
electrical equipment solely by testing or used to qualify the similar equipment . !

i

analysis. This may be because of the size of the

equipment, its complexity, or the large number of 3.10.2.33 Extrapolation of Dynamic Loading
similar configurations. The following Conditions.
subsections address the cases in which combined
analysis and testing may be warranted. Tests results can be extrapolated for dynamic

loading conditions in excess of or different
3.10.2.3.1 Low lmpedance Excitation from previous tests are given on a piece of

equipment when the test results are in 1i Large equipment maybe impractical to test due sufficient detail to allow an adequate dynamic
!\s'

to limitations in vibration equipment loading model of the equipment to be generated. The '

capability. With the equipment mounted to model provides the capability of predicting
simulate service mounting, a number of exciters failure under the increased or different dynamic
are attached at points which will best excite the load excitation. q

various mode of vibration of the equipment. Data

is obtained from sensors for subsequent analysis 3.10.3 Methods and Procedures ofAnalysis
of the equipment performance under seismic plus or Testing of Supports of Electrical
other RBV dynamic loads. The amplification of Equipment and Instrumentation
resonant motion is used to determine the
appropriate modal frequency and damping for a The following subsections describe the
dynamic analysis of the equipment. general methods and procedures, as incorporated

in the dynamic qualification program (see
This method can be used to qualify the

equipment by exciting the equipment to levels at
Subsection 3.10.1.3), for analysis and testing
of supports of Seismic Category I

least equal to the expected response from an SSE instrumentation and electrical equipment. When
including other RBV dynamic loads using analysis possible, the supports d most of the electrical
to justify the excitation or utilization of the equipment (other than motor and valve-mowedi

!

test data on modal frequencies in a mathematical equipment supports, mostly control panels and
model to verify performance.

racks) in the nuclear stearo supply systems
(NSSS) are tested with the equipment installed.

3.10.2.3.2 Extrapolation of Similar Eqnipment Otherwise, a dummy is employed to simulate
inertial mass effect and dynamic coupling to the

As discussed in IEEE 344, the qualification of support,
complex equipment by analysis is not recornmended
because of the great difficulty in developing an Combined stresses of the mechanicallyn

(& accurate analytical model. designed component supports are maintained
a

Amendment 7
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within the limits of ASME Code Section III, between it and the input. Once known, the I

Division 1, Subsection NF, up to the interface transmissibilities could be used analytically to ,

!with building structure, and the combined determine the response at any Seismic Category I
stresses of the structurally designed component device location for any given input. (Itis
supports defined as building structure in the assumed that the transmissibilities are linear j

project design specifications are maintained as a function of acceleration even though they )
within the limits of the AISC Specification for actually decrease as acceleration increases; J

the Design, Fabrication and Erection of therefore, it is a conservative assumption.)
Structural Steel for Buildings. ,

As long as the device input accelerations are !

3.103.1 NSSS Electrical Equipment Supports determined to be below their malfunction limits, )
(Other than Motors and Vr.lve-Mounted Equipment) the assembly is considered a rigid body with a !

transmissibility equal to one so that a device
The seismic and other RBV dynamic load mounted on it would be limited directly by the

qualification tests on equipment supports are assembly input acceleration.
performed over the frequency range of interest.

Control panels and racks constitute the
Scme of the Seismic Category I supports are majority of Seismic Category I cicctrical 4

qualified by analysis only. Analysis is used for assemblies. There are basically four generic
i

| passive mechanical devices and is sometimes used panel types. One or more of each type are
in combination with testing for larger assemblics tested using these procedures. Figures 3.10-1
containing Seismic Category I devices. For through 3.10-4 illustrate the four basic panel
instance, a test is run to determine if there are types and show typical accelerometer locations.

!riaiural frequencies in the support equipment
within the critical frequency range. If the From these full acceleration level tests, it
support is determined to be free of natural is concluded that most of the panel types have
frequencies (in the critical frequency range), more than adequate structural strength and that
then it is assumed to be rigid and a static a given panel design acceptability is just a
analysis is performed. If natural frequencies function of its amplification factor and the
are present in the critical frequeacy range, then malfunction levels of the devices mounted in it.
calculations of transmissibility and responses to
varying input accelerations are determined to see Subsequent panels are, therefore, tested at
if Seismic Category I devices mounted in the lower acceleration levels and the
assembly would operate without malfunctioning. transmissibilities measured to the various
In general, the testing of Category I supports is devices as described. By dividing the devices'
accomplished using the following procedure: malfunction levels by the panel transmissibility

between the device and the panel input, the
Assemblies (e.g., control panels) containing panel dynamic qualification level could be

devices which have dynamic load malfunction determined. Several high level tests are run on <

limits established are tested by mounting the selected gcaerie panel designs to assure the l
assembly on the table of a vibration machine in conservativeness in using the transmissibility I
the manner it is to be mounted when in use and analysis described.

'

vibration testing it by running a low-level
resonance search. As with the devices, the 3.10.3.2 Other Selsmic Category l
assemblics are tested in the three major instrumentation and Electrical Equipment
orthogonal axes. Supports.

The resonance search is run in the same manner 3.103.2.1 Supports for Battery Racks,
4as described for devices. If resonances are lustrument Racks. control Consoles, Cabinets, l

present, the transmissibility between the input and Panels i
'and the location of each device is determined by

measuring the accelerations at each device Response spectra for floors where Seismic
location and calculating the magnification Category I equipment is located are supplied to

O|Amendment 1 3.10 6
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5 each vendor. The vendor submits test data, Tray supports are anchored in the following.
operating experience, and/or calculations to - manner:
verify that the equipment will not suffer any
loss of function before, during, or after the (a) support members may be attached to
specified dynamic disturbance. Analysis and/or existing structural stect;
testing pro'cedures are in accordance with
Subsection 3.10.2. (b) support members may be attached to

supplementary steel members spanning
In essence, these supports are inseparable . between existing floor beams (or between

from their supported items and are qualified with existing floor beams and walls); or
the items. During testing, the supports are
fastened to the test table with fastening devices (c) support members may be attached to
or methods used in the ac, al installation, concrete wall / columns using:
thereby qualifying the total installation.

. 1

(i) embedded steel plates with shear j
3.10.31' Cable'lirnys and Conduit Supports connectors or j

|

All Seismic Category I cable trays and conduit (ii) steel plates.or strut sections ,

supports are designed by the response spectrum attached to concrete with concrete j
method. Analysis and dynamic load restraint expansion anchors. 1

measures are based on combined limiting values ~ (3) Loadsfor static load, span length, and response to q

excitation at'the natural frequency. Restraint j

against excessive lateral and longitudinal acve . (a) Deadloads andliveloads .
ment uses the structural capacity of the tray to

.

- determine the spacing of the fixed support 75 lb/ linear ft load used for 18 inch . ]
( points. Provisions for differential motion and wider trays

between buildings are made by breaks in the trays 50 lb/ linear-ft load used for 12 inch 1

and flexible connections in the conduit. and narrower trays i
.1

The following criteria are used in the design (b) Dynamic loads OBE or SSE plus other i
of Seismic Category I cable tray and conduit RBV dynamic loads j

supports.
;

(4) Load Combination - ;

(1) Cable Tray Support Spacings
3

;a) Deadload + liveload '

Tray support spacings for horizontal or
vertical runs do not exceed ten feet unless (b) Deadload + live load + OBE + other RBV ,

noted otherwise on design drawings (design dynamicloads
drawings generally locate supports not more
than eight feet apart with a longitudinal (c) Dead load + live load + SSE + other RBV i
tolerance of 1 foot to avoid interference:). dynamicloads

Tray supports provide resistance to three (5) Dynamic Analysis
,

. excitation directions by means of vertical,
.

'

transverse, and longitudinal support and (a) Regardless of cable tray function, all
bracing systems, supports are designed to meet Seismic

Category I requirements. Seismic and .
(2) Support Locations other RBV dynamic loeis are determined

O '

|
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by dynamic analysis using appropriate exceeded when the tubing is subjected to the
response spectra. loads specified in Subacetion 3.9.2 for

Class 2 and 3 piping.
t

(b) Floor Response Spectra
{

(i) Floor response spectra used are Analyses Results)
those generated for the supporting j

flo o r. In case supports are See Subsection 3.10.$.2 for interface
attached to the walls or to two requirement.
different locations, the upper i

bound envelope spectra obtained by 3.10.5 Interfaces !

superimposing are used.
3.10.5.1 Equipment Qualification Records

(ii) In many cases, to facilitate the
design, several floor response The equipment qualification records including
spectra are combined by an upper the reports (see Subsections 3.10.2.1.4 and
bound envelope obtained by 3.10.2.2.3) shall be maintained in a permanent
superimposing, file and shall be readily available for audit. i

l

3.10.3.23 Local Instrument Supports 3.10.5.2 Dynamic Qualification Report

For field-mounted Seismic Category I A dynamic qualification report (DOR) shall be ;instruments, the following is applicable: prepared identifying all Seismic Category I )
instrumentation and electrical parts and

(1) The mounting structures for the instruments equipment therein and their supports. The DOR j
have a fundamental frequency above the shall contain the following: (1) A table or file

iexcitation frequency of the RRS. for each system that is identified in Table j
3.21 to be safety-related or having Seismic

(2) The stress level in the mounting structure Category I equipment shall be included in the
|

does not exceed the material allowable DOR containing the MPL item number and name, the
!

stress when the mounting structure is qualification method and the input motion for j
subjected to the maximum acceleration level all Seismic Category I equipment and the
for its location, supporting structure in the system, and the !

corresponding qualification summary table or
3.10.3.2.4 Instrument Tubing Support vendor's qualification report. (2) The mode of

safety related operation (i.e., active, manual
The following bases are used it. the seismic active or passive) of the instrumentation and

and other RBV dynamic loads design and analysis equipment along with the manufacturer
of Seismic Category I instrument tubing supports: identification and model numbers shall also be

tabulated in the DOR. The operational mode
(1) The supports are qualified by the response identifies the instrumentation or equipment (a)

spectrum method; that performs the safety related functions
automatically, (b) that is used by the operatcrs

(2) Dynamic load restraint measures and analysis to perform the safety-related functions
for the supports are based on combined manually, or (c) whose failure can prevent the
limiting values for static load, span satisfactory accomplishment of one or more
length, and computed dynamic response; and safety-related functions.

(3) The Seismic Category I instrument tubing
systems are supported so that the allowable
stress permitted by Section III of ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code are not

O
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( 3.11 ENVIRONMENTALQUALIFICATION 3.11.1 Equipment Identification and( OF SAFETY-RELATED MECHANICAL Environmental Conditions
AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

Safety related electrical equipment within
This section defines the environmental the scope of this section includes all three

conditions with respect to limiting design categories of 10CFR50.49(b) (Reference 1).
conditions for all the safety related mechanical Safety related mechanical equipment (e.g.,
and electrical equipment, and documents the pumps, motor-operated valves, safety-relief
qualification methods and procedures employed to valves, and check valves) are as defined and i
demonstrate the capability of this equipment to identified in Section 3.2. |
perform safety-related functions when exposed to

. .

'

the environmental conditions in their respective A list of all safety related electrical and
locations. The safety-related equipment within mechanical equipment that is located in a harsh I

the scope of this section are defined in environment area will be included in the
Subsection 3.11.1. Dynamic qualification is Environmental Qualification Document (EQD) to be
addressed in Sections 3.9 and 3.10 for Seismic prepared as mentioned in Subsection 3.11.6.
Category I mechanical and electrical equipment,

.

respectively. Environmental conditions for the zones where
safety related equipment is located are

Limiting design conditions include the calcr. lated for normal, abnormal, test, accident
3

following: and post accident conditions and are documented ?

in Appendix 31, Equipment Qualification
(1) Normal Operating Conditions - planned, - Environmental Design Criteria (EOEDC).

purposeful, unrestricted reactor operating Environmental conditions are tabulated by zones,

| modes including startup, power range, hot each zone defining a specific area in the i

standby (condenser available), shutdown, and plant. Environmental parameters inc!ude ip refueling modes; temperature, pressure, relative humidity, beta. j

C/ and gamma radiation dose, dose rate and neutron
(2) Abnormal Operating Conditions - any dose. Where applicable, these parameters are

deviation from normal conditions anticipated given in terms of a time based profile.
to occur often enough that the design should
include a capability to withstand the. The magnitude and 60 year frequency of
conditions without operationalimpairment; occurrence of significant deviations from normal

plant environments in the zones are included in
,

(3) Test Conditions - planned testing including the Appenc!ix 3I tables. Identification of '

|
pre-operational tests; significant envelorlag abnormal' conditions and

each enveloping sccident event that impacts the
(4) Acciden; Conditions - a single event not zone environment is included. The environmental

reasonably expected during the course of parameters shown do not include margins required
plant operation that has been hypothesized to satisfy equipment qualification
for analysis purposes or postulated from requirements. The environmental conditions
unlikely but possible situations or that has shown in these tables are upper-bound envelopes ;

the potential to cause a release of used to establish the environmental design and
radioactive material (a reactor coolant qualification bases of safety related
pressure boundary rupture may qualify as an equipn:ent. Estimated chemical environmental
accident; a fuel cladding defect does not); conditions are also reported in Appendix 31.
and

3.11.2 Qualification Tests and Analyses
(5) Post-Accident Conditions - during the length

of time the equipment must perform its Safety related electrical equipment that is ;

safety related function and must remain in a located in a harsh environment is qualified by
sde mode after the safety related function test or other methods as described in IEEE 323
is performed.

Amendment 7 3.11-1
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and permitted by 10CFR50.49(f) (Reference 1). 3.11.3 Qualification Test Results
Equipment type test is the preferred method of i

qualification. The results of qualification tests for
safety-related equipment will be documented,

Safety related mechanical equipment that is maintained,' and reported as mentioned in
located in a harsh environment is qualified by Subsection .2.11.6.
analysis of materials data which are generally
based on test and operating experience. 3.11.4 Loss of Heating, Ventilating, and Air

Conditioning ,

The qualification methodology is described in
detail in the NRC approved licensing Topical To ensure that loss of heating, ventilating,
Report on GE's environmental qualification and air conditioning (HVAC) system does not
program (Reference 2). This report also adversely affect the operability of safety-
addresses compliance with the applicable portions related controls and electrical equipment in
of the General Design Criteria of 10CFR50, buildings and areas served by safety-related
Appendix A, and the Quality Assurance Criteria of HVAC systems, the HVAC systems serving these
10CFR50, Appendix B. Additionally, the report areas meet the single failure criterion.

| describes conformance to NUREG-0588 (Reference Section 9.4 describes the safety related HVAC
| 3), and Regulatory Guides and IEEE Standards systems including the detailed safety

referenced in Section 3.11 of NUREG-0800 evaluations. The loss of ventilation,

I (Str.ndard Review Flan). calculations are based on maximum heat loads and
consider operation of all operable equipment

Mild environment equipment is that equipment regardless of safety classification.
which, during or after a design basis event (DBE,
as defined in Reference 2), does not experience 3.11.5 Estimated Chemical and Radiation
an environment that is significantly more severc Environment
than that existing during normal and abnormal,

| cvents. Additionally, equipment that experiences 3.11.5.1 Chemical Environment
,

the environment of a DBE can be treated as if it >

were in a mild environment if the equipment falls The chemical composition and resulting pH to |
into either of the following categories: which safety-related equipment is exposed during 1

normal operation and design basis accident I

(1) The equipment accomplishes its safety fune- conditions is reported in Appendix 3I. |
tion prior to experiencing the environment j
of the DBE and the equipment will not fail Sampling stations are provided for periodic
in a manner detrimental to plant safety, or analysis of reactor water, refueling and fuel

storage pool water, and suppression pool water
(2) The equipment is not needed to mitigate the to assure compliance with operationallimits of j

DBE and the equipment will not fail in a the plant technical specifications. '

manner detrimental to plant safety.
3.11.5.2 lundiation Environment ]

The vendors of mild environment equipment are |
required to submit a certificate of compliance Safety-related systems and components are !

certifying that the equipment has been qualified designed to perform their safety-related i

for the requirements specified to assure its function when exposed to the normal operational )required safety related function in its ap- radiation levels and accident radiation levels.
plicable environment. This equipment is qual. The normal operational exposure is based on the !

ified for dynamic loads as addressed in Sections radiation sources provided in Chapters 11 and
,

3.9 and 3.10. Further, a surveillance and 12.|
; maintenance program will be developed to ensure i

1 equipment operability during its designed life. Radiation sources associated with the DBA and
|

O.
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Table 3A.3 3 '

Strain Dependent Shear Modulus j
|

EFFECTIVE MODU 1,US REDUCTION FACTOR * |
;

SHEAR STRAIN VP3, VP4 VP6 & - ;

1DG o7eg UB & VP2 & VP5 HR. ]7eg(%) i

|

1.00E-4 -4.0 1.00 1.00 1.00
,

i !
'

3.16E-4 -3.5 0.99 0.99 1.00 '!

1.00E-3 -3.0 0.94 0.96 0.99

3.16E-3 -2.5 0.86- 0.905 0.96

1.00E-2 -2.0 0.74 0.813 0.90 j

i

3.16E-2 -1.5 0.52 0.66 ' O.82 ]

1.00E-1 -1.0 0.40 0.462 0.72

0316 -0.5 0.40 0.40 0.72

| ,

| 1.00 0.0 0.40 0.40 0.72 j

316 0.5 0.40 0.40 ' 0.72
' i

10.00 1.0 0.40 0.40' O.72

* This factor has to be applied to the shear modulus at low
shear strain amplitudes here defined as 1E-4 % to obilan
the modulus at higher strain levels. '

i

| 0

f) .
%J
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Table 3A.3-4 :

!

Strain Dependent Soil Damping ;

:

EFFECTIVE % OF CRITICAL ,

ISHEAR STRAIN UB VP6 HR

Q,ff%) LOG 9 1 O W510 eff

1.00E-4 -4.0 0.60 0 /20 0.60

3.16E-4 -3.5 0.75 0.75 0.65

1.00E-3 -3.0 130 1.00 0.80 l

3.16E-3 2.5 2.59 1.60 1.10

l

1.00E 2 -2.0 4.70 2.60 1.50

3.16E-2 -1.5 8.40 4.60 2.10 i
!

1.00E-1 1.0 13.50 7.50 3.00 i

|
0.316 -0.5 15.00 11.50 3.00 |

'

1.00 0.0 15.00 14.60 3.00

3.16 0.5 15.00 15.00 3.00

10.00 1.0 15.00 15.00 3.00
|

|

O
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3A.8 AnalysisModels 3A.8.2 FoundationModels >

3A.8.1 Structural Models ' 3A.8.2.1 2-D Foundation Models |
l

The structural model of the reactor building This set of models consists of the models
complex including the reactor pressure vessel and for reactor building foundation for X and
internal components as described in Subsection : Y-directions. The model developed for

'3.7.2.1.5.1.1 is used in SSI analysis. The model X-direction is also applicable for the vertical ~
ie Figures 3.7-28 and 3.7-29 are also shown in this' analysis. The model for X-direction consists of H

appendix as Figures 3A.8-1 and 3A.8 2 for easy the model for reactor building by itself and the j

reference. models for the control and turbine buildings.-

The control building model is described in The finite element mesh in the X-Z plane i
Subsection 3.7.2.1.5.. 2.1.- Figure 3A.8 3 shows representing the excavated soil elements for the .j
the model used in SE) analysis. The model has 8 reactor building foundation is'shown in Figure .

]lumped masses conuccted by massless beam 3A.8 5. : This model consists of 162 four node -
|

clements. plane strain elements. The strain-compatible. 1
.

.. ' equivalent linear soil properties obtained from |
The turbine building model considered is shown the free-field analysis are used for the soil

in Figure 3A.8 4. It consists of two concentric - finite elements,
lumped mass beam sticks representing the building
structures and the' turbine generator pedestal. . The foundation model of the reactor building
This simple representation is sufficient since below grade is shown in Figure 3A.8 6. This

.

the turbine building response is of no concern in model consists of 50 four node plane ~ strain
this appea dix but the effeet of elements with the properties of concrete to
structure to structure interaction on the reactor represent the base slab and the' side walls of

O building response is. This effect can be the reactor building. The mass of the basemat
adequately accounted for by maintaining the is considered by using the concrete weight
turbine building foundation configuration and the densiiy for the base sIab 'eiemeats.
building total mass as well as the' building Consequently,'the lumped mass at the base of
fundamental frequency in the simplified model structural model is modified to" subtract the
representation. basemat mass. The side wall elements are

massless since the mass of all-structural.
In 2 D SSI analyses the structural model components is already included in the structural

properties (stiffness and mass) are converted model. The structural modelis connected to the
into values corresponding to per unit foundation base stab by a rigid beam connecting Node 88 to
depth (dimension in the third direction) to the Node 229 at the middle of the slab (see <

maintain compatibility with the 2 D foundation. Figure 3A.8-6). |

model.
;

To' properly transfer the rotation of the <

In 3.D SSI analyses for the reactor building, stick model to the base' slab (and vice versa), a ;
the properties of the outer walls represented by set of rigid beams are placed at the middle of . '

the outer stick below the grade in Figure 3A.81 the slab connecting Nodes 220 through 238. The ;

are adjusted to subtract the properties of the stick representing the outer. walls of the -|
four embedded outer walls. These walls, as reactor building is connected to the side walls 1

- described in the following subsection, arc ~ by a set of rigid springs in horizontal '

modeled as part of the finite element foundation ' directions to reflect the direct, contact;
model. Because of two planes of symmetry, the condition of the outside wall with the soil.- j

,

model properties a.sd boundary conditions are The finite element mesh size selected for the
adjusted to correspond to the quarter model, model is capable' of transmitting seismic waves -;

|

,

i
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with frequencies up to 17 cps for UB soil profile 3A.8.2.2 3-D Foundation Model
and beyond 25 cps for the stiffer soil sites for
horizontal analysis. In the vertical direction By taking advantage of two planes of
this model is adequate for frequencies above 33 symmetry, the quarter model of reactor building
cps for all soil sites considered. foundation is constructed as shown in Figure

3A.8-11. The nodal points of the finite element
For the purpose of evaluating the mesh at different elevations are shown in

structure to structure effeet on the reactor Figures 3A.8-12 through 3A.8-19. A total of 343
building response, the foundation of the control brick elements are used for modeling the
building is assumed to be rigid in this excavated soilin the embedded foundation
appendix. volume. One column of the soil is modeled (see

Figure 3A.812) along the height of the wall
The finite element mesh for the excavated soil outside of the excavated soil volume for the

for the control building foundation is shown in purpose of computing the dynamic soil pressure
Figure 3A.8-7. In this model, the embedment on the wall. The base slab is modeled with 49
depth is 12.2 m (40 ft) and the width of the plate elements with the properties of concrete

! foundation is 16 m (52.5 ft). The foundation (see Figure 3A.8 20). The exterior walls of the
model and the connection of the building stick building are also modeled with plate elements as'

t model to the foundation are shown in Figure shown in Figures 3A.8-21 and 3A.8-22.
3A.8-8. As shown in tbc figure, the base of the
stick model (Figure 3A.8-3) is connected to the The outer stick of the reactor building model
base slab by a set of rigid beams to maintain (Figure 3A.8-1) is connected to the base slab
rotation compatibility. and the side walls with rigid beam as shown in

Figure 3A.8-23. Note that the layout of those
The turbine building foundation is 106 m (348 tigid beams as shown is for the X-direction

it) wide with embedment depth of 18.3 m (60 ft). analysis. This is consistent with the beam
The foundation is assumed to be rigid for the stick model assumptions that only the walls
purpose of evaluating the structure-to-structure parallel to excitation direction provide Shear
interaction effect on the reactor building, rigidity and a portion of the cross walls only
Figure 3A.8 9 shows the finite element mesh for contributes additional flexural rigidity.
the excavated soil elements. Different layouts of rigid beams are used for

the Y- and vertical dirzetions of analysis. The
The finite element mesh for the foundation is foundation model developed is adequate for i

the same as that for the excavated soil shown in frequencies of analysis up to 17 cps in the
Figure 3A.8 9 except that the nodes on the horizontal direction and for the softest soil
foundation base are further linked together by case (UB). This frequency increases beyond 25
rigid beams and the Node 508 is linked to the cps for the medium soil cases VP3. For stiffer '

structural model shown in Figure 3A.8 4 sites (VP5 and HR) a foundation model with
coarser element size is used to reduce the

The 2-D reactor building foundation model for coraputer cost. The element site is chose to
Y-direction is similar to the X direction model. ensure that its frequency transmissibility is
The foundation width is 56 m (184 ft) and the above 25 cps for the horizontal excitation. The
foundation depth in the third dimension is 59 m coarser model is capable of transmitting
(194 ft) for the Y direction. The connection of frequencies above 33 cps for the vertical j
the stick model to the base and side walls are excitation for all site conditions and, thus, is j

similar to those of the X-direction model. The used for all vertical 3-D SSI analyses.
Y direction foundation model is showr in Figure
3A.8-10. For this direction, no consideration j

,

for structure-to structure interaction effect is {
| required, based on the 2-D analysis technique,

{
l

e|
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3 3E.2 MATERIALFRACTURETOUGH- The crack growth invariably involves some'(V NESS CHARACTERIZATION elastic unloading and distinctly nonproportional

plastic deformation near the crack tip. J- ,

This subsection describt.s the fracture integral is based on the deformation theory of j
toughness properties and flow stress evaluation plasticity [4,5] which inadequately models both '
for the ferritic materials used in ABWR plant of these aspects of plastic behavior. In order
piping, as required for evaluation according to to use J integral to -characterize crack growth )
Section 3.6.3. (i.e. to assure J controlled crack growth), the ]

following sufficiency condition in terms of a
3E.2.1 FractureToughness nondimensional parameter proposed by Hutchinson
Characterization and Paris [6], is ud

,

i

When the clastic-plastic fracture mechanics b . # > >1 (E.2-2) jw.
(EPFM) methodology or the J-T methodology is used J da ~ ;

to evaluate the leak-before break conditions with ;

- postulated through wall flaws, the material Where b is the remaining ligament. Reference
toughness property is characterized in the form 7 suggests that w>10 would satisfy the
of J integral resistance curve (or J R curve) [1 J controllect growth requirements. However, if
2,3]. The J-R curve, schematically shown in the requirements of this criteria are strictly

.

Figure 3E.2-la, represents the material's followed, the amount of crack growth allowed
resistance to crack extension. The onset of would be very small in most test specimen
crack extension is assumed to occur at a critical geometries. Use of such a material J.R curve in
value of J. Where the plane strain conditions J/T- evaluation would result in grossly
are satisfied, initiation J is denoted by JIC. underpredicting the instability loads for large j
Plane strain crack wnditions, achieved in test diameter pipes where considerable stable crack ;

specimen by side grooving, generally provide a growth is expected to occur before reaching the 1

O*
lower bound behavior for material resistance to instability point. To overcome this difficulty,
stable crack growth. Ernst [8] proposed a ' modified J integral,

~Jmod, which was shown to be effective even
4

Once the crack begins to extend, the increase when limits on w were grossly violated. The i
of J with crack growth is measured in terms of Ernst correction essentially. factors in the
slope or the nondimensional tearing modulus, effect of crack extension in the calculated
T, expressed as: value of J. This correction can be determined- 1

experimentally by measuring the usual j
T=E.# (E.2-1) parameters: load, displacement and crack length. j

af da2

i J

The definition of Jmod s:
The flow stress, or, is ; function cf the

;
yield and ultimate strength, and E is the clastic Jmod " J +

f* El-G3| 6 ]
'

da-
modulus. Generally, or is assumed as the a aao p
avera of the yield and ultimate strength. The (E.2-3) I
slope of the material J R curve i function
of cra extension Aa. Generally, decrea- Where
ses with crack extension thereby givmg a convex J is based on deformation theory of. !
upward appearance to the material J R curve in plasticity ;
Figure 3E.2 la.

G is the linear clastic Griffith i

To evaluate the stability of crack growth, it energy release rate or clastic J,
is convenient to represent the material J-R curve Jet.
in the J-T space as shown in Figure 3E.2-1b. The
resulting curve is labeled as J-T ' material. S] is the nonlinear part of thep
Crack instability'is predicted at the intersec- load point displacement, (or

; tion point of the J/T material and J/T applied simply the total minus the clastic
curves.,

|
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displacement). treatment which refines the grain structure and,
(2) a charpy test at -50*F with a specified

a ,a are the initial and current crack minimum absorbed energy of 13 ft-lbs.
o

lengths respectively.
The electrodes and filler metal requirements

For the particular case of the compact tension for welding carbon steel to carbon or low alloy 1

specimen geometry, the preceding Equation and the steel are as specified in Table 3E.2-1. A
corresponding rate take the form comprehensive test program was undertaken to

characterize the carbon steel base and weld
material toughness properties. The next sectiona

Jmod = J + [a r M.da
describes the scope and the results of this

o b (E.2-4) program,

where Jp1 is the nonlinear part of the 3E.2.2.1 Fracture Toughness Test Program

deformation theory J, b is the remaining ligament ;

and r is The test program consisted of generating true
'

! stress-true strain curves, J Resistance curves

(1+0.76 b/W) (E.2-5) and the charpy V-notch tests. Two materials7 =

were selected : (1) SA333 Gr. 6,16 inch
Consequently the modified material tearing diameter Schedule 80 pipe and (2) SA516, Gr. 70,

modulus Tmod can be defined as: 11/4 inch thickness plate. Table 3E.2 2 shows
the chemical composition and mechanical property

Tmod = Tmat + E 2Jpl test information provided by the material ;

af b (E.2-6) supplier. The materials were purchased to the2

same specifications as those to be used in the
Since in most of the test J-R curves the ABWR applications,

w>10 limit was violated, all of the material -

J-T data were recalculated in the Jmod, Tmod To produce a circumferential butt weld, the
format. The Jmod, Tmod calculations were pipe was cut in' two pieces along a
performed up to crack extension of Aa=10% of circumferential plane and welded back using the
the original ligament in the test specimen. The shielded metal arc process. The weld prep was
J T curves were then extrapolated to larger J of single V design with a backing ring. The
values using the rnethod recommended in NUREG preheat temperature was 200*F.

,

I 1061, Vol. 3 (9].
The plate material was cut along the

3E.2.2 Carbon Steels and Associated longitudinal axis and welded back using the SAW
Welds process. The weld prep was of a single V type

with one side as vertical and the other side at
The carbon steels used in the ABWR reactor 45 . A backing plate was used during the

coolant pressure boundary piping are: SA 1% Gr welding with a clearance of 1/4 inch at the
B, SA 333 Gr. 6 and SA 672, Gr. C70. The first bottom of the V. The intergass temperature was
specification covers seamless pipe and the second maintained at less than 500 F.
one pertains to both seamless and seam-welded
pipe. The last one pertains to seam-welded pipe Both the plate and the pipe welds were
for which plate stock is specified as SA 516. Gr. X rayed according to Code [11] requirements and
70. The corresponding material specifications were found to be satisfactory,
for carbon steel flanges, fittings and forgings
are given by a GE specification [10]. It is well known that carbon steel base

materials show considerable anisotropy in
,

i While the chemical composition requirements fracture toughness properties. The toughness
for a pipe per SA 1% Gr. B and SA 333 Gr. 6 are depends on the orientation and direction of

I identical, the latter is subjected to two propagation of the crack in relation to the
additional requirements: (1) a normalizing heat principal direction of mechanical working or

|

|
'
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[ gain flow. Thus, the selection of proper orien- Figures 3E.2-4a and b it is clear that even a't
tation of charpy and J R curve test specimen is room temperature the upper shelf conditions have ?

important. Figure 3E.2 2 shows the orientation been reached for both the materials. I

code for rolled plate and pipe specimen as given
.No such anisotropy is expected in the weld -

.

in ASTM Standard E399 [12]. Since a through wall
circumferential crack configuration is of most metal since it does not undergo any mechanical
interest from the DEGB point of view, the L-T working after its deposition. This conclusion
specimen in 'a plate and the L C specimen in a is also supported by the available data in the
pipe provide the appropriate toughness properties - technical literature. The weld metal charpy
for that case. On the other hand, T-L and C-L specimen in this test program were oriented the
specimen are appropriate for the axial flaw case. same way as the LC or LT orientations in Figur'c i

3E.2-2. The' HAZ charpy specimens were also - 'l
Charpy test data are reviewed first since they oriented similarly.

provide a qualitative measure of the fracture
toughness. Figure 3E.2-5 shows a comparison of the

charpy energies from the 333 Gr. 6 base metal,
3E.22.1.1 CharpyTests tbc weld metal and the HAZ. In most cases two

spulmens were used. Considerable scatter in
Tbc absorbed energy or its complement, the the weld and HAZ charpy energy values is seen.

lateral expansion measured during a Charpy V- Nevert' eless, the average energies fro the weld
notch test provides a qualitative measure of the metal and the HAZ seem to fall at or above the ;
material toughness. For example,in the case of average base metal values. This indicates that,
austenitic stainless steel flux weldments, the unlike the stainless steel flux weldments, the'
observed lower Charpy energy relative to the base fracture toughness of carbon steel weld and HAZ,
metal was consistent with the similar trend as measured by the charpy tests, is ~at least
observed in the J Resistance curves. The Charpy equal to the carbon steel base metal.

O-
tests in this program were used as preliminary
indicators of relative toughness of welds, HAZs The preceding results and the results of the
and the base metal. stress-strain tests discussed in the next

section were used as a basis to choose between.
The carbon steel base materials exhibit the base and the weld metal properties for use

considerable anisotropy in the Charpy energy as in the J-T methodology evaluation.
illustrated by Figure 3E.2 3 from Reference 13.
This anisotropy is associated with development of 3E.2.2.1.2 Statss Stamin Tests
grain flow due to mechanical working. The Charpy
orientation C in Figure 3E.2-3 (orientations LC The stress strain tests were performedgt
and LT in Figure 3E.2 2) is the appropriate one three temperatures: Room temperature,350 F
for evaluating the fracture resistance to the and 550 F. Base and weld metal from both
extension of a through-wall circumferential the pipe and the plate were tested. The weld
flaw. The upper shelf Charpy energy associated specimens were in the as welded condition. The
with axial flaw extension (orientation A in standard test data obtained from these tests are i

Figure 3E.2 3) is considerably lower than that summarized in Table 3E.2 3. |

for the circumferential crack extension.
An examination of Table 3E.2-3 shows that the

A similar trend in the base metal charpy measured yield strength of the weld. metal, as
energies was also noted in this test program. expected, is considerably higher than thatff ;

Figures 3E.2-4a and b show the pipe and plate the base metal. For' example, the 550 F
material Charpy energies for the two orientations yield strength of the weld ' metal in Table 3E.2 3 j

as'a function of temperature. The tests were ranges from $3 to 59 ksi, whereas the base metal ]
conducted at six tengeratures ranging from room yield strength is only 34 ksi. ' The Mpact of
temperature to 550 F. From the trend of the this observation in the selection of appropriate
Charpy energies as a function of temperature in material (J/T) curve is ' discussed in later

O :

f
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sections. shows that 5 tests were conducted at 550 F.
Two tests were on the weld metal, two were on

Figures 3E.2 6 a through d show the plots of the base metal and one was on the heat affected ,

the 550 F and 350"F stress-stain curves zone. Figure 3E.2 8 shows the plot of material i
for both the pipe and the plate used in the Jmod,Tmod values calculated from the J Aa !

test. As expected, the weld metal stress strain values obtained from the 550"F tests. The |
curve in every case is higher than the correspon- value of flow stress, ar, used in the ,

ding base metal curve. The Ramberg Osgood format tearing modulus calculation (Equation E.21) was ]
characterization of these stress strein curves is 52.0 ksi based on data shown in Table 3E.2 3. 1

| given in Section 3E.3.2 where appropriate valuesTo convert the deformation J and d.1 values j

of a and n is also provided. obtained from the J-R curve into Jmo"d, Tmode |

Equations E.2-4 and E.2-6 were used. Only the ;

3E.2.2.1.3 J.R Curve Tests data from the pipe weld (Specimen ID OWLC A) and I

the plate base metal (Specimen ID BMLI 12) are i

IThe test temperatures selected for the J R shown in Figure 3E.2-8. A few unreliable data
curve tests were: room temperature,350 F and points were obtained in the pipe base metal
550"F. Both the weld and the base metal were (Specimen ID OBLC-2) J-R curve test due to a
included. Due to the curvature, only the IT plan malfunction in the instrumentation. Therefore,
compact tension (CT) specimens were obtained from the data from this test were not included in the
the 16 inch diameter test pipe. Both 1T and 2T evaluation. The J R curves from the other two q

plan test specimens were prepared from the test 550"F tests were evaluated as described in I

plate. All of the CT specimens were side-grooved the next paragraph. For comparison purposes, j

to produce plane strain conditions. Figure 3E.2-8 also shows the SA106 carbon steel |

J-T data obtained from the J R curve reported by |Gudas [14]. The curve also includesTable 3E.2-4 shows some details of the J-R
curve tests performed in this test program. The extrapolation to higher J values based on the
J.R curve in the LC orientation of the pipe bat: method recommended in NUREG 1061, Vol. 3 [9].
metal and in the LT orientation of the plate base i

metal represent the material's resistance to Tbc Jmod -Tmod data for the plate weld
crack extension in the circumferential direc- metal and the plate HAZ were evaluated. A
tion. Thus, the test results of these orienta- comparison shows that these data fall slightly
tions were used in the LBB evaluations. The below those for the plate base metal shown in
orientation effects are not present in thc weld Figure 3E.2 8. On the other hand, as noted in
metal. As an example of the J-R curve obtained Subsection 3E.2.2.1.2, the yield strength of the i

in the test program, Figure 3E.2-7 shows the plot weld metal and the HAZ is considerably higher |
of J-R curve obtained from specimen OWLC-A. than that of the base metal. The material

stress-strain and J-T curves are the two key 1

3E.2.2.2 Material U/T) Curve Selection inputs in determining the instability load and
flaw values by the (J/T) methodology.

The normal operating temperatures for most of Calculations performed for representative
the carbon steel piping in the reactor coolant through wall flaw sizes showed that the higher
pressure boundary in the ABWR generally fallinto yield strength cf the weld metal more than com-
two categories: 528 550 F and 420"F. The pensates for the slightly lower J R curve and,
latter temperature corresponds to the operating consequently, the instability load and flaw
temperature of the feedwater piping system. The predictions based on base metal properties are
selections of the appropriate material (J/T) smaller (i.e., conservative). Accordingly, it
curves for these two categories are discussed was concluded that the material (J-T) curve
next. shown in Figure 3E.2-8 is the appropriate one to

use in the LBB evaluations for carbon steel
3E.2.2.2.1 Material J/T curve for 550* F piping at 550"F.

A review of the test matrix in Table 3E.2-4

O
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( )N
where: that a limit load approach is feasible.( However, test data at high temperatures
Sb = instability bending stress for flaw specially involving large diameter pipes are

length, a,in the presence of membrane ct.rrently not available. Therefore, a (J/T)
strees, at. based approach is used in the evaluation.

1

t = applied membrane stress 3E.3.2.1 Determination of Ramberg-Osgood8

Parameters for 550 F Evaluation
at = instability tension stress for flaw

length, a. Figure 3E.2 6a shows the true stress-true
strain curves for the carbon steels at

a'b = instability bending stress for flaw 550 F. The same data is plotted here in l
length, a. Figure 3ES-3 in the Ramberg-Osgood format. It

is seen that, unlike the stainless steel case,
Once the instability bending stress, S , in each set for stress-strain data (i.e. datab

the presence of membrane stress, at, is derived from one stress-strain curve) follow |
determined, the instability load margin approximately a single slope line. Based on the |
corresponding to the detectable leak-size crack visual observation, a line representing a = 2, 1

(as required by LBB criterion in Section 3.63) n - 5 in Figure 3E3-3 was drawn as representing
can be calculated as follows: a reasonable upper bound to the data shown.

Instabilitylead Margin,o + S (3E3-9b) The third parameter in the Ramberg-Osgood
t format stress-stain curve is "o, the

yield stress. Based on the several internal GE
It is assumed in the preceding equation that data on carbon steels such as SA 333 Gr.6, and ;

the uncertainty in the calculated applied stress SA 106 Gr.B, a reasonable value of 550 F I_

{V} is essentially associated with the stress due to yield strength v as judged as 34600 psi. To
applied bending loads and that the membrane summarize, the allowing values were used in

| stress, which is generally due to the pressure
of carbon steels as 550)F:this report for the (J/T methodology evaluationloading, is known with greater certainty. This

method of calculating the margin against loads is
also consistent with the definition of load
margin employed in Paragraph IWB 3640 of Section a =2.0
XI[7]. I

n -5.0
3E.3.2 Application of(J/T)
Methodology to Carbon Steel Piping o - 34600 psi |o

1
8From Figure 3E.2 3, it is evident that carbon E = 26x10 psi j

steels exhibit transition temperature behavior
||

marked by three distinct stages: lower shelf, 3E3.2.2 Determination of Ramberg-Osgood j
transition and upper shelf. The carbon steels Parameters for 420 F Evaluation

| generally exhibit ductile failure mode at or
above upper shelf temperatures. This would Figure 3E3-4 shows the Ramberg-Osgood (R-0)
suggest that a net-section collapse approach may format plot of the 350 F true stress stain
be feasible for the evaluation of postulated data on the carbon steel base metal. Also shown,

' ,

flaws in carbon steel piping. Such a suggestion in Figure 3E3-4 are the CE data a SA 106 Grade
|was also made in a review report prepared by the B at 400"F. Since the difference between i

Naval Research Lab [8). Low temperature (i.e. the ASME Code Specified minimum yield strength l
less than 125 F) pipe tests conducted by GE at 350 F and 420 F is sm all, Ih e )[9] and by Vassilaros [10] which involved 350 F stress strain data were considered

:

circumferentially cracked pipes sub.iected to applicable in the determination of R-O
.

(c} bending and/or pressure loading, also indicate parameters for evaluation at 420 F.
v

,

t
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A review of Figure 3E.3-4 indicates that the 668, J.D Landes, J. A. Begley, and !

majority of the data associated with any one test G.A. Clarke, Eds., American Society for f

can be approximated by one straight line. Testing and Materials,1979, pp. 37-64. |
J

It is seen that some of the data points 5. Kumar, V., German, M.D., and Shih, C.F., An )
associated with the yield point behavior fall Engineering Approach for Elastic Plastic
along the y-axis. However, these data points at Fracture Analysis, EPRI Topcal Report
low stain level were not considered significant NP-1831, Electric Power Research Institute,
and, therefore, were not included in the R-O fit. Palo Alto, CA July 1981.

The 350*F yield stress for the base 6. Advances in Elastic-Plastic Fracture
material is given in Table 3E.2 3 as 37.9 ksi. Analysis, EPRI Report No. NP-3607, August
Since the difference between the ASME Code 1984.

specified minimum yield strengths of pipe and
plate carbon steels at 420 F and 350 F is 7. ASME Boiler and Pressure Nessel Code,

8 value for use at Section XI, Rules for In service Inspectionroughly 0.9 ksi, the 0

420 F are chosen as (37.9 - 0.9) or 37 ksi. of Nuclear Power Plant Components, ASME.
In summary, the following values of R-O |
parameters are used for evaluation of 420 F: 8. Chang, C.I.,et al, Piping Inelastic

Fracture Mechanics Analysis, NUREG|CR-1119,
8 = 37,000 psi June 1980. |o

a = 5.0 9. Reactor Primary Coolant System Rupture
Study Quarterly Progress Report No.14,

n = 4.0 July-September,1968, GEAP-5716, AEC
Research and Development Report, December
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the Approximate Analysis of Strain Instability Analyses for 8 Inch Diameter
Concentration by Notches and Cracks, J. ASTMA106Stee! Pipe, NUREG|CR-3740, April
Appl. Mech., 35, 379-386 (1968). 1984.

2. Begley, J.A., and Landes, J.D., The I 11. Harris, D.O., Lim, EY., and Dedhia, D.D.,
Integral as a Fracture Criterion, Fracture Probability of Pipe Fracture in the Primary
Toughness, Proceedings of the 1971 National Coolant Loop of a PWR Plant, Volume 5,
Symposium on Fracture Mechnaics, Part II, Probabilistic Fracture Mechanics Analysis,
ASTM STP 514, American Society for Testing U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Report
Materials, pp. 1-20 (1972). NUREG/CR-2189, Volume 5 Washington, DC,

1981.
3. Paris, P.C., Tada, H., Zahoor, A., and Ernst,

H., The Theory ofInstability of the Tearing 12. Buchalet, C.B., and Bamford, W.H., Stress
Mode of Elastic-Plastic Crack Growth, Intensity Factor Solutions for Ccntinuous
Elastic-Plastic Fracture, ASTM STP 668, J.D Surface flaws in the Reactor Pressure
Landes, J.A. Begley, and G.A Clarke, Eds., Vessels, Mechanics of Crack Growth, ASTM
American Society for Testing Materials,1979, STP $90. American Society for Testing
pp.5-36. Materials,1976, pp. 385 402.

4 Hutchinson, J.W., and Paris, P.C., Stability 13. Hale, D.A., J.L. Yuen and T.L. Gerber,
Analysis of J Controlled Crack Growth, Fatigue Crack Growth in Piping and RPV
Elastic-Plastic Fracture, ATSM STP
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(3 3F.2 MAIN STEAM PIPING end of the discharge piping submerged in the 1-d suppression pool. Pressure waves traveling j
3F.2.1 System Description through the discharge piping following the i

relatively rapid opening of the SRVs causes the |
The four main steam (MS) lines carry steam discharge piping to vibrate. This in turn j

from the reactor to the turbine and auxiliary produces time dependent forces that act on the q

systems. The reactor coolant pressure boundary main steam piping segments.
portion of each line being evaluated in this

,

section includes a flow restrictor that is There are a number of events / transients / |
designed to limit the rate of escaping steam from postulated accidents that result in SRV lift:
the postulated break in the downstream steam
line. The restrictor is also used for flow a. Automatic opening signal when main steam
measurements during plant operation. The safety system pressure exceeds the set point
relief valves (SRVs) discharge into the pressure for a given s cIve (there are different

3

suppression pool through SRV discharge piping. set points for different valves in a i

The SRV safety function includes protection given plant). j
against over pressure of the reactor primary

!

system. The main steam line A has a branch b. Automatic opening signal for all valves I

connection to supply steam to the reactor core assigned to tbc a u t o m a ti( )
isolation cooling (RCIC) system turbine, depressurization system function on '

I receipt of proper actuation signal.
| This section addresses the MS piping system in ;

the nuclear island which is designed and c. Manual opening signal to valve selected j
constructed to the requirements of the ASME Code, by plant operator.

'

Section III, Class 1 piping (within outermost
isolation valve) and Class 2 piping. It is The SRVs close when the main steam system

|) classified as Seismic Category I. It is pressure reaches the relief mode rescat pressure
,

V inspected according to ASME Code Section XI. or when the plant operator manually releases the 1
| opening signals.

3F.2.2 Susceptibility to Water Hammer
It is assumed (for conservatism) that all

Significant pressure pulsation of water hammer SRVs are activated at the same time, which |i

effect in the pipe may occur as a result of produces simultaneous forces on the main steam ;

I opening of SRVs or closing of the turbine stop piping system. i

valve. A brief description of these phenomena
follows. These two transients are considered in 3F.2.2.2 Turbine Stop Valve Closure Transient
the main steam piping system design and fatigue Description
analysis. These events are more severe than the
opening or closing of a main steam isolation Prior to turbine stop valve closure, saturated

| | valve or water carry over through main steam and steam flows through each main steam line at nuc-
| SRV piping. Moreover, the probability of water lear boiler rated pressure and mass flow rate.

carry over during core flooding in case of an Upon signal, the turbine stop valves close rap-
accident is low. idly and the steam flow stops at the upstream

side of these valves. A pressure wave is crea-,

| 3F.2.2.1 Safety Relief Valve Lift Transler.t ted and travels at sonic velocity toward the re- j

Description actor vessel through each main stream line. The i

flow of steam into each main steam line from the
SRV produces momentary unbalanced forces reactor vessel continues until the fluid compres-

acting on the discharge piping system for the sion wave reaches the reactor vessel nozzle.
period from the opening of the SRV until a steady Repeated reflection of the pressure wave at the
discharge flow from the reactor pressure vessel reactor vessel and ctop valve ends of the main
to the suppression pool is established. This 5. cam lines produces time varying pressures andg; ), period includes clearing of the water slug at the velocities at each point along the main steam

%J
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lines. The combination of fluid momentum Evaluation of the ensuing effects are
changes, shear forces, and pressure differcoces considered as a normal design process for the
cause forcing functions which vary with position main steam piping system. The peak pressure

| and time to act on the main steam piping system. pulses are within the design capability of a
The fluid transient loads due to turbine stop typical piping design and the piping stresses
valve closure is considered as design load for and support loads remain within the ASME Code
upset condition. allowables.

3F.2.2.4 Basic Fluid Transient Concept It is concluded that, during these water
hammer type events, the peak pressuru and

Despite the fact that the SRV discharge and segment loads would not cause overstressed
the turbine stop valve closure are flow-starting conditions for the main steam piping system. ,

!and flow-stopping processes, respectively, the
concepts of mass, momentucs, and energy conserva- 3F.2.3 ThermalFatigue i

tion and the differential equations which
represent these concepts are similar for both No thermal stratification and thermal fatigue
problems. The particular solution for either of are expected in the main steam piping since
the problems is obtained by incorporating the there is no large source of cold water in these
appropriate initial conditions and boundary loops. A small amount of water may collect in
conditions into the basic equations. Thus, the near horizontal leg of the main steam line
relief valve discharge and turbine stop valve due to steam condensation. However, a slope of
closure are seen to be specific solutions of the 1/8 inch per foot of main steam piping is
more general problen2 of compressible, non-steady provided in each main steam line. Water drain
fluid flow in a pipe. lines are provided at the end of slope to drain

out the condensate. Thus, in this case no
The basic fluid dynamic equations which are significant thermal cycling effects on the main

applicable to both relief valve discharge and steam piping are expected.
turbine stop valve closure are used with the
particular fluid boundary conditions of these 3F.2.4 Piping, Fittings and Safe End
occurrences. Step wise solution of these Materials I

equations generates a time-history of fluid
properties at numerous locations along the pipe. The material specified for the 28-inch main

1Simultaneously, reaction loads on the pipe are steam pipe is SA155 KCF70. The corresponding
determined at each locetion corresponding to the specification for the piping fittings and
position of an elbow. forgings are given as SA420, WPL6 and SA350,

LF2, respectively. The material for the safe
The computer programs RVFOR and TSFOR end forging welded between the main steam piping

described in Appendix 3D are used to calculate and the steam nozzle is SA508 Class 3.
the fluid transient forces on the piping system
due to safety relief valve discharge and turbine 3F.2.5 LBB Margin Evaluation
stop valve closure. Both of the programs use
method of characteristics to calculate the fluid The Code stress analysis of the piping will
transients. be reviewed to obtain representative stress

magnitudes. For the LBB evaluation purpose only

| The results from the RVFOR program have been one pipe size, i.e. 28-inch, will be
verified with various inplant test measurements considered. Table 3F.2-1 shows the example

| tests and the test sponsored by BWR owner for
such as from the Monticello tests and Caoroso stress magnitude due to pressure, weight,

thermal expansion and SSE loads.
NUREG-0737 at Wyle test facilities, Huntsville,
Alabama. Various data from the strain gages on The leak rate calculations were performed
the pipes and the load cells on the supports were assuming saturated steam conditions at 1050
compared with the analytical data and found to be psi. The leak rate model for saturated steam
in good correlation. developed in Section 3E.4.2 was used in this

O
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4 evaluation. Pressure, weight and thermal 1

expansion stresses were included in calculating
the crack opening area. A plot of leak rate as a
function of crack size was developed and is shown
in Figure 3F.2-1. Leakage flaw lengths
corresponding to 5 and 10 gpm were determined ;

from this figure.

|
The calculations for the critical flaw size

and instability load corresponding to
leakage-size cracks were performed using the J-T
methodology. Specifically, the 5500F J R curve :

shown in Figure 3E.2-8 and the Ramberg Osgood
parameters given in Subsection '3E.3.2.1 were

| used. A plot of instability tension and bending j
stresses as a function of crack length was !

developed. Table 3F.2-2 shows the calculated
;

critical crack size and the margin along with the ,

instability load margin for the leakege size )
cracks. It is noted that the critical crack size '

margin is greater than 2 and the instability load
margin also exceeds /f*

3F.2.6 Conclusion

For all four loops of the main steam system,| s
'

i leakage rates of 5 and 10 gpm are used in the LBB
; evaluation based on the limit of satisfactory

detection of the associated unidentified!

;

leakage. Based upon these leakage rates and '

L representative stress magnitudes, leakage flaw
lengths are calculated for 28-inch pipe and

! compared against the critical flaw length. The
| margin is shown to be greater than 2 for both

]leakage rates, Also, the leak size crack
!

stability evaluation showed a margin of at least i5
|

It is also shown that other LBB criteria of
Section 3.6.3 including immunity to failure from )
effects of IGSCC,' water hammer and thermal ;
fatigue, and capability for leak detection are '

satisfied. Therefore, all four loops of the main
steam piping qualify for the leak before-break
postulation approach.

.

..

|
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(] 3F.3 FEEDWATER SYSTEM PIPING temperatures, pressures and thickness for
(j representative pipe sizes in the feedwater

3F.3.1 System Description system. The nominal thickness for both ipe1

sizes correspond to schedule 80. Table 3F.3-2
The function of the feedwater (FW) system is shows the representative stress magnitudes for

to conduct water to the reactor vessel over the each pipe size due to pressure, weight, thermal
full range of the reactor power operation. The expansion and SSE loads. Only the pressure

weight and thermal expansion stresses are used |
feedwater piping consists of two 22-inch diameter

in the leak rate evaluation, where a sum of alllines from the high pressure feedwater heaters
connecting to the reactor vessel through three stresses is used in the instability load and
13 inch risers on each line. Each line has one critical flaw evaluation.
check valve inside the containment drywell and i

one positive closing check valve outside 3F.3.6 LBB Margin Evaluation
containment. During shutdown cooling mode,
reactor water pumped through the RHR heat The incoming water of the feedwater system is
exchanger in one loop is returned to the vessel in a subcooled state. Accordingly, the leakage
by way of one feedwater line. flaw length calculations were based on the

procedure outlined in Section 3E.4.1. The
This section addresses the feedwater piping in saturation pressure, Psat, for each pipe size i

the nuclear island, extending from the vessel out was calculated from the normal operation
to the outboard isolation valve (ASME Class 1) temperatures given in Table 3F.31. Th* leak
and further through the shutoff valve to and rates were calculated as a function os c ack
including the seismic interface restraint (ASME length. The leakage flaw lengths corresponding
Class 2). This section of the feedwater piping to 5 and 10 gpm leak rates were then determined.
is classified as Seismic Category I.

The calculations for the critical flaw size

V] 3F.3.2 Susceptibility to Water Hammer and the instability load corresponding to leak-/
age size cracks were performed using the J-T

,

There is no record of feedwater piping failure methodology. Specifically, the J-T curve shown '

due to water hammer. Althot.gh there are several in Figure 3E.2-9 and the Ramberg-Osgood para-
check valves in the feedwater system, operating meters given in Subsection 3E.3.2.2 were used. i

'

procedure and the control systems have been Table 3F.3-3 shows the calculated critical crack
designed to limit the magnitude of water bxw sizes, and the margins along with the instabi-
load to the extent that a formal design L act lity load m:.rgins for the leakage size cracks.
required. Results are shown for both the 22 inch and

12-inch lines. It is noted that for the two
3F.3.3 ThermalFatigue reference leak rates, the critical crack size

margin is greater than 2 and the instability
Thermal fatigue is not a concern in ABWR feed- load margin also exceeds /2.

water piping. The ASME Code evaluation includes
operating temperature transients, cold and hot 3F.3.7 Conclusion
water mixing and thermal stratification.

LBB evaluation has been conducted using two
3F.3.4 Pipings, Fittings and Safe End values of reference leak rates: 5 and 10 gpm.
Material Based upon these leakage rates and representa-

tive stress magnitudes, leakage flaw lengths
The material for piping is either SA333, Gr. were calculated for 22-inch and 12 inch lines.

6, or SA-672, Gr. C70. Comparison with critical crack lengths showed-
margin to be greater than 2. Leakage size crack

3F.3.5 Piping Sizes, Geometries and stability evaluation showed a margin of at least
Representative Stress fi

O Table 3F.3-1 shows the normal operating it has been also demonstrated in the/b
Amendment 7 3F.31
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preceding subsections that the feedwater line
meets other LBB Criteria of Section 3.6.3
including immunity to failure from effects of ,

1IGSCC, water hammer and thermal fatigue,

|

1
i

I
i

i
|

1

|

|

|

;

O
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/7 4. REACTOR I

()
4.1 SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Rods of this design were first introduced in
The reactor assembly consists of the reactor the Dresden-1 reactor in April 1961 and have

pressure vessel, pressure containing accumulated thousands of hours of service.
appurtenances including CRD housings,in core
instrumentation housing and the head vent and (2) Fixed in-core fission chambers (LPRMs)
spray assembly plus the reactor internal provide continuous local power range neutron
components described in Subsection 4.1.2. Figure flux monitoring. A guide tube in each

| 3.91 (Reactor Vessel and Internal Assembly) in-core assembly provides for a traversing
shows the arrangement of the reactor assembly ion chamber (TIP) for calibration and axial
components. A summary of the important design detail. Start-up range neutron monitors
and performance characteristics is given in (SRNMs) are located at fixed locations i

Subsection 1.3.1.1. Loading conditions for between the (LPRMs) as shown on Figure
reactor assembly components are specified in 4.1-1. The in-core location of the start up
Subsection 3.9.5.2. and source range instruments provides

coverage of the large reactor core and
4.1.1 ReactorPressureVessel provides an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio

and neutron-to-gamma ratio. All in core
The reactor pressure vessel includes the instrument leads enter from the bottom and ,

reactor internal pump (RIP) casing and flow the instruments are in service during
.

restrictors in each of the steam outlet nozzles refueling. In-core instrumentation is '

and the shroud support and pump deck which form presented in Subsection 7.6.1. |
the partition between the RIP suction and

(7 discharge. The reactor pressure vessel design (3) As shown by experience obtained at Dresden-1( ,) and description are covered in Section 5.3. and all other BWR plants, utilizing the in-
core flux monitor system, the desired power

4.1.2 Reactor Internal Components distribution can be maintained within a
large core by proper control rod scheduling. .

'The major reactor internal components are the
core (fuel, channels, control blades and (4) The fuel channels provide a fixed flow path
instrumentation), the core support structure for the boiling coolant, serve as a guiding |

(including the shroud, top guide and core plate), surface for the control rods and protect the i

the shroud head and steam separator assembly, the fuel during handling operations. I

steam dryer assembly, the feedwater spargers, the I

core spray and core flooding spargers. Except (5) The mechanical reactivity control permits f
for the Zircaloy in the reactor core, these criticality checks during refueling and i

reactor internals are stainless steel or other provides maximum plant safety. The core is .

corrosion resistant alloys. The fuel assemblies designed to be suberitical at any time in |
(including fuel rods and channel), control it's operating history with any one control
blades, shroud head and steam separator assembly, rod fully withdrawn and the other control
and steam dryers and in. core instrumentation dry rods full inserted.
tubes are removable when the reactor vessel is
opened for refueling or maintenance. (6) The se!ected control rod pitch represents a

practica: value of individual control rod !
4.1.2.1 Reactor Core reactivity worth, and allows adequate j

clearance below the pressure vessel between
important features of the reactor core are: CRD mechanisms for case of maintenance and

removal.
(1) The bottom entry cruciform control rods. ]

(v) l
'

i
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(7) The reactor core is arranged as an upright 4.1.2.4 Steam Dryer Assembly
circular cylinder containing a large number
of fuel cells and is located within the core The information on the steam dryer assembly ;

,

shroud inside the reactor vessel. is presented in Subsection 3.9.5.1.23. 1 i

4.1.2.1.1 Fuel Assembly Description 4.1.3 ReactidtyControlSystems:

The fuel assembly description is presented in 4.13.1 Operation
Section 4.2.

The control rods perform dual functions of
4.1.2.1.2 Assembly Support and Control Rod power distribution shaping and reactivity
Lccation control. Power distribution in the core is

| controlled during operation of the reactor by
A few peripheral fuel assemblies are manipulation of selected patterns of rods. The

supported by the core plate. Otherwise, rods, which enter from the bottom of the near
individual fuel assemblies in the core rest on cylindrical reactor core, are positioned to
fuel support pieces mounted on top of the control counterbalance steam voids in the top of the
rod guide tubes. Each guide tube, with its core and effect significant power flattening.
orificed fuel support, bears the weight of four
assemblies and is supported by a control rod These groups of control elements, used for
drive penetration nonle in the bottom head of power flattening, experience a somewhat higher
the reactor vessel. The core plate provides duty cycle and neutron exposure than the other
lateral support and guidance at the top of each rods in the control system.i

control rod guide tube and directs the reactor
recirculation into the orificed fuel support and The reactivity control function requires that
through the fuel assemblies. The top guide, all rods be available for either reactor " scram"
mounted on top of the shroud, provides lateral (prompt shutdown) or reactivity regulation.
support and guidance for the top of each fuel Because of this, the control elements are
assembly. The reactivity of the core is con- mechanically designed to withstand the dynamic
trolled by cruciform control rods and their forces resulting from a scram. They are

| associated mechanical hydraulic drive system. conneeted to b o t t o m-m o u n t e d,
| The control rods occupy alternate spaces between electro-hydraulically actuated drive mechanisms

fuel assemblies. Each independent drive enters which allow either electric motor controlled
the core from the bottom, and accurately axial positioning for reactivity regulation or
positions its associated control rod during hydraulic rapid scram insertion. The design of
normal operation with an electric motor driven the rod to-drive connection permits each blade

,

ball screw. For scram hydraulic pressure acts on to be attached or detached from its drive
the hollow cylinder to exert several times the without disturbing the remainder of the control
force of gravity to insert the control rod during system. The bottom mounted drives permit the
the scram mode of operation. Bottom entry allows entire control system to be left intact and
optimum power shaping in the core, case of remain operable for tests with the reactor
refueling and convenient drive maintenance. vessel open.

4.1.2.2 Shroud 4.13.2 Description of Control Rods

The information on the shroud is presented in A description of the control rods is
Subsection 3.9.5.1.1.1. presented in Section 4.6. |
4.1.23 Shroud llead and Steam Separators 4.133 Supplementary Reactidty Control

The information on the shroud head and sep- The core control requirements are met by use

| arators is presented in Subsection 3.9.5.1,2.1. of the combined effects of the movable control

Amendment 7 4.1-2
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Table 4.3-1

CALCULATED CORE EFFECTIVE MULTIPLICATION
1

AND CONTROL SYSTEM WORTH - NO VOIDS,200C ~ '

Begmning of Cycle, K-effective
Uncontrolled - 1.0876

.

Fully Controlled 0.9145

fStrongest Control Rod Out 0.9600
:

R, Maximum Increase in Cold Core Reactivity '

with Exposure Cycle, ak 0.0000
.

1

:

O '

!
!

!

I

i

I !
l $

l
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. The after installation, prestartup tests (b) when the rod is fully withdrawn the
\ (Chapter 14) include normal and scram motion and first time, observe that the drive'will

are primarily intended to verify that piping,' not go to the overtravel position.
valves, electrical components and instrumentation Observation of the separation switches
are properly installed. The test specifications ' provides direct indication that.the
include criteria and acceptable ranges for drive control rod is following the drive
speed, scram valve response times, and control during withdrawal, but does not provide
pressures. These are tests intended more to . a direct check on coupling integrity.
document system condition rather than tests of Additionally , observation of a response
performance, from the nuclear instrumentation during

an attempt to withdraw a :ontrol rod
As fuel is placed in the reactor, the startup provides another indirect indication

test procedure (Chapter 14) is followed. The that the rod and drive are coupled. The
tests in this procedure are intended to overtravel position feature provides a
demonstrate that the initial operational- positive check on the coupling
characteristic's meet the limits of the iniegrity, for only an uncoupled drive

'
specifications over the range of primary coolant can reach the overtravel position.
temperatures and pressures from ambient to
operating. The detailed specifications and (4) During operation, accumulator pressure and
procedures are similar to those in BWRs presently level at the normal operating value are
under construction and in operatien. verifi:d.

4.63.13 SurveillanceTests Experience with CRD systems of the same type
indicates that weekly verification of -

The surveillance requirements (SR) for the CRD accumulator pressure and level is sufficient
system are described below. While these to assure operability of the accumulator/~T requirements have not yet been formalized the portion of the CRD system.
intent is to follow the general pattern
established for surveillance testing in BWRs (5) At the time of each major refueling outage,
presently under construction and in operation. each operable control rod is subjected to

scram time tests from the fully withdrawn
(1) Sufficient control rods shall be withdrawn, position.

following a refueling outage when core
alterations are performed, to demonstrate Experience indicates that the scram times of
with adequate shutdown margin that the core the control rods do not significantly change
can be made suberitical c.t any time in the over the time interval between refueling -
subsequent fuel cycle with one control rod outages. A test of Ge scram times at each
pair (having the same HCU) or one rod of refueling outage is 'ufficient to identify
maximum worth withdrawn and all other any significant lent jening of the scram
operable rods fully inserted. times.

(2) Each partially or fully withdrawn control- 4.6.3.1.6 FunctionalTests
rod is exercised one or two steps at least
once each week. The detailed requirements for functional

testing have. not as yet been formally
(3) The coupling integrity shall be verified for established, but the intent is to follow the

each withdrawn control rod as follows: general pattern established for such testine in
BWRs currently under construction and in

(a) when the rod is first withdrawn, observe operation. As such,'it is anticipated that the
the control rod separation switch functional testing program of the CRDS will
response and discernible response of the consist of a five year maintenance life test and
nuclear instrumentation; and

. (>
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a 1.5 times design life test program. In
addition to maintenance and design life tests,
the program covers crudicantamination testing,
seismic misalignment, channel bulge, failed
buffer, rod drop /ta test hollow piston latch
functionality), an' ad ejection (to test FMCRD
brake functionality)

4.6.4 Information for Combined Performance
of Reactivity Control Systems

4.6.4.1 Vulnerability to Common Mode Failures
;

!The reactivity control system is located such
!

that it is protected from common mode failures
due to missiles, failures of moderate and high
energy piping, and fire. Sections 3.4, 3.5 and
3.6, and . Subsection 9.5.1 discuss protecGon of i

essential :ystems against missiles, pipe breaks |
and fire. j

4.6.4.2 Accidents Taking Credit for Multiple
I

Reactivity Systems

|
There are no postulated accidents evaluated in 2

Chapter 15 that take credit for two or more
reactivity control systems preventing or
mitigating each accident.

4.6.5 Evaluation of Combined Performance

As indicated in Subsection 4.6.4.2, credit is
,

not taken for multiple reactivity control systems ;

for any postulated accidents in Chapter 15.'

1

1

0
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C/ (3) steamflow = 17.29 x 106 lb/hr (102.7% of Sizing of the SRV capacity is based on
nuclear boiler rated steamflow). establishing an adequate margin from the peak

vessel pressure to the vessel code limit (1375
These conditions are the most severe because psig) in response to the reference transients.

maximum stored energy exists at these
conditions. At lower power conditions the The method used to determine total valve
transients would be less severe. capacity is as follows. I

5.2.2.2.2.2 Transients Whenever the system pressure increases to the
valve spring set pressure of a group of valves,

See Appendix A, Subsection A.S.2.2.2.2.2 of these valves are assumed to begin opening and to |
Reference 1. reach full open at 103% of the valve spring set |

pressure. The lift characteristics assumed is
5.2.2.2.23 Safety / Relief Valve Transient shown in Figure 5.21.
Analysis Specification

5.2.2.23 Evaluation of Results
(1) Simulatedvalvegroups:

51 1.23.1 Safety / Relief Valve Capacity
spring-action safety mode - 5 groups

The required SRV capacity is determined by
(2, opening prenure setpoint (maximum safety analyzing the pressure rise from an MSIV closure i

limit): with flux scram transient as documented in |
Subsection S.2.3 of Reference 1. Results of ;

spring-action safety mode: this analysis is given in Figure 5.2 2. The
'

peak vessel bottom pressure calculated is 1274

O group 1 1177 psig psig, which is well below the acceptance limit
,

V group 21187 psig of 1375 psig. I

group 31197 psig
group 41207 psig 5.2.2.23.2 Pressure Drop la Inlet and
group 51217 psig Discharge ;

1

(3) reclosure pressure setpoint (% of opening Pressure drop on the piping from the reactor i
setpoint) both modes: vessel to the valves is taken into account in

calculating the maximum vessel pressures. I

maximum safety limit (used in analysis) % Pressure drop in the discharge piping to the
suppression poolis limited by proper discharge.

g' minimum operationallimit 90 line sizing to prevent back pressure on each SRV
from exceeding 40 percent of the valve inlet

The opening and reclosure setpoints are pressure, thus assuring choked flow in the valve
assumed at a conservatively high level above the orifice and no reduction of valve capacity due
nominal setpoints. This is to account for ini- to the discharge piping. Each SRV has its own
tial setpoint errors and any instrument setpoint separate discharge line,
drift that might occur during ope *:lon. Typic-
ally the assumed setpoints in the analysis are at 5.2.23 Piping and Instrument Diagrams
least 1% above the actual nominal setpoints.
Conservative SRV response characteristics are Figures 5.13 and 5.2 3 show the schematic
also assumed; therefore, the analysis conserv- location of the following pressure relieving
atively bounds all SRV operating conditions. devices for:

5.2.2.2.2.4 Safety / Relief Valve Capacity (1) the RCS;
/m

I \v
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lower frequency and shorter relief discharges as
(2) the primary side of the auxiliary or the decay heat drops off.

emergency systems interconnected with the
primary system; and Remote manual actuation of the valves from

the control room is recommended to minimize the
(3) any blowdown or heat dissipation system total number of these discharges with the intent

connected to the discharge side of the of achieving extended valve seat life.
Icessure relieving devices.

A schematic of the SRV is shown in Figure
The schematic arrangements of the SRVs are 5.2 6. It is opened by either of the following

shown in Figures 5.2 3 and 5.2-4. two modes of operation:

5.2.2A Equipment and Componeut Description (1) The safety (pressure) mode of operation is
iritiated when the direct and increasing

5.2.2A.1 Description static inlet steam pressure overcomes the
restraining spring and the frictional forces

The nuclear pressure relief system consists acting against the inlet steam pressure and
of SRVs located on the main steamlines between the disc moves in the opening direction at a
the reactor vessel and the first isolation valve faster rate than corresponding disc
within the drywell. These valves protect against movements at higher or lower inlet steam
overpressure of the nuclear system. pressures. The conditio.'. at which this

action is initiated is terrued the ' popping
The SRVs provide three main protection pressure" and corresponds to the

functions: set-pressure value stamped on the nameplate
of the SRV.

(1) overpressure relief operation (the valves
open automatically to limit a pressure (2) The relief (power) mode of operation is
rise); initiated when an electric.il signal is

received at any of the solenoid valves
(2) overpressure safety operation (the valves located on the pneumatic actuator assembly.

function as safety valves and open to The solenoid valve (s) will open, allowing
prevent nuclear system overpressurization - pressurized air to enter the lower side of
they are self-ictuated if not already the pneumatic cylinder piston which pushes
automatically opaned for relief operation); the piston and the red upwards. This action

pulls the lifting nut upward via the lever
(3) depressurization operation (the ADS valves and lifting mechanism thereby opening the

open automatically as part of the emergency valve to allow inlet steam to discharge
core cooling system (ECCS) for events through the SRV even if the inlet pressure
involving small breaks in the nuclear system is equal to zero.
process barrier. The location and number of
the ADS valves can be determined from Figure The pneumatic operator is so arranged that if
5.2-5). it malfunctions it will not prevent the valve

disc from lifting when steam inlet pressure
Chapter 15 discusses the events which are reaches the spring lift set pressure,

expected to activate the primary system SRVs.
The section also summarizes the number of valves For overpressure SRV operation (self. actuated
expected to operate during the ! I ial blowdown or spring lift mode), the spring loadt

of the valves and the expected duration of this establishes the safety valve opening setpoint
first blowdown. For several of the events it is pressure and is set to open at setpoin:
expected that the lowest set SRV will reopen and
reclose as generated heat decays. The pressure
increase and relief cycle will continue with

9
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cessive oxidation, hydriding, or crud deposition sure during operation and maintenance of the
may lead to a breach of the cladding wall. plant components.

Metallic impurities can result in neutron Water quality parameters can have an influ-
losses and associated economic penalties which in- ence on radiation buildup rates. In laboratory
crease in proportion to the amount being intro- tests, the water conductivity and pH were varied
duced into the reactor and deposited on the systematically from a high purity base case. In |
fuel. With respect to iron oxide-type crud depo- each case, impurities increased the rate of
sits, it can be concluded that operation within cobalt-60 uptake over that of the base case.
the BWR water chemistry guidelines (specifically The evidence suggests that these impurities j

the limits on feedwater iron levels) effectively change both the corrosion rate and the oxide i

precludes the buildup of significant deposits on film characteristics to adversely increase the
fuel elements. cobalt-60 uptake. Thus, controlling water |

purity should be beneficial in reducing ra-
5.23.2.2.2 Radiation Field Bulldup diation buildup.

The primary long term source of radiation Prefilming of sta'nless steel in cobalt 60
fields in most BWRs is cobalt-60, which is formed free water, steam, or water / steam mixtures also
by neutron activation of cobalt-59. Corrosion appears to be a promising method to reduce ini-
products are released from corroding and wearing tial radiation buildup rates. As an example,
surfaces as soluble, col 2oidal, and particulate the radiation buildup rates are reduced sig-
species. The formation of cobalt 60 takes place nificantly when samples are prefilmed in high
after the corrosion products precipitate, adsorb, temperature (2880C), oxygenated (200 ppb

| or deposit on the fuel rods. Subsequent reen- oxygen) water prior to exposure to cobalt-60
trainment in the coolant and deposition on out- containing water. Mechanical polishing and

p of-core stainless steel surfaces leads to buildup electropolishing of piping internal faces should
of the activated corrosion products (such as co- also be effective in reducing radiation buildup.

' balt 60) on the out-of-core surfaces. The depo-
sition may occur either in a loosely adherent 5.23.2.23 Sources ofimpurities
layer created by particle deposition, or in a
tightly adherent corrosion layer incorporating Various pathways exist for impurity ingress
radioisotopes during corrosion and subsequent ion to the primary system. The most common sources
exchange. Water chemistry influences all of of impurities that result in increases in reac-
these transport processes. The key variables are tor water conductivity are condenser cooling
the concentration of soluble cobalt-60 in the re- water inteakage, improper operation of ion ex-
actor water and the characteristics of surface change units, air inleakage, and radwaste re-
oxides. Thus, any reduction in the soluble co- cycle. In addition to situations of relatively j

balt-60 concentration will have positive cont %uous ingress, such as from low level con- !

b e n e fit s, denser cooling water inleakage, transient events |
can also be significant. The major sources of |

As a means to reduce cobalt, GE has reduced impurities during such events are resin intru-
*" cobalt content in alloys to be used in high sions, organic chemical intrusions, inorganic

fluence areas such as fuel assemblies and control chemical intrusions, and improper rinse of re-
i rods. In addition, cobalt base alloys used for sins. Chemistry transients resulting from intro-
E pins and rollers in control rods have been duction of organic substances into the radwaste

replaced with noncoba!t alloys. system comprised a significant fraction of the
transients which have occurred.

| The reactor water cleanup system, which pro-
cesses reactor water at a rate of 2% of rated The following factors are measured for con-=

j feedwater flow, will remove both dissolved and trol or diagnostic purposes to maintain proper
g undissolved impurities which can become radioac- water chemistry in the ABWR.
g tive deposits. Reduction of these radioactive

n) deposits will reduce occupational radiation expo-(
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(1) Conductidy oxygen control cannot be achieved through
traditional chemistry and operational prac.

Increasing levels of many ionic impurities tices. Oxygen control to low, plant-spe-
adversely influence both the stress corro- cific levels can be obtained through hydro-
sion cracking behavior of RCS materials, the gen injection. Contr, I of reactor water
rate of radiation field buildup and also can oxygen during startup/ hot standby may be
affect fuel performance. Therefore, conduc. accomplished by utilizing the de-aeration
tivity levels in the reactor water should be capabilities of the condenser. Independent
maintained at the lowest levels practically control of control rod drive (CRD) cooling
achievable. water oxygen concentration of <50 ppb during

power operation is desirable to' protect
(2) chloride against IGSCC of CRD materials. Carbon

steels exhibit minimal general corrosion and
Chlorides are among the most potent promo- release rates in water with a conductivity
ters of IGSCC of sensitized stainless steels less than 0.1pS/cm if the concentration of
and are also capab!c of inducing transgran- oxygen is in the range of 20 to 1000 ppb.
ular cracking of nonsensitized stainless Regulation of reactor feedwater dissolved
steeln. Chlorides also promote pitting and oxygen to 20 to 50 ppb during power op-

| crevice attack of most RCS materials. Chlo- eration will minimize corrosion of the
rides normally are associated with cooling condensate and feedwater system and reduce
water inleakage, but inputs via radwaste the possibility of locally increasing
processing systems have also occurred. reactor water oxygen concentrations. It is

important to note that for oxygen concentra-
Because chloride is implicated in several tions below 20 ppb, the data indicates an
different corrosion phcumena, its level in increase in the corrosion and corrosion prod.
reactor weier should be kept as low as uct release for carbon steels.
practically achievable during power
operation. (5) kan

(3) Sulfate High iron inputs into the reactor have been
associated with excessive fuel deposit

Recently, sulfate has been found to be more buildup. Proper regulation of feedwater
aggressive in promoting IGSCC of sensitized purity and dissolved oxygen levels will
Type 304 stainless steel in BWR type water minimize iron transport to the reactor.
(in laboratory tests) than any other ion, This, in turn, should minimize fuel deposits
including chloride. Sulfates have also been and may assist in controlling radiation
implicated in environment assisted cracking buildup.
of high nickel alloys and carbon and low-
alloy steels. Sulfate ingress can result (6) Fluoride
from cooling water inleakage, regenerant
chemical inleakage, or resin ingress. Fluoride promotes many of the same corrosion

phenomena as chloride, including IGSCC of
(4) Oxygen sensitized austenitic stainless steels, and

may also have the potential to cause corro.
Dissolved oxygen has been identified as a sion of Zircaloy core components.
major contributor to IGSCC of sensitized
stainless steels and reduction of oxygen (7) Orcanics
content is known to reduce the tendency for
pitting and cracks of most plant materials Organic compounds can be introduced into the

RCS via turbine or pump oilleakage, rad.
During power operation, most of the crygen waste, or makeup water systems. Of par-
content of reactor water is due to the radi. ticular concern is the possibility that
olysis of water in the core and, therefore, halogenated organic compounds (e.g.,

O
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O The examination, which may be conducted with- spacing if there is free access on each side of
k out the removal of insulation, is performed by the row. The transducer dimension has been con-

inspecting: (1) the exposed surfaces and joints sidered: a 11/2 inch diameter cylinder,3 inches 1

of component insulation to locate evidence of long, placed with the axis at a right angle to |
leakage and (2) the floor areas or equipment the surface to be examined. The ultrasonic
directly underneath components for evidence of examination instrument has been considered as a I
accumulated leakage that may drip from rectangular box 12 by 12 by 20 inches located !

components. within 40 feet of the transducer. Space for a I

second man to monitor the instrument is provided. |
Examination of insulation joints along

vertical surfaces of vessels, walls, and piping Insulation removal for inspection is to allow :|

need not be performed, provided the lowest sufficient room for the ultrasonic transducer. A
terminal ends of vertical surfaces are examined distance of 2T plus 6 inches, where T is the pipe
and the insulation design is such that any wall thickness,is the minimum required on each
leakages originating along the vertical surfaces side of the examination area, but the insulation
can accumulate and leak from the insulation joint . design generally leaves 16 in. on each side of
at the lowest elevation. the weld which exceeds minimum requirements. !

]

!

Examination of insulation joints along Restrictions: The following piping designs j
horizontal surfaces of components is conducted at are not used: I

each insulation joint except where accessibility j
is limited by structural members or other Valve to Valve Nozzle to Elbow '

components. In the latter case, either the Valve to Reducer Reducer to Elbow
insulation is removed to permit component Valve to Tee Tec to Tee
examination, or provisions shall be included to Elbow to Elbow Pump to Valve
channel potentialleakages to areas accessible Elbow to Tee |

A for examination. !

V Straight sections of pipe and spool pieces are
5.2.433 Magnetic Particle and LJquid added between fittings. The minimum length of
Penetrant Examination the spool piece has been determined by using the |

formulate L = 2T + 6 inches. where L equals
Direct examination access for magnetic length of spool and T equals pipe wall

particle (MT) and liquid penetrant (PT) is the thickness. Examples of the minimum length of the
same as direct visual examination access spool piece are shown in Figure 5.2-7.
referenced before, and a minimum of one foot
clearance on each side for the magnetizer for MT 5.2.433 Recording and Comparing Data
and for surface preparation for PT is required.
Remote MT, and PT generally are not appropriate Manual data recording will be performed where ;

as a standard examination process: however, manual examinations are performed. Electro"t i

borescopes or mirrors can be used at close range data recording and comparison analysis are to ve
to improve the angle of vision. Minimum, employed with automated examination equipment.
insulation removal will expose the area of the Each ultrasonic transducer will be fed into a
weld and heat-affected zone plus at least six data system in which the key parameter of the
inches on each side. Insulation will generally reflectors will be recorded. The data to be
be removed 16 inches on each side of the weld, recorded for manual and automated methods are:

5.2.43.4 Volumetric Ultrasonic Direct (1) locations
Examination

(2) position of reflector,
Visual access and access to place the head

j and shoulder within 20 inches of the area of (3) depth below the scanning surface, metal path,
interest are provided where feasible. Nine

A inches between pipes in a row is sufficient (4) length of reflector,
p j
%./
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(5) transducer data including angle, frequency, of the leak detection and isolation system
etc., and (LDS). The LDS (Figure 5.2-8) consists of |

temperature, pressure, radiation and flow
(6) calibration data. sensors with associated instrumentation, power

supplies and logic used to detect, indicate, and
The data will be compared with data from alarm leekage from the res,ctor primary pressure

subsequent examination to determine the behavior boundary and, in certain cases (see Subsections
of the reflector. 7.3.1.1.2, 7.6.1.3 and 7.7.1.7), to initiate

closure of isolation valves to shut off leakage
5.2AA Inspection Intervals external to the containment. The system is

designed to be in conformance with Regulatory
The inspection intervals throughout the Guide 1.45 (for leak detection functions) and

service lifetime will be in accordance with Table IEEE 279 (for isolation function).
IWB24 of Section XI with each interval having a
duration of ten years. Inservice inspection may Abnormalleakage from the following systems
be performed during normal plant outages such as within the primary containment (drywell) and
during normal refueling shutdown and for within selected areas of the plant oatside the
maintenance shutdown occurring during the drywell (both inside and outside the reactor

,

| inspection interval. Except as permitted by building) is detected, indicated, alarmed, and,
Tsble IWB2500 for examinations that may be in certain cases, isolated:
deferred to the end of the interval, at least 25% J

but not more than 33% of the examinations will be (1) Main steamlines
completed each inspection period throughout the
inspection intervals. (2) Reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC)

system
5.2A.5 Inservice Inspection Program
Categories and Requirements (3) High pressure core flooder (HPCF)

Examination catagories and requirements are (4) Residual heat removal (RHR) system
defined and closely follow the categories and
requirements specified in Table IWB2500 of ASME (5) Reactor water cleanup system (RWCS)
Code Section XI.

(6) Feedwater system
5.2A.6 Evaluation of Examination Results

(7) Coolant systems within the drywell
Examination results will be evaluated to

IWB3000 with repairs based on the requirements of (8) Reactor presst.re vessel
IWA4000 and IBW4000. Re-examination shall be
conducted in accordance with the requirements of (10) Miscellaneous systems
IWA2200. The recorded results shall meet the
acceptance standards specified in IWB3410-1. Leak detection methods (in accordance with

Regulatory Guide 1.45) differ for the plant
5.2A.7 System Pressure Tests areas inside the drywell as compared to those

areas outside the drywell. These areas are
System pressure tests will comply with considered separately as follows.

IWB5000 for Class 1 components.
5.2.5.1.1 Detection ofleakage Within Drywell

5.2.5 Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundaryi

| and Core Cooling Systems Leakage Detection The primary detection method for small
unidentified leaks within the drywellincludes

5.2.5.1 leakage Detection Methods drywell floor drain sump pump activity and sump
level increases, drywell cooler condensate flow

RCPB leakage detection is a primary function rate increases, and airborne gaseous and
particulate radioactivity increases. The

Amendment 7 5.2 18
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/ - sensitivity of these primary detection methods . -The alarms, indication. and isolation trip !

\ for unidentified leakage within the drywellis 1 functions performed by the foregoing leak
. gpm within one hour. These variables are detection methods are summarized in Tables 5.2-6
continuously indicated and/or recorded in the and 5.2-7.
control room. . If the unidentified leakage
increases to the Technical Specification limit, Listed below are the variables monitored for

~

the detection instrumentation channel (s) will detection of leakage from piping and equipment
trip and activate an alarm in the control room, located within the drywell: ;

No isolation trip will occur. |
(1) High drywelltemperature . ;

The secondary detection methods, pressure and ,

temperature of the drywell atmosphere, are used (2) High temperature in area of main steamline d

to detect gross unidentified leakage. High guard pipes
drywell pressure will' alarm and trip the
isolation logic which_will result in closure of (3) High flow rate from the drywell floor and-
the containment isolation valves. High drywell equipment drain sumps
temperature is recorded and alarmed only.

. .

(4) High'steamline flow rate-(for leaks i
The detection of small identified leakage ' downstream of flow elements in main steamline .- !

within the drywell is accomplished by monitoring and RCIC steamline) )
jdrywell equipment drain sump pump activity and

. High drywellpressure '

sump level increases. The equipment drain sump (5)
levelinstruments and the fillup and/or pumpout
timers will activate an alarm in the control room - (6) High fission product radiation

.

when total leak rate reaches 25 spm. !

(7) Reactor vesiellow waterlevel {
\ Equipment drain sump pump activity and sump . 'l

- level increases will be caused prir.arily from -(8) Reactor vessel head seal drain line high
leaks from large process valves through valve . pressure.
stem drain lines.

(9) -- SRV discharge piping high temperature.
The determination of the source of other

identified leakage within the drywell is- 5.2.5.1.2 Detectice of14akage External
accomplished by monitoring the reactor vessel to Drywell !

head seal drain line pressure, and by monitoring
temperature in the SRV discharge lines to the The areas outside the primary containment
suppression pool to detect leakage through each (drywell) which are monitored for primary coolant ;

of the SRVs. All of these monitors continuously leakage are: (1) the equipment areas in the 1

indicate and/or record in the control room and reactor building; (2) the main steam tunnel; and
will trip and activate an alarm in the control (3) . the turbine building. The process piping, ,

room on detection of leakage from monitored for each system to be monitored for leakage, is !

composents, located in compartments or rooms separate from. 1

other systems, where feasible, so that leakage may i

Excessive leakage inside the drywell (e.g., be detected by area temperature indications. Each !
process line break or loss of coolant accident) leakage detection system will detect leak rates .)
is detected by high drywell pressure, low reactor that are less than the established limits for.

'

water level or high steamline flow (for breaks unidentified or identified leakage. !
!

downstream of the flow elements). | The
instrumentation channels for these variables will The monitored areas, except for the main . 1
trip when the monitored variable exceeds steamline areas in the turbine building, are
predetermined limits to activate an alarm and monitored by dual element thermocouple for !

trip the isolation logic which will close sensing high ambient temperature in each a'rea. |

appropriate isolation valves (Table 5.2 6). The temperature elements are located or shielded

5.2-19 j
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so that they are sensitive to air temperature (1) Within reactor building:
only and not radiated heat from hot piping or

'

equipment. Increases in ambient temperature will (a) Main steamline and RCIC steamline high
indicate leakage of reactor coolant into the flow
area. These monitors have sensitivities suitable
for detection of reactor coolant leakage into the (b) Reactor vessellow waterlevel
monitored areas of 25 gpm or less (8.35 pounds of
steam is equivalent to 1 gallon of condensate). (c) High flow rate from reactor building
The temperature trip setpoint will be a function sumps outside drywell
of the room size and the type of ventilation
provided. These monitors psovide alarm and (d) High temperature in equipment areas of i

indication and recording in the control room and RCIC, RHR, and the hot portions of the
will trip one isolation logic to close selected RWCS
isolation valves, e.g., the main steam tunnel
monitors will close the main steamline and MSL (e) RCIC turbine exhai st line high diaphragm
drain isolation valves and others, (Table 5.2-6). pressure ;

Leakage detection will be provided in the (i) High differential flow rate in RWCS
turbine building. The turbine building monitors piping
will also alarm and indicate in the control room
and trip the isolation logic to close the main (g) High radiation in the RHR, RWCS, and RIP
steamline isolation valves and MSL drain (and FPC) reactor building cooling water
isolation valves when leakage reaches 25 gpm. heat exchanger discharge lines

(intersystem leakage)
Large leaks external to the drywell (e.g.,

process line breaks outside of the drywell) are (h) RCIC steamline low pressure
detected by low reactor water level, high process
line flow, high ambient temperatures in the (2) Within steam tunnel (between primary
piping or equipment areas, floor or equipment containment and turbine building):
drain sump activity, high differential flow (RWCS
only), low stes:mline pressures or low main (a) High radiation in main steamlines (steam
condenser vacuum. These monitors provide alarm tunnel)

I and indication in the control room and will trip
| the isolation logic to cause cloriure of (b) . Main steam tunnel high ambient air
| appropriate system isolation valves on the temperature

indication of excess leakage (Table 5.2 6).
(c) High flow rate from steam tunnel sumps

Intersystem leakage detection is accomplished
by monitoring radiation of the reactor building (3) Within turbine building (outside secondary
cooling water (RBCW) coolant return lines from containment):
the reactor internal pumps (RIP), residual heat
removal (RHR), and reactor water cleanup system (a) Main steamline low pressure
(RWCS) and fuel pool cooling heat exchangers.
This monitoring is provided by the process (b) low main condenser vacuum
radiation mon:toring system.

(c) Turbine building ambient temperature in
Listed below are the variables monitored for areas traversed by main steam lines

detection of leakage from piping and equipment
located external to the primary containment 5.2.5.2 12ak Detection Instrumentation and
(drywell): Monitoring

(

O
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/' 5.2.5.2.1 Leak Detection Instrumentation and or equipment within the drywell. This flow is
! Monitoring Inside the Drywell monitored by one channe1 of flow

instrumentation located to measure flow in the
(1) Drvwell Floor Drain Sumn Monitorine common condensate cooler drain line which i

drains the condensate from all of the drywell |
The drywell' floor drain sump collects coolers to the drywell floor drain sump. The
unident fied leakage such as leakage from . transmitter and its associated comparator |8

control rod drives, floor drains, valve provide main control room flow readout and I

flanges, closed cooling water for reactor trip and alarm on high flow conditions i

services (e.g., RIP motor cooling), approaching the unidentified discharge rate
condensate from the drywell atmosphere limit. Location of the common header is such ;

coolers and any leakage not connected to the that at least a 25% safety margin is available i

drywell equipment drain sump. The sump is for flow transmitter pressure head re-
equipped with two pumps and two timers. The quirements.
floor drain sump instrumentation consists of l

a level transmitter, rate converter, rate (4) DrvwellTemocrature Monitorine I

recorder, and trip unit for alarm. |
Monitoring channels measure sump fillup and The ambient temperature within the drywellis
pumpout times and provide continuous sump monitored by four single element thermocouple i

level rate of change monitoring with control located equally spaced in the vertical j

room indication and alarm capabilities for direction within the drywell. An abnormal ;

excessive fill rate or pumpout frequency of increase in drywell temperature could indicate |

the pumps. The drain sump instrumentation a 1:ak within the drywell. In addition, the !

has a sensitivity of detecting reactor drywell exit end of the containment
coolant leakage of one gpm within a 60-minute penetration guard pipes for the main I
period. The alarm setpoint has an adjustable steamlines are also monitored for abnormal l

range up to five gpm for the drywell floor temperature rise caused by leakage from the
y drain sump. main steamlines. Ambient temperatures within

the drywell and guardpipes are recorded and
(2) Drvwell Eauioment Drain Sumo Monitorin.g alarmed in the main control room. Air

temperature monitoring sensors are located
The drywell equipment drain sump collects such that they are sensitive to reactor
only identified leakage from identified coolant leakage and not to radiated heating
leakage sources. This sump monitors leakage from pipes and equipment.
from valve pickings, RPV bead flange seal, i

and other knawn leakage sources which are (5) Drvwell Fission Product Monitorinc !

piped directly into the drywell equipment
drain sump. The number of sump pumps and the Primary coolant leaks within the drywell are
types of drain sump instrumentation is the detected by radiation monitoring of continuous
same as that used for the drywell floor drain drywell atmosphere samples. The fissioc
sump. The monitoring channels measure sump product radiation monitors provide gross
level rate of change and sump fillup and counting of radiation from radioactive
pumpout times, with main control room particulate, iodine and noble gases. The
indication and alarm capabilities. count levels are recorded in the control room
Collection in excess of background leakage and alarmed on abnormally high activity level
would indicate an increase in reactor coolant of any of the three variables.
leakage from an identifiable source.

(6) Drywell Pressure Monitorine
(3) Drvwell Air Cooler Condensate Flow Monitorinc

Drywell pressure is monitored by pressure :

The condensate flow rates from the drywell transmitters which sense drywell pressure
atmosphere coolers are monitored for high relative to reactor building (secondary

e drain flows, which indicate leaks from piping containment) pressure. Four channels of
(
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drywell monitoring are provided by the cleanup, reactor core isolation cooling, and
nuclear boiler system. A pressure rise residual heat removal systems are fitted with
above the normally indicated values will drain lines from the valve stems, from ,

indicate a possible leak or loss of reactor between the two sets of valve steam packing. I

coolant within the drywell. Pressure Leakage through the inner packing is carried
exceeding preset values will be alarmed in to the drywell equipment drain sump. Leakage
the main control room and required safety during hydro-testing may be obsen>ed in drain
action will be automatically initiated. line sight glasses installed in each drain

line. A remote operated solenoid valve on
(7) Reactor Vessel Head Flance Seal Monitorina cach line may be closed to shut off the

leakage flow through the first seal in order
A single channel of pressure monitoring is to take advantage of the second seal, and may
provided for measurement and control room be used during plant operation, in
indication of pressure between the inner and conjunction with the sump instrumentation, to
outer reactor head flange seals. High identify the specific process valve which is
pressure will indicate a leak in the inner leaking.
O-ring seal. This high pressure is
annunciated in the main control room (no (11) Main Steamline Hich Flow Monitorine (for
isolation). A pressure tap for this leaks downstream of flow elements) I

measurement is provided by the nuclear
toller system. Leakage through both inner Higt flow in each main steamline is monitored
and outer seals will be detected by other by four differential pressure transmitters
drywellleak detection instrumentation. Any that sense the pressure difference across a
leakage through the inner seal can be flow restrictor in that line. The pressure
directed to the drywell equipment drain taps are included with the main steam
sump. system. High flow rate in the main !

steamlines during plant operation could
(8) Reactor Recirculation Pumo Motor Leakace indicate a break in one or more of the

Monitorine lines. High flow exceeding preset values in
any of the four main steamlin s will result

Excess leakage from the RIP motor casing in trip of the MSIV isolation sogic to close
will be detected by the drywell floor drain . all the MSIVs and the MSL drain valves and
sump monitors described in (1) above. annunciate in the main control room. Each

monitoring cht.nnel will also include control
(9) Seferv/ Relief Valve leakace Monitorine room recording by the PMCS.

SRV leakage is detected by temperature (12) Reactor Vessel Low Water Level Monitorine
sensors located on each relief valve
discharge line such as to detect any valve The nuclear boiler system provides reactor
outlet port flow. Each of the temperature water level monitoring for the LDS functions |
channels includes control room recording and and for safety functions of other systems.
alarm capabilities. The temperature sensors Twelve channels of monitoring (three in each
are mounted using thermowells in the division to provide trip signals at three
discharge piping several feet from the valve different water levels, i.e., levels 3, 2,
body to prevent false indication. The and 11/2) are provided for the LDS
monitoring of this leakage is provided by functions, e.g., RHR, RWCS, MSL and
the nuclear boiler system, isolations of other portions of the plant.

The safety related performance requirements
(10) Valve Stem Packine Leakace Monitorinc of the level monitoring channels are a

function of the nuclear boiler system.
Large (two inch or larger) remote
power operated valves located in the drywell (13) RCIC Steamline Flow Monitorine (for leaks
for the nuclear boiler, reactor water downstream of flow elements

O
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n
(V) The steam supply line for motive power for sources from within enclosed equipment

operation of the RCIC turbine is monitored areas, Leakage from unknown or unidentified
for abnormal flow. Two channels of flow sources, such as from shutdown cooling system
measurement are pravided for detection of piping, reactor water cleanup system piping,
steamline breaks downstream of the flow process instrumentation piping or control rod

| clements by LDS flow transmitters which drive hydraulic control unit piping, is J
sense differential pressure across elbow collected in several reactor building floor {
taps in the RCIC turbine supply steamline. drain sumps. Background leakage is !

Each transmitter supplies flow signals to identified during preoperational tests. The
two trip channels. High steamflow exceeding number of pumps and timers per sump, rad the
preset values or upscale or downscale instrumentation used for monitoring both the

,

signals resulting from instrument line reactor building floor and equipment drain
breaks will result in the closure of the sumps, are identical to those used for
RCIC steamline isolation valves, warmup monitoring the drywell floor drain sump as
bypass valve, and suppression pool suction described in Subsection 5.2.5.2.1(1). The
isolation valve. Isolation trip signals reactor building floor and equipment drain l
from one division will close the outboard sump monitoring channels measure sump levels
isolation valves while trip signals from a and sump fillup and pumpout times and
second division will close the inboard RCIC initiate alarms when setpoints are exceeded.
steamline isolation valve and warmup bypass
valve. Any isolation signal to the RCIC (3) Reactor Water Cleanun System Differeritial j
logic will also trip the RCIC turbine. LDS Flow Monitorine j
measurements are taken as close to the j
reactor vessel as possible to maximize LDS The suction and discharge flows of the ;

coverage, reactor water cleanup system are monitored
for flow differences between that coming fromp'

( Tables 5.2-6 and 5.2-7 summarize the actions . reactor and that returning to the reactor
taken by each leakage detection function. Table to the main condenser. Flow differences
5.2 6 shows the systems which detect gross greater than preset values cause alarm and
leakage and those in which immediate automatic isolation. Bypass time delay interlocks
isolation is initiated. The systems which are provide for delaying the isolation signals to
capable of detecting small leaks initiate an prevent isolation initiation during normal
alarm in the control room (Table 5.2-7). The RWCS surge conditior s. Flow in the RWCS
operator may manually isolate the leakage sources suction line from the reactor and in the RWCS
or take other appropriate action. return lines to the reactor and to the main

condenser is monitored by six differential
5.2.5.2.2 Izak Detection Instrumentation and flow transmitters (two for each line). RWCS |
Monitoring External to Dr;well flow measurements are taken as close to the |reactor vessel as possible to maxiinize the
(1) Visual and Audible Intocction degree of coverage of the LDS channels. The |

outputs of the flow transmitters in the
Accessible areas are inspected periof.cally suction line are compared with the outputs

; and the temperature, pressure, sump level from the discharge lines and alarms in the
' and flow indicators discussed below are control room and isolation signals are

monitored regularly. Any instrument initiated when higher flow out of the reactor
indication of abnormal leakage will be vessel indicates that leaks equal to the i

I investigated. established leak rate limits for alarm or j

isolation may exist. Net flow indication i

(2) Reactor Buildinc Floor and Eauipment Drain readout is provided in the control room. l

Sumo Monitorine
(4) Win Steamline Area Temperature Monitors ?

p Reactor building equipment drain sumps J
,

(v) collect the identified leakage from known High temperature in the main steamline tunnel!

i
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area is detected by dual element thermo- in each division drives a temperature switch
couples. Four dual element thermocouple which provides an alarm signal and a trip ,

are used for measuring main steam tunnel signal for that division's isolation logic. I
ambient temperatures and are located in the A trip of a temperature switch in division 1 1

area of the main steam and RCIC steam on high temperature will close the inboard
pipelines. All temperature elements are isolation valves of the respective system in
located or shielded so as to be sensitive to the monitored area and will cause an alarm in
air temperatures and not the radiated heat the control room. A trip of a temperature
from hot equipment. High ambient switch in Division II will initiate closure
temperatures will alarm in the coctrol room of the outboard isolation valves of the
and provide signals to close the main respective system and alarm the high ambient
steamline and MSL drain line isolation temperature in the control room. The
valves, the RCIC steamline isolation valves remaining temperature channels of Division I
and the RWCS isolation valves. High ambient are recorded in the control room, whereas the
temperature in the steam tunnel area can remaining Division II ambient temperature
also indicate leakage from the reactor channels are spares.
feedwater piping or equipment within the
tunnel. Isolation of the feedwater lines, (6) Main Steamline Radiation Monitorina
if necessary, may be accomplished by manual
closure by the operator of valves located in Main steamline radiation is monitored by
the feedwater lines in the steam tunnel. gamma sensitive radiation monitors of the
Monitoring of the main steamline area Process Radiation Monitoring System (PRMS) as
outside the steam tunnel and before the a functionalinterface to the LDS (and RTS). |
inlet to the turbine is provided with The PRMS provides four divisional channel
sufficient ambient temperature sensors to trip signals to the LDS to close all MSIVs | i

cover the full length of the steam lines in and the MSL drain valves upon detection of
the turbine building. If more than four high radiation in the main steamline area,
channels are necessary (at least one channel downstream of the outboard MSIVs. A reactor

.

per division is required), the channel trip (scram) is also initiated by the same
signals are combined so as to provide the PRMS channel trip signals. The detectors are
four divisional trip signals used as inputs geometrically arranged to detect significant
to the LDS isolation logic for closure of increases in radiation level with any number
the MSIVs and MSL drain lines. High ambient of main steamlines in operation. Control
turbine building temperatures (main room readout and alarms are provided by the
steamline areas) will also be indicated in PRMS.
the control room. The turbine building
temperature elements are located so as not (7) RCIC Steamline Pressure Monitors
to be sensitive to radiated heat from hot
equipment. Pressure in the RCIC steamline is monitored

by LDS instruments to provide RCIC turbine |
(5) Temperature Monitors in Eauinment Areas shutoff and closure of the RCIC isolation

valves on low steamline pressure as a
Dual element thermocouple are installed in protection for the RCIC turbine. This steam,
the RCIC, RHR and RWCS equipment rooms for line pressure is monitored by two pressure
sensing high ambient temperature in these transmitters, each connected to one tap of an
areas. These elements are located or elbow used for RCIC steamflow measurement,
shielded so that they are sensitive tc air and upstream of the RCIC steamline isolation
temperature only and not to radiated heat valves (see Subsection 5.2.5.2.1 (13)). Low
from hot equipment. Four ambient pressure is alarmed in the control room and
temperature channels are provided in each low pressure isolation signals close the same
equipment area, two assigned to one division RCIC valves as those closed by the RCIC
and two to a second division. One channel steamflow monitoring instruments.

O
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9 (8) RCICTurbine Exhaust Line Dianbracm Pressure reactor coolant leakage into the reactor |(V Monitors building cooling water (RBCW) system which
supplies coolant water to the RHR heat

Presst.re between the rupture disc diaphragms exchangers, to the reactor internal pumps
in the RCIC system turbine exhaust vent line (RIPS) beat exchangers, and to the RWCS
is monitored by four channels of pressure non-regenerative heat exchangers (and also to 1
instrumentation (two in each of two the fuel pool cooling heat exchangers). At j

divisions). The instrumentation channel least two (up to four) process radiation i

equipment and piping are provided by the monitoring channels monitor for reactor
RCIC system as an interface to the LDS. The coolant leakage into each of the two common I

two logic channels of division I trip on cooling water return headers which accept the
high pressure to close the inboard RCIC RBCW return flow from the individual heat
isolation valves and the channels of exchangers (the number is dependent upon RBCW
Division 11 trip to close the outboard piping arrangement). Each channel will alarm
isolation valves. on high radiation conditions indicating ,

'

process leakage into the RBCW system. The
(9) Main Steamline Low Pressure Monitorine process radiation monitoring system provides ;

the monitoring as a functionalinterface with ;

Main Steamline low pressure is monitored by the LDS. No isolation trip functions are '

four pressure transmitters (one in each performed by these monitors.
line) that sense the pressure downstream of
the outboard MSIVs. The sensing points are (12) larce Leaks External to the Drywell
located as close as possible to the turbine ,

stop valves. Low steamline pressure at the The main steamline high flow monitoring, the !

points monitored can be an indication of an reactor vessel low water level monitoring and
excessive steamline leak or a malfunction of the RCIC steamline flow monitoring, discussed

(]/ the reactor pressure control system. The in Subsection 5.2.5.2.1., Paragraphs 11,12
L transmitters are provided by the nuclear and 13, can also indicate large leaks from ]

boiler system. The LDS will automatically the reactor coolant piping external to the
initiate closure of all MSIVs and the MSL drywell.
drain valves if pressure at the turbine end
of the main steamlines decreases below a 5.2.5.2.3 Summary
preselected value when the reactor mode
switch is in the *RUN" position. Tables 5.2-6 and 5.2-7 summarize the actions

taken by each leakage detection function. Table
(10) Main condenser low Vacuum Monitorinc 5.2-6 shows that those systems which detect gross

leakage initiate immediate automatic isolation
Low main condenser vacuum could indicate action to terminate the gross leakage or minimize
that primary reactor coolant is being lost loss of reactor coolant. The systems which ere
through the main condenser. Four channels capable of detecting smallleaks initiate an alarm
of main condentrer pressure monitoring are in the control room as shown in Table 5.2 7. In
provided by the nuclear boiler system. The addition, Table 5.2-6 shows that two or more
LDS utilizes the low vacuum signals to trip leakage detection systems are provided for each
the MSIV logic on low condenser vacuum and system or area that is a potential source of
close all MSIVs and the MSL drain valves. leakage. Plant operating procedures will dictate
The condenser vacuum trip signals can be the action an operator is to take upon receipt of
bypassed by a manual keylocked bypass switch an alarm from any of these systems. The ope ator

j in the control room during startup and can manually isolate the violated system or trke
i shutdown operations. other appropriate action. A time delay is
| provided before automttic isolation of the reactor

(11) Intersystem leakace Monitorine core isolation cooling system (coolant makeup1

system) upon dete: tion of high ambient temperature
(,) Radiation monitors are used to detect in the main steam tunnel so that the MSIVs and
\_/
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RWCS can be isolated first and thereby preserve are established at 25 gpm and up to 5 gpm, respec-
the operation of the RCIC system for core cooling tively.
if the high ambient temperature is due to leaks
in nonessential systems. The delay is long The total leakage rate limit is established low ;

enough to permit the tunnel ventilation system to enough to prevent overflow of the sumps. The |

lower temperatures to below the RCIC isolation equipment drain sumps and the floor drain sumps,
trip setpoint after the nonessential system leak which collect all leakage, are each pumped out by
has been isolated. A time delay is provided for two 50 gpm pumps.
RWCS differential flow isolation signals to
prevent system isolation during RWCS surges. If either the total or unidentified leak rate

limits are exceeded, an orderly shutdown can be
The LD&IS is a four divisional system which is initiated and the reactor can be placed in a cold

redundantly designed so that failure of any shutdown condition within 24 hours,
single element will not interfere with a required
detection of leakage or a required isolation. In 5.2.5.4.2 Ident! fled leakage Inside Drywell
the four division portions of the LD&lS, applied

| where inadvertent isolation could impair plant The valve stem packing of large power operated

| performance (e.g., closure of the MSIVs), any valves, the reactor vessel head flange seal and
| single channel or divisional component other seals in systems that are part of the

malfunction will not cause a false indication of reactor coolant pressure boundtry, and from which
leakage and it will not cause a false isolation normal design identified source leakage is
trip because it will only trip one of the four expected, are provided with leakoff drains. The
ebnnels and two or more chaenels are required to nuclear system valves inside the drywell and the
trip in order to cause closure of the main reactor vessel head flange are equipped wit'a
steamline isolation valves. The LD&IS thus double seals. The leakage rates from the inner
combines a very high probability of operating valve stem packings and the reactor vessel head
when needed with a very low probability of flange inner seal, which discharge to the drywell
operating falsely. The system is testable during equipment drain sump, are measurable during plant
plant operation. operation. Leakage from the main steam SRVs,

discharging to the suppression pool, is monitored
5.23J Indication in the Control Room by temperature sensors mounted in thermowells in

the individual SRV exhaust lines. The thermowells
Leak detection methods are discussed in are located several feet from the valve bodies so

Subsection 5.2.5.L Details of some of the LD&lS as to prevent false indication. These temperature
alarms, recordings and other indications in the sensors transmit signals to the control room and
control room are discussed in Subsections any temperature increase detected by these
5.2.5.1.1, 5.2.5.1.2, 5.2.5.2.1 a n d 5.2.5.2.2. sensors, that is above the ambient temperatures,
Further details of the LD&lS control room indicates SRV leakage.
indications are included in Subsections
7.3.1.1.2, 7.6.1.3 a n d 7.7.1.7. 5.2.5.5 Unidentitled leakage inside the Drywell

5.23.4 Ilmits for Reactor Coolant I4akage 5.2.5.5.1 Unidentified leakage Rate

5.2.5.4.1 Total Leak 2ge Rate The unidentified leakage rate is the portion
of the totalleakage rate received in the drywell

The total reactor coolant leakage rate con- sumps that is not identified as previously
sists of all leakage, identified and unidenti. described. A threat of significant compromise to
fied, that flows to the drywell floor drain and the nuclear system process barrier c;ists if the
equipment drain sumps. The total leakage rate barrier contains a crack that is large enough to
limit is well within the makeup capability of the propagate rapidly (critical crack length). The
RCIC system (800 gpm). The total reactor coolant unidentified leakage rate limit must be low be-
leakege rate limit is established at 30 gpm. The cause of the possibility that most of the
identified and unidentified leakage rate limits
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' unidentified leakage rate might be emitted from a The established limit is sufficiently low so that, |

even if the entire unidentified leakage rate were
single crack in the nuclear system process ~ coming from a single crack in the nuclear system

'

barrier.
.

process barrier, corrective action could be taken
An allowance for leakage that does not before the' integrity of the barrier would be

compromise barrier integrity and is not threatened. i

identifiable is made for normal plant operation.
The leak detection system will satisfactorily

The unidentified leakage rate limit is detect unidentified leakage of 5 gpm within the
established at 1 to 5 gpm to allow time for drywell.
corrective action before the process barrier
could be significantly compromised. This range 5.2.5.6 Differentiation Between Identitled and |
of unidentified leakage rate is a small fraction Unidentified Leaks
of the calculated flow from a critical crack in a
primary system pipe (Appendix 3E). Ar discussed Subsection 5.2.5.1 describes the systems that
in Section 3.6, the limit for the rate of are monitored by the leak detection system. The
unidentified leakage for a specific plant will be ability of the leak detection system to
established utilizing cost-benefit considerations differentiate between identified and unidentified
(i.e., benefits of applying the leak- leakage is discussed in Subsections 5.2.5.4,
before break approach compared to higher costs 5.2.5.5, 7.6.1.3 and 7.7.1.7.

!associated with more restrictive operating i
limits). 5.2.5.7 Sensitivity and Operability Tests I l

Sensitivity, including sensitivity tests and
5.2.53.2 Margins of Safety response time of the leak detection system, and

the criteria for shutdown if leakage limits are
O The margins of safety for a detectable flaw exceeded are covered in Subsections 5.2.5.1.1,
U to reach critical size are presented in 5.2.5.1.2, 5.2.5.2.1(1), 7.3.1.1.2, 7.6.1.3 and i

Subsection 5.2.5.5.3. Figure 5.2-8 shows general 7.7.1.7.
relationships between crack length, leak rate,
stress, and linesize using mathematical models. Testability of the LDS is contained in |

'
;

Subsections 7.6.1.3.D, 7.7.1.7.B and 7.3.1.1.2.J.
5.2.5.5.3 Criteria to Evaluate the Adequacy and
Margin ofleak Detection System 5.2.5.8 Testing and Calibration |

For process lines that are normally open, Provisions for testing and calibration of the .
,

there are at least two different methods of leak detection and isolation system are covered in i

detecting abnormal leakage from each system Chapter 14.
comprising the nuclear system process barrier, '

located both inside the primary containment 5.2.5.9 Regulatory Guide l.45: Compliance |
(drywell) and external to the drywell, in the
reactor building the steam tunnel and the turbine These guidelines are prescribed to assure that
building (Tables 5.2 6 and 5.2 7). The leakage detection and collection systems provide
instrumentation is designed so it can be set to maximum practical identification of leaks from the
provide alarms at established leakage rate limits RCPB.
and isolate the affected system if necessary.
The alarm points are determined analytically or Leakage it separated into identified and
based on measurements of appropriate parameters unidentified categories and each is independently
made during startup and preoperational tests, monitored, thus meeting Position C.1 requirements.

The unidentified leakage rate limit is based, Leakage from unidentified sources from inside |
with an adequate margin for contingencies, on the the drywellis collected into the floor drain sump
crack size large enough to propagate rapidly. and monitored with an accuracy better than one
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gallon per minute, thus meeting Position C.2 and testing is provided. j

requirerr. nts.
These satisfy Position C.8 requirements.

By monitoring (1) floor drain sump fillup and
pumpout rate, (2) airborne particulate, and (3) Limiting unidentified leakage to the range of
air coolers condensate flow rate, Position C.3 is 1 to 5 gpm and identified to 25 gpm satisfies
satisfied. Position C.9.

Monitoring of the reactor building cooling 5.2.6 Interfaces
water heat exchanger coolant return lines for
radiation due to leaks within the RHR, RIP and The remainder of plant will meet the water
RWCS heat exchangers (and the fuel pool cooling chemistry requirements given in Table 5.2-5.
system heat exchangers) satisfies Position CA.
For system detail, see Subsection 7.6.1.2. 5.2.7 References

The floor drain sump monitoring, air particu- 1. General Electac Standard Application for
la*cs monitoring, and air cooler condensate moni- Reactor Fuct (NEDE-24011.P-A, latest app-
toring are designed to detect leakage rates of roved version).
one gpm within one hour, thus meeting Position
C.5 requirements. 2. (Deleted)

The fission products monitoring subsystem is 3. D.A. Hale, The Effect of BWR Startup En-
qualified for SSE. The containment floor drain vironments on Crack Growth in Structural
sump monitor, air cooler, and condensate flow Alloys, Trans. of ASME, vol 108, January
meter are qualified for OBE, thus meeting 1936.
Position C.6 requirements.

4. F.P. Ford and M. J. Povich, The Effect of
Leak detection indicators and alarms are Oxygen /Tereperature Combinations on the

provided in the main control room. This Stress Corrosion Susceptibility of Sensi-
satisfies Position C.7 requirements. Procedures tized T-304 Stainless Steelin High Purity
and graphs will be provided by the applicant to Water, Paper 94 presented at Corrosion 79,
plant operators for converting the various Atlanta, GA, March 1979.
indict. tors to a common leakage equivalent, when :::
necessary, thus satisfying the remainder of 5. BWR Normal Water Chemistry Guidelines: 4

Position C.7. The leakage detection system is 1986 Revision, EPRI NP-4046.SR, July 1988.
equipped with provisions to permit testing for ,=

operability and calibration during the plant 6. B.M. Gordon, The Effect of Chloride and 5;

operation using the following methods: Oxygen on the Stress Corrosion Cracking of 5
Stainless Steels: Review of Literature, 6

(1) simulation of signals into trip units; Material Performance, NACE, Vol.19, No. 4, M,

April 1980. 3
A(2) comparing channel A to channel B of the anme

leak detection method (i.e., area tempera. 7. W.J. Shack, et al, Environmentally Assist-
tute monitoring); ed Cracking in Light Water Reactors: Annual

Report, October 1983 - September 1984,
(3) operability checked by comparing one method NUREG/CR-4287, ANL-85-33, June 1985.

versus another (i.e., sump fillup rate ver-
sus pumpout rate and particulate monitoring 8. D.A. Hale, et al, BWR Coolant impurities

| or air cooler condensate flow versus sump Program, EPRI, Palo Alto, CA, Final Report|

| fillup rate); and on RP2293-2, to be published.

| (4) continuous monitoring of floor drain sump
| level and a source of water'for calibration
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'{} . in subarticle NB-2220 of the ASME Code,

Section III. The heat treatment of the
. test coupons is performed in accordance
with subarticle NB-2210.

It is understood that separately pro-
duced test coupons per Subparagraph
hB 2223.3 may be used for forgings.

(2). Location and Circulation of Test
Specimens (G III-A)

The test specimens are located and ori-
| ented per ASME, Section III, Paragraph

NB-2322. Transverse Charpy-V impact
specimens are used for the testing of
plate and forged material other than -
bolting and bars. Longitudinal
rpecimens are used for bolting and bars.

Both longitudinal and transverse
specimens are used to determine the re-
quired minimum' upper shelf energy level
of the core belt line materials.

- In regard to 10CFR50, Appendix H, the
., surveillance test snaterial is selected
' ' ' '

on the basis of the requirements of ASTM
,

E185 and Regulatory Guide 1.99 to
L provide a conservative adjusted refer-

ence temperature for the beltline
materials. The weld test plate for the
surveillance program specimens has the
principal working direction parallel to
the weld seam to assure that
heat affected zone specimens are trans-
verse to the principal working direc-
tion.

,

|
(3) Records and Procedures for Impact

Testing (G III C)

1

. Amendmem 7, 5.3 2a
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[V]
Preparation of impact testing procedures, safety to those required for shells and .

'

calibration of test equipment, and the re- heads are demonstrated using a 1/4 T postu-
tention of the records of these functions lated defect at all locations, with the ex-
and test data comply with the require- ception of the main closure flange to the
ments of the ASME Code, Section Ill. Per- head and shell discontinuity locations. Ad-
sonnel conducting impact testing are ditional instruction on operating limits is ,

'

qualified by experience, training or required for outside surface flaw sizes
qualification testing that demonstrates greater than 0.24 inch at the outside i

competence to perform tests in accordance surface of the flange to shell joint based j

with the testing proccdure. on analysis made for ABWR reactor vessels
'

using, the calculations methods shown in WRCB
(4) Charpy-V Curves for the RPV Beltline 175. It has been demonstrated, using a test

(G Illa and G-IVA-1) mockup of these areas, that smaller defects
can be Jetected by the ultrasonic inservice

A full transverse Charpy-V curve is deter- examinations procedures required at the adja- {
mined for all heatr of base material and cent weld joint. Since the stress intensity
weld metal used in the core beltline factor is greatest at the outside surface of
region with a minimum of three (3) the flange-to-shell and head joints, a flaw
specimen tested at the actual TNDT. can also be detected by outside surface ex-
The minimum upper shelf energy level for amination techniques.
base material and weld metal in the
beltline region is 75 ft-lbs as required (7) Fracture Toughness Margins in the Control
by G IVA.1. of Reactivity (Appendix G IV A).

In regard to G III A, it is understood ASME Code, Section III, Appendix G, was used
that separate, unirradiated baseline in determining pressure / temperature limita-

| ) | specimens per ASTM E 185, Paragraph 63.1 tions for all phases of plan operation.
V will be used to determine the transition

temperature curve of the core beltline 53.1.6 MaterialSurveillance
base material, HAZ and weld metal.

5.3.1.6.1 Compliance with Reactor Vessel
(5) BoltingMaterial Material Surveillance Program Requirements

All botting material exceeding one inch The materials surveillance program monitors I
diameter has a minimum of 45 ft lbs changes in the fracture toughness properties of 1

Charpy-V energy and 25 mils lateral expan- ferritic matcrials in the reactor vessel i

sion at the minimum bolt preload tem- beltline region resulting from exposure to
perature of 70 0F. neutron irradiation and thermal environment.

(6) Alternative Procedures for the Calcula- Reactor vessel materials surveillance i

tion of Stress Intensity Factor (Appendix specimens are provided in accordance with re- '

G-IV A) quirements of ASTM E-185 and 10CRF 50, Appendix {
H. Materials for the program are selected to rep-

Stress intensity factors are calculated resent materials used in the reactor beltline
by the enethods of ASME, Section III, region. Specimens are manufactured from a plate
Appendix G. Discontinuity regions are or forging actually used in the beltline region
evaluated as shell and head areas, as and a weld typical of those in the beltline
part of the detailed thermal and stress region and thus represent base metal, wcld mate-
analyses in the vessel stress report. rial, and the weld heat affected zone material.
Considerations are given to membrane and The plate and weld are heat treated in a manner
bending stresses, as outlined in Para- which simulates the sctual beat treatment per-
graph G 2222. Equivalent margins of formed on the core region shell plates of the

n\+

s
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completed vessel. Each in-reactor surveillance These estimates show that the adjusted reference
capsule contains 36 Charpy V notch and 6 tensile temperature at end-of-life is less than
specimens. The capsule loading consists of 12 100 0F, and the end-of life upper-shelf energy ,

Charpy V Specimens each of base metal, weld exceeds 50 ft lb. (See response to Question i

metal, heat affected zone material, and 3 tensile 251.5 for the calculation and analysis associ- | '

specimens each from base metal and wefd metal. A ated with this estiinate).
set of out-of reactor baseline Charpy V notch

Ispecimens, tensile specimens, and archive mater- 5.3.1.6.4 Positioning of Surveillance Capsules

ial are provided with the surveillance test and Methods of Attachment (Appendix H.II B (2)) !

specimens. Neutron dosimetera and temperature
monitors will be located within the capsules as Surveillance specimen capsules are located at
required by ASTM E 185. three azimuths at a common elevation in the core

beltline region. The sealed capsules are not at-
Three capsule are provided in accordance with tached to the vessel but are in welded capsule ,

requirements of 10CFR50, Appendix H, since the holders. The capsule holders are mechanically I

predicted end of the adjusted reference tempera- retained by capsule holder brackets welded to i

ture of the reactor vessel steel is Icss than 100 the vessel cladding. Since reactor vessel spe-
0F. cifications require that all low-alloy steel i

pressure vessel boundary materials be produced )
The following proposed withdrawal schedule is to fine-grain practice, underclad cracking is of l

| in accordance with ASTM E 185. no concern. The capsule holder brackets allow j

the removal and reinsertion of capsule holders. 1
First capsule: After 6 effective full power Althongh not code parts, these brackets are de-
years signed, fabricated, and analyzed to the require-
Second capsule: After 15 effective full power ments of ASME Code Section III. A positive
years spring-loaded locking device is provided to re- 1

Third capsule: Schedule determined based on tain the capsules in position throughout any an- j

|N
3 results of first two capsules per ASTM E 185, ticipated event durir.g the lifetime of the

| Paragraph 7.6.2. vessel.

Fracture toughness testing of irradiated cap- In areas where brackets (such as the surveil-
sute specimens will be in accordance with require- lance specimen holder brackets) are located, ad-
ments of ASTM E 185 as called out for by 10CFR50, ditional nondestructive examinations are per-
Appendix H. formed on the vessel base metal and stainless

I steel weld-deposited cladding or weld-buildup
'.3.1.6.2 Neutron Flux and Fluence Calculations pads during vessel manufacture. The base raetal| ,

!is ultrasonically examined by straight beam tech-
A description of the methods of analysis is niques to a depth at least equal to the thick-

contained in Subsections 4.1.4.5 and 4.3.2.8. ness of the bracket being joined. The area exam-
ined is the area of width cqual to at least ha?

53.1.6.3 Predicted Irradiation Effects on the thickness of the part joined. The required
Beltline Materials stainless steel weld-deposited cladding is simi-

larly examined. The full penetration welds are
Transition temperature changes and changes in liquid penetrant examined. Cladding thickness

upper shelf energy shall be calculated in accor. is required to be at least 1/8 inch. These re-
dance with the rules of Regulatory Guide 1.99. quirements have been successfully applied to a
Refes, uce temperatures shall be established in ac- variety of bracket designs which are ntached 8.o
cordance with 10CFR50, Appendix G, and NB-2330 of weld-deposited stainless steel cladding or weld
the ASME Code. buildups in many operating BWR reactor pressure

vessels.
|Since weld material chemistry and fracture j

toughness data are not available at this time, Inservice inspection examinations of core i

the limits in the purchase specification were beltline pressure-retaining welds are performed
used to estimate worst case irradiation effects. from the outside surface of the reactor pressure
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vessel. If a bracket for mechanically-retaining' Code, Section III, Class I, requirements. The
surveillance specimen capsule holders were reactor pressure vessel closure studs are SA 540 ~
locate /, at or adjacent to a vessel shell weld, it Grade B23 or 24 (AISI 4340). The maximum allow-
would not interfere with the straight beam or able ultimate tensile strength is 170,000 psi. ;

- half mode, angle-beam inservice inspection ultra- Also, the Clarpy impact test requirements of |
sonic examinations performed from the outside NB 2333 will be satisfied (the lowest Cy ;

surface of the vessel. energy will be greater than the requirement of
45 ft lb at 70 0F; the lowest reported Cy ex-

$3.1.6.5 Tiene and Number of Dosianetry Measure- pansion will exceed the 25 mils required). .
unents

In relationship to regulatory position C.2.b,
GE provides a separate neutron dosimeter so the bolting materials are ultrasonically 'examJ

that fluence measurements may be made at the ined in accordance with ASME Code Section III,
4vesselID during the first fuel cycle to verify NB 2580, after final heat treatment and prior to

the predicted fluence at an early date in plant . threading as specified. The requirements for ex-
operation.' This measurement is made over this amination according to SA 388 and ASTM A614 were | '
short period to avoid saturation of the dosim- complied with. The procedures approved for use
eters now available. Once the fluence to-thermal . in practice are judged to insure compa able mate.- ,

power output is verified, no further dosimetry is - rial quality and are considered adequate on the !
considered necessary because of the linear rela- basis of compliance with the applicable require- !

tionship betwee'n fluence and power output. It ments of ASME Code, Subsubarticle NB-2580. !

will be possible, however, to install a new dosim-
eter, if required, during succeeding fuel cycles. The straight-beam examination is performed on !

''

100 percent of cylindrical urfaces and from -
$3.1.7 ReactorVesselFasteners both ends of each stud usin, a 3/4 inch maximum

diameter transducer. The reference standard for 1

The reactor vessel closure head (flange) is ' the radial scan contains a 1/2 inch diameter |\

fastened to the reactor vessel shell flange by flat bottom hole with a depth of 10 percent of I

multiple sets of threaded studs and nuts. The the thickness. 'The end scan standard is per
lower end of each stud is installed in a threaded ASTM A614.~ Surface examinations are performed |
hole in the vessel shell flange. A nut and on the studs and nuts after final heat treatment
washer are installed on the upper end of each and threaded as specified in the guide,in accor-
stud. The proper amount of preload can be dance with ASTM A614. Any indication greater | ,

applied to the studs by sequential tensioning than the indication from the applicable calibra- .j
using hydraulic tensioners. tion feature is unacceptable. The distance /ampli-

'

tude correction curve for the straight beam end
Hardness tests are performed on all main scan of main closure studs', nuts, and washers ;

closure bolting to demonstrate that heat treat- are established as follows- i

'1ment has been properly performed.
For cylinder having a length (L) to O.D. j

!53.1.8 Regulatory Guide l.65 . ratio of.7 of less,' the distance / amplitude
curve is established by a minimum of three

Regulatory Guide 1.65 defines acceptable mate- test points along the test distance. For cyl- ,

irials and .esting procedures with regard to inders having length to O. D. ratios larger
reactor vessel closure stud bolting for- than 7, the minimum number of test points is- i

light water cooled reactors. four. The test points are nearly equally
spaced along the test distance. One calibra-

The design and analysis of reactor vessel tion hole is located at a test distance equal'
bolting materials is in full compliance with ASME to L/2. |

/ i
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5.3.2 Pressure / Temperature Limits Reactor Operation

53.2.1 Umit Curves Curve C in Figure 5.31 specifies limits ap-
plicable for operation whenever the core is

The pressure / temperature limit curves in critical except for low-level physics tests.
Figure 5.3-1 are based on the requirements of
10CFR50, Appendix G. 5.3.2.1.4 Reactor Vessel Annealing !

All the vessel shell and head areas remote Inplace annealing of the reactor vessel, |
from discontinuities plus the feedwater nozzles because of radiation embrittlement,is not an- !

were evaluated, and the operating limit curves ticipated to be necessary. |

are based on the limiting location. The boltup {
limits for the flange and adjacent shell region 5J.2.1.5 Predicted Shift in RTNDT and i

are based on a minimum metal temperature of Drop in Upper-Shelf EnerEy (Appendix G-IV B) I

RTNDT +600F The maximum throughwall tem- I

perature gradient from continuous heating or For design purposes the adjusted reference
cooling at 1000F per hour was considered. The nil ductility temperature and drop in the

,

safety factors applied were as specifled in ASME upper shelf energy for BWR vessels is predicted )
Code, Appendix G, and Reference 2. using the procedures in Regulatory Guide 1.99. |

The material for the vessel will be provided The calculations (see response to Question
with the following requirements of RTNDT as 251.5) are based on the specified limits on

O determined in accordance with Branch Technical Phosphorous (0.020%), Vanadium (0.05%), Copper
N Position MTEB 5-2: shell and flanges -20 F; (0.08%) and Nickel (1.2%) in the weld material. ;

nozzles - 20'F and welds - 20"F. In plate material, the limits are Copper (0.05%)
'

and Nickel (0.73%). Forgings will have the same 3
5.3.2.1.1 Temperature Umits for Boltup chemitry as plate but the nickellimit is 1%. A

| Minimum closure flange and fastener tem- A surveillance program in accordance with
peratures of RTNDT +600F are required for ASTM E 185 will be used. The surveillance |
tensioning at preload condition and during program willinclude samples of base metal, weld,

detensioning. Thus, the limit is 60'F + metal and heat affected zone material. Subsec-a

(-20 F) = 50 F. tion 5.3.1.6 provides added detail on the sur-
veillance program.

5.3.2.1.2 Temperature Umits for ISI Hydro-
static and leak Pressure Tests 53.2.2 Operating Procedures

Pressure (measured in the top head) versus tem- A comparison of the pressure versus tem-
perature (mini'num vessel shell and head metal tem- perature limit in Subsection 5.3.2.1 with in-
perature) limits to be observed for the test and tended normal operation procedures of the most
operating conditions are specified in Figure severe upset transient shows that those limits
5.31. Temperature limits for preservice and will not be exceeded during any foreseeable
inservice tests are shown in Curve A of Figure upset condition. Reactor o;; crating procedures
5.3 1. have been established so that e.ctual transients

will not be more severe than those for which the
5.3.2.1.3 Operating Umits During Heatup, vessel design adequacy has been demonstrated.
Cooldown, and Cort Operation Of the design transients, the upset condition

producing the most adverse temperature and pres-
Heatup and Cooldown. sure condition anywhere in the vessel head and/

or shell areas yields a minimum fluid tempera-
Curve B in Figure 5.3-1 specifies limits for ture of 528 0F and a maximum peak pressure of

ron-nuclear heatup and cooldown following a 1215 psig. Scram automatically occurs as a
nuclear shutdown. result of this event prior to a possible reduc-

|
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system, each valve is tested as discussed in
may cause the nuclear SRVs to open brictly, but Chapter 14.

; the rise in fuel cladding temperature will be in-
significant. No fuel damage results. Two isolation valves provide redundancy in

each steamline so either can perform the isola- )
The ability of this Y-pattern' globe valve to tion function and either can be tested for

close in'a few seconds after a steamline break, leakage after the other is closed. -The inside
under conditions of high pressure differentials valve, the outside valve, and the respective
and fluid flows with fluid mixtures ranging from control systems are separated physically.' - ))-

Jmostly steam to mostly water, has been demon-
~

|strated in a series of dynamic tests. A The isolation valve is analyzed and tested
.. full size,20 inch valve was tested in a range of for earthquake loading. The loading caused by

steam-water blowdown conditions simulating postu- the specified earthquake loading is required to
lated accident conditions (Reference 1). ' be within allowable stress limits und with no

malfunctions that would prevent the valve from
The following specified hydrostatic, leakage, closing as required.

and stroking tests, as a minimum, are performed i

by the valve manufacturer in shop tests: Electrical equipment that is associated that ]
is associated with the isolation valves and oper- )

(1) To verify its capability'to close at set- ated in an accident environment is limited to - J

tings between 3 and 10 sec (response time .the wiring, solenoid valves, and position )
for full closure is set prior to plant op- ' switches on the isolation valves. The expected
cration at 3.0 sec minimum, 5.0 sec pressure and temperature transients following an
maximum), each valve is tested at rated pres- accident are discussed in Chapter 15.
sure (2000 psig) and no flow. The valve is
stroked several times and the closing time 5.4.5A Inspection and Testing

ON is recorded.
The main' steam isolation valves can be func-

(2) Leakage is measured with the valve seated. tionally tested for operability during plant op-
The specified maximum seat leakage, using eration and refueling outagec. The test provi.

ater at design pressure, is 2 sions are listed below. During refueling outage
coif w/in. of nominal valve size. In addi-em /hr the main steam isolation valves can be functiou-
tion, an air seat leakage test is conducted ally tested, leak tested, and visually inspect-
using 50 psi pressure upstream. Maximum per- ed.
missible leakage is 0.1 scfh/in. of nominal
valve size. The main steamline isolation valves can also

be tested and exercised individually to the
(3) Each valve is hydrostatically tested in ac- fully closed position in the slow closing mode

cordance with the requirements of the appli- if reactor power is reduced sufficiently to
cable edition and addenda of the ASME Code. avoid scram from reactor pressure core flux or .
During valve fabrication, extensive high flow through the other steamline flow
nondestructive tests and examinations are restrictors.
conducted. Tests include radiographic,

j liquid penetrant, or snagnetic-particle ex- Leakage past the valve disk backseat and
' aminations of casting, forgings, welds, piston rings is collected and measured by the

hardfacings, and bolts. drywell drain system. During shutdown while the -
nuclear system is pressurized, the leak rate

(4) The large diameter piston inside the valve through the piston rings can be measured by col-
body (See Figure 5.4-7) assures correct lecting and timing the leakage.
alignment of the actuating components.

The leak through the pipeline. valve seats
After the valves are installed in the nuclear can be measured accurately during shutdown by

SA9
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the following suggested procedure: enough pt.riod to obtain meaningful data. An )
alternate means of leak testing the outer j

,

(1) With the reactor at approximately 1250F and isolation valve is to utilize the previously {
normal water level and decay heat being re- noted steamline plug and to determine leak- i

moved by the RHR system in the shutdown age by pressure decay or by inflow of the {
cooling mode, all main steam isolation valves test medium to maintain the specific test i

are closed utilizing both spring force and pressure.
air pressure on the operating cylinder. i

During pre startup tests following an exten- 1

(2) Nitrogen is introduced into the reactor sive shutdown, the valves will receive the same
vessel above normal water level and into the hydro tests that are imposed on the primary
connecting main steamlines and pressure is system. j
raised to 20-30 psig. An alternate means of
pressurizing the upst: cam side of the inside Such a test and leakage measurement program ;

isolation valve is to utilize a steamline ensures that the valves are operating correctly. ]
plug capable of accepting the 20 to 30 psig
pressure acting in a direction opposite the 5.4.6 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System
hydrostatic pressure of the fully flooded
reactor vessel. Evaluations of the reactor core isolation y

cooling system against the applicable General De- g !

(3) A pressure gage and flow meter are connected sign Criteria are provided in Subsection 3.1.2.

J to the test tap between each set of main "

| steam isolation valves. Pressure is held 5.4.6.1 Design Basis
' below 1 psig, and flow out of the space

between each set of valves is measured to The reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC)
establish the leak rate of the inside isola- system is a safety system which consists of a
tion valve. turbine, pump, piping, valves, accessories, and

instrumentation designed to assure that suffi- |
(4) To leak check the outer isolation valve, the cient reactor water inventory is maintained in

"

reactor and connecting steamlines are flooded the reactor vessel to permit adequate core cool-
to a water level that gives a hydrostatic ing to take place. This prevents reactor fuel
head at the inlet to the inner isolation overheating during the following conditions:
valves slightly higher than the pneumatic
test pressure to be applied between the (1) aloss-of-coolant (LOCA) event;
valves. This assures essentially zero
leakage through the inner valves. If neces- (2) vessel isolated and maintained at hot
sary to achieve the desired water pressure at standby;
the inlet to the inner isolation valves, gas
from a suitable pneumatic supply is intro- (3) vesselisolated and accompanied by loss of

|i

| duced into the reactor vessel top head. Ni- coolant flow from the reactor feedwater ;

trogen pressure (20 to 30 psig) is then system; !
applied to the space between the isolation
valves. The pistons are checked for leak (4) complete plant shutdown with loss of normal
tightness. Once any detectable piston ring feedwater before the reactor is depressur-
leakage to the drain system has been ac- ized to a level where the shutdown cooling | ,

counted for, the seat leakage test is con- system can be placed in operation; or
| ducted by shutting off the pressurizing gas -

and observing any pressure decay. The volume (5) loss of AC power for 30 minutes.
between the closed valves is accurately
known. Correction for temperature variation Acceptc ce criteria 11.3 of SRP Section 5.4.6
during the test period are made,if necessary, states that the RCIC system must perform its j
to obtain the required accuracy. Pressure function without the availability of any a c ;

and temperature are recorded over a long power. Review Procedure 111.7 further requires

I
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(A'j the main condenser, and the feedwater system will (3) replenishes reactor vesselinventory.
supply the makeup water required to maintain !

reactor vessel inventory. Redundantly the HPCF system performs a i
similar function, hence providing single failure i

in the event the reactor vessel is isolated protection. Both systems use different reliable
,

and the feedwater supply unavailable, relief electrical power sources which permit operation j

valves are provided to automatically (or remote with either onsite or offsite power. Addition-
manually) maintain vessel pressure within desir- ally, the RHR system performs a residual heat i

able limits. The water level in the reactor removal function. i |
vessel wi!! drop due to continued steam gen- I
eration by decay heat. Upon reaching a predeter- 5.4.6.1.1.2 Isolation j

mined low level, the RCIC system will be initi-
ated automatically. The turbine-driven pump will Isolation valve arrangements include the fol-
supply demineralized make-up water from (1) the lowing:
condensate storage tank (CST) to the reactor
vessel and (2) the suppression pool. Level (1) Two RCIC lines penetrate the reactor coolant 'j
instrumentation is provided for automt, tic trans- pressure boundary. The first is the RCIC
fer of the water source from CST to suppression steamline which branches off one of the main
pool on receipt of either a low CST water level steamlines between the reactor vessel and I

or high suppression pool level signals (CST water the main steam isolation valves. This line
is primary source). The turbine will be driven has two automatic motor-operated isolation

,

with a portion of the decay heat steam from the valves, one is located inside and the other '

reactor vessel and will exhaust to the suppres- outside the drywell. An automatic
sion pool. Suppression pool water is not usually motor-operated inboard RCIC isolation bypass
demineralized and hence should only be used in valve is used. The isolation signals noted

n the event all sources of demineralized water have earlier close these valves.

fy been eu asted.
(2) The RCIC pump discharge line is the other

During RCIC operation, the suppression pool line that penetrates the reactor coolant
shall act as the heat sink for steam generated by pressure boundary, which directs flow into a
reactor decay heat. This will result in a rise feedwater line just outboard of the primary
in pool water temperature. RHR heat exchangers containment. This line has a testable check
are used to maintain pool water temperature valve and an automatic motor-operated valve
within acceptable limits by cooling the pool 1:,cated outside primary containment,
water.

(3) The RCIC turbine exhaust hne vacuum breaker
5.4.6.1.1 Residual Heat and Isolation system line has two automatic motor operated

valves and two check valves. This line runs
5.4.6.1.1.1 Residual Heat between the suppression pool air space and

the turbine exhaust line devin stream of the
The RCIC system shall initiate and discharge, exhaust line check valve. Positive isola-

within 30 seconds, a specified constant flow into tion shall be automatic by a combination of
the reactor vessel over a specified pressure low reactor pressure and high drywell pres-,

| range. The RCIC water discharge into the reactor sure. (The vacuum breaker valve complex is
vessel varies between a temperature of 400F up placed outside primary containment due to ai

to and including a temperature of 1700F The more desirable environment;in addition, the
mixture of the cool RCIC water and the hot steam valves are readily accessible for mainte-
does the following: nasce and testing.)

(1) quenches steam, (4) The RCIC pump suction line, minimum flow
pump discharge line, and turbine exhaust

(2) removes reactor residual heat, and line penetrate the containment and are sub-

D
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merged in the suppression pool. The isolation A design flovi functional test of the RCIC
valves for these lines are outside the contain- system may be performed during normal plant op- |
ment and require remote manual operation, except eration by drawing suction from the suppression 1

for the pump suction line which has automatic iso. pool and discharging through a full flow test
lation. return line to the suppression pool. All compo- j

tThe RCIC system design includes interfaces nents of .the RCIC system are capable of indi-
,

with redundant leak detection devices, vidual functional testing during normal plant op- 3

monitoring: eration. System control provides automatic {
reten from test to operating mode if system I

(1) a high pressure drop across a flow device in initiation is required, and the flow is auto-
the steam supply line equivalent to 300 matically directed to the vessel. j

| percent of the steady state steam flow at )

| 1192 psia pressure; Also, see Subsection 5.4.6.2.4. ]
1

(2) a high area temperature utilizing tem- 5.4.6.1.2.2 Manual Operation
perature switches as described in the leak l

dw. action system (high area temperature In addition to the automatic operational fea- i
shall be alarmed in the control room); tures, provisions are included for remote-manual !

startup, operation, and shutdown of the RCIC !

(3) a low reactor pressure of 50 psig minimum; system provided initiation or shutdown signals I

and do not exist. I

(4) a high pressure between the RCIC turbine 5.4.6.1.3 Loss of Offsite Power )
exhaust rupture diaphragms. j

The RCIC system power is derived from a reh- |

These devices, activated by the redundant able source that is maintained by either onsite i

power supplies, automatically isolate the steam or offsite power.
supply to the RCIC turbine and trip the turbine.

,

I HPCF provides redundancy for RCIC should RCIC 5.4.6.1.4 Physical Damage j
'

become isolated. I
'

The system is designed to the requirements
5.4.6.1.2 Reliability, Operability, and Manual presented in Table 3.21 commensurate with the
Operation safety iznportance of the system and its equip-

ment. The RCIC is physically located in a dif-
5.4.6.1.2.1 Reliability and Operability ferent quadrant of the reactor building and uti-

lizes different divisional power and separate
The RCIC system (Table 3.21) is designed com- electrical routings than its redur. dant system as

mensurate with the safety importance of the discussed in Subsections 5.4.6.1.1.1 and
system and its equipment. Each component is indi- 5.4.6.2.4.
vidually tested to confirm compliance with system
requirements. The system as a whole is tested 5.4.63.5 Environment
during both the start up and pre operational
phases of the plant to set a base mark for system The syst:m operates for the time intervals
reliability. To confirm that the system main- and the environmental conditions specified in
tains this mark, functional and operability Section 3.11.
testing is performed at predetermined intervals
throughout the life of the plant. 5.4.6.2 System Design

5.4.6.2.1 General

O
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5A4.2.1.1 Description - (7) High reactor water level (Level 8) closes f

.

F045, F046, F092 and subsequent'y F013 and j

The summary description of the reactor core F019. This level signal is'seale'd in'and |

isolation cooling system is presented in Subsec- must be manually reset. It will j
tion 5.4.6.1 which defines the general system automatically clear if a low res.ctor water l

functions and components. The detr.iled descrip- level (Level 2) reoccurs. !

tion of the system,its components, and operation js

is presented in the following subsections. (8) High' turbine exhaust pressure, low pump a

suction pressure,110% turbine overspeed, I
5A4.2.1.2 Diagrams or an isolation signal actuates the turbine i

trip hgic and closes the turbine trip and I'
The followiig diagrams are included fur the throttle valve. When the signal is

RCIC system i: cleared, the trip and throttle valve must
be reset from the control room.

!'(1) Figure 5.4 8 is a schematic diagram showing . _

jcomponents, pi},ing, points where interface -(9) Overspeed of 120 percent trips the me;
system and subsystems tie together, and in - chanical trip which is reset at.the '

strumentation and controls associated with turbine.
subsystem and component actuation.

_

. . .

<

. (10) An isolation signal closes F063, F064,
(2) Figure 5.4-9 is a schematic showing tes* F076, 'and other valves as noted in Items

perature, pressure and flows for RCIC cp- (6) and (8).
eration and system process data hydraulic re.

_
, .

,

quiremeuts. (11) An initiation signal opens F010, F013, j

F045, F046 and F042 when other permissives {
5A.6.2.1.3 Interlocks - are satisfied; starts the gland seal

'

[m system; and closes F022 and F059.
The following defines the various electrical

' q

interlocks: (12) High and low inlet RCIC steamline drain :|'pot levels respectively open and close
E (1) Valves FO68 and FO69 are key-locked open F054.
I valves with individual key locks.

,

(13) The combined signal of low flow plus pump
3 (2) The FO10 limit switch activates when not discharge pressure opens and, with in-
$ fully closed and closes F022 and F059, creased flow closes, F019. Also see Items

(5), (6) and (7).
(3) The F068 limit switch activates when full

| open and clears permissive for F045 and F092 5A.6.2.2 Equipment and Component Description ]
to open.

. )
$A.6.2.2.1 Design Conditions 1

(4) The F045 and turbine trip and throttle valve
limit switchs activate when not fully closed Operating parameters for the components of

'to initiate the turbine governor valve - the RCIC system are shown in Figurc 5.4-9. The
signal ramp generator and to clear permis- RCIC components are:
sives for F013 to open. !

.,

(1) one 100% capacity turbine and accessories; :
'

(5) The F045 limit switch activates when fully
. one 100% capacity pump assembly and accesso-closed and permits F004, F005, FC15 and F026 (2)

to open ar.J closes F013 and F019. ries; and

| (6) The turbine trip throttle valve (part of (3) Fiping, valves, and instrumentation for:
C002) limit switch activates when fully

| closed and closes F013 and'F019. (a) steam supply to the turbine,

Amendment 7 5A 13 ' ~i
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(b) turbine exhaust to the suppression pool, Evaluation of reliability of the instrumentation
for the RCIC shows that no failure of a single

(c) make-up supply from the condensate initiating sensor either prevents or falsely
storage tank to the pump suction, starts the system.

(d) make-up supply from the suppression pool In order to assure HPCS or RCIC availability
to the pump suction, and for the operational events noted previously

certain design considerations are utilized nu
(c) pump discharge to the feedwater line, a design of both systems.

full flow test return line, a minimum
flow bypass line .o the suppression (1) PhysicalIndependence
pool, and a coolant water supply to ac-
cessory equipment. The two systems are located in separate

areas of the reactor building. Piping runs
The basis for the design conditions is the are separated and the water delivered from

ASME B&PV Code Section III, Nuclear Power Plant each system enters the reactor vessel via
Components. different nozzles.

Analysis of the net positive suction head (2) Prime Mover Diversity and independence
; (NPSH) available to the RCIC pump in accordance
g with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.1 Independence is achieved by using a steam

is provided in Table 5.4-la. turbine to drive the RCIC pump and an elec-
tric motor-driven pump for the HPCS system.

Analysis of the net positive suction head The HPCS motor is supplied from either
(NPSH) available to the RCIC pump in accordance normal AC power or a separate diesel gen-
with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.1 erator.
is provided in Table 5.4-la.

(3) ControlIndependence
5.4.6.2.2.2 Design Parameters

Independence is secured by using different '
Design parameters for the RCIC system compo- battery systems to provide control power to

nents are given in Tab!c 5.4-2. See Figure 5.4 8 cach unit. Separate detection / initiation
for cross reference of component numbers. logics are also used for each system.

5.4.6.2.3 Applicable Codes and Classifications (4) Environg Ja! Independence

The RCIC system components within the drywell Both systems are designed to meet Safety
including the outer isolation valve are designed Class 1 requirements. Environment in the
in accordance with ASME Code Section III, Class equipment rooms is maintained by separate
1, Neclear Power Plant Components. The RCIC auxiliary systems.
System is also Jesigned to Seismic Category I.

(5) PeriodicTesting
The RCIC system component classifications and
those for the cendensate storage system are given A design flow functional test of the RCIC
in Table 3.2-1. can be performed during plant operation by

taking suction from the suppression pool and
5.4.6.2 4 System Rellabi!!ty Considerations discharging through the full flow test

return line back to the suppression pool.
! To assure that the RCIC will operate when The discharge valve to the feedwater line

necessary and in time to prevent inadequate core remains closed during tie test and reactor
cooling, the power supply for the system is taken operation is undisturbed. All components of
from reliable immediately available energy sour- the RCIC system are capable of individ- ual
ces. Added assurance is given by the capability functional testing during normal plant op-
for periodic testing during station operation. eration. Control System design provides

Amendment 7
$A-14
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() (6) General opens to accelerate the turbine to an initial i
'

V peak speed of approximately 1500 rpm; now under
Periodic inspections and maintenance of the governor control, turbine speed is returned to
turbine-pump unit are conducted in accor- the low limit turbine speed demand of 700 to i

dance with manufacturers instructions. 1000 rpm. After a predetermined delay (5 to 10 |
Valve position indication and instruments- sec), the steam supply valve leaves the full |

tion alarms are displayed in the control clcsed position and the ramp generator is re- ]
room. leased. The low signal select feature selects |

and sends this increasing ramp signal to the 1

SA.6.2.5 System Operation governor. The turbine increnes in speed until
the pump flow satisfies the controller set- 1

Manual actions required for the various modes point. Then the controller leaves saturation, 1

of RCIC are defined in the following subsections. responds to the input error, r.nd integrates the ;

output signal to satisfy the input demand. j

5A.6.2.5.1 StandbyMode !

The operator has the capability to select j

During normal plant operation, the RCIC manual control of the governor, and adjust speed | J
system is in a standby condition with the motor- and flow (within hardware limitations) to match i

operated valves in their normally open or nor- decay heat steam generation during the period of
mally closed positions as shown in the piping and RCIC operatioa.
instrumentation diagram (P&ID) included in Figure i

5.4-8. In this mode, Ihe RCIC pump discharge The RCIC pump delivers the makeup water to -

line is kept filled. I'he relief valve in the the reactor vessel through the feedwater line, -

pump suction line protects against overpressure which distributes it to obtain mixing with the
i from backleakage through the pump diccharge isola- hot water or steam within the reactor vessel. j;
! tion valve and check valve.

O The RCIC turbine will trip automatically upon |
'

V 5A.6.2.5.2 Emergency Mode (Transient Events receipt of any signal indicating turbine
and LOCA Events) overspeed, low pump suction pressure, high |

turbine exhaus;t pressure, or an auto-isolation
Startup of the RCIC system occurs auto- signal. Automatic isolation occurs upon receipt {

matically either upon receipt of a reactor vessel of any signalindicating:
low water level signal (Level 2) or a high
drywell pressure signal. During stattup, the (1) A high pressure drop across a flow device in
turbine control system limits the turbine. pump the steam supply line equivalent to 300% of
speed to its maximum normal operating value, the steady-state steam flow at 1192 psia.
controls transient acceleration, and positions
the turbine governor valve as required to (2) A high arca temperature,
maintain constant pump dischange flow over the j

pressure range of the system. Input to the (3) A low reactor pressure of 50 psig minimum.
'

turbine governor is from the flow controller
monitoring the pump discharge flow. During (4) A high pressure between the turbine exhaust
standby conditions, the flow controller output is rupture diaphragma.
saturated at its maximum value.

The steam supply, steam supply bypass and
When the RCIC system is shut down, the low cooling water supply valves vE c' lose upon

signal select feature of the turbine control receipt of signal indicating high water level
system selects the idle setting of a speed ran:p (Level 8) in the reactor vessel. These valves

,

gene ator. The ramp generator output signal will reopen should an indication of Ic1w water
during shutdown corresponds to .the low limit step level (Level 2) in the reactor vessel occur,
and a turbine speed demand of 700 to 1000 rp n. The RCIC system can also be started, operated,

and shut down remote manually provided
On RCIC system start, the bypass valve F092 initiation or shutdown signals do not exist.

vj

|
Amendment 7 5.4-25
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| 5A.6.2.53 Test Mode
1

A design flow functional test of the RCIC
'

I

|
1

\

i

1

@

i

!

|

.
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Q system may be performed during normal plant op- vessel outside the core shroud (via the feedwa-
eration by drawing suction from the suppression ter line on Division A and via the core cooling |
pool and discharging through a full flow test subsystem discharge return line on Divisions B ]
return line back to the suppression pool. The and C). )

'

discharge valve to the vessel remains closed .

during test mode operation. The system will The RHR provides two independent containment' 4

automatically return from test to operating mode spray cooling systems (on loops B and C) each I

if system initiation is required and the flow having a common header in the wetwell and a com-
will be automatically directed to the vessel. mon spray header in the daywell and sufficient

capacity for containment depressurization. j

5A.6.2.5A Limiting Single Failure
~

2

Shutdown cooling suction is taken directly
The most limiting single failure with the from the reactor via three shutdown cooling - |

RCIC system and ts HPCF system backup is the suction nozzles on the vessel. Shutdown cooling
failure of HPCF. 'With an HPCF failure, if the return flow is vi; the feedwater lines on loop A
capacity of RCIC system is adequate to maintain and via core cooling subsystem discharge return
reactor water level, the operator shall follow lines on loops B and C. j

'

Subsection 5.4.6.2.5.2: However, if the RCIC .

capacity is inadequate, Subsection 5.4.6.2.5.2 Connections are provided to the upper pools
still applies, but additionally the operator may on two loops to return shutdown cooling flow to.
also initiate the ADS system described in Subsec- the upper pools during normal refueling activi-
tion 6.3.2.2.2. ties if necessary. These connections also allow

the RHR to provide additional fuel pool cooling |
5A.63 Performance Evaluation capacity as required by the fuel pool cooling a

system'during the initial stages of the refuel-
The analytical methods and assumptions in ing outage.O

<

evaluating the RCIC System are presented in Chap-
ter 15 and Appendix 15A. The RCIC system pro- 5A.7.1.1 Functional Design Basis i

'lvides the flows required from the analysis (Fig-
ure 5.4-9) within a 30 second interval based upon The RHR provides the following four princi-
considerations noted in Subsection 5.4.6.2.4. pal functions:

1 i

| 5A.6A PnoperationalTesting (1) Core cooling water supply t'o the reactor to |
compensate far water loss beyond the normal '

The preoperational and initial startup test control range from any cause up to and j
program for the RCIC system is presented in includirig the design basis (LOCA).
Chapter 14.

(2) Suppression pool cooling to remove heat re-
,

5.4.7 Residual Heat Removal System leased to the suppression pool (wetwell), as '

necessary, following heat inputs to the
G Evaluations of residual heat removal (RHR) sys- pool.
$ tem against the applicable General Design Crite-

ria (GDC) are provided in Subsection 3.1.2 and (3) Wetwell and drywell sprays to remove heat
5 A.7.1 A . and condense steam in both the drywell and.o

wetwell air volumes following a LOCA. In
5A.7.1 Design Basis addition, the drywell sprays are intended to .

'

provide removal of fission products released
The RHR is composed of three electrically and .during a LOCA. , j

mechanicalindependent divisions designated A, B,
,

l
'

and C. Each division contains the necessary (4) Shutdown coolir;g to remove decny and L
piping, pumps, valves and heat exchangers. In sensible heat from the reactor. This

~

, the low pressure flooder mode, suction is taken - includes the safety-related requirements
,

i from the suppression pool and injected into the that the reactor mmt be broeght to a cold - 0
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'\ ' shutdown condition' using safety grade plant shutdown by manual operation of the RHR,

' equipment as well as the non. safety from the control room; For plant testing during'

functions associated with refueling and ' normal plant operation, the pump is started and :
servicing operations. . the return line to the suppression ~ pool is.

opened. A reverse sequence is used to terminate -1

The RHR system has nine different operational this test. . Upon receipt of an automatic initi- ' j
~

configurations that' arc discussed separately to ation signal while in the flow testing mode, the
'

provide clarity, system is returned to automatic control, j

5A.7.1.1.1 14w Patssun Flooder (LPFL) Mode 5A.7.1.1.3 Minimum Flow Mode ;
-

,

Each loop in th'c low press'ure flooder . If _the main discharge flow reaches' a j
'

sobsystem provides core cooling water supply to predetermined low value, the minimum flow valve
i

. compensate for water loss beyond the normal in that loop will automatically open to provide
control range from any cause up to and including : some pump flow. : During this mode, water is ;

the design basis (LOCA). This subsystem is ~ pumped from the suppression pool and returned to i

laitiated automatically by a low water level in the suppression pool via the low flow bypass )
the reactor vessel or high pressure la the linet Sufficient main discharge flow will cause J
drywell. Each loop in the system ca.n also be 11e minimum flow valve to close automatically. ' i

. placed.in operation by 'means of a manual
.

1

;

: initiation pushbutton switch. - 5A.7.1.14 Standby Mode :
=|

During the low pressure flooder mode, water is ' During norma - plant operation, the RHR' loops' '!
| pumped from the suppression poolinitially and are in1 a' standby eonditioa with the- )

diverted through the minimum flow lines until the motor-operated valves in the normally open or !

injection valve in the discharge line is normally closed position. The valves on the : !e
'

signalled to open on low reactor pressure. As suppression pool suction line are open and the
the injection valve opens on low reactor- minimum flow valves are open; the test valves'

pressure, flow to the RPV comes from the _ and injection valves are closed. The RHR pumps
suppression pool, through the RHR beat exchanger, are not running while the' standby water leg

.'
i

and the injection valve. This~ creates a flow pumps are running to keep the pump discharge i

a signal that closes the minimum ficw line. The lines filled. The relief valves'in the pump
RHR shall be capable of delivering flow into the suction and pump discharge lines protect the

,

reactor vessel within 36 seconds after receipt of lines again'st overpressure. I
the low pressure permissive signal following

. j
system initiation. This assumes a one second 5A.7.1.1.5 Suppression PoolCooling

'
delay for the instrumentation to detect the low
pressure permissive and generate an initiation The suppression pool cooling subsystem pro.

,

signal to the injection valve. Consequently, the vides mer. e to remove heat released into the j
36-second RHR requirement is consistent with the suppressie jool, as necessary, following heat !

[ 37.second injection time assumed in LOCA additions to the peel. During this mode of

|f
analyses. Additionally, the time for the pumps ' operation; water is pumped from the suppression
to reach rated speed, from the receipt of at pool through the RHR heat exchangers, and back

I least one uct.uation signal, is 27 seconds. to the suppression pool. This subsystem is
in'itiated manually.

i The system remains in this moJe until manually :
stopped by the operator.1

J' l
L, 5A.7.t.1.2 Test Mode
1:

L - Full flow functi,onal tests of the RHR can be J..

7, 'perfermed during normal plant operation or during |,

i ; % ,.y ,

jh I
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9f5.4.7.1.1.6 Wetwell and Drywell Spray Coolirg SRP 5.4.7, requires the RHR suctica side
isolation valves to have independent diverse

Two of the RHR loops provide containment interlocks to prevent the valves from being
spray cooling subsystems. Each subsystem opened unless the reactor coolant system (RCS)
provides both wetwell and drywell spray cooling. pressure is below the RHR system design
This subsystem provides steam condensation and pressure. While the ABWR RHR design does not
primary containment atmospheric cooling following explicitly meet this requirement for diversity,
a LOCA by pumping water from the suppression it does meet the intent of the requirement to

provide high reliability against inadvertent
| pool, through the heat exchangers and into thewetwell and/or drywell spray spargers in the pri- opening of the valves. The pressure signal that

mary contaircment. The drywell spray mode is provides the interlock function is supplied from
initiated by operator action post LOCA in the 2 out-of 4 logic, which has four independent
presence of high drywell pressure. The wetwell pressure sensor and transmitter inputs. The
spray mode is initiated by operator action. The independence is provided by each being in a
wetwell spray mode is terminated automatically by separate instrument division. Furthermore, the
a LOCA signal. The drywell spray mode is termi- inboard and outboard valves of a common shutdown
nated automatically as the injection valve starts cooling suction line are operated by different
to open, which results fron* a LOCA and reactor electrical divisions.
depressurization. Both wetwell and drywell spray
modes can also be terminated by operator action. 5.4.7.1.1J Feel Pool Cooling

5.4.7.1.1.7 Shutdown Cooling Two of the RHR loops provide supplemental
fuel pool cooling during normal refueling

The shutdown cooling subsystem is manually activitics and any time the fuel pool heat load
activated by the operator following insertion of exceeds the cooling capacity of the fuel pool
the control rods and normal blowdown to the main heat exchangers. For normal refueling activities i

condenser. In this mode, the RHR removes where the reactor wellis flooded and the fuel l

residual heat (decay and sensible) from the pool gates are open, water is drawn from the I
reactor vessel water at a rate sufficient to cool reactor shutdown suction lines, pumped through
it to 1250F within 20 hours after the control the RHR beat exchangers and discharged through i

rods are inserted. The conditions are achieved the reactor well distribution spargers. For 100% |
for normal operation where all three RHR loops core removal, if necessary, water is drawn from
are functioning together. The subsystem can the fuel pool cooling system (FPCS) skimmer surge
maintain or reduce this temperature further so tanks, pumped through the RHR heat exchangers and
that the reactor can be refueled and serviced. returned to the fuel via the FPCS cooling lines.

These operations are initiated and shut down by
For emergency operation where one of the RHR operator action.

loops has failed, the RHR system is capable of
bringing the reactor to the cold shutdown
condition of 2120F within 36 hours following
reactor shutdown. 5.4.7.1.1.9 Reactor Well and Equipment Pool

Drain
Reactor water is cooled by pumping it directly

from the reactor shutdown cooling nozzles, The RHR provides routing and connections for
through the RHR heat exchangers, and back to the emptying the reactor well and equipment pool to

)
vessel (via feedwater on one loop and via the the suppression pool after servicing. Water is
core cooling system on the other two loops). pumped or drained by gravity through the FPCS

return lines to the RHR shutdown suction lines
This subsystem is initiated and shut down by and then to the suppression pool.

operator action.
5.4.7.1.2 Design Basis for Isolation of RHR

The Branch Technical Position RSB 5-1, section System from Reactor Coolant System
B.1.(b) and (c), of the RHR Standard Review Plan,

Amendment 7 5.4 18
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( The low pressure portions of the RHR system j

\ are isolated from full reactor pressure whenever -|
the primary system pressure is above the RHR ]
system design pressure. (See Subsection .|
5.4.7.1.3 for further details.) In addition, j

automatie isolation occurs for reasons of
maintaining water inventory which are unrelated i

to line pressure rating. ~ A low water level |
signal closes the RHR containment isolation i

valves that are provided for the shutdown cooling ;

suction Subsection 5.2.5 provides an explanation
of the leak detection system and the isolation
signals; see Subsection 5.2.5.2.1(12) and Table
5.2-6.

The RHR pumps are protected against damage
from a closed discharge valve by means of
automatic minimum flow valves which open on low
mainline flow and close on high mainline flow.

5.4.7.1.3 Design Basis for Pressure Relief )
Capacity

The relief valves in the RHR system are sized
on one of three bases:

]

(1) thermal relief only,

(2) valve bypass leakage only, or

, (3) control valve failure and the subsequent
| uncontrolled flow which results.

)
1

<

|

1

)
i

O
|
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'h Redundant interlocks prevent opening valves di* cussed in Sections 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, a n d
v to the low pressure suction piping when the ' Subsection 9.5.1 J

reactor pressure is above the shutdown range.
These same interlocks initiate valve closure on 5A.7.2 Systems Design i

2increasing reactor pressure.
5A.7.2.1 System Diagrams

In addition, a high pressure check valve will
close to prevent reverse flow if the pressure All of the components of the RHR system are
should increase. Relief valves in the discharge shown in the P&ID (Figure 5.4-10). A i

piping are sized to account for leakage past the description of the controls and instrumentation !
check valve. is presented in Subsection 7.3.1.1.1 emergency

core cooling systems control and instrumen.
5A.7.1A Design Basis With Respect to General tation.
Design Criterion 5

Figure 5.4-11 is the RHR process diagram and
The RHR system for this unit does not share data. All of the sizing modes of the system are ;

equipment or structures with any other nuclear shown in the process data. The interlock block j

,
unit. diagrats (IBD) (logic Diagram) for the RHR system |

[ is provided in Section 7.3.
5A.7.13 Design Basis for Reliability and
Operability Interlocks are provided to prevent: (1) {

drawing vessel water to the suppression pool,
The design basis for the shutdown cooling (2) opening vessel suction valves above the

mode of the RHR System is that this mode is suction lines, or the discharge line de<'gn ,

controlled by the operator from the control pressure, (3) inadvertent opening of drywell |
room. The only operations performed outside of spray valves during RHR operation where the 1

| [ the control room for a normal shutdown is manual injection valve to the reactor is open and when
operation of local flushing water admission drywell pressure is not high enough to requircI '

valves, which are the means oi providing clean the drywell spray for pressure reduction, and 1

water to the shutdown portions of the RHR system. (4) pump start when suction valve (s) are not
open. A description of the RHR system logic

Three separate shutdown cooling loops are (i.e., interlocks, permissives) is presented in
provided; and eithough the three loops are Table 5.4 3.
required for shutdown under normal circumstances,

| the reactor coolant can be brought to 2120F in SA.7.2.2 Equipment and Component Description
less than 36 hours with only two loops in
operation. The RHR system is part of the ECCS (1) System Main pumps
and therefore is required to be designed with
redundancy, piping protection, power separation, The following are system performance require-
etc., as required of such systems. (See Section ments the main pumps must satisfy. The pump
6.3 for an explanation of the design bases for equipment performance requirements must in-
ECCS Systems.) clude additional margins so that the system !

performance requirements can be achieved.
Shutdown suction and discharge valves are These margins are standard GE equipment

required to be powered from both offsite and specification practice and are included in
standby emergency power for purposes of isolation procurement for flow and pressure measuring
and shutdown fc!!owing a loss of offsite power. accuracy and for power source frequency

variation.
SA.7.1.6 Design Basis for Protection from
Physical Damage Number of Pumps 3 j

_ The design basis for protection from physical Pump type Centrifugal

( damage, such as internally generated missiles,
C pipe break, seismic effects, and fires, are Drive unit type Motor

Amendment 7 5.4-19
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Design flow rate 4200 GPM The RHR heat exchanger capacity is re-
'

| quired to be sufficient to meet each
'

Totaldischarge head 410 ft of these functional requirements. The

limiting function for the RHR beat ex-|at design flow rate
changer capacity is post-LOCA contain-

Maximum bypass flow 650 GPM ment cooling. The heat exchanger capac-
ity, K, is 195 Btu /sec OF per heat ex-

Muumum total 623 ft changer,
discharge head at
maximum bypass flow rate The performance characteristics of the

heat exchangers are shown in Table
Maximum runout flow 4975 GPM 5.4.4.

Maximum pump brake 550 kw (3) Valves
horsepower

All of the directional valves in the system
I Net positive suction 7.87 ft are conventional gate, globe, and check

head (NPSH) valves designed for nuclear service. The in-
at 3.28 ft above the jection valves are high speed valves, as op- !

pump floor setting eration for RHR injection requires. Valve <
pressure ratings are to provide the control )

(2) Heat Exchangers or isolation function as necessary; i.e.,
all vessel isolation valves are treated as

The RHR heat exchangers have three major Class 1 nuclear valves at the same pressure"
functional requirements imposed upon them, as the primary system.
They are as follows:

(4) ECCS Portions of the RHR System !
'

(a) Post-LOCAContainmentCoolinn.TheRHR
limits the peak bulk suppression pool The ECCS tertions of the RHR system include
temperature to less than 2070F those sections that inject water into the
(970C) by direct pool cooling with two reactor vessel.
cut of the three divisions.

The route includes suppression pool suction
(b) Renetor Shutdown. The RHR removes strainers, suction piping, RHR pumps, dis-

enough residual heat (decay and sen. charge piping, RHR heat exchangers, injec-
sible) from the reactor vessel water to tion valves, and drywell piping into the

! cool it to 1400F) (600C) within 24 vessel uozzles and core region of the |

hours after the control rods t c in- reactor vessel.
serted. This mode shall be mar.oally ac-
tivated after a blowdown to the main con- Pool-cooling components include pool suction
denser reduces the reactor pressure to strainers, piping, pumps, heat exchangers,
below 135 psig with all three divisions and pool acturn lines.
in operation.

Containment spray components are the same as
(c) Safe Shutio_w_n. The RHR brings the pool cooling components except that the

reactor to a cold shutdown condition of spray headers replace the pool return lines,
less than 2120F (2000C) within 36
hours of control rod insertion with two 5.4.7.2.3 Controls and Instrumentation
out of the three divisions in op-
eration. The RHR is manually activated Controls and instrumentation for the RHP.
into the shutdown cooling mode below a system are described in Section 7.3.
nominal vessel pressure of 135 psig.

O
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The relief valves for the RHR system (E251are'
listed in Table'5.4-5 and the operating.
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b The relief valves for the RHR system (Ell) are (7) In the absence of a valid LOCA signal with- ,

V listed in Table 5.4-5 and the operating character. out high drywell pressure and without the '

istics of each valve (i.e., their. relieving injection valve being fully closed, it is
pressure) are tabulated. All of the E11 relief not possible to open the drywell spray
valves in Table 5.4-5 are quality group B, safety valves in a loop when the corresponding
class 2, and Seismic Category I. All valves are containment isolation valve in the same loop
classified as an essential component whose prime is open; i.e., the two valves, in series,
safety function is active. All of the relief are both not to be open during shutdown or
valves in Table 5.4-5 are standard configurations surveillance testing.

meeting all applicable codes and standards. None
of these valves are air operated nor can their 5A.7.2A Applicable Codes and Classifications
setpoint be changed by the operators.

(1) Piping, Pumps, and Valves-

5A.7.211 laterlocks
(a) Process side ASMEIll Class 1/2

(1) The valves requiring a keylock switch are (b) Servicewaterside 1

|

P001, F032 and F033 as indicated on the RHR ASME HI Class 3
i. P&ID, Figure 5.4-10.

(2) Heat Exchangers I
!

(2) It is not possible to open the shut down
connection to the vessel in any given loop (a) Processside ASMEIII Class 2' ,

whenever the pool suction, pool discharge TEMA Class C !
!

salve or containment spray valves are open
in the same loop to prevent draining the (b) Servicewater
vessel to the pool. side ASMEIII Class 3 !

TEMA Class C |

(3) Redundant interlocks prevent opening the
- shutdown connections to and from the vessel (3) ElectricalPortions ,

whenever the pressure is above the shutdown ]
range. Increasing pressure trip shall cause (a) IEEE 279 ;

closure of these valves. l

(4) A timer is provided in each pump minimum
flow valve control circuitry so that the 5A.7.2.5 Reliability Cont.lderations
pump has an opportunity to attain rated
speed and flow before automatic control of The RHR system has included the redundancy
the valve is activated. This time delay is requirements of Subsection 5.4.7.1.5. Three
necessary to prevent a reactor watcr dump to completely redundant loops have been provided to
the suppression pool during the shutdown remove residual heat, each powered from a
operation. separate emergency bus. All mechanical and

electrical components are separate. Two out of
(5) It is not possible to operate the RHR main three are capable of shutting down the reactor

pumps without an open suction source because within a reasonable length of time.
these pumps are used for core, vessel and
containtnent cooling and their integrity must 5.4.7.2.6 Manual Action
be preserved.

(1) Emergency Mode [ Low pressure flooder
(6) Redundant interlocks prevent opening and (LPFL) mode)

automatically closes the shutdown suction
connections to the vessel in any given loop
whenever a low reactor level signal is
present.

t

(
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Each loop in the subsysicui is initiated (4) Wetwell and Drywell Spray Cooling I

automatically by a low water level in the |
reector vessel or high pressure in the Two of the RHR loops provide containment !

8drywell. Each loop in the systetu can also spray cooling subsystems. Each subsystem
be placed in operation by means of a Manual provides both wetwell and drywell spray -
Initiation pushbutton switch, cooling. This subsystem provides steam

condensation and primary containment ;

During the LPFL mode, water is initially atmospheric cooling following a LOCA by i

pumped from the suppression pool and pumping water from the suppression pool,
diverted through the minimum flow lines through the heat ex. hangers and into the
until the injection valve in the discharge wetwell and/or drywc!1 spray spargers in the ;

line is signalled to open on low reactor primary containment. The drywell spray mode
'

pressure. As the injection valve opens on is initiated by manual operator action
low reactor pressure, flow to the RPV comes post-LOCA in the presence of high drywell
from the suppression pool, through the RHR pressure. The drywell spray mode is
heat exchanger, and the injection valve. initiated as required by manual operator
This creates a flow signal that closes the action. The drywell spray mode is
minimum flow line. terminated automatically following a LOCA

signal as the injection valve opens, and the
The system remains in the operating mode wetwell spray is terminated automatically by
until manually stopped by the operator, a LOCA signal. Both drywell and wetwell

| spray can be terminated manually by operator .

(2) Test Mode action with no permissive interlocks to be'

satisfied.
Full flow functional testing of the RHR can,

| be performed during normai plant operation (5) ShutdownCooling
or during plan shutdown by manual operation
of the RHR from the control room. For plant The shutdown cooling subsystem is manually ,

testing during normal plant operation, the activa *cd by the operator following
pump is started and the return line to the insertion of the control rods and normal
suppression pool is opened. A reverse blowdown to the main condenser. In this
sequence is used to terminate this test. mode, the RHR removes residual heat (decay
Upon receipt of an automatic initiation and sensible) from the reactor vessel water
signal while in the flow testing mode, the at a rate sufficient to cool it to 1250F
system is returned to automatic control. within 20 hours after the control rods are

inserted. The subsystem can maintain or
(3) Suppression PoolCooling reduce this temperature further so that the

reactor can be refueled and serviced.
The suppression pool cooling subsystem,
which is initiated and stopped manually, Reactor water is cooled by pumping it
provides means to remove heat released into directly from the reactor shutdown cooling
the suppression pool, as necessary, nozzles, through the RHR heat exchangers,
following heat additions to the pool, and back to the vessel (via feedwater on one
During this mode of operation, water is loop and via the LPFL subsystem on the other
pumped from the suppression pool through the two loops).
RHR heat exchangers, and back to the
suppression pool. This subsystem is This system is initiated and shut down by
initiated manually, manual operator action.

|

t

|
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- (6) Fuel PoolCooling

Two of the RHR loops provide supplemental
fuel pool cooling during normal refueling
activities and any time the fuel pool heat
load exceeds the cooling capacity of the
fuel pool heat exchangers. For normal
refueling activities where the reactor well
is flooded and the fuel pool gates are open,
water is drawn from the reactor shutdown
suction lines, pumped through the RHR heat
exchangers and discharged through the

/''N

id 3

|

-I

O
'
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O) | reactor well distribution spargers. For are designed for the fouled condition with
C 100% core removal, if necessary, water is relatively high service water temperature, the

drawn from the fuel pool cooling (FPCS) units have excess capability to cool when first
skimmer surge tanks, pumped through the RHR cut in at high vessel temperature. Total flow
heat exchangers and returned to the fuel and mix temperature must be controlled to avoid
pool via the FPCS cooling lines. These exceeding a 1000F/ hour cooldown rate. See
operations are initiated and shut down by Subsection 5.4.7.1.1.7 for minimum shutdown time
operator action. to reach 2120F.

A

5A.73.2 Worst Case Transient

Several limiting events were considered for
RHR heat exchanger sizing. Those events were:

(1) feedwaterlinebreak |
|

(7) Reactor Well and Equipment Pool Drain (2) main steam line break

The RHR provides routing and connections for (3) inadvertent opening of a relief valve
emptying the reactor well and equipment pool
to the suppression pool after servicing. (4) normalshutdown J

!Water is pumped or drained by gravity
through the FPCS return lines to the RHR (5) emergencyshutdown
shutdown suction lines and then to the
suppression pool. (6) A*DVS

I

,/] 5A.73 Performance Evaluation it was determined for post-LOCA suppression |
t/ pool temperature control, that the FWLB is the {

RHR system performance depends on sizing its most limiting event. The worst case conditions j

heat exchanger and pumping flow rate for the event assumes one RHR heat exchanger
characteristics with enough capacity to satisfy failure instead of one diesel generator
the most limiting events. The worst case failure. When one heat exchanger fails, the
transient established the heat exchanger size, heat generated by the pump is still added to the
given the pumping flow of 4200 gpm for each RHR containment, and also one additional pump flow
loop. The shutdown cooling mode requirements carries the reactor decay heat more effectively
were satisfied within the RHR characteristics to the suppression pool. Therefore, a single
established by the worst case transient. failure of a RHR heat exchanger is the most

limiting single failure. |

5A.73.1 Shutdown With All Components
Available The heat exchanger size was established to

limit the suppression pool peak temperature to
A typical curve is not included to show 2070F (970C). This is acceptable to the

vessel cooldown temperatures versus time because ABWR for the following reasons:
of the infinite variety of such curves that is
possible due to: (1) clean steam systems that (1) The ABWR wetwell pressere becomes high, i

may allow the main condenser to be used as the high enough to provide more than 200F
heat sink when nuclear steam pressure is subcooling with 2070F pool temperature
insufficient to maintain steam air ejector when the peak pool temperature occurs,
performance; (2) the condition of fouling of the
exchangers; (3) operator use of one or two (2) Because it takes 4 to 6 hours to reach the
cooling loops; (4) coolant water temperature; and peak pool temperature, shutdown cooling will
(5) system flushing time. Since the exchangers be initiated before the peak pool temp-

LJ
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crature. The energy release from the is based on commercial and economic
reactor will be controlled by the shutdown considerations as an optimum tradeoff between I

cooling system, and there is no need to plant availability and shutdown system size.) i

release the reactor energy to the pool.
Normal shutdown cooling is a nonsafety- ,

5.4.733 EmergencyShutdown Cooling related event and is therefore analyzed assuming |
that all three RHR loops are operational. j

Tbc design requirements for ABWR emergency
shutdown cooling capability are specified in The design heat exchanger capacity is ;

Regulatory Guide 1.139, as fo' lows: sufficient to meet the normal shutdown cooling l
criteria. ;

The reactor shutdown cooling system (SDCS)
should be capable of bringing the reactor to 5.4.7.4 Pre-operational Testing !
a cold shutdown condition within 36 hours
following reactor shutdown with only offsite The pre-operational test program and startup
power or onsite power available assuming the tests program discussed in Chapter 14 are used
most limiting single failure. to generate data to verify the operational

capabil8. tier, of each piece of equipe.ent in the

| The limiting condition is for the case with system: each instrument, each set point, each
loss of offsite pcwer which would disable the logic element, each pump, each heat exchanger,
forced circulation. The most limiting single each valve, and each limit switch. In addition,
failure is the loss of one RHR division these programs verify the capabilities of the
(designated as N-1 case). Therefore, for the system to provide the flows, pressures, cooldown
emergency shutdown cooling purpose, one of the rates, and reaction times required to perform
bases of RHR heat exchanger sizing is to meet the all system functions as specified for the system
following requirements: or component in the System Data Sheets and

Process Data.
The ABWR RHR in shutdown cooling mode
should be capable of bringing the reactor to Logic elements are t 4aied electrically;
cold shutdown conditions (212 F) within 36 valves, pumps, controllers, and relief valves
hours following reactor shutdown for N-1 are tested mechanically. Finally, the system is
case, with only onsite power available, tested for total system performance against the

design requirements using both the offsite power
The ABWR selected design configuration meets and standby emergency power. Preliminary heat

all design requirements and is consistent with exchanger performance can be evaluated by
the heat exchanger size required for post LOCA operating in the pool cooling mode, but a vessel
pool temperature control. shutdown is required for the final check due to

the small temperature differences available with
5.4.73.4 Normal Shutdown Cooling pool cooling.

After a normal blowdown to the main 5.4.8 ReactorWater Cleanup System
condenser, the shutdown cooling subsystem is -

activated. In this mode of operation the RHR The reactor water cleanup system (RWCS) is
shall be capable of removing enough residual beat classified as a primary power generation system,
(decay and sensible) f om the reactor vessel a part of which forms a portion of the reactorfwater to cool it to 125 F within 20 hours after coolant pressure boundary (RCPB). The remaining
the control rods are inserted. portion of the system is not part of the RCPB

because it can be isolated from the reactor.
The 20-hour cooldown time requirement is based The RWCS rr.ay be operated at any time during

on previous design practice with BWR plants. (It normal reactor operations.

O
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5.4.8.1 Design Bases shutdown cooling suction line of the RHR. The
cooled effluent of the NRHXs goes through the :

The RWCS: RWCS pumps to the two filter-demineralizers for |
!

cleanup. RWCS discharge is split to feedwater
(1) removes solid and dissolved impurities from lines 'A' and *B". Tbc system P&ID is provided

the reactor coolant and measures the reactor in Figure 5.4-12. j

water conductivity in accordance with
Regulatory Guide 1.56, * Maintenance of Water The total capacity of the system, as shown on
Purity in Boiling Water Reactors"; the process flow diagram in Figure 5.913 is

equivalent to 2% of rated feedwater flow. Each ;

(2) provides containment isolation that places pump, NRHX, and filter demineralized is capable
the major portion of the RWCS outside the of 1% operation, with the one RHX capable of 2% ]
RCPB, limiting the potential for significant operation. |

release of radioactivity from the primary
system to the secondary containment; The operating temperature of the

filter demineralized units is limited by the ion
(3) discharges excess reactor water during exchange resins; therefore, the reactor coolant

startup, shutdown, and hot standby must be cooled before being processed in the
conditions to the main condenser or filter demineralized units. The regenerative
radwaste; heat exchanger transfers heat from the tubeside

(hot process inlet) to the shellside (cold
(4) provides full system flow to the RPV head process return). The shellside flow returns to

spray as required; and the reactor. The non-regenerative heat
exchanger cools the process further by

(5) minimizes RPV temperature gradients by transferring heat to the reactor building- i

maintaining circulation in the bottom head cooling water system.
\ of the RPV during periods when the reactor

internal pumps are unavailable. The filter-demineralized units are pressures
precoat-type filters using powdered ion-exchange

The RWCS is automatically removed from service sesins. Spent resins are not regenerable and
upon SLCS actuation. This isolation prevents the are sluiced from the filter-demineralized unit
standby liquid reactivity control material from to a backwash receiving tank from which they are
being removed from the reactor water by the transferred to the radwaste system for
cleanup system. The design of the RWCS is in processing and disposal.- To prevent resins from
accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.26 and entering the reactor in the event of failure of i

Regulatory Guide 1.29. a filter demineralized resin support, a strainer
is installed on the filter-demineralized unit.

5.4.8.2 System Description Each strainer and filter demineralized vessel
has a control room alarm that is energized by

The RWCS is a closed loop system of piping, high differential pressure. Upon further ;

circulation pumps, a regenerative heat exchanger, increase in differential pressure from the alarm
non regenerative heat exchangers, reactor water point, the filter demineralized will
pressure boundary isolation valves, a reac:or a automatically isolate.
water sampling station, (part of the sampling
system) and two precoated filter-demineralizers. The backwash and precoat cycle for a
During blowdown of reactor water swell, the loop filter-demineralized unit is automatic to
is open to the main condenser hotwell or to minimize the need for operator intervention.
radwaste. The single loep has two parallel pumps The filter demineralized piping configuration is
taking common suction through a regenerative heat arranged to ensure that resin transfer is
exchanger (RHX) and two parallel non-regenerative complete and crud traps are climinated. A
heat exchangers (NRHX) from both the single bypass line is provided around the filter-

| bottota head drain line and the *B" side of the demineralized units.

Amendment 7 5425
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in the event of low flow or loss of flow in demineralized compartment is normally permitted
the system, the precoat is maintained on the only after removal of the precoat. Penetrations
septa by a holding pump. Sample points are through compartment walls shall be located so as
provided in the common influent header and in not to compromise radiation shielding
each effluent line of the filter-demineralized requirements. Primarily, this affects nozzle
units for continuous indication and recording of locations on tanks so that wall penetrations do
system conductivity. High conductivity is not "sec* the tanks. Generally, this means
annunciated in the control room. The influent piping through compartment walls should be
sample point is also used as the normal source of a b ove, b eIow, or to the side of
reactor coolant grab samples. Sample analysis filter-demineralized units. The local control
also indicates the effectiveness of the panel shall be outside the vessel compartment
filter demineralized units. and process valve cell, located convenient to

the RWCS system. The tank which receives
The suction line (RCPB portion) of the RWCS backwash shall be located in a separate shielded ,

contains two motor-operated isolation valves room below the filter demineralized units.
'

which automatically close in response to signals
from the leak detection and isolation system, The filter demineralized vents are piped to
actuation of the standby liquid control system, the backwash receiving tank. Piping vents and
high- filter demineralized inlet temperature. drains are directed to low conductivity j

Subsection 7.6.1.4 describes the leak detection collection in radwaste. System pressure relief j
and isolation system setpoints that are valves are piped to radwaste or the main
summarized in Tables 5.2-6 and 5.2-7. This condenser. Refer to Figure 5.4-12 for the exact
isolation prevents loss of reactor coolant and configuration.
release of radioactive material from the reactor,
prevents removal of liquid reactivity control A remote, manually-operated gate valve on the )
material by the cleanup system should the SLCS be return line to the feedwater lines in the steam I
in operation, and prevents exceeding the design tunnel provides long term leakage control.
temperature of the RWCS and the Instantaneous reverse flow isolation is provided

,

filter. demineralized resins. The RCPB isolation by check valves in the RWCS piping.
| valves may be remote manually operated to isolate

the system equipment for maintenance or RWCS operation is controlled from the main
servicing. Discussion of the RCPB is provided in control rcom. Filter demineralizing operations,
Section 5.2. which include backwashing and precoating, are

controlled automatically from a process
Each filter-demineralized vessel shall be controller or manually from a local panel.

installed in an individual shielded compartment. Section 7.7 provides an interlock block diagram.
The compartments shall not require accessibility
during operation of the filter-demineralized 5.4.8.3 System Evaluation
unit. Shielding is required due to the
concentration of radioactive products in the The RWCS, in conjunction with the condensate
filter-demineralized process system. Service treatment system and the fuel pool cooling and
space shall be provided the filter-demineralized cleanup system, maintains reactor water quality
for septa removal. All inlet, outlet, vent, during all reactor operating modes (normal, hot
drain, and other process valves shall be located standby, startup, shutdown, and refueling).
outside the filter-demineralized compartment in a
separate shielded area together with the The RWCS has process interfaces with the RHR,
necessary piping, strainers, holding pumps and control rod drive, nuclear boiler, radwaste,
instrument elements. Process equipment and fuel pool cooling and cleanup (FPCC), and
controls shall be arranged so that all normal reactor building cooling water systems and the
operations are conducted at the panel from RFV and the main condenser hotwell. The RWCS
outside the vessel or valve and pump compartment suction is from the RHR *B" shutdown suction
shicIding walls. Access to the filter- line and the RPV bottom head drain. The RWCS

O
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$ main process pump motor cavities are purged by _ in the backwash and precoat area downstream of' (
water from the control rod drive system. RWCS the high pressnre back valves is designed to , j

return flow is directed to either the nuclear Quality Group D. I

boiler system (feedwater lines), directly to the a
RPV through the RPV head spray, or to the main A tabulation of RWCS equipment data,includ- .!
condenser hotwell or radwaste through the RWCS ing temperature pressure and flow capacity is |
dump line.' RWCS filter-demineralized backwash is provided in Table 5.4 6.
to the backwnh receiving tank (BWRT) located in
the PPCCS (BWRT accommodates backwash from the 5.4.9 Main Steamlines and Feedwater Piping )

RWCS, the FPCCS, and the suppression pool cleanup ;

system). The non regenerative hea'. exchanger is 5A31 Safety Design Bases j

cooled by the reactor building cooling water sys- |
tem. Other utility or support interfaces exist In order to satisfy the safety design bases,
with the instrument air system and the condensate the main atcam and feedwater lines are designed .
and plant air systems for the filter-demineral- as follows:
izer backwash. ,

(1) The main steam, feedwater, and associated j

The type of pressure precoat cleanup system drain lines are prciceted from potential i
!

used in this systens was first put into operation damage due to fluid jets, missiles, reaction
in 1971 and has been in use in all BWR plants forces, pressures, and temperatures result-
brought on-line since then. Operating plant ing from pipe breaks.
experience has shown that the RWCS, designed in ,

accordance with these criteria, provides the (2) The main steam, feedwater, and drain hoes i
'

required BWR water quality. The ABWR RWCS capac- are designed to accommodate stresses from
ity has been increased to a nominal of 2% of internal pressures and earthquake loads
rated feedwater from the original 1% size. This without a failure that could lead to the i

"

s added capacity provides additional margin against ~ release of radioactivity in excess of the
primary system intrusions and component availabil- guideline values in published regulations.
ity. The nonregenerative heat exchanger is sized
to maintain the required process temperature for (3) The main steam and feedwater lines are acces-
2% flow. During periods of water rejection to - sible for inservice testing and inspectica.
the main condenser or radwaste, RWCS flow may be
reduced slightly to compensate for the loss of (4) The main steamlines are analyzed for dynamic
cooling flow through the RPV return side of the loadings due to fast closure of the turbine
regenerative heat exchanger. stop valves.

The RWCS is classified as a monsafety system. (5) The main steam and feedwater piping from the
The reactor isolation valves are classified as reactor through the seismic interface re-
important to safety. System piping and compo- straint is designed as Seismic Category I.
nents within the drywc!!, including the suction
piping up to and including the outboard suction (6) The main steam and feedwater piping and
isolation valve, and all containment isolation smaller connected lines are designed in
valve including interconnecting piping assembly, accordance with the requirements of Table

| are Seismic Category I, Quality Group A. The 3.2-1.

| three flow elements that are used for RWCS leak
| detection meet Seismic Category I and Quality 5AS.2 Power Generation Dealga Bases

Group A requirements so as to maintain structural
inteyity during a faulted condition. All other (1) The main steamlines are designed to conduct
non-saisty eqaipment is designed as Nonseismic steam from the reactor vessel over the full
Category I, Ouality Group C. Low pressure piping range of reactor power operation.

s
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(2) The feedwater lines are designed to conduct face restraint,
water to the reactor vessel over the full
range of reactor power operation. The materials used in the piping are in

accordance with the applicable design code and 1

5.4.93 Description supplementary requirements described in Section
3.2. The valve between the outboard isolation

The main steam piping is described in Section valve and the shutoff valve upstream of the RHR
10.3. The main steam and feedwater piping from entry to the feedwater line is to effect a
the reactor through the containment isolation closed loop outside containment (CLOC) for
interfaces is diagrammed in Figure 5.1-3. containment bypass leakage control (Subsections

6.2.6 and 6.5.3).
As discussed in Table 3.21 and shown in

Figure 5.13, the main steamlines are Quality The general requirements of the feedwater
Group A from the reactor vessel out to and includ- system are described in Subsections 7.1.1.7,
ing the outboard MSIV and Quality Group B from 7.7.1.4, 7.7.2.4, and 10.4.7.*

$ the outboard MSIVs to the turbine stop valve.
They are also Seismic Category I only from the 5.4.9.4 Safety Evaluation
reactor pressure vessel out to the seismic inter-
face restraint. Differential pressure on reactor internals

| under the assumed accident condition of a rup-

| The feedwater piping consists on two 22-inch tured steamline is limited by the use of flow
diameter lines from the feedwater supply header restrictors and by the use of four main steam-
to the reactor. Isolation of each line is lines. All main steam and feedwater piping will |

accomplished by two containment isolation valves be designed in accordance with the requirements
consisting of one check valve inside the drywell defined in Section 3.2. Design of the piping in
and one positive closing check valve outside accordance with these requirements ensures
containment (Figure 5.1-3). Also included in meeting the safety design bases.

Jthis portion of the line is a manual maintenance
valve (F242) between the inboard isolation valve 5.4.9.5 Inspection and Testing
and the reactor nozzle. The design temperature
and pressure of the feedwater line is the same as Testing is carried out in accordance with j

{ that of the reactor' inlet nozzle (i.e.,1250 psig Subsection 3.9.6 and Chapter 14. Inservice
and $750F) for turbine-driven feedwater pumps. inspection is considered in the design of the

main steam and feedwater piping. This consider-|

The feedwater piping upstream of the second ation assures adequate working space and access
isolation valve contains a remote, manual, for the inspection of selected components.
motor. operated gate valve and upstream of the
gate valve, a seismic interface restraint. The 5.4.10 Pressurizer

9 outboard isolation valve and the seismic inter-
" face restraint provide a Quality Group transi- Not Applicable to BWR

tional point in the feedwater 1snes.
5.4.11 Pressurizer Relief Discharge System

As discussed in Table 3.2-1 and shown in
Figures 5.1-3 the feedwater piping is Quality Not Applicable to BWR
Group A from the reactor pressure vessel out to
and including the outboard isolation valve, 5.4.12 Valves
Quality Group B from the outboard isolation valven

$ to and including the seismic interface restraint, 5.4.12.1 Safety Design Bases
and Quality Group D beyond. The feedwater piping
and all connected piping of 2-1/2 inch or larger Line valves, such as gate, globe, and check
nominal size is Seismic Category I only from the
reactor pressure vessel out to the seismic inter-

O
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(q valves, are located in the fluid systems to normal plant operation may be partially .

U/ perform a mechanical function. Valves are exercised during this period to assure their l

caraponents of the system pressure boundary and, operability at the time of an emergency or
having moving parts, are designed to operate faulted condition. Other valves, serving as a
efficiently to maintain the integrity of this system block or throttling valves, may be
boundary, exercised when appropriate.

1

The valves operate under the internal Leakage from critical valves steam is j

pressure / temperature loading as well as the monitored by use of double-packed stuffing boxes i

external loading experienced during the various with an intermediate lantern leakoff connection |
system transient operating conditions. The for detection and measurement ofleakage rates,
design criteria, the design loading, and
acceptability criteria are ao specified in Motors used with valve actuators will be
Subsection 3.9.3 for ASME Class 1,2, and 3 furnished in accordance with applicable industry
valves. Compliance with A"ME Code is discussed standards. Each motor actuator will be assem-
in Subsection 5.2.1. bled, factory tested, and adjusted on the valve

for proper operation, position, ten n;c switch
5.4.12.2 Description setting, position transmitter futiction (where

.

Japplicable), and speed requirements. Valves
Line valves are manufactured standard types will be to demonstrate adequate stem thrust (or

designed and constructed in accordance with the torque) capability to open or close the valve
requirements of ASME Code Section III for Class within the specified time at specified differ- '

1,2, and 3 valves. All materials, exclusive of ential pressure. Tests will verify no |

seals, packing, and wearing components, shall mechanical damage to valve compunents during
endure the 60 year plant life under the full stroking of the valve. Suppliers will be
environmental conditions applicable to the required to furnish assurance of acceptability

O particular system when appropriate maintenance is of equipment for the intended service based on
b/ periodically performed. any combination of:

Power operators will be sized to operate (1) test stand data,
successfully under the maximum differential
pressure determined in the design specification. (2) prior field performance,

!

5.4.12.3 Safety Evaluation (3) prototype testing, and |

Line valves will be shop tested by the (4) engineering analysis.
manufacturer for performability. Pressure
retaining parts are subject to the testing and Pre-operational and operational testing
examination requirements of Section III of the performed on the installed valves consists of
ASME Code. To minimize internal and external total circuit checkout and performance tests to
leakage past seating surfaces, maximum allowable verify speed requirements at specified
leakage rates are stated in the design differential pressure.
specifications for both back seat as well as the
main seat for gate and globe valves. 5.4.13 Safety / Relief Valves

Valve construction materials are compatible The reactor component and subsystem SRVs are

'

with the maximum anticipated radiation dosage for listed in Table 5.4-5. The RHR relief valves
the service life of the valves. are discussed separately in Subsection

5.4.7.1.3.
5.4.12.4 Inspection ard Testing

| 5.4.13.1 Safety Design Bases
Valves s rving as containment isolation

h valves which must remain closed or open during Overpressure protection is provided at
J

Amendment 7 5 429
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isolatable portions of the following systems: Support types and materials used for i

CDD, SLC, RHR, HPCI, RCIC, and RWCU. The fabricated support elements are to conform with j
relief valves will be selected in accordance with Sections NF 2000 and NF-3000 of ASME Code i
the rules set forth in the ASME Code Section III, Section III Pipe support spacing guidelines of j
Class 1,2, and 3 components. Other applicable Table 121.1.4 of ANSI B31.1, Power Piping Code,
sections of the ASME Code, as well as ANSI, API, are to be followed.
and ASTM Codes, will be followed. 1

5.4.14.2 Description
5.4.13.2 Description

The use and the location of rigid-type
Pressure relief valves have been designed and supports, variable or constant spring type

constructed in accordance with the same code supports, snubbers, and anchors or guides are to
class as that of the line valves in the system. be determined by flexibility and seismic / dynamic

stress analyses. Component support elements are
Table 3.2-1 lists the applicable code classes manufacturer standard items. Direct weldment to

for valves. The design criteria, design loading, thin wall pipe is to be avoided where possible.
and design procedure are described in Subsection
3.9.3. 5.4.14.3 Safety Evaluation

5.4.13.3 Safety Evaluation The flexibility and seismic / dynamic analyses
are to be performed for the design of adequate

The use of pressure relieving devices will component support systems included all transient
assure that over-pressure will not exceed 10% loading conditions expected by each component.
above the design pressure of the system. The Provisions are to be made to provide spring-type
number of pressure-relieving devices on a system supports for the initial dead weight loading due
or portion of a system has been determined on to hydrostatic testing of steam systems to
this basis. prevent damage to this type support.

5.4.13.4 Inspection and Testing 5.4.14,4 Inspection and Testing

No provisions are to be made for in line After completion of the installation of a
testing of pressure relief valves. Certified set support system, all hanger elements are to be
pressures and relieving capacities are stamped on visually examined to assure that they are in
the body of the valves by the manufacturer and correct adjustment to their cold setting
further examination would necessitate removal of position. Upon hot start-up operations, thermal
the component. growth will be observed to confirm that

spring type hangers will function properly
5.4.14 Component Supports between their hot and cold setting positions.

Final adjustment capability is provided on all
Support elements are provided for those hanger or support types. Weld inspections and

components included in the RCPB and the connected standards are to be in accordance with ASME Code
systems. Section III. Welder qualifications and welding

4

procedures are in accordance with ASME Code
5.4.14.1 Safety Design Bases Section IX and NF-4300 of ASME Code Section III. ;

IDesign loading combinations, design 5.4.15 References ;
procedures, and acceptability criteria are as !

described in Subsection 3.9.3. Flexibility 1. Design and Performance of General Electric )
calculations and seismic analysis for Class 1,2, Boiling Water Reactor Main Steam Line j

and 3 components are to be confirmed with the Isolation Valves, General Electric Co., I

appropriate requirements of ASME Code Section Atomic Power Equipment Department, March
III. 1969 (APED-5750).

O
_
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iTable 5.4-1

REACTOR RECIRCU!ATION SYSTEM DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
;

Number of Reactor Internal Pumps (RIP) and Heat Exchangers--10

!

RIP Motor Housing and Heat Exchanger ShellInternal Design Pressure / Design Temperature-
g

l1250psig/575 F

RIP Motor Heat Exchanger Tube Design Pressure / Temperature - 71 psig/140 F

Single RIP Parameters at Rated Reactor Power and Rated Core Flow given below:
'

10 RIPS 9 RIPS

Eusta Operating OneratinF

Flow (gpm) 30,440 36,450

6
Flow (10 lb/hr) 11.5 13.8

Total Developed Head (ft.) 1025 112.9

Suction Pressure (psia) 1051.5 1051.5

Required NPSH (ft) 19.7 27.6

Available NPSH (ft.) 440.4 440.6 ;

WaterTemperature(max F) 533 533 |
|

Pump Brake Horsepower (BHP) 760 1010 )

hint 9I |

)
Motor Type Wet Induction ;

!
Rated Speed (rpm) 1350 '1500

Minimum Speed (rpm) 300 300

MotorInput Power (kw) 760 1010

Phase 3 3

Frequency (hz) variable 0-30 0-30 ;

RotationalInertia (Ib ft.2) 463 463

Rated Voltat s 33 kV 3.3kV

;,-

,
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TABLE 5.4-la

NET POSITIVE SUCTION HEAD (NPSH) AVAILABLE TO RCIC PUMPS

A. Suppression pool is at its minimum depth, El. -3740mm ( 12.27 Ft).
1
'

B. Centerline of pump suction is at El. -7200mm (23.62 Ft).

C. Suppression pool water is at its maximum temperatue for the given operating
mode,77'C (170'F).

| D. Pressure is atmospheric above the suppression pool.
!

| E. Maximum suction strainer losses are 2.0 psi.
1

|

NPSH = HATM + HS -HVAP -Hp

where:

liATM atmospheric head=

|
'

Hs static head=

liVAP vapor pressure head q=

Hp Frictionalheadincluding strainer=

Minimum Expected NPSH

Maximum suppression pool:emperature is 77 C (170 F)

| HATM 10.73m (35.20 Ft)
=

|

lis 3.46m (1135 Ft)=

liVAP 3.46m (1135 Ft)=

Hp 1.82m (5.97 Ft)=

Strainer head loss = 2.0 psi = 1.46m = 4.80 ft

NPSH available = 10.73 + 3.46 - 9.74 1.82 = 2.63m (8.63 Ft)

NPSH required = 73m (23.05 Ft)

* NPSH Reference Point

O
Amendment 7
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/ Table 5.4-2

( i

DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR RCIC SYSTEM COMPONENTS

(1) RCIC Pump Operation (C001)

Flow rate Injection flow - 800 gpm
Cooling water flow- 25 gpm
Total pump dacharge - 825 gpm
(includes no margin for pump wear)

Water temperature range 40 to140 F,centinuous duty
40 to 170 F, short duty

NPSH 24 ft minimum

Developed head 2953 ft @ 1192 pia reactor
pressure

:

610 ft @ 165 psia reactor
pressure

BHP, not to exceed 900 HP @ 2953 feet developed
head

165 HP @ 610 feet developedO head

| Design pressure 1525 psig

Normal ambient temperature +60 to 122 F

(2) RCIC Turbine Operatsun (C002)

High Pressure Low Pressurc
Condition Condition

Reactor Pressure 1192 psia 165 psia

(saturated temperature)

Steam inlet pressure 1177 psia, 150 psia,
minimum minimum

Turbine exhaust 15-25 psia, 15-25 psia,

pressure maximum maximum

Design inlet pressure 1250 psig at
saturated temperature

\

5.4-32
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Table 5.4-2

J i

DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR RCIC SYSTEM COMPONENTS l

|(CONTINUED)

Design exhaust 165 psig at |

pressure saturated |

dtemperature

Design exhaust 165 psig at

pressure saturated -

temperature

i

!

(3) RCICleak off orifices Sized for 0.156 inch diameter

(D008)

Steam exhaust drain Sized for 0.125 inch diameter
pot orifice (D004)

Flow element (FE003)

Flow at full meter 1000 gpm
differentialpressure

Q Full meter 345 inches water at 68 F

!,y differentialpressure

Normal temperature 40 to 170 F

System Design 1600 psig/212 F |

pressure / temperature

'
Maximum unrecoverable 4.5 psi
loss at normal flow

1Installed accuracy .i.1% at normal flow and normal
temperature .

(4) Valve Operation Requirements

3|Steam supply valve Open and/or close against full

(F045) differential pressure of1177 psi |
within 15 seconds j

s

4

i

|
o i

!s ,,

i

a

)
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Table 5.4-2

DESIGN 1, < fETERS FOR RCIC SYSTEM COMPONENTS

(CONTINUED)

Pump discharge valve en and/or close against full
(F013) differentialpressure of1400 psi

within 15 seconds.

Pump minimum flow by- Open and/or close against full
pass valve (F019) differentialpressure of1400 psi

within 5 seconds

RCIC steam isolation Open and/or close against full
valve (F063&F064) differential pressure of1177 psi

within 30 seconds

Cooling water pressure Self-contained downstream sensing
controlvalve (F015) control valve capable of maintain-

ing constant downstream pressure
of 75 psia

Pump minimum flow by- Open and/or close aga'mst full
pass valve (F019) differential pressure of 1400 psi

within 5 seconds

Pump suction relief 200 psig setting;10 gpm at 10%
valve (F017) accumulation

Cooling water relief Sized to prevent over pressurizing
valve (F018) piping, valves, and equipment in

the coolant loop in the event of
failure of pressure controlvalve
F015

l' ump test return valve Capable of throttling contro!

| (FD22) against differential pressures
up to 1100 psi and closure against
differential pressure at 1400 psi

Amendment 7
3.4 34
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Table 5.4 2

DFSIGN PARAMETERS FOR RCIC SYSTEM COMPONENTS

(CONTINUED)

Pump suction valve, Capable of opening and closing
suppression pool against 75 psi differential

{ (F031) pressure

Testable checkvalve Open and/or close agaimt full

| equal:7mg valve (F066) differentialpressure of1177 psi

Outboard check valve Accessible during plant operation

| (F065) and capable oflocal testing

Turbine exhaust isola- Opens and/or closes against 160 psi

tion valve (F068) differential pressure at a tempera-
ture of 3400F, physically located
in the line on a horizontal run as
close to the containment as
practical

Isolation valve, steam Opens and/or closes against

| | warmupline (F076) differential pressure of1177 psi.
(

Vacuum breaker isola- Opens and/or closes against a

| tion valves (F077&F078) differential pressure of 30 psi.

Steam exhaust drain pot These valves operate only when RCIC
system isolation valves System is shutdown allowing drain-

(F004 & F005) age to CRW system and they must
operate against a differential
pressure of 75 psi

|

Condensate storage tank This valve isolates the condensate !

isolation valve (F010) storage tank so that suction may be
drawn from the suppression pool; j

| valve must operate against a I

differential pressure of 75 psi l

l
I

Amendment 7 5.4-35
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Table 5.4-2

DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR RCIC SYSTEM COMPONEhTS

(CONTINUED)

Vacuum breaker check Full flow and open with a minimum pressure

| valves (F079 & F081) drop (less than 0.5 psi across the valves)
'

Steam inlet drain pot These valves allow for drainage of !

system isolation the steam inlet drain pot and must

(F025 & F026) operate against a differential
pressure of1177 psi

| Steam inlet trap This valve bypasses the trap D003
bypass valve (F054) and must operate against a differ-

entialpressure of1177 psi

Coolingloop shutoff This valve allows water to be

valve (F046) passed through the auxiliary equip-
ment coolant loop and must operate
against a differential pressure of
1400 psi

|

Pump test return This valve allows water to be

valve (F059) returned to the suppression pool !

during RCIC system test and must j
operate against a differential ]
pressure of1400 psi ;

Pump minimum flowline Size for 100 gpm110% with F019
Anticavition Valve fully open with the turbine / pump

| (F016) at maximum speed

Steam supply bypass Open and/or close against full

{ valve (F092) differential of1177 psiwithin
5 seconds

|

J
|

| Amendment 7 5.4 36
|
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A)iv Table 5.4 2

DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR RCIC SYSTEM COMPONENTS

(CONTINUED)

Turbin: exhaust check Capable of with standingimpact

valve (F040) loads due to " flapping" during
startup.

Vacuum pump discharge Open and/or close against 160 psi !
1isolation valve differential pressure at a temp-

(FD69) ature of 3400F.

Vacuum pump discharge Located at the highest
I check valve (E028) point in the line.

(5) Instrumentation - For instruments and control definition refer to Subsection 7.4.1.1.

(6) Condensate Storage Requirements

Total reserve storage for RCIC and HPCF system is 150,000 gallons. j

(7) Piping RCIC Water Temperature ||

O The maximum water temperature range for continuous system operation shall not exceed 1400F;O however, due to potential short-term operation at higher temperatures, piping expansion
calculations were based on 1700F.

|
(8) Turbine Exhaua Vertical Reactor Force

'

The turbine exhaust sparger is capable of withstanding a vertical pressure unbalance of 20 psi.
This pressure unbalance is due to turbine steam discharge below the suppression pool water level.

' (9) Ambient Conditions

Relative
Temperature Humidity

Normal plant operation 60 to 1220F 90
Isolation conditions 1220F 90

,

'

i

(10) Suction Strainer Sizing

The suppression pool suction strainer shall be sized so that:
,

)
(a) Pump NPSH requirements are satisfied when strainer is 50 percent plugged; and |

particles over 3/32-inch diameter are restrained from passage into the pump and the j

head spray nozzles.

Amendment 7 5A-37 I
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Table 5.4-3

RHR PUMP /VALS.'E LOGIC

Automatic Lode or Permissives

Valve Valve Normal Automatic
14 umber Function Position Condition Action

C001 N/A STOPPED No*e A Start Automatic start also requires
'

A,B,C or Note B adequate bus power permissive and,

employs time delays as necessary
to load standby power sources.

I IV01 Pump Suction OPEN Permissives: To OPEN requires
A.B C Valves F002. IV12, F013, and 1970 to

be fuuy closed.

F002 Shutdown Suction CLOSED Permissive: To OPEN requires
A,B,C Isolation Valves F001 to be fully closed. <

F006 !!z Tube Side OPEN Note A OPEN With low nactor pressure of
A,B,C Inlet Valves or Note B 450 psig.

1907 Hz Bypass CLOSED Note A ClOSE
A.B,C Valves or Note B

F012 Shutdown Cooling CLOSED Note C CLOSE To pn': vent the teactor from
A,B,C Suction Isolation draining or filling, the permissivrs

I9 13 OPENtNG To OPEN or F013 are that F001, 1A.B,C F021, F059, F060,1965,1966, and
F070'nust be closed

1921 S/P Return CLOSED NUte A CLOSE Permissive: Can not OPEN and will
A,B,C Valves Note B OPEN CLOSE with LOCA signal.

P022 Minimum Plow OPEN Note D OPEN
,

A,B,C Valves CLOSE Iligh loop flow signal I

F034 Its Service CIDSED Note B OPEN
A,B,C Water Discharge

Vahts

F037 Puel Pool CLOSED Note A CLOSE
B,C isolation or Note B

F038 Valves
B,C

1947 low Pressure CLOSED Note A OPEN With low reactor pressure
A,B,C Plooder permissive of 450 psig

Injection Valves

| F059 Drywell Spray CLOSED Note A CLOSE Permissive: To OPEN requires
B,C Vanes LOCA signal or F60 fully closed

F060 Drywell Spray CIDSED Note A CLOSE Permissive: To OPEN requires
B,C isolation Valves IDCA signal or F059 fuu closed,

j F065 Wetwell Spray CLOSED Note A CLOSE
B,C isolation Valves Note B OPEN

ID66 Wetwell Spray CLOSED NOTE A CLOSE
B,C isolation Valvesi

F070 Puel Pool Return CLOSED
B,C Suction Une

Isolation Valves

5.4-38
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. externally generated missiles, dynamic zone or the environment are automaticallyi

effects associated with pipe whip and jet isolated during an accident. These systemsa

Q forces, and environmental conditions from an cannot be automatically initiated following
.

accident, and are designed to Seismic Cate- an accident. a

gory I requirements. These items and equip- {ment of supporting systems required to func- (9) The exhaust unit of the secondary ;

tion after an accident are designed for sin- containment HVAC maintains the secondary !

gle active failure, loss of offsite power containment air flow pattern from areas of
coincident with an accident,30-day accident normally low contat.ination to those with a
duration for radiological analysis and 100- potentially high level.
day duration for operational capability. No
credit is assumed for non-seismic category I (10) High energy pipe breaks within the
piping, power supplies and equipment. secondary containment are detected by the

leak detection and isolation system.
(4) The design allowable inleakage at the Blowout panels are provided where necessary

secondary containment-environs boundary is to relieve the thermal and pressure buildup
within the capability of the SGTS to in the various subcompartments.
maintain the pressure inside secondary
containment at -1/4-in. water gage relative (11) All effluents from the secondary

' to the environs, under design exterior wind containment areas are monitored for gamma
conditions. This prevents exfiltration such radiation level prior to being released to
that 10CFR100 guidelines will not be the environment.
exceeded following a DBA.

(12) Adequate instrumentation and control room
Post accident pressure transients do not indications are provided to monitor all
cause 10CFR100 guidelines to be exceeded irrpertant secondary containment parameters

'
because of exfiltration. in order to maintain the plant within the

| technical specification linits and provide
(5) Automatic shutoff of the normal HVAC air information for operator actions.'

supply and ventilation exhaust and of other
systems after a LOCA or on detection of high (13) The secondary containment, in conjunction
radiation in effluent prevents airborne with supporting systems, will be
leakage from escaping the secondary periodically tested to assure that
containment, performance requirements can be met.

(6) All openings through the secondary 6.2.3.2 System Design
containment boundary, such as personnel and
equipment doors, remain closed after a DBA The secondary containment is a reinforced
by interlocks or administrative control. concrete building that forms an envelope
These doors are provided with position surrounding the PCV above the basemat. The
indicators and alarms having readout and secondary containment has isolation systems on
annunciation capability in the control room. piping, doors and other penetrations. This

permits maintaining the secondary containment
(7) Liquid leakage from the secondary volunie at a slightly negative pressure so all

containment to the clean zone or to the PCV leakage can be collected and treated before
environment is controlled by means of water release. Details of structural design and
loop seals, automatic shutoff valves in arrangement of compartments for various systems
series, or piping upgrade to safety class. are described in Section 3.8.

(8) All operating systems that transport liquid The boundary of the secondary containment is
from the secondary containment to the clean shown in the following figures:

O
6.2-19
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6.2-28 Containment Boundaries in the Reactor collection of airborne radioactive material from '

Building-Plan Section A-A (0-1800) fuel storage pools, RWCU, FPCCU, SPCU and other
potentially radioactive sources in the secondary

6.2-29 C;ntainment Boundaries in the Reactor containment. The HVAC exhaust systems and SGTS
Building-Plan Section B-B (900-2700) are also located within the secondary

containment to assure collection of any
6.2 30 Containment Boundaries in the Reactor leakage. The RHR and HPCF pump seals and valve

Building-Plan at El (-) 13200 mm packings and RCIC system components are a
potential source of radioactive release and are

6.2-31 Containment Boundaries in the Reactor located within the secondary containment.
Building-Plan at El(-) 6700 mm

During refueling operations, the drywell head
6.2-32 Containment Boundaries in the Reactor is removed and the secondary containment becomes

Building-Plan at El(-) 200 mm the containment envelope. Therefore, entry into
the secondary containment is provided via double

6.2-33 Containment Boundaries in the Reactor door vestibules, or, in the case of the main
Building-Plan at El 7300 mm equipment hatch, a double door entry. This

assures the integrity of the secondary
6.2-34 Containment Boundaries in the Reactor containment envelope with effluent monitoring

Building-Plan at El l3100 mm and treatment of airborne radioactive material
resulting from normal plant or refueling

6.2-35 Containment Bo.mdaries in the Reactor operations or from abnormal events such as a
Building-Plan at El18500 mm fuel drop accident.

6.2-36 Containment Boundaries in the Reactor The airborne fission product is contained by
Building Plan at E126700 mm maintaining all portions of the secondary

containment at a negative 1/4 in. of water gage
S Secondary containment design and performance relative to the lowest pressure boundary outside
5, data is provided in Table 6.2 2c. the secondary containment. This negative

pressure is achieved following an accident by
During normal operation, the secondary the SGTS.

containment system is operated at a slightly
negative pressure relative to the atmosphere. The uirborne fission product leakage from the
This assures that any leakage from the primary primary containment is processed by the SGTS.
containment will be collected and can be treated The SGTS achieves a 99.99% removal of halogen
before release if its radioactivity level is (stable and radioactive) and a 99.9% of airborne
above prescribed limits. The secondary particulate prior to discharge to the
containment HVAC system operates on a feed and environment. This removal efficiency will be
bleed principle with internal recirculation. Air periodically tested in accordance with
flow is from clean to potentially contaminated regulatory requirements. The dose limit
areas. evaluation takes credit for 99% airborne halogen

and particulate for this type of leakage. A
The building effluents are monitored for 99% removal credit is allowed even though the

radioactivity by the area radiation monitoring design will achieve 99.99% removal capability,
system. If the radioactive level rises above set
levels, the secondary containment discharge can The SGTS will maintain the secondary contain-
be routed through the SGTS for treatment before ment air flow pattern from potentially low to

.

release. The operation of the secondary high level contaminated areas. The potentially
containment SGTS and HVAC are dis.ussed in more high level contaminated areas are the following:
detail in Section 6.5.1 and Chapter 9,
respectively. (1) RWCU System Rooms

During normal operation, the secondary (2) RCIC System Room.

containment is the envelope that forces

Amendment 7 6.2-20
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|

O (4)
3) HPCF System Rooms secondary containment integrity (i.e., do not

open the blowout panels to the steam tunnel),
( Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System Rooms the normal room ventilation subsystems are

isolated and the SGTS begins to exhaust the air
(5) RHR System Rooms (through its filter) from the rooms, maintaining

the pressure at -1/4-in. water gage or less with
(6) Suppression Pool Cleanup System Rooms respect to the environs. No mixing of fission

products with the room volumes is assumed.
(7) SGTS Filter Compartments

High energy pipe breaks in the secondary
(8) Spent Fuel Storage Pool containment compartments do not require

secondary containment integrity. Following
The liquid leakage from secondary containment breaks of this type, pressure will be relieved

to the clean zone or the environment is by blowout vent openings and pancis within the
controlled, as required, by means of water loop secondary containment or to the steam tunnel and
seals, automatic shutoff valves in series, or turbine building.
piping upgrade to safety class. All system
operations that transport liquid from the The fuel storage and handling areas are part
secondary containment to the clean zone or to the of secondary containment, where throughline
environment will be automatically shut off during leakage of fission products are collected,
an accident and not be automatically initiated These areas are constructed of reinforced
following an accident, concrete. (See Subsection 3.8.4 for design

details.) The secondary containment boundaries
A postulated high energy pipe break in the are the concrete walls and ceiling of the e

secondary containment is accommodated so as not refueling floor and the stainless steel lined
to exceed the environmental qualification limits upper pool.

O of the equipment required for plant shutdown.
Blowout panels are installed as required in rooms Following accidents requiring secondary
where high energy pipe breaks are postulated and containment integrity, the normal reactor
the pancis relieve the thermal temperature and building ventilation system is isolated, and the
pressure build up in the room. SGTS begins exhausting the secondary containment

air. The SGTS thus maintains the pressure at
High energy pipe breaks in the secondary -1/4-in., or less with respect to the environs

containment will cause a failure to maintain when the exterior wind speed is less than or
negative pressure in the secondary containment, equal to 10 mph. (Above that wind speed, when
This is acceptable since there ir no significant exfiltration does occur,10CFR100 guidelines
release of radioactivity from this accident event will not be exceeded because of the increased
because fuel is not damaged and the plant is shut atmospheric dispersion which may be assumed.)
down promptly. No mixing is assumed for fission products within

the secondary containment volume. There are no
All effluents processed by the STGS from .he high energy lines in the fuel handling and

secondary containment areas are monitored for storage areas, whose failure would result in
gamma radiation level prior to their release to pressurization or loss of secondary containment
the environment. integrity.

The ECCS, RCIC, RWCU, FPCCU and SPCU system Penetrations between secondary containment
rooms of the secondary containment collect and the environs are of four different types:
throughline leakage of fission products. The (1) piping penetrations; (2) architectural
pump rooms are of reinforced concrete openings (doors, hatches, and blowout panels);
construction. (See Subsection 3.8.4 for design (3) HVAC duct penetrations; and (4) electrical
details.) Following accidents which require penetrations. Each of these categories is

discussed below separately. Most piping which

Amendment 7 6.2-21
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j forms a part of the secondary containment veut paths. Figures 6.2 28 through 6.2-36 are
i boundary is designed to at least Seismic Category the plan and elevation drawings showing
! I and ASME Section III, Class 3 requirements. component and equipment locations and

Some lines have no special isolation provisions configurations. Tables 6.2-3 and 6.2-4 tabulate
.

and are not ASME Section III or Seismic Category the compartment free volumes and initial room
I if an analysis shows that exfiltration would conditions, flow path parameters and blowout
not occur in the event of failure of that pipe panel characteristics.
[i.e., the 1/4 in. water gage pressure

differential wouId bc maintained]. 6.2.33.1.2.1 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling
(RCIC) Compartment

For architectural openings the inleakage is
based on 1/4 in water gage pressure The ECIC compartment is located in the
differential. All doors have a vestibule with a secondary containment at El(-)13200 mm. The
second (outer) door. HVAC and electrical design basis break for the RCIC compartment is
penetrations are designed to minimize leaks, and the double-ended break of the 6-in. RCIC steam
FIVAC system is designed and tested for isolation supply line. This line is a high energy line
under accident conditions. out to the normally closed isolation valve

'

inside the RCIC compartment, and supplies high
6.2.33 Design Evaluation energy steam to the RCIC turbine in the event of

reactor vessel isolation.
The design of the secondary containment

boundaries is described in the preceding 6.23.3.1.2.2 Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU)
subsection. Evaluation of this design, such that Equipment and Valves Rooms i

all regulatory requirements are m, t, are given in
the following subsections: The RWCU equipment (pump, heat exchanger,

and filter / demineralized) and valves rooms are
(1) 6.5.1 Standby Gas Treatment System located in the 0 -270 quadrant of the

reactor building. The floor elevations are from
(2) 9.4.5 Reactor Building HVAC System (-)13200 mm to (-)200 mm with separate rooms for

'
i

the equipment and valves. High energy piping
6.2.33.1 Compartment Pressurization connects the equipment and valve rooms and is

routed to the steam tunnel and the primary
6.233.1.1 Design Bases containment vessel through special pipe chases.

The design of the secondary containment 6.23.3.1.2.3 Main Steam Tunnel
compartments with respect to pressurization is
based upon the worst-case DBA rupture of a high The reactor building main steam tunnel is
or moderate energy line postulated to occur in located between the primary containment vessel
each compartment (see Subsection 3.6.2 for and the turbine building. The steam tunnel
rupture details). The rupture producing the houses the high energy and radioactive main
greatest blowdown mass and enthalpy is selected steam and feedwater lines along with some
for the analysis of each compartment. For the portions of the RCIC, RHR, and RWCU piping,
room design, the peak differential pressures are
not to exceed the design differential pressure. The DBA for the steam tunnel is the double-

ended break of one of the 28-in. main steam
6.233.1.2 Design Features lines which is routed from the reactor vessel to

the turbine building. The steam tunnel blowout
The following paragraphs are brief panels vent into the turbine building in the

descriptions of the compartments analyzed for event of the postulated DBA.
pressurization. A more detailed description will
be found in Subsection 3.8.1. Figure 6.2 37 6.2.33.1.3 Design Evaluation
shows the schematic layout of the secondary
containment compartments with the interconnected Blowout panels are used in place of open

O
Amendment 2 6.2 22
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differentials and flow rates, are documented vent lines. Position indication in the main
during the preoperational tests and are used as control room is provided for all remotely-]V

-

base points for measurements in subsequent operated valves.
operational tests.

Backup purge and the addition of makeup
; During plant operation, the ACS, its valves, nitro- gen is initiated at the operator's

instrumentation, wiring and other components discretion,
ioutside the containment can be inspected visually

at any time. Testing frequencies of the ACS com- Design details and logic of the
ponents are generally correlated with testing instrumentation is discussed in Chapter 7.
frequencies of the associated controls ans in-
strumentation. When a valve control is tested, As discussed in Subsection 6.2.5.2,

the operability of that valve and its associated safety-grade oxygen monitoring is provided in
instrumentation are generally tested by the same the wetwell and drywell by the CAMS. This
action. In addition, inservice inspection of all monitoring function is not used for normal
ASME, Section III, Class 3 components is done in operation. Separate oxygen monitoring is
accordance with Subsection 6.6.5. included in the ACS for use during non accident

plant operation to determine when the primary
Preoperational tests of the atmospheric containment is inert and nitrogen purging may be

control system are conducted during the final terminated and when the primary containment is
stages of plant construction prior to initial de-inert and personnel re-entry procedures may

| startup. be initiated.

I
6.2.5.5 Instrumentation Requirements The ACS oxygen monitors for assuring safe |

personnel entry and an inert condition during
Separate inerting flow indication to both the startup, normal, and abnormal operating

drywell and wetwell are provided. Drywell conditions have a range from 0 to 25 percent atp) pressure and makeup flow are monitored and 100 percent relative humidity. The maximum and(''' recorded in the main control room. Additional minimum inlet temperature to the oxygen monitor
drywell pressure instrumentation, with a lower will be 10 and 650C, respectively. Two sample
setpoint, provided in addition to the redundant, points are provided in both the drywell and
safety-grade drywell pressure instrumentation of wetwell, high and low in their respective
the nuclear boiler system. If drywell pressure compartments and in opposing quadrants. Each
exceeds a given setpoint, the makeup and inerting airlock is also sampled.
valves are closed. The temperature of the makeup
and inerting vaporizers nitrogen outlets are The sample lines are sized and sloped to ,

monitored. Low makeup vaporizer nitrogen outlet assure draining condensation to the containment. j

temperature alarms (only) in the main control There are no loops in the sample lines which j

ror - Auxiliary sicam feeding the main inerting could collect water and block flow. The oxygen i

vaporizer (s) is controlled to regulate the monitors provide indication outside of the '

inerting vaporizer nitrogen outlet temper- primary containment where necessary (for
ature. Low inerting vaporizer nitrogen outlet example, at and in each airlock) to assure safe
temperature sounds a local alarm and low-low operator access into first the airlock and then
temperature isolates the main inerting line. It the containment.

| is intended that the local panel be attended
full-time during all main inerting operations. The ACS oxygen analyzing system is provided
All locally mounted instruments are easily read to indicate the concentration of oxygen inside

,

from the local ACS panel. Keylocked switches in the containment during reactor operation, and to i

the main control room are provided to override aid in maintaining the oxygen concentration j

the containment isolation signal to the valves below a safety limit prescribed in the plant i

providing nitrogen makeup to the drywell and technical specifications. The oxygen analyzing
wetwell and the small 50 mm drywell and wetwell system readings are not used as a basis for

(,) determining when drywell entry criteria are not
V

Amendment 7 6.2-37
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met. The only role of this system related to (5) Prior to initial entry, the drywell shall
drywell purging for re-entry is to indicate when be purged with air in accordance with
oxygen levels are high enough to start taking the operating procedure until drywell samples
samples that will be used for determining indicate the following conditions are met:
compliance with entry criteria.

(a) Oxygen: Greater than 16.5 percent
6.2.5.6 Personnel Safety content by volume.

Entry into a nitrogen atmosphere is (b) Hydrogen: Less than 14 percent of the
particularly hazardous due to the fact that the lower limit of flammability, or a
body cannot easily detect relative changes in the limit of 0.57 percent hydrogen by j
nitrogen content of the air. Low oxygen causes volume. (The lower flammability limit |

blood chemistry changes that can lead to an is 4.1 percent hydrogen content by 1

automatic increase in breathing rate, leading to volume.)
hyperventilation. The individual can lose
consciousness in twenty to forty seconds and be (c) Carbon Monoxide: Less than 100 ppm.
totally unable to save himself.

(d) Carbon Dioxide: Less than 5000 ppm.
A general procedure which outlines the

critical items to be included in any procedure (e) Airborne Activity: Less than
controlling purged drywell entry is provided applicabic limits in 10CFR20, or
below. This procedure is intended to be a equivalent,
framework of niinimum requirements for drywell
entry and for general guidance. Specific, (6) During the purge, drywell atmosphere ;

detailed site procedures and administrative samples shall be drawn from a number of
'

controls must be developed by each utility to locations when the drywell oxygen analyzer j

meet the specific needs of each particular indicates an oxygen concentration of 16.5 i

physical plant and administrative setup. percent or greater.
1

General Procedure Drvwell Entrance Control Samples shall be analyzed for oxygen,
'

Followinc De-inertine hydrogen, carbon monoxide, carb9n dioxide i

and airborne activity, j

(1) Inciting and de-inerting of the drywell
shall be in conformance with applicable When the results of two successive samples
technical specifications. taken at least one half hour apart are

found to be within the conditions in
(2) Personnel access to the drywell is normally Subsection 6.2.5.6(5), initial entry may be

prohibited at all times when the drywell has authorized.
an oxygen. deficient atmosphere, unless an
emergency condition arises in which case the (7) Criteria for entry are:
procedure outlined in subsection 6.2.5.6(8)
should be followed. (a) The ini:ial entry will require a

minimum of two (2) persons.
(3) The status of the drywell atmosphere shall

be posted at the drywell entrance at all (b) Initial entry will require, in
times, and the entrance locked, except when addition to normal protective clothing
cleared for entry. protective equipment consisting of

self-contained breathing apparatus
(4) Suitable aihcrbation, control and (such as Scott Air Pack), portable air

recording procedures shall be established sampling and monitoring equipment, and
and remain in effect throughout the entry portable radiation survey meters.
process.

O
(
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6.2.6.3 Containment isolation Valve Leakage tion unless it can be shown that testing in the
Rate Test (Type C) reverse direction is equivalent, or more conser-

vative. The correct direction for this design
6.2.63.1 General is defined as flow from insid: the containment

to outside the containment.

g Type C tests will be performed on all
y containment isolation valves required to be 6.2.63.2 Acceptance Criteria ;

tested per 10CFR50 Appendix J. All testing is*

performed pneumatically, except hydraulic testing The combined leakage rate of all components
may be performed on iso lation valve Type C subject to Type B and Type C (Subsection
tests using water as a scal ant provided that 6.2.6.3) asts shall not exceed 60% of L Ifa

,

the valves will be demonstrated to exhibit repairs are required to meet this limit, the re-'

leakage rates that do not exceed those in the suits shall be reported in a separate summary to
ABWR standard technical specifications. the NRC, to include the structural conditions of

the components which contributed to the failure.
Type C tests (like Type B test) are performed

by local pressurization using either pressure 6.2.6.4 Scheduling and Reporting of Pedodic
decay or flowmeter method. The test pressure is Tests
applied in the same direction as when the valve
is required to perform its safety function, un- The periodic leakage rate test schedules for
less it can be shown that results from tests with Type A, B and C tests are described in Chapter
pressure applied in a different direction are 16.

equivalent or conservative. For the pressure de-
cay method, test volume is pressurized with air Type B and C tests may be conducted at any
or nitrogen to at least P . The rate of decay time during normal plant operations or duringa
of pressure of the known test volume is monitored shutdown periods, as long as the time interval
to calculate leakage rate. For the flowmeter between tests for any individual Type B or C g i

method, required pressure is maintained in the tests does not exceed 2 years. Each time a Type '=

test volume by making up air, nitrogen or water B or C test is completed, the overall total leak-
(if applicable) through a calibrated flowmeter. age rate for all required Type B and C tests is
The flowmeter fluid flow rate is the isolation updated to reflect the most recent test re-
valve (or Type B test volume) leakage rate. sults. In ac'dition to the periodic tests, any

major modifi:ation, replacement of component
All isolation valve seats which are erposed to which is part of the primary reactor containment

containment atmosphere subsequent to a LOCA are boundary, or rescaling a seal welded door, per-
tested with air or nitrogen at containment p.k formed after the preopertional leakage rate test y

*
accident pressure, P . will be follawed by either a Type A, Type B, ora

Type C test as applicable for the area effected

g | sealing system will use a test pressure of at
MSIVs and isolation valves isolated from a by the modification. Type A, B and C test

results shall be submitted to the NRC in theg
least P . summary report approximately three months after'

a
each test.

Those valves which are in lines designed to
1 e, or remain, filled with a liquid for at least included in the leak rate test summary report
' 'l days subsequent to a loss-of-coolant accident will be, a report detailin:; 1ne containment in-
are leakage rate tested with that liquid. The spection, a report detailing any repairs neces.
liquid leakage measured is not converted to sary to pass the tests, and the leak rate test
equivalent air leakage nor added to the Type B results,

and C test total.
6.2.6.5 Special Testing Requirements

For Type C testing of containment penetra-
tions, all testing, with the exception of the The maximum allowable leakage rate into the
ECCS systems will be done in the correct direc- secondary containment and the means to verify

Amendment 7 6.243
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that the inleakage rate has not been exceeded, as
well as the containment leakage rate to the
environment, are discussed in Subsections 6.2.3
and 6.5.1.3.

O

O
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TABLE 6.2-2b

NET POSITIVE SUCTION HEAD (NPSH) AVAILABLE TO RHR PUMPS

A. Suppression pool is at its minimum depth, El. -3740mm (.12.27 Ft).

B. Centerline of pump suction is at El. -7200mm (23.62 Ft).

C. Suppression pool water is at its maximum temperatue for the given operating
mode, 97'C, (207'F). !

j

D, Pressure is atmospheric above the suppression pool. I

E. Maximum suction strainer losses are 2.0 psi.

NPSH = H rg + Hs .HyAp -Hp| A
1

where:

atmospheric headHATM =

static headHS =

vapor pressme headHVAP =

14

Frictior.al head including strainer D IHp =

Minimum Ernected NPSH

RHR Pump Runout is 1100 m /h (4843 gpm). |3

J

Maximum suppression pool temperature is 97'C (207'F)

HATM 10.73m (35.20 ft) !=

3.46m (11.35 Ft) ;Hs =

!

HVAP 9.74m (31.95 Ft)=
,

Hp 1.82m (5.97 Ft)=

,

Strainer head loss = 2.0 psi = 1.46m = 4.80 Ft ;

|

NPSH availtb!c = 10.73 + 3.46- 9.74 - 1.82 = 2.63m (8.63 Ft)

NPSH required = 2.4m (7.87 Ft) ,

!
<

O :
i

Amendment 7 6.2-46c
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TABLE 6.2-2c

NET POSITIVE SUCTION HEAD (NPSH) AVAILABLE TO HPCF PUMPS

A. Suppression poolis at its minimum depth, El. -3740mm (-12.27 Ft). }

B. Centerline of pump suction is at El. -7200mm (23.62 Ft).

C. Suppression pool water is at its maximum temperatue for the given operating
mode,97 C (207 F).

D. Pressure is atmospheric above the suppression pool.

E. Maximum suction strainer losses are 2.0 psi-

NPSH = HATM + Hs -Hyjy -Hp

where:

HATM atmospheric head=

static headH3 =

vapor pressure head EHVAP =

Frictional head including strainerHp =

Minimum Emected NPSH

3HPCF Pump Runout is 890 m /h (3918 gpm).

Maximum suppression pool temperature is 97 C (207 F)

HATM 10.73m (35.20 Ft)=

H3 3.46m (11.35 Ft)=

HVAP 9.74m (31.95 Ft) ;=

;

Hp 1.82m (5.97 Ft)-=

Strainer head loss = 2.0 psi = 1.46m = 4.80 ft
i

NPSH available = 10.73 + 3.46 - 9.74 - 1.82 = 2.63m (8.63 Ft)

NPSH required = 2.4m (7.87 Ft)

* NPSH Reference Po*mt

O
Amendment 7 6.2-46d
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Table 6.2 2d
., .

SECONDARY CONTAINMENT DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE DATA

DESCRII410N UNIT VALUE
d

A. Secondary Containment Desien

6
1. Free Volume ' ft 3.0 x 10

2. Pressure, inches of water, gauge inch H O (-)0.252

3. Leak P. ate at Postaccident Pressure %/ day * 50
(*of Secondary Containment Free

Volume) .-;

4. Exhaust Fans
Number 2-

CentrifugalType -

|
S. Filters I

(a) ' Basic specification 8 l
Number of filter train 1 3 {-

Type .- Dust !

(b) Component specification
(1) Prefilter

Number of set 1-

;

i Type - Dry j
1

(2) HEPA filters
Number of set - 2 :

Type (Material) Glass fiber

(3) Charcoal absorber
Number of set - 1

Type Deep bed ;
-

|

I

!
-

!

I

O
Amendment 7 6.2-46c
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Table 6.2-2d
SECONDARY CONTAINMENT DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE DATA

(Continued)

DESCRIPTION UNIT VALUE

B. Transient Analysis

1. Initial conditions .
(a) Primary Containment

(1) Pressure psia 15.45

(2) Temperature F 135.0

(3) Outside air temperature
Summer operation: F 115.0
W' ter operation: F (-)40.0m

q
R

(b) Secondary Containment *

(1) Pressure inch H O (-)0.252

(2) Temperature
Max value in summer F 104.0
Min value in winter F 50.0

2. Thickness of Secondary
Containment Wall.
Wall thickness range from inch (11.81- 59.06)

3. Thickness of Primary
Containment Wall
(a) Concrete Wall inch 79.0
(b) Liner Plate inch 0.25

j

O
Amendment 7 6.2-46f
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Table 6.2-2d
SECONDARY CONTAINMENT DESIGN AND PERFORMAi'CE DATAO (Continued)j

DESCRIPTION UNIT ..VALig__

C. Tnerma1 Characteristics

1. Primary Containment Wall

| (a) Coefficient of Linear
Expansion

-5Concrete Wall in/in- F 0.55x10
-5Liner Plate in/in- F 0.73x10

(b) Modulus of Elasticity
6 8Concrete Wall psi 3.41xig g

Liner Plate psi 27.2x10 '

(c) Thermal Conductivity
3Concrete Wall Btu /hr-ft - F 0.941

Liner Plate Bru/hr-ft - F 30.91

(d) Thermal Capacitance
Concrete Wall Btu /ft - F 28.84
Liner Plate Btu /ft - F 53.56

2. Secondary Containment Wall

(a) Thermal Conductivity Blu/hr-ft - F 0.941

(b) Thermal Capacitance Btu /ft - F 28.84

,

O
Amendment 7 6.246g
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Table 6.2-2d

SECONDARY CONTAINMENT DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE DATA
(Continued)

DESCRIPTION UNIT VALUE

3. Heat Transfer Coefficients

(a) Primary Containment
Atmosphere to Primary

2
Containment Wall Btu /hr-ft - F 0.246

(b) Primary Containment Wall
to Secondary Containment

2 R
Atmosphere Btu /hr-ft - F 0.614 g

(c) Secondary Containment Wall
to Secondary Containment
Atmosphere Bru/hr ft - F 0.614

(d) Primary Containment
Emissiity 0.95-

(c) Second. Contalunent 0.95-

Emissivity

O

i

O
Amendment 7 6.2-46h
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Table 6.2 3

COMPARTMENT NODAL DESCRIPTION

|

|
|

|

TO BE PROVIDED IN A FUTURE AMENDMENT

O

.

O
Amendment 7 6.247
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Table 6.2-4

COMPARTMENT VENT PATH DESCRIPTION

TO BE PROVIDED IN A FUTURE AMENDMENT

O

|

|

I

O
Amendment 7 6.2-48
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ECCS pump rooms, when required, protects against certain conditions is also briefly described.

/ mass flooding of redundant ECCS pumps.
$ 63.1.2.1 High Pressure Con Flooder

Mechanical separation outside the drywellis
achieved as follows: The HPCF pumps water through an overhead

flooder sparger mounted above the reactor core.
(1) The ECCS shall be r,eparated into three func- Coolant is supplied over the entire range of

.

i

tional groups: system operation pressures. The primary purpose
of HPCF is to maintain reactor vessel inventory

(a) RCIC + 1 RHR after s:sall breaks which do not depressurize the
,

reactor vessel. )
(b) 1 HPCF + 1 RHR

6.3.1.2.2 Residual Heat Removal 1

(c) 1 HPCF + 1 RHR
The RHR system has three independent loops

(2) The equipment in each group shall be sepa- and delivers water to the core at relatively low !

rated from that in the other two groups. In reactor pressures. The primary purpose of the
addition, the HPCF and RCIC shall be sepa- RHR is to provide inventory makeup and core
rated. cooling during large breaks and to provide con-

.

tainment cooling. Following ADS initiation, RHR I

(3) Separation barriers shall be contructed provides inventory makeup following a small
between the functional groups, as required, break.
to assure that environmental disturbances
such as fire, pipe rupture, falling objects, 63.1.2.3 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling ,

etc., affecting one functional group will )
'

not affect the remaining groups. In addi- The RCIC system injects water into a feedwa-
tion, separation barriers shall be provided ter line, using a pump driven by a steam

O._
as required to assure that such disturbances turbine. The RCIC steam supply line branches

- do not affect both the RCIC and the HPCF. off one of the main steam lines leaving the
reactor pressure vessel and goes to the RCIC

| 63.1.1.4 ECCS Environmental Design Basis turbine. Makeup water is tupplied from the
condensate storage tank (CST) or the wetwell

Each ECCS has a safety-related injection / with the preferred source being the CST.
isolation testable check valve located in piping
within the drywell, except RCIC and RHR Division 63.1.2.4 Automatic Depressurization System
A, which connect to feedwater lines outside the
drywell. In addition, the RCIC System has an The ADS utilizes a number of the reactor
isolation valve in the drywell portion of its safety / relief valves (SRVs) to reduce reactor
steam supply piping. The portions of ECCS piping pressure during small breaks in the event of
and equipment located outside the drywell and HPCF failure. When the vessel pressure is re-
within the secondary containment are qualified duced to within the capacity of the low pressure
for the environmental conditions defined in system, these systems provide inventory makeup
Section 3.11. so that acceptable post-accident temperatures

are maintained.
63.1.2 Summary Descriptions of ECCS

6.3.2 System Design
The ECCS injection network comprised of a RCIC

system; a HPCF system; and RHR system. These A more detailed description of the individual
systems are briefly described here as an introduc- systems including individual design characteris-
tion to the more detailed system design descrip- tics of the systems are covered in detail in
tions provided in Subsection 6.3.2. The ADS S u b s e c tio n s 6.3.2.1 t h r o u g h 6.3.2.4.
which assists the injection network under
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The following discussion provides details of the 63.2.2.1 High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS)
combined systems; in particular, those design fea- System
tures and characteristics which are common to all
systrms. The HPCS system is composed of two HPCS loops

(B and C) spraying water above the core. Each
6.3.21 Schematic Piping and Instrumentation of the two loops belongs to a separate division;
Dia3 rams electrical and mechanical separation between the

two divisions is complete. Physical separation
The P& ids for the EJCS are identified in Sub- is also assured by locating each division in a

section 6.3.2.2. The process diagrams which iden- different area of the reactor building. The two
tify the vurious operating modes of each system loops are both high pressure pumping systems
are identified in Subsection 6.3.2.2. (i.e., they are capable of injecting water into

the reactor vessel over the entire operating
6.3.2.2 Equipment and Component Descriptions pressure range). Rated flow at both high and

low pressure is the same for each loop. The
The starting signal for the ECCS comes from piping and instrumentation diagram and process

four independent and redur.Jant sensors of drywell diagram are given in Figures 6.3-7 and 6.31 re-
pressure and low reactor water level. The ECCS spectively.
is actuated automatically and requires no op-
erator action during the first 30 min following The reference pressure for the operating per-
the accident. A time sequence for starting of formance of the system at high pressure is the |
the systems is provided in Table 6.3-2. lowest spring (safety) setpoint of the SRVs.

Electric power for operation of the ECCS is Both HPCS divisions take primary suction from
from regular AC power sources. Upon loss of the the CST and secondary suction from the suppres- |
regular power, operation is from onsite emergency sion pool. In the event CST water level falls i

standby AC power sources. Emergency sources have below a predetermined setpoint or suppression
sufficient capacity so that all ECCS requirements pc,ol water level rises above a predetermined

| are satisfied. Each of the three ECCS functional setpoint, the pump suction will automatically
'

groups identified in Subsection 6.3.1.1.3(1) has transfer from the CST to the suppression pool. |
its own diesel generator emergency power source. Both HPCS system loops have suction lines that |
Section 8.3 contains a more detailed description are separate from RHR loops. )
of the power supplies for the ECCS. l

|The HPCS pumps are located at an elevation
Regulatory Guide 1.1 prohibits design reliance which is below the water level in the suppres.

on pressure and/or temperature transients ex. sion pool. This assures a flooded pump
pected during a LOCA for ar,suring adequate NPSH. suction. The motor-operated valve in the
'Ihe requirements of this regulatory guide are ap- suction line from the suppression pool on each
plicable to the HPCS, RCIC and RHR pumps. division is normally closed since primary

suction is taken from the CST. This valve auto-
The BWR design conservatively assumes 0 psig matically opens on receipt of either of the q

containment pressure and maximum expected tem- suction transfer signals noted above. The sup. |

peratures of the pumped fluids. Thus, no reli- pression pool suction valves on each loop are ,

'

ance is placed on pressure and/or temperature capable of being closed from the control room if
transients to assure adequate NPSH. a leak develops in the system piping downstream

,

of the isolation valves. Overpressure protec-'

Requirements for NPSH are given in Figures tion of the pump suction line is provided by a
,

6.3-1 (HPCS),6.3-2 (RCIC) and 6.3-3 (RHR). Pump relief valve to the pump minimum flow line. I

characteristics curves are given in Figures 6.3 4
(HPCS),6.3-5 (RCIC) and 6.3-6 (RHR). Each of the two high pressure flooder spray

loops discharges water into the core via a
, g The design parameters for the HPCF and RHR separate overhead flooder sparger. Internal

| g system components are provided in Tables 6.3-8
and 6.3-9, respectively.
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piping connects each sparger to the vessel required pump cooling. A flow element in the
nozzle. main discharge line measures system flow rate

during LOCA and test conditions and auto.
Each HPCF discharge line to the reactor is matically controls the motor operated globe

provided with two isolation valves in series. valve on the bypass line.
One of these valves is a testable check valve
located inside the drywell as close as practical The HPCF is designed to operate from normal
to the reactor vessel. HPCF injection flow offsite auxiliary power or from emergency diesel
causes this valve to open during LOCA conditions; generators if offsite power is not available.
thus, no power is required for valve actuat.on If normal auxiliary power is lost, the onsite
during LOCA. If an HPCF line should break out- power source (diesel generator) for that
side the drywell, the check valve in that line division is started. The onsite power source
inside the drywell will prevent loss of reactor for any division is capable of carrying all of
water outside the drywell. The other isolation the division emergency loads, including the HPCF
valve (which is also referred to as HPCF injec- pump and valve motors. Manually operated remote
tion valve) is a motor-operated gate valve locat- controls for system components (such as HPCF
cd outside the drywell and as close as practical pumps, valves, etc.) and diesel generators are
to the HPCF discharge line drywell penetration. provided in the plant control room.
This valve is capable of opening with the maximum
pressure differential across the valve expected Full flow functional tests of the HPCF can be
for any system operating mode including HPCF pump performed during normal plant operation or
shutoff head. This valve is normally closed as a during plant shutdown by manual operation of the
backup to the inside testable check valve for HPCF from the control room. For plant testing W
containment integrity purposes. A drain line is during normal plant operation, the pump suction
provided between the two valves. A normally open is transferred to the suppression pool, the pump
manual isolation valve inside the drywell is is started, and the test discharge line to the
provided for HPCF loop maintenance during a plant suppression poolis opened. A reverse sequence
refueling or maintenance outage. is used to terminate this test. Upon receipt of

an automatic initiation signal while in the flow
For each loop, a full flow line is provided testing mode, the system shall be returned to

with discharge to the suppression pool to allow automatic control and flow will be directed to
for full flow test of the system during normal the reactor vessel.
operation. The valves in these lines are closed
during normal operation. A full flow test return 6.3.2.2.2. Automatic Depressurization System
line is consistent with established BWR (ADS)
practice. There is no Regulatory Guide requiring
this feature, but all BWRs have a 100% capacity If the RCIC and HPCF cannot maintain the
test return lini, and the Chapter 16 Technical reactor water level, the ADS, which is
Specifications specify periodic full flow system independent of any other ECCS, reduces the
functional tests. There are no specific reactor pressure so that flow from the RHR
requirements for testing at runout flow; however, system operating in the low pressure flooder
the system does have this capability. mode enters the reactor vesselin time to cool

the core and limit fuel cladding temperature.
For each loop, a pump minimum flow bypass line

is also provided to return water to the suppres. The ADS employs nuclear system pressure
sion pool to prevent pump damage due to overheat- relief valves to relieve high pressure steam to
ing when the injection valves on the main dis- the suppression pool. The design number,
charge lines are closed. The bypass line con- 10 c a t i o n , description, operational
nects to the mJn discharge line between the main characteristics and evaluation of the pressure
pump and the discharge check valve. A motor- relief valves are discussed in detail in
operated globe valve on the bypass line Subsection 5.2.2. The instrumentation and
automatically closes when flow in the main controls for ADS are discussed in Subsection
discharge line is sufficient to provide the 7.3.1.1.1.2.
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63.2.23 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling it is fully pressurized. This combination of
System (RCIC) systems will provide adequate core cooling until

vessel pressure drops to the point at which the
The RCIC system consists of a steam-driven low pressure flooder (LPFL) subsystems of the

turbine which drives a 100 capacity pump assembly RHR can be placed in operation.
and the turbine and pump accessories. The system
also includes piping, valves, and instrumentation During RCIC operation, the suppression pool
necessary to implement several flow paths. The acts as the heat sink for steam generated by
RCIC steam supply line branches off one of the reactor decay heat. This will result in a rise
main steam lines (leaving the reactor pressure in pool water temperature. Heat exchangers in
vessel) and goes to the RCIC turbine with the RHR system are used to maintain pool water
drainage provision to the main condenser. The temperature within acceptable limits by cooling
turbine exhausts to the suppression pool with the pool water directly during normal plant
vacuum breaking protection. Makeup water is operation.

| supplied from the CST and the suppression pool
with the preferred source being the CST. RCIC A design flow functional test of the RCIC
pump discharge lines include the main discharge system may be performed during normal plant
line to the feedwater line, a test return line to operation by drawing suction from the

| to the pool, and a cooling water supply line tothe suppression pool, a minimum flow bypass line suppression pool and discharging through a full
flow test return line back to the suppression

auxiliary equipment. The piping configuration pool. The discharge valve to the vessel remains
and instrumentation is shown in Figure 6.3 8. closed during the test, and reactor operation
The process diagram is given in Figure 6.3-2. remains undisturbed. Should an initiation |

signal occur during test mode operation, the
Following the reactor scram, steam generation pump suction will automatically revert to the

in the reactor core will continue at a reduced CST and the flow will be automatically directed
rate due to the core fission product decay heat. to the vessel. All components of the RCIC
The turbine bypass system will divert the steam system are capable of individual functional
to the main condenser, and the feedwater system testing during normal plant operation,
will supply the makeup water required to maintain
reactor vessel inventory. 6.3.2.2.4 Residual IIcat Removal System (RHR)

In the event the reactor vessel is isolated, The RHR is a closed system consisting of
and the feedwater supply is unavailable, relief three independent pump loops which inject water
valves are provided to automatically (or remote into the vessel and/or remove heat from the
manually) maintain vessel pressure within reactor core or containment. Each of the pump
desirable limits. The water level in the reactor loops contains the necessary piping, pumps
vessel will drop due to continued steam valves and heat exchangers. The piping and
generation by decay heat. Upon reaching a instrumentation diagram and process diagram are
predetermined low level, the RCIC system is giveu in Figures 6.3-9 and 6.3-3 respectively,
initiated automatically. The turbine-driven pump In the core cooling mode, each loop draws water

| will supply water from the suppression pool or from the suppression pool and injects the water
from the CST to the reactor vessel. The turbine into the vessel outside the core shroud (via the
will be driven with a portion of the decay heat feedwater line on one loop and via the core
steam from the reactor vessel, and will exhaust cooling subsystem discharge return line on two

| to the suppression pool. loops). In the heat removal mode, pump suction
may be taken either from the suppression pool or

in the event there is a LOCA, the RCIC system the reactor pressure vessel. With the pump
in conjunction with the two HPCF systems, is suction being taken from the suppression pool,
designed to pump water into the vessel while the pump discharge within these loops provides a |

flow path to the following points: '

O
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I plant variables in the conservative direction 63.4.2 Reliability Tests and Inspections
simultaneously. The results of this calculation
for the limiting case are given in Figure 6.3-67 The average reliability of a standby
through 63 75 and Table 6.3-4. Since the ABWR (nonoperating) safety system is a function of
results have large margins to the 10CFR50.46 the duration of the interval between periodic
licensing acceptance criteria, the ABWR licensing functional tests. The factors considered in
PCT can be based on the bounding PCT which is determining the periodic test interval of the
well below the 22000F PCT limit. ECCS are: (1) the desired system availability

| (average reliability); (2) the number of
| 633.8 LOCA Analysis Conclusions redundant functional system success path:, (3)

the failure rates of the individual components
Having shown compliance with the applicable in the system; and (4) the schedule of periodic

acceptance criteria of Section 6.3.3.2, it is tests (simultaneous versus uniformly staggered
concluded that the ECCS will perform its function versus randomly staggered).
in an acceptable manner and meet all of the
10CFR50.46 acceptance criteria, given operation All of the active co:nponents of the HPCF |
at or below the MAPLHGRs in Table 6.3-7. System, ADS, RHR and RCIC Systems are designed

so that they may be tested during normal plant
6.3.4 Tests and Inspections operation. Full flow test capability is

provided by a test line back to the suction
63.4.1 ECCS Performance Tests source. The full flow test is used to verify

the capacity of each ECCS pump loop while the
All systems of the ECCS are tested for the:r plant remains undisturbed in the power

operational ECCS function during the generation mode. In addition, each individual
preoperational and/or startup test program. Each valve may be tested during normal plant

O
component is tested for power source, range, operation.
direction of rotation, setpoint, limit switch
setting, torque switch setting, etc. Each pump All of the active components of the ADS
is tested for flow capacity for comparison with System, except the safety / relief valves and
vendor data. (This test is also used to verify their associated solenoid valves, are designed
flow measuring capability). The flow tests so that they may be tested during normal plant
involve the same suction and discharge source operation. The SRVs and associated solenoid
(i.e., suppression pool). valves are all tested during plant initial power

ascension per Appendix A, Paragraph D.2.c of
All logic elements are tested individually and Regulatory Guide 1.68. SRVs are bench tested to

then as a system to verify complete system establish lift settings.
response to emergency siguals including the
ability of valves to revert to the ECCS alignment Testing of the initiating instrumentation and
from other positions. controls portion of the ECCS is discussed in

Subsection 7.3.1. The emergency power system,
Finally, the entire system is tested for which supplies electrical power to the ECCS in

response time and flow capacity taking suction the event that offsite power is unavailable, is
from its normal source and delivering flow into tested as described in Subsection 8.3.1. The
the reactor vessel. This last series of tests is frequency of testing is specified in the Chapter
performed with power supplied from both offsite 16 Technical Specifications. Visual inspections
power and onsite emergency power. of all the ECCS components located outside the

drywell can be made at any time during power
See Chapter 14 for a thorough discussion of operation. Components inside the drywell can be

preoperational testing for these systems. visually inspected only during periods of access

O.
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to the drywell. When the reactor vessel is open, 63.4.23 RHR Testing
the spargers and other internals can be
inspected. The RHR pump and valves are tested

periodically during reactor operation. With the
63.4.2.1 IIPCF Testing injection valves closed and the return line open

to the suppression pool, full flowing pump
The HPCF can be tested at full flow with capability is demonstrated. The injection valve

suppression pool water at any time during plant and the check valve are tested in a manner
operation except when a system initiation signal similar to that used for the HPCF valves. The
is present. If an initiation signal occurs while system test conditions during reactor operation
the HPCF is being tested, the system returns are shown on the RHR system process diagram
automatically to the operating mode. The (Figure 63-3).
motor operated valve in the line to the
condensate storage system is interlocked closed 63.4.2.4 RCIC Testing
when the suction valve from the suppression pool
is open. The RCIC loop can be tested during reactor

operation. To test the RCIC pump at rated flow,
A design flow functional test of the HPCF over the test bypass line valve to the suppression

the operating pressure and flow range is pool and the pump suction valve from the
performed by pumping water from the suppression suppression pool are opened and the pump is
pool back through the full flow test return line started using the turbine controls in the
to the suppression pool. control room. Correct operation is determined

by observing the instruments in the control
The suction valve fNm the condensate storage room.

tank and the dis.harge valve to the reactor
remain closed. These two valves are tested if an initiation signal occurs during the
separately to ensure their operability. test, the RCIC system returns to the operating g

mode. The valves in the test bypass lines are W
The IIPCF test conditions are tabulated on the closed automatically and the RCIC pump discharge

HPCF process flow diagram (Figure 631). valve is opened to assure flow is correctly
routed to the vessel.

63.4.2.2 ADS Testing

6.3.5 Instrumentation Requirements
An ADS logic system functional test and

simulated automatic operation of all ADS logic Design details including redundancy and logie
channels are to be performed at least once per of the ECCS instrumentation are discussed in
plant operating interval between reactor Section 7.3.
refuelings. Instrumentation channels are
demonstrated operable by the performance of a All instrumentation required for automatic
channel functional test and a trip unit and manual initiation of the IIPCF, RCIC, RHR and
calibration at least once per month and a ADS is discussed in Subsection 7.3.1 and ir
transmitter calibration at least once per designed to meet the requirements of IEEE 279
operating interval, and other applicable regulatory requirements.

The HPCF, RCIC, R' M and ADS can be manually
All SRVs, which include those used for ADS are initiated from the cc m ol room,

bench tested to establish lif t settings in
compliance with ASME Code Section XI. The RCIC, HPCF, and RHR are automatically

initiated on low reactor water level or high
drywell pressure. The ADS is automatically
actuated by sensed variables for reactor vessel

|
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system is designed to provide and
maintain an environment with controlled
temperature and humidity to ensure both Of these spaces, all but the mechanical
comfort and safety of the operators and equipment room are maintained at a positive
the integrity of the control room pressure of + 0.1 to + 0.5 in. of water gage
components. pressure at all times. The mechanical

equipment room is maintained at 0.0 to +0.5 in.
(2) Provisions for periodic inspc-tion, of water gage. Pressure control dampers at the z

testing and maintenance of the principal inlet of the ventilation system maintain these
components shall be a part of the design pressures. These spaces constitute the
requirements. operation, living and environmental control

areas and can be isolated for an extended
6.4.2 System Design period if such is required by the existence of

a LOCA or high radiation condition.
Figure 9.41 provides the flow diagramsi

' describing the control building HVAC system. Frequer,t access to spaces numbered (1), (2), --

Heating, cooling and pressurizing the control (3), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), and (11)
building, and filtering the air therein, is fully during both normal and emergency conditions are
described in Section 9.4.1, wherein function is safe for extended human occupancy.
discussed and equipment is listed.

6.4.2.2 Ventilation System Design
6.4.2.1 Control Building Envelope

The design, construction and operation of
The control building spaces within the the control building HVAC system are described.

envelope supplied by the HVAC habitability in detail in Subsecthn 9.4.1. Figure 9.41 is
systems includes: a diagram of the conf 01 building HVAC system,

showing major i omponents, seismic
(1) control room proper including the classifications aad instrumentation.

critical document file;
Description of the charcoal filters is given

(2) computer room; in Subsection 9.4.1.

(3) control equipment room; Description of control room instrumentation
for monitoring of radioactivity is given in

(4) upper and lower corridors; Subsections 11.5.2 and 12.3.4.

(5) elevator shaft and stair wells; A description of the smoke detectors is in
Subsection 9.5.1.

(6) office and chart room;
6.4.2.2.1 Control Room Drawings

|
(7) kitchen and lunch rooms;

Layout drawings of the control room and the
(8) instrument repair room; remainder of the control building are given in

Section 1.2.
(9) sleeping area

6.4.2.2.2 Release Points
(10) men'slavatory;

Release points (SGTS vent) are shown in
(11) women's lavatory and lounge; Figure 6.4-1 (plan view). The air intakes are | $

well above grade. Elevation of other ?
(12) HVAC mechanical equipment rooms. structures is seen in Figures 1.2-9 and 1,2-10.

Ameridment *f 6.4-3
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6.J.2.3 Leaktightness

Leakage through the various paths is
The control building boundary walls are negligible except for that through the doors.

designed with low leakage construction. All
boundary penetrations are sealed. The access 6.4.2.4 Interaction With Other Zones and
doors are designed with self-closing devices Pressure Containing Equipment
which close and latch the doors automatically
following the passage of personnel The control building is heated, cooled,

ventilated and pressurized by a recirculating
All potential leak paths in and from the air system using filtered outdoor air for

control building boundary are tabulated and shown ventilation and pressurization purposes.
on Figures 9.4-1. Recirculated air and outdoor air are mixed and

drawn through filters, a cooling coil and zone
The control room in-leakage analysis was electric reheating coils.

performed using the methods and assumptions given
in NAA-SR 10100 (Conventional Building For There are two intakes on the top floor side
Reactor Containment), Atomics International, and walls of the control building, one on each
Regulatory Guide 1.78. The leakage rate is end. Radiation monitoring sensors located in
calculated using the following: each duct warn the operating personnel (by

means of readouts and alarms in the main
(1) a 1/2-in. WG differential across control room) of the presence of airborne

surfaces and components exposed to or contamination. Also, the signal automatically
protected from effects of winds; closes down, the contaminated air intake valves

(2) maximum design differential for closed and normal vent dampers, opens the emergency =
dampers on the suction side of the vent dampers, and turns on the primary hsupply fans; and emergency filter unit fans on reduced flow. If *

both air intakes are contaminated the control
(3) Equation: room operator can manually override the system

to open either air intake to draw makeup air
q = AP + BP /2 (6.4-1) when necessary. This makeup air is routed1

through HEPA and charcoal filtering system for
where cleanup before being used for pressurization.,

q = leakage rate per unit leak The control room is maintained at positive
path (cfm); pressure with respect to atmosphere. In an

emergency the pressure differential will
,,

A = empirical constant (cfm per eliminate infiltration of airborne contamina- M
unit leak path perinch of tion. The doors are of the double vestibule @
water pressure); type to increase pressure differential between

rooms; thereby eliminating infiltration when
B = empirical constant (cfm per the doors are opened.

unit leak path per 1/2 inch
of water pressure); and The control room must remain habitable dur-

ing emergency conditions. To make this possi-
P = differential pressure (in. ble, potential sources of danger such as stNm

w.g.). lines, pressure vessels, CO2 fire fQating
containers, etc. are located outside of the

The leak paths considered were concrete walls control room and the compartments containing
and slabs, wall and slab joints, door frames, control building life support systems.
doors, electric cable penetrations, duct
penetrations and pipe penetrations. The A tabulation of moving components in the
empirical constants A and B for each leak path control building HVAC system, along with the
are taken from NAA-SR-10100.
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respective failure mode and effects, is shown in
Table 6.41.

All dampers except the mixing dampers in the'
' air conditioning units are of the two position
(open or closed) type.

6.4.2.5 Shielding Design

6.4.2.5.1 Design Basis

'The control building shielding design is

|

O
i

O
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Food storage space is provided as a part of operation. All equipment is designed to

O equ'.pment room. Water and food storage adequate
the kitchen. lunchroom adjacent to the control facilitate the above discussed test and

inspection functions.
for 12 people for 5 days is stored in this area.
The storage cabinets have a net volume of 28 Failure of any system or component to
ft3 useable for food storage. In addition, the properly perform its assigned function during
refrigerator has a net volume of 10 ft3 any test or inspection is grounds for repair or
available.- Potable water is stored in scaled replacement.
sanitary containers in the kitchen-lunchroom.

6 4.6 Instrumentation Requirements
All foodstuffs and water intended for

emergency use must be so labeled and not be used A complete description of the required
,,,

for normal conditions, thus ensuring and adequate instrumentation is given in Subsection g
supply at all times for ernergency use. 6.3.1.1.6. ,o

The sanitary facilities are located across the 6.4.7 Interfaces
hall from the control room.

The control room habitability system design
6.4.5 Testing and Inspection was based on the following environmental

conditions.
The system is designed to permit periodic

inspection of important components (e.g., fans, 6.4.7.1 External Temperature
motors, belts, coils, filters, ductwork, piping,
dampers, control instrumentation and valves), to The maximum external air temperature is
assure the integrity and efficiency of the 1150F and the minimum external air
system. Local display and indicating devices are temperature is -400F.
provided for periodic inspection of vital
parameters such as air temperature upstream and 6.4.7.2 Meterology (x/O's)
downstream of the heating and cooling coils,
cooling water inlet temperatures, filter pressure The x/O's used for evaluation of the
drop, duct static pressures, and water pressures control room operator dose to meet General
at the inlet and outlet of coils. Design Criterion 19 were derived from

Regulatory Guide 1.3 for ground level release.
Test connections are provided in the duct work Specific values and assumptions are presented

and piping for periodic checking of air and water in Subsection 15.6.5.
flows for conformance to design requirements.
All features are periodically tested by 6.4.7.'5 Toxic Gases
initiating all dampers during normal operation.
The operating system is proven operable by its General Design Criterion 19, as related to
performance during normal plant operations. The providing adequate protection to permit access
HEPA filters are periodically tested with DOP and occupancy of the control room under

| smoke per ANSI N510. The charcoal filters are to accident conditions. Acceptance is based upon
be periodically tested with a freon gas for the meeting the guidance of Regulatory Guide
adsorption efficiency. Inspection and sampling 1.78 relating to instrumentation to detect and
connections are provided for on site filter alarm any hazardous chemical release in the
testing, plant vicinity and relating to the systems

capability to isolate the control room from :

Filter pressure drop is to be routinely such releases; and Regulatory Guide 1.95 !

monitored and a high differential alarm alerts relating to the systems capability to limit the
the operator to switch over to standby system. accumulation of chlorine within the control

room, The ABWR is not design for any hazardous y
The systems are to be tested periodically by chemical release. The control room is provided R

initiating the changeoser sequence during normal with an isolation system for radioactivity *

l
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release which can be easily modified to handle
additional sensors. Chemical accidents
(including chlorine) require site specific
information such as frequency, distance from
control room, and size of container. None of
which is available for a generic site.'

|
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Table 6.41

IDENTIFICATION OF FAILURE /EFFECT IN THE CONTROL ROOM HVAC SYSTEM

>

Component
Nomenclature Maj,c Failure Effect Action

Main Outside Air Open Contaminated Air Penetration RE Autom#cally Starts
Emergency Unit

Emergency Outside Air Closed Loss of Control Room Pressurization Flow Switch Starts Redundant

Damper Unit

Emergency Outside Air No Flow Loss of Control Room Pressurization Flow Switch Starts Redundant

Supply Fan Unit

Control Room Supply Fan No Flow Loss of Control Room Cooling Flow Switch Starts Standby

Unit

Control Room Return Fan ' No Rota- Control Room Overpressurization Flow Switch Starts Redundant
tion Unit

Control Room Return Air Closed Partial Loss of Control Room Cooling Flow Switch Starts Redundantp) Damper Unitt
%

Equipment Room Supply Closed IAss of Equipment Room Cooling Flow Switch Starts Redundant
Air Damper Unit

Equipment Room Return No Flow Equipment Room Overpressurization Flow Switch Starts Redundant E
Fan Unit 6

Equipment Room Return Closed Partial Loss of Equipment Room Cooling Flow Switch Starts Redundant
Damper Unit -|

"

Note:
Failure mode and effect is indicatedfor each individual component in the system dwing an emergency
operation. Thepostulation of more than a singlefailure in the system is not considered.

1

|D
%
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9ITable 6.4-2

CONTROL ROOM HEATING, VENTILATING AND {

A.IR-CONDITIONING SYSTEM FAILURE ANALYSIS
j

Component Malfunction Comments
|

Air-conditioning supply or Failure of a fan resultingin loss Should an operating fan fail, the
return fan of duct pressure resultant loss of duct pressure

actuates an alarm, and transfers |

operation to the standby fan. |
Fans are powered from engineered

'

safety features buses.
!

Chiller Failure of a chiller resulting in Following the loss of a chiller,
'

;

loss of cooling capacity air temperature on discharge of
a/c unit fan increases and

,

actuates a high temperature alarmI

in the control room. The
j

defective unit would be manually
shut down, and the standby I
air conditioning unit started. {i

|
Chillers are powered from the |

engineered safety features buses.
i

|
Control building Failure resultingin high pressure High pressure differential across j
air-conditioning filtration differential across filter train filter train 'will actuate alarm
system in control room. Defective

,

filter would be manually isolated i

and standby system brought into !
,

I

service. j
1

Outside air supplyintake Failure resultinginlass of Two redundant and separate
outside air supply outside air supply sources have

been provided.

Radiation monitor in Failure resultingin loss of Two radiatioa monitors are
outside air supply duct radiation-monitoring capability provided ia para 11el.

Smoke detector Failure or loss in fire detection A minimum of two deteetors
capability located in each safety related

area.

|

|

O
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mitigates the the LOCA and on the duration of these

O.
safety feature since it
consequences of a postulated accident by conditionsi
ccattolling and reducing the release of
radioactivity to the environment. The SGTS (6) The SGTS component design criteria and
components, except for the deluge, are safety . qualification testing are in the accordance with
related with the classifications of Quality Group the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.52.
B. Seismic Category I, and Class 1E.

6.5.13.2 Sizing Basis
The SGTS has independent, redundant active

components. Should any active component fail, The SGTS flow capacity is 1200 cfm based on
the function can be performed by a redundant the following:
a'ctive component. The electrical devices of
independent components are powered from separate (1) SGTS sizing is based on the secondary
Class 1E electrical buses. coatainmeat intealage ratc.

(2) Free air volume of the secondary containment
3is 3,000,000 ft .

The SGTS passive filter train (filter casing,
particulate filters and charcoal adsorber) (3) Secondary containment inleakage rate is 50%
present high reliability in practice. Therefore, of the free air volume per 24 hours at a
one filter train will be used to perform the SGTS differential pressure of (-) 1/4 inch water gage
function. Subsection 6.5.1.3.3 provides further with respect to the outdoor atmosphere.
evaluation of the single filter train design.

(4) The above basis gives a flow rate of 1050
Active components, such as exhaust fan and cfm. With added margin, the SGTS is sized for

process heater, are redundant. The dryer unit, 1200 cfm.

O containing demister and process heater, and the
exhaust fan are equipped in two sets, indepen- 6.5.1.33 Single Filter Train
dently. The dryer unit is installed outside the

_ Acceptance Criteria II of SRP Section 6.5.1
'
a

filter train and is located upstream of the
exhaust fan because 1) The electric process requires the STGS to be redundant. The entire
heater is considered active and redundancy is STGS is redundant with the exception of its
required and 2) this placement meets mechanical filter train. The SGTS filter train does not <

and electrical separation requirements. require redundancy because the filters and
charcoal adsorber are considered passive ;

(4) The SGTS is designed to Seismic Category I components and present high reliability in I
'

requirements as specified in Section 3.2. The practice. Several design features in the SGTS
SGTS is housed in a Category I structure. All are provided to reduce the possibility for ;

surrounding equipment, components, and supports long-term passive failure of the filters. These I

are designed to pertinent safety class and design features are: ;

Category I requirements. :
!(1) Advance design of the filter housing and

(5) The SGTS equipment is designed and qualified flow pattern virtually eliminates any untreated
to the process gas condition and to the bypass of the filters.
environmental conditions that it performs. The
SGTS design is based on the maximum pressure and (2) . Review of the operating plants in the U.S.
differential pressure, maximum integrated dose shows that failure in the SGTS filters occurred
rate, maximum relative humidity, maximum primarily in the charcoal due to inadvertent
temperature and other conditions resulting from water spray. The wet charcoal event occurred

when an operator mistakenly opened a deluge
valve and allowed water to spray into the
charcoal. The design will eliminate this

O'- failure by not normally connecting a water ,

f-
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source to the deluge piping. A water hose and percent hardness, percent moisture, particle
connection will be maintained nearby. size distribution, an ash content. These tests

meet the intent of Regulatory Guide 1.52.
(3) Degradation in charcoal adsorber and filter Elemental and methyl iodine removal and
effectiveness due to again effects is avoided by retention capabilities are measure (at
periodic testing. These filters will be replaced postulated accident conditions) in accordance
with " fresh" filter if they are not up to their with RDT Standard M16-IT. Impregnated content,
expected efficiency rating. leachout, and charcoal ignition ternperature are

also determined. HEPA filter banks are tested
6.5.1.3.4 Source Terms for SGTS Design in place before operation to verify 99.9 percent

retention based on the DOP smoke penetration
The SGTS design is based upon the requirements test. The charcoal filter banks are

of Regulatory Guide 1.52. A single charcoal preoperationallly leak tested using a gaseous
absorber of 6 inch depth with redundant active halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant, to measure
components (pumps, heaters, demisters, etc.) is bypass leakage and element imperfection in
provided to insure iodine filter efficiencies of accordance with ANSI N510, Section 12.
greater than 99% based upon Regulatory Guides
1.3,1.52, aad 1.25.

6.5.1.4.2 Periodic Survellianee Testing

6.5.1.4 Tests and inspection Periodic Surveillance testing of the SGTS is
conducted in accordance with the surveillance

The SGTS and its components are thoroughly requirements given in the technical
tested in a program consisting of the following: s p e cific a tio n s.

(1) Manufacturer's qualification. 6.5.1.5 Instrumentation Requirements

(2) Preoperational tests.
Control and instrumentation for the SGTS are

discussed in Section 7.5. The SGTS is designed
(3) Periodic surveillance tests. to function automatically upon receipt of an

applicable safety actuation signal.
The above tests are performed in accordance

with the objective of Regulatory Guide 1.52. The SGTS is instrumented to display and alarm
in the control room under the parameters as

6.5.1.4.1 Preoperational Testing shown in Table 6.5-3. Fan operating status and
valve operating status are also displayed.

The SGTS charcoal filter train housings are
pressure tested to demonstrate a leakage of less Differential static pressure indicators is
than 0.02 percent of rated air flow. The housing
leak test is performed in accordance with ANSI provided throughout the secondary containment to

N510, Section 6. ensure negative pressure is maintained. An
alarm shall be annunciated in the control room
when the differential pressure exceeds the

HEPA filters are shop tested prior to required negative pressure.
installation, in accordance with MIL-F51068 and
MIL-STD 282, at 100 percent and 20 percent of Temperature sensors for the charcoal adsorberrated flow.

have the capability of detecting the charcoal

Impregnated activated carbon is tested before temperature reliably and accurately on a
installation in accordance with the methods continuously basis, with and without air flow,

and is designed to resist damage by a fire in
specified in RDT Standard M16-IT. Tests the charcoal. The sensors shall be set to alarm
determine apparent density, degree of activation, in the control room prior to the iodine

O
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desorption (high temperature alarm) and prior to reactor pedestal and the containment wall. A
charcoal ignition (high-high temperature alarm). liner is also provided as part of the diaphragmO Alarm setpoints are provioed with adequate floor to prevent bypass of steam from the upper
diagnostic information to the control room to drywell to the suppression chamber air space
permit timely corrective action following an during any accident. The primary containment is
alarm. tota'!!y within the reactor building, a portion

| of which forms the secondary containment. A
i 6.5.1.6 Materials test program confirmed the soundness of the
'

primary containment structure for leak
The construction materials used in or on the integrity. The assumed leak rate from primary

SGTS are compatible with normal and accident containment is 0.5% of free containment volume
environments postulated for the area in which the per day at design pressure,
equipment is located as well as the areas served

| by the upstream air duct work. The construction Containment leak rate testing is described in
material used in the dryer train and filter train Subsection 6.2.6. The primary containment
are consistent with the recommendations of walls, liner plate, mechanical penetrations,
Regulatory Guide 1.52. isolation valves, hatches, and bcks function to

I limit release of radioactive naterials,

| 6.5.2 Containment Spray Systems subsequent to postulated accidents, such that
| the resulting offsite doses are less than the

The drywell and wetwell spray functions of guideline values of 10CFR100.
the RHR system do not provide any fission product
removal function in the ABWR containment. The structural design details of the primary

containment are discussed in Subsection 3.8.2.
! 6.5.3 Fission Product Control Systems Primary containment isolation valves are

discussed in Subsection 6.2.4. The condition in
Fission product control systems are provided the containment during and after the design

O in conjunction with other ESF system to limit the basis LOCAs is given in Section 6.2.
release of radioactive material from the
containment to the environment following Layouts of the primary containment structure
postulated design basis loss-of coolant accidents are given in the building arrangement drawings
(LOCA). The offsite dose evaluation is provided in Section 1.2.

; in Section 15.6. The fission product control
| systems consist of the primary containment and The primary containment atmosphere is inerted
| the secondary containment. The following is a with Nitrogen (Oxygen less than 3.5% during

discussion of each fission product control normal operation) by the atmospheric control
system. system (ACS) and is described in Subsection

6.2.5. Following LOCA, the flammability control
6.5.3.1 Primary Containment system (FCS) controls the concentration of

oxygen generated by radiolytic decomposition of
The primary containment is a cylindrical water in the containment below noncombustible

steel-lined reinforced concrete structure forming levels by use of the mobile recombiner units.
a limited leakage boundary for fission products
released to the containment atmosphere following LOCA or high radiation in containment signals
a LOCA or any accident releasing lesser amounts automatically actuate closure of containment
of fission products. The structure is divided by isolation valves and supply and exhaust fan
the reinforced concrete diaphragm floor and the shutoff. The primary containment provides a
reactor vessel pedestal into the upper and lower passive barrier to limit leakage of airborne
drywells and the suppression chamber (wetwell). radioactive material following a LOCA
The diaphragm floor is rigidly attached to the immediately on closure of containment isolation

O
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valves except for those necessary for ECCS and
ESF functions. See Subsection 6.2.3 for further
details of isolation valve closure signals.

6.5.3.2 Secondary Containment

The secondary containment is provided to
collect all leakage from primary containment air
such that leakage can be processed by the SGTS
prior to release to the environment. Refer to
Subsection 6.2.3 for a description of the
secondary containment boundary and Subsection
6.5.1 for the SGTS description. The airborne
fission products are containec by maintaining the
secondary containment at a negative 1/4 inch of
water gage relative to atmospheric pressure.
This negative pressure will be achieved following
an accident by the SGTS.

6.5.4 Ice Condenser as a Fission Product
Control System

The GE ABWR does not utilize any kind of an
ice condenser feature as a fission product
control system.

O

1
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6.7 NITROGEN GAS SUPPLY SYSTEM during an SSE. The bottles are also covered by
'

a heavy steel plate, which serves as a barrier
6.7.1 Functions to potential missiles.

The nitrogen gas supply system is divi /ed into Flow rate and capacity requirements are
two independent divisions, with each division divided into an initial requirement and a
containing a nonsafety related continuous continuous supply. An initial requirement for
nitrogen supply and a safety-related emergency each ADS SRV provides for actuations of the
stored nitrogen supply. The essential stored valve against drywell pressure. Fifty gallon
nitrogen supply is Safety Class 3, Seismic accumulators supplied for each main steam ADS
Category I, designed for operation of the main SRV actuator fulfill the steam valve
steam S/R valve ADS function accumulators. requirement. The continuous supply is divided

into safety and nonsafety portions.
The function of the nonsafety.related, makeup

nitrogen gas supply system is: Compressed nitrogen at a rate adequate to
make up the nitrogen leakage of each serviced

(1) relief function accumulators of main steam valve is provided by the safety portion. This
S/R valves, assumes an air leakage rate for each valve of I

scfh for a period of at least seven days. The
(2) pneumatically operated valves and essential system with associated lines, valves

instruments inside the PCV, and fittings are classified as Safety Class 3,
Seismic Category I.

(3) leak detection system radiation monitor
calibration The nonsafety portion provides compressed

nitrogen at a rate adequate to recharge the ADS
(4) ADS function accumulators to compensate for SRV accumulators. The nonessential system has

the leakage from main steam S/R solenoid two pressure control valves to depressurize the
valves during normal operation nitrogen gas from the AC system. One is to

depressurize to 200 psi for the SRV accumulators
6.7.2 System Description and the other is to depressurize to 100 psi for

other pneumatic uses.
Nitrogen gas for the essential system is

supplied from high pressure nitrogen gas storage The continuous supply portion of the
botties. Nitrogen gas for the nonessential pneumatic system, extending from the AC system
makeup system is supplied from the nitrogen gas to the isolation valve prior to the essential
evaporator via the makeup line to the atmospheric system is not safety reisted.
control (AC) system. The essential system is
separated into two divisions. There are ticlines Nonsafety piping and valves of the syst-m are
between the nonessential and each division of the designed to ANSI B31.1, Power Piping Code, and
essential system. Fach ticline has a motor the requirements of Quality Group D of
operated shutoff valve. For details, see Figure Regulatory Guide 1.26. Pressure vessels and
6.7-1 and Table 6.7-1. heat exchangers are designed to ASME Section

Vill, Division !.
Each division of the essential system has ten

bottles. Normally, outht valves from five of Systcm design pressure is 200 psig with the
| the ten bottles are kept onen. Each division system design temperature at 1500F.

has a pressure control valve to depressurize the
nitrogen gas from the bottles. (i.7.3 System Evaluation

The bottles are mechanically restrained to Vessels, piping and fittings of the safety
preclude generation of high. pressure missiles portion of the system are designed to Seismic
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Category I, ASME Code III, Class 3 Quality Group isolation valves in order to verify their l
!C and Quality Assurmce B requirements, except leaktightness. Operation of valves and

for the piping and val ,s for the containment and associated equipment used to switch from the
drywell penetrations which are designed to nonsafety to safety nitrogen supply can be i

Seismic Category I, ASME Code III, Class 2, tested to assure operational integrity by manual {
Ouality Group B and Quality Assurance B actuation of a switch located in the control q

requirements, room and by observation of associated position j

indication lights. Periodic tests of the check 1

The essential nitrogen gas supply is separated valves and accumulators shall be conducted to |
into two independent divisions, with each assure valve operability |

{jdivision capable of supplying 100% of the
requirements of the division being serviced. 6.7.5 Instrumentation Rerairements
Each division is mechanically and electrically {
separated from the other. The system satisfies A pressure sensor is provided for the safety ]
the components' nitrogen demands during all plant nitrogen supply, and an alarm signals low
operation conditions (normal through faulted). nitrogen pressure,

i

Safety grade portions of the nitrogen gas A remote manual switch and open closed j
supply system are capable of being isolated from position lights are provided in the Control Room
the nonsafety parts and retaining their function for valve operation and position indication.
during LOCA and/or seismic events under which any (

Inonsafety parts may be damaged.
i

Pipe routing of Division 1 and Division 2
nitrogen gas is kept separated by enough space so f
that a single fire, equipment dropping accident, J

strike from a single high energy whipping pipe, f
jet force from a single broken pipe, internally |
generated missile or wetting equipment with
spraying water cannot prevent the other division
from accomplishing its safety function.
Separation is accomplished by spatial separation
or by a reinforced concrete barrier, to ensure
sepaiation of each pneumatic air division from
any systems and components which belong to the

;

other pneumatic air division.

6.7.4 Inspection and Testing Requirements !
I

Periodic inservice inspection of components, I
in accordance with A5ME Section XI, to ensure the l
capability and integrity of the system is I

m a n d t.t o ry. Nitrogen quality shall be tested I
periodically to assure compliance with ANSI j
M C 11.1. |

The nitrog n isc,lation valves are capable of
being tested to assure their operational
integrity by manual actuation of a switch located
in the control room and by observation of |
associated position indication lights. Test and j

sent connections are provided at the containment

O
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ways; they will relieve pressure by actua- drywell at 70% of design gage pressure
tion with electrical power or by mechanical following failure of the pneumatic supply to
actuation without power. The suppression the accumulator. Sensors provide inputs to
pool provides a heat sink for steam relieved local mul;iplexer units which perform signal
by these valves. Relief valve operation may conditioning and analog-to-digital
be controlled manually from the control room conversion. The formatted, digitized sensor
to hold the desired reactor pressure. Eight inputs are multiplexed with other sensor
of the eighteen SRVs are designated as auto- signals over an optical data link to the
matic demessurization system (ADS) valves logic processing units in the main control
and are capable of operating from either ADS room. All four transmitter signals are fed
logic or safety / relief logic signals. The into the two out-of-four logic for each of
safety / relief logic is discussed in Para- two divisions either of which can actuate
graph (4). Automatic depressurization by the ADS. Station batteries and SSLC power
the ADS is provided to reduce the pressure supplies energize the electrical control
during a loss-of-coolant accident in which circuitry. The power supplies for the
the HPCF and/or RCIC are unable to restore redundant divisions are separated to limit
vessel water level. This allows makeup of the effects of electrical failures.
core cooling water by the low pressure Electrical elements in the control system
makeup system (RHR/LP flooding mode). energize to cause the relief valves to open.

(2) Supporting System (Power Supplies) (a) ADSInitiatingCircuits
|

| Supporting systems for the ADS C&I include Two ADS subsystems for relief valve
| the instrumentation, logic, control and actuation, ADS 1 and ADS 2 are provided

motive power sources. The inf trumentation (see Figure 7.3 2). Sensors from all
and logic power is obtained Lom the SSLC four divisions and division I control
Division I and II,120-VAC buses F1 and G1. logic for low reactor water level and

g The control power is from the Division I and high dryweli pressure initiate ADS 1,
\ II,125-VDC battery buses F and G (see Fig- and sensors from all four divisions and

ure 8.31). The motive power for the elec- division 11 control logic initiate ADS
tricallf operated gas pilot solenoid valves 2. The division I logic is mounted in a
is from local accumulators supplied by the different cabinet than the division II
high pressure nitrogen gas supply systems logic.
(Divisions I and 11) (see Chapter 6).

The reactor sessel low water level
(3) Equipment Design initiation setting for the ADS is

selected to depressurize the reactor
The automatic depressurization system (ADS) vessel in time to allow adequate cooling
consists of redundant trip channels arranged of the fuel by the RHR .(LP flooding
in two separated logics that control two mode) system following a loss-of-coolant
separate solenoid-operated gas pilots an accident in which the HPCF and/or RCIC
cach ADS valve. Either pilot valve can f ail to perform their functions
operate its associated ADS valve. These adequately. Timely depressurization of
pilot valves control the pneumatic pressure the reactor vessel is provjded if the
applied by accumulators and the high reactor water level drops below
pressurc nitrogen gas supply system. The acceptable limits together with an
operator can also control the SRV's indication that high drywell pressure
manually. Separate accumulators are has occurred, which signifies there is a
included with the control equipment to store loss of coolant into the containment
pneumatic energy for relief valve operation. with insufficient high pressure makeup

to maintain reactor water level.
The ADS accumulators are sized to operate Reactor isolation occurs on loss of
the safety relief valve two times with the coolant outside the containment.

Amendment 2 7.3-5
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The HPCF and RHR-LPFL discharge (b) Logic and Sequencing
pressure settings are used as a
permissive for depressurization and are Two parameters of initiation signals are
selected to assure that at least one of used for the ADS: drywell high pressure, i

the three RHR pumps, or one of the two and rector vessel low-low water level
HPCF pumps, has received electrical (Level 1). Two-out-of-four of each set
power, started, and is capable of of signals must be present throughout
delivering water into the vessel. The the timing sequence to cause the safety /
pressure setting is high enough to relief valves to open. Each parameter
assure that the pump will deliver at or separately seals itself in and annunci-
near rated flow without being so high as ates following the two-out of-four logic
to fail to show that the pump is confirmation. Low water level l is the y

actually running, final sensor to initiate the ADS. |

The level transmitters used to initiate A permissive signal of RHR (LP flooder
one ADS logic are separated from those mode) or IIPCF pump discharge pressure is
used to initiate the other ADS logic. also used. Discharge pressure on any
Reactor vessel low water level is de- one of the three RHR pumps or one of the
tected by eight transmitters that two HPCF pumps is sufficient to give the
measure differential pressure. Drywell permissive signal which permits
high pressure is detected by four pres- automatic depressurization when the RHR
sure transmitters. All the vessel level or HPCF systems are operable.
and drywell high pressure transmitters
are located in the primary containment After receipt of the initiation signals
outside the drywell. The drywell high and after a delay provided by time delay
pressure signals are arranged to elements, each of the two solenoid pilos
" seal-in" the control circuitry. They gas valves is energized. This allows
must be manually reset to clear. pneumatic pressure from the accumulator

,|to act on the gas cylinder operator.
Time delay logic is used in each ADS The gas cylinder operator opens and
control division. The time delay holds the relief valve open. Lights in
setting before actuation of the ADS is the main control room indicate when the
long enough that the HPCF and/or RCIC solenoid operated pilot valves are
have time to restore water level, if energized to open a safety / relief
capable, yet not so long that the RHR valve. Linear variable differential
(LPFL-mode) is unable to adequately cool transformers (LVDT's) mounted on the
the fuelif the HPCF fails to prevent valve operators verify each valve
low water level. An annunciator in the position to the performance monitoring
control room is actuated when either of and control system (PMCS), and the j

the timers is timing. Resetting the ADS annunciators. !

initiating signals has no effect on the )
timers if the initiating signals are The ADS Division I control logic |
still present. actuates a solenoid pilot valve on each

ADS valve. Similarly, the ADS Division
if the reactor level is restored 11 control logic actuates a second ,

sufficiently to reset the previous separate solenoid pilot valve on each
actuation setpoints before the timer ADS valve. Actuation of either
times out, the timer automatically solenoid-pilot valve causes the ADS
resets and auto depressurization is valve to open to provide depressuri- |
aborted. Should additional level dips zation. 1

occur across the setpoints, the timer i

resets with each one. Manual reset circuits are provided for

O
|
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( result ofimpact from a falling object,

~\.
The auxiliary hook on the reactor building crane

can traverse the fulllength of the refueling floor. |

This book is used to move new fuel from the entry
point into the reactor building, up the main
equipment hatch to the refueling floor and from
there to the new fuel storage vault.- This hook can
move feel to the new fuelinspection stand and
rechanneling area at the end of the spent fuel storage
pool. s

New fuel can also be carried from the new fuel
vault to the inspection stand or spent fuel pool using
the fuel-handling platform. During positioning of
new fuelinto the new fuel racks with either the main
crane auxiliary book or the refe ling platform, the
fuel grapple is always abo , the upper fuel rack
casting and the grapple interfaces only with the fuel i

bundle bail and can not engage the fuel rack. Thus, i
the transfer devices used for new fuel handling to the {
new fuel vault cannot impose uplift loads on the rack |
castings.

Should it become necessary to move major loads
along or over the pools, administrative controls

JC) require that the load be moved over the empty
(/ portion of the spent fuel pool and avoid the area of

the new fuel storage vault. The shipping cask will
i

not be lifted or moved above the new fuel vault 'j*
because of their relative locations on the refueling

|
floor. i

l
|

i

!

l

,

i
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I
through the fuel storage rack and consequently the i ing Force = h |I1 Mt + f + pO . water temperature exiting the top of the storage Drm. .

,

c jx ;V *k 2p, ]
space are: i

(1) hole size through the fir %g; I

h MQ ) i

(2) flow area through the 69 p. ate; Yb~ [AI 2b t I2C | 144 j|a /(3) flow resistance through the bundle; ( p( c

(4) height of the module above the poolliner; . ]
This force if equal to the various pressure drops the ;

(5) support structure restriction to horizontal flow water encounters in moving up through the bundle, or | j
under module; and V "i' * ''* "i is the sum of these pressureb

drops given belaw:
(6) loading pattern of fuel in pool (e.g., fresh fuel

loaded in center of array would result in higher Bundle Head Loss: |

cooling water exit temperatures). 1

The analysis was performed with the bundle flow "b " h
channelin place, since this is the most restrictive (all 12g 4 (Ak
bundle cooling flow must enter through the lowest

i

tieplate orifice). Also, heat is generated in the water
i

space between the channel and the tube by gamma Definitions of the above terms are given in Table f j
capture in the water and metal, thus creating a need 9.11. The factor a is the ratio of flow rates to the i

for additional flow opening into this space. Heat previous quadrants a"nd the flow rate to the quandrant i

p) generation rates for the BWR bundle irradiated 44 in question. A quadrant in this case is one-fourth of
( GWd/Mt and cooled 7 days were calculated using the bundles in a module. A quadrant of a module is i

the ORIGEN computer code. These rates are: used, since the support structures essentially divide i

the module into four equal areas. Assume the
Bundle 68,000 Blu/hr module quadrant in question is four quadrants from

,

the edge of the pool array. The cooling water to this '

Zr Channel 752 Bru/hr quadrant must flow horizontally under the four other j

module quadrants and supply cooling water to these
H.,0 Space 2,510 Bru/hr modules. If the heat load in each quadrant is equal,
'

then the flow to the outer quadrant is five times the
Stainless BoralTube 256 Bru/hr flow to the quadrant in question, and a = 5. As we

5
move closer to the quadrant in question, a becomes 1

" '

In no case does the cooling water exit temperature 5,4,3,2 and finally,1.
at the top of thg rack approach boiling. With exit
water at 115 F and the pool return water io
temperature at 100 F, the cladding temperature will Thus, I is the sum of the five pressure loss -
be 122 F yd the Boral Tube centerline temperature I

will be 105 F.
factors given above. These relationships may be

The following relationships, are used to solve the summed up as a cubic equation having the following
cooling water temperature increase as it flows form:
upward through the bundle. The driving force to
generate flow through the bundle is given by:

8 + 'yV + oVb+$=0

-
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where ,3 ,3
0354 + 1.129 x 10 V x 10 =0 ,

b

0= I H;; For a coefficient of 0.354, Vb = 0.231 ft/sec and the J

l temperature increase of the cooling water is 1230F. j

d

It can be noted that the minimum temperature '

Vy = 0, since there are no b terms: increase will be determined when # = 0.257, which is
the pressure drop through the bundle alone, and this

f I #"''

h 11 Mt +
+p

c j ;anda=
# k

2p# The effects of changing the design pr.rameters cani

be quickly determined using the above relationships. |
The results obtained will be conservative due to the

h MQ high bundle heat loads assumed and assumptions
#= made as to module location in the pool.

A)f b
2C l | 2-

pig, p Design of the storage module is fixed. However, |c
details of the module support structure will probably
vary between facilities.

For a given geometry of fuel, inlet water
temperature and heat from the bundle a and $ will Ifit is assumed that the module is 10 inches above
be constants and B is the only coefficient that the floor and with all other parameters as given
changes. Thus, under the conditions above, defm' ing above, then the temperature increase is determined as
8 will set the value of V . The cubic was solved for a follows:b
series of arbitrary values for 6. Knowing the value
for e permits rapid determination of V and the ibtemperature increase across the bundle.

Area Under Module 0.00986
A solution is presented for the case where the Area Reduction Under Module 0.0301

module is supported 8 inches above the floor and the Base Plate 0.0137
support structures occupy 25% of the area under the Holes in Castings 0.0127
module. Using the relationships above and the other Bundle 0.25.7
factors as defined, the amount each factor
contributes to 0 is as follows: Total 0.323

Factor i Using this value of1, Vb = 0.238 ft/sec
and temperature increase is 11.80F.

Bundle Head Loss 0.257
Base Plate 0.0137 9.1.2.1.5 Material Considerations
Holes in Castings 0.0127
Area Under Module 0.0188 All structural material used in the fabrication of the
Reduction of Area under Module 0.0513 fuel storage racks is in accordance with the latest

issue of the applicable ASTM specification at the time
Total 0.354 of equipment order. This materialis chosen due to its

-3 c rr s a res stance and its ability to be formed and
a - 1.129 x 10 welded with consistent quality. The normal pool

,3 ter operating temperatures is 60 to 1500F.
B= x 10

The storage tube material is permanently marked
and the cquation to be solved is: with identification traceable to the material

certifications. The fuel storage tube assembly is

O
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' 9.1.3 Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup The FPC system cools the fuel storage pool by |

A System
transferring the spent fuel decay heat through |two 6.55 x 106 Btu /hr heat exchangers to they/

9.13.1 Design Bases reactor building closed cooling water system
(RCW). Each of the two heat exchangers is de-
signed to transfer one half the system design
heat load. The system utilizes two parallel 250

3The fuel pool cooling and cleanup (FPC) system . . m /hr pumps to provide a system design flow of
shall be designed to remove the decay heat from 500 m /hr. Each pump is suitable for4

the fuel pool, maintain pool water level and continuous duty operation. The equipment is
quality and remove radioactive materials from the located in the reactor building.
pool to minimize the release of radioactivity to!

I the environs. The system pool water temperature is main-
tained at or below 125*F. The decay heat

| The FPC system shall: released from the stored fuel is transferred to
the RCW. The residual heat removal system (RHR)

(1) minimize corrosion product buildup and shall- can supplement the FPC system to remove the |
control water clarity, so that the fuel additional heat generated should the reactor be
assemblics can be efficiently handled under- defueled beyond the design-basis 35% batch.
water;

Fuel storage pool water is circulated by
- (2) minimize fission product concentration in means of overflow through skimmers around the

the water which could be released from the periphery of the pool and a scupper at the end
pool to the reactor building environment; of the transfer pool. The overflow is collected

in the fuel pool drain tanks and the flow passes-
(3) monitor fuel pool water level and maintain a through the heat exchangers and filter-deminera-

water level above the fuel sufficient to lizers and back to the pool through theb provide shielding for normal building occu- diffusers.O pancy;

| Clarity and purity of the pool water are
i. (4) maintain the pool water temperature below maintained by a combination of filtering and ion

125 F under normal operating condi- exchange. The filter demineralizers maintain
tions. The temperature limit of 125 F total corrosion product metals at 30 ppb or less c
is set to establish an acceptable environ- with pH range of 5.6 to 8.6'at 250F for compat- is
ment for personnel working in the vicinity ibility with fuel storage racks and other equip '
of the fuel pool. The design basis normal ments. Conductivity is maintained at less than
heat load from spent fuel stored in the pool 1.2 pS/cm at 25 C and chlorides less than 3
is the sum of decay heat of the most recent 20 ppb. Each filter unit in the filter-demi- M
35% batch plus the heat from the previous 4 neralizer subsystem has adequate capacity to
fuel batches. The RHR system will be used maintain the desired purity level of the pools

|- to supplement the FPCS under the maximum under normal operating conditions. The flow
'

load condition as defined in Subsection rate is designed to be approximately that
9.1.3.2. required for two complete water changes per day

for the fuel transfer and storage pools. The
9.1.3.2 System Description maximum system flow rate is twice that needed to

maintain the specified water quality.
The FPC system (Figures 9.11 a and b. and

9.1-2) maintains the spent fuel storage pool The FPC system is designed to remove |
below the desired temperature at an acceptable suspended or dissolved impurities from the
radiation level and at a degree of clarity following sources:
necessary to transfer and service the fuel
bundies. (1) dust or other airborne particles;

Amendment 7 9.13
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(2) surface dirt dislod;;ed from equipment control room and a local panel. Pump low suc-
immersed in the pool; tion pressure automatically turns off the

pumps. A pump low discharge pressure alarm is
(3) crud and fission products emanating from the indicated in the control room and on the local

reactor or fuel bundles during refueling; panel. The circulating pump motors can be|

| powered from the diesel generators if normal
| (4) debris from inspection or disposal opera- power is not available. Circulating pump motor

tions; and loads are considered nonessentialloads and will'

be operated as required under accident
(5) residual cleaning chemicals or flush water. conditions.

A post strainer in the effluent stream of the The water level in the spent fuel storage
filter-demineralized limits the migration of pool is maintained at a height which is suffi-
filter material. The filter-holding element can cient to provide shielding for normal building
withstand a differential pressure greater than occupancy. Radioactive particulate removed
the developed pump head for the system. from the fuel pool are collected in filter de-

mineralized units which are located in shielded
The filter demineralized units are located cells. For these reasons, the exposure of plant

separately in shielded cells with enough clear- personnel to radiation from the FPC system is |
ance to permit removing filter elements from the mini- mal. Further details of radiological
vessels. conside- rations for this system are described

in Chapter 12.
Each cell contains only the filter-deminera-

lizer and piping. All valves (inlet, outlet, The circulation patterns within the reactor
recycle, vent, drain, etc.) are located on the well and spent fuel storage pool are established
outside of one shielding wall of the room, by placing the diffusers and skimmers so that j

together with necessary piping and headers, particles dislodged during refueling operations j
instrument elements and controls. Penetrations are swept away from the work area and out of the i

through shielding walls are located so as not to pools.
compromise radiation shielding requirements.

Check valves prevent the pool from siphoning
The filter-demineralizers are controlled from in the event of a pipe rupture.

a local panel. A differential pressure and i

conductivity instruments provided for each Heat from pool evaporation is handled by the !
!filter-demineralized unit indicate when backwash building ventilation system. Makeup water is

is required. Suitable alarms, differential provided through a remote-operated valve,
pressure indicatort and flow indicators monitor
the condition of the filter-denineralizers. 9.1.3.3 Safety Evaluation

System instrumentation is provided for both The maximum possible heat load is the decay
automatic and remote-manual operations. A low- heat of the full core load of fuel at the end of
low level switch stops the circulating pumps when the fuel cycle plus the remaining decay heat of
the fuel pool drain tank reserve capacity is the spent fuel discharged at previous refuel-
reduced to the volume that can be pumped in ings; the minimum capacity of the spent fuel
approximately one minute with one pump at rated storage pool is 270% of a core. The temperature
capacity (250 m3/hr). A level switch is of the fuel pool water may be permitted to rise
provided in the fuel pool to alarm on high and to approximately 150 F under these condi-
low level. A temperature element is provided to tions. During cold shutde in conditions, if if
display pool temperature in the main control appears that the fuel pool temperature will
room. exceed 125 F, the operator connects the FPC

system to the RHR system. Combining the capac-
The circulating pumps are controlled from the ities enables the two systems to keep the water

O
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temperature below 125 F. The RHR system will i

[V)
,

be used only to supplement the fuel pool cooling A maketp water system and pool water level l

when the reactor is shut down. The reactor will instrumentation are provided to replace
not be started up whenever portions of the RHR evaporative and leakage losses. Makeup water
systems are needed to cool the fuel pool. The during norrnal operation will be supplied from .
connecting piping from the fuel storage pool to condensate. The suppression pool cleanup system | |

the RHR system is designed Seismic Category I re, can be used as a source of makeup water in case
is independent of the fuel pool system piping, of failure of the normal makeup water system. ]

These connections may also be utilized during Connections from the RHR system to the FPC g )
| emergency conditions to assure cooling of the system provide a Seismic Category 1, | L

'

spent fuel regardless of the availability of the safety-related makeup capability to the spent
fuel pool cooling system. The volume of water in fuel pool. The FPC system from the RHR | |

the storage pool is such that there is enough connections to the spent fuel pool are Seismic
heat absorption capability to allow sufficient Category 1, safety related. 4

time for switching over to the RHR system for
emergency cooling. From the foregoing analysis, it is concluded

that the FPC system meets its design bases. | |
'The 150 F temperature limit is set to

assure that the fuel building environment does 9.1.3.4 Inspection and Testing Requirements
not exceed equipment environmental limits.

No special tests are required because, ,

IThe spent fuel storage pool is designed so normally, one pump, one heat exchanger and one
that no single failure of structures or equipment filter-demineralized are operating while fuel is - )
will cause inability to: (1) maintain irradiated stored in the pool. The spare unit is operated
fuel submerged in water; (2) re-establish normal periodically to handle abnormal heat loads or to

A fuel pool water level; or (3) remove decay heat replace a unit for servicing. Routine visual
V from the pool. In order to limit the possibility inspection of the system components, instrumen-

of pool leakage around pool penetrations, the tation and trouble alarms is adequate to verify
pool is lined with stainless steel. In addition system operability. <

to providing a high degree of integrity, the I
lining is designed to withstand abuse that might 9.1.3.5 Radiological Considerations !

occur when equipment is moved about. No inlets,
outlets or drains are provided that might permit The water level in the spent fuel storage I

the pool to be drained below a safe shielding pool is maintained at a height which is suffi-
level. Lines extending below this level are cient to provide shielding for normal building
equipped with siphon breakers, check valves, or occupancy. Radioactive particulate removed
other suitable devices to prevent inadvertent from the fuel pool are collec.ed in filter-
pool drainage. Interconnected drainage paths are demineralized units which are located in
provided behind the liner welds. These paths are shielded cells. For these reasons. the exposure
designed to: (1) prevent pressure buildup behind of plant personnel to radiation from the FPC
the liner plate; (2) prevent the uncontrolled system is minimal. Further details of
loss of contaminated pool water to other rela- radiological consi- derations for this and other
lively cleaner locations within the containment systems are described in Chapters 11,12, and
or fuel. handling area; and (3) provide liner leak 15.
detection and measurement. These drainage paths
are designed to permit free gravity drainage or
pumping to the equipment drain tank.

O
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9.1.4 Light Load Handling System structures to maintain relative stiffness of the
i (Related to Refueling) platform. Welding of the platforms is in accordance

..
with AWS D141 or ASME Boiler and Pressure )

''

9.1.4.1 Design Bases Vessel Code Section IX. Gears and bearing meet {
AGMA Gear Classification Manual and ANSI B3.5. -)

The fuel-handling system is designed to provide a Materials used in construction of load bearing
safe and effective means for transporting and members are to ASTM specifications. For personnel )
handling fuel from the time it reaches the plant until safety, OSHA Part 1910-179 is applied. Electrical i

! it leaves the plant after post-irradiation cooling. Safe equipment and controls meet ANSI Cl, National
handling of fuelincludes design considerations for Electric Code, and NEMA Publication No. IC1, 4

maintaining occupational radiation exposures as low MGl.
as practicable during transportation and handling.

.

The auxiliary fuel grapple and the main telescoping i

Design criteria for major fuel handling system fuel grapple have redundant lifting features and an !
'

equipment are provided in Table 9.1-2 through 9.1-4, indicator. which confirms positive grapple
which list the safety class, quality group and seismic engagement.
category. Where applicable, the appropriate ASME,
ANSI, Industrial and Electrical Codes are identified. The fuel grapple is used for lifting and transporting
Additional design criteria are shown below and fuel bundles. It is designed as a telescoping grapple
expanded further in Subsection 9.1.4.2. that can extend to the proper work level and, in its j

fully retracted state, still maintain adequate water
The transfer of new fuel assemblies between the shielding over fuel.

,

'

uncrating area and the nr.w fuel inspection stand
and/or the new fuel storage vault is accomplished in addition to redundant electricalinterlocks to j

using 5-ton auxiliary hook on the reactor building preclude the possibility of raising radioactive material j
crane equipped with a suitable grapple. out of the water, the cables on the auxiliary hoists j

q incorporate an adjustable, removal stop that willjam i

The 1,000 pound auxiliary hoist on the reactor the hoist cable against some part of the platform
building crane is used with an auxiliary fuel grapple structure to prevent hoisting when the free end of the |

to transfer new fuel from the new fuel vault to the cable is at a preset distance below water level.
fuel storage pool. From this point on, the fuel will i

cither be handled by the telescoping grapples on the Provision of a separate cask pit, capable of being
handling platfarm or jib cranes at rechanneling isolated from the fuel storage pool, will climinate the
models. potential accident of dropping the cask and rupturing

the fuel storage pool. Furthermore, limitation of the
The refueling platform is Safety Class 2 and travel of the crane handling the cask will preclude

Seismic Category I from a structural standpoint in transporting the cask over any fuel storage pool.
accordance with 10CFR50, Appendices A and B.
Allowable stress due to safe shutdown earthquake 9.1.4.2 System Description
(SSE) loading is 120% of yield or 70% of ultimate,
whichever is least. A dynamic analysis is performed Table 9.15 is a listing of typical tools and servicing
on the structures using the response spectrum equipment supplied with nuclear system. The
'ethod with load contributions resulting from each following paragraphs describe the use of some of the

a three directions acting simultaneously being major tools and servicing equipment and address ;

combined by the RMS procedure. Working loads of safety aspects of the design where applicable.
the platform structure are in accordance with the
AISC Manual of Steel Construction. All parts. of the Subsection 9.1.5 provides the data that verifies the
hoist systems are designed to have a safety factor of ABWR Standard Plant heavy load handling systems
at least ten, based on the ultimate strength of the and satisfies the guidelines :;i NUREG-0612.
material. A redundant load path is incorporated in
the fuel hoists so that no single component failure 9.1.4.2.1 Spent Fuel Cask
could result in a fuel bundle drop. Maximum
deflection limitations are imposed on the main Out of ABWR Standard Plant scope.
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9.1.4.2.2 Overhead Bridge Cranes 9.1.4.2.3.2 New Fuel Inspection Stand

9.1.4.2.2.1 Reactor Building Crane The new fuel inspection stand (Figure 9.1-4) serves
as a support for the new fuel bundles undergoing re-

The reactor building crane is a seismically analyzed ceiving inspection and provides a working platform
piece of equipment. The crane consists of two crane for technicians engaged in performing the inspection.
girders and a trolley which carries two hoists. The
runway track, which supports the crane girders, is The new fuel inspection stand consists of a vertical
supported from the reactor building walls at eleva- guide column, a lift unit to position the work platform
tion 34,600. The trolley travels laterally on the crane at any desired level, bearing seats and upper clamps
girders carrying the main hoist and auxiliary hoist. to hold the fuel bundles in position.

The reactor building crane is used to move all of 9.1.4.2.3.3 Channel Bolt Wrench
the major components (reactor vessel head, shroud
head and separator, dryer assembly and pool gates) The channel bolt wrench (Figure 9.15) is a manu-
as required by plant operations. The reactor build- ally operated device approximately 3.76 meters (12 ft)
ing crane is used for handling new fuel from the re- in overalllength. The wrench is used for removing
actor building entry hatch to new fuel storage, the and installing the channel fastener assembly while the
new fuel inspection stand and the spent fuel storage fuel assembly is held in the fuel preparation machine.
pool. It also is used for handling spent fuel cask. The channel bolt wrench has a socket which mates
The principal design criteria for the reactor building and captures the channel fastener capscrew. l
crane are described in Subsection 9.1.5.

9.1.4.2.3.4 Channel Handllng Tool 1

9.1.4.2.3 Fuel Servicing Equipment '

The channel handling tool (Figure 9.1-6) is used in
The fuel servicing equipment described below has conjunction with the fuel preparation machine to

been designed in accordance with the criteria listed remove, install and transport fuel channels in the fuel
in Table 9.1-2. Items not listed as Scismic Category storage pool. 1

,

1, such as hoists, tools and other equipment used for
servicing shall either be removed during operation, The tool is composed of a handling bail, a
moved to a location where they are not a potential lock / release knob, extensica shaft, angle guides and
hazard to saf:ty related equipment, or seismically re- clamp arms which engage the fuel channel. The
strained to prevent them from becoming missiles. clamps are actuated (extended or retracted) by manu- |

ally rotatinglock/ release knob.,

9.1.4.2.3.1 Fuel Prep Machine

The channel. handling tool is suspended by its bail
Two fuel preparation machines (Figure 9.13) are from a spring balancer on the channel-handling boom

mounted on the wall of the fuel storage pool and are located on the fuel pool periphery. j
used for stripping reusable channels frem the spent
fuel and for rechanneling of the new fuel. The ma- 9.1.4.2.3.5 Fuel Pool Vacuum Sipper
chines are also used with the fuelinspection fixture
to provide an underwater inspection capability. The fuel pool vacuum sipper (Figure 9.17) pro. {

vides a means of identifying fuel suspected of having
'

Each fuel preparation machine consists of a work cladding failures. The fuel pool Vacuum sipper con-
platform, a frame, and a movable carriage. The sists of a fuel isolation container, fluid console, moni-

{

,

frame and movable carriage are located below the toring console with program controller and beta de-
normal water level in the fuel storage pool thus pro- tector and the inter-connecting tubing and cables.
viding a water shield for the fuel assemblies being The suspected fuel assembly is placed in the isolation i

handled. The fuel preparation machine carriage has container. A partial Vacuum is established in the gas
a permanently installed up travel stop to prevent volume above the fuel assembly. The fission product
raising fuel above the safe water shield level. gas leakage is sensed by the beta detector and moni-

toring console.

O'
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9.1.4.2.9 Under-Reactor Vessel Servicing 9.1.4.2.10.1 Arrival of Fuel on Site
Equipment

The new fuel is delivered to the plant on flatbed
The primary functions of the under reactor vessel truck or railcar. The new fuelis delivered to the re-

servicing equipment are to: (1) remove and install ceiving stations in the reactor building through the
control rod driven (2) install and remove the neutron rail and truck entry door. There, the incoming new
detectors; and (3) remove and install RIP Motors. fuel is unloaded, inspected, and prepared for use.
Table 9.1-4 lists the equipment and tools required for
servicing. Of the equipment listed, the equipment 9.1.4.2.10.2 Refueling Procedure
handling platform and the CRD handling equipment
are powered pneumatically. A general plant refueling and servicing sequence di-

agram is shown in Figure 9.1 12. Fuel handling pro-
The CRD handling equipment is designed for the cedures are shown in Figures 9.1-13 and 9.114 and

removal and installation of the control rod drives described below. Typical reactor building layouts are
from their housings. This equipment is used in con- shown in Section 1.2 and component drawings of the
junction with the equipment-handling platform. It is principal fuel handling equipment are shown in Fig-
designed in accordance with OSHA-1910.179, and ures 9.13 through 9.1-11.
American Institute of steel Construction, AISC.

When the reactor is sufficiently cooled, the drywell
The equipment handling platform provides a work- head and vessel head are removed by the reactor

ing surface for equipment and personnel performing building crane and placed in their respective storage
work in the under vessel area. It is a polar platform areas. The reactor building crane and cruciform-
capable of rotating 360 . This equipment is designed shaped strongback will be used to handle the RPV g
in accordance with the applicable requirements of head and attachments. The strongback is designed so
OSHA (Vol 37, No. 202, Part 1910N), AISC, that no single component failure will cause the load to
ANSI-C-1, National Electric Code. drop or swing uncontrollably out of an essentially hor-

izontal attitude.
The spring ree! is used to pull the incore guides

tube seal or incore detector into the incore guide The strongback attaches to the crane sister hook by
tube during incore servicing. means of an integral hook box and two hook pins.

Each pin is capable of carrying the rated load. Each
The water seal cap is designed to prevent leakage main beam of the cruciform is capable of carrying the

of primary coolant from incore detector housings rated load.
during detector replacement. It is designed to indus-
trial codes and manufactured from corrosion resis- On both ends of each leg are adjustable lifting rods,
tant material. suspended vertically to attach the lifting legs to the

RPV head. These are for adjustment for even
The incore flange seal test plug is used to deter- four point load distribution and allow for some flexi-

mine the pressure integrity of the incore flange bility in diametrical location of the lifting lugs on the
0-ring seal. It is constructed of corrosion resistant head.
material.

The maximum potential drop height is at the point
9.1.4.2.10 Fuel llandling Tasks where the head gets lifted vertically from the vessel

and before moving it horizontally to the head storage
The fuel handling and transfer system provides a pedestals.

safe and effective means for transporting and han-
dling fuel from the time it reaches the plant untilit The shroud head load and the steam dryer load will
leaves the plant after post irradiation cooling. The both be lifted with the dryer / separator strongback.
following subsections describ: the integrated fuel
transfer system which ensures that the design bases This strongback is a cruciform shape with
of the fuel handling system and the requirements of box shaped at the four ends. Each socket box has two
Regulatory Guide 1.13 are satisfied. compartments to accommodate the two diffe rent lug

spacings on the dryer and on the shroud head.
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Pneumatically operated lifting pins will penetrate the receiving station within the reactor building. The
sockets to engage the lifting lugs. crates are unloaded from the transport vehicle and ex-

a Ned for damage during shipment.
Each of the above strongbacks are load tested at

125% rated load. At this test, measurements are The crate dimensions are approximately 32 X 32 X
taken before test load, under test load and after re- 216 inches. Each crate contains two fuel bundles sup-
leasing load, to verify that deflections are within ac- ported by an inner metal container. Shipping weight
ceptable limits. A magnetic particle test of structural of each unit is approximately 3000 lbs. The receiving
welds is performed after the load test to assure struc- station shall include a separate area where the crate
turalintegrity, cover and the inner metal container can be removed

from the crate. Both inner and outer shipping con-
A seal exists around the vessel opening to seal the tainers are reusable. Handling during uncrating is ac-

drywell from the upper pool. In the meantime, addi. complished by use of the reactor building cranes. The
tional water is pumped into the upper pool. Once inner container is tilted to a position which is almost
the upper pool is filled, the dryer and separator are vertical, while the fuel bundles are unstrapped and re-
removed and transferred to their storage areas moved from the container with the reactor building
within the upper pool using the dryer / separator crane. They are then transported to storage in the
strongback. The tools are used in these and subse- new fuel storage racks located in the new fuel storage
quent reactor servicing operations are listed in Table vault or to the new fuelinspection stand located on
9.12. Once access to the core is possible, the the refueling floor.
refueling platform can relocate and move assemblies
to and from the pool storage racks. Simultaneously, The actualinspection of the new fuelis normally
RIP, CRD hydraulic system, and the neutron moni- deferred until all the reusable containers are emptied
toring system may be serviced from beneath the and the area around the new fuel vault cleared. At
vessel. that time, the individual fuel bundles are removed

from the vault, inserted in the new fuel inspection
During refueling, the automatic refueling machine stand, dimensionally and visually inspected, and re-

transfers the spent fuel from the core to the spent turned to the storage vault to await assembly with
fuel pool. The spent fuel assembly is placed in the channels. The new fuelinspection stand accommo- -

fuel preparation machine, wher: its channel is re- dates two fuel assemblics at one time,
moved and fitted to the new fuel bundle previously
placed in the machine. During channeling, the spent 9.1.4.2.10.2.1.2 Channeling New Fuel
fuel bundle is placed in the storage racks by the auto-
matic refueling machine. The automatic refueling New fuel is unloaded from the new fuel vault and
machine then places another new fuel bundle in the transported to the fuel racks in the fuel pool. Usually,
fuel preparation machine for channeling. channeling new fuelis done concurrently with

dechanneling spent fuel. Two fuel preparation ma-
When refueling and servicing are completed, the chines are located in the fuel pool, one used for

steam separator assembly is replaced in the vessel, dechanneling spent fuel and the other to channel new
the steamline plugs removed and the steam dryer re- fuel. The procedure is as follows: Using the auto-
turned to the vessel. At this point, the gates ate in- matic refueling machine, a spent fuel bundle is trans-
stalled, isolating the reactor well from the upper ported to the fuel prep machine. The channel is un-
pools. The reactor well is then drained to the main bolted from the bundle using the channel bolt wrench.
condenser. With the reactor well empty, the vessel The channel handling toolis fastened to the top of the
and drywell heads are replaced. channel and the fuel prep machine carriage is lowered

removing the fuel from the channel. The channelis
9.1.4.2.10.2.1 New Fuel Preparation then positioned over a new fuel bundle located in fuel

prep machine No. 2 and the process reversed. The
9.1.4.2.10.2.1.1 Receipt and Inspection of New channeled new fuelis stored in the pool storage racks

.

'

Fuel ready for insertion into the reactor.

The incoming new fuel will be delivered to a I

O
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9.1.4.2.10.2.13 Equipment Preparation Each stud is tensioned and its nut loosened in a
C series of two to three passes. Finally, when the outs

Another ingredient in a successful refueling outage
are loose, they are backed off using a nut runner until|is equipment and new fuel readiness. Equipment only a few threads engage. The nut is hand rotated

long lying dormant must be brought to life. All tools, free from the stud and the nuts and washers are
grapples, slings, strongbacks, stud tensioners, etc., placed in the racks provided for them on the carousel.
will be given a thorough inspection and operational When all the nuts and washers are removed, the
check, and any defective (or well worn) parts will be vessel stud protectors and vessel head guide caps are
replaced. Air hoses on grapples will be checked. installed.
Crane cables will be routioely inspected. All neces-
sary maintenance will be performed to preclude Next, the head, strongback and carousel are trans-
outage extension due to equipment failure. ported by the Reactor Building crane to the head

holding pedestals on the refueling floor. The head
9.1.4.2.10.2.2 Reactor Shutdown holding pedestais keep the vessel head clevated to fa-

cilitate inspection and O. ring replacement.
The reactor is shut down according to a prescribed

procedure. During cooldown, the reactor pressure The studs in line with the fuel transfer canal are re-
vesselis vented and filled to above flange level to moved from the vessel and placed in the rack pro-
promote cooling. vided for them. The loaded rack is transported to the

refueling floor for storage. Removal of these studs
9.1.4.2.10.2.2.1 Drywell Head Removal provides a path for fuel movement.

Immediately after cooldown the work to remove 9.1.4.2.10.23.2 Dryer Removal
the drywell head can begin. The drywell head will be
attached by a quick disconnect mechanism. To The dryer-separator strongback is lowered by the
remove the head, the quick disconnect pins are with, reactor building crane and attached to the dryer lift-
drawn and stored separately for reinsertion when the ing lugs. The dryer is lifted from the reactor vessel
head is replaced. The drywell head is lifted by the and transported underwater to its storage location in

'

overhead building crane to its storage space on the the dryer storage pool adjacent to the reactor well.
refueling floor. The drywell seal surface protector is
installed before any other activity proceeds in the re- 9.1.4.2.10.2JJ Separntor Removal
actor well area.

In preparation for the separator removal, the
9.1.4.2.10.2.2.2 Reactor Well Servicing steamline plugs are installed in the four snain steam

nozzles. The separator is then unbolted from the
When the drywell head has been removed, several shroud using shroud head bolt wrenches. When the

pipe lines are exposed. These lines penetrate the re- unbolting is accomplished, the dryer separator
actor well through openings. The piping must be re- strongback is lowered into the vessel and attached to
moved and the openings sealed. There are also vari- the separator lifting lugs. The separator is lifted from
ous vent openings which must be made watertight. the reactor vessel and transported underwater to the

storage location in the separator pool adjacent to the
Water level in the vessel is now lowered to flange reactor well.

levelin preparation for head removal.

9.1.4.2.10.2 3.4 Fuel Assembly Sampling
| 9.1.4.2.10.23 Reactor Vessel Opening

During reactor operation, the core offgas radiation
9.1.4.2.10.23.1 Vessel llead Removal level is monitored. If a rise in offgas activity has been

| noted, the reactor core may be sampled during shut-
'

The combination head strongback and carousel down to locate any leaking fuel assembliet. The fuel
stud tensioner is transported by the Reactor Building sample isolates up to a 4-bundle array in the core.
crane and positioned on the reactor vessel head. This stops water circulation through the bundles and

allows fission products to concentrate if a bundle is
defective. After 10 minutes, a water sample is taken
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for fission product analysis. If a defective bundle is hoist and auxiliary hoist prevent hoisting of a fuel as-
found,it is transferred to the fuel storage pool and sembly over the core with a control rod withdrawn;
stored in a special defective fuel storage container to interlocks also prevent withdrawal of a blade with a
minimize background activity in the storage pool. fuel assembly over the core attached to either the fuel

grapple or auxiliary hoists. Interlocks block travel
9.1.4.2.10.2.4 Refueling and Reactor Senicing over the reactor in the startup mode.

The gate isolating the fuel storage from the reactor The refueling platform contains a system that indi-
well is removed, thereby interconnecting the upper cates position of the fuel grapple over the core. The
pool areas. The refueling of the reactor can now readout,in the local control room, matches the core
begin, arrangement cellidentification numbers. The posi-

tion indicator is accurate within 1/5 inch, relative to
9.1.4.2.10.2.4.1 Refueling actual position, and minimizes jogging required to

correctly place the grapple over the core.
During a normal outage, approximately 25% of the

fuelis removed from the reactor vessel,25% of the To move fuel, the fuel grapple is aligned over the
fuel is shuffled in the core (generally from peripheral fuel assembly, lowered and attached to the fuel
to center locations) and 25% new fuel is installed. bundle bail. The fuel bundle is raised out of the core,
The actual fuel handling is done with the automatic moved through the refueling slot to the upper pool,
refueling machine. It is used as the principal means positioned over the storage rack and lowered into the
of transporting fuel assemblies between the reactor rack. Fuelis shuffled and new fuelis moved from the
well and the upper pool;it also serves as a hoist and upper pool to the reactor vesselin the same manner.
transport device. It provides an operator with work
surface for almost all the other servicing operations. 9.1.4.2.10.2.5 Vessel Closure
The platform travels on track extending along each
side of the reactor well and pool and supports the The following steps, when performed, will return
refueling grapple auxiliary hoists. The grapple is sus- the reactor to operating condition. The procedures
pended from a trolley that can traverse the width of are the reverse of those described in the preceding
the platform. sections. Mar.y steps are performed in parallel and

not as listed.
The refueling platform has two 480 kg (1/2 ton)

auxiliary hoists. One auxiliary hoist is mounted on (1) Core verification the core position of each fuel
the automatic refueling machine. This hoist nor- assembly must be verified to assure the desired
mally can be used with appropriate grapples to core configuration has been attained. Underwa-
handle control rods, guide tubes, fuel support pieces, ter TV with a video tape is utilized. Cable op-
sources and other internals of the core. The auxil- tional.
iary hoist can also serve as means of handling other
equipment within the pool. A second auxiliary hoist (2) FMCRD tests - the control rod drive timing,
is mounted on the platform trolley, friction and seram tests are performed as re-

quired.
The platform control system permits

variable speed, simultaneous operation of all three (3) Replace separator.
platform motions. Maximum speeds are:

(4) Bolt separator and remove four steamline plugs.
(1) bridge 66 fpm (20 m/ min)

(5) Replace steam dryer.
(2) tro'!:y 33 fpm (10 m/ min)

(6) Install pool gates.
(3) grapple hoist 39 fpm (12 m/ min) ,

(7) Drain reactor well.
A single operator can control all the knotions of the

platform required to handle the fuel assemblies (8) Remove drywell seal surface covering; open
during refueling. Interlocks on both the grapple drywell vents.

O
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9.1.5 Overhead Heavy Load Handling Cranes and hoists are also designed to them

( i Systems criteria and guidelines of NUREG-0612 Subsection
U' 5.1.1(7), ANSI B30.2 and CMAA-70 specifications

9.1.5.1 Design Bases for electrical overhead traveling cranes,
ir.cluding ANSI B30.11, ANSI B30.16, and

The facilities and equipment covered by this NUREG-0554 as applicable.
subsection handle items considered as heavy loads
that are handled under conditions that mandate 9.1.5.2 System Description
criticalload handling compliance.

9.1.5.2.1 Reactor Building
This includes all components and equipment

used in moving any load weighing rnore that one The RB is a reinforced concrete structure
|fuel assembly including the wei ., ef its which encloses the reinforced concretet

associated handling devices (i.e., one ton) in containment vessel (RCCV), the refueling floor,
the reactor building. new fuel storage vault, the storage pools for j

ispent-fuel and the dryer and separator and other
Critical load handling conditions include equipment / hardware that requires interim

loads, equipment, and operations, which if inad- storage, the steam tunnel area and the special
vertem operations and/or equipment malfunctions maintenance service rooms, various cooling |
either separately or in combination, could cause; system pumps and heat exchanger rooms and pipe 1

(1) a release of radioactivity, (2) a criticality chases.
accident, (3) the inability to cool fuel within
reactor vessel or spent fuel pool or (4) prevent The RCCV encloses the reactor pressure vessel
safe shutdown of the reactor. This includes risk with its internals, appurtenances and the upper
assessments to spent fuel and storage pool water and lower drywell area. The RB is divided into j
levels, cooling of fuel pool water, new fuel cri- clean and controlled areas with the latter in-

Jo ticality, protection and cooling of the reactor ciuding the primary and secondary containment jfd core, and the risk to reactor shutdown systems. zones. The clean areas provide access to non-
radioactive equipment such as the diesel gener.

The reactor building (RB) heavy load handling ators, electrical equipment, HVAC equipinent, |
systems are designed to provide a safe and effec- etc. i
tive means for transporting heavy loads including j
the handling of new and spent fuel, plant equip. The RB has been designed to allow adequate i

ment and service tools. Safety handling includes access for equipment handling with short and
design considerations for maintaining occupation- uncluttered transportation routes for servicing
al radiation exposures as low as practicable dur- and maintenance. Passageways are large enough
ing transportation and handling. so that a piece of equipment can be removed

,

without major disassembly from its installed j
Where applicable, the appropriate scismic ca- location and transported to local service areas

tegory, safety class quality group, ASME, ANSI, or out of the RB.
industrial and electrical codes have been iden-
tified (see Table 3.2-1 and Table 9.1-6) The Servicing may require disassembly, trans-
designs will conform to the relevant requirements portation and reassembly of equipment, either

,

of General Design Criterion 2,4,5 and 61 of for repair or for inspection and calibration. '

10CFR Part 50 Appendix A. The RB servicin:; system is limited to providing
crancs, hoists, i mbes, access paths, transp- f

The lifting capacity of each crane or hoist is tation and maintenance or pull space around
designed to at least the maximum actual or anti- equipment located in the RB. The RB servicing
cipated weight of equipment and handling devices system includes all pumps, heat exchangers,
in a given area serviced. The hoists, cranes, or filter demineralizers, HVAC, diesel generators,
other lifting devices shall comply with require- electrical switchgear, and other safety and
ments of ANSI N14.6, ANSI B30.9, ANSI B30.10 and nonsafety related equipment located in the RB.

(m's)NUREG-0612 Subsection 5.1.1(4) or 5.1.1(5). Extra embedments will be provided in walls,
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floor and overhead facilities where special rig- load drop.
ging may be required occasionally for equipment
removal and transfer. The design load will be The new fuel inspection stand will be close
marked on each embedment. Where temporary to the new fuel storage vault to minimize fuel
shielding or protection may be required, space transportation distance. The new fuel inspec-
will be provided, and the structure will be tion stand will be capable of supporting two
capable of supporting the loads safely. fuel bundles at one time for inspection. The

inspection stand will not be positioned so it j

9.1.5.2.2 Reactor Building Laydown Areas will interfere with operation of the RB crane. l

(See Subsection 9.1.4.2.3.2 for a description of
There are laydown areas near all heavy equip- new fuel inspection).

ment: the crancs or monorails will pass over that
area to enable setdown of the heavy loads. This 9.1.5.2.4 Spent Fuel Storage Pool
area can be used for inspections, simple mainte-
nance or re-rigging for different transporta. Spent fuel removed from the reactor vessel i

tion. The laydown arrangements will be such that will be stored in racks under sufficient water
'

the trasel path does not involve travel over the to provide radiological shielding while awaiting

| fuel storage pool and will be sequenced to avoid offsite transportation.
!

| extra lifts over objects already in laydown stor-
age. The spent fuel storage pool is designed and

constructed so that no single failure of struc.
Space will be available on the refueling floor tures or equipment will cause inability to main-

for the orderly storage of the following heavy tain spent fuel submerged in water, to reestab-
items during a refueling or service outage: con- lish normal fuel pool water level, and to safely
crete shield blocks, drywell head, reactor pres- remove fuel fiom the plant. (See Subsection
sure vessel (RPV) head insulation, RPV head, 9.1.4.2 for a description of the handling sys-
dryer / separator strong back, RPV head strong- tem). |

back/ carousel, and service platform.
9.1.5.2.5 Storage Pit

9.1.5.2.3 New Fuel Storage Vault
A storage pit is provided in RB refueling

The new fuel storage vault is designed to floor large enough to store large reactor com-
store conveniently and safely against all credi- ponents such as steam dryer and steam separator
ble events a 40 percent core load of new fuel assembly. The storage pit liner design shall
assemblies in new fuel storage racks restrained account for high unit loading that will occur on
to assure that rack spacing does not vary under areas where the dryer and separator assemblies
carthquake loads. (See Subsection 9.1.4.2 for are supported.
the fuel handling system description).

The steam dryer is normally expected trans-
Removable structures are provided above the ferred wet. The storage pit must be deep enough

racks to minimize the number of assemblies ex- so the top of the dryer can be kept below the
posed to drop accidents during fuel handling. operating floor level during transfer. The
These structures will accommodate, without gross steam separator as- sembly is normally trans-
filure, a fuel assembly drop from maximum height ferred under water. The capability for transfer-
permitted by design of the hoisting equipment. ring both the dryer and the separator underwater

shall be designed into the facility. This
The vault is as close as practicable to the capability requires that tooling shall be

spent fuel storage pool work area to facilitate designed such that installation of the steamline
luel handling during fuel preparation. The trans- plugs and the unbolting of the separator can be
portation paths of any heavy load shall not be accomplished through approx- imately 30 feet of
user the vault to preclude penetration of the water using the refueling platform as a work

I sault and/or damage to the new fuel by such a surface for these tasks.
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Other large items such as the pressure vessel 9.1.5.2.7.2 Res.ctor Internal Pump Servicing

(] head and drywell head are stored on the refueling
v floor. There are 10 RIPS and their supporting i

instrumentation and heat exchangers in the L/D j

9.1.5.2.6 Upper Drywell that require servicing. The facilities provided
for servicing the RIP include:

The upper drywell arrangement provides servic-
ing access for the main steam isolation valves (1) L/D equipment platform with facilities to '

(MSIVs) and safety relief valves (SRVs). The ac- rotate the motor from vertical to horizontal ;

cess space connects to the RB through either the and place it on a cart for direct pull out !

upper drywell personnel lock or equipment hatch. to the RB. The equipment platform rotates
Platforms are provided for servicing the MSIVs to facilitate alignment with the installed
and SRVs with the object of reducing maintenance pump locations. |
time and operator exposure. ;

(2) Attachments points for rigging the RIP heat
The SRVs are removed and transported to a ca- exchanger into place. The RIP heat ,

libration facility approximately every three exchanger can be lowered straight down to '

years. Since the SRVs are heavy and cumbersome, the equipment platform.
the design of their connections to the system
accominodates power driven stud tensioners and nut (3) Access to the RIP equipment platform is via
setters. The SRV servicing design permits stairs. There is a ladder access to the RIP
removal of any valve without disturbing the heat exchanger maintenance platform.
adjacent SRVs.

(4) The L/D equipment tunnel and batch are
After removal, the SRV is moved through the utilized to remove the RIP motors from the

equipment hatch. From here the SRV can be lower drywell.
removed to the SRV maintenance room located in(q) the RB. (5) The RIP motor servicing area is directly

"'
outside the L/D equipment tunnel.

9.1.5.2.7 Lower Drywell
The 10 RIPS have wet induction motors in

The lower drywell (L/D) arrangement provides housings which protrude into the lower drywell
for servicing, handling and transportation from the RPV bottom head. These are in a circle
operations for RIP and FMCRD, at a radius of 3162.5 mm from the RPV

centerline. For service, the motor is removed
9.1.5.2.7.1 Equipment Platform from below and outt,ide, whereas the diffuser,

impeller and shaft are removed from above and
The equipment platform provides a work surface inside the RPV.

under the reactor vessel to suppor the weight of
personnel, tools, and equipment and to facili. The motor, with its lower flange attached,
tale transportation moves and heavy load handl. weighs approximately 3300 kg, is 830 mm in
ing op: rations. The platform rotates 360' in diameter and 1925 mm high. The flange has
either direction from its stored or " idle" posi- " cars" that extend from two sides,1800
tion. The platform is designed to accommodate apart. These cars, which are used to handle the
the maximum weight of the accumulation of tools motor, increase the flange diameter to 1200 mm
and equipment plus a maximum sized crew. Weights for a width of 270 mm.
of tools and equipment are specified in the in-
terface control drawings for the equipment used The motor, suspended from jack screws, is
in the lower drywell. Special hoists are pro- lowered straight down out of its housing on the
vided in the iawer drywell and reactor building RPV. The motor is then moved radially,
to facilitate handling of these loads, circumferentially and vertically until it is at

| the doorway of the equipment tunnel. There it,,() is rotated to the horizontal position and placed
'

v
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on a cart for removal through the tunnel to the will be stored in the upper pool prior to being
service shop in the RB. cut up and loaded into a special cask for

removal from the RB and disposal.
The RIP servicing equipment includes the cart

to transport the motor from the service area
through the equipment hatch to the L/D equipment
platform. The interface for this equipment is
the rails on the equipment platform that permit
locating the motor below its nozzle on the RPV.
The servicing equipment includes the device for
rotating the RIP motor from horizontal to
vertical and raising it from the equipment
platform to its installed position below the
RPV. Facilities are provided for handling stud
tensioners, blind flanges, other tools, drains

| and vents used in RIP servicing. 9.1.5.2.8 Special Servlelreg Room / Areas

| Servicing of the RIP heat exchanger, such as There are several special maintenance rooms

| removal of the tube bundle, will be accomplished and areas in the RB for servicing FMCRDs, RIP
| by rigging to attachment points on the RPV motors, SRVs and MSIVs. The service rooms are
| pedestal and structural steel in the area. A at locations convenient to the major access

direct vertical re:moval path is provided from the routes and projected flow of equipinent handling
heat exchanger installed position to the and close to the installed location of the
equipment platform. This is cont.idered to be a equipment to be serviced. Storage space will be
nonroutine servicing operation. established for special lifting rigs, carts and

other large or heavy tools required for heavy
9.1.5.2.7.3 Fine Motion Control Rod Drive loads / equipment replacement or transportation.
Senicing The storage location of each tool will be as

close as practical to the place in which the
There are 205 FMCRDs in the L/D that requite tool is used.

servicing. There are two types of servicing
operations: (1) motor and seal replacement, and 9.1.5.2.9 ficavy Load Itandling Equipment
(2) replacement of the FMCRD drive mechanism.
Separate servicing equipment is provided for each All handling equipment will have ratings
of these operations. consistent with lifts required and the design

loading will be visibly marked. Cranes / hoists
The FMCRD drive servicing machine has its own or monorail hoists will pass over the centers of

mechanisms for rotating and raising FMCRD drive gravity of heavy equipment that is to be
assemblics from a carrier on the equipment lifted. in locations where a single monorail or
platform to their installed position. This crane handles several pieces of equipment, the
servicing machine interfaces with the L/D routing shall be such that each transported
equipment platform, which permits positioning the piece will pass clear of other parts. I f,
servicing machine under any of the 205 FMCRDs. however, due to restricted overhead space the

transported load cannot clear the installed
A separate machine and cart are provided for equipment, then the monorail may be offset to

servicing FMCRD motors and seal assemblies and provide transport clearance. A lifting eye
transporting them to the service shop located offset in the ceiling over each piece of
immediately outside the L/D equipment hatch. equipment can be used to provide a Y lift so

that the load can be lifted upward until free
9.1.5.2.7.4 Neutron Monitor Sensor Senicing and then swung to position under the monorail

for transport.
The neutron sensors are serviced through the

top of the reactor. Assemblics that are remmed The RB crane will be used during refueling /

<
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servicing as well as when the plant is online. Table 9.1-10 lists all of the heavy load j

During refueling / servicing, the crane handles the handling cranes and hoists that have been :p

U shield plugs, drywell and reactor vessel heads, designed to meet the single-failure-proof $
steam dryer and separators, etc. (see Table requirements of NUREG 0554.
9.17). During normal plant operation the crane
will be used to handle new fuel and the spent 9.1.5.2.10 Transportation Paths / Routing |
fuel shipping cask. Minimum crane coverage must i

'include the new fuel vault, workend of the fuel Routing for equipment in the RB follows the
pool, the RB equipment hatches, RB refuciing clean and controlled concept using the same
floor laydown areas and the spent fuel cask general zones and paths as for personnel. Nu-
loading and washdown pits. merous hatches are provided for vertical move-

ment of equipment out of the rooms as well as !
IThe RB crane will be interlocked to prevent for general movement in the RB.'.The routing for

hatdling heavy loads over spent fuel in the fuel controlled equipment is to special maintenance
storage pool. Since the crane is used for hand- rooms or to grade level. At this level, mate- )

ling large heavy objects over the open reactor as rial can be moved out through the RB equipment
well as new and irradiated fuel, the crane will lock to the nearby service building where decon- i
be of highest possible quality. The crane will tamination and hot shop facilities are located, j

be designed so th.it no single component failure The RB walls are ;aovided with openings into the j

-electrical or mechanical--will permit dropping clean zones to permit removal of heavy loads /
'

or other uncontrolled hoisting or lowering major equipment including the diesel generators,
loads. An inspection program is required to
assure contiuued integrity of items such as Transportation routing drawings will be made
cables, load blocks, drums, etc. covering the transportation route of every piece

of heavy load removable equipment from its j

Pendant control is required for the bridge, installed location to the appropriate service
trolley and the auxiliary hoist to provide shop or RB exit. Routes will be arranged to

O\ efficient handling of fuel shipping containers prevent congestion and to assure safety.while ;

during receipt and also to handle fuel duing new permitting a free flow of equipment being !

fuel inspection. The crane control system will serviced. The frequency of transportation and
be selected considering the long iift required usage of route will be documented based on the
through the equipment hatch as well as the predicted number of times usage either per year I

precise positioning requirements when handling and/or per refueling or service outage.
the RPV and drywell heads, RPV internals, and the
RPV head stud tensioner assembly. The control Safe load paths / routing will comply with the
system will provide stepless regulated variable requirements of NUREG-0612 Subsection 5.1.1(1). !

speed capability with high empty-hook speeds. !

Efficient handling of the drywell and RPV heads 9.1.5.2.11 Equipment Operating Procedures,
and stud tensioner assembly require that the Maintenance and Service
control system provide spotting control. Since
fuel shipping cask handlinF nvolves a long Oach item of equipment requiring servicingi
duration lift, low speed and spotting control, will be described on an interface control
thermal protection features will be incorporated, diagram (ICD) delineating the space around the

equipment required for servicing. This will
Heavy load equipment is also used to handle include pull space for internal parts, access

light loads and related refueling handling for tools, handling equipment, and alignment
f. asks. Therefore, much of the handling systems requirements. The ICD will specify the weights
and related design, descriptions, operations, and of large removable parts, show the location of
service task information of Subsection 9.1.4 is their centers of gravity, and describe installed

L applicable here. The cross reference between the lifting accommodations such as eyes and
| handling operations / equipment and Subsection trunnions.

9.1.4 is provided in Table 9.1-7. See Table
9.18 for a summary of heavy load operation.

Amendment 7 9.1-It
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An instruction manual will describe mainte.
nance procedures for each piece of equipment to
be handled for servicing. Each manual will
contain suggestions for rigging and lifting of
heavy parts and identify any special lifting or
handling tools required.

i

1
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All major handling equipment components: cords are available. Qualification load andO_ cranes. hoist, refueling platform etc., will be performance testing, including nondestructive
O provided with an ope ating instruction and main- examination (NDE) and dimensional inspection on

tenance manual for reference and utilization by heavy load handling equipment will be performed
operations personnel Handling equipment operat- prior to OA acceptance. Tests may include load
ing procedure will comply with the requirements capacity, safety overloads, life cycle, sequence
of NUREG-0612 Subsection 5.1.1(2). of operations and functional areas.

i

The operational programs for maintenance and When equipment is received at the site it will
servicing are described in Subsection 9.1.5.6. be inspected to ensure no damage has occurred

during transit or storage. Prior to use and at
9.1.53 Safety Evaluations periodic intervals each piece of equipment will

be tested again to ensure the electrical and/or
The cranes, hoists, and related lifting de- mechanical functions are operational including

vices used for handling heavy loads either sa- visual and, if required, NDE inspection.
tisfy the single-failure proof guidelines of j
NUREG-0612 Subsection 5.1.6, including NUREG- Crane inspections and testing 'will comply .
0554 or evaluations are made to demonstrate com- with requirements of ANSI B30.2 and NUREG-0612,
pliance with the recommended guidelines of Sec- Subsection 5.1.1(6).
tion 5.1, including Subsection 5.1.4 and 5.1.5. !

9.1.5.5 Instrumentation Requirements
The equipment handling components over the

fuel pool are designed to meet the single failure The majority of the heavy load handling
'proof criteria to satisfy NUREG-0554. Redundant equipment is manually operated and controlled

safety interlocks and limit switches are provided by the operator's visual observations. This
to prevent transporting be:wy loads by RB crane type of operation does not necessitate the need
over any spent fuel storage area. for a dynamic instrumentation system.

(

A transportation routing study will be made of Load cells may be installed to provide auto-
all planned heavy load handling moves to evaluate matic shutdown whenever threshold limits are ex-
and minimize safety risks. ceeded for criticalload bandling operations to

prevent overloading.
Safety evaluation of related light loads and

refueling handling tasks in which heavy. load 9.1.5.6 Operational Responsibilities
equipment is also used are covered in Subsection
9.1.43. Critical heavy load handling in operation of

the plant shall include the following documented
9.1.5.4 Inspection and Testing program for safe administration and safe

implementation of operations and control of
Heavy load handling equipment is subject to heavy load handling systems:

the strict controls of Quality Assurance (OA), .

"

incorporating the requirements of Federal Regu. (1) Heavy Load Handling System and Equipment
lation 10CFR50, Appendix 13. Components defined Operating Procedures. i
as essential to safety have an additional set of |

engineering specified " Quality Requirements" that (2) Heavy load Handling Equipment Maintenance
identify safety-related features which require Procedures and/or Manuals.
specific OA verification of compliance to
drawing / specification requirements. (3) Heavy Load Handling Equipment Inspection and

i Test Plans; NDE, Visual, etc.
Prior to shipment, every liftirg equipment

component requiring inspection will be reviewed (4) Heavy Load Handling Safe Load Paths and
by OA for compliance and that the required re- Routing Plans. |

v
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($) QA Program to Monitor and Assure
implementation and Compliance of Heavy Load
Handling Operations and Controls.

(6) Operator Qualifications, Training and
Control Program.

9.1.6 References

1. General Electric Standard Application for
Reactor Fuel, (NEDE 24011-P-A, latest approved
revision).

O

i

O.
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. Table 9.1-10

SINGLE FAILURE-PROOF CRANES.s

1. Reactor building crane

2. Refueling bridge crane

3. Fuel handling jib crane

lO

|

|

i

:

1

|
1

;

i

!

I
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9.2 WATER SYSTEMS 9.2.9 Makeup Water System (condensate)

( 9.2.1 Station Service Water System 9.2.9.1. Design Bases

The functions normally performed by the (1) The makeup water-condensate system (MUWC)
station service water system are performed by the shall provide condensate quality water for
systems discussed in Subsection 9.2.11. both normal and emergency operations when

required.
9.2.2 Closed Cooling Water System

(2) The MUWC system shall provide a required
The functions normally performed by the closed water quality as follows:

cooling water system are performed by the systems
discussed in Subsections 9.2.11, 9.2.12, 9.2.13, Conductivity (p S/cm) 5 0.5 at 25 C
and 9.2.14 Chlorides, as C1(ppm) . 5 0.02

pH 5.9 to 83 at 25 C
9.2.3 DemineralizedWaterMakeup Conductivity and pH limits shall be applied
System after correction for dissolved CO . (The2

above limits shall be met at least 90% of ,

The functions normally performed by the demin- the time.)
eralized water makeup system are performed by the
systems discussed in Subsections 9.2.8, 9.2.9 and (3) The MUWC system shall supply water for the
9.2.10. uses shown in Table 9.2-1.

9.2.4 Potable and SanitaryWater (4) The MUWC system is not safety related.
Systems

(5) The condensate storage tank shall have a
3(~ Out of ABWR Standard Plant Scope. capacity of 2,110 m . This capacity was

( determined by the capacity required by the
9.2.5 Ultimate Heat Sink uses shown in Table 9.2 2.

Out of ABWR Standard Plant scope. See (6) All tanks, piping and other equipment shall
Subsection 9.2.15.1 for interface requirements, be made of corrosion. resistant materials.

9.2.6 Condensate Storage Facilities 9.2.9.2 System Description
and Distribution System

The MUWC P&ID is shown in Figure 9.2-4 This V
The functions of the storing and distribution system includes the following: $

of condensate are described in Subsection 9.2.9.
(1) A condensate storage tank (CST) is provid-

9.2.7 Plant ChilledWaterSystems ed. It is of concrete construction with a
stainless steel fining. The volume is shown

The functions of the plant chilled water in Table 9.2-3.
system are performed by the systems described in
Subsections 9.2.12 and 9.2.13. (2) The following pumps take suction from the

CST:
9.2.8 Makeup Water System (Preparation)

(a) RCICpumps
Out of ABWR Standard Plant scope. See

Subsection 9.2.15.2 for interface requirements. (b) CRD pumps

(c) HPCFpumps
n

(d) SPCU pumps

Amendment 7 9.21
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(e) MUWC transfer pumps (see Table 9.2 3) boundary;
(three 550 gpm at 141 psi head.)

(2) capability to shut down the reactor and
(3) Water can be sent to the CST from the maintain it in a safe shutdown condition; or

following sources:
(3) ability to prevent or mitigate the conse- j

(a) MUWP pumps quences of events that could result in po- '

tential offsite exposurns.

The MUWC system is not safety related.
(c) radwaste disposal system However, the systems incorporate features that .

I
assure reliable operation over the full range of

(d) condensate demineralized system effluent normal plant operations.

|
(main condenser high level relief) |

| 9.2.9.4 Tests and Inspections ;

(4) Associated receiving and distribution piping
sahes, instruments, and controls shall be The MUWC system is proved operable by its use
provided. during normal plant operation. Portions of the

system normally closed to flow can be tested to
|

( ensure operability and the integrity of the
system.

The air operated isolation valves are capable
of being tested to assure their operating i

integrity by manual actuation of a switch '

i

! (5) Oserflow and drain from the CST shall be located in the control room and by observation

| sent to the radwaste system for treatment. of associated position indication lights. l

(6) Any outdoor piping shall be protected from Flow to the various systems is balanced by
freezing. means of manual valves at the individual takeoff

points. Divisional isolation valves are instal- |
led at the primary containment boundaries. |

i

9.2.10 Makeup Water System (Purified) ,

Distribution System ]
I

(7) All surfaces coming in contact with the 9.2.10.1 Design Bases
condensate shall be made of corrosion-
resistant materials. (1) The makeup water-purified (MUWP)

distribution system shall provide makeup 1

| (8) All of the pumps mentioned in (2) above water purified for makeup to the reactor
| shall be located at an elevation such that coolant system and plant auxiliary systems.

adequate suction head is present at all
water levels in the CST. (2) The MUWP system shall provide purified water

to the uses shown in Table 9.2-2.
(9) Instrumentation shall be provided to indi-

cate CST water level in the main control (3) The MUWP system shall provide water of the 7;

room. quality shown in Table 9.2 2a. $

9.2.9.3 Safety Evaluation (4) The MUWP system is not safety-related.

Operation of the MUWC system is not required (5) All tanks, pumps, piping, and other equip-
to assure any of the following conditions: ment shall be made of corrosion resis-

(1) integrity of the reactor coolant pressure

Amendment 6 9.22
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tant materials. (3) ability to prevent or mitigate the conse-
A) . quences of events which could result in4

D (6) The system sh'all be designed to prevent any potential offsite exposures,
radioactive contamination of the purified

'

j

water. The MUWP system is no't safety related. i

However, the systems incorporate features that j

9.2.10.2 System Description assure reliable operation over the. full range of )
!normal plant operations.

! The MUWP system P&lD is shown in Figure 9.2-5.
? This system includes the following: 9.2.10.4 Tests and Inspections

;

(1) A purified water storage tank shall be The makeup water purified distribution system ]
provided outdoors with adequate freeze is proved operable by_its use_ during normal '

protection and adequate diking and c>ther plant operation. ' Portions of the system i

means to control spill and leakage. normally closed to flow can be tested to ensure
operability and integrity of the system. I

(2) Two M UWP forwarding pumps shall take suction
from the purified water storage tanki They The air. operated isolation valves are capable.
Shall have a capacity of 308 gpm and a of being tested to assure their operating
discharge head of 114 psi. integrity by manual actuation of a switch !

!located in the control room and by observation
(3) Distribution piping, valves, instruments and of associated position indication lights.

icontrols shall be provided.
Flow to the various systems is balanced by |

'
(4) Any outdoor piping shall be protected from means of manual valves at the individual takeoff

freezing.
'

points.

(5) All surfaces coming in contact with the 9.2.11 Reactor Building Cooling Water
purified water shall be made of corro. System |

;sion. resistant materials.
9.2.11.1 Design Bases

,

(6) All pumps shall be located at an elevation
_

Safety Design Bases
;

such that adequate suction head is present 9.2.11.1.1

at all levels in the purified water storage
tanks. (1) The reactor building cooling water (RCW)

system shall be designed to remove heat from
(7) Instruments shall be provided to indicate plant auxiliaries which are required for' a

purified water storage tank level in the safe reactor shutdown, as well as those
main control room. auxiliaries whose operation is desired

following a LOCA, but not essential to safe
9.2.10.3 Safety Esaluation shutdown.

Operation of the MUWP system is not required (2) The RCW system shall be designed to perform
to assure any of the following conditions: its required cooling functions following a

LOCA, assuming a single active or passive
(1) integrity of the reactor coolant pressure failure.

,

boundary;
(3) The safety-related portions and valves

(2) capability to shut down the reactor and isolating the nonsafety.related portions of
maintain it in a safe shutdown condition; or

!
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the RCW system shall be designed to Seismic requirements, including a LOCA or a loss of
Category I and the ASME Code, Section III, offsite power, or both. Each RCW division is
Class 3, Quality Assurance B, Quality Group supplied electrical power from a different
C, IEEE-279 and IEEE-308 requirements. division of the ESF power system.

(4) The RCW system shall be designed to limit During normal operation, RCW cooling water
leakage to the environment of radioactive flows through all the equipment shown in Table
contamination that may enter the RCW from 9.2-4a, b, and c.
the RHR System.

During all plant operating modes, an RCW
(5) Safety-related portions of the RCW system water pump and heat exchanger are normally

shall be protected from flooding, spraying, operating in each division. Therefore, if a
steam impingement, pipe whip, jet forces, LOCA occurs, the RCW systems required to shut
missiles, fire, and the effect of failure of down the plant safely are already in operation.
any non Seismic Category I equipment, as The second pump and heat exchanger in each
required. division are put in service if a LOCA occurs.

(6) The safety-related portion of the RCW System The nonsafety-related parts of the RCW system
shall be designed to meet the foregoing de- are not required for safe shutdown and, hence,
sign bases during a loss of preferred power are not safety systems. Isolation valves sepa-
(LOPP). rate the essential subsystems from the nonsafe-

ty-related subsystems during a LOCA, in order to
9.2.11.1.2 Power Generation Design Bases assure the integrity and safety functions of the

safety related parts of the system. Some non-
The RCW system shall be designed to cool safety-related parts of the system are operated

various plant auxiliaries as required during: during all other modes, including the emergency
(a) normal operation; (b) emergency shutdown; shutdown following an LOPP, or LOCA as shown in
(C) normal shutdown; and (d) testing. Table 9.2-4a, b, and c.

9.2.11.2 System Description Surge tank water level is monitored. A level
switch detects leakage and isolates the non es.

The RCW System distributes cooling water dur- sential subsystem, thus assuring continued oper-
ing various operating modes, during shutdown, and ability of the safety-related services. Instru-
during post LOCA operation. The system removes ments, controls, and isolation valves are locat-
heat from plant auxiliaries and transfers it to ed in the safety-related part of the RCW system
the ultimate heat sink. Figures 9.2 la through and designed to safety-grade requirements as
9.2 li show the piping and instrumentation stated in design base (3) of Subsection 9.2.11.
diagram. Design characteristics for RCW system 1.1.
components are given in Table 9.2-4d.

7 The RCW system serves the auxiliary equipment
listed in Table 9.2 la, b, and c. 9.2.11.3.1 Failure Analysis

The RCW system is designed to perform its A syste n failure analysis of passive and
required cooling function following a postulated active compocents of the RCW system is presented
LOCA, assuming a single active failure in any in Table 9.2-5. Any of the assumed failures of
mechanical or electrical system. In order to the RCW system are detected in the control room ;_

meet this requirement, the RCW system provides by variations of and/or alarms from the various
three complete trains, which are mechanically and system instruments and also from the leak detec-
electrically separated. In case of a failure tion system sensing leakage in the ECCS pump and
which disables any of the three divisions, the hcat exchanger areas. fother two division meet plant safe shutdown
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9.2.11.3.2 Safety Evaluation of Equipment electrical equipment and instrumentation and
controls as well as to mechanical equipment and

(3) Equipment served by the RCW system is listed piping):
,,

in Tables 9.2-4a, b, and c. The tables contain"

five operating modes: (1) flooding, spraying, or steam release due to
pipe rupture or equipment failure:

(1) normal operation;
(2) pipe whip and jet forces resulting from pos-

(2) shutdown at 20 hr.; tulated pipe rupture of nearby high energy
pipes;

(3) bot standby (No LOPP);
(3) missiles which may result from equipment

(4) hot standby (LOPP); and failure;

(5) post LOCA. (4) fire;and

The flow rates and heat loads are given for (5) failures of any non-Category I equipment
each equipment in each operating mode. (pertains to Seismic Category I equipment).

In the event of a LOCA, most of the nonessen- Radiation monitors are provided to sample the
tial cooling water uses are isolated by proper RCW cooling water. Upon detection of radiation
isolation valves. The instrument air system, leakage in one of the systems, that system is
service air system. control rod drive pump oil isolated by operator action from the control
cooler and the reactor water cleanup system pump room, and the total cooling load can be met by
coolers remain in service until the operator the other two systems. Consequently, radio-
removes them from service. The nonsafety-related active contamination released by the RCW system
portion of the system is automatically isolated to the environment does not exceed allowable

p in the event of a rupture in the nonsafety-re- limits defined by 10CFR100.
V lated subsystem. The surge tank water level is

monitored. A level switch is activated by a The safety-related parts of the RCW system
significant leak, sending an isolation signal to are designed to Seismic Category I and ASME l
close two valves. One valve on the supply line Code, Section Ill, Class 3, Quality Assurance B

'

and one valve on the discharge line are used, and Quality Group C requirements. The design
with suitable power and controls from divisional also meets IEEE-279 and IEEE-308 requirements.
sources to assure isolation in the event of any isolation valves for nonsafety-related service j

single active failure. Single isolation valves water systems also meet the above requirements. i

are used on the basis that an active failure of
one isolation valve disables only that system of The nonessential portion of the RCW system is
which it was a part. designed to the ANSI B31.1 Power Piping Code and

the requirements of Quality Group D.
The RCW system is designed to withstand a

single active failure without losing its capabi. The design pressure and temperature of the
2lity to participate in the safe shutdown of the RCW system and piping are 14 kg/cm g (200

reactor following a LOCA or DBA. Table 9.2-5 psig) and 70 C (158 F) maximum.
gives the result of a system failure analysis of
active and passive components. System low point drains and high point vents

are provided as required.
Redundant trains of the RCW system are separa-

ted and protected to the extent necessary to All divisions are maintained full of water !

assure that sufficient equipment remains oper when not in service except when undergoing main- I

ating to permit shutdown of the unit in the event tenance.
of any of the following (separation is applied to

in

s
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System components and piping materials are lized water. A corrosion inhibitor can be added
selected where required to be compatible with the if desired. These measures are adequate to

,

available site cooling water in order to minimize protect the RCW system from the ill effects of
corrosion. Cathodic protection of the tubing corrosion or organic fouling.
side of the heat exchanger shall be provided.
Adequate corrosion safety factors are used to The RCW system is designed to conform with

assure the integrity of the system during the the foregoing requirements. Initial tests shall|life of the plant, be made as described in Subsection 14.2.12.
1

During all plant operating modes, all 9.2.11.5 Instrumentation and Control
divisions have at least one RCW cooling water Requirements
pump operating. Therefore, if a LOCA occurs, the
RCW cooling water system required to shut down All equipment is provided with either globe |

the plant safely is already in operation. If a or butterfly valves to give the capability for
loss of offsite power occurs during a LOCA, the manual control. These valves are accessible
pumps momentarily stop until transfer to standby downstream of the equipment for regulation of
diesel generator power is completed. The pumps flow through the equipment or for balancing the
are restarted automatically according to the circuits. The isolation valves to the nonessen-
diesel loading sequence. If a LOCA occurs, most tial RCW system are automatically and
nonsafety related components are automatically remote-manually operated,
isolated from the RCW system. Consequently, no
operator action is required, following a LOCA, to Pressure taps or indicators at equipment are
start the RCW system in its LOCA operating mode. provided to enable the operator to adjust the

differential pressure across each heat exchanger
9.2.11.4 Testing and Inspection Requirements or cooler and also to allow leak checking.

The RCW system is designed to permit periodic Locally mounted temperature indicators or
in service inspection of all system components to test wells are furnished on the equipment cool-
assure the integrity and capability of the ing water discharge lines to enable verification
system. of specified heat removal during plant opera-

tion. The required heat removal and flow rates
The RCW system is designed for periodic pres- are shown in Tables 9.2-4a, b, and c.

sure and functional testing to assure: (1) the
structural and leaktight integrity by visible The combination of pressure taps (or indica-
inspection of the components; (2) the tors) and temperature indicators allow correct

,

'

operability and the performance of the active system balancing with or without a system heat
components of the system; and (3) the operability load. For purposes of system balancing, provi-
of the system as a whole. sions for flow measurement are provided as re-

quired.
The tests shall assure, under conditions as

close to design as practical, the performance of Connections to a radiation monitor are pro-
the full operational sequence that brings the sys- vided in each division to detect radioactive
tem into operation for reactor shutdown and for contamination resulting from a tube leak in one
LOCA, including operating of app" cable portions of the RHR exchangers, fuel pool exchangers, or

| of the reactor protection system and the transfer other exchangers.
between normal and standby power sources.

Isolation valves for RHR heat exchangers and
The RCW system is supplied with a chemical nonessential cooling water subsystems are pro-

addition tank to add chemicals to each division. vided with remote manual switches and indication
The RCW system is initially filled with deminera- on the remote shutdown panel.

O
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A 9.2.12 HVACNormalCoolingWater Division 1 isolation valve outside containment

V System and Class 2 piping into the drywell. The return
line penetration has divisional isolation valves

9.2.12.1 Design Bases ' inside and outside containment. These valves |.
are motor operated.

9.2.12.1.1 Power Generation Design Bases |

Piping for penetrations for secondary con- !
The HVAC normal cooling water system (nonsafe- tainment is to Seismic Category I ASME Code, I

ty-related) shall provide chilled water to the Section III, Class 3, Quality Assurance B
cooling coils of the drywell coolers, of each requirements. The supply line penetration has a ,

building supply unit and of local air condition- Division 1 isolation valve outside containment, j
ers to maintain design thermal environments dur- and Class 2 piping into the drywell. The return
ing normal and up, set conditions. The supply tem- line penetration has divisional isolation valves
perature is 44.6 F. The return temperature inside and outside containment. These valves
is 53.6 F. are motor operated. Vents are provided at i

system high points to eliminate water hammer. ,

9.2.12.1.2 Safety Design Bases I

No diesel-generator power is available to
| The HVAC normal cooling water system does not - this system during a LOPP or a LOCA.

| perform any safety functions, except for the
! containment penetration and isolation valves. 9.2.12.3 Safety Evaluation
|

| 9.2.12.2 System Description Operation of the HVAC normal cooling water
| system is not required to assure the following

,

The HVAC normal cooling water system compo- conditions: j
nents are listed in Table 9.2-6 and shown in i

| Figure 9.2 2. (1) integrity of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary;

System components consist of five 25% chil-
iers, each with pumps, serving a common chilled (2) capability to shut down the reactor and main-
water distribution system connected to the chil- tain it in a safe shutdown condition; and
led water cooling coils in the drywell coolers, !

| the cooling coils of each building supply unit (3) ability to prevent or mitigate the
| and cooling coils of local air conditioners. consequences of events which could result in
'

Candenser cooling is from the turbine building potential offsite radiological exposures,
3

cooling water system. Each chiller and pump set
has either a t iree-way mixing valve for automati. The HVAC normal cooling water system is not
cally controPreg the temperature of the chilled safety related. However, it does incorporate
water delivered or a flow control valve to main- . features that assume reliable operation over the ;

tain the desired temperature. E1ich chiller eva- full range of normal plant operations.
potator is designed, fabricated and certified in
accordance with the ASME Code Section VIII, Portions of the chilled water system which
Division 1. A chemical feed tank is provided. penetrate the containment and drywell are
Makeup water is from the turbine building cooling provided with isolation valves and penetrations
water system surge tank which receives water from which are Seismic Categt:y I, Safety class 2.
the MUWP system. Isolation valves and piping for The valves may be manualy operated from the
primary containment penetrations are designed to control room, except when a LOCA signal assumes
seismic Category 1, ASME code, Section III, class control. Portions of the system which is part

'
,

2. Quality Group B, Quality Assurance B of secondary containment boundary are Seismic
requirements. The supply line penetration has a Category I, ASME III, Class 3.

A
4

!
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9.2.12.4 Tests and Inspections signal. Condenser water is provided from the
turbine building cooling water system. The

Initial testing of the system includes perfor- three way valve on the chilled water circuit
mance testing of the chillers, pumps and coils controls the temperature of the chilled water to
far confermance with design heat loads, water the cooling coils from the areas thermocouple
flows, and heat transfer capabilities. An inte- controller. The thermocouple are located in
grity test is performed on the system upon each area being cooled. The control room
completion. operator can adjust the three-way valve position

during startup and whenever high chilled water
Provision is made for periodic inspection of return temperatures are indicated and alarmed.

major components to ensure the capability and Alternately, instead of the three-way valves, a
integrity of the system. Local display devices flow control valve may be used.
are provided to indicate all vital parameters
required in testing anr1 inspections. Remote controlled valves permit isolation of

any drywell cooling coil in the event of the
The chillers are tested in accordance with coil developing a detectable leak.

ASHRAE Standard 30 (Methods of Testing for Rating
Liquid Chilling Packages). The pumps are tested 9.2.13 HVAC Emergency Cooling
in accordance with standards of the Hydraulic
Institute. ASME Section VIII and TEMA C stan- 9.2.13.1 Design Basis
dards apply to the ASHRAE Standard 33 (Methods of
Testing for Rating Forced Circulation Air-Cooling 9.2.13.1.1 Power Generation Design Bases
and Heating Coils).

The HVAC emergency cooling water system
Samples of chilled water may be obtained for (HECW) (safety-related) shall provide chilled

chemical analyses. Radioactivity is not expected water under normal plant operating conditions to
to be in the chilled water. the cooling coils of the main control room air

conditioning units, to the diesel generator zone
9.2.12.5 Instrumentation Application coolers, and to the control building essential

.

electrical equipment room cooling coils. See
A regulated supply of demineralized makeup Table 9.2-9. The supply temperature is

water adds water to the turbine building cooling 44.6 F the return temperature is 62.6* F.
water expansion tank by water level controls, and
the chiller units are con- trolled individually 9.2.13.1.2 Safety Design Bases
by remote manual switches.

The HECW system performs a safety design
A temperature controller and flow switch function.

continuously monitor the discharge of the evapo-
rator. If the temperature of the chilled water (1) The HECW system shall deliver chilled water
drops below a specified level, the control auto- to the control building essential electrical
matically adjusts the temperature controlinlet equipment room coolers, the diesel generator
guide vanes of the chiller compressor. Flow zone coolers, and the main control room
switches prohibit the chiller from operating un- coolers during shutdown of the reactor,
less there is water flow through both evaporator operating modes and abnormal reactor
and condenser. See Section 3.11 for temperature conditions including LOCA.
requirements. In case of a chiller or pump trip,
the standby units are automatically started. (2) Sufficient redundancy and electrical and

mechanical reparation shall be provided to
Chilled water flow into and out of the ensure proper operations under all condi-

containment is controlled by isolation valves tions,
which shall be automatically closed after a LOCA

O
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(3) The syatem shall be designed and constructed power by connection to the ESF buses. Redundant

) in accordance with Seismic Category I, ASME components are provided to ensure that any(V code, Section III, Class 3 requirements. single component failure does not preclude sys-
tem operation. The system is designed to meet

(4) The system shall be powered from Class 1E the requirements of Criterion 19 of 10CFR50.
buses. Each chiller is isolated in a separate room.

9.2.13.2 System Description Initial testing of the system includes per-
formance testing of the chillers, pumps and

The HVAC emergency cooling water system con- coils for conformance with design capacity water
sists of completely redundant subsystems, Divi- flows and heat transfer capabilities. An inte-
sion I and Division II. Each division condsts grity test is performed on the system upon
of two 50% chiller units, a surge tank, two 100% completion.
pumps, instrumentation and distribution piping
and valves to corresponding cooling coils. The Provision is made for periodic inspection of
chiller capacity is designed to cool all heat major components to ensure the capability and
loads with two chillers, but also cool the heat integrity of the system. Local display devices
load of the main control room with one chiller, are provided to indicate all vital parameters

required in testing and inspections. Standby
Equipment is listed in Table 9.2-9. Each features are periodically tested by initiating

cooling coil has a three-way valve controlled by the transfer sequence during normal operation.
a room thermostat. Alternately, flow may be
controlled by a temperature control valve. The The chillers are tested in accordance with
subsystems are designated Division I and Division ASHRAE Standard 30. The pu ps are tested in
II power, respectively. One compressor is the accordance with standards of the Hydraulic
operating unit, while the other is on standby. Institute. ASME Section VIII and TEMA C
Condenser cooling is from the corresponding standards apply to the heat exchangers. The(p) division of RCW. cooling coils are tested in accordance with

v ASHRAE Standard 33. |
Piping and valves for the HECW system, as well I

as the cooling water lines from the RCW system, 9.2.13.5 Instrumentation Application )
designed entirely to ASME Code, Section Ill,
Class 3, Quality Group C, Quality Assurance B A regulated supply of makeup water is
requirements. The extent of this classification provided to add purified water to the surge
is yp to and including drainage block valves, tanks by water level controls. !

There are not primary or secondary containment
penetrations within the system. The HECW system The chilled water pumps are controlled from
is not expected to contain radioactivity. the main control panel. The standby chiller is

equipped with an interlock which automatically
High temperature of the returned cooling water starts the standby chiller and pump upon failure

causes the standby chiller unit to start of the operating unit.
automatically. Makeup water is supplied from the
MUWP system, at the surge tank. Each surge tank The chiller units can be controlled indivi-
has the capacity to replace system water losses dually from the main control room by a remote 1

for more than 100 days during an emergency. manual switch. Chilled water temperature is
controlled by inlet guide vanes on each chiller

9.2.13.3 Safety Evaluation refrigerant circuit. Condenser water flow is
controlled by a three way valve to provide

The HECW system is a Seismic Category I constant inlet condensate water temperature.
system, protected from flooding and tornado
missiles. All components of the system are A temperature controller and flow switch

| designed to be operable during a loss of normal continuously monitor the discharge of each
(\
L)
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cvaporator. If the temperature of the chilled 9.2.14.2 System Description
water drops below a specified level, the
controller automatically adjusts the position of 9.2.14.2.1 General Description
the compressor inlet guide vanes. Flow switches
prohibit the chiller from operating unless there The TCW system is illustrated on Figure
is water flow through both evaporator and 9.2-6. The system is a single loop system and
condenser. consists of one surge tank, one chemical

addition tank, three pumps, three heat
9.2.14 Turbine Building CoolingWater Systern exchangers (connected in parallel), and

associated coolers, piping, valves, controls,
9.2.14.1 Design Bases and instrumentation. Heat is removed from the

TCW system and transferred to the non-safety
9.2.14.1.1 Safety Design Bases related power cycle heat sink.

The turbine building cooling water (TCW) A TCW system sample is periodically taken
system serves no safety function and has no for analysis to assure that the water quality
safety design basis, meets the chemical specifications.

9.2.14.1.2 Power Generation Design Bases 9.2.14.2.2 Component Description

(1) The TCW system provides corrosion-inhibited, Codes and standards applicable to the TCW
demineralized cooling water to all turbine system are listed in Table 3.2-1. The system is
island auxiliary equipment listed in Table designed in accordance with quality group D
9.2-11. specifications.

(2) During power operation, the TCW system The chemical addition tank is located in the
operates to provide a continuous supply of turbine building in close proximity to the TCW
cooling water, at a maximum temperature of system surge tank.
1050 F, to the turbine island auxiliary
equipment, with a service water inlet The TCW pumps are 50% capacity each and are
temperature not exceeding 950F. constant speed electric motor driven, horizontal

centrifugal pumps. The three pumps are
(3) The TCW system is designed to permit the connected in parallel with common suction and

maintenance of any single active component discharge lines.
without interruption of the cooling
function. The TCW heat exchangers are 50% capacity

each and are designed to have the TCW water
(4) Makeup to the TCW system is designed to circulated on the shell side and the power cycle

permit continuous system operation with heat sink water circulated on the tube side.
design failure leakage and to permit The surface area is based on normal heat load.
expeditious post-maintenance system refill.

The TCW surge tank is an atmospheric carbon
(5) The TCW system is designed to have an steel tank located at the highest point in the

atmospheric surge tank located at the TCW system. The surge tank is provided with a
highest point in the system. level control valve that controls makeup water

addition.
(6) The TCW system is designed to have a higher

pressure than the power cycle heat sink 9.2.14.2.3 System Operation
water to ensure leakage is from the TCW
system to the power cycle heat sink in the During normal power operation, two of the
event a tube leak occurs in the TCW system three 50% capacity TCW system pumps circulate
heat exchanger.

O
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inhibited demineralized water through the shell systems are preoperationally tested in
(] side of two of the three 50% capacity TCW heat accordance with the requirements of Chapter 14.

(/ exchangers in service. The heat from the TCW
system is rejected to the power cycle heat sink The components of the TCW system and
which circulates water on the tube side of the associated instrumentation are accessible during
TCW system heat exchangers. plant operation for visual examination.

Periodic inspections during normal operation are
The standby TCW system pump is automatically made to ensure operability and integrity of the

started on detection of low TCW system pump system, inspections include measurements of
discharge pressure. The standby TCW system heat cooling water flows, temperatures, pressures,
exchanger is placed in service manually. water quality, corrosion-erosion rate, control

positions, and set points to verify the system |
The cooling water flow rate to the condition.

electro. hydraulic control (EHC) coolers, the
turbine tube oil coolers and aftercoolers, and 9.2.14.5 Instrumentation Application |

generator exciter air cooler is regulated by
control valves. Control valves in the cooling Pressure and temperature indicators are
water outlet from these units are throttled in provided where required for testing and |

response to temperature signals from the fluid balancing the system. Flow indicator taps are i

being cooled. provided at strategic points in the system for
initial balancing of the flows and verifying

The flow rate of cooling water to all of the flows during plant operation. ]
other coolers is manually regulated by individual

.
throttling valves located on the cooling water Surge unk high and low level and TCW pump

| outlet from each unit. discharge pressure alarms are retransmitted to
the main control room from the TCW local control

The minimum system cooling water temperature panels.g) is maintained by adjusting the TCW system heat(
b' exchanger bypass valve. Makeup flow to the TCW system surge tank is

initiated automatically by low surge tank water
The surge tank provides a reservoir for level and is continued until the normal level is

4
'

small amounts of leakage from the system and for reestablished.
the expansion and contraction of the cooling
fluid with changes in the system temperature and Provisions for taking TCW system water
is connected to the pump suction. samples are included.

Demineralized makeup water to the TCW system
is controlled automatically by a level control
valve which is actuated by sensing surge tank

j level. A corrosion inhibiter is manually added
to the system.I

9.2.143 Safety Evaluation

The TCW system has no safety design bases
and serves no safety function.

9.2.14.4 Tests and Inspections

All major components are tested and
inspected as separate components prior to
installation, and as an integrated system after

(] installation to ensure design performance. The
V
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9.2.15 Interfaces
.p-
h 9.2.15.1 Ultimate Heat Sink Capability

The ultimate heat sink shall be capable of
dissipating reactor decay heat and essential
cooling system heat loads after a normal reactor
shutdown or a shutdown following an accident,
including LOCA. The amount of heat to be
dissipated under normal and accident conditions

| is listed in Table 9.2 4.

The ultimate heat sink and any pumps, valves,
structures, or other components that remove heat
from safety systems shall be designed to Seismic

| Category I and ASME Code, Section III, Class 3,
| Quality Assurance B, Quality Group C, IEEE-279,

and IEEE 308 requirements. The safety related
portions shall be protected from flooding,

~

spraying, steam impingement, pipe whip, jet
forces, missiles, fire and the effect of failure
of any non-Seismic I equipment. The safety
related portions of these systems shall be
designed to meet the above mentioned design bases
during a loss of offsite power. The safety
related portions of these systems shall be
designed to perform their required cooling

i function assuming a single active failure in anye

| mechanical or electrical system. The divisions
of these systems shall be mechanically and
electrically separated.

|
| 9.2.15.2 Makeup Water System Capability

| The raw water treatment and preparation of
the demineralized water is sent to the makeup
water system (purified) described in Subsection
9.2.10.

O
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TABLE 9.2-1

USERS OF MAKEUP WATER-CONDENSATE

The MUWC transfer pumps provide condensate
to the following systems and uses:

o main condenser hotwell

e liquid radwaste system

residual heat removal system flushingo

e high pressure core flooder system
charging and flushing

reactor core isolation cooling systeme

charging and flushing

e fuel pool skimmer surge tanks

cleanup system phase separators ande

cleanup system filter demineralized

e condensate filter and demineralized

e other miscellaneous uses.

e

i

l
1

l

O
1
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TABLE 9.2-2 )

USERS OF MAKEUP WATER-PURIFIED

1
1

The MUWP transfer pumps provide purified j
water to the following systems and uses:

o condensate storage tank makeup !

o reactor building cooling water system
makeup

o turbine building cooling water system
makeup

o diesel generator cooling water system
makeup

o liquid radwaste system

o standbyliquid controltank

o decontamination station

o plant chilled water systems

'

o plantlaboratories

o other miscellaneous uses.

O
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(~'s TABLE 9.2-2a
V

WATER QUALITY CHARACTERISTICS
FOR THE MAKEUP WATER SYSTEM (PURIFIED)

WATER OUALITY Operating System Maximum
PARAMETER Tarcet Design Value

Chloride ppb) 10.0 20.0 100.0

Sulfate (ppb) 10.0 20.0 100.0

Conductivity * at 250C (uS/cm) 0.2 0.3 1.0

Silica (ppb as SiO ) 10.0 20.0 100.0 .2
. pH at 250C min 6.4 6.2 5.6

max 7.8 8.0 8.6

,

Corrosion Product Metals (ppb)

|
| Fe insoluble

soluble
4

Cu total 10.0 20.0 100.0 $

all other metals

sum 10.0 20.0 100.0

\- Organic Impurities"

Equivalent K (uS/cm) 0.2 0.4 2.0 |

|

Does not include an incremental conductivity value of 0.8 uS/cm at 250C due to*

;j
carbon dioxide from air in water stored in tanks open to the atmosphere.

i

" Organic impurity values apply to fresh makeup water stored in the Demineralized
Water Storage Tank.

Tbc portion of this system which is within the reactor building is within the ABWR
scope. The portions involving preparation of the demineralized water, its storage and
transport to the reactor building are not within the ABWR scope. Demineralized water
will be provided at a maximum flow rate of approximately 600 gpm at a temperature ;

between 50 to 1000F. |i

!
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TABLE 9.2-3

CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS FOR CONDENSATE STORAGE TANK

Function QLDpcity Reautred

dead space-top of pool 7,900g .

(Note 1)

,

normal operation variation 264,000g

| and receiving volume for
| plant startup return water

minimum storage volume 66,000g

dead space-middle of pool 34,320g

. (Note l)

water source for 150,480g
station blackout (Note 2)

dead space-bottom of pool 34,320g

(Note 1)

Total 557,020g

I

1

NOTE j

!(1) These values are based on a bottom area of 1,400
2

ft.

(2) This volurne is that requiredfrom eight hours opera-
tion of the RCIC. However, it is not a dedicated
volume and the RCIC can use water from the
suppression pool.

1

|

|

O
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9|TABLE 9 2-4a
;

i
iREACTOR BUILDING COOLING WATER

DIVISION A

Emergency ;

Normal (LOCA) (Sup- j

Operatlog Mode / Operating Shutdown at 20 Hot Standby Hot Standby pression Pool |
Components Conditions bours (no loss of AC) (loss of AC) at 97 C j

|

Heat Flow Heat Flow Heat Flow Heat Flow Heat Flow j
'

(Note 1)
Emergency Diesel - - - ---- -- - - - - - - - - ---- 12.5 1,013 12.5 1,013

Generator A

RHR Heat ---- ---- 23.0 5,284 85.9 5,28432.8 5,284---- ---

Exchanger A . j

|
FPC Heat 6.6 1,233 6.6 1,233 6.6 1,233 6.6 1,233 9.0 1,233

Exchanger A I

Others (essential) 3.9 1,079 4.4 1,079 4.0 1,079 4.7 1,079 4.8 1,079

(Note 2)

CRD (pump oil 0.% 22 0.06 22 0.% 22 0.06 22 - - - - 22
cooler)

| 1A, SA, RWCU 1.0 194 1.0 194 1.0 194 0.7 194 0.7 194

j (Note 3)
| \

j | RWCU Heat 19.1 704 ---- 704 19.1 704 19.1 704 j---- ---

Exchanger| '

Drywell(A&C) and 5.7 1,298 5.7 1,298 5.7 1,298 3.2 1,298 ---- ----

RIP Coolers

Other (non- 1.4 440 1.4 440 1.4 440 ---- ---- ---- ----

essential)(Note 4)

Total Load 37.6 4,968 57.8 10,248 37.7 4,968 69.7 10,820 112.1 8,824

|
|

NOTES:

6(1) Heatx 10 Bru/h;flowx g/m, sums may not be equaldue to rounding. ;

(2) HECWrefrigerator, room coolers (FPCpump, RHR, RCIC, SGTS, FCS, CAbfS), RHR motor and sealcoolers.

| (3) Instruments and service air coolers; R WCUpump cooler.|

(4) RIP SIG sets i

\menJment 7 9.2 17
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TABLE 9.2-4b

REACTOR BUILDING COOLING WATER
DIVISION B

Emergency
Normal (LOCA) (Sup-

Operating Mode / Operating Shutdown at 20 Hot Standby Hot Standby pression Pool
Components Conditions hours (no loss of AC) (loss of AC) at 97 C

Heat Row Heat Flow Heat Flow Heat Row Heat Mow
(Note 1)

Emergency Diesel --- ~.- - - - - ---- ---- 12.5 1,013 12,5 1,013
| Generator B
|
| RHR Heat 32.8 5,284 - -- ---- 23.0 5,284 85.9 5,284--- ----

Exchanger B

| FPC Heat 6.6 1,233 6.6 1,233 6.6 1,233 6.6 1,233 9.0 1,233
Exchanger B

Others (essential) 3.9 1,193 4.4 1,193 3.9 1,193 4.5 1,193 5.3 1,193
(Note 2)

RWCU Pump Cooler 0.3 40 0.3 40 0.3 40 0.3 40 40--

RWCU Heat 19.1 704 --- 704 19.1 704 19.1 704 ---- -- -

Exchanger

Drywell(B) and RIP 5.0 1,114 5.0 1,114 5.0 1,114 2.2 1,114 ---- - --

Coolers

Others (non- 2.9 642 2.9 642 2.9 642 ---- - - - ---- ----

essential)(Note 3)

Total Load 37.7 4,924 51.9 10,204 37.7 4,924 68.1 10,580 112.8 8,762

NOTES:

(1) Heat x 1$ Bru/h; flow x g/m, sums may not be equal due to rounding.

(2) HECWref igerator, room coolers (FPCpump, RHR, HPCS, SGTS, FCS, CAMS), HPCSandRHR motor
andmechanicalscalcoolers.

(3) Reactor Building sampling coolers; LCW sump coolers (in dr>well and reactor building), RIP
MG sets

O
Amendment 7
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TABLE 9.2-4c

REACTOR BUILDING COOLING WATER
DIVISION C

Emergency

Normal (LOCA) (Sup-
Operating Mode / Operating Shutdown at 20 1101 Standby llot Standby pression Pool
Components Conditions hours (noloss of AC) doss of AC) at 97 C

Heat Flow Ileat Flow Heat Flow Heat Flow Heat Flow
(Note 1)

12.5 1,013 12.5 1,013Emergency Diesel -- ---- --- -- -

Generator C

---- ---- 23.0 5,284 85.9 5,28432.8 5,284RilR Heat - - - - ----

Exchanger C

Others (essential) ---- 229 0.5 229 ---- 229 0.5 229 1.1 229

(Note 2)

CRD Pump Oil 0.1 22 0.1 22 0.1 22 0.1 22 ----

Cooler

I A. SA (Note 3) 0.7 154 0.7 154 0.7 154 0.4 154 0.7 154

Others (non- 36.3 2,794 36.3 2,794 36.3 2,794 ---- ---- ---- ----

ewential (Note 4)

Total Load 37.0 3.194 70.3 8,474 37.0 3,194 36.4 6,692 100.2 6,701

NOTES:

IIJ Heat x l$ Bru/h; flow x g/in, stuns may not be exact due to rounding.

I2) Room coolers, motor coolers, mechanicalseal coolersfor RHR and HPCF,

t3r hntnunent and service air coolers.

IJ) Radwaste components, HSCR condenser, off-gas condenser, turbine building sampling coolers.

!

l

| 4

)

.4
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TABLE 9.2-4d

' Cq DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS FOR REACTOR
BUILDING COOLING WATER SYSTEM COMPONENTS

^i
RCW Pumps {

RCW (A)/(B) RCW (C) i

Discharge Flow Rate 5,720 gpm/ pump 4,480 gpm/ pump
"

Pump Total Head 82 psig 75 psig

Design Pressure 200 psig 200 psig

Design Temperature 1580F 1580F

RCW Heat Exchangers
RCW (A)/(B) RCW (C)

66Capacity 60x10 BTU /h. 56x10 BTU /h

|

RCW Surge Tanks

t Capacity Equal to 30 days of normalleakage

Design Pressure Static Head

Design Temperature 1580F

RCW Chemical Addition Tanks

Design Pressure 200 psig

Design Temperature 1580F

|

| RCW Piping

Design Pressure 200 psig

Design Temperature 1580F

>

'N

. Amendmen: 7 9.219a
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TABLE 9.2 8

- HECW SYSTEM COMPONENT DESCRIPTION
'

HECW Chillers

Type Centrifugal hermetic -

Quantity 4 (50% capacity units)

61.56 x 10 BTU /hCapacity (refrigeration, each)

Chilled water pump flow (each)- 176 gpm

Supply terr.perature 44.6 F

Condenser water flow 458 gpm

Supply temperature (max.) 95 F

Condenser . Shell and tube

Evaporator Shell and tube

|

HNEW Water Pumns

Quantity 4

Type ' Centrifugal, horizontal

Capacity 176 gpm

'l

1

)
.;1

l'

|

0 |
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TABLE 9.2 9

HVAC EMERGENCY COOLING WATER SYSTEM HEAT LOADS

NORMAL EMERGENCY
Heat Chilled IIcat Chilled
Load Water Load Water
(x106 Flow (x106 pio,

DIVISION SYSTEM BTU /h) (gpm) BTU /h (gpm)

A main control room 1.35 125 1.25 116

diesel generator 0.83 62 0.83 62

zone (A)

control building 0.55 41 0.55 41

elect eq.

| toom (A)

Total 2.73 228 2.63 219

B main control room 1.35 125 1.25 116

diesel generator 0.86 63 0.86 63

zone (B)

control bldg. 0.55 41 0.55 41

elect. eq.

room (B)

Total 2.76 229 2.66 220 !

'

| |
|

|
'

O
|
'

Amendment 7 9.2-25
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Table 9.2-10
.

iHVAC EMERGENCY COOLING WATER SYSTEM
ACTIVE FAILURE ANALYSIS - |

| 1,
-

i

1 i

Failure of diesel generator to Loss of one refrigerator and ']
'

start or failure of all power to a pump in a division would not- :

single Class 1E power system bus permit sending chilled water to .

"

the main control room. The
other HVAC emergency cooling .,

water (HECW) division would-
'

-

send chilled water to the mv= ;

control room which wout 3' i

maintain adequate cooling. 0 |

Failu re of au t o pu m p or Same analysis as above
refrigerator signal

Failure of a single HECW Same analysis as above .
refrigerator

|

Failure of a single HECW pump Same analysis as above

p Failure of HECW pump and Same analysis as sbove

Q refrigerator room cooling

n

|

i

)
i

|

t

:
l

I

t
! !

|| Amendment 7 9.2-25a
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TABLE 9.2-11

TURBINE BUILDING COOLING WATER SYSTEM HEAT LOADS

The TCW system removes heat from the following components:
|

e HVAC normal cooling water chillers

generator stator coolers, hydrogen coolers, seal oil coolers, exciter coolers ande
breaker coolers

e turbine lube coolers

e mechanical vacuum pump coolers

iso phase bus coolerse

e electro-hydraulic control coolers

| reactor feed pump variable speed motor coolers and motor thyristor coolerse

1
e standby reactor feed pump motor coolers

e condensate pump motor coolers

heater drain pump motor coolerse
|

O'

,

i

i
!
i

\ !
I j

gf
i

amcasmeno 9.2 25b
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9.3.8 Radioactive Drain Transfer System :

O |

;

l
|

)

|

!
|
|

|

1

!

!

| |

| |
1

O- GE PROPRIETARY - provided under separate cover j
(Includes pages 93-11 through 93-11b) |

|
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i

1
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9.4 AIR CONDITIONING (3) The outside design conditions for the control
HEATING COOLING AND toom HVAC system are 1150F during thep) VENTILATION SYSTEMS summer and .400F during the winter.t

9A.1 Control Building HVAC 9.4.1.1.3 System Description

The control building HVAC system is divided The control room is heated, cooled and pressurized

into two separate systems. A HVAC system for the by a recirculated air system with filtered outdoor air
control room equipment on the top two floors. Plus for ventilation and pressurization purposes. The
a HVAC system for essential electrical and beat ex- recirculated air and the outdoor air will be mixed and
changer equipment. drawn through a filter section, a heating coil section,

and a cooling coil section. Under normal conditions,
9.4.1.1 Control Room Equipment IIVAC sufficient air is supplied to pressurize the control

room and exfiltrate to pressurize the control building.
9.4.1.1.1 Design Bases

The control building HVAC PFD is shown in
(1) The Control Room heating, ventilating and Figure 9.41. The control building recirculation unit

air-conditioning (HVAC) system is designed consists of a prefilter section, a high efficient section,
with sufficient redundancy to ensure operation an electric heater, a cooling coil, and two 50% capac-
under emergency conditions assuming the ity supply fans. The supply fans are placed on
single failure of any one active component. low-speed when the system is in the smoke removal

mode.
(2) Provisions are made in the system to detect and

limit the introduction of airborne radioactive Two 50% capacity return exhaust fans draw air
materialin the control room. from the electrical area, corridors, control room,

computer room, office areas, and the HVAC equip-
(3) Provision is made in the system to detect and ment room. This air is returned to the air condition-

remove smoke and radioactive material from ing unit during normal operations. Modulating damp-
b the control room. ers in the return duct work to the fans are controlled

by a pressure controller to maintain the required
(4) The HVAC system is designed to provide a positive pressure. The controller is located in the

controlled temperature environment to ensure electrical equipment area. During smoke removal
the continued operation of safety-related equip- mode, these fans are placed on low-speed and the air
ment under accident conditions. is discharged to atmosphere.

(5) The HVAC system and components are lo- An emergency recirculation system consisting of an
cated in a Seismic Category I structure that is electrical heating coil, a prefilter, HEPA filter, char-
tornado-missile and flood protected. coal adsorb-r, and HEPA filter with a booster fan, is

provided parallel to the normal rnixed outdoor and
9.4.1.1.2 Power Generation Design Bases return air path to the supply conditioning units. The

system is normally on standby for use only during high
(1) The HVAC system is designed to provide an radiation. A radioactivity monitoring system monitors

environment with controlled temperature and the building intakes for radiation. The radiation
humidity to ensure both the comfort and safety monitor allows the control room operator to select
of the operators. The nominal design condi- the safest intake. The makeup air for pressurization
tions for the control room environment are can be diverted through the HEPA and charcoal

I 750F and 50% relative humidity. adsorbing system before distribution in the controli
room areas.

(2) The system is designed to permit periodic in-
spection of the principal system components. Smoke detectors in the control room and the con-

trol equipment room exhaust systems actuate an

! O
1 v
1

| Amendmem 7 9A-1
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alarm on indication of smoke. Dampers must be po- The safety-related isolation valves at the outside air
sitioned through a remote manual switch to allow the intakes are protected from becoming inoperable due ,

exhaust air fans to exhaust 100% of the conditioned to freezing, icing, or other emironmental conditions.
air.

9.4.1.1.5 Inspection and Testing Requirements
The HVAC equipment space is physically sepa-

rated into divisional rooms. Each divisional room Provisions are made for periodic tests of the out-
consists of an air intake room and an air exhaust door air cleanup fans and filters. These tests include

'

determinations of differential pressure across theroom.
filter and of filter efficiency. Connections for testing,

9.4.1.1.4 Safety Evaluation such as injection, sampling and monitoring are prop- ;
erly located so that test results are indicative of per-

The control building HVAC System is designed to formance,

maintain a habitable environment and to ensure the |

operability of components in the control room. All The high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters |

control room HVAC equipment and surrounding may be tested periodically with dioctyl phthalate ]
structures are of Seismic Category I design and oper- smoke (DOP). The charcoal filters may be periodi- '

able during loss of the offsite power supply. cally tested with frec, for bypasses.
I

The ductwork which services these safety functions The balance of the system is proven operable by its
is termed ESF ductwork, and is of Seismic Category use during normal plant operation. Portions of the
i design. ESF ducting is high pressure safety grade system normally closed to flow can be tested to
ductwork designed to withstand the maximum posi- ensure operability and integrity of the system. J

tise and/or negative pressure to which it can be sub-
jected under normal or abnormal conditions. Galva- 9.4.1.1.6 Instrumentation Application
niecd steel ASTM A526 or ASTM A527 is used for
outdoor air intake and exhaust ducts. All other ducts The area exhaust fan is started manually and the fan,

| are welded black steel ASTM A570, Grade A or discharges the air to atmosphere.
Grade D. Ductwork and hangers are Seismic Cate-
gory 1. Bolted flange and welded joints are qualified A high radiation signal automatically starts the out-
per ERDA 76-21. door air cleanup system, closes the normal air inlet

damper and closes the exhaust air dampers.
Redundant components are provided where neces-

sary to ensure that a single failure will not preclude A temperature indicating controller senses the tem-
adequate control room ventilation. perature of the air leaving the air cleanup system.

The controller then modulates an electric heating coil
A radiation monitoring system is provided to to maintain the leaving air temperature at a preset

detect high radiation in the outside air intake ducts. limit. A limit switch will cause an alarm to be actu-
A radiation monitor is prosided in the control room ated on high air temperature. A moisture- sensing
to monitor control room area radiation levels. These element working in conjunction with the temperature
monitors alarm in the control room upon detection controller measures the relative humidity of the air
of high radiation conditions. Isolation of the control entering the charcoal adsorber.
room and initiation of the outdoor air cleanup unit
fans are accomplished by the following signals: Differential pressure indicators show the pressure

drop across the prefilters and the HEPA filters. A
(!) high radiation in the outside air intake duct, differential pressure indicating switch also measures

and the pressure drop across the entire filter train. The
(2) manual isolation. switch causes an alarm to be actuated if the pressure

drop exceeds a preset limit. A flow switch in the out-
Under normal conditions, sufficient air is suppEed door air cleanup system fan discharge duct automati-

to pressurize the control room and exfiltrate to pres- cally starts the standby system and initiates an alarm
suri/e the Control Building. on operating fan failure.

O
Amendment 5 94la
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9.4.2 Spent Fuel Pool Area Ventilation operating floor and ventilating areas radially in.
System wards towards the suction points located either

below the operating floor in equipment rooms
The spent fuel pool area ventilation system is part and the condenser area or under the building

of the reactor building ventilation system described roof.
in Subsection 9.4.5.

i (5) The TBVS is designed to minimize exfiltration
| 9.4.3 Auxiliary Area Ventilation System by maintaining a slightly negative pressure by

exhausting 10% mere air than is supplied to the
| The auxiliary area ventilation system is part of the turbine building.

reactor building ventilation system described in Sub-
section 9.4.5. (6) All air supplied to the normally or potentially

contaminated areas of the turbine building
9.4.4 Turbine Area Ventilation System (except air exhausted from the battery, electrical

switchgear, compressor, and lube oil areas) is
9.4.4.1 Design Bases exhausted through a filtration train and dis-

charged to the monitored plant vent.
9.4.4.1.1 Safety Design Bases

(7) The turbine building battery rooms are designed
The turbine building ventilation system (TBVS) to be exhausted by an independent battery room,

| does not serve or support any safety function and has exhaust subsystem designed to keep local
| no safety design bases. hydrogen concentration in air below 2% by
| maintaining sufficient room air change rate.

9.4.4.t.2 Power Generation Design Bases
9.4.4.2 Description

(1) The TBVS is designed to supply filtered and
tempered air to all turbine building spaces and 9.4.4.2.1 General Description
maintain the temperatures between 60 F and
104 F during all modes of plant operation; The TBVS, illustrated in Gifure 9.4-2, consists of

| including during plant startup and shutdown outside air louvers, outside air modulating dampers
with a minimum open position, low or,if required by

(2) The TBVS is designed to provide for local air specific site conditions, medium or high efficiency fil-
recirculation and cooling in high heat load ters, electric heating coils, chilled water cooling coils,
areas using local unit coolers. A minimum of and three 50% capacity constant volume supply fans.
50% standby cooling capacity is provided in Two of the three fans normally run to supply filtered,
areas where a loss of cooling would interfere heated, or cooled air, as required, to all levels of the
with plant power generation objectives. turbine building. The third fan is a standby unit. The

standby supply fan starts automatically upon failure of
(3) The TBVS is designed to provide independent an operating fan. Each supply fan is provided with

supply and exhaust ventilation to the electrical pneumatically operated inlet vanes to maintain a
switchgear and air compressor rooms, and in- constant flow rate and pneumatically operated shutoff
dependent exhaus: for the battery rooms and damper at the discharge. The system runs with 100%
lube oil area. The ventilation exhaust for these outside air during normal operation. The system
areas is discharged directly to atmosphere. modulates outside air flowrate from maximum
Recirculation from clean areas is provided as capacity for maximum outdoor temperatures to
appropriate. minimum capacity for minimum outdoor design tem-

peratures. A recirculation duct from clean areas to
(4) The TBVS directs air flow from areas of low the fan inlet plenum is provided and is utilized when

potential radioactivity to areas of high potential the outside air supply is modulated to less than 100%.
radioactivity. The TBVS design is based on
supplying air from the turbine building periph- The TBVS fans are started by handswitches located
cry (outer walls) both above and below the on a local control panel. Normally, two out of three

Amendment 7 94-2
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fans are running. The supply fans are interlocked 100Fc capacity air supply fans and two 1007c capacity
with the TBVS exhaust fans so thrt the exhaust fan is exhaust fans.

running before a supply fan is started.
The ventilation air supply system draws outside air

The heating and cooling coils of TBVS unit coolers through air louvers, control dampers, low efficiency i

and electric unit heaters are modulated by a temper- filters, and chilled water coils, and discharges directly

ature controller in the supply air stream. into the switchgear rooms and air compressor rooms.
Ductwork and bypass dampers are provided to allow

9.4.4.2.1.1 Turbine Building Exhaust System recirculation of ventilation air.

100% of the TBVS exhaust is filtered continuously The ventilation exhaust system exhausts air directly

by a filter train consisting of banks of modeiate effi- to atmosphere through shutoff dampers and outside
ciency particulate filters. All air supplied to the tur- louvers.
bine building with the exception of the air exhausted
from the electrical switchgear rooms, battery rooms, 9.4.4.2.1.4 Turbine Building Lube Oil Area Exhaust
compressor room, and lube oil area, is filtered by the Subsystem
TBVS filter train prior to discharge to the monitored
plant vent. The TBVS exhaust system is provided The turbine building tube oil area exhaust sub-
with 3-50% capacity exhaust fans downstream of the system includes two 100% capacity fans, a shutoff
filter train. Two 50% capacity fans are normally in damper at each fan discharge, and exhaust ductwork
operation and one is on standby. A bypass of the to atmosphere. One fan is designed to continuously
tilters is provided to allow purging smoke f rom the exhaust at constant volumetric flowrate from the tube
turbine building in case of fire. The filtration spiem oil process and storage rooms and rooms having
is designed to meet the requirements of Regulatory electro-hydraulic fluids. Supply air to these rooms is
G uide 1.140 " Design, Testing, and Maintenance delisered by the TBVS.
Criteria for Normal Ventilation Exhaust System Air
Filtration and Adsorption Units of 9.4.4.2.1.5 TBVS Unit Coolers and Electric Unit
Light Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants." lleaters

9.4.4.2.1.2 Turbine Building Battery Room Exhaust Localized unit coolers and/or electric unit heaters |

Subsystem are provided as required in the condenser compart- f
ment, pipe chases, condensate pump rooms, the con- j

The turbine building battery room exhaust system densate filters and polishers, the SJAE, GSC, and ]
consists of two 100% capacity fans, shutoff damper at off gas condenser rooms, the HP condensate pump |

cach fan discharge and ductwork. One fan is contin- room heater drain pump rooms, feedwater heater j
vously exhausting the battery room and battery rooms, electrical switchgear rooms, and in the upper )

charger roam air to atmosphere at constant volume, elevations above the trubine operating floor. The unit
coolers are supplied with chilled water from the

The exhaust system is placed in operation by plac- chilled water system.
ing one fan in auto-lead and the other fan in auto j
mode. The standby fan starts automatically upon de- Temperature controls for the unit coolers and elec- '

tection of failure of the operating fan. tric unit heaters are located in the unit inlet air path
or installed nearby.

Failure of both battery room exhaust fans is
alarmed in the main control room. ?.4.4.3 Evaluation

9.4.4.2.1.3 Turbine Building Electrical Switchgear The TBVS has no safety design bases and serves no
and Air Compresser Rooms Ventilation Subsystem safety function. The TBVS is designed to maintain air

flows from low airborne radioactivity potential areas
The electrical switchgear and air compressor to areas of higher potential radioactivity. Ventilation

rooms ventilation subsystem is provided with two system releases are monitored at the plant veut in ;
'

compliance with GDC 60 and 64. Where a

O
Anwndmem 6 942a j

l

I
i
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|
9.4.5 Reactor Building Ventilation System|

O
1
s
t

1

-)

|
|

i

GE PROPRIETARY - provided under separate cover
(Includes pages 9.4 2c through 9.4-2i)

Eggg Amendment .

.

9.4-2c 7
,

9.4-2d 7

9.4-2e 6

9.4-2f 6

9.4-2g 6

9.4-2h 6 j

9.4-2i 7

I.

9.4-2ia 6
,

I
a

|

O ;

Amendment 7 9A-2e

|
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9.5 OTHER AUXILIARYSYSTEMS

' 9.5.1 Fire Protection System

GE PROPRIETARY - provided under separate cover
(Includes pages 931 through 93 le)

fagg Amendment

9.5-1 6

9.5-la 6

9.5-1b 6

9.5-Ic 6

9.5-1d 7

9.5-le 6

I

Amendment 7 9.5-1
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| 9.5.2 Communications System

O

O GE PROPRIETARY - provided under separate cover
(Includes pages 9.5 2 through 9.5 2b)

l
'

Eggt Amendment

9.5-2 7

9.5 2a 6

9.5-2b 7

O
Amendment 7 9.5-2
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9.5.5 Diesel Generator Cooling Water System |

'l
1

i

i

GE PROPRIETARY - provided under separate cover
(locludes pages 9.5-5 through 9.5-5a) '

O

i

|>

!

,

'!

4

O !

Amendment 7 9,$.3

|

|
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9.5.6 Diesel Generator Starting Air System

O

,

i

|

GE PROPRIETARY - provided under separate cover
(includes pages 9.5-6 through 9.5-6a)

O

,

i

I

O
Amendment 7 93 6
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9.5.7 Diesel Generator Lubrication System

O

GE PROPRIETARY - provided under separate cover
(Includes pages 9.5 7 through 9.5-7a)

O
_

O
Amendment 7 9.$ 7
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9.5.8 Diesel Generator Combustion Air
/~ Intake and Exhaust System -

,

GE PROPRIETARY - provided under separate cover
(Includes pages 9.5 8 through 9.5-8a)

Page 9.5-8 Amendment 7

Page 9.5-Ba Amendment 6

i

O
- Amendment 7 9.5-8
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9.5.9 Suppression Pool Cleanup Systern The SPCU system, consisting of piping,
_3 valves, and instrumentation, is shown in Figure
e/ 9.5.9.1 Power Generation Design Bases 9.51. The system has no unique major

components.
The primary function of the suppression pool

cleanup system (SPCU) is to provide a continuous 9.5.9.3 Safety Evaluation
purifying water treatment of the suppression
pool. During normal plant operation, the SPCU is The system has no safety-related function as

3designed to recirculate approximately 250 m /hr previously defined. Failure of the system does
of suppression pool water through a fuel pool not compromise any safety-related system or
cooling and cleanup system filter-demineralized. component and does not prevent safe reactor

shutdown.
The SPCU also fills the upper pools from the

suppression pool during a refueling outage. However, the system does incorporate some
features that assure reliable operations over

9.5.9.2 System Description the full range of normal plant operations.
These features consist primarily of instrumen.

The primary function of the SPCU is to provide tation that monitors and/or controls SPCU
a continuous purifying water treatment of the operation and performance.
suppression pool. The system removes various
impurities by filtratica, adsorption, and ion Portions of the SPCU system that penetrate

I exchange processes. The system maintains the the containment are provided with isolation
water quality in the suppression pool at a valves which are automatically closed by an
quality equal to that of the fuel and equipment isolation signal.
pools. Water quality limits for these upper
pools are specificd in Subsection 9.1.3.2. The containment isolation signal logic

receives reactor low water-level signals andp) The SPCU can provide makeup to the fuel pool drywell high pressure signals. These inputst
' and the surge tanks of the RCW as a backup to isolate the SPCU system to prevent containment

normal makeup supplied by the condensate system. bypass leakage.

The SPCU also provides water from the Emergency power is supplied by Class 1E buses
suppression pool to the upper pools before a to containment isolation valves and leak
refueling outage. detection instrumentation for the DBA and for

LOPP events.
The system draws water from the suppression

3pool through a single 250 m /hr pump, and 9.5.9.4 Tests and Inspections
directs flow to either the fuel pool seismic
makeup line or to a connection to the filter All systems piping and components shall be
demineralized that is part of the fuel pool hydrostatically tested prior to plant startup.
cooling and cleanup system. Water is returned Nondestructive testing shall be performed in
from the filter-demineralized and directed to the accordance with ASME Section III, Class 2 and 3
suppression peol or the upper pools via the requirements, where applicable. The system is
dryer / separator pit. designed to permit periodic inservice inspection

| of all system components to ensure the integrity
in the event of a LOCA, the SPCU system and capability of the system.

function is automatically terminated to
accomplish containment isolation. Containment The SPCU system is designed for periodic

| isolation valves are provided with Class 1E pressure and functional testing to assure: j

| preferred and standby power. '

1

1

*
4

NJ

Amendment 2 9.5-9 ,

I
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(1) its structural and leaktight integrity, by
visual inspection of its componentst

O(2) the operability and the performance of the
active components of the system; and

(3) the operability of the system as a whole.

Motor-operated isolation valves shall be
tested periodically to assure that they are
capabic of opening or closing by manual switches
in the control room and to confirm by observation
that the valve position lights on the control
panel correctly indicate valve position.

9.5.9.5 Instrumentation Requirements

Operation of the SPCU system is controlled by
the plant operator, who may select either of the
operational modes of the system or turn it off
from the control room.

The containment isolation valves are supplied
with position indication in the control room and|

| remote-manual as well as automatic operation.
|

9.5.10 Interfaces

9.5.10.1 Contamination of the DG Combustion Air
| Intake

Measures shall be taken to restrict
| contaminating substances from the plant site

which may be avaiable to the diesel generator air
intakes. See Subsection 9.5.8.1.

9.5.10.2 Use of Communication System in
Emergencies

Procedure for use of the communication system
shall be provided. See Subsection 9.5.2.4.

9.5.10.3 Maintenance and Testing Procedure for
Communication Equipment

Maintenance and testing procedures for the
plant communication shall be provided. See
Subsection 9.5.2.5.

O
Amendment 7 93-10
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1

9A.2 ANALYSIS CRITERIA |
l

O |
GE PROPRIETARY - provided under separate cover

J(Includes pages 9A.2-1 through 9A.2-8)

f.ASE Amendment

!
9A.2-1 '7

9A.2 2 7

9A.2-3 7
|

9A.2-4 7

9A.2-5 7

9A.2-6 6

9A.2-7 6

9A.2 7 6

4

9A.2-8 6

O
-

9A.2-9 6

9A.2-10 6
{

9A.2-11 6

9A.2-12 6

9A.2-13 6

9A.2-14 6

9A.215 6

9A.216 6 j

9A.2-17 6 1

9A. -18 62

1

O
Amendment 7 9A.21

i

|
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more completely define the ABWR turbine island
O. 10.1 Summary Description standard design and to be used as references in --
V reviewing future ABWR plant specific licensing

The components of the power conversion system submittals, and confirming that such submittals are
are designed to produce electrical power utilizing the indeed consistent with the standard design.
steam generated by the reactor, condense the steam

.

into water, and return the water to the reactor as Normally, the turbine power heat cycle utilizes all
heated feedwater, with a major portion of its gas- the steam being generated by the reactor; however,
eous, dissolved, and particulate impurities removed an automatic pressure-controlled turbine bypass
in order to satisfy the reactor water quality require- system designed for 33% of the rated steam flow is
ments. provided to discharge excess steam directly to the

condenser.
The power conversion system includes the main

steam system, the main turbine generator system, Individual components of the steam and power
conversion system are based on proven conventional

| main condenser, condenser evacuation system, tur-bine gland seal system, turbine bypass system, designs suitable for use in large, central station
extraction steam system, condensate cleanup system, power plants.
and the condensate and feedwater pumping and
heating system. The heat rejected to the main All auxiliary equipment is sized for the maximum

| condenser is removed by a circulating water system calculated unit capability with turbine valves wide

| and discharged to the power cycle heat sink. open.

Steam, generated in the reactor, is supplied to The steam and power conversion system is'.
the high pressure turbine and the steam reheaters. designed for sustained long term operation with a
Steam leaving the high pressure turbine passes heat input equal to the rated 3919 MWt available
through a combined moisture separator /rcheater from the NSSS when the reactor core is generating |

| prior to entering the low pressure turbines. The its rated 3926 MW thermal output. The steam and,

(' moisture separator drains, steam reheater drains, power conversion system is designed to operate at
and the drains from the two high pressure feedwater 105% of maximum guaranteed turbine throttle flow
heaters are pumped back to the reactor feedwater (assumed to correspond to turbine valves wide open)
pump suction by the heater drain pumps. The low for transients and short term loading conditions.
pressure feedwater heater drains are cascaded to the
condenser. The inlet pressure at the turbine main steam

valves will not exceed rated pressure, except when
Steam exhausted from the low-pressure turbines operating above 95% of the maximum guaranteed

is condensed and deaerated in the condenser. The turbine flow, it will be permissible to increase the
condensate pumps take suction from the condenser inlet pressure to 103% of rated pressure provided
hotwell and deliver the condensate through filters that the control valve position is adjusted so that the
and demineralizers gland steam condenser, steam jet resulting steam flow does not exceed the steam flow
air ejector condenser, off-gas recombiner condens- that is obtained when operating at rated pressurei

'

ers, and through the low-pressure feedwater heaters with control valves wide open.
to the reactor feed pumps. The reactor feed pumps

,

discharge through the high pressure feedwater The necessary biological shielding for personnel
'

|: heaters to the reactor. protection is provided for all radiation producing
components of the power conversion system includ-

The stcam and power conversion system ing the main turbines, moisture separator /rcheaters,
important design features are summarized in Table ' feedwater heaters, condenser and steam jet air
10.1-1. The system main conceptual features are ejector,
illustrated on Figure 10.1-1, assuming a triple
pressure condenser. This type of condenser and The reference guaranteed rating and valves-wide-
other site dependent ABWR plant features and open flow quantities and fluid energy levels are

_

parameters are reported herein based on typical shown on the turbine cycle heat balances, Figures
g y central U.S. site conditions. They are given here to
v

' Amendment 7 10.1 1 !

|

|
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10.1-2 and 10.1-3, respectively. |

The majority of the steam and power conversion
1system is located in the turbine building which is a

non-sei.smic, non-safety related building.

Non-safety related instrumentation is provided
to measure flow, pressure, differential pressure, i
temperature, and level throughout the steam and
condensate system. The instrumentation provides I

input signals to the plant computer, recorders and
control systems which maintain the normal operation
of the plant.

Safety related instrumentation is provided to
measure pressure and flow in the main steam lines
and pressure in the high pressure turbine first stage
and the main condenser.

10.1.1 Protective Features

10.1.1.1 Loss of External Electrical Load and/or
i Turbine Trip

Load rejection capabilities of the steam and,

I power conversion systems are discussed in Section
10.3.

O10.1.1.2 Overpressure Protection

The following components are provided with
overpressure protection in accordance with the
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section
VIII:

(1) The moisture separator /rcheater vessels

(2) Selected low pressure fe:dwater heaters

(3) The high pressure feedwater heaters

(4) The heater drain tank

10.1.1.3 Turbine Overspeed Protection

Turbine overspeed protection is discussed in
Subseetion 10.2.2.4.

10.1.1.4 Turbine Integrity

|
| Turbine integrity is discussed in Subsections
! 10.2.3 and 3.5.1.
'

O
Amendment 7 to.t.2
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TABLE 10.1-1

O sum- rrerimport t oein# reetures
and Performance Characteristics of the

Steam and Power Conversion System

Nuclear Steam Supply System, Full Power Operation

Rated reactor core power, MWt 3,926
Rated NSSS power, MWt 3,919 |
Reactor steam outlet pressure, psia 1,040
Reactor nominal outlet steam moisture, % 0.1
Reactor inlet feedwater temp, F 420

Turbine-Generator

Nominal Rating, MWe ~1,400 |
Turbine type Tandem compound, six

flow,52 inch last stage
bucket
I high pressure tus'oine

| 3 low pressure turbines
| Operating speed, rpm 1,800

Turbine throttle steam pressure, psia 985

| Throttle steam nominal moisture, % 0.4

Moisture Separator / Reheaters (MSRs)

Number of MSRs per unit 4
Stages of moisture separation I

| Stages of reheat 1

|

Main Condenser (Site Dependent)

Type Multiple gressure
Design duty, Btu /hr -8.7 x 10

| Circulating water flow rate, gpm - 600,000
Circulating water temperature rise, F ~30

-

O
~

Amendment 7 10.1 3
,
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gTABLE 10.1-1

Summary ofImportant Design Features
'

and Performance Characteristics of the
Steam and Power Conversion System

(Continued) l

|

Condensate Pumps

Number of pumps 4 x 33% (3 operating and 1 standby)

.

Pump type Vertical, centrifugal multi stage

| Driver type Fir.ed speed motor j

| Design Conditions: i

Normal Flow, gpm ~ 8,000 |
'

|Total head, ft 1,400

Normal Motor Power, HP 3,500

Feedwater Heaters

Low Pressure Heaters

a. No.1 i
Number per stage 3 1

7.0 l
*

Stage pressure, psp /hrDuty per shell,10 Btu 168

b. No. 2
Number per stage 3 li

16.3 1

Stage pressure, psy' Btu /hr|
Duty per shell,10 154

c. No. 3 |

Number per stage 3

Stage pressure, psy' Btu /hr
32.3

Duty per shell,10 144

d. No. 4
Number per stage 3

Stage pressure, psp /hr
60.7

Duty per shell,10 Btu 153

|

|

Amendment 7 10.14

1
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|

f] TABLE 10.1-1

ISummary ofImportant Design Features
and Performance Characteristics of the
Steam and Power Conversion System )

(Continued)

I

|

Feedwater Heaters (centinued)
l

High Pressare Heaters -)

c. No. 5
Number per stage 2

Stage pressure, psfa 190.3
Duty per shell,10 Bru/hr 483 )

f. No. 6 |
Number per stage 2 !

Stage pressure, psja 354.2
Duty per shell,10 Blu/hr 463

O Jd Reactor Feedwater Pumps
i

Nurater of pumps 3 (2 x 50-80% operating and 135% stdby) |
Pump type Horizontal, centrifugal, single stage
Driver type 2 adjustable speed motors (main pump),1

fixed speed motor (standby pump) 4

Design conditions:
Main pumps:

'

Normal flow, gpm ~ 18,500
Total head, ft ~2100 |

Normal motor power, HP - 12,000
;

Standby pumps:
Normal flow, gpm ~13,000
Total head,it ~2100
Normal motor power, HP - 8,000 I

|

i

|

Amendmcia 7 1015
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TABLE 10.1-1 g
Summary ofImporiant Design Features
and Performance Characteristics of the
Steam nad Power Conversion System

(Continued)

IIcater Drain Pumps

Number of pumps 2 x 50%
| Pump type Vertical, centrifugal

Driver type Fixed speed motor

Design conditions:
Normal Flow, gpm ~6000
Total head, ft ~750
Normal motor power, HP ~1500

lleater Drain Tank

Number of tanks 2

Design, pressure psia 220
Tank capacity 14,000 gal

|

|
|

i

Amendment 7 10.14
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10.4.6.1- Design Bases polisher vessel to preclude gross resin leakage into
the power cycle in case of vessel underdrain failure,e)' 10.4.6.1.1 Safety Design Bases and to catch resin fine leakage as much as possible.
The design bases influent concentrations are pro.

The CCS does not serve or support any safety vided in Table 10.4-5. Based on the infiuent concen.
function and has no safety design bases. trations the condensate polisher effluent water :

qualityis as reported in Table 10.4-6. The CCS
10.4.6.1.2 Power Generation Design Bases components are located in the turbine building.

Power Generation Desien Basis One - The CCS Provisions are included to permit mechanical |
continuously removes dissolved and suspended solids ultrasonic washing and replacement of the ion ex- .|
from the condensate to maintain reactor feedwater change resin.. Each of the polisher vessels has fait
quality. open inlet and outlet isolation valves which are '

remotely controlled from the local polisher control
Power Generation Desien Basis Twy.g - The CCS panel.
removes corrosion products from th e condensate and
from drains returned to the condenser hotwell so as ' A system flow bypass valve is also provided which
to limit any accumulation of corrosion products in is manually controlled from the main control room. )

Jthe cycle. Pressure downstream of the polisher system is indi-
cated and low pressure is alarmed in the main

Power Generation Desien Basis Three The CCS control room to alert the operator. The bypass is
removes impurities entering the power cycle due to used only in emergency and for short periods of time j
condenser circulating water leaks as required to until the polisher system flow is returned to normal 1

permit continued power operation within specified or the plant is brought to an orderly shutdown. To
water quality limits as long as such condenser leaks prevent unpolished condensate from leaking through
are too small to be readily located and repaired. the bypass, double isolation valves are provided with

an orificed leak-off back to the condenser.

[] Power Generation Desien Basis Four - The CCS
(/ limits the entry of dissolved solids into the feedwater 10.4.6.2.2 Component Description

system in the event oflarge condenser leaks, such as
a tube break, to permit a reasonable amount of time Codes and standards applicable to the CCS are

,

for orderly plant shutdown. listed in Subsection 3.2.2. The system is designed |,

and constructed in accordance with quality group D'

;

Power Generation Desien Basis Five - The COS requirements. Design data for major components of ;

injects in the condensate such water treatment the CCS are listed in Table 10.4-4. ;

additives as oxygen and hydrogen as required to
minimize corrosion / erosion product releases in the Condensate Polishers Vessele - There are six
power cycle. 20-percent-capacity polisher vessels (one on standby)

each constructed of carbon steel and lined with 1

Power Generation Desien Basis Six The CCS natural rubber, Normal operation fullload steady ;

maintains the condensate storage tank water quality state design flowrate is 40 gpm per square foot of ,

as required for condensate makeup and miscella- bed. Maximum flowrates are 50 and 60 gpm per ;

neous condensate supply services. square foot for steady state and transient operation
respectively. The nominal bed depth is 40 inches.

10.4.6.2 System Description i

10.4.6.23 System Operation !
I10.4.6.2.1 General Description

The CCS is continuously operated, as necessary
The condensate cleanup system is illustrated in to maintain feedwater purity levels.

Figure 10.4-4. The CCS consists of six bead resin,
mixed bed ion exchange polisher vessels arranged in Full condensate flow is passed through five of the
parallel with, normally five in operation and 1 in six polisher vessels, which are piped in parallel. The
standby. A strainer is installed downstream of each sixth polisher is on standby or is in the process of

V
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being cleaned, emptied or refilled. The service run 10.4.6.3 Evaluation
for each polisher vesselis terminaed by either high
differential pressure across the vessel or high con. The CCS does not serve or support any safety
ductivity or sodium content in the polisher effluent function and has no safety design basis.
wat :r. Alarms for each of these parameters are
provided on the localcontrol panel. The condensate cleanup system removes some

radioactive material, activated corrosion products
The local control panel is equipped with the and fission products that are carried-over from the

appropriate instruments and controls to allow the reactor. While these radioactive sources do not
operators to perform the following operations: affect the capacity of the resi t, the concentration of

such radioactive material requires shielding (see
(1) Remove an exhausted polisher from service and Chapter 12). Vent gases and other wastes from the

replace it with a standby unit condensate cleanup system are collected in con-
trolled areas and sent to the radwaste system for

(2) Transfer the resin inventory of any polisher treatment and/or disposal. Chapter 11 describes
vesselinto the resin receiver tank for mechanical the activity level and removal of radioactive material

|
cleaning or disposal. from the condensate system.

.

| (3) Process the as received resin through the The condensate cleanup system complies with
ultrasonic resin cleaner as it is transfered from Regulatory Guide 1.56, Maintenance of Water Purity
the receiver tank to the storage tank. in Boiling Water Reactors.

(4) Transfer the resin stcrage tank resins to any The condensate cleanup system and related
pc!isher vessel. support facilities are located in non-safety related

buildings. As a result, potential equipment or piping

| (5) Transfer exhausted resin from the receiver tankfailures can not affect plant safety.
| to the radwaste system.

10.4.6.4 Tests and Inspections
On termination of a service run, the exhausted

polisher vessel is taken out of service, and the Preoperational tests are performed on the con-
standby unit is placed in service by remote manual densate cleanup system to ensure operability, reli-
operation from the local control panel. The resin ability, and integrity of the system. Each polisher
from the exhausted vesselis transferred to the resin vessel and system support equipment can be isolated
receiver tank and replaced by a clean resin bed that during normal plant operation to permit testing and
is transferred from the resin storage tank. A final maintenance.
rinse of the new bed is performed in the polisher by
condensate recycle to the condenser before it is 10.4.6.5 Instrumentation Applications
placed in service. The rinse is monitored by conduc-
tivity analyzers, and the process is terminated when Conductivity elements are provided for the
the required minimum rinse has been completed and system influent and for each polisher vessel effluent.
normal clean bed conductivity is obtained. System influent conductivity detects condenser

feakage; whereas, polisher effluent conductivities
Through periodic condensate makeup and re. provide indication of resin exhaustion. The polisher

ject, the condensate storage tank water inventory is effluent conductivity elements also monitor the
processed through the CCS and tank water quality is quality of the condensate that is recycled to the
maintained as required for condensate makeup to condenser after processing through a standby vessel
the cycle and miscellaneous condensate supply before it is returned to service. Differential pressure
services. The diagram of the condensate storage and is monitored across cach polisher vessel and each
transfer system is illustrated in Figure 10.4-5. vessel discharge resin strainer to detect blockage of

flow. The flow through each polisher is monitored
The condensate cleanup and related support and used as controlinput to assure even distribution

systems wastes are processed by the radwaste system of condensate flow through all operating vessels and
as described in Chapter 11. by correlation with the vessel pressure drop, to

Amendment 7 10412
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TABLE 10.4-3

CIRCULATING WATER SYSTEM

Circulating Water Pumps

Number of pumps 3

Pump type Vertical, wet pit

Unit flow capacity, gpm ~., 200,000

Driver Type Fixed speed motor

Other System Featurrs

Pump discharge valve & actuator Butterfly, motor

Condenser isolation valve & actuator Butterfly, motor

Number of water box drain pump 1

O

O
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iTABLE 10.4-4
O8CONDENSATE CLEAN-UP SYSTEM i

Condensate Polishers

Polisher type Bead resin, mixed bed

i
Number of vessels 6 (5 operat., I standby) i

2 500 IDesign flow rate per vessel, gpm 4

2
Specific flow rate, gpm/ft Normal: 40 (Max:60)

Design pressure, psig 2700
1

!

|

Other System Features j

Resin receiver tank 1 |
l
'

Resin storage tank 1

Ultrasonic resin cleaner 1 I
I

|

|

.

O
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C TABLE 10.4-7

CONDENSATE AND FEEDWATER SYSTEM DESIGN DATA
i

Condensate Piping

Design flowrate*,Ib/hr -15,000,000

Number oflines 3'

Nominal size,in. 20

Fluid velocity, fps -13
,.

! '

Fluid temperature,0F 315

Design code ANSI B31.1 j
1

Seismic design , Analyzed for OBE andSSE |
design loads

Main Feedwater Piping

Design (VWO) flowrate,Ib/hr =18,000,000

Number oflines 2

Nominal size,in. 26

Fluid velocity, fps =20

Fluid temperature, DF 425

Design code ANSI B31.1

Seismic design Analyzed for OBE and SSE
design loads

|

* Based on VMOfeedwaterflow and one heater drain pump out of senice.
|
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TABLE 10.4-8

CONDENSATE AND FEEDWATER SYSTEM & .

COMPONENT FAILURE ANALYSIS T '

Comnonent Failure EfR et On Train Failure Effect on System Fulfure EITect on RCS

Condensate None. Condenser hot- Operation continues at full None
pump wells are interconnected. capacity, using parallel

pumps (condensate pump
runout capacity is 50%).

No. 3,4,5 or One train of No. 3,4,5 Operation continues at re- None. No. 2 feedwater
6 feedwater and 6 feedwater heaters duced capacity, using parallel heater is designed to main.
heater is shut down. Remaining feedwater heaters. Load tain normal outlet feedwater

trains continue to operate. must not exceed 85% to temperature under this
protect the turbines from condition.
excessive exhaust flow. |

Heater drain Drains from affected 50% of the high pressure Reactor control system !
tank feedwater heater are cycle drains are dumped to reduces reactor power to

dumped to condenser. condenser. compensate for reduced
feedwater temperature.

,

'
i

Heater drain None. Parallel pump with 50% of HP feedwater heater Reactor control system
'

pump condensate pumps have drains are dumped to reduces reactor power to
sufficient capacity to condenser. compensate for reduced j
handle fullload. feedwater temperature. ;

Reactor None. Two parallel trains Operations may continue at None
feedwater pump are interconnected. full capacity, using 2

parallel pumps. Each reactor i
feedwater pump runout
capacity is 50%.

No.1 or 2 One train is shut down. CFS operation continues at Reactor control system
feedwater capacity, using parallel reduces reactor and gener-
heater train and bypass line. ator output power to comp-

ensate for reduced feedwater
temperature.

|

|
|

| O
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The applicable General Design Criteria of of main steamline isolation valve closure, reac- !
n 10CFR50, Appendix A, are 13, 60, 63, and 64. tor scram, main condenser mechanical vacuum purnp {

(") (MVP) shutdown, and MVP line discharge valve
11.5.2 System Description closure. A high trip actuates a MSL high

control room annunciator common to all 1

11.5.2.1 Systems Required for Safety channels. A downscale trip actuates a MS~L
downscale control room annunciator common to all i

information on these systems is presented in channels. High and low trips do not result in a |
Table 11.5-1 and the arrangements are shown in channel trip. Each radiation monitor visually !

'

Section 7.6. displays the measured radiation level.

11.5.2.1.1 Main Steamline Radiation Monitoring 11.5.2.1.2 Containment HVAC Radiation i

System Monitoring System j

This system monitors the gamma radiation level This system monitors the radiation level
exterior to the main steamlines. The normal exterior to the containment ventilation system
radiation levelis produced primarily by coolant exhaust duct. A high activity level in the I

iactivation gases plus smaller quantities of ductwork could be due to fission gases from a
fission gases being transported with the steam, leak or an accident.
In the event of a gross release of fission |
products from the core, this monitoring system The system consists of four redundant instru- j
provides channel trip signals to the leak ment channels. Each channel consists of a local '

detection and isolation system. detection assembly (a sensor and converter unit
containing a GM tube and electronics) and a con-

The sys'em consists of four redundant trol room radiation monitor. Potver is supplied
instrument uannels. Each channel consists of a to each channel, A, B, C, and D from RPS buses

,

local detector (gamma sensitive ion chamber) and E, F, G, and H, respectively. Channels A and D ;

T(V a control room radiation monitor with an trip are physically and electrically independent of
auxiliary unit. Power for channels A, B, C, and channels B and C. One two-pen recorder powered
D is supplied from 120 Vac RPS buses, E, F, G, from the 120 Vac instrument bus J2 allows the
and H, respectively. All four channels are output of any two channels to be recorded by the ;

physically and electrically independent of each use of selection switches. The detection I
other. assemblies are physically located outside and

adjacent to the exhaust ducting upstream of the
The detectors are physically located near the containment discharge isolation valves.

main steamlines (MSL) just downstream of the out-
board main steamline isolation valves in the Each radiation monitor has two trip
steam tunnel. The detectors are geometrically circuits: one upscale and one downscale. Two
arranged so that this system is capable of de- out of two trips in channels A and D, which on a
tecting significant increases in radiation level per channel basis, may be caused by either a
with any number of main steamlines in operation. High High radiation signal, or a downscale
Table 11.5-1 lists the location and range of the signal or the Operate switch not in the Operate
detectors. position, initiates closure of the containment

ventilation outboard valves and the drywell
Each radiation monitor has four trip inboard isolation valves. The same condition

circuits: two upscale (high-high and high), one for channels B and C initiates closure of the
downscale (low), and one inoperative. Each trip containment inboard valves and drywell outboard

| is visually displayed on the affected radiation valves.
| monitor. A high high or inoperative trip in the
| radiation monitor results in a channel trip in Either an upscale trip or the Operate switch

the auxiliary unit which is an input to the not in the Operate position for channels A or D
reactor protection system (RPS). An RPS logic actuates a " Containment Vent Division I or IV

(N trip from MSL channel trip results in initiation High-High Radiation or Inoperative" alarm. The |
V
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same condition for channels B or C initiates an isolation valves and containment supply air iso-
alarm corresponding to Division II or III. The laiion valves for Division 1. A high radiation
upscale (high-high alarm is visually indicated on trip on either channel B or F initiates closure
the radiation monitor, of the corresponding isolation valves for

Division II.
A downscale trip is also visually displayed on

the radiation monitor and actuates a control room 11.5.2.1.3 Fuel Area Ventilation Exhaust
annunciator common to all four channels. Radiation Monitoring

An additional alarm signal for high radiation This system monitors the radiation level ex-
is provided and actuates a control room annuncia- terior to the fuel building ventilation exhaust
tor common to all channels. A reduction in high duct. The system consists of four channels com-
voltage associated with channels A, B, C or D prising two redundant instrument subsystems (A,
causes a "High voltage Inop" alarm.

B) which are physically and electrically |independent of each other. Each channel
Each radiation monitor assembly displays the consists of a local detector and converter and a

measured radiation level. control room radiation monitor. Power for two
of the channels (Division I) is supplied from |

11.5.2.1.2.1 Containment Space Refuel Mode 120-Vac RPS Bus E. Power for the other two
Radiation Monitoring Subsystem channels (Division II) is supplied from 120-Vac

RPS Bus F.
This system monitors the radiation level

inside the containment above the top of the fuel Each radiation monitor provides both a down-
pool. The radiation monitor elements are located scale trip and a contact which opens on upscale
approximately 50 feet above the top of the pool (high) radiation or an inoperative circuit.
in four positions to facilitate detection of Upscale / inoperative trips of the two monitors in
radioactivity instantly in the event of a the two A channels initiate closure of the out-
fuel-handling accident. door air inlet valve, the personnel air lock

valve, and opening of the exhaust to the SGTS
The system consists of four instrument chan- valve. The trips also initiate startup of the

nels: A, B, E, and F. Each channel consists of a SGTS, Division I. The same conditions for the
detector, converter, and a main control room ra- two B channels initiate closure of the corres-
diation monitor. All four channels are physi- ponding air inlet valve, personnel valve, open-
cally independent of each other, but channels A ing to the SGTS and startup of SGTS train B.
and E share the same power supply. Channels B When either system is tripped, the pressure con-
and F also share a common power supply. Channels trol exhaust fans are stopped and the exhaust
A and E are powered by the 120-Vac RPS Bus E, and supply valve are closed.
Division I. Channels B and F are powered by the
120-Vac RPS Bus F, Division II. channels A and E High radiation and downscale main control
are electrically independent of channels B and room annunciators are actuated by the signals
F. As a result there are two independent and from the monitors. Each radiation monitor
redundant instrument systems. The failure of one visually displays the radiation level.
system does not affect the other.

11.5.2.1 A Standby Gas Treatment Radiation
Each radiation monitor has two trip circuits: Monitoring System

one upscale (high)/ inoperative and one down-
scale. Both upscale and downscale trips are This system monitors the radiation level at
displayed on the appropriate radiation monitor the SGTS exhaust duct.
and each one actuates either the high or low main
control room annunciator. The dett c! ors are physically located

downstream of the exhaust and heat removal fans
A high radiation trip on either channel A or E and dampers on the exhaust ducts for Division I

initiates closure of the containment exhaust air and Division II.
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TABLE 11.51 ;

,~.() PROCESS AND EFFLUENT RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEMS j
'i

'

Unscale Setnoint

Monitored No. Detector - Sample Line Channel . Warning n

frELu of . hgg - or Detector Ranne Alarm IEID SCalt 1

Chan-
3

Eli |

1
A. Safety-Related Systems I

i

6Main steam- 4 Gamma Im nediately 1-10 mR/hr above full technical 6 dec. log
line sensi- downstream power specification |

tive of plant main background, . l

ion steamline below trip
.

chamber isolation a

valve -

:

Reactor 4 . Geiger. Exhaust duct - 0.01 to above back- technical 4 dec. log 1

building Muller upstream of 100 mR/hr ground, specification
HVAC tube exhaust ven- below trip I

tilation 1

isolation !
'

valve

/ a

i j Control 4 Geiger- Intake duct 0.01 to above back- technical - 4 dec. log
\- building Muller upstream of 100mR/hr ground, specification

HVAC tube intake venti- below trip
lation isola-
tion valve I

. 1

Standby gas 2 Geiger- SGTS exhaust 0.01 to bove back- technical 4 dec. log
treatment Muller air duct 100 mR/hr ground, specification
system downstream below trip ;

2 IC of exhaust up to 106 ;

and heat re- pCi/cc .

'

moval fans
and dampers

Operating 4 0. Locally above 0.01 to above back- technical 4 dec. log .
floor -.er operating 100 mR/hr ground, specification
handling tube floor below trip
area

e
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TABLE 11.51

PROCESS AND EFFLUENT RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEMS
(Continued)

Unscale Setoolnt

Monitored No. Detector Sample Line Channel Warning
Process of Dpt or Detector Range Alarm R!g Salt

Chan.
Etla

B. Systems Reouired for Plant Operation

Radwaste 1 Scintil Sample line 10 to 106 above back- technical 5 dec. log
liquid dis- lation counts / min ground, specification
charge to below trip

|

canal i

Reactor 3 Scintil Sample line 10 to 106 above back- not applicable 5 dec. log
building lation counts / min ground
cooling water j
system

Offgas 2 Geiger- Sample line 10 to 106 above back- technical 5 dec. log
charcoal Muller counts / min ground, specification i
vault exhaust tube below trip |

Offgas 1 Geiger- Sample line 1 to 106 at tech spec not applicable 6 dec. log
charcoal Muller mR/hr report level j
vault inlet tubes

!

|
Carbon bed 1 Geiger- Carbon bed 1to106 above not applicable 6 dec. log j
vault Muller vault mR/hr background I

tubes )

Plant stack 1 Geiger- Sample line 10 to 106 at quarterly technical 5 dec. log
discharge Muller counts / min tech spec specification

tubes level
J

Radwaste 2 Geiger- Exhaust ducts 0.01 to 100 above back- technical 4 dec. log j
building Muller mR/hr ground, specification |
vent tubes below trip!

I
|

O
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TABLE 11.5-1

PROCESS AND EFFLUENT RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEMS
(Continued)

Unscale Setoolnt

Monitored No. Detector Sample Line Channel Warning
Process of Lps or Detector Rance Alarm Irla Ssals

Chan.
N

B. Systems Reauired for Plant Oneration (Continued)

Battery room 1 Geiger. Exhaust duct 0.01 to 100 above back- not applicable 4 dec. log
exhaust Muller mR/hr ground

tube

CRD mainte- 1 Geiger- Exhaust duct 0.01 to 100 above back- not applicable 4 dec. log
nance area Muller mR/hr ground

tube

Radwaste 1 Geiger. Exhaust duct 0.01 to 100 above back- not applicable 4 dec. log
building Muller mR/hr ground
'ontrol room tube,

and unit
1 substation

| O

|
|

|

|

|

O
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TABLE 11.5-2 2

PROCESS RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEM
(GASEOUS AND AIRBORNE MONITORS)

Principal
Configu- Radionuclides Expected Alarms

Monitor ration Iyng Sensitivity Range Measured Activity ** & Trios ;

i
1 6 Kr-85* Low flow jOffgas Offline Particu- 0.25 cpm /pCi/ 10 10

3charcoal late cm cpm INOP/HIGH
vault exhaust Filter, High .,

radiation Iodine High-High ' 'I
monitor Filter, !

GM tube

10 - 1060 Noble gas INOP/ LowOffgas Adjacent GM tube 1.0 mR/hr
charcoal to mR/hr fission pro. High |
vault inlet sample ducts High-High ;

radiation chamber I

monitor

I Main Steam- Adjacent Gamma 3 x 10-10 10 196 Coolant INOP High0

line Radia- to steam ion amp /R/hr mR/hr activation High-High
tion Monitor lines chamber gases Low j

l Charcoal Offline GM 010 - 106 Noble gas Low
vault mR/hr High

I Iradiation |

monitor

Offgas vent Offline Particu- 250 cpm /pCi/ 10 - 106 Kr-85* Low flow1

3exhaust late cm cpm INOP
radiation filter high

I moriitor iodine high high
filter
GM tube

Reactor Offline GM tube 0.01 mR/hr 0.01 100 noble gas INOP/high
building HVAC mR/hr low
monitor air isolate!

1

10 - 106 Kr-85* Low Flow1Main stack Offline Particu. 250 cpm /pCi/
3radiation late cm cpm INOP

monitor filter high
iodine high-high
filter
GM tube

Sensitivity based upon this radionuclides.*

Refer to Tables 12.2-4 through 12.2-22for expected activities."

O
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TABLE 11.5 2

PROCESS RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEM
(GASEOUS AND AIRBORNE MONITORS) (Continued)

Principal
Conllgu- Radionuclides Expected Alarms

| MonitSE Tation Inte Sensitivity Bange Measured Activitv** & Trios

Radwaste Offline GM 0.01 mR/hr 0.01-100 Kr-85* Negligible low
building mR/hr activity INOP
ventilation discussed in High
discharge to Section 11.3
main stack

Glandsteam Offline Scintil- Icps/10-7 10-1 to C$-137 Downscale
condenser and lation Ci/cm3 610 cps Inop
mechanical High
pump High-High

Control Bldg. Offline GM tube 0.01 mR/hr 0.01 100 Kr-85 * INOP/HIGH
HVAC mR/hr Low

Standby Gas Local GM tube 0.01 mR/hr 0.01-100 Kr 85* INOP/HIGH
Treatment area & IC mR/hr Low

Containment Offline GM 0.01 mR /hr 0.01-100 Kr 85*

O Space (refuel saR/hr INOP/HIGH
mode) Low

Battery Room Offline GM 0.01 mR/hr 0.01-100 Kr-85* INOP/HIGH
Exhaust

CRD Mainte- Offline GM 0.01 mR/hr 0.01-100 Kr-85* INOP/HIGH
nance Area mR/hr

Radwaste Offline GM 0.01 mR/hr 0.01 100 Kr-85 * INOP/HIGH
Bldg. mR/hr
(Control
Room and
Unit Sub-

station)

* Sertsitivity based uport this radiomiclide.
" Refer to Tables 12.2-14 through 12.2-29for expected activity.

O
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TABLE 11.5-3

PROCESS RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEM (LIQUID MONITORS) ,

Principal
Con!!gu. Radionuclides Expected Alarms

Monitor ration IIDs Ranne Measured Activity & Trios

Radwaste effluent Inline Gamma- 10 - 106 Cs-137* Discussed in High/ Low |
radiation monitor Scint cpm Co-60 Section 11.2. high-high -

isolate
i

Reactor building Inline Gamma- 10 - 106 Cs-137* Less than mini- INOP/ Low
'

cooling wa:er Scint cpm Co-60 mum detector high
system radiation sensitivity
monitor

Sensitidty based upon this radionuclides.*

O

O
|
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TABLE 11.5-4 l

|.--

( RADIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS SUMMARY OF LIQUID PROCESS SAMPLES ]
Grab Sample Sensitivity

Samnie Description Freauency Analysis uCl/mi Purpose j
|

1. Reactor Coolant .

Filtrate Daily (a) Gross gamma . 10-6 Evaluate reactor water ac-
tivity

Crud Daily (a) Gross gamma 10-6 Evaluate crud activity J
Filtrate Weekly (b) 1 131,I 133 10-7 Evaluate fuel cladding .

integrity.
Crud and filtrate Weekly Gamma spectrum ' 5 x 10-7 Determine radionuclides

pre <:nt in system

2. ' Reactor water cleanup Biweekly Gross gamma 10-6' Evaluate cleanup l

system efficiency

3. Condenser demineralized

Influent Monthly Gross gamma 10-6 Evaluate carryover
Effluent Monthly Gross gamma 104 Evaluate demir.eralizer

performance

4. Condensate storage tank Weekly Gross S-y 10-6 Tank inventory || c
tj e
\ 5. (Not used) @ j

$
6. Fuel pool filter -

demineralized !
,

|

| Inlet and outlet Periodically Gross S-y 10-6 Evaluate system perform- )
ance

7. Waste collector tank Periodically Gross S-y 10-6 Evaluate system perform-
ance !

8. Floor drain collector Periodically Gross $-7 10-6 Evaluate system perform-

|
tank ance

9. Chemical waste tank Periodically Gross S-y 10-6 Evaluate system perform-
tank ance

|

|

()|

-

Amendment 7 115-19
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TABLE 11.5-4

RADIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS SUMMARY OF LIQUID PROCESS SAMPLES hi

(Continued)

Grab Sample Sensitivity
Samole Description Frecuency Analysis uCi/mi Purpose

10. Evaporator bottoms Periodically Gross S-y 104 Comparison of activity
with that determined
by drum readings

11. Evaporator distillate Periodically Gross S-7 10-6 Evaluate evaporator per-

| tanks (2) formance

|

(a) Daily meansfiv:timesper week.

(b) Performed morefrequently ifincrease noted on daily gamma count.
|

TABLE 11.5-5 g
RADIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS SUMMARY OF GASEOUS PROCESS SAMPLES

Sample Sensitivity
Samole Description Frecuency Analysis y_CJ/ml Purno.a

1. Containment atmosphere Periodically Gross a & S 10-11 Determine need for respi-
(drywell) and prior to Tritium ratory equipment

entry

2. Offgas monitor sample Weekly Gamma spectrum 10-10 Determine offgas activity

Gross g)(a) 10-11 Determine offgas system3. Offgas vent sample Weekly
I-131(b 10-10 cleanup
Gamma spectrum 10-10

("} On particulatefilter.|

|

| lb) On charcoal cartridge.

|

|

O
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11.6 OFFSITE RADIOLOGICAL -
MONITORING PROGRAM

Out of ABWR Standard Plant scope.

O

j

|

O
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12.1 ENSURING THAT OCCUPATIONAL 12.1.13.1 Compliance with Regulatory Guide !( _i RADIATION EXPOSURES ARE AS 82 '

(/ LOW AS REASONABLY ACHIEVABLE
(ALARA) The design of the ABWR Standard Plant fully

meets the intent of Regulatory Guide 8.8, and i
I12.1.1 Policy Considerations reflects the commitment of General Electric.

Examples of compliance with Section C.2 of
Administrative programs and procedures, in Regulatory Guide 8.8 are delineated in Subsec- 2 |

conjunction with facility design, ensure that the tion 12.3.1. Design features of the ABWR allow '

occupational radiation exposure to personnel will casy compliance with the recommendations of
be kept as low as reasonably achievab!c (ALARA). Subsections C.2 and C.4 of the guide. For

instance, provisions are made in systems such as
12.1.1.1 Design and Construction Policies the reactor water cleanup system (RWCS) to allow

flushing of the piping in shielded cubicles
The ALARA philosophy was applied during the before entry, and to use remote reach rods,

initial design of the plant and implemented via Portable breathing air is utilized in those
internal design reviews. The design was reviewed areas where past experience indicates airborne
in detail for ALARA considerations and was re- radioactivity has been a pro- blem. Design
viewed, updated and modified as necessary during provisions allow for remote opera- tion of fuel
the design phase as experience was gained from handling and radwaste cask filling.
operating plants. Engineers revir:wed the plant
design and integrated the layout, shielding, ven. 12.1.1 3.2 Compliance with Regulatory Guide
tilation and monitoring instrument designs with 8.10
traffic control, security, access control and
health physics aspects to ensure that the overall Out of ABWR Standard Plant scope. See .-

design is conducive to maintaining exposures Subsection 12.1.4.1 for interface requirement. 5.p ALARA.
j 12.1.133 Compliance with Regulatory Guide

All pipe routing containing radioactive fluids 1.8
were reviewed as part of the engineering design
effort. This ensured that lines expected to Out of ABWR Standard Plant scope. See y
contain significant radiation sources are Subsection 12.1.4.2 for interface requirement. '

adequately shielded and prope.'y routed to
minimize exposure to personne: 12.1.2 Design Considerations

Operating plant results were continuously in. This subsection discusses the methods and
tegrated during the design phase of the ABWR features by whieb the policy considerations of
Standard Plant. Subsection 12.1.! are applied. Provisions and

designs for maintaining personnel exposures
12.1.1.2 Operation Policies ALARA are presented in detail in Subsections

123.1 and 123.2.
Out of ABWR Standard Plant scop.

12.1.2.1 General Design Consideration for
12.1.13 Compilance with 10CFR20 and Regulatory ALARA Exposures
Guides 8.8,8.10 and 1.8

General Design considerations and method
i Compliance of the ABWR design with Title 10 of employed to maintain inplant radiation exposures
| the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 20 ALARA, consistent with the recommendations of

(10CFR20), is ensured by the compliance of the Regulatory Guide 8.8, have two objectives:
| design and operation of the facility within the

guidelines of Regulatory Guides 8.8,8.10, and (1) minimizing the necessity for and amount of
1.8. personnel time spent in radiation areas, and,_

,

(v)
Ame idment 7

12.1 1
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(2) minimizing radiation levels in routinely 12.1.2.2.1 General Design Criteria
occupied plant areas in the vicinity of
plant equipment expected to require No specific instructions have been given to
personnel attention, component designers and engineers regarding

-

ALARA design as provided by specific Acceptance
Both equipment and facility designs are Criterion 11.2 of SRP Section 12.1. However,

considered in maintaining exposures ALARA during the engineering design procedures require that
plant operations. Events considered include the component design engineer consider the
normal operation maintenance and repairs, applicable Regulatory Guides as a part of the
refueling operations and fuel storage, inservice design criteria. This includes Regulatory Guide
inspection and calibrations, radioactive waste 8.8. In this way, the radiation problems of a
handling and disposal, etc. component or system are considered. A summary

survey of the components designs was made ta
The features of the plant design which ensure determine the factors considered. The following

that the plant can be operated and maintained paragraphs cite some examples of desigrt
with ALARA exposures wdl also serve to assist in considerations made to implement ALARA.
achieving ALARA exposures during the
decommissioning process. Examples of features 12.1.2.2.2 Equipment Design Considerations to
which will assist in maintaining low occupational Limit Time Spent in Radiation Areas
exposures during decommissioning include the
following: (1) Equipment is designed to be operated and

have its instrumentation and controls in
(1) Provisions for draining, flushing, and accessible areas both dur'ing normal and

decontaminating equipment and piping. abnormal operating conditions. Equipment
such as the RWCS and the fuel pool cleanup

(2) Design of equipment to minimize the buildup system (FPCS) are remotely operated, in-
of radioactive material and to facilitate ciuding the backwashing and precoat opera-
flushing of crud traps. tions.

(3) Shiciding which provides protection during (2) Equipment is designed to faci'.itate
maintenance or repairs and during maintenance. Equipment such as thr; RHR

;

decommissioning operations. heat exchanger is designed with an excess j
i of tubes in order to permit plugging of '

| (4) Provision of means and adequate space for some tubes. The heat exchanger has drains
utilization of movable shielding. to allow draining of the shell side water.

Some of the valves have stem packing of the
(5) Separation of more highly radioactive cartridge type that can be easily

equipment from less radioactive equipment replaced. Refueling tools are designed for
and provision of separate shielded drainage and with smooth surfaces in order
compartments for adjacent items of to reduce contamination. Vessel and piping
radioactive equipment. insulation is of an easily removable type.

(6) Provision of access hatches for installation (3) The material selected for use in the system
or removal or plant cornponents. have been chosen to fulfill the environ.

mental requirements. Valves, for example,
C. ) Provision of design features such as the use grafoil stem packing to reduce leakage

RWCS and the condensate demineralized to and maintenance.
minimize crud buildup.

( (4) Past experience has been factored into
'

12.1.2.2 Equipment Design Considerations for current designs. The steam relief valves
ALARA Exposures

O
Amendment 6 12.t 2
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have been redesigned as a result of (1) locating equipment, instruments, and
inservice testing. sampling stations, which require routine

maintenance, calibration, operation, or
12.1.2.23 Equipment Design Considerations to inspectio a, for case of access and minimum
Limit Component Radiation Lesels required occupancy time in radiation areas;

(1) Equipment and piping were designed to reduce (2) laying out plant areas to allow remote or
the accumulation of radioactive materials in mechanical operation, service, monitoring,
the equipment. The piping, where possible, or inspection of highly radioactive
was constructed of seamless pipe as a means equipment; and
to reduce radiation accumulation on the
seam. The filter demineralizers in the RWCS (3) providing, where practicable, for
and FPCS are backwashed and flushed prior to transportation of equipment or components
maintenance. requiring service to a lower radiation

area.
(2) Equipment designs include provisions for

limiting leaks or controlling the fluid that 12.1.23.2 Minimizing Radiation I.evels in
does leak. This includes piping the Plant Access Areas and Vicinity of Equipment
released fluid to the sumps and the use of
drip pans with drains piped to the floor Facility general design considerations
drains. directed toward minimizing rsdiation levels in

plant access areas and in the vicinity of
(3) The materials selected for use in the equipment requiring personnel attention include

primary coolant system consist mainly of the following:
austenitic stainless steel, carbon steel and
low alloy steel components. (1) separating radiation sources and occupied

areas where practicable (e.g., pipes or
(4) The system design includes a RWCS and a ducts containing potentially high

condensate demineralized system on the radioactive fluids not passing through
reactor feedwater. These systems are occupied areas);,

g designed to limit the radioactive isotopes
in the coolant. (2) providing adequate shielding between

radiation sources and access and service(5) External recirculation pumps and areas;
recirculation piping were replaced by
internally mounted recirculation pumps. (3) locating equipment, instruments, and,

;e Such pumps can be removed easily as an sampling sites in the lowest practicable'
integral or package unit for maintenance radiation zone;
outside the lower drywell radiation zone.

(4) providing central control panels to permit
12.1.2.3 Facility Layout General Design remote operation of ai1 essentia|
Considerations for Maintaining Radiation instrumentation and controls from the
Exposures ALARA lowest radiation zone practicable;

12.1.23.1 Minimizing Personnel Time Spent in (5) where practicable for package units,
Radiation Areas separating highly radioactive equipment

from less radioactive equipment,
Facility general design considerations to instruments, and controls;

minimize the amount of personnel time spent in
radiation areas include the following:

Arnendment 7
12.13
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(6) providing means and adequate space for
utilizing moveable shielding for sources

.

within the service area when required; |

1

(7) providing incans to control contamination and j

to facilitate decontamination of potentially -l

contaminated areas where practicable; !

(8) providing means for decon: amination of
service 1.reas;

I

,

1

1

1

Oi
i
l

I
I

i

|

I,

|

9'
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(9) providing space for pumps and valves outside
of highly radioactive areas;

(10) providing remotely operated centrifugal
discharge and/or backflushable filter
systems for highly radioactive radwaste and
cleanup systems;

(11) providing labyrinth entrances to radioa:tive
pump, equipment, and valve rooms;

(12) providing adequate space in labyrinth
entrances for easy access; and

(13) maintaining ventilation air flow patterns
from areas of lower radioactivity to areas
of higher radioactivity.

12.1.3 Operational Considerations

Out of ABWR Standard Plant scope. See
Subsection 12.1.4.3 for interface requirement.

12.1.4 Interfaces

12.1.4.1 Regulatory Guide 8.10

Compliance with Regulatory Guide 8.10 shall
be demonstrated (See Subsection 12.1.1.3.2).

12.1.4.2 Regulatory Gulde 1.8

. Complin :ce with Regulatory Guide 1.8 shall be
demonstrated (See Subsection 12.1.1.3.3).

12.1.4.3 Occupational Radiation Exposures

Applicants referencing the ABWR design will
provide the criteria and/or conditions under
which various operating procedures and techniques
shall be provided to ensure that occupational
radiation exposures one ALARA are implemented
(See Subsection 12.1.3).

l

i

I

O
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<data, such as cross sections, buildup factors, scattered and direct, are conducted using point q_} and radioisotope decay information, are listed in kernel codes (OADMOD or GGG). The source terms ;
/

V References 2 through 10. are divided into groups as a function of photon I

energy, and each group is treated independently i
Ta shielding design is based on the plant of the others. Credit is taken for attenuation

'

operating at maximum design power with the through all phases of material, and buildup is
release of fission products resulting in a source accounted for using a third order polynomial
of 50,000 pCi/sec of noble gas after a 30 buildup factor equation. The more conservative
minute decay period, and the corresponding material buildup coefficients are selected for |

activation and corrosion product concentrations laminated shield configuration to ensure
in the reactor water listed in Section 11.1. conservative results.
Radiation sources in various pieces of plant
equipment are cited in Section 12.2. Shutdown For combined gamma and neutron shielding
conditions, such as fuel transfer operation, as situations, either discrete ordinates (ANISN) or
well as accident conditions, such as a LOCA or an Monte Carlo techniques (COHORT) are applied, |

FHA, have also been considered in designing depending on the geometri, complexity of the i

shielding for the plant. situation. Specifically, the bulk shielding for
the reactor is accomplished by discrete-ordinate

The mathematical models used to represent a techniques, and the more geometrically complex
radiation source and associate equipment and problem of radiation streaming through the RPV
shielding are established to ensure conservative shield wall penetrations is analyzed by Monte
calculational results. Depending on the Carlo techniques.
versatility of the applicable computer program,
various degrees of complexity of the actual The shielding thicknesses are selected to
physical situation are incorporated. In general, reduce the aggregate dose rate from significant
cylindrically shaped equipment such as tanks, radiation sources in surrounding areas to values

q heat exchangers, and demineralizers are below the upper limit of the radiation zone
(j mathematically modelled as truncated cylinders. specified in the zone maps in Subsection

Equipment internals are sectionally homogenized 12.3.1.3. By maintaining dose rates in these
to incorporate density variations where areas at less than the upper limit values
applicable. For example, the tube bundle section specified in the zone maps, sufficient access to
of a heat exchanger exhibits a higher density the plant areas is allowed for maintenance and
than the tube bundle clearance circle, due to the operational requirements.
tube density, and this variation is accounted for
in the model. Complex piping runs are Where shielded entries to high-radiation
conservatively modelled as a series of point areas such as labyrinths are required, a gamma
sources spaced along the piping run. Equipment ray scattering code (GGG) is used to confirm the
containing sources in a parallel piped adequacy of the labyrinth design. The
configuration, such as fuel assemblies, fuel labyrinths are designed to reduce the scattered
racks, and the SGTS charcoal filters, are as well as the direct contribution to the
modelled as parallel piped with a suitable aggregate dose rate outside the entry, such that
homogenization of materials contained in the the radiation zone designated for the area is
equipment. The shielding for these sources is not siolated.
also modelled on a conservative basis, with
discontinuities in the shielding, such as 123.23 Nuclear lsland Shielding Description
penetrations, doors, and partial walls accounted
for. The dimension of the floor decking is not
considered in the shielding calculation as it is Figures 12.31 through 12.3-7 show the
part of the effective shield thickness provided Nuclear Island layout of equipment containing
by the floor stab. radioactive process materials. The general

description of the Nuclear Island shielding is

/m Pure gamma dose rate calculations, both described below:,
\

Amendment 2 12.3-11
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(1) Drywell
silicone sleeve to reduce the radiation
streaming are made available by the -The major shielding structures located in penetrations. Penetrations are also locatedthe drywell area consist of the reactor so as to minimize the impact of radiationshield wall and the drywell wall. The streaming into surrounding areas.reactor shield wall in general consists of

cm thick steel plates. The primary function The components of the reactor water cleanup '|0.6m of concrete sandwiched between two 3.7

(RWC) system are located in the reactor
served by the reactor shield wall is the building. Both the RWC regenerative and
reduction of radiation levels in the drywell nonregenerative heat exchangers are locateddue to the reactor, to valves that do not in shielded cubicles separated form theunduly limit the service life of the other components of the system. Neither
equipment located in the drywell. In cubicle needs to be entered for systemaddition, the reactor shield wall reduces operation.
gamma heating effects on the drywell wall,
as well as providing for low radiation Process piping between the heat exchangerslevels in the drywell during reactor and the filter demineralizers is routedshutdown. Penetrations through the reactor through shielded areas or embedded in
shield wall are shielded to the extent that concrete to reduce the dose rate in iradiation streaming through the penetrations surrounding areas. The two RWC system
does not exceed the total neutron and gamma filter demineralizers are located in|

R dose rates at the core midplane just outside separate shielded cubicles, which allows5 the reactor shield wall. The dr"well is an maintenance of one unit while operating the
,

' E radiation zone during full power reactor other. The dose rate in the adjoining
operation and is not accessible during this filter demineralized cubicle from theperiod,

operating unit is less than 6 mR/hr. Entry
into the filter demineralized cubicle, which ,

The drywell wall is a 2m thick reinforced is infrequently required, is via a stepped
'

concrete cylinder, which is topped by a 2.4m shield plug at the top of the cubicle. The
thick reinforced concrete cap. The drywell bulk of the piping and valves for the filter

i

wall attenuates radiation from the reactor demineralizers is located in an adjacent
and other radiation sources in the drywell, shielded valve gallery. Backflushing andsuch as the recirculation system and main resin application of the filt e r
steam piping, to allow occupancy of the

demineralizers are controlled from an areareactor building during full power reactor
operation. where dose rates are less than 1 mR/hr. The

RWC system backwash receiving tank is also

(2) Reactor Building separately shielded from the other
components of the RWC system, including the

In general, the shielding for the reactor tank discharge pump, which allows
maintenance of the pump without direct

building is designed to maintain open areas exposure to the spent resins contained in
at dose rates less than 1 mR/hr. the backwash tank. The backwash tank

cubicle is shielded to reduce the dose ratePenetrations of the drywell wall are
shielded to reduce radiation streaming

outside the entry to less than 1 mR/br.

through the penetrations. Localized dose
rates outside these penetrations are limited
to less than 5 mR/br. The penetrations
through interior shield walls of the reactor
building are shielded using a lead-loaded

|
,
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12.4 DOSE ASSESSMENT

Out of ABWR Standard Plant Scope.
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,12.5 HEALTH PHYSICS PROGRAM

Out'of AB'WR Standard Plant Scope.
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13.2 TRAINING[-
Out of ABWR Standard Plant scope.
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13.4 REVIEW AND AUDIT
(

Out of ABWR Standard Plant scope.'
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13.5 PLANTPROCEDURES
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13.6 INDUSTRIAL SECURITY . ;
- 3

13.6.1 Preliminary Planning. ,

Not required. .

' I

13.6.2 Security Plan j

i - Out of ABWR Standard Plant scope.
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O Table 15.0-1.;V
INPUT PARAMETERS AND INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR TRANSIENTS

1. Thermal Power Level (MWt)
Warranted Value 3926
Analysis Value . 4005

2. Steam Flow (lb/hr)
Warranted Value 16.84 x 106

Analysis Value 17.29 x 106

3. Core Flow (Ib/hr) 115.1 x 106

4. Feedwater Flow Rate (Ib/sec)
Warranted Value 4679-
Analysis Value 4803

5. Feedwater Temperature (OF) 422

6. Vessel Dome Pressure (psig) 1040

7. Vessel Core Pressure (psig) 104S;

b]r 8. Turbine Bypass Capacity (% NBR) 33i

9. Core Coolant Inlet Enthalpy 529.3

(Blu/lb)

10. Turbine Inlet Pressure (psia) 995
:

11. Fuel Lattice N

12. Core Leakage Flow (%) 11.28

13. Required MCPR Gyrating Limit 1.16

14. MCPR Safety Limit 1.07

15. Doppler Coefficient (-) /0F -
Analysis Data for Power
increase Events (REDY only)* 0.239 l

Analysis Data for Power
Decrease Events (REDY caly)* 0.1

,

* For transients simulated on the ODYN computer model, this input is calculated by OD1?i. .'

|

| .

i
'
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Table 15.0-1

INPUT PARAMETERS AND INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR TRANSIENTS (Continued)

16. Void Coefficient (-) /% Rated Voids
Analysis Data for Power
increase Events (REDY c. sly)* 11.6
Analysis Data for Power
Decrease Events (REDY only)* 2.5

17. Core Average Rated Void
Fraction (%) (REDY only)* 43.4

18. Scram Rcactivity, Sak Table 15.0-5
Analysis Data (REDY only)*

19. Control Red Drive Table 15.0-6
Position versus time

20. Nuclear characteristics used in EO EC* *
ODYN simulations

21. Number of Reactor Internal Pumps 10

22. Safety / Relief Valve Capacity (%NBR) 913
at 1145 psig
QuantityInstalled 18

23. Relief Function Delay (sec) 0.4

24. Relief Function Opening Time (sec) 0.15

25. Safety Function Delay (sec) 0.0 (1)

26. Safety Function Opening Time (sec) 03

27. Set Points for Safety / Relief Valves
Safety Function (psig) 1177,1187,1197,1207,1217
Rellef Function (psig) 1145,1155,1165,1175,1185,1195

28. Number of Valve Groupings Simulated
Safety Function (No.) 5

Relief Function (No.) 6

* For transients s:mulated on the ODYN model, this input is calculated by ODYN
" EOEC = End of Equilibrium Cycle
(1) T1.is is a programirdag convenience number.

O
t5.0 5

'
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15.4 REACTIVITY AND POWER .When the platform is not over the core (or in
t DISTRIBUTION ANOMALIES fuel is not on the hoist) and the mode switch isV) in the REFUEL position, only one control rod can ;

15.4.1 Rod Withdrawal Error--Iow Power be withdrawn. Any attempt to withdraw a second I

rod results in a rod block by the refueling
15.4.1.1 Control Rod RemoYal Error During interlocks. Because the core is designed to
Refueling meet shutdown requirements with one control rod

pair (with the same HCU) or one rod of maximum
15.4.1.1.1 Identification of Cat as and worth withdrawn, the core remains subcritical

JFrequency Classification even with one rod withdrawn.

The event considered here is inadvertent 15.4.1.1.2.4 Control Rod Removal Without Fuel
criticality due to the complete withdrawal or Rernera!
removal of the most reactive rod during
refueling. The probability of the initial The design of the control rod, incorporating |

causes, alone, is considered low enough to the bayonet coupling system does not physically
warrant its being categorized as an infrequent permit the upward removal of the control rod
incident, because there is no postulated set of without decoupling by rotation and the
circumstances which results in an inadvertent rod simultaneous or prior removal qf the four
withdrawal error (RWE) while in the REFUEL mode. adjacent fuel bundles.

15.4.1.1.2 Sequence of Events and Systems 15.4.1.1.2.5 Identification of Operator
Operation Actions

15.4.1.1.2.1 Initial Control Rod Removal or No operator actions are required to preclude
Withdrawal this event, because the protection system design

Q as previously presented will prevent its
h During refueling operation, safety system occurrence.

interlocks provide assurance that inadvertent
criticality does not occur because a control rod 15.4.1.1 3 Core and System Performance
has been removed or is withdrawn in coincidence
with another control rod. Because the possibility of inadvertent

criticality during refueling is precluded, the
15.4.1.1.2.2 Fuel lnsertion with Control Rod core and system performances are not analyzed.
Withdrawn The withdrawal of the highest worth control rod

during refueling does not result in
To minimize the possibility of loading fuel criticality. This is verified experimentally by

into a cell containing no control rod, it is performing shutdown margin checks (see
required that all control rods are fully inserted Subsection 4.3 for a description of the methods
when fuel is being loaded into the core. This and results of the shutdown margin analysis),
requirement is backed up by refueling interlocks Additional reactivity insertion is precluded by
on rod withdrawal and movement of the refueling refueling interlocks. Because no fuel damage
platform. When the mode switch is in the REFUEL can occur. no radioactive material will be
position, the interlocks prevent the platform released from the fuel. Therefore, this event
form being moved over the core if a control rod is not reanalyzed for specific core
is withdrawn and fuel is on the hoist. Likewise, configurations.

,

if the refueling platform is over the core and
| fuel is on the hoist, control rod motion is 15.4.1.1.4 Barrier Performance

blocked by the interlocks.
An evaluation of the barrier performance is

15.4.1.1.2 3 Second Control Rod Removal or not made for this et ent because there is no
Withdrawal postulated set of circumstances for which this

O event could occur.

Amendment 7 15.4-1
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15.4.1.1.5 Radiological Consequences possible which could introduce large reactivity
addition. The causes of the event are summa.

An evaluation of the radiological consequences rized in Table 15.4-1. The probability for this
is not made for this event because no radioactive event to occur is considered low enough to
material is released from the fuel, warrant its being categorized as an infrequent

incident.
15.4.1.2 Continuous Control Rod Withdrawal Error
During Reactor Startup 15.4.1.2.2 Sequence of Events and Systems

Operation
15.4.1.2.1 Identification of Causes and
Frequency ClasslP. cation 15.4.1.2.2.1 Sequence of Events

it is postulated that during a reactor star. The sequence c. events of a typical con-
tup, a gang of control rods or a single control tinuous control rod withdrawal error during
rod is inadvertently withdrawn continuously due reactor startup is shown in Table 15.4-2.
to a procedural error by the operator or a mal-
function of the automated rod movement control 15.4.1.2.2.2 Identification of Operator
system. Actions

The rod control and information system (RCIS) No operator actions are required to termi-
has a dual channel rod pattern control function nate this event, since the SRNM period. based
that prevents withdrawal of any out of-sequence trip functions will initiate and terminate this
rods from 100% control rod density (CRD) to 50% event.
CRD, i.e., for Group 1 to Group 4 rods. It also
has bank position withdraw sequence constraints 15.4.1.2 3 Core and System Performance
such that, if the withdraw sequence constraints

| are violated, the rod pattern control function of 15.4.1.2 3.1 Analysis Method and Analysis

| the RCIS will initiate a rod block. The bank Assumptions j
| position constraints are in effect from 50% CRD

!
to the low power setpoint. The analysis uses the reactivity insertion 1

analysis code described in Reference 2. It is a
The startup range neutron monitor (SRNM) has two dimensional adiabatic code assuming no heat |a period based trip function that stops transfer to the coolant. The analysis consists

continuous rod withdrawal by initiating a rod of three steps. In Step 1, with the error rods
block if the flux excursion, caused by rod being continuously withdrawn from full-in, the

I withdrawal, generates a period shorter than 20 model is used to calculate the average power and
seconds. The period-based trip function also period change as a function of time with a con-
initiates a scram if the flux excursion tinuous reactivity insertion simulating the rod
generates a period shorter than 10 seconds. Any withdrawal error event. In Step 2, the power

,

single SRNM rod block trip initiates a rod versus time data are used as input to a calcula-
block. Any two divisional scram trips out of tion of the SRNM rod block and scram trip
four divisions initiates a scram. The SRNM also times. Both the rod block trip and scram trip
has upscale rod block and upscale scram functions tirr.cs are then determined. In Step 3, the

| as a double protection for flux excursion, reactivity insertion input to the adiabatic
| Detailed description of the period-based trip model is adjusted such that after the period

function is presented in Chapter 7. reaches the rod block setpoint (20 seconds),
there is no further reactivity insertion. The

For this trar.sient to happen, it is necessary rod withdrawal error transient is then recalcu-
for the continuous withdrawal of a gang of rods lated by the model with the adjusted reactivity
when control rod density is larger than 50% with input. The reactor scram time is also adjusted
the reactor being critical or for the bank based on the time determined in Step 2. The
position withdrawal sequence logic to fail such calculated fuel enthalpy does not consider local
that continuous control rod withdrawal becomes peaking effect. In Step 4, the peak fuel

,

O
Amendment 2 15.4-2
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Other isotopes of high intrinic activity such There are no realistic, identifiable events |
O as N-16 have been precluded due to their which would result in a pipe break inside the ;

() extremely short half lives. containment of the magnitude required to cause a |

loss-of-coolant accident coincident with an ;

i15.6.43.1.2 Fission Product Transport to the SSE. The subject piping is of high quality,
Environment designed to construction industry codes and i

standards, and for seismic and environmental |

The transport pathway is a direct unfiltered conditions. However, because such an accident |
release to the environment. The MSLIV detection provides aa upper limit estimate for the |

and closure time of 5.5 sec results in a resultant effects for this category of pipe
discharge of 28373 lb of steam and 48397 lb of breaks, it is evaluated without the causes being
liquid from the break. Assuming all the activity identified.
in this discharge becomes airborne, the release j
of activity to the environment is presented in 15.6.5.1.2 Frequency Classification j

Table 15.6-6. |

This event is categorized as a limiting j

15.6.4.5.1.3 Results fault. j
!

The calculated exposures for the design basis 15.6.5.2 Sequence of Events and Systems
analysis are presented in Table 15.6-7 and are Operation I

less than the guidelines of 10CFR100. |
; 15.6.5.2.1 Sequence of Events !

| 15.6.5 IAss-of Coolant Accident (Resulting i

from Spectrum of Postulated Piping Breaks The sequence of events associated with this |!

; Within the Reactor Coolant Pressure accident is presented in Table 6.3-2 for core j
1 Boundary) - Inside Containment system performance and Table 6.2-8 for barrier {

(containment) performance. !n
(']

This event postulates a spectrum of p,p,ngii

breaks inside containment varying in size, type, Following the pipe break and scram, the MSLIV
and location. The break type includes steam begins closing on the low level 1.5 signal. The
and/or liquid process system lines. This event low water level or high drywell pressure signal

';

is also assumed to be coincident with a safe initiates RCIC, HPCF and RHR flooding systems.
shutdown earthquake (SSE) for the mechanical
design of components. 15.6.5.2.2 Identification of Operator Actions

The event has been analyzed quantitatively in Because automatic actuation and operation of
Sections 6.3 (Emergency Core Cooling Systems); the ECCS is a system design basis, no operator i

6.2 (Containment Systems); 7.3 and 7.1 actions are required. However, the operator
(Instrumentation and Controls); and 8.3 (Onsite should perform the following:
Power Systems). Therefore, the following
discussion provides only information not The operator should, after assuring that all
presented in the subject sections. All other rods have been inserted, determine plant
information is cross-referenced, conditions by observing the annunciators. After

observing that the ECCS flows are initiated
The postulated event represents the envelope check that the diesel generators have started

evaluation for liquid or steam line failures and are on standby condition and confirm that
inside containment. the service water system is operating in the

LOCA mode. After the RHR system and other
15.6.5.1 Identification of Causes and auxiliary systems are in proper operation,
Frequency Classification p;riodically monitor the oxygen concentration in

the drywell and wetwell.
15.6.5.1.1 Identification of Causes

n

Amendment 7 15 4-5
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15.6.5.23 Systems Operations Continued long-term core cooling is
demonstrated. Radiological impact is minimized

Accidents that could result in the release of and within limits. Continued operator control
radioactive fission products directly into the and surveillance is examined and provided.
containment are the results of postulated nuclear
system primary coolant pressure boundary pipe 15.6.5.4 Barrier Performance |
breaks. Possibilities for all pipe breaks, sizes |
and locations are presented in Sections 6.2 and The design basis for the containment is to '

6.3, including the severance of main steam lines, maintain its integrity and experience normal
emergency core cooling system lines, feedwater stresses after the instantaneous rupture of any
lines, or other process system lines. The most primary system piping within the structure,
severe nuclear system effects and the greatest while also accommodating the dynamic effects of
potential release of radioactive material to the the pipe break at the same time an SSE is also
eoatainment resu1t from a eompiete occurring. Therefore, any postulated LOCA does

| circumferential break of one of the two HPCF not result in exceeding the containment design
injection lines. The minimum required functions limit (see Sections 3.8.2.3, 3.6, and 6.2 for
of any reactor and plant protection system are details and results of the analyses),
presented in Sections 6.2, 6.3, 7.3, 7.6 and 8.3,
and Appendix 15A. 15.6.5.5 Radiological Consequences

15.6.53 Core and System Performance Two specific analyses are provided, one for
offsite dose evaluations and the second for

15.6.5 3.1 Mathematical Model control room dose evaluations. Both analyses
are based upon assumptions provided in

The analytical methods and associated Regulatory Guide 1.3 except where noted. The
assumptions which are used in evaluating the analysis is based upon a process flow diagram
consequences of this accident accident are con- shown in Figure 15.6 2 and accident parameters
sidered to provide conservative assessment of the specified in Table 15.6-8.
expected consequences of this improbable event.

15.6 3.5.1 Fission Product Release and
The details of these calculatiotas, their Pathways to the Environment

justification, and bases for the models are
developed in Sections 6.3, 7.3, 7.6, 8.3 and Fission product releases are in part based
Appendix 15A. upon Regulatory Guide 1.3 in that it is assumed

that of the fissioe products found in the core
15.6.5.3.2 Input Parameters and Initial 100% of the noble gases and 50% of the iodines
Condition are released to the primary containment

atmosphere. Of these iodines,50% are assumed
Input parameters and initial conditions used to plate out leaving 25% of the total core

for the analysis of this event are presented in inventory available for release. The releases
Table 6.31. of fission products are, however, assumed to

occur one hour after accident initiation
15.6.533 Results (implicit scram) based upon studies of core

cooling effectiveness for single failure proof ]
Results of this event are presented in detail systems.

in Section 6.3. The temperature and pressure
transients resulting as a consequence of this Based upon NUREG-0772, the chemical species
accident are insufficient to cause perforation of for iodine most expected is Csl with greater
the fuel cladding. Therefore, no fuel damage than 99% of r: leased iodine in this form and
results from this accident. Post-accident approximately 0.03% of the remaining iodine in
tracking instrumentation and control is assured. the form of organic iodines. Following release

O
Amendment 2 154 6
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15.8 ANTICIPATED TRANSIENTS WITH- hydraulic scram feature.

9 OUTSCRAM
This latter feature allows rod run-in if

15.8.1 Requirements scram air header pressure is not exhausted
because of a postulated common mode electrical

SRP 15.8 requires a automatic recirculation failure and a simultaneous failure of the ARI
,

pump trip (RPT) and emergency procedures for system, and therefore satisfies the intent
ATWS. This SRP has been somewhat superseded by required by 10CFR50.62. Thus, the design does $
the issuance of 10CFR50.62, which requires the not need an SLCS to respond to an ATWS
BWR to have automatic RPT, an alternate rod threatening event.

u
insertion (ARI) system and an automatic standby
liquid control system (SLCS) with a minimum flow The SLCS is required by 10CFR50 Appendix A
capacity and boron content equivalent to 86 gpm Criterion and is des,Ched in Section 9.3.5.
of 13 weight percent sodium pentaborate solution. Because the new drive design eliminates the

previous common-mode failure potential and
15.8.2 Plant Capabilities because of the very low probability of

number of drives, a failure to achieve shutdown |
simultaneous common mode failure of a large

s For ATWS prevention / mitigation for ABWR, the
following are provided: is deemed incredible.

a. An ARI system that utilizes sensors and
logic which are diverse and independent
of the reactor protection system,

0
;i b. Electricalinsertion of FMCRDs that also3 utilize sensors and logic which are

e diverse and independent of the reactor
protection system, and

Automatic recirculation pump trip underc.

conditions indicative of an ATWS.

The ABWR has the ATWS RPT feature which
prevents reactor vessel overpressure and possible
short-term fuel damage for the most limiting
postulated ATWS events. The design de dis of
this system are given in Section 7.7. Emergency
procedures for ATWS are described in Chapter 18.
Thus, the SRP 15.8 is satisfied.

The ATWS rule of 10CFR50.62 was written as
hardware-specific, rather than functionally,
because it clearly reflected the BWR use of
locking-piston control rod drives. The ABWR
however, uses a fine motion control rod drive
(FMCRD) design with both hydraulic and electric
means to achieve shutdown. This drive design is I
described in detail in Section 4.6. The use of |
this design climinates the common mode failure |

potentials of the existing locking-piston CRD by
eliminating the scram discharge volume
(mechanical common mode potential failure) and by9 ' having an electric motor run-in diverse from the

Amendment 7
13.s-1
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15A.2 APPROACH TO OPERATIONAL (c) Infrequent Incidents (Abnormal

( NUCLEAR SAFETY (Unexpected) Operational Transients)

L
Infrequent Incidents are infrequent-

15A.2.1 General Philosophy deviations from normal conditions. The
design includes a capability to

The specified measures of safety used in this withstand these conditions without
analysis are referred to as " unacceptable operational impairment. Table 15A.6-3
consequences." They are analytically presents the events included within
determinable limits on the consequences of this classification.
different classifications of plant events. The
nuclear safety operational analysis is thus an (d) Limiting Faults (Design Basis
* event-consequence" oriented evaluation. Refer (Postulated) Accidents)
to Figure 15A.2-1 for a description of the
systematic process by which these unacceptable Limiting Faults are hypothesized
results are converted into safety requirements. accidents the characteristics and

consequences of which are utilized in
15A.2.2 Specific Philosophy the design of those systems and

components pertinent to the -
The following guidelines are utilized to preservation of radioactive material

develop the NSOA. barriers and the restriction of
radioactive material release from the

(1) Scone and Classification of Plant Events barriers. The potential radiation
exposures resulting from Limiting

(a) Normal (Planned) Operations Faults may be greater than for any
similar accident postulated from the

Normal Operations are planned same general accident assumptions.
( conditions in the absence of Specific events are presented in Table

significant abnormalities. Operations 15A.6 4.'

subsequent to an incident (transient,
accident or special event) are not (e) Special(Hypothetical) Events
considered planned operations until the
procedures being followed or equipment Special Events are postulated to
being used are identical to those used demonstrate some special capability of
during any one of the defined planned the plant in accordance with NRC
operations. Specific events are requirements. For analyzed events
presented in Table 15A.6-1. within this classification, see Table

15 A.6-5. 1

(b) Moderate FrequencyIncidents
(Anticipated (Expected) Operational (2) Safety and Power Generation Asoccts

Matters identified with " safety"
Moderate Frequency Incidents are classification are governed by
deviations from normal conditions which regulatory requirements. Safety
are expected to occur at a moderate functions include:
frequency, and as such, the design
includes capability to withstand the (a) the accommodation of moderate frequency
conditions without operational incidents, infrequent incidents and
impairment. Included are incidents limiting faults;
that result from a single operator
error, control malfunction and others (b) the maintenance of containment
as presented in Table 15A.6 2. integrity;

q

15A.21

|
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(c) the assurance of ECCS; and straightforward. Added considerations
(e.g., further failures or operator errors)

(d) the continuance of reactor coolant certainly influences the classification
pressure boundary (RCPB) integrity. grouping. The events in this appendix are i

initially grouped per initiating frequency |
Safety classified aspects are related occurrence. The imposition of further '

to 10CFR100 dose limits, infrequent and f ailu r es necessitates further
low probability occurrences, SACF classification to a lower frequency
criteria, worst-case operating category.
conditions and initials assumptions,

| automatic (30 min.) corrective actions, The introduction of SACF or single operator |

significant unacceptable dose and error (SOE) into the examination of planned
environmental effects, and the operation, ruoderate frequency incidents or j

involvement of other coincident infrequent incidents evaluations has not I

(mechanistic or nonmechanistic) plant been previously considered a design basis i

and environmental situations. ' or evaluation prerequisite. It is provided
and included here to demonstrate the j

Power generation classified plant's capability to accommodate the
considerations are related to continued requirement.
plant power generation operation, |equipment operational matters, (4) Conservative Analysis--Mygtp.s ;

component availability aspects and to !

long-term offsite public effects. The unacceptable consequences established
in this appendix relative to the public

Some matters identified with " power health and safety are, in themselves, in
generation" classification are also strict and conservative conformance to
covered by regulatory guidelines. regulatory requirements.
Power generation functions include: |

(5) Safety Function Definition
(a) accommodation of planned operations and

moderate frequency incidents; First, the essential protective sequences
shown for an event in this appendix list

(b) minimization of radiological releases the minimum structures and systems required
to appropriate levels; to be available to satisfy the SACF or SOE

evaluation aspects of the event. Other
(c) assurance of safe and orderly reactor protective " success paths" exist in some

shutdown, and/or return to power cases than are shown with the event.
generation operations; and

Second, t .t all the events involve the same
(d) continuance of plant equipment design natural, environmental or plant conditional

conditions to ensure long-term reliable assumptions. For example, loss of coolant
operation. accident (LOCA) and safety shutdown

earthquake (SSE) mechanical loads are
Power gen: ration is related to 10CFR20 and associated v.ith Event 32. In Event 29,
10CFR50, Appendix 1 dose limits. control rod drop accident (CRDA) is not

assumed to be associated with any SSE or
(3) Frecuencv of Events operating basis earthquake (OBII)

occurrence. Therefore, seismic safety
Consideration of the frequency of the function requirements are not considered
initial (or initiating) event is for Event 29. Some of the safety function

equipment associated with the Event 29
protective sequence are also capable of

9
Amendment 7 15A.2-2
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Table 15A.2-6

GENERAL NUCLEAR SAFETY
OPERATIONAL CRITERIA

Anoticability Nuclear Safety Oncraton CriteIla

Planned operation moderate frequency and The plant shall be operated so as to avoid
infrequent incidents limiting faults and unacceptable consequences,
additonal special plant capability events.

Moderate frequency and infrequent incidents The plant shall be designed and operated in
cnd design basis accidents, such a manner that no single active component

failure can prevent (1) safety related core
activity control, (2) safety related core and
containment heat removal, (3) reactor coolant
pressure boundary integrity, (4) safe:y related
containment isolation and (5) safety related
containment atmosphere control and cleanup.

O

.

Amendment 7 15A.2-8
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that encompass the true operational

O requirements and are easily used by plant
operations and management personnel.

Table 15A3-1

BWR OPERATING STATES *

Canditions States

A B C D

Reactor vessel head off X X'

Reactor vessel head on X X

Shutdows X X

Not Shutdows X X

Definition

Shutdown: Keff sufficiently less than 1.0
such that the full withdrawal of one control rod
pair (with the same HCU) or one control rod of
maximum worth could not produce criticality under
the most restrictive conditions of temperature,
pressure, core age and fission product-
concentrations.

i

* Further discussion is provided in Subsection
15A . 6.2. 4.

LJ

Amendment 7 15A.3-7
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REACTOR BUILDING
COOLING WATER

SYSTEM
(RCWS)

CONTINUED FROM t
FIGURE 15A.6-61 #

tSTATE EVENTS
A STATE EVENTS

* AB
C B *

D C
o

S F
S F

i

ORHRS*
SUPPR ESSION COOL RHRS RHRS -

POOL COOLING HEAT EXCHANGERS SHUTDOWN=
=

MODE COOLING MODE

NOTE: SF REQUIREMENT NOT APPLICABLE IN EVENTS 54,55 AND 56

* APPLICABLE EVENTS
(TABLES 15A.6-2 THROUGH 15A.6-5)

87-258 04

Figure 15A.6-62 COMMONALITY OF AUXILIARY SYSTEMS - REACTOR
BUILDING COOLING WATER SYSTEM (RCWS) (Continued)

O
Amendment 7
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t

Q GE PROPRIETARY - provided under separate cover
j (Includes pages 15B3-1 through 15B3-5)
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17.2 QUALITY ASSURANCE DURING
THE OPERATIONS PHASE

f Out of ABWR Standard Plant scope.

O

O
Amendment 7
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20.1 QUESTION INDEX

This subsection provides an index to each NRC request for additional information (RAI) during its
review of the ABWR Standard Plant.' Each NRC question is designated with the NRC branch questions ID
number (see Table 20.1-1) followed by the number of the question of the review area for that branch. ;

For example, question number 210.2 designates the second question of the Mechanical Engineering
Branch (EMEB). The index below provides an up-to-date listing in numerical order of each question.

i
NRC* Review Question SSAR Response RAl** j

Branch Area Number Subsection Subsection letter j
1

Misc. 100.1 Chapter 4 203.7 7 |
-

| EMEB Mechanical 210.1 5.2.1.2 20 3.1 'l-
,

i Engineering 210.2 5.2.1.2 20 3.1 1 1

210 3 3.1.2.1.1.2 203.5 5
210.4 3.23 20 3.5 .5
210.5 3.2 20 3.5 5 1

210.6 3.2 20 3.5 5 !
210.7 3.2 20 3.5 5 I
210.8 3.2 203.5 5 1

210.9 3.2 203.5 5
210.10 3.2 203.5 5
210.11 3.2 20 3.5 5 i

210.12 3.2 20 3.5 5 )
210.13 3.2 20 3.5 5 |

,O 210.14 3.2 203.5 5
210.15 3.2 20 3.5 '- 5
210.16 3.2 20 3.5 5
210.17 3.2 203.5 5 i

210.18 3.2 203.5 5 I
210.19 3.2 20 3.5 5 I
210.20 3.2 20 3.5 5

'

210.21 3.2 20 3.5 5
,

210.22 3.2 20 3.5 5 I

210.23 3.6.1.13(2) 203.5 5
210.24 3.6.2.2.1 20 3.5 5
210.25 3.6.233 203.5 5- i

210.26 3.7 20 3.5 5
210.27 3.73.4 203.5 5
210.28 3.73.10 203.5 5
210.29 3.9.2.2.2.1 20 3.5 5
21030 3.9 20 3.5 5 :

21031 3.9.2 20 3.5 5
21032 3.9.2 203.5 5 ;

21033 3.9 .203.5 5 I

21034 3.9 20 3.5 5
21035 3.9 20 3.5 5
21036 3.93 20 3.5 5

| * See Table 20.1-1for abbreviations.
** Letter reference ofSection 20.4

%J i

Amendment 7 20.1 1

|

| |

i
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NRC* Retiew Question SSAR Response RAl* *
liranch Area Number Subsect3on Subsection letter

21037 '3.93.2 203.5 5

21038 '3.933.2 20 3.5 5

21039 3.93 203.5 5

210.40 3.93 20 3.5 5

210.41 3.93.4 20 3.5 5 )

210.42 3.93 20 3.5 5

210.43 3.9.4 203.5 5

210.44 3.9.5.1.1 203.5 5

210.45 3.9.5.1.2 203.5 5

210.46 3.9 203.5 5 )
210.47 3.9.6 203.5 5

210.48 3.9.6 203.5 5

210.49 3.9.6 20.3.5 5

210.50 3.9 20 3.5 5

|
ESGB Structural 220.1 353 2033 3

Engineering 220.2 3.7.1 2033 3 |
220 3 3.7 2033 3

220.4 3.7 2033 3
220.5 3.7.2.9 2033 3

| 220.6 3.73.2.2 2033 3

| 220.7 3A.6 2033 3
'

220.8 3A.6 2033 3

220.9 3.8 2033 3

220.10 3.8 2033 3

220.11 3.8.1.1.1 2033 3
220.12 3.8.43.1.2 2033 3

220.13 3.8.13.1 2033 3
220.14 3.8 2033 3

220.15 3.8 2033 3

EMTB Inservice 250.1 5.2.4.1 20 3.1 1

Inspection 250.2 5.2.4.2 203.1 1

2503 6.6.8 20 3.1 1

Component 251.1 53.1.1 20 3.1 1

Integrity 251.2 53.1.2 203.1 1

2513 53.1.4.4 20 3.1 1

| 53.1.4.5
| 53.1.4.7

53.1.5.2
53.1.53
53.2.1.5

O
m.m i_ _ ,

-
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i ,

.NRC* , Review - ' Question' SSAR, Response - RAl**'

Branch ~ ~ Area Number Subsection Subsection Letter

251.4 53.1.6.1' 20 3.1 1

251.5 53.1.63- ~ 203.1 1,

251.6' 53.2.1 20 3.1 1

251.7 53.2.1.1 20 3.1 1

53.2.1.2
53.2.13
53.2.1.5'

251.8 -533
.

203.1 1.
251.9 533.1.1.1- 20 3.1 1

251.10 533.2 20 3.1 1-

251.11 533.6- 20 3.1 1

251.12 -3.1.2.5.2.1 2033 3

251.13 3.5.1.1.13 2033 '3
251.14 3.5.4.1 2033- 3

ESGB . Geotechnical 241.1 2.0 2033 3

Engineering

O

O
Amendment 7 201-1.2 |

,

-
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NRC* Review Question SSAR Response RAl"
Branch Area Number Subsection Subsection Letter

Materials 252.1 4.5.1.1(1) 203.1 1

Application 252.2 4.5.1.1(2) 20 3.1 1

2523 4.5.2.2 203.1 1

252.4 4.5.23 20 3.1 1

252.5 4.5.2.4 203.1 1

252.6 4.5.2.5 203.1 1 |

252.7 5.23.2.2 203.1 1

252.8 5.23.23 20 3.1 1

252.9 5.233.1 203.1 1

252.8 5.23.23 203.1 1

252.10 5.23.4.1.1 20 3.1 1

252.11 5.23.4.23 20 3.1 1

252.15 3.63 2033 3

ECEB Chemical 281.1 5.1 20 3.1 1

Technology 281.2 5.23.2.2 20 3.1 1

2813 5.23.2.2 20 3.1 1 ;

281.4 5.23.2.2 20 3.1 1

281.5 5.23.2.2 20 3.1 1

281.6 5.23.2.2.2 20 3.1 1

281.7 5.23.2.23(4) 20 3.1 1

281.8 5.23.2.23(13) 20 3.1 1

281.9 6.4.9.2 20 3.1 1

281.10 Chap. 5 203.1 1

281.11 9.13 20 3.7 7

281.12 9.13 203.7 7

281.13 11.1 20 3.7 7

281.14 11.5.2 20 3.7 7

SPLB Auxiliary 410.1 3.5.1 203 3 3
i

Systems 410.2 3.5.1 2033 3
'

4103 3.5.1.1 2033 3

410.4 3.5.1.1 2033 3

410.5 3.5.1.1 2033 3

|410.6 3.5.1.1 2033 3
410.7 3.5.1.1 2033 3 1

410.8 3.5.1.1 2033 3 I
410.9 3.5.1.1 2033 3 |
410.10 3.5.1.2 2033 3 ]
410.11 3.5.1.2 2033 3 |

410.12 3.5.1.2 2033 3

410.13 3.5.1.2 2033 3 I

410.14 3.5.1.2 2033 3

410.15 3.5.1.2 2033 3

O'
Anendment 7 20.1 2
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;O
- NRC* Review Question SSAR Response RAl" )

Branch Area Number Subsection Subsection letter )
1
4

410.16 3.5.1.4 2033 3
410.17 3.5.2 2033 3

410.18 - 3.5.2 2033 3 ,

410.19 3.5.2 2033 3- I

-|410.19a 3.6.1 2033 3

410.20 .3.6.1 2033 3 j
410.21 3.6.1 2033 '3
410.22 3.6.1 2033 3
410.23 3.6.1 2033 3
410.24 -3.6.1 2033 3 1

410.25 3.6.1 2033 3 -)
410.26 3.6.1 2033 3 R

410.27 3.6.1 2033 3

410.28 3.6.1 2033 3 !
410.29 3.6.1 2033 3 i

410.29a APP 31 2033 3 j
41030 3.11 2033 3

41031 9.13 20 3.7 7 _ 1

41032 9.13 20 3.7 7
3

41033 9.13 20 3.7 7 i

'

O' 41034 9.13. 203.7 7
41035 9.13 20 3.7 7

41036 9.13 20 3.7 7
41037 9.13 20 3.7 7
41038 9.13 20 3.7 7

41039 9.13 20 3.7 7

410.40 9.1.5 20 3.7 7
410.41 9.1.5 203.7 7
410.42 9.1.5 20 3.7 7
410.43 9.1.5 20 3.7 7
410.44 9.2.9 20 3.7 7

410.45 9.2.9 20 3.7 7-
410.46 9.2.9 203.7 7

410.47 9.2.9 20 3.7 7

410.48 9.2.9 20 3.7 7

410.49 9.2.9 20 3.7. 7

410.50 9.2.10 20 3.7 7
410.51 9.2.10 203.7 7

410.52- 9.2.10 203.7 7

410.53 9.2.10 20 3.7 7
410.54 9.2.10' 20 3.7 7

410.55 9.2.11 20 3.7 7

410.56 9.2.11 20 3.7 7

410.57 9.2.11 20 3.7 7
410.58 9.2.11 20 3.7 7

410.59 9.2.11 20 3.7 7

(

~. Amendmcnt 7 20.12.1 |
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NRC* Review Question SSAR Response RAl**
Ilranch Area Number Subsection Subsection Letter

410.60 9.2.11 20 3.7 7

410.61 9.2.11 20 3.7 7

410.62 9.2.11 20 3.7 7

410.63 9.2.12 20 3.7 7 i

410.64 9.2.13 20 3.7 7 ;
1

SPLB Plant 430.1 4.6 20 3.2 2

Systems 430.2 5.2.5 20 3.2 2

430 3 5.2.5 20 3.2 2

430.4 5.2.5.4.1 20 3.2 2

430.5 5.2.5 20 3.2 2

430.6' 5.2.5 20 3.2 2

430.7 6.2 20 3.2 2

430.8 6.2 20 3.2 2

430.9 6.2 20 3.2 2
430.10 6.2 20 3.2 2 }

| 430.11 6.2 20 3.2 2 '

430.12 6.2 20 3.2 2

430.13 6.2.1.13 20 3.2 2

430.14 6.2 20 3.2 2

430.15 6.2 20 3.2 2

430.16 6.2 20 3.2 2

430.17 6.2.1.23 20 3.2 2

! 430.18 6.2 20 3.2 2

| 430.19 6.2 20 3.2 2 !

430.20 6.2 20 3.2 2
430.21 6.2 20 3.2 2

| 430.22 6.2 20 3.2 2
430.23 6.2 20 3.2 2
430.24 6.2 20 3.2 2 l

430.25 6.2 20 3.2 2
430.26 6.2 20 3.2 2
430.27 6.2 20 3.2 2 l

430.28 6.2 20 3.2 2

430.29 6.23 20 3.2 2
| 43030 6.2 20 3.2 2

43031 6.2 20 3.2 2 ;
'

43032 6.2 20 3.2 2
430.33 6.2 20 3.2 2

43034 6.2 20 3.2 2

43035 6.2 20 3.2 2

43036 6.2 20 3.2 2 !
43037 6.2 20 3.2 2

'

, 43038 6.2 20 3.2 2
l 43039 6.2.4 20 3.2 2
'

430.40 6.2 20 3.2 2

0
2,,.2, i_,

!

|

| I
l
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I
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,U NRC" Reslew Question SSAR Response RAl** !

Branch Area Number Subsection Subsection Letter

430.41 6.2 - 20 3.2 2^

430.42 6.2 20 3.2 2 |
430.43 6.2 20 3.2 2 ]
430.44 6.2 203.2 2

430.45 6.2 . 20 3.2 2
430.46 6.2 ' 20 3.2 2 )
430.47 6.2.53 203.2 2 1

430.48 ' 6.2.6 ' 20 3.2 2

430.49 6.2.6 203.2 2 j

430.50 6.2.6 203.2 2 1

430.51 6.2.6 20 3.2 2 |
'430.52 - 6.2.6 203.2 2 i

430.53 6.2.6 203.2 2 I

430.54 6.4 20 3.2 2 l
430.55 6.5.1 20 3.2 2 .]
430.56 6.53 203.2 2 J

]430.57 6.7 20 3.2 2
430.58 15.7 3 20 3.2 2 j,

! l
SRXB Reactor 440.1 4.6 20 3.2 2 )

Systems 440.2 4.6.23.2.2 20 3.2 2 I

i 440 3 4.6.1.2 20 3.2 2 )'

440.4 4.6 20 3.2 2 l

440.5 4.6 20 3.2 2 !
I440.6 4.6 20 3.2 2

440.7 4.6 20 3.2 2
440.8 4.6 20 3.2 2
440.9 4.6 20 3.2 2
440.10 6.6.23.1 20 3.2 2
440.11 4.6 203.2 2
440.12 4.6 20 3.2 2

1

440.13 5.2.2 203.4 4 I
440.14 5.2.2 20 3.4. 4
440.14 5.2.2 203.4 4 I

440.15 5.2.2 20 3.4 4
440.16 5.2.2 20 3.4 4
440.17 5.2.2 203.4 4 1

440.18 5.2.'2 203.4 4
440.19 5.2.2 203.4 4 1

440.20 5.2.2 203.4 4
,

440.21 5.2.2 20 3.4 4 j
440.22 5.1 20 3.4 4 ;

| 440.23 5.2.2 203.4 4 |

| 440.28 1.8 203.4 4 i

440.29 5.2.2 20 3.4 4 l
44030 4.6 20 3.4 4
44031 4.6 20 3.4 4

Amendment 7 20.1 2.3 - i
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NRC* Review Question SSAR Response RAl**
Branch Area Number Subsection Subsection letter

44032 4.6 203.4 4

44033 4.6 20 3.4 4

44034 5.4.1 203.4 4
i

44035 5.4.1 20 3.4 4 |
44036 5.4.1 20 3.4 4

44037 5.4.6 203.4 4

44038 5.4.6 20 3.4 4 i
I

44039 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.40 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

443.41 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.42 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.43 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.44 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.45 5.4.6 203.4 4

440.46 5.4.6 20 3.4 4
440.47 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.48 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.49 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.50 5.4.6 20 3.4 4
440.51 5.4.6 20 3.4 4 |

440.52 5.4.6 20 3.4 4 '

440.53 5.4.6 20 3.4 4
440.54 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.55 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.56 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.57 5.4.6 203.4 4

440.58 5.4.6 203.4 4

440.59 5.4.7 20 3.4 4

440.60 5.4.7 20 3.4 4

440.61 5.4.7 20 3.4 4

440.62 5.4.7 20 3.4 4

440.63 5.4.7 20 3.4 4

440.64 5.4.7 20 3.4 4

440.65 5.4.7 20 3.4 4

440.72 5.4.7 20 3.4 4

440.73 5.4.7 20 3.4 4
440.74 5.4.7 203.4 4

440.75 63 20 3.6 6
440.76 63 20 3.6 6
440.77 63 203.6 6 i

440.78 63 203.6 6
440.79 63 20 3.6 6
440.80 63 20 3.6 6
440.81 63 203.6 6
440.82 63 20 3.6 6

O
|Amendment 7 20.1 2.4
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b NRC* Review Question SSAR Response . RAl**
Branch Area Number Subsection Subsection Letter -

l

440.83 63 20 3.6 6
440.84 63 20 3.6 6~

440.85 63, 203.6 6 :.I
440.86 63 .2035 6

440.87 63 203.6 6 ;

440.88 63 20 3.6 6
'

440.89 63 20 3.6- 6

440.90 63 20 3.6 6

440.91 63 20 3.6 6
440.92 63 20 3.6 6

440.93 63 20 3.6 6

440.94 63 203.6 6

440.95 63 20 3.6 6
440.% 63 20 3.6 6
440.97 63 20 3.6 .6
440.98 63 203.6 6
440.99 63 203.6 '6
440.100 63 203.6 6

440.101 93.5 203.6 6
440.102 93.5 20 3.6 6
440.103 93.5 20 3.6 6

Q 440.104 93.5 203.6 6 |
440.105 93.5 203.6 6-
440.106 93.5 203.6 6
440.107 93.5 20 3.6 6
440.108 Chap 15 20 3.6 6
440.109 Chap 15 20 3.6 6
440.110 Chap 15 20 3.6 6

,

l

440.111 Chap 15 203.6 6
440.112 Chap 15 ' 203.6 6
440.113 Chap 15 203.6 6 ;

440.114 Chap 15 20 3.6 '6

440.115 Chap 15 20 3.6 6
440.116 Chap 15 20 3.6 6

PRPB Meteorology 451.1 2.0 2033 3
451.2 2.4 2033 3

SPLB Effluent 460.1 11.1 203.7 7
Treatment 460.2 11.1 20 3.7 7 .

4603 11.1 20 3.7 7 ;

460.4 11.1 20 3.7 7.
460.5 11.5 20 3.7 7

O
Amendment 7 20.12.5 |
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NRC* Review Question SSAR Response RAl**
Branch Area Number Subsection Subsection Letter j

i

IPRPB Radiological 470.1 15.5.2 20 3.1 1

Report 470.2 15.6.2 20 3.1 1 1
4703 15.6.4.5.1.1 20 3.1 1

'

470.4 15.6.5.5 20 3.1 1

470.5 15.6.5 203.1 1 ;

470.6 15.7.5 20 3.1 1

470.7 15.7 20 3.1 1

470.8 15.7 20 3.1 1

470.9 15.7 20 3.1 1

470.10 15.7 20 3.1 1

PRPB Radiation 471.1 12.1.1.2 20 3.7 7

Protection 471.2 12.1.2.2.1 20 3.7 7
4713 12.1.2.2.2 20 3.7 7
471.4 12.1.23 20 3.7 7
471.5 12.1.2 3 20 3.7 7
471.6 12.1.23.2 20 3.7 7
471.7 12.1.23.2 20 3.7 7

471.8 12.2 20 3.7 7

471.9 11.1 20 3.7 7
| 471.10 12.1.2.23 203.7 7

471.11 123 20 3.7 7 ;

471.12 11.1 20 3.7 7

471.13 12.2.2 20 3.7 7
471.14 12.2.2 20 3.7 7
471.15 Chap.12 203.7 7

i 471.16 Chap.12 20 3.7 7

| 471.17 12.2 20 3.7 7

471.18 Chap.12 20 3.7 7
471.19 12.2 20 3.7 7
471.20 Chap.12 20 3.7 7
471.21 12 3 20 3.7 7

471.22 Chap.12 20 3.7 7
471.23 123.13 20 3.7 7
471.24 12 3 20 3.7 7

471.25 123 20 3.7 7
471.26 123 20 3.7 7
471.27 12 3 20 3.7 7

471.28 Chap.12 20 3.7 7
471.29 123 20 3.7 7
47130 Chap.12 20 3.7 7
47131 12.2.2.1 20 3.7 7
47132 Chap.12 20 3.7 7

47133 12 3 20 3.7 7

,
471 3.: 12 3.5 20 3.7 7

|

O'

Amendment 7 20.1-2.6
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O NRC* Review ' Question SSAR Response RAl"
Branch. Area Number Subsection Subsection htter

1

47135 ~ Chap.12 203.7 7 |
47136- 123 203.7 7 )
47137. 123 20 3.7 7

47138 123.1 20 3.7 '7
47139 Chap.12 - 203.7- 7

471.40 12 3 20 3.7 7 )

471.41 12 3 .: 20 3.7 .7.

I

1

-

l

O
I.

|
;

!
a

j
i

i

!

l

O 1
i
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440.10

'.)t
In section 4.6.2.3.1, it is stated the scram time is adequate as shown by the transient analyses

of Chapter 15.' Specify the scram time. (4.6.2.3.2.1)

440.11

For both the low ("zero") and operating power region describe the patterns of the control rod -
groups that are expected to be withdrawn simultaneously with the new rod system, and estimate the
maximum for the total and differential reactivity worth of these groups. What sort of margin to pe-
riod scram will exist in the low power range. (4.6)

440.12

Describe the relat!ve core location of control rods sharing a scram accumulator. Can a failure of
the scram accumulator fail to insert adjacent rods? If so, discuss the consequences of that failure.
(4.6) .

44030

In SSAR Section 7.7.1.2, Section '4, it is stated that: "The Rod Control and Information System
(RC&lS) is not classified as a safety related system,it has a control design basis only and is not
required for the safety and orderly shutdown of the plant. A failure of RC&lS will not result in
fuel damage. The Rod block Functions of the RC&lS. however. are imoortant in limiting the
consequences of a rod withdrawal error during normal plant operatiori. An abnormal operating
transient that might result in local fuel demage is prevented by the rod block enforcement functions
of the RC&lS."

If credit for RC&lS is assumed in the analysis of the rod withdrawal transient to meet the GDC 10
requirement that "specified acceptance fuel design limits (SAFDL) will not be exceeded," the staff
requires that RC&lS satisfies GDC 1 which states that " structures, systems and components important
to safety must be designed, fabricated, erected and tested to quality standards commensurate with the
safety function to be performed."

44031

Selected control rod run in (SCRRI) is provided for thermal-hydraulic stability control. Describe
in detail how SCRRI controls stability.

44032

We understand that the control rod has no velocity limiter. Discuss in detail the reason for
velocity limiter elimination.

44033

In SSAR See; ion 7.7.1.3, Section 7,3 trips are described in the RPT logic. Do these 3 trips
include the ATWS RPT trip or is the ATWS RPT trip separate?

|
1

Amendment 3
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100.1 i

OIn light of the recent interest in BWR thermal hydraulic stability following the LaSalle j
instability event,it appears to be highly desirable to assure that in an advanced BWR design the
possibility of instability is precluded, both in normal and anticipated abnormal operating
conditions; this should be the case without requiring the prompt intervention of the operator. If
actions are required, they should be automatic. If operator attention is required, suitable j

monitoring capability should be readily available. Please discuss the extent to which this is j
provided for in the ABWR. This discussion should consider (1) the various potential problem areas j

which have been identified in the current BWR stability review (particularly asymmetric {
oscillations), (2) the relevant stability related characteristics of the ABWR core such as fuel )
entrance loss coefficients, void reactivity coefficients, fuel conductivity, and including extremes j
of conditions in both the initial core and potential reload cores with different fuel, (3) accessible '

stability significant regions of the power-flow map, involving both normal and abnormal events
(including multiple out of service or tripped recirculation pumps), (4) the Selected Control Rod
Run-In (SCRRI), describing its relevant characteristics including provisions for automatic
initiation, speed of operation compared to need for rapid action, boundaries of operation (on
power-flow map), flexibility of these boundaries as need for change may arise, (5) the existing j
relevant instrumentation and the possible need for improved or augmented instrumentation such as on
line stability measurement or casily available relevant LPRM readings and automatic action based on
these measurements, (6) the need for frequent mapping of boundaries of operational map regions to be
avoided. (Chapter 4) I

O

i

i

l
i

i

I

|

|

|
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20.2.9 Chapter 9 Questions

281.11

In Section 9.1.3.1.1, conductivity units of umhos/cm are used while in Section 9.2.9,1 units of
uS/cm are used. These units should be consistent. (9.13)

281.12

In Section 9.13.1.1, the pH range of 5.6 to 8.6 should be at 25#C.

410.31

Identify, in detail, the principal equipment that comprise the spent fuel pool cooling and cleanup
system. Be specific to define its boundaries and safety-related portions. (9.13)

41032

Explain why, for the ABWR, two 50 percent rated spent fuel pool cooling trains are considered as -
sufficient (Note that for some of the operating BWRs, two 100 percent rated spent fuel pool cooling
trains have been provided). (9.13)

41033

Explain why, for the ABWR, the minimum capacity of the spent fuel pool for storage of the spent
fuel is only 270 percent of a full core. (9.13)

41034

in the design bases for the Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System (FPCS), include the requirements
for makeup water and radiation shiciding. Provide appropriate discussion regarding the design
compliance with Regulatory Position C.8 of Regulatory Guide 1.13 and Regulatory Positions C 2.f(2)
and C.2.f(3) of Regulatory Guide 8.8. (9.13)

41035

Discuss the extent of the system's compliance with Regulatory Positions (9.1.3) C.1, C.2, and C.6
of Regulatory Guide 1.13, Regulatory Positions C.1 and C.2 of Regulatory Guide 1.29, and address the
Quality Group requirements for the system in accordance with Rcgulatory Guide 1.26.

41036

With respect to the cooling capacity of the system, demonstrate that on the bases of conservative
assumptions relative to Branch Technical Position 9-2, * Residual Decay Energy for Light Water
Reactors for Long Term Cooling," and SRP 9.13 Ill.1.h, the total capacity of the heat exchangers
with both pumps operating exceeds the maximum normal heat load, and that the fuel pool temperature
can be ; maintained below the 1400F criterion, specified in SRP Section 9.13 for maximum normal
conditions. Also, confirm that 1400F will not be exceeded if a single active failure and loss of
offsite power is assumed. Describe the redundancy provisions in powering the two cooling pump
motors. (9.13)

Amendment 7 20.2-15
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410.37

Describe the emergency makeup water systems provided, and discuss redundancy and seismic
requirements for the system. (9.1.3)

410.38

Discuss control-room alarmed fuel pool water temperature, fuel pool water level and building
radiation !cvel monitoring systems provided to satisfy GDC 63. (9.1.3)

410.39

Discuss provisions for, or provide descriptions of, the following design features: (1) leakage
detection system, (2) individual isolation capabilities for components and headers to assure system
leakage control and maintenance, (3) capability to detect radioactivity and/or chemical contamination
transfer from one system to another, and (4) protection of the various components of the fuel pool
cooling system against failures of other applicable moderate and high-energy piping systems. (9.1.3)

410.40

A complete evaluation of the Overhead Heavy Load Handling System (OHLHS) cannot be performed
without the descriptions of the new and spent fuel storage facilities to be provided in Section 9.1.1
and 9.1.2 of the ABWR SSAR. Also, Section 9.1.4 " Light Load Handling System" is needed, as it is
extensively referenced in 9.1.5. All these Sections, 9.1.1, 9.1.2, and 9.1.4, are scheduled to be
submitted to the NRC in December,1988. Note that on completion of review of the above sections,
additional information on Section 9.1.5 may be requested. (9.1.5)

| 410.41

Provide the seismic category, safety class, and quality group for all components used in the OHLHS
and discuss the system design in terms of conformance with the regulatory positions of Regulatory

,

|
Guides 1.13 and 1.29. Discuss the system design in terms of conformance with the guidelines of I
NUREGs-0554 and 0612 as they relate to protection against natural phenomena. (9.1.5) ;

;

4t0.42 1

Identify all the individual heavy load handling systems (names and hoist trolleys) that have been
designed to meet the single-failure-proof requirements in accordance with the guidelines of
N U R EG-0554. Identify the safety factors provided for slings and strongbacks. Also provide the
results of a failure mode and effects analysis demonstration that the individual subsystems and
components including controls and interlocks are designed to meet the single failure criterion
without compromising the capability of the OHLHS to perform its safety function. (9.1.5)

410.43

Discuss compliance with GDC 4, " Environment and Missile Design Bases" and GDC 61,' Fuel Storage
and Handling and Radioactivity Control" as it relates to handling the spent fuel cask. (9.1.5)

410.44 ,

Provide P&lDs for the Condensate Storage Facilities and Distribution System (i.e., Makeup Water
Condensate (MUWC) System). Also, provide a list of tanks (with capacity) and other requirements in
the system. (9.2.9)

Amendment 7 20.2 15.1
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410.45

'\ )
' Clarify which portion of the MUWC system is within the ABWR scope. Also, identify the system '!'

interfaces which include flow rates, supply pressure and temperature. (9.2.9)' )

410.46

Clarify whether the distribution system includes any surge volume and, if so, how much and for
suction of which pumps. Also; if applicable, describe how protection against the effects of flooding
resulting from possible failure of the surge volume is ensured. Define what *HPCF pumps" means. ';
(9.2.9) ;.

410.47

Describe the design features provided in the system and/or interfacing components to ensure
automatic switchover of the surrion of the applicable pumps to safety.'related water sources, if so
required. (9.2.9)

' '

,

!

410.48

Discuss conformance of the MUWC systems design with the requirements 10 CFR 50.63," Loss of all
Alternating Current Power." Specifically include the system's capacity and capability to ensure core
cooling by removing decay heat independent of preferred and onsite emergency ac power in the event of .j

'

a station blackout for the specified duration, in accordance with guidelines of Regulatory Guide -
1.55, " Station Blackout," Positions C.3.2 through C.3.5, as applicable. (9.2.9) j

-( 410.49 ;

1

|

Discuss compliance of the system with Positions C1 and C2 of Regulatory Guide 1.29. (9.2.9)

410.50
4
>

Provide P&lDs for the Demineralized Water Makeup System (i.e., Makeup Water System (Purified)
(MUWP)). (9.2.10)

410.51

Clarify which portion of the MUWP is within the ABWR scope. Also, identify the system interfaces
which include temperature, chemistry, system capacity (i.e., tank volume) and treatment. (9.2.10)

410.52 q

!
Provide the water quality characteristics for the MUWP water (SSAR Section 9.2.10.1, Item 3, j

refers to Section 9.2.8 which in turn refers to Section 9.2.16. However, Section 9.2.16 does not ,

!give the water quality characteristics). (9.2.10)
q

410.53

Discuss compliance of the system with Position C1 (e.g., containment penetration portions) and
Position C2 of Regulatory Guide 1.29. (9.2.10)

,

i

|

O !
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410.54

Verify that flooding analyses have been performed for a failure of the nonseismic Category I
demineralized water makeup system where the piping runs through safety-related structures and tunnels
containing safety-related equipment. (9.2.10)

J10.55

With respect to the capability of the Reactor Building Cooling Water System for detection,
control, and isolation of system leakage, and radioactive leakage: (9.2.11)

1. Identify the isolation valves which isolate the non-essential loads from the essential supply
headers and describe their isolation function in the event of a LOCA or in the event of a leak
detected in the non-essential system piping.

2. Identify and descrilm instrumentation used to detect leakage in the non essential system piping.

3. Identify the valves which are activated by the surge tank level switch to isolate a leaking
system train.

4. Identify all radiation monitors provided and describe their individual function. Aho, clarify
whether the system design includes any radiation monitor in the pump suction header to detect
inleakage from radioactive systems.

410.56

Identify the functional performance requirements associated with water hammer and address the
design provisions and procedures provided to meet these requirements. (9.2.11)

410.57

Identify the system requirements for water makeup, and address the capacity of the surge tanks to
accommodate expected leakage from the system or that a scismic source of makeup water can be made
available within a time frame consistent with surge tank capacity. (9.2.11)

410.58

Provide the design characteristics for the system pumps, tanks and heat exchangers. (9.2.11)

410.59

Define the terms: FCS, CAMS, LWC, HSCR, HWH i'ot water heat excnanger, and HCW. (9.2.11)

410.60

Discuss how the Reactor Building Cooling Water (RCW) system complies with Position C2 of
Regulatory Guide 1.29 with respect to the n..-safety related portions, and with respect to GD ' 2 for
safety-related portions (e.g. physical location to protect against earthquakes and floods). (9.2.1'

410.61

Clarify whether the flows indicated for the components serviced by the RCW system in SSAR Tables

O
Amendment 7 20.2 15.3
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9.2-4a,4b and 4c represent the minimum flow requirements at the inlet of each component. Also,

9 operating conditions. (9.2.11)specify the maximum allowable RCW temperature at the inlet of each component under different

410.62

Clarify whether availability of only p.nr division of the RCW system is sufficient to provide
cooling water to the drywell coolers and the RIP coolers (SSAR Tables 9.2-4a and 4b list only
Division A and B servicing above. Further Table 9.2-4b lists only the Drywell B cooler as being
serviced by Division B). (9.2.11)

410.63

Regarding the HVAC Normal Chilled Cooling Water System, provide information on the following:
(9.2.11)

a) Compliance with GDC 2 for safety-related components (i.e., physical location for complying with
the GDC).

b) Compliance with Position C2 of Regulatory Guide 1.29 for the non-safety related portion.

c) Automatic features to provide cooling water to the equipment serviced by the system in the event
of its failure on loss of offsite power (specify the system that will provide cooling water in
the above situation).

d) Description of the turbine building cooling water system which provides condenser cooling (refer
to SSAR Section 9.2.12.2) if it is within the ABWR scope. Otherwise, identify it as an9 interface requirement.

410.64

Regarding the HVAC Emergency Chilled Cooling Water system, provide information on the following:
(9.2.13)

a) Compliance with GDC 2 for safety related portion (i.e., physical location for complying with the
G DC).

b) Compliance with Position C2 of Regulatory Guide 1.29 for the non-safety related portion,if
there is any such portion.

c) Compliance with GDC 4

d) System active component failure analysis.

1

l
I

l

|
1

9
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440.101

SSAR Table 9.31 is not complete. Include pump flow and other parameters for all modes of
operation. The existing Table 9.31 gives only test modes. (9.3.5)

440.102

In current BWR's explosive valves are used at SLCS pump discharge. Why are they deleted? How is
boron leakage into the reactor vessel prevented during testing? (9.3.5)

440.103

The ATWS rule states that "Each Boiling Water Reactor must have a Standby Liquid Control System
(SLCS) with a minimum flow capacity and boron content equivalent in control capacity to 86 gpm of 13
weight percent sodium pentaborate solution." (251 vessel, Ref: NEDE 31096-P-A) How does the ABWR
design with 278 diameter vessel meet the requirements of the ATWS rule,10 CFR 50.62? (9.3.5)

440.104

In the ABWR design, SLCS pump is started manually. But the ATWS rule 10 CFR 50.62 states that
"The SLCS initiation must be automatic and must be designed to perform its function in a reliable
manner for plants granted construction permits after July 26, 1984." How does the ABWR design
satisfies the A'. $2S rule? (9.3.5)

440.105

We understand that boron mixing tests were performed for optimizing the location of boron
injection. Describe the test criteria and the test results. (9.3.5)

440.106

In SSAR Section 9.3.5.3, under criterion 26,it is stated that "The requirements of this criterion
do not apply withm the SLCS itself." Elaborate on this assumption. (9.3.5)

1

440.107

In SSAR Section 9.3.5.3, under criterion 27, it is stated that "this criterion applies no specifie !
requirements onto the SLCS and therefore is not applicable." Describe in detail the justification j

for the above statement. (9.3.5)
|

O
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20.2.11 Chapter 11 Questions ,

Od 281.13

Table 11.14 indicates that the N 16 concentration in the steam is four times the normal value
when hydrogen water chemistry (HWC) is used. HWC tests conducted at BWRs have indicated that N-16 1

activities have increased in the range of 1.1 to 5 times the N 16 concentrations observed during !

normal water chemistry operations. What is the basis of the factor of four increase for the ABWR? j

Is it based on the model for predicting HWC that'was reported in "U.S.> Experience with Hydrogen
Water Chemistry for Boiling Water Reactors," R. L. Cowan, C. P. Ruiz and J. L. Simpson, April 1988?
(11.1)

281.14
I

1

In Section 11.5.2.1.1, there is no discussion of a dual set point for the main steam radiation
monitors (MSLRMs) when HWC is used. Below 20% power, the MSLRM set point is established to detect
high radiation levels in the main steam lines and provide signals for reactor scram and MSIV closure
to reduce the release of fission products to the environment in the event of a control rod drop
accident. When hydrogen is injected into the feedwater at power levels above 20%, the MSLRMs may
have to be reset due to the increased N-16 activity in the main steam line. (11.5.2)

460.1

With respect to radioactive source terms and the calculations of subsequent release to the
environment, discuss your position in terms of the regulatory guidance provided in NUREG-0800, SRP
11.1, such as NUREG-0016, " Calculation of Releases of Radioactive Materials in Gaseous and Liquid
Effluents from Boiling Water Reactors," Revision l'and Regulatory Guide 1.112, " Calculation of

'( Release of Radioactive materials in Gaseous and Liquid Effluent from Light Water Cooled Power
Reactors." (11.1)

460.2

Clarify whether the radioactive source terms given in ABWR SSAR Tables 11.11 through 11.1-5 have
been adjusted to the maximum core thermal power of the ABWR evaluated for safety consideration in the
SSAR. (11.1) |

!

460.3

!
Check and correct as appropriate the following: (11.1) j

1. Caption for Column 3 of SSAR Table 11.1-1 '

2. Kr-87 value given in Column 4 of SSAR Table 11.1-1
3. N-16 steam and reactor water concentrations given in SSAR Table 11.14.

460.4 i

The staff requires the values of some parameters for performing an independent evaluation of the i

ABWR Reactor Coolant System (RCS) radioactive source terms. These are used in conjunction with j
radwaste management systems applicable for specific plants referencing the ABWR to determine the

3

adequacy of the specific radwaste management systems (see NUREG-0016, Rev.1 Chapter 4). Therefore, ;

provide information on the following parameters or provisions: (11.1) ]

|

Amendment 7 20.2-17
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1. Thermal Power (Mwt) )
2. Total steam flow rate (Ib/hr)

'

3. Mass of water in the RCS (Ibs)
4. Steam / water concentration ratio, i.e., reactor vessel carry over factor for halogens and 1

particulate
5. Main condenser tubing material of construction (stainless steel or copper) ;

6. Powdex or deep bed condensate treatment j
7. Air ejector offgas holdup time (hr) {
8. Charcoal delay system for treating offgases: 1

a. Operating and dew point temperatures of the delay sys:em f
b. Mass of Charcoal (!bs) {

3c. Dynamic absorption coefficients (cm /g) for Kr, Xe and Ar )'
9. Clean or radioactive steam for gland seal
10. Mechanical vacuum pump iodine release fraction if within the ABWR scope
11. Provisions incorporated to reduce radioactivity releases through the ventilation or exhaust

systems that come within the ABWR scope (e.g., HEPA filters, charcoal adsorbers and their
thickness)

12. Release points characteristics (see NUREG-0016, Rev.1, Chapter 4, Section 4.7, Item 4).
Include description of the main stack.

Note that Item Nos. 5 and 6 are required to determine the carry over factor for radiohalogens
from reactor water to steam. Also, note that when a summary of building ventilation system and
mechanical vacuum pump releases are provided in December 1988 (see SSAR Section 12.3.3),
additional information on the releases may be requested.

160.5

Regarding Process and effluent Radiological Monitoring and Sampling Systems: (11.5)

1. Provide locations of plant vent, radwaste building vent (s), offgas exhaust vent, turbine
building vent and d other exhaust vents through which all radioactive gaseous or airborne
effluents are discharged directly to the environment. Also, provide individual gaseous or
airborne radioactive effluents (i.e., drywell purge, release via SGTS, release from RCIC, RWCU

;
and ECCS equipment rooms, release from shield wall annulus, fuel area, battery rooms, CRD

{
maintenance area, release from any other secondary containment area not listed above, release I

from mechanical vacuum pump, radwaste building control room and unit substation, release of |
treated offgases, release from turbine building, and any other effluent not listed above) i

discharged through each one of the vents directly to the environment.

2. Provide the locations of d the process monitors for radioactive gaseous or airborne effluents
(i.e., containment HVAC radiation monitors, fuel area ventilation exhaust monitors, battery room j
and CRD maintenance area radiation monitors, shield wall annulus monitors, RCIC, RWCU and ECCS |

equipment rooms radiation monitors, any other secondary containment area radiation monitors not
listed above, radwaste building control room and unit substation radiation monitors, and any
other process monitor not listed above). Include all the process radiation monitors not
currently listed in SSAR Section 11 Tables (e.g., shield wall annulus monitors, RCIC, RWCU and
ECCS equipment rooms monitors, other secondary containment area radiation monitors).

| 3. Clarify which areas process monitors other than the fuel area ventilation exhaust monitors will
initiate the startup of SGTS on detection of high airborne radioactivity level in the area
(e.g., ECCS/RWCU/RCIC equipment rooms, shield wall annulus, primary containment purge).

t

i
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4. Clarify whether all gaseous or airborne radioactive effluents from the plant are monitored and
which among them are continuously monitored.

5. SSAR Tables 11.51 and 11.5-2 refer to plant vent discharge and plant vent elevated discharge
respectively. Clarify whether ABWR has two different plant discharge vents. If so, provide the
location of the plant vent for elevated discharge and the radioactive gaseous or airborne
effluent discharge via that vent.

6. Explain why ABWR design has only one channel for offgas post-treatment monitoring (see SSAR
Table 11.51).

7. Discuss how ABWR design complies with the requirements of NUREG-0737, '' Clarification of TMI
Requirements," Item II.F.1, Attachments 1 and 2 with regard to monitoring instrumentation for
r .>le gases and sampling and analysis of plant effluents for radioiodine, during accident
m ditions.

8. Clarify how the deterger t and chemical wastes releases are monitored.

9. Clarify the references to service water effluent, essential service water system-RHR, and
component cooling water system made in SSAR Section 11.5 and the associated tables (this
question arises since the above nomenclatures have not been used fcr the ABWR water systems -
see SSAR Section 9). Correct the entries in SSAR Section 11.5 and the Tables 11.5-1,2 and 3 as
appropriate.

10. Clarify whether ABWR design requires two condensate storage tanks (see SSAR Table 11.5-4).

11. Identify all the interface requirements (e.g., expected activities, alarms and trips for aO number of monitors (see SSAR Table 11.5-2), monitoring mechanical vacuum pump and turbine
building exhausts, minimum dilution required for liquid radwaste effluent).

i

O
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20.2.12 Chapter 12 Questions

471.1

Section 12.1.1.2 of the submittal states that operational policies are out of the Nuc! car Island
scope. Following Section 12.1.1.3, the report states that " Compliance of the Nuclear Island design
with Title 10 of the code of Federal Regulations Part 20 (10 CFR 20),is ensured by the compliance of
the design and operation of the facility within the guidelines'of Regulatory Guides (R.G.) 8.8,8.10,
and 1.8." Further, Section 12.1.1.3.2 states that R,G. 8.10 is out of the Nuclear Island scope and |

Section 12.1.1.3.3 states that R.G.1.8 is out of the Nuclear Island scope. The applicant should
clarify these statements by describing to what degree the guidance in R.G. 8.8,8.10, and 1.8 is
incorporated into the ABWR design.

!

471.2

Section 12.1.2.2.1 indicates that in lieu of specific instructions, design engineers were
instructed to incorporate the applicable design criteria in R.G. 8.8. What mechanism in the design
process ensured that all applicable criteria were considered in the individual design.

,

1 \
|

i471.3
.i

Section 12.1.2.2.2, paragraph (4) states "Past experience has been factored into current
designs. The steam relief valves have been redesigned as a result of inservice testing.. Access' for
inservice inspection has been changed." State in what respect the access has been changed, and what ]
is the impact of this change on occupational radiation exposure (ORE).

'

471.4
1

! \. ..

Section 12.1.2.3, paragraph (4), last sentence is not completed. It states: "These systems are
designed to limit the radioactive." Complete the sentence.

471.5

i

Section 12.1.2.3 should address the reduction of personnel exposure due to the elimination of '

external primary coolant recirculation loops in ABWR design.
,

|

471.6 )
i

Section 12.1.2.3.2, paragraph (5) refers to " packaged units". State whether or not this
includes skid mounted components; if not, define what is meant by * packaged units".

471.7 |

|

Section 12.1.2.3.2, paragraph (8) refers to providing means for decontamination of service
areas; clarify the statement by providing examples of means of decontamination and of service areas
referred to.

'

471.8

i

Table 12.2 3 part A, shows gamma ray sources in the core during opera:mn (MeV/sec W) for
various energy bounds (MeV). Provide the basis for these data.

:.
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Table 11.1-4, Coolant Activation Products in Reactor Water and Steam, indicates that values in
steam for N 13, N-16 and N-17 should be multiplied by a factor of four when hydrogen water chemistry
is used. Explain why the concentrations of these isotopes remain unaffected in reactor water when
hydrogen water chemistry is used. - State whether the effect of hydrogen water chemistry on the
nitrogen activation product concentration (increase by a factor of four) was incorporated into the
plant shielding design.

471.10

Address in Section 12.1.2.2.3 the selection of materials and instrumentation with respect to
radiation exposure damage, frequency of maintenance, and ALARA personnel radiation exposure (i.e.,
reactor coolant pump component and material selection).

471.11

Provide drawings of cross sections R4 (00-1800) and RD (900-2700) of the ABWR reactor
building for better orientation of radiation zones.

471.12
,

.

In Table 11.11, Noble Radiogas Source Terms (Steam), (page 11.1-9) revise the description of
first column: Source Term (t=30 min) to Source Term (t=0 min).

471.13

In accordance with Section 12.2.2 of R.G.1.70, provide a description of radioactive sources in
the spent fuel pool. This description should include the expected radioactive concentrations in the
spent fuel pool water, as well as contained sources within the pool.

47t.14

In accordance with R.G.1.70, Section 12.2.2, Airborne Radioactive Material Sources, provide
average expected annual airborne concentrations, at normal operating and anticipated operational
occurrences, in various areas of the plant normally occupied by operating personnel.

471.15

Provide the expected N 16 source strength increase in steam leaving ABWR pressure vessel due to
the elimination of the external reactor coolant loops in comparison to BWR plant with external
coolant loops of the same power level. Provide the method of calculation.

471.16

Address TMI issues in accordance with NUREG-0737 as it relates to ABWR design Section 12.

471.17

Provide the missing Table 12.2-1,A,B,C,D; Table 12.2 3,C; and Table 12.2-4,B: Tables 12.2-5
through Tables 12."!-21; Section 12.3.3; Section 12.3.4; Table 12.3 3; Figures 12.3-8 through 12.3-23;
and Section 12.4.
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471.18

\ -

IDescribe the radiologicalimpact of each of the advanced design features of the ABWR design.
Show how ALARA considerations were engineered into these features by describing the source term,

. reliability, maintenance and surveillance associated with' these components. Features discussed
should include, but not be limited to, the internal reactor circulating pumps, the control rod drive
mechanisms, hydrogen water chemistry and reactor vessel bottom head design.

i
471.19

lProvide scaled layout and arrangement drawings of the facility showing the location at all
sources described in Chapter 11 and Section 12.2, for the entire nuclear island, including inside the
drywell. Layouts should show major shield wall thicknesses, cor; trolled access areas, personnel and
equipment decontamination areas, contamination control areas, location at airborne radioactivity and
area radioactivity monitors, location of Health Physics facilities, post-accident sampling station ,

and counting room. i
t

471.20

Specify the. design basis radiation level in the counting room during normal operation and
anticipated occurrences.

471.21
.

|

Provide plant layout drawings that detail the radiation zone boundaries for refueling outage and I

accident conditions, in addition to the normal operating conditions shown on Tables 12.3-1 through
12.3 7 of the submittal. Layouts should show access control features and traffic patterns for thc ;

entire nuclear island.

i
471.22

{
!

Identify all plant areas where radistion levels of 100 rads /hr, or more, could result from
normal operations or anticipated operational occurrences and describe additional control measures to
protect workers from these hazards.

471.23
.

The last paragraph in Section 12.3.1.3 states that all areas with radiation levels greater than
100 mrem /hr will be locked. This implies that the ABWR design will not incorporate Standard
Technical Specification 6.12 which allows areas to remain unlocked up to 1000 mrem /hr. If this is
not the case the radiation zone maps should be revised to identify zones with radiation levels )
greater than 1000 mrem /hr.

471.24 !

Figures 12.3 3 and 12 3-4 show two stairwells on the east side of valve rooms B and C where the
access to and from the stairs is in a low radiation zone (_5 mrem /hr), but the stairwellitself is in
a high radiation area (/100 mrem /hr). Justify why additional shielding in the stairwell to prevent |

an unwarranted high radiation traffic area is not reasonably achievable.
'
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471.25

Figure 12.3 2 also shows an arrangement where one would have to traverse a high radiation area
to get to a low radiation area. The insert diagram in Figure 12.3-2 shows that access to the TIP
drive room (_5 mrem /hr) is through a room on the south side which is a high radiation area. Justify
the planned access to the TIP drive room. Also provide the zoning layout for the entire 1500 mm
level.

471.26

The first paragraph at the top of page 12.313 states that in the event of a complete TIP
retraction, egress from the TIP room is possible with less than 100mR radiation exposure. What
features has the ABWR design incorporated to ensure that exposures received from the recovery from
this event are ALARA?

471.27

Page 12.3-13 of the submittal has a statement that a concrete CRD storage vault, used for
storing CRD parts and assembled units, is provided in the CRD maintenance room. This design feature
is not indicated in Figure 12.3 2. Provide a figure depicting this design feature. Discuss the
anticipated source term within this vault and associated shielding requirements.

471.28

Provide information on the shielding for each of the radiation sources identified in Chapter 11
and Section 12.2, including the criteria for penetrations, the material, the method by which the
shic!d parameters (cross section, buildup factor, etc.) were determined and the assumptions, codes,
and techniques used in the calculations. Describe how the guidance provided in R.G. 8.8 has been
followed in special protection features.

471.29

Table 12.3-1 lists five computer shielding codes used in the ABWR design. The last entry in the
table states "Additiond Codes to be added by Applicant". Identify these codes and give a full
description of their application to the ABWR design, or clarify the use of the term " Applicant".

471.30

Describe whether the concrete shielding of the ABWR design follows the guidance on fabrication
and installation in R.G.1.69 in all cases. If not, describe the specific alternative method used.

471.31

Sections 12.2.2.1 and 12.3.2.2.2 state that the ABWR shielding design is based on a fission
product release rate of 50,000 mci /sec of noble gas after a 30 minute decay time. The standard
assumption (see Standard Review Plan p.12.2-4) is 100,000 mci /sec. Justify the use of this much
lower source term.

i

471.32

Describe any temporary shielding required to assure protection of individuals present in the

O
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!

upper drywell during refueling and fuel transfer operations. The description should include shield ;

thickness, and material required for both normal and anticipated operational occurrences, j

( J

47133

The acceptance criteria for radiation streaming through reactor shield wall penetrations (on ;

page 123-12) is unclear Describe the radiation streaming through reactor shield wall penetrations j
during refueling operations for all feasible fuel configurations, j

47134 i

l
Section 123.5 of the submittal identifies areas requiring access to mitigate the consequences

of an accident. Indicate whether this is a complete list of the vital areas (as described in item 11 j
D.2 of NUREG 0737) of the facility. If not, identify the vital areas of the facility; and if so, j
justify why the post accident sampling station (PASS) and the counting rooms are not considered i

vital. I
l

471J5 I
1

Provide a description of the design features needed to assure adequate access to vital areas, j
The description should identify major sources of radiation considered and protective requirements 1

(for example the response should address the contribution to radiation exposure at the PASS location
from the stack monitor room). ]

.47136

p Between pages 123-6 and 123-12, it appears that the designa: ors RWSC, RWCU and CUW are all
](j being used interchangeably to refer to the Reactor Water Clean Up System. Verify which is correct i

and delete or define the other acronyms used. '

471.37

The fourth paragraph at page 123-9 indicates that drains from the SGTS filter housing will be
piped directly to a floor drain sump. Industry experience has shown that these housing drains can j

provide bypass pathways around filter / absorber beds. P6 ovide a description of the ABWR SGTS and |
Control Room filter housing drains showing how filter bypass is prevented. !

47138

|

Section 12 3.1.1(3) states that connections are provided for decontamination at heat exchangers ;

in " highly radioactive systems." Identify these systems and heat exchangers.

47139

Provide layout drawings of the control room showing radiation zones during normal operation,
anticipated operational occurrences, and design basis accidents. Shield wall thickness,
calculational parameters (and assumptions), and the models used to determine compliance with GDC 19
should be indicated.

I

O
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471.40

Figure 12.3 7 indicates that the area above the spent fuel pool is a high radiation zone.
Provide dose calculations for refueling and other anticipated operations above the pool.
Calculations should include contribution from activity suspended in pool water as well as direct
radiation from spent fuel and other components in the pool.

471.41

Figure 12.3 6 shows several small A zones (0.6 mrem /hr) completely surrounded by higher level
zones (C zones). What are the purposes of these areas and justify why continuous A zones cannot be
provided.

O

|

|

O
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/ 20.2.13 Chapter 13 Questions
V] !

910.7

The ABWR Licensing Review Bases document states in its section 7.1 that the importance of such
potential contributors to severe accident risk as sabotage should be carefully analyzed and |

considered in the design of new plants. To permit our review of this analysis and considerations, i

please provide a discussion of the insider and outsider sabotage actions that would be necessary to
cause significant core damage or Part 100 release levels. This discussion should include
identification of the ABWR design features that decrease reliance on physical security programs for
sabotage protection. (13.6.1)

910.8

1

The terminology used should not differ from terminology used in 10 CFR Part 73, such as '

"high-security areas" instead of " protected and vital areas", and " clear areas adjacent to the
physical barriers" instead of " isolation zones." (13.6.3.7)

910.9

At many current generation BWRs, protection of essential service water systems, needed for
support of emergency diesel generators and for suppression pool cooling, are among the most demanding
security system requirements because of their components' locations at the peripheries of the
protected areas. For the ABWR, these cooling functions may be performed by the reactor building
cooling water system (RCW). If it is not intended that RCW be designated as a vital sy tem, please
provide justification for that position. If it is intended that RCW be designated as a vital system,

(o'-) please provide sabotage protection interface requirements for the RCW and any supporting systems
required for it to support a safe reactor shutdown. In addition to protection of safety-related
portions of the RCW system, these interface criteria should address prevention of sabotage of any
nonsafety related parts of the RCW system from interfering with its safety related functions. They
also should address criteria on portions of the system, such as the sea water heat exchanger
building, that may be site specific and not in the Nuclear Island scope. (9.2.11,9.2.16 & 13.6.3)

910.10

In addition to measures for detection of the inoperability of vital equipment and for control of
access to areas containing vital equipment, site specific requirements for certain security systems
(e.g., uninterruptible security lighting and power, and in plant security communications) might be
more efficiently incorporated and avoid impacts on ABWR design scope safety systems if considered in,

the standard plant design stage. Discuss what provisions for these security systems have been l
'provided in the standard design, and provide interface criteria that will allow the security

requirements for these systems to be accomplished without adversely interfering with safety systems.
Include criteria necessary to assure that:

(a) There are no areas within the Nuclear Island where communication with the central and secondary
alarm stations is not possible;

(b) Portable security radios will not interfere with plant monitoring equipment;
(c) Minimum isolation zone and protected area illumination capabilities cannot be defeated by

i sabotage actions outside of the protected area; and,
'

(d) Electromagnetic interference from plant equipment startups or power transfers will not create !

nuisance alarms or trip security access control systems. (9.5.2,9.5.3 & 13.6.3.7)

( )v
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910.11 j

Submit the analysis that supports the vital areas results described in this section. Affirm j

that these areas include all of the reactor coolant pressure boundary, including appropriate motor )
control centers and power supplies, and systems required for mitigation of transients, and support )
systems (e.g., cooling water, instrumentation, control power) necessary for these systems to i

operate. Delineate which systems are included in paragraph (1)(a) of Section 13.6.3.3 as vital " core J
cooling systems," and which components in these system are vital components. Which vital systems |
would be out of the scope of the standard Nuclear Island and thus subject to plant specific review? !

(13.6.3.3)
.

910.12 i
!

Localized alarmed doors and keyed cylinder lock doors are not acceptable for control of access '
to vital areas.10 CFR 73.55(e) requires all vital area alarms to indicate in tv'o alarm stations. ,

$73.55(d)(7) requires all unoccupied vital areas to be locked and alarmed. It also requires !

provisions for rapid ingress or egress. All doors and hatches into or out of vital areas should have
balanced magnetic switches with tamper-safe cabling. (13.6.3.4)

910.13

The effectiveness of grills and grates, used to prevent access through ducts and air ictake and
exhaust systems, may depend on how isolated and hidden from view is the exterior of the vital area
barrier at the opening under consideration. Steel grills and 3/4-in. steel bars can be cut with hand
tools and may not provide sufficient protection in isolated locations. Regulatory Guide 5.65 ,

'provides some examples of alternative ventilation barriers with longer penetration times.
Furthermore, ducting to the control room should also satisfy the bullet resistant requirement of 10
CFR 73.55(c)(6) for protection of the operators in the control room. (13.6.3.6)

910.14

To prevent confusion with national security information usage of the term " confidential", please
follow the directions in NUREG-0794, Protection of Unclassified Safeguards Information, for
appropriate marking, and handling, of sensitive but unclassified safeguards information. (13.6.3)

910.16

Replace references to " industrial sabotage" with " radiological sabotage", as defined in 10 CFR
73.2(p). (13.6)

|
|

. O
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D SECTION 20.3 |V i

ILLUSTRATIONS (Continued)' )
l

Figure Title Pass 1

203-11 Grouped HCU to Control Rod Drive Assignments
(Response to Question 440.12) 203-72h

203-11a Drywell Pressure Versus Time ,

' (Response to Question 430.13) 203 72i. )
,)

5
203-11b Drywell Temperature.Versus Time

.

(Response to Question 430.13) 203-72j

203-11e Drywell Temperature Versus Time
(Response to Question 430.13) 203-72k

20311d DrywellTemperature Versus Time
. 20 3-721 j

4

..(Response to Question 430.13)

!
20311e Wetwell Pressure Versus Time ;

(Response to Question 430.13) 203-72m !

i p 20.2-11f WetwellTemperature Versus Time
;

'

(Response to Question 430.13) 203-72n j
-

i

| 203-12 Shake Analysis Results - Soil Profile UB1D150 1
'

(Response to Question 220.8) 203-93a J

20 3-13 Shake Analysis Results - Soil Profile VP2D150
(Response to Question 220.8) 203-93b

203 14 MSIV Closure with Flux Scram
(Response to Question 440.14) 20 3-119

20 3-15 Peak Vessel Pressure Versus Safety / Relief Va': -
Capacity (Response to Question 440.14) 20 3-120

203-16 MSIV Closure . Flux Scram
(Response to Question 440.16) 20 3-121

203 17 Control Rod Drop Accident Scenario for FMCRD
,

(Response to Question 44032) 20 3 122

q
- 203 iv -|
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gSECTION 203

ILLUSTRATIONS (Continued)

DggIn Title East

20 3-18 Low Pressure Core Flooder Sparger
(Response to Question 440.59) 20 3 123

203-19 High Pressure Core Flooder Sparger
(Response to Question 440.59) 20 3 125

203-19a Markup of Figure 5.4-11b
(Response to Question 440.73) 203-125a

,

1

203-19b Markup of Figure 63-3b
,

; (Response to Quecion 440.73) 203-125b

|

| 20 3-20 Markup of Figure 5.1-3c
(Response to Question 210.7) 20 3-143

20 3-21 Stability Controls and Protection Logie
(Response to Question 100.1) 203-202

20 3-22 Relationship Between Modes
.

(Response to Question 100.1) 203-203

|

.

'

20 3-23 Penetration Shielding Relationship
i

to Core Midplane Dose
(Response to Question 47133) 20 3 204

|
|

|

203-v
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20.3 QUESTIONS / RESPONSES j

f
' This subsection provides the responses for each of the NRC questions identified in Sections 20.1

and 20.2. For convenience, each question is repeated here before its corresponding response. These
questions / responses are provided in groups corresponding to the NRC Requests for Additional Informa-

'tion (RAl) referenced in Section 20.4. Within each group, the questions / responses are presented in
the numerical order of the question numbers. Tables and Figures are provided at the end of each RAI
group.

20.3.1 Response to First RAI. Reference 1 !

| |

QUESTION 210.1 )
|

In Subsection 5.2.1.2, the statement is made that Section 50.55a of 10CFR50 requires NRC staff )
approval of ASME Code Cases only for Class I components. Revise this statement to be consistent with j
the current (1987) edition of 10CFR50.55a which requires staff approval of Code Cases for ASME Class |
1,2, and 3 components. |

I
RESPONSE 210.1 j

j

Response to this question is provided in revised Subsection 5.2.1.2.

QUESTION 210.2

Revise Table 5.21 or provide additional tables in Subsection 5.2.1.2 which identifies all- ASME i
Code Cases that will be used in th; cons uction and in-plant operations of all ASME Class 1,2. erd
3 components in the ABWR. All Code Cases in these tables should be identified by Code Case number,
revision and title. These tables should include those applicable Code Cases that are listed either

,

as acceptable or conditionally acceptable in Regulatory Guides 1.84,1.85 and 1.147. For those Code'

Cases listed as conditionally acceptable, verify that the construction of all applicable components j
will be in compliance with the additional Regulatory Guide conditions. i

RESPONSE 210.2 ]

Response to this question is prosided in revised Subsection 5.2.1.2 and Table 5.2-1.

QUESTION 250.1

Subsection 5.2.4.1 should state that the system boundary includes all pressure vessels, piping,
pumps, and valves which are part of the reactor coolant system, or connected to the reactor coolant
systems, up to and including

(A) The outermost containment isolation valve in system piping that penetrates the primary reactor
containment.

(B) The second of two valves normally closed during normal reactor operation in system piping that I
does not penetrate primary reactor containment.

(C) The reactor coolant system and relief vakes.

RESPONSE 250.1

A
Response to this question is provided in revised Subsection 5.2.4.1.

Amendment 3 20.3 1
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QUESTION 250.2
|

Subsection 5.2.4.2 should satisfy the requirements in ASME Code,IWA 1500.

RESPONSE 250.2
j

Response to this question is provided in revised Subsection 5.2.4.2.
|

QUESTION 2503

Subsection 6.6.8 should discuss the augmented inservice inspection for those portions of high
energy piping enclosed in guard pipes.

RESPONSE 2503

Augmented inservice inspection is not required for the ABWR design since there are no guard pipes
enclosing high energy piping between the containment isolation valves.

QUESTION 251.1

| Subsection 5.3.1.1 should state that the material will comply with the provisions of the ASME
Code, Section III, Appendix I, and meet the specification requirements of 10CFR50, Appendix G.

RESPONSE 251.1 |

|

Response to this question is provided in revised Subsection 53.1.1
i

QUESTION 251.2

Subsection 53.1.2 should state the specific subsection NB of ASME Code to which the manufacturing
and fabrication specifications were alluded.

\ :
'

|

| RESPONSE 251.2 1

Response to this question is provided in revised Subsection 53.1.2.
,

|

QUESTION 2513 )

Subsections 53.1.4.4 and 53.1.4.5 should be rewritten; the cross-reference is unacceptable.

Subsections 53.1.4.7, 5.3.1.5.2, 5.3.1.6.3, and 5.3.2.1.5; Revision 2 of Regulatory Guide 1.99
should be added in these subsections. j

RESPONSE 2513 |
1

Response to the first part of this question is provided in revised Subsections 5.3.1.4.4 and
53.1.4.5.

:

The GE ABWR Licensing Review Bases issued by the NRC on August 7,1987 specifies a SRP affectivity
date of March 30,1987. Thus, the Regulatory Guides in effect as of that date are applicable to the
ABWR. However, rather than providing the specific revision of each Regulatory Guide each time it is
noted in the test of the SSAR, GE has chosen to provide the applicable revisions of the Regulatory
Guides in SSAR Subsection 1.8.2.

O'
Amendment 7 20.3-2
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, r3 (2) Criteria for Selecting Stellite Materials:
..

\) I

'|
.

1. Wear resistance
;

2. Weldability
.

!
l

3. Experience and service history |

4. Radiation levelin area of application

(3) Evaluation of Noncobalt-containing Material to Replace Stellite:

!

The major source of cobalt from the reactor core has been Haynes 25 and Stellite 3 (cobalt-based '

alloys) for pins and rollers, respectively, in BWR ' control rods. Replacement of the cobalt
alloy pins and rollers with noncobalt alloys has been extensively investigated under a joint
GE-EPRI program (Project'1331-1). The results of this investigation' arc documented in the j

~

report, EPRI NP-2329, Project 1331-1, Final Report, March 1982. The current design noncobalt ;

materials are alloy X-750 for control rod rollers and 13-8 PH for the pins.

QUESTION 281.7

Subsection 5.2.3.2.2.3(4) (page 5.210) states that control of reactor water oxygen during <

startup/ hot standby may be accomplished by utilizing the de aeration capabilities of the condenser. '

In addition, this section states that independent control of control rod drive (CRD) cooling water
oxygen concentrations of < 50 ppb during power operation is desirable to protect against IGSCC of CRD =
materials. Are either one or both of the above dissolved oxygen controls incorporated in the ABWR .

O standard plant design?

RESPONSE 281.7

In Subsection 5.2.3.2.2.3, control of reactor water oxygen by using the condenser and control of
control rod drive water were mentioned as dissolved oxygen control methods. These two plant features
are not in the Nuclear Island scope. However, an interface requirement has been added (see new i
Subsection 5.2.5) that requires the remainder of the plant to meet the water quality requirements of i

Table 5.2-5.

QUESTION 281.8

In Subsection 5.2.3.2.2.3(13) (page 5.211) it states that the main steam line radiation monitor
indicates an excessive amount of hydrogen being injected. An explanation of this occurrence should i
be discussed.

RESPONSE 281.8

Subsection 5.2.3.2.2.3(13) will be revised by September 30, 1988 to discuss the effects of -
excessive hydrogen injection upon the main steam line radiation monitor.

i

QUESTION 281.9

Subsection 6.4.4.2 (page 6.4-6) discusses personnel respirator use in the event of toxic gas
intrusion into the control room. However, the chlorine descetion system is not discussed. Also, any

[~ control functions that are automatically triggered by a chlorine detector alarm (closing intake
\ dampers, energizing control room HVAC system recirculation) should be identified.

Amendment 3 g3 33 |
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RESPONSE 281.9

The ABWR control room habitability system does not include a chlorine detection system.

QUESTION 281.10

In the October 1987 ABWR presentation to the NRC staff the design features and/or requirements to
improve water chemistry for GE-ABWR were specified. Address each one of these design features and/or
requirements listed in Table I in the ABWR Standard Safety Analysis Report.

{

TABLEI

Comparison of requirements in ABWR standard safety analyses REPORT
and ABWR presentation to NRC staff (October 21 and 22,1987)

|

ABWR Presentation ABWR Standard Safety
to NRC Staff Analysis Report

I
1- Selection oflow cobalt Required Design Feature Not discussed in i

materials to minimize Subsection 5.23.
radiation buildup

2- Hydrogen water chemistry Required Design Feature Subsection 5.23.2.2
to suppress IGSCC references normal j

water chemistry.

3- Zine injection to mini. Required Design Feature Not discussed in {
mize radiation buildup Subsection 5.23.2.2.2. )

I
| 4- Full flow deep bed Required Design Feature Not discussed m !

condensate system Subsection 5.23.2.23. ;

to reduce feedwater
impurities

5- Improved online Ion chromatography, Only electrochemical
monitoring instrumen- electrochemical corrosion corrosion potential
tation to assure water potential, and crack arrest discussed in Subsec-
quality verification system tion 5.23.2.23.

required design features

1

6- Improved corrosion- Required Design Feature Not discussed in
resistant materials for Subsection 5.23.2.23.
steam extraction piping
to minimize feedwater
impurities

O.
Amendment 7 203-12
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20.3.2 Responw to Second RAI Reference 2

( QUESTION 430.1
,

Provide a failure modes and effects analysis of the control rod drive system (CRDS) in tabular I
form with supporting discussion to delineate the logic employed. The failure analysis should !

I demonstrate that the CRDS can perform I'2e intended functions with the loss of any active single
component. These evaluations and assessments should establish that all essential elements of the' ;

' CRDS are identified and provisions are made for isolation from nonessential CRDS elements. It should !

be established that all essential equipment is protected from common mode failures such as failure of I

n'oderate-and high energy lines. The failure mode and effects analysis of the control rod drives
should include water, air and electrical failures to CRDs and how the CRD system operation is
affected due to air contamination or water contamination. Before finalizing the scope of the i

analysis, refer to ACRS subcommittee meeting proceedings on the ABWR dated June 1,1988. It is noted
that the above information is to be included in Appendix 15B of the SSAR which will be submitted at a i

'

later date. However, the evaluation of the functional design of the reactivity control systems
cannot be completed until this information is provided. (4.6)

RESPONSE 430.1 )

A FMEA for the CRDS was submitted by March 31,1989. The scope of CRDS FMEA includes appropriate
consideration of the June 1,1988 ACRS subcommittee meeting proceedings. ]

|

!

O
i

i

l
'd

,

i

O
,

Amendment 7 20.3-22
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QUESTION 430.2

Regarding Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) leakage detection systems, provide information
on the following- (5.2.5)

(a) Describe how the leakage through both the inner and outer vessel hearl flange seals will be
detected and quantified.

(b) List the sources that may contribute to the identified leakage collected in the Reactor
Building Equipment Drain Sumps.

(c) Describe how potential intersystem leakages will be monitored for the 1) Low Pressure Coolant
Injection System,2) High Pressure Core Spray System,3) Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System
(RCIC) - Water side and 4) Residual Heat Removal System Inlet and discharge sides. Your
response should include all the applicable (for the ABWR design) systems and components
connected to the Reactor Coolant System that are listed in Table 1 of SRP Section 5.2.5 and
other systems that are unique to ABWR (except those that you have already discussed in SSAR
Subsection 5.2.5.2.2, Item 11).

RESPONSE 430.2a

Subsection 5.2.5.2.1 (7), which describes the reactor vessel head flange seal monitoring,
indicates that leakage through both inner and outer seals will be detected by "other" dry well leak
detection instrumentation. Such leakage, through both the inner and outer head flange 0 ring seals
would be detected principally by increases in drywell floor drain sump. All up/ pump out rates,
changes in water level of the floor drain sump, increases in the drywell air cooler condensate flow
rates and increasing temperatures of the drywell ambient temperature monitors.

However, without any further data, none of these "other" drywell leak detection methods can
specifically identify the leakage as coming from the failure of the O-rings at the vessel head flange
seal. That is, these other methods would only indicate an increase of unidentified leakage into the
drywell.

Leakage through only the inner reactor vessel head flange seal is detected and can be identified
by monitoring the increase in pressure measured between the two O-ring seals. The leakage amount
cannot, however, be quantified, as long as the outer 0-ring seal maintains its integrity and the
manual valve in the drain line to the drywell equipment drain sump remains closed.

Assuming that leakage through the inner 0-ring seal has occurred prior to any subsequent leakage
through both the inner and outer vessel head flange seals (a reasonable assumption), then the
potential exists to both identify and quantify leakage through both seals of the reactor vessel head
flange. The leakage through the inner seal would have been previously identified by the increase in
pressure being monitored between the two 0 ring seals. Both an alarm and measurement indication of
pressure are provided in the control room.

Any subsequent loss of integrity of the outer 0-ring seal (assuming that loss of integrity of the
inner O-ring seal had previously occurred) should at this time result in additional alarms indicating
an increase of unidentified leakage into the drywell. This new unidentified leakage can be

O
Amendment 3
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!

QUESTION 430.4
t

-

'V Clarify whether the RCIC makeup capacity is sufficient to provide also for main turbine stop !

valves. Also, clarify whether this leakage is included in the total leakage mentioned in Subsection !

5.2.5.4.1.

RESPONSE 430.4 ;

I.
The RCIC system has sufficient capacity to account for this leakage.' The total leakage mentioned I

in Subsection 5.2.5.4.1 does not account for this leakage. .]
1

QUESTION 430.5 j
I

.IClarify how Position C.2 of RG 1.29, ' Seismic Design Classification" is met for all applicable
leak detection systems (also include the leak detection systems outside the drywell). (5.2.5)

I
RESPONSE 430.5 ' i

I
All elements of the leak detection and isolation system (LDS) and supporting systems that must

accomplish a safety function or whose failure could prevent accomplishment of a safety function will
be designed to accommodate a SSE and remain functional. All such equipment will be designated as j

ISeismic Category I equipment.
|

l

(
\,)

i

!

!

|

|

|

|

Amendment 3 20.3-30
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All LDS equipment related to isolating functions and all equipment of interfacing systems, either
providing input signals to the LDS, or which receive LDS isolation signals and accomplish the safety i

functions related to isolating the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) or the primary contain. |
ment vessel (PCV) will thus conform to Position C.2 of RG 1.29. Such conformance shall be applied to 1

the LDS itself and to all systems which support the LDS in monitoring for leaks from the RCPB,
internal to the drywell or external to the drywell, e.g., the nuclear boiler system and the process
radiation monitoring system provide such support. i

|
iThe LDS and associated safety systems will also conform to the RG 1.100 position related to

satisfying requirements of IEEE 344. Note that RG 1.100 effects interfacing mechanical systems
(e.g., the isolation valves and motor control centers, etc., of these systems) to a greater degree
than it effects the LDS.

I
The airborne particulate radioactivity monitoring system of the LDS will also meet the guidelines i

of PG 1.45, Position C 6 and will be designed to remain functional when subjected to a SSE. ;
i

QUESTION 430.6

1

Identify all the interface requirements relating to RCPB leakage detection systems. (5.2.5)
'

|
RESPONSE 430.6

'

| There are no RCPB leakage detection system safety-related interfaces for the ABWR Standard Plant.

QUESTION 430.7 i
!
i

i in the SSAR section devoted to containment functional design, identify clearly those areas that !
are not part of the ABWR scope and provide relevant interface requirements. (6.2) I

'

!

RESPONSE 430.7 |

There are no containment safety.related interfaces for the ABWR Standard Plant.

QUESTION 430.8 i

!

With respect to the design bases for the containment: (6.2) !

QUESTION 430.8a

Discuss the bases for establishing the margin between the maximum calculated accident pressure or
| pressure difference and the corresponding design pressure or pressure difference. This includes the

design external pressure, internal pressure, and pressure between subcompartment walls.

RESPONSE 430.8a ;

1

The containment pressure response to a postulated accident is divided into three different time
periods: vent-clearing; short-term; and long-term. The most dynamic processes occur during vent
clearing and result in a very rapid rise in containment pressure and the maximum differential

I pressure across the diaphragm floor. Because these processes are so dynamic, a margin of 30% between
'

the maximum calculated pressure and the design pressure is specified for design purposes. The peak
containment pressures are reached during the short term period. For this time period a margin of 15%

O
Amendment 7 20 3-31
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i,RESPONSE 430.11s

The ABWR design uses a pressure suppression-type containment which is similar to that used in the
Mark 1, II, and III containment designs. In a pressure suppression-type containment, any steam -

released from the primary system following a postulated LOCA will be condensed by the suppression
pool. However, the potential exists for steam to bypass the suppression pool through leakage paths .
between the drywell and the wetwell airspace. The steam from the drywell leaking directly into fhe
wetwell airspace would produce pressurization of the ABWR containment as is the case for the other
(Mark 11 arsd Ill) containment designs.

|
Large primary system ruptures generate high pressure differentials across the assumed leakage path|

which, in turn, give proportionally higher leakage flow rates. However, large breaks also rapidly
depressurize the reactor and terminate the blowdown. As the size of the assumed primary system
rupture decreases, the magnitude of the differential pressure across any leakage path also
decreases. Small breaks, however, result in an increasingly longer reactor blowdown period, which in ]
turn, results in longer durations of the leakage flow. - The limiting case is a very small reactor
system break which will not automatically result in reactor depressurization. For larger breaks the
maximum allowable area of the leakage path is larger, since leakage into the wetwell airspace is of
limited duration.

QUESTION 430.11a

A comparison of the ABWR pool bypass capability with that for Mark 11 and Mark 111 designs.

RESPONSE 430.11a

The ABWR containment design has a steam bypass capability for small breaks of the order of 0.05
. ft' (A// K), same as for the Mark 11 plants.

i

QUESTION 430.11b

The measures for minimizing the potential for steam bypass and the systems provided to mitigate
the consequences of pool bypass. Discuss and demonstrate the conservatism of assumptions made in the
analysis of steam bypass.

RESPONSE 430.11b

The potential leakage paths for steam bypass incorporate design features which help in minimizing
,

the potential for steam bypass. The ABWR design includes a wetwell spray system to mitigate the i

consequences (wetwell airspace pressurization) of suppression pool bypass. Detailed analysis
| results, discussing the analysis assumptions will be provided in a future amendment.

,

QUESTION 430.11e

I
identify alllines from which leakage (or rupture) could contribute to pool bypass and wetwell air '

space pressurization. !

i
RESPONSE 430.11e i

1

1

Response to the question will be provided in a future amendment.

|

C !

Amendment 7 203-36
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QUESTION 430.11d

identify all fluid lines which traverse the wetwell air space and identify those lines which are
protected by guard pipe.

RESPONSE 430.11d

Response to the question will be provided in a future amendment.

QUEST!ON 430.11e

Discuss the rationale and basis for the werwell spray flow capacity.

RESPONSE 430.11e

The primary purpose of the wetwell spray system (manually operated)is to provide mitigation for
the adverse consequences of the steam bypass. The basis for the wetwell spray flow capacity (500
gpm) is to assure that the maximum containment pressure due to pool bypass does not exceed the
containment design pressure.

QUESTION 430.12

With regard to containment response to external pressure: (6.2)

QUESTION 430.12a

Describe the wetwell-to-drywell vacuum breaker system and show the extent to which the require-
ments of subsection NE of section 111 of the ASME B&PV Code are satisfied. Discuss the functional
capability of the system. Provide the design and performance pararneters for the vacuum relief
devices.

RESPONSE 430.12a

The wetwell-to-drywell vacuum breaker system (WDVBS) is safety-related consisting of eight (8) 20-
inch vacuum breaker valves. Seven valves are required to open to provide an effective flow area ade-
quate to keep the differential pressure between the drywell and wetwell within the negative design
value of 2 psi during all operating and accident transients. Therefore, the system design accounts
for the single failure case in which one valve fails to open. Each vacuum breaker valve shall open
fully within 1.0 second (start to open at a pressure differential of 0.2 psi and fully open at 0.5
psi).

The vacuum breaker valves shall be installed on the RPV pedestalin separate penetrations from the
lower drywell to the suppression chamber airspace, with one valve per penetration. The vacuum
breaker valves shall be swinging disk valves which will be actuated by the differential pressure
across the valve ports. No external power shall be utilized to open the valves. Valves shall be
capable of being manually operated and remotely operated with air operated piston to verify the
movement of valve disk. The valve shall be supplied with a position indicator switch in the control
room that will permit remote indication of valve posi; ion in control room.

,

QUESTION 430.12b
|

|Discuss the basis for selecting a low design capability for external pressure acting across the ;

drywell to wetwell boundary, it is not apparent that the drywell negative design pressure of 2.0
psid is desirable or sufficient. ;

Arnendment 7
20.3-37
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RESPONSE 430.12b

|
The drywell negative design pressure of 2.0 psid is specified mainly for designing the steel

liner. The ABWR primary containment vessel (PCV)is a steel-lined reinforced concrete containment
vessel (RCCV). The main purpose of steel liner is to provide the leaktightness required. This
design value of 2.0 psid, which has also been specified for the Mark 11 design, is judged to be ad-
equate based ori she experience for the Mark Il plants.

Engineering analyses were performed (with no vacuum breakers) to calculate the negative differen-
tial pressurl between the wetwell and the reactor building. All possible wetwell depressurization
events which may result in the negative differential pressure were considered, and analyses were con-
ducted for the limiting transient event. The negative differential pressure was determined to be .1.8
psid, which is below (by 10%) the negative design pressure of 2.0 psid.

QUESTION 430.12c

The margin between the calculated wetwell-to-reactor building negative differential pressure (-1.8
psid) and the design differential pressure ( 2.0 psid) is not considered adequate. A higher margin
of 15% should be provided at this stage of the design. Further, given the reliance of the BWR pres-
sure suppression design on containment venting to control pressure, discuss the basis for not provid-
ing wetwe!! to reactor building vacuum breakers.

RESPONSE 430.12c

Experience indicates that a margin of 10% between the calculated and the design differential pres-
sure should be adequate. As noted in response to Part b of this question this design pressure is for
the steel liner and this is not a load carrying component to provide structural integrity of the

( primary containment boundary. The reinforced concrete walls (about 6 ft. thick) are the main load
carrying components whose design is controlled by the internal design pressure 45 psig which is
carried by rebar. The concrete walls (are not vulnerable) are subjected to compression under the 2.0
psid negative design pressure. Therefore, it is not necessary to provide wetwell to reactor building
vacuum breakers.

QUESTION 430.12d

in the analysis of wetwell to reactor building negative differential pressure calculation, a 500
gpm wetwell spray flow rate was used. Provide the basis for the assumption and the design basis for
the wetwell spray capacity.

RESPONSE 430.12d

See response to Question 430.11e.

QUESTION 430.13

Section 6.2.1.1.3 of the SSAR states that the containment functional evaluation is based upon the
consideration of several postulated accident conditions including small break accidents. Provide the
assumptions, analysis and results of the small break accidents considered, and demonstrate that the
identifid (in the SSAR) feedwater line and steam line breaks are the limiting accidents.

RESPONSE 430.13

Figures 20.3-11a through 20.3-11f demonstrate that the maximum drywell pressure occur during

Amendment 1 20.3-38
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1
i

feedwater line break accident, and the maximum drywell temperature condition would result from a main 1

steam line break accident. All of the analyses assume the primar) system and containment system are ;

'

initially at the maximum normal operating conditions.

;

.

,

O

|

O
Amendment 7 20.3-38.1
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Ir- QUESTION 430.14 i

!
L

Provide analyses of the suppression pool temperature for transients involving the actuation of
safety / relief valves. Provide the assumptions and conservatism employed in the analyses so that an
assessment could be made for conformance to the acceptance criteria set forth in NUREG-0783,
" Suppression Pool Temperature Limits for BWR Containments? (6.2) j

1

RESPONSE 430.14
'

Suppression pool temperature analyses, for transients involving the actuation of safety relief
valves (SRVs) to show conformance to NUREG-0783 are not required. Recent studies conclude that the
pool temperature limit for SRV discharge is not necessary and may be climinated. Results of these j

studies are documented in the GE Report NEDO-30832. Class I, December 1984. This report has been
provided to the NRC Staff via BWR Owners Group letter, BWROG-8513, of March 21,1985.

A temperature limit for BWR suppression pools during SRV discharge was specified in NUREG-0783. )
This limit was established because of concerns about unstable condensation and associated high loads
on the containment structure at high suppression pool temperatures. The concern was raised because
of experience in BWRs with prolonged SRV discharge without quencher devices. The NRC established the
temperature limits in NUREG-0783 based on data available at the time it was issued in 1981. At that
time sufficient data was not available to confirm that quenchers were effective in eliminating the
unstable condensation loads.

| Since NGEG-0783 was issued, scaling laws have been developed and confirmed for the discharge and
| condensation of steam in a suppression pool. Also, the subscale data base has been expanded over a
j range of pool temperatures up to saturation temperature with both straight pipe geometries and with
! quencher devices. The confirmation of the scaling laws and the expanded data base now provide strong

support for the elimination of the pool temperature limit for SRV discharge with quenchers (T- and X-
quenchers). For details, please refer to the GE Report NEDO-30832, Class I, December 1984,
Elimination of L.imit on BWR Suppression Pool Temperature for SRV Discharge with Quenchers.

|

The ABWR design utilizes X quencher discharge devices which are the same as that used for the !
Mark II and Mark III designs and evaluated in the recent study noted above. This study determined ;

that the dynamic pressures (loads) due to SRV discharge decrease as the pool temperature approaches
'

saturation temperature, and concluded that the pool temperature limit, specified in NUREG-0783, for
SRV discharge is not necessary and may be eliminated. !

i

Therefore, the acceptance criteria set forth in NUREG 0783 are not necessary and, hence, j
suppression pool transient analyses involving the actuation of SRVs are not needed. )

4

QUESTION 430.15 i

Provide the pressure at which the maximum allowable leak rate of 0.5%/ day is quoted. (6.2)

RESPONSE 430.15

Response to this question is provided in revised Table 6.2-2.

QUESTION 430.16

Provide engineered safety systems information for containment response analysis (full capacity

O()'
operation and capability used in the containment analysis), as indicated in Table 6-7 of Regulatory
Guide 1.70, Revision 3. (6.2)

Amendment 3 203 39 |
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RESPONSE 430.16

.
Response to this question is provided in revised Subsection 6.2.1.1.3.2 and new Table 6.2-2a.

i

QUESTION 430.17

In the design evaluation section for containment subcompartments (Section 6.2.1.2.3), provide the
information necessary to substantiate your assessment that the peak differential pressures do not ex-
cced the design differential pressure. Guidance for the information required is provided in Regula- .)
tory Guide 1.70, Revision 3, Section 6.2.1.2.," Containment Subcompartments", Design Evaluation. |

|
RESPONSE 430.17 |

|

| Response to this question will be provided in a future amendment. !

QUESTION 430.18

Describe the manner in which suppression pool dynamic loads resulting from postulated
loss-of-coolant accidents, transients (e.g., relief valve actuation), and seismic events have been 'j
integrated into the affected containment structures. Provide. plan and section drawings of the '

containment illustrating all equipment and structural surfaces that could be subjected to pool
dynamic loads. For each structure or group of structures, specify the dynamic loads as a function of
time, and specify the relative magnitude of the pool dynamic load compared to the design basis load
for each structure. Provide justification for each of the dynamic load histories by the use of
appropriate experimental data and/or analyses.

Describe the manner by which potential asymmetric loads were considered in the containment
design. Characterize the type and magnitude of possible asymmetric loads and the capabilities of the
affected structures to withstand such a loading profile. (6.2)

Amendment 7 20.340
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RESPONSE 430.18

The pool dynamic loads such as vent clearing, pool swell, condensation oscillation, chugging,
etc., resulting from postulat.d loss of-coolant accidents and the pool dynamic loads associated with
safety relief valve actuation during transients are to be found in Appendix 3B. The containment
vessel, basemat, pedestal, access tunnels and quencher supports are subjected to these loads. In
Appendix 3B, the time histories including magnitude and duration as well as spatial variation and
distribution of these loads are specified. The seismic loads on the structures such as pedestal,
containment vessel structure, etc., are to be found in Appendix 3G. The combinations of seismic
loads OBE/SEE with pool dynamic loads for the containment design are in accordance with Tables 3.8-1,
3.8-5 and 3.8-6.

QUESTION 430.19

Provide information to demonstrate that the ABWR design is not vulnerable to a safety relief valve
discharge line break within the air space of the wetwell, coupled with a stuck open relief valve ,

after its actuation as a result of the transient. (6.2) |

|
RESPONSE 430.19

There :s a high degree of assurance that the ABWR-SRVDL wetwell piping is not vulnerable to a

i safety relief valve discharge line break within the air space of the wetwell due to a stuck open
'

relief valve Pressure / temperature conditions in the discharge line during valve actuation have been
analyzed and the calculated stresses and fatigue usage factors for all the load combinations which j

include the stuck open valve loads were within code allowables. This provides confidence that the j
combination of discharge line failure and valve actuation is a very low probability event and is not j

| a significant issue for the containment. The design and analysis of the wetwell piping is briefly i

fG1described below.

Materials

|

(1) Corrosion Resistance i

The material selected for the air space pipitig is 316 stainless steel with .05% max carbon.
This material is resistant to corrosion in the high humidity of the wetwell and also has high
resistance to intergranular stress corrosion.

(2) Non Ductile Fracture

Stainless steel is not subject to non ductile failure, a concern with some grades of carbon
steel.

Desien and Analysis

The wetwell piping was designed and analyzed to ASME class 3 requirements. All known (postulated)
loading conditions were evaluated in the stress analysis.

Protection against some specific potential failure modes is discussed below.

(1) Fatigue Failure by Thermal Expansion

Class 3 piping is safe for 7000 cycles of thermal expansion when the stress ratio is 1.0 or

e
Amendment 3 20.341
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below. The maximum expansion cycles for any valve is only 1790 cycles and the stress ratio is
below 0.8 which assures no fatigue failure.

(2) System Collapse Due to Weight Stress

The weight of the upper wetwell 10 inch piping is supported by the heavier 12 inch piping
extending vertically down to the quencher. The stresses are far below the code allowable.

(3) System Collapse due to Dynamic Loads

The anchors and the lateral supports control the stresses due to dynamic loads at every location
in the piping location within the code allowable stress limits.

|

| Fabrication an1 Installation

(1) Welds and Welding

| To guard against fabrication defects, all welding and welding nondestructive examination is done
to ASME class 3 requirements. This provides 100% radiography of the welds in the wetwell air
space.

The number of welds in the wetwell air space was miniinized by using bent pipe wherever
_.

possible. There are no longitudinal pipe welds due to the use of seamless pipe.
1

(2) Hydrotest

Following installation, the piping is hydrostatic tested to assure no leaks and demonstrateO structural integrity.

QUESTION 430.20

Discuss suppression pool water makeup under normal and accident condition. (6.2)
|

| RESPONSE 430.20
1
!

Under normal conditions, make-up water to the suppression pool can be added by the suppression
pool clean-up (SPCU) system. Suction is taken from the condensate storage pool (CSP) through a line
that primarily supplies the high pressure core flooder (HPCF) system and the reactor core isolation
cooling (RCIC) system. The SPCU pump outlet is piped to the suppression pool.

Amendment 3 20.3-42
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.

Under loss-of-coolant accident conditions the ECCS systems (HPCF and RCIC) take primary suction
from the CSP and secondary suction from the suppression pool. Suction from the CSP is the preferred
source of water. The containment accident response (pressure and temperature) analyses neglect this
source of make up water for conservatism.

<
- For post-accident suppression pool makeup or containment flooding, the HPCF system can take

suction from the CSP and pump water through the HPCF suppression pool return line. This will provide
makeup to the suppression pool or fill the containment to a water level consistent with containment

/ design pressure. For the extreme situation where containment flooding is desired, additional water
can be added to the CSP using fire hoses or another alternate source of water. For containment
flooding the suppression pool is completely filled and the drywell flooded to the desired level.

QUESTION 430.21

With respect to mass and energy release analyses for postulated loss of coolant accidents identify
the sources of generated and stored energy in the reactor coolant system that are considered in the

, . analyses of loss of coolant accidents. Describe the methods used and assumptions made in calcula-
tions of the energy available for release from tiese sources. Address the conservatism in the calcu-
lation of the available energy from each source. Tabulate the stored energy sources and the amounts
of stored energy. For the sources of generated energy, provide curves showing the energy release

.

rates and integrated energy release. (6.2)
'

RESPONSE 430.21

The energy released for postulated loss-of-coolant accidents is comprised of (1) the energy gene-<

rated by fission product decay, and (2) stored energy in the reactor system. For short-term re-
sponse analyses, ANS-5 decay heat curve plus 20% margin is used for added conservatism. The rate of
release of core decay heat is provided in Table 20.3-2 as a function of time after accident initia-
tion, and Table 20.3-3 provides integrated decay heat release rate. For long-term analyses ANS-5
decay heat curve with no added margin is used.

The sensible stored energy in the reactor coclant system is made available to the reactor coolant
by modeling the heat sources as heat capacity modes in the analyses. Following each postulated
accident event, the total stored energy is made available for transfer to the reactor coolant. An
estimated total amount of available stored energy is about 200 x 106 Btu.

QUESTION 430.22

in the SSAR sections devoted to containment heat removal systems, identify clearly those areas
that may not be part of the GE scope and provide relevant interface requirements. (6.2)

RESPONSE 430.22

There are no containment heat removal system safety related interfaces for the ABWR Standard
Plant.

QUESTION 430.23
]

The SSAR states that the containment heat removal system is designed to limit the long-term
4

temperature of the suppression pool to 207 F. The calculated peak pool temperature is )
206.46 F for the feedwater line break. With respect to this analysis provide the following I

information: (6.2) I

O.
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RESPONSE 430.25 |
,

V The ABWR containment design does not require nor does it rely upon sprays for controlling drywell
pressure and temperature below their design values following design basis loss-of-coolant accident
(LOCA) conditions. The primary design objective of the drywell sprays (initiated by operator action)
is to provide removal of the fission products released in the drywell during LOCA. As an option,
drywell sprays can be utilized in controlling equipment environmental conditions in the drywell.

The ABWR drywell cooling system design is non safety grade. Upgrading the design to safety to pro-
vide some capacity for controlling drywell thermodynamic conditions following an accident is not re-

,

garded as cost effective. Control of drywell conditions through the suppression pool cooling (RHR j
heat exchangers) is an order of magnitude more effective in overall containment heat removal than the
drywell cooling system. It is not necessary to have the drywell cooling system available for control-
ling conditions in the drywell following an accident. The RHR heat exchangers have adequate heat re-
moval capability.

In order to upgrade the drywell cooling system to safety grade, extensive design modification will
be required. The entire cooling system (cooling units, piping, ducts, source of cooling water, etc) ;

design will be required to withstand seismic loads and other loads due to a high energy pipe break, i

In addition, this upgrading will require an increase in the emergency diesel generator capacity.
Considering that it is not necessary to have the drywell cooling system available following an
accident and the upgrading requires extensive design modifications, it is concluded that there is no
technical merit in upgrading the drywell fan coolers.

QUESTION 430.26

,- The time period assumed for initiation of the containment heat removal system after a LOCA is 10
minutes requiring operator action. It is the staff's position that this time period is too restric-
tiu In fact previous BWR designs ( Grand Gulf's Mark III) use 30 minutes actuation time. Provide
the reasons why the ABWR does not provide more flexibility with respect to the time required for ac-
tuation. (6.2)

RESPONSE 430.26

Response to this question is provided in revised Subsections 6.2.1.1.3.3.1.2, 6.2.2.2 a n d
6.2.2.3.1. In addition, the following clarification is provided.

For the RHR response to a LOCA,10 minutes was assumed as the time following the LOCA initiation
when containment cooling is initiated. The ABWR RHR is designed with its heat exchanger always in se-
ries with the pump. As soon as RHR injection flow initiates after depressurization the RHR heat ex-
changer is in the flow p?th and cooling the water. For a large break depressurization can occur in 3
to 5 minutes, at whic h ome containment cooling begins as RHR injection starts. For the large break
analysis,10 minutes was conservatively assumed as the start of containment cooling.

The question mentioned the previous Grand Gulf design. Unlike the ABWR, the Grand Gulf design re-
quired operator action to perform valve alignment to bring the RHR heat exchanger into the flow path
to initiate containment cooling.

The ABWR design requirement for core cooling is that the ECCS shall be completely automatic in op-
eration (i.e., no operator action required) for at least 30 minutes following a LOCA.

,a
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QUESTION 430.27
.

Describe the design features of the suppression pool suction strainers. Specify the mesh size of
the screens and the maximum particle size that could be drawn into the piping. Of the systems that
receive water through the suppression pool suction strainers under post accident conditions, identify
the system component that places the limiting requirements on the maximum size of debris that may be
atlowed to pass through the stainers and specify the limiting particle size that the component can i

circulate without impairing system performance. Discuss the potential for the strainers to become j
clogged with debris. Identify and discuss the kinds of debris that might be developed following a 1

loss-of coolant accident. Discuss the types of insulation used in the containment and describe the i
behavior of the insulation during and after a LOCA. Include in your discussion information regarding
compliance with the acceptance criteria associated with USI A-43 as documented in NUREG-0897. (6.2)

RESPONSE 430.27

The strainers are sized to satisfy pump NPSH pressure drop requirements while being 50% plugged

The strainers and mesh are designed to prevent passage of particles larger than a certain size, as
determined by the pump design requirements, to prevent clogging the HPCF main pump cyclone separators
or seal cooling water orifices.

The ECCS suction strainers are designed to block passage of debris which could potentially degrade
the performance of these systems while considering the potential plugging effects of suppression pool
debris, especially under post-LOCA conditions.

The ECCS suctions strainers are designed and located so that, considering the type and amount of
pool debris, they will not become so plugged during the post-LOCA operating period as to result in
degraded performance of these systems. '

Containment protective coatings are required to withstand radiation, temperature and pressure, and
g

not flake to present problems of plugging ECCS suction strainers in the suppression pool. |

Primary system piping and reactor vessel insulation are designed to minimize adverse effects on
containment function following a LOCA.

For each postulated break location, the type and extent of insulation debris are estimated and
)

evaluated for the debris' effect on the potential plugging of the drywell connecting vents and for |
potential suction strainer plugging in the suppression pool. |

|
The mesh size to have a dimension on one side of approximately 1.5 mm. This size is to protect '

the ECCS pump cyclone separators.

|
Metal pipe insulation is used where ISI (in service inspection) of welds is performed. The metal

insulation will sink in the pool, i

The major pipe insulation material is potentially calcium silicate, which will float for a very
short time and then sink in the pool.

The vents from the drywell to the wetwell are provided with screens to block pipe insulation or
other debris from entering the wetwell.

|

| Suppression pool suction strainer compliance with the acceptance criteria associated with USI A-43
.

| is addressed in Appendix 198.

1

l
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QUESTION 430.28

- O Provide analyses of the net positive suction head (NPSH) available to the RHR pumps in accordanceg
.with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.1. Compare the calculated values of available NPSH to
the required NPSH of the pumps. (6.2)

l
RESPONSE 430.28 )

i
Response to this question is provided in revised Subsection 6.2.23.1 and new Table 6.2 2b. ]

l

QUESTION 430.29 I

in SSAR 3ection 6.23, identify clearly those areas that may not be part of the ABWR scope and pro-
vide relevant interface requirements. i

;

RESPONSE 430.29

| There are no secondary containment safety-related interfaces for the ABWR Standard Plant. ,

l

QUESTION 43030

Provide a tabulation of the design and performance data for the secondary containment structure.
Provide the types of information indicated in Table 6-17 of Regulatory Guide 1.70, Revision 3. (6.2)

l

RESPONSE 43030

| Response to this question is prosided in new Table 6.2 2d.

U QUESTION 43031

Describe the valve isolation features used in support of the secondary containment. Specify the
plant protection system signals that isolate the secondary containment and activate the standby gas
treatment system. (6.2) )

I
i

i

!

|

|

Ov
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RESPONSE 43031
/

( Response to this question will be provided in a future amendment.

QUESTION 43032 f
|

Identify and tabulate by size, piping which is not provided with isolation features. Provide an
analysis to demonstrate the capability of the Standby Gas Treatment System to maintain the design ne-
gative pressure following a design basis accident with all non isolated lines open and the event of
the worst single failure of a secondary containment isolation valve to close. (6.2) ]

1

RESPONSE 430.32 l

1
Response to this question will be provided in a future amendment. )

1

QUESTION 43033 f
j

Discuss the design provisions that prevent primary containment leakage from bypassing the {
secondary containment standby gas treatment system and escaping directly to the environment.' Include i

a tabulation of potential bypass leakage paths, including the types of information indicated in Table
6-18 of Regulatory Guide 1.70, Revision 3. Provide an evaluation of potential bypass leakage ~ paths
considering equipment design limitations and test sensitivities. Specify and justify the maximum
allowable fraction of primary containment lea'. age that may bypass the secondary containment
structure. The guidelines of BTP 6-3 should be addressed in considering potential bypass leakage
paths. (6.2)

RESPONSE 43033 j

O Response to this question will be provided in a future amendment.

QUESTION 43034 !

Provide a list of the secondary containment openings and the instrumentation means by which each
is assured to be closed during a postulated design basis accident. (6.2)

RESPONSE 43034

Response to this question will be provided in a future amendment.

QUESTION 430.35

|

Provide a table of design information regarding the containment isolation provisions for fluid
system lines and fluid instrument lines penetrating the containment which are within the GE scope of
the ABWR design. Include as a minimum the following information:

i

(1) General design criteria or regulatory guide recommendations that have been met or other defined )
bases for acceptability; j

(2) System name;

(3) Fluid contained;

O (4) Line size;

Amendment 7 20.3-18
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(5) ESF system (yes or no);

(6) Through-line leakage classification;
1

(7) Reference to figure in SSAR showing arrangement of containment isolation barriers; {

(8) Location of valve (inside/outside containment);

i

(9) Type C leakage test (yes or no); I
J

(10) Valve type and operator; )

(11) Primary mode of valve actuation; !

(12) Secondary mode of valve actuation; I
|

(13) Normalvalve position; |
!

(14) Shutdown valve position; I

(15) Post accident valve position;

(16) Power failure valve position; '

|
(17) Containment isolation signals; )
(18) Valve closure time; and

(19) Power source. (6.2)

RESPONSE 430.35

Response to this question is prosided in new Table 6.2-7.

|

|
|

|

!

|
|

|

O
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p QUESTION 430A0

V
With respect to Figure 5.2-38a:

(a) Include the isolation valve arrangement of the standby liquid control system line.

(b) Identify the line labeled in the figure as "WDCS A" (it joins the RWCU line prior to its
connection to the feedwater line), and discuss the isolation provisions for that line.

RESPONSE 430A0a

The standby liquid control system.will be added to the next revision of Figure 6.2-38a. The valve
configuration is shown in Figure 20.3-1.

RESPONSE 430A0b

"WDCS" is now "RHR" (this correction will be made to the next revision of Figure 6.2-38a)s The
isolation for this line is provided by the feedwater system outboard motor operated valve shown in
Figure 6.2-38a.

QUESTION 430A1

Provide a diagram or referecce to figure (s) showing the isolation valve arrangement for the lines
identified below. For the isolation valve design of each of these lines, provide justification for '
not meeting the explicit requirements of GDC 56, and demonstrate that the guidelines for acceptable
alternate containment isolation provisions contained in SRP 6.2.4 are satisfied. The lines in

( question are-
k

HPCS and RHR test and pump miniflow bypass hnes |
RCIC pump miniflow bypass line )
RCIC turbine exhaust and pump rainiflow bypass lines |

SPCU suction and discharge lines (6.2)

RESPONSE 430A1 ;

I

GE is applying the same alternate criteria to the ABWR that has been reviewed and approved by the i

NRC on past licensing applications. Specifically, the ABWR design applies GE Safety Standard 20 No, j
8 to No. 9 to the lines in question as shown in Table 20.3-4.

1

l

J

!

!

)

O
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QUESTION 430.42

Describe the isolation prc, visions for the containment purge supply and exhaust lines and discuss
design conformance with Branch Technical Position CSB 6-4," Containment Purge During Normal Op-
crations." i

RESPONSE 430.42

The containment purge supply and exhaust lines connect to both the drywell and the wetwell. There
is one purge supply penetration for the drywell and one purge supply penetration for the wetwell.
Similarly, there is one exhaust penetration from each the drywell and wetwell. The purge supply line
connection to each or both of the drywell and wetwell has two inboard isolation valves in parallel,
located outside of, but as close as possible to the primary containment. One of these valves is in-
tended for use for (high volume) inerting and purge. The other, a two-inch valve, is used for any
necessary nitrogen makeup during power operation. The outboard isolation valves are located in each
of the lines for purge supply, nitrogen inerting, and nitrogen makeup. The exhaust line has a
similar parallel arrangement for the two valves located nearest to the wetwell penetration and the
two valves located nearest the drywell penetration. The two 2-inch exhaust valves are used for any
necessary venting (e.g., for pressure control during operation. Opening the large purge exhaust

|valves is not expected. Outboard isolation valves are located in each of the lines to the plant vent
and the standby gas treatment system. All isolation valves are air operated and fail in the closed
position, the signal sent from the leak detection and isolation system.

As described above, these isolation valves are in conformance to the supplemental guidance of
Branch Technical Position CSB6-4 on containment purge during normal operation.

|

QUESTION 430.43

O'Discuss the closure times of isolation valves in system lines that can provide an oper path from
the primary containment to the environment (e.g., containment purge system). Also discu,s provisions
of radiation monitors in these lines having the capability of actuating containment isolation. (6.2)

I
RESPONSE 430.43

Response to this question will be provided in a future amendment.

!

O
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QUESTION 430.44

0,'-

identify the system lines whose containment isolation requirements are covered by GDC 57 and .

discuss conformance of the design to the GDC requirements. (6.2) - 1

RESPONSE 430.44 -

JGDC 57 addresses closed loop systems which penetrate the containment but do not communicate with
the containment interior. The system lines shown in Table 20.3-5 have been identified and are

| considered to conform to GDC57 with the valve configuration as shown. The heavy lines denote an

| extension of the containment boundry.
Il
I

!

!
j

|
|

|O

l
i

.

I

!
.

l

i
I
1

|

|

|

k
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QUESTION 430.45 i

For the combustible gas control systems design, identify clearly those areas that may not be part
of the ABWR scope and provide relevant interface requirements. (6.2)

RESPONSE 430.45

There are no combustible gas control system safety-related interfaces for the ABWR Standard
Plant. This will be reflected in Section 1.9.

QUESTION 430.46

According to SRP 6.2.5 specific acceptance criteria related to the concentration of hydrogen or
oxygen in the containment atmosphere among others are the following:

(a) The analysis of hydrogen and oxygen production should be based on the parameters listed in
| Table 1 of Regulatory Guide 1.7 for the purpose of establishing the design basis for combus-

tible control systems.

(b) The fission product decay energy used in the calculation of hydrogen and oxygen production
;

from radiolysis should be equal to or more conservative than the decay energy model given in '

Branch Technical Position ASB9-2 in SRP 9.2.5. )

Provide justification that the assumptions used in the ADWR in establishing the design basis for
|

the combustible gas control systems are conservative with respect to the criteria a. and b. above.
(6.2)

RESPONSE 430.46

GE has been evaluating the need for additional hydrogen control during finalization of the ABWR
design. A recombiner, based on the source terms specified in Table 1 of Regulatory Guide 1.7, will
be added to Subsection 6.2.5.

QUESTION 430.47 3

I

Provide an analysis of the production and accumulation of combustible gases within the containment I
following a postulated loss-of-coolant accident including a]1 applicable information specified in i

Section 6.2.5.3 of Regulatory Guide 1.70, Revision 3.

RESPONSE 430.47

1

| An analysis of the production and accumulation of combustible gases within the primary containment

| will be included in the recombiner of Subsection 6.2.5 referred to in response to Question 430.46.
1

QUESTION 430.48

Regarding Containment Type A leakage testing,(6.2.6)

O
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QUESTION 430.48a

Provide the values for P and P .a g

RESPONSE 430.48a

P approximately40 psig and 0.5 P < P <P -a a t a

QUESTION 439.48b

Include the acceptance criterion for Lg during preoperational leakage rate tests, i.e., L -t
La (Ltm/ Lam), for the case when La (Lim / Lam) = 0.7.

RESPONSE 430.48b

Response to this question is provided in revised Subsection 6.2.6.1.1.5.

QUESTION 430.48c

Your acceptance criterion for Ltm (SSAR Subsection 6.2.5.1.2.2, Item 1) is at variance with the
staff's current practice for acceptance of Ltm. Also, it does not comply with the 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix J, Section III, Item A.I.(a) requirement. Therefore, either provide sufficient supporting
justification for the exemption from compliance with the above requirement or correct the criterion
as appropriate to comply with the requirement. Also, correct the stated acceptance criterion (SSAR
Subsection 6.2.6.1.2.2, Item 3) as appropriate to comply with Appendix J, Section III, Item A.6.(b)
requirement.

RESPONSE 430.48c

Response to this question is provided in revised Subsection 6.2.6.1.2.2.

QUESTION 430.48d

Regarding ILRT, identify the systems that will not be vented or drained and provide reasons for
the same.

RESPONSE 430.48d

Response to this question will be prosided in a future amendment.

QUESTION 430.48e

Provide P&lDs and process flow drawings for systems that will be vented or drained.

RESPONSE 430.48e

Response to this question will be provided in a future amendment.

QUESTION 430.49

Regarding Type B tests, (6.2.6)

O
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QUESTION 430.49a

Clarify how air locks opened during periods when containment integrity is required by plant's Tech-
nical Specifications will be tested to comply with Appendix J, Section III, Item D.2.(b).(iii). I

RESPONSE 430.49a
,

!

Response to this question is provided in revised Subsection 6.2.6.2.3.

QUESTION 430.49b

Provide the frequency for periodic tests of air locks and associated inflatable seals.

RESPONSE 430.49b

Response to this question is provided by revised Subsection 6.2.6.2.3.

QUESTION 430.49c

Provide the acceptance criteria for air lock testing and the associated inflatable seal testing.

RESPONSE 430.49c

Air lock leak testing acceptance criteria is in the technical specifications in accordance with
Appendix J of 10 CFR 50.

QUESTION 430.49d

List all containment penetrations subject to Type B tests.

RESPONSE 430.49d

Response to this question will be provided in a future amendment.

| QUESTION 430.49e

| List all those penetrations to be excluded from Type B testing and the rationale for excluding
| them.

RESPONSE 430.49e

Response to this question will be provided in a future amendment.

| QUESTION 430.50

Regarding Type C tests (6.2.6)

QUESTION 430.50a

Correct the statement (Subsection 6.2.6.3.1, Paragraph 1) as appropriate to casure that the hydrau-
lic Type C tests are performed only on those isolation valves that are qualified for such tests per
Appendix J. The current statement impiles that these tests are not necessarily restricted to the
valves that qualify for such tests.

O
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RESPONSE 430.50a

v \
Subsection 6.2.63.1, Paragraph 1, has been corrected as requested. j

1

QUESTION 43030b |
|

List all the primary containment isolation valves subject to Type C tests and provide the neces- j
sary P&lDs. j

RESPONSE 430.50b 1

Response to this question will be provided in a future amendment. ;

QUESTION 430.50c .

.i

Provide the list of valves that you propose to test in the reverse direction and justification for {
such testing for each of these valves. |
RESPONSE 430.50c

i

Response to this question will be provided in a future amendment.

QUESTION 430.50d
:
'

Identify the valves that you propose to test hydrostatically based on their ability to maintain a
30. day water leg seal. Also, identify other valves which you propose to test hydrostatically and i

provide the basis for such tests. Provide the test pressure for all the valves mentioned above.

RESPONSE 430.50d

Response to this question will be provided in a future amendment.

QUESTION 430.50e

Indicate test pressures for MSIVs (with justification if it is less than P ) and isolation ;a
valves sealed from a sealing system.

RESPONSE 430.50e

Response to this question is provided in revised Subsection 6.2.63.1. |

QUESTION 430.50f

Indicate how you will perform Type C leak tests for ECCS systems and RCIC system isolation valves.

RESPONSE 430.50f

Response to this question will be provided in a future amendment.

1

| QUESTION 430.50g

Confirm that the interval between two consecutive periodic Type C tests will not exceed 2 years as
required by Appendix J.

Amendment 7 ' 20.3-58
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RESPONSE 430.50g

Response to this question is provided in revised Subsection 6.2.6.4.

QUESTION 430.50h j
|

State what testing procedures you will follow regarding the valves that are not covered by Appen-
dix J requirements.

RESPONSE 430.50h j
!

Values not specifically tested by a Type C test will be tested as part of the Type A test. j
QUESTION 430.51

]
1Identify the reporting requirements for the tests. Note that your response should address compli- J

ance with requirements in this regard as stated in Appendix J, Sections III.A(a),IV.A and V. (For {
example, regarding follow up tests after containment modification, you have not included Type C test- j
ing for affected areas). (6.2.6)

RESPONSE 430.51 i
i
1

Response to this question is provided in revised Subsection 6.2.6.4. j
q

QUESTION 430.52
|

I
Regarding Secondary Containment, (6.2.6) ,

(a) Identify the special testing procedures you will follow to assure a maximum allowable in |
leakage of 50 percent of the secondary containment free volume per day at a differential j
pressure of -0.25" water gauge with respect to the outdoor atmosphere (see Section j
6.5.1.3.2). I

I
(b) Identify all potential leak paths which bypass the secondary containment. (For such identi- I

fication, see (BTP) CSB 6-3, Determination of Bypass Leakage Paths in Dual Containment
Plants).

|

(c) Identify the total rate of secondary containment bypass leakage to the environment.

RESPONSE 430.52

Response to this question will be provided in a future amendment.

QUESTION 430.53

Identify all the interface requirements relating to containment leak testing. (6.2.6)
i

RESPONSE 430.53

There are no containment leak testing safety-related interfaces for the ABWR Standard Plant.

O
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QUESTION 430.54

Regarding Control Room Habitability systems, (6.4)

QUESTION 430.54a

Provide the minimum positive pressure at which the control building envelope (which includes the
mechanical equipment room) will be maintained with respect to the surrounding air spaces when makeup ,)
air is supplied to the envelope at the design basis rate (295 CFM).

RESPONSE 430.54a

As stated in Subsection 6.4.2.1, the control building will be maintained at a positive pressure of
+ 0.1 to +0.5 ia. of water gage pressure at all times. The mechanical equipment room is maintained at
+ o.o to + 0.5 in. of water gage.

QUESTION 430.54b .]
Provide the periodicity for verification of control room pressurization with design flow rate of j

makeup air. !

RESPONSE 430.54b

Subsections 9.4.1 and 7.3.1.1.8 concerning instrumentation of essential HVAC provide this
information.

QUESTION 430.54c

\ Clarify whether all potential leak paths (to be provided in Section 9.4.1) include dampers or
valves upstream of recirculation fans.

RESPONSE 430.54c

New Figure 9.4.-1 shows that the control room HVAC system provides two motor operated valves
between all vent openings and their respective fans.

QUESTION 430.54d

Identify the action to be taken when there is no flow of the equipment room return fan and
consequently the equipment room is overpressurized (Table 6.41 contains no information on the
above).

RESPONSE 430.54d

Table 6.4-1 has been revised accordingly.

QUESTION 430.54e

Provide the actual minimum distances (lateral and vertical) of the control room ventilation inlets
from major potential plant release points that have been used in your control room dose analysis.
Also, provide a schematic of the location of control room intake vents.

O
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RESPONSE 430.54e

See response to Question 430.54g. Actual distances will be provided in the reevaluation of the
control room dose analysis to be included in a future amendment. j

i

QUESTION 430.54f

Provide Figure 6.4-5 (plan view) which yr.u state shows the release points (SGTS vent).

RESPONSE 430.54f

Reference changed from Figure 6.4-5 and F'gure 6.41 has been revised to show reactor building i

stack. |
|

QUESTION 430.54g

i Section 6.4.2.4 and Figure 6.4-1 indicate only one air inlet for supplying makeup air to the )
emergency zone. However, Table 6.4-2 and 15.6-8 and Section 15.6.5.5.2 indicate that there are 1_w.q |

' w

automatic air inlets for the emergency zone. Correct the above discrepancy as appropriate. Also l

describe the characteristics of these inlets with respect to their relative locations and automatic
selection control features. State how both flow and isolation in each inlet assuming single active
component failure will be ensured. !

|

RESPONSE 430.54g

Response to this question provided in revised Subsection 6.4.2.4.

QUESTION 430.54h j

!
Describe the design features for protecting against confined area releases (e.g. multiple

barriers, air flow patterns in ventilation zones adjacent to the emergency zone).

|
RESPONSE 430.54h

1

Response to this question is provided in revised Subsection 6.4.2.4.

QUESTION 430.541 1

Describe the specific features for protecting the control room operator from airborne
radioactivity outside the control room and direct shine from all radiation sources (e.g., shielding
thickness for control room structure boundary, two door vestibules).

RESPONSE 430.541

The control room structural boundary has been designed to provide the necessary shielding for
control room operators from direct shine. The control building is located between the reactor and
:arbine buildings. The exterior walls and ceiling of the control building are 0.9m (35") thick. In
addition, extra shielding is provided by the reactor and turbine building exterior walls. The floor
of the computer room is 2.0m (78") thick for shielding between the control structure and the steam
tunnel. The control room is maintained at positive pressure with respect to neighboring zones. In
addition all doors are of the double door vestibule type.

O
;
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QUESTION 430.54j

Ow Clarify what you mean by " Sustained occupancy" (See SSAR Section 6.4.1.1, Item 3) for 12 persons.

RESPONSE 430.54j

Foc.d, drink, lavatory facilities are provided for in the emergency zone to provide life support )
for up to 12 operating personnel during an emergency for a period of 5 days.

'

QUESTION 430.54k
|

Provide justification for not specifying any unfiltered infiltration of contaminated air into the
control room in SSAR Table 15.6.8.

RESPONSE 430.54k

The control room is maintained at a positive pressure with respect to atmospheric pressure. The
only leakage paths are the doors. Because of the positive pressure maintained in the control room .I
all leakage will be outward resulting in no inleakage to the control room.

QUESTION 430.541

Provide Subsection 6.3.1.1.6 which you state (SSAR Section 6.4.6) contains a complete description
of the required instrumentation for ensuring control room habitability at all times.

RESPONSE 430.541 |

O-
I

Reference changed from Subsection 6.3.1.1.6 to 7.3.1.1.8.

QUESTION 430.54m

Give schematics for control room emergency mode of operation during a postulated LOCA (this is
required for calculating control room LOCA doses).

RESPONSE 430.54m

For detailed information on the control room emergency zone HVAC operation see Subsection 9.4.1
and 7.3.1.

QUESTION 430.54n

The source terms and control room atmospheric dispersion factors (X/O values) used in the control
room dose analysis (see SSAR Tables 15.6-8 and 15.6-12) to demonstrate ABWR control room compliance
with GDC 19 are non-conservative. Therefore, reevaluate control room doses during a postulated LOCA
using RG 1.3 source terms and assumptions and the methodology given in Reference 4 of SSAR Section
15.6.7. Include possible dose contributions from containment shine, ESF filters and airborne
radioactivity outside the control room. Also check and correct as appropriate the recirculation rate

3in the control room (22.4m /sec) given in Table 15.6-8.

RESPONSE 430.54n

7" The analysis for evaluation of control room doses to show compliance with GDC 19 has been done in
'

a conservative manner but not in strict compliance with existing NRC guidelines. However, the

Amendment 7 20.3 59.3
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methodology employed utilizes the alternate calculational methodology of Paragraph 8.9 of the ABWR
Licensing Review Bases issued by Tom Murley on August 7,1987. A reanalysis using this alternate

O methodology will be redone consistent with a redesign of the control room. Containment shine will be
included in this reevaluation and included in a future amendment.

QUEST!ON 430.54o

Section 6.4.7.1, Externa.1 Temperature, "provides design maximum external temperature of 1000F
and -100F How are these values used in the design and assessments related to the ABWR? What
factors, such as insulation, heat generation from control room personnel and equipment and heat
losses, are taken into account? Do these values represent " instantaneous" values or are they
temporal and/or spatial averages?

RESPONSE 430.54o

These values represent the summer maximum dry bulb air temperature. They are used in sizing the
HVAC essential chilled water system chillers and the control room HVAC system.

QUESTION 430.54p

Clarify your position on potential hazardous or toxic gas sources onsite of an ABWR. If
applicable, indicate the special features provided in the ABWR design in this regard, to ensure
control room habitability.

RESPONSE 430.54p

p Response to this question is provided in revised Subsection 6.4.7.3. j

")
'

\

QUESTION 430.54q

Identify all the interface requirements for control room habitability systems (e.g.,
bstrumentation for protection against toxic gases in general and chlorine in particular; potential
toxic gas release points in the environs).

RESPONSE 430.54q

The ABWR control room habitability system has no interface requirements.

QUESTION 430.55

Regarding ESF Atmosphere Cleanup Systems,(6.5.1)

(a) Provide a table listing the compliance status of the Standby Gas Treatment System (SGTS)
with g.adt of the regulatory positions specified under C of RG 1.52. Provide justifications
for each of those items that do not fully comply with the corresponding requirements. In
this context, you may note that the lack of redundancy of the SGTS filter train (the staff
considers that filter trains are also active components - See SRP 6.4, Acceptance Criterion
II.2.b) is not acceptable. Further, the described sizing of the charcoal adsorbers based on
assumed decontamination factors for variou: chemical forms of iodine in the suppression pool
is not acceptable (RG 1.3 assumes a decontamination factor of 1 for all forms of iodine and
RG 1.52 requires compliance with the above guide for the design of the adsorber section).
Therefore, revise charcoal weight and charcoal iodine loading given in SSAR Table 6.5-1 as

7
; appropriat -

%/
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(b) Specify the laboratory test criteria for methyl iodine penetration that will be identified
as an interface requirement to be qualified for the adsorber efficiencies for iodine given
in SSAR Table 15.6-8. Also, provide the depth of the charcoal beds for the control room
emergency system.

(c) Provide a table listing the compliance status of the instrumentation provided for the SGTS
for read out, recording and alarm provisions in the control room with s.adi of the instrumen-
tation items identified in Table 6.5.1-1 of SRP 6.5.1. For partial or non-compliance items,
provide justifications.

(d) Clarify whether primary containment purging during normal plant operation when required to
limit the discharge of contaminants to the environment will always be through the SGTS (See
SSAR Section 6.5.1.2.3.3). Clarify whether such a release prior to the purge system isola-
tion has been considered in the LOCA dose analysis.

(e) Provide the compliance status tables referred to in items (a) and (c) above for the control
room ESF filter trains. (The staff notes that you have committed to discuss control room
habitability system cannot be complete until the information identified above is provided,
the above information is requested now.)

(f) Identify the applicable interface requirements for the SGTS and the control room ESF atmo-
sphere cleanup system.

RESPONSE 430.55

Response to this question will be provided in a future amendment.

QUESTION 430.56

Regarding Fission Product Control Systems and Structures, (6.5.3)

QUESTION 430.56a

Provide the drawdown time for achieving a negative pressure of 0.25 inch water gauge for the sec-
ondary containment with respect to the environs during SGTS operation. Clarify whether the
unfiltered release of radioactivity to the environs during this time for postulated LOCA has been
considered in the LOCA dose analysis. (Note that the unfiltered release need not be considered
provided the required negative pr:ssure differential is achieved within 60 seconds from the time of
the accident).

RESPONSE 430.56a

No release of unfiltered fission products other than those released via the MSIVs is considered
since based upon the conditions outlined in the response to Question 470.4 (Part 1) no release of
fission products is expected from the core for one hour following accident initiation.

QUESTION 430.56b

Provide justification (See SRP Section 6.5.3,11.4) for the decontamination factor assumed in SSAR
Tables 6.5-2 and 15.6-8 for iodine in the suppression pool, correct the elemental, particulate and ,

|

9'
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organic iodine fractions given in the tables to be consistent with RG 1.3, and incorporate the ;

correction in the LOCA analysis tables. . Alternatively, taking no credit for iodine retention in the !

i
- suppression pool, revise the LOCA analysis tables. Note that the revision of the LOCA analysis

tables (this also includes the control' room doses) mentioned above is strictly in relation to the -

i

iodine retention factor in the suppression pool (also, there may be need for revision of other 1

parameter (s) given in the tables and these will be identified under the relevant SRP Sections f
_. questions).

RESPONSE 430.56b ,

| |
The LOCA analysis found in Section 15.6 is performed in accordance with paragraph 8.9 of the !

iLicensing Review Bases document. An evaluation of suppression pool scrubbing using the MAAP3B code
for LOCA' conditions shows a scrubbing factor of 600-1000 (Subsection 19E.2.1). Therefore the use of .
a scrubbing factor of 100 is sufficiently conservative. The variance between the current
calculations and the prior evaluation methodologies is found in Table 20.3-1. i

QUESTION 430.56c j

Identify the applicable interface requirements.
,

RESPONSE 430.56c

There are no interface requirements.

O1 4
.

.|

1

|
i

i
i

|

'

i
i

O 1
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QUESTION 43037O
Regarding SSAR Section 6.7, the staff notes that the Nitrogen Supply System has been discussed un-

der this section, instead of the Main Steam Isolation Valve Leakage Control System (MSIV-LCS) as re-
quired by the Standard Format for SARS. The staff will review the material presented in SSAR Section
6.7 along with the material that will be presented in SSAR Section 9.3.1.

Regarding' MSIV-LCS, the staff notes that you are committed to provide a non-safety related MSIV
leakage processing pathway consistent with those evaluated in NUREG-1169," Resolution of Generic Is-
sue C 8," August 1986. Since the staff has not finalized its position so far on the acceptability of
.he NUREG findings with regard to the design of the MfetV-LCS,, provide pertinent information on the
system design including interface requirements to evaluate the to-be proposed design against the ac-
ceptance criteria of SRP 6.7. (6.7)

RESPONSE 43037

In accordance with Section 8.9 of the GE ABWR Licensing Review Bases (Murley to Artigas dated Au-
gust 7,1987) GE committed to a design that provides a non-safety related main steam isolation valve
(MSIV) leakage process pathway consistent with those evaluated in NUREG-1169. Accordingly, the
drains and vents are routed to the main condenser for leakage control to take advantage of fission
product plateout and holdup in the main steam line, drain line, and the main condenser. Fission
products are removed by platcout on the relatively cool condenser tubes. The earlier BWR designs,
where the fission products are routed through the reactor building to the standby gas treatment sys-
tem, had the disadvantage of increasing the dose rate to plant personnel. In addition there was no
holdup or removal of noble gases, so that dose rate to the public may be higher.

The earlier BWR designs also had the disadvantage of being ineffective if the MSIVs greatly ex-
ceeded the design leak rate (typically 11.5 standard cpbic feet an hour). Because of no uncovery in
the ABWR design, the ABWR would have less fission product generation during a postulated
loss-of coolant accident than earlier BWR designs. As a consequence the ABWR design is better able
to handle leakages beyond the technical specification limits. '{

l
The ABWR design is also passive requiring no operator actions. The valves on the drain lines open j

automatically when the reactor is at less than 40 percent steam flow to vent to the main condenser. I

In addition, the valves fail open on loss of air or electrical power to ensure that this pathway ex- 1
ists during an accident. These valves and drain lines are illustrated in the Nuclear Boiler system ]
P&ID (Figures 5.13).

I

In conclusion, the ABWR design provides a passive non-safety related means for controlling and |
mitigating the release of fission produ:t leakage through the MSIVs and meets the GE ABWR Licensing ;

Review Bases.

QUESTION 430.58
!
'

The accident analyzed under this section considers only the airborne radioactivity that may be re-
leased due to potential failure of a concentrated waste tank in the radwaste' enclosure. The SRP ac-
ceptance criteria, however, requires demonstration that the liquid radwaste concentration at the
nearest potable water supply in an unrestricted area resulting from transport of the liquid radwaste
to the unrestricted area does not exceed the radionuclides concentration limits specified in 10 CFR
Part 20, Appendix B Table II, Column 2, Such a demonstration will require information on possible
dilution and/or decay during transit which, in turn, will depend upon site specific data such as

O
U i
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|
surface and ground water hydrology and the parameters governing liquid waste movement through the ;

soil. Additionally, special design features (e.g., steel liners or walls in the radwaste enclosure) j

may be provided as part of the liquid radwaste treatment systems at certain sites. The staff will, ]
therefore, review the site specific characteristics mentioned above individually for each plant ]
referencing the ABWR and confine its review of ABWR, only to the choice of the liquid radwaste tank.
Therefore, provide information on the following: (15.73)

I
(a) Basis for determining the concentrated waste tank as the worst tank (this may very well be

{the case, but in the absence of information on the capacities of major tanks, particularly
the waste holdup ranks, it is hard to conclude that the above tank both in terms of
radionuclides concentrations and inventories will turn out to be the worst tank).

(b) Radionuclides source terms, particularly for the long-lived radionuclides such as Cs-137 and j
Sr 90 (these may be the critical isotopes for sites that can claim only decay during tran- i
sit) in the major liquid radwaste tanks. |

RESPONSE 430.58 j
I

The scope of the ABWR SSAR has recently been extended to include the radwaste facility. A new |
Subsection 15.7.3 analysis will be submitted in a future amendment. Only airborne releases will need l
to be considered since the radwaste tanks will be located in a Seismic Category I steel lined
radwaste building substructure which will prohibit any liquid release.

QUESTION 440.1<

l

SRP 4.6 identifies the following GDCs 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, and 29 in the acceptance criteria. Con- i
firm that the reactivity system, described in Section 4.6 of the SSAR, meet the requirements of the !

above GDCs.

RESPONSE 440.1

Section 4.6 has been revised to reference the evaluation of the reactivity system against the re-
quirements of the above GDCs contained in Subsection 3.1.2.

QUESTION 440.2

In Section 4.6.2.3.2.2 analysis of malfunction relating to rod withdrawal, it is stated,''There
are known single malfunctions that cause the unplanned withdrawal of even a single control rod /' Con-
firm that this is a editorial mistake and correct it if so. Otherwise explain in detail the basis
for this statement and why this is acceptable.

RESPONSE 440.2
1

This editorial error has been corrected in Subsection 4.6.23.2.2.

QUESTION 4403

In Section 4.6.1.2 it is stated that CRD system in conjunction with CRC &lS and RPS systems pro-
sides selected control rod run in (SCRRI) for reactor stability control. Describe in detail how
SCRRI works.

RESPONSE 4403

Response to this question is provided in revised Subsections 4.6.1.2(10) and 7.7.1.2.2(2).

Amendment 7 20.3-63
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In addition to 10 peak OBE stress cycles, cyclic loadings due to SRV actuation with much larger
( number of cycles are also considered in the fatigue evaluation. The total number of cycles includes

hundreds of scram events with thousands of SRV actuations and each actuation results in several load
cycles.

QUESTION 220.7

In appendix 3A.6 the following r.tatement is made in the first paragraph:

'The behavior of soil is nonlinear under seismic excitation. The soil nonlinearity can be
conveniently separated into primary and secondary nonlinearities. The primary nonlinearity is
associated with the state of deformations induced by the free-field ground motion. The
secondary nonlinearity is attributed to the SSI effects. The secondary effect on structural
response is usually not significant and is neglected in the appendix.*

Indicate if the secondary effect includes the radiation damping. If it does not, indicate how it
is considered in the analysis.

RESPONSE 220.7

Both the primary and secondary soil nonlinearities affect the soil material damping only. The
effect of radiation damping is considered in computing frequency-dependent foundation impedances in
the SSI analysis. In computing these foundation impedances, the strain compatible soil properties
which account for the primary soil nonlinearity, are used.

QUESTION 220.8

In Appendix 3A.6 the computer program SHAKE is used to perform free-field site response analysis.
To staff's knowledge, analysis based on SHAKE under certain site conditionr. I ny give unrealistic
results and it cannot be used indiscriminately. In view of this observation, indicate what control
or cause has been exerted in your use.

RESPONSE 220.8

In performing free field site response analysis using computer program SHAKE, the strain dependent
shear modulus and damping values corresponding to each site condition was used. In these analyses,
controls in the form of limiting the soil modulus degradation and soil material damping ratios have
been made to ensure that results were reasonable. Furthermore, for soft site conditions, the cut off
frequency for the SHAKE analyses was also controlled such that the results would be reasonable. As
shown in Tables 3A.3-3 and 3A.3-4 of Appendix 3A the reduction factor used for strain-dependent shear
modulus was limited to 0.40. The increase in the strain-dependent material damping was limited to
15% Free-field site responses of the softest sites (UB and VP2) in terms of variations of maximum
acceleration and iterated shear wave velocity with depth are shown in Figures 20.312 and 20.3-13.
These results show that with the limits considered for the strz.in-dependent soil properties and the
control of cut off frequency for analysis, the free field responses obtained as functions of depth
were reasonable.

QUESTION 220.9

It is noted that ABWR is designed for 60-year life versus the 40-year life for plant design in
current regulation. From the point of view of structures, provide your justification for the longer
plant life.

Amendment 3 20.3-75
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RESPONSE 220.9

The limiting factors on a structures life are external events that exceed the plant design basis.

For external events, the ABWR design uses a minimum of a 100 year return period for all safety
related structures and a 50 year return period for all non-safety related structures. This will
provide adequate coverage for a 60 year life.

QUESTION 220.10

Since the containment is integral with the reactor building, the following are staff's concerns:

(1) The thermal and pressure effects of the containmen' on the reactor building, especially
under severe accident conditions.

(2) The restraint effects of the reactor building floor slabs on the behavior of the contain-
ment, especially on the ultimate capacity of the containment. (The staff has not received |

Chapter 19 which is believed to contain the estimate of the ultimate capacity).

| (3) The behavior of small and large penetrations which span between containment and reactor
'

building, especially under severe accident conditions.
1

Your approaches to resolve these concerns should be provided. If the resolution is to be
accomplished through testing, provide a description of the tests to be performed.

RESPONSE 220.10
l

| The response to this severe accident question will be provided with the responses to the Chapter |

| 19 RAI. J
\ i
\

n'

QUESTION 220.11 l
1

<

In section 3.8.4.3.1.2 it is noted that the n.3in reinforcement in the containment wall consists of
| inside and outside layers of hoop and ve.rtical reinforcement and radial bars for shear ;
| reinforcement. It appears that no diagonal seismic reinforcement is used. Indicate how the l

tangential shear due to horizontal earthquake is to be resisted.
1

RESPONSE 220.11
]

The tangential shear will be resisted by the hoop and vertical reinforcement bars as per ASME Code

|
Section til Div 2, Subsection CC.

1

QUESTION 220.12

In section 3.8.4.3.1.2, for the same loads considered the first load combination under item (1),
if compared with the first load combination under the (2), should obviously be the governing one. It
appears that a re-examination of the load combinations in this section should be made to weed out
load combinations which are obviously not controlling the design unless there are errors in the
combinations. Furthermore since the RB is integral with the containment, effects due to such
integration should be reflected in the load combinations of structural elements or components outside
the containment unless considered otherwise.

O
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RESPONSE 220.12

(1) GE agrees that not all the load combinations under (1) and (2) of 3.8.4.3.1.2 need to be
analyzed and examined if a simple comparison can weed out the load combinations which are
obviously not controlling.

(2) Since the reactor building (RB) is integral with the containment, the finite element model as
shown in Figure 3.8-13 for structural analysis has integrated with RB structure, pedestal,
basemat and the containment vessel as a complete model. The load combinations for the
containment design have been applied for this integral model. The critical sections for various
parts of the RB and the containment vessel are showa in Figure 3.8-14. The effects due to
structural integration are included in the finite element model as well as in the load
combi'iations. The detailed structural evaluation will be given in Appendix 3H which will be
provided by January 30,1989.

QUESTION 220.13

The terms, G1, Gr and G all as defined in section 3.8.1.3.1 are not listed in Table 3.8-1 while
the terms IV and ALL listed in Table 3.8.1 are not defined. Clarification of the table is requested.

RESPONSE 220.13

Tables 3.8-1,5 and 6 have been revised to make the notations consistent with those defined in
Subsection 3.8.1.3.1.

QUESTION 220.14

In Table 3.8 5 for load combination No. 3, it appears the acceptance criterion should be changed
to S from U unless justified otherwise.

RESPONSE 220.14

The U for load combination No. 3 was a typographical error and it has been changed to S in revised
Table 3.8-5.

QUESTION 220.15

Discuss the potentials for severe accident that can be caused by external initiatorr. such as high
wind, tornado, tsunami, and earthquakes, and specifically flood since the reactor building has a
star.. lard soil embedment of 85 feet.

RESPONSE 220.15

The response to this severe accident question will be provided with the responses to the Chapter
19 RAI.

QUESTION 241.1

Table 2.01 in the Advanced BWR Standard Safety Analysis Report (SSAR) gives an envelope of ABWR
;

plant site design parameters. This table gives the minimum bearing capacity and the minimum shear |

wave velocity of the foundation soil. The table also gives the values of SSE and OBE and indicates '

(a) that the SSE response s;3ectra will be anchored to Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.60, and (b) that the
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SSE time history will envelope SSE response spectra. The following additional information/clarifica- j
ition should be provided in the SSAR: O1

While the SSE (PGA) of 0.3g anchored to RG 1.60 could,in general, be considered conservative '

a.
for many sites in the Central and Eastern United States, the SSAR should recognize and reflect
the fact that localized exceedances of this value cannot be ruled out categorically and that

Iadequate provisions will be made in the seismic design to consider site-specific geological and
seismological factors. ;

,

i

b. The SSAR gives an OBE (PGA) value of 0.10g and states that,"for conservatism, a value of 0.15g
is employed to evaluate structural and component responses in Chapter 3.* The staff, however,

Jconsiders the OBE valve to be 0.15g as per criterion 2 of 10 CFR 50 Appendix A and paragraph V
of 10 CFR 100 Appendix A which require, in part, that for seismic design considerations the CBE
shall be no less than one half of the SSE. ,

The SSAR should indicate the procedures that would be adopted to evaluate the liquefactionc.
potential at selected soil sites. It is not sufficient to say that the liquefaction potential
will be 'none at plant site resulting from OBE and SSE."

|
1

RESPONSE 241.la j

|

In conjunction with a SSE of 0.3g anchored to Regulatory Guide 1.60 response spectra, the ABWR l

seismic desiga bases includes eight conditions (see Section 3A.1 of Appendix 3A) to be satisfied by l

utility applicants referencing the ABWR design. In addition to satisfying these eight conditions, at
.

!any site where the ABWR Standard Plant is to be used, site specific geotechnical data will be
developed by the applicant referencing the ABWR design and submitted for review by the NRC staff to f
demonstrate comparability with the design analyses assumptions. Satisfying the eight conditions and i

the review and acceptance of the site specific geotechnical data by the NRC staff will provide .

assurance that the site specific geological and seismological factors are consistent for the ABWR
seismic design bases.

RESPONSE 241.lb ,

!

The relationship between the magnitude of the OBE and the SSE established in paragraph V of 10 CFR
100 Appendix A is inconsistent with their definitions. The OBE is defined in 10 CFR 100 as the
earthquake which could reasonable be expected to affect the plant site during the operating life of
the plant, for which those features necessary for continued safe operation of the plant are designed
to remain functional. The SSE is based upon the maximum carthquake potential which produces the
maximum vibratory grocad motion for which certain structures, systems, and components are designed to

,

remain functional. In coupling the events, as implied by the current regulatory requirement, theI

intent of the OBE as a reasonably likely event is lost. The use of a 100 year recurrence level of
the OBE is appropriate compared to the plant life and is also appropriately conservative relative to
the Uniform Building Code requirements for non-safety related structures.

Decoupling the OBE from the SSE has been an issue in the technical community for quite some time.
Both industry and regulatory have recognized the inconsistency in the definitions and some of the
undesirable results such as greatly stiffened structures and systems to meet the more restrictive OBE
stress levels.

Generic Issue 119.3, Decoupling of the OBE from the SSE, was introduced into the regulatory
f process by recommendation A-3 of the Piping Review Committee. In the historical background of this

generic issue, it is noted Ibat in developing the current regulations, it was assumed that the OBE
would serve as a separate check of those systems where continued operation was desired at a lower
level of ground motion. However, in practice, the assumed load factors, damping, stress levels, and
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QUESTION 410.2

Section 3.5.1 states: ' "A statistically significant missile is defined t.s one which could cause .I

unacceptable plant consequences or violation of the guidelines of 10 CFR 100." Provide an
explanation of " unacceptable plant consequences." (3.5.1)

,

)

RESPONSE 410.2

Unacceptable plant consequences are those consequences that could lead to one of the following: |

(1) Loss of containment function.

(2) Interfere with achieving and maintaining safe plant shutdown conditions.
(3) Leading to offsite exposures exceeding 10 CFR 100 guidelines.

These consequences are implicit in th criteria given in Subsection 3.5.1 adopted to provide an
acceptable design basis for the plant's capability to withstand the statistically significant .|
missiles postulated inside the reactor building. ;

QUESTION 4103
1

Section 3.5.1.1, " Internally Generated Missiles (Outside Containment)" states: " Failure rates
_(P1) for value bonnets are in the range of 10-4 to 10 5 per year /' Provide a reference or
analysis in support of the above statement. (3.5.1.1)

RESPONSE 4103

Response to this question is provided in revised Subsection 3.5.1.1(1), and Subsection 3.5.5.

U QUESTION 410.4

Regarding the physical separation requirements, provide a list of all systems (required for safe-
shutdown, accident prevention or mitigation of consequences of accidents) whose redundant trains do
not have missile proof barriers, and include the minimum separation distances. ' Provide, for the
limiting case of the minimum separation distance, an analysis demonstrating the acceptability of the
approach of not calculating P2, and instead relying on the " extremely low" probability of a missile |
strike to both trains, or a missile from one train striking the re'undant train. (3.5.1.1) '

RESPONSE 410.4

Physical separation of divisions is provided for all safety-related systems required for safe
shutdown, accident prevention or mitigation of consequences of accidents. The loss of a system or a
division would not impair operation of the redundant trains in the other divisions.

QUESTION 410.5

Explain how safety-related systems or components are protected from missiles generated by
non safety-related components. It is the staff's position that missiles' generated from nonsafety
related components should not impact safety related components since a single active failure is
assumed concurrent with the missile. (3.5.1.1)

O
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RESPONSE 410.5

Physical separation of divisions is employed to isolate each of the safety-related divisions. No
1nonsafety component or system that can generate a missile can with that missile prevent safe shutdown

(cause an accident or prevent mitigation of consequences of accident).

I
1

I

l
I
4

|

| \
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I
|
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|
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QUESTION 410.6

V
Discuss the means by which stored spent fuel is protected from damage by internally generated

missiles. (3.5.1.1)

RESPONSE 410.6

There is no credible missile generating equipment on the refueling floor except for the load drop-
from the reactor building crane. The reactor building crane will not be allowed to travel over the
spent fuel pool when carrying heavy loads (see Section 9.1.5 for details).

QUESTION 410.7

Section 3.5.1.1.1.4, "Other Missile Analysis," discusses the example of analysis of a containment
high purge exhaust fan for a thrown blade. Provide the details of this analysis, such as the maximum
penetration of the blade and the thickness of the fan casing. Discuss whether this analysis is
conservative with respect to other rotating equipment missile sources. (3.5.1.1)

RESPONSE 410.7 L

1

Because the ABWR is a standard plant, the specific details will only be available fo!!owing
procurement of equipment on a specific application referencing the ABWR design. Therefore, when - 3

performing potential missile assessment analysis, representative equipment is selected with judgement
']applied for worse case analysis. The containment high purge exhaust fan is judged to represent a
;iworst case analysis.

The containment high purge exhaust fan from the standard BWR 6 plant wu analyzed for a thrown
N blade at rated speed conditions as stated in Subsection 3.5.1.1.1.4. It was determined that the ,

maximum thickness this blade could penetrate was conservatively 0.12 inches. Since the fan casing is !

1 s lus than 10 7 per I|- 10 gage (0.134 inches), the blade would not escape and consequently P i
year.

]

| QUESTION 410.8
i

Regarding Section 3.5.1,1.2.2, " Missile Analysis," provide the details of the rack, strap and I
cover assemble design for the pheumatic system air bottles, showing the th.ckness of the steel cover
and the distance to the concrete stab. (3.5.1.1)

RESPONSE 410.8 ,

i

Because the ABWR is a standard plant most of the specific details requested will only be available ;

following procurement of equipment on a specific application referencing the ABWR design. The
j statement under item (3), Pressure Vessels, of Subsection 3.5.1.1.2.2 indicating that the bottles are

not considered a credible source of missiles is based on a qualitative rather than a quantitativeI

analysis. Item (3) of Subsection 3.5.1.1.2.2 has been revised accordingly.

QUESTION 410.9

Regarding Section 3.5.1.1.3, " Missile Barriers and Loadings, provide a list of all local shields
and barriers outside intended to mitigate missile effects, giving their specific locations and design
data. Provide an example of an analysis showing that the design of the shield or barrier will

3 withstand the most energetic missile which could credible impact it. (3.5.1.1)
(O

!
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RESPONSE 410.9

| This response will be provided in a future amendment.
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RESPONSE 410.15 |

p
There are no interfaces requirements imposed by Item 3 of Subsection 3.5.1.2 on applicants j

~

referencing the ABWR design since all of the equipment for raaintenance is within the scope of the |
ABWR Standard Plant. Refer to Subsections 9.1.4 and 9.1.5 for additional information.

QUESTION 410.16

Regarding missiles generated by natural phenomena, provide the details of the tornado-asissile
analysis performed, identifying the tornado region (as defined in RG 1.76) and the missile spectrum. ;

Discuss the compliance of the analysis with NUREG-0800, Section 3.5.1.4 acceptance criteria; .
Regulatory. Guide 1.76, Positions C.1 and C.2; and Regulatory Guide 1.117, Positions C.1 through C.3
(3.5.1.4)

RESPONSE 410.16 j

Tornado-missile analysis was performed using ANSI /ANS-2.3-1983. Details of the missiles employed |
'

are contained therein. Since ANSI /ANS-2.3 was used instead of Reg Guide 1.76 to determine the design
basis tornado, Reg Guide 1.76 is not being followed. Using the design basis tornado, and missile. (
spectrum as defined in ANSI /ANS 2.3 all category I buildings meet the acceptance criteria stated in j

Reg Guide 1.117.

QUESTION 410.17
i
"

Provide specific descriptions of all provisions made to protect the charcoal delay tanks against
externally gen: rated tornado missiles. Discuss any interface requirement imposed by these design
provisions. ,

l
)\ RESPONSE 410.17

The charcoal delay tanks are protected from tornado missiles by the exterior walls of the reactor
i building. They are additionally protected from any secondary missiles of a tornado by placing the

charcoal delay tanks in a interior room of the reactor building. There are no interface requirements
imposed by these design provisions.

QUESTION 410.18

Regarding SSC to be protected from externally generated missiles, discuss compliance with
NUREG-0800, Section 3.5.2 acceptance criteria; Regulatory Guide 1.13, Position C2; Regulatory Guide

'

1.27, Positions C2 and C3; and Regulatory Guide 1.117, Positions C1 through C3. (3.5.2)

RESPONSE 410.18

Compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.13, Position C2; Regulatory Guide 1.117, Positions C1 through
C3 and the corresponding portions of NUREG-0800, Section 3.5.2 acceptance criteria are assured by.
housinF all ABWR Standard Plant safety-related systems and components in buildings or structures
which are designed as tornado resistant. It should be noted that the new and spent fuel storage
system and the diesel generators are located in the reactor building. Since the' ultimate heat sink
is not within the scope of the ABWR Standard Plant, compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.27, Positions
C2 and C3 and the corresponding portion of NUREG-0800, Section 3.5.2 acceptance criteria will be
demonstrated by the applicant referencing the ABWR design. This has been added as a specific
interface requirement in Subsection 3.5.4.1.

1
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QUESTION 410.19

IClarify whether all nonsafety-related SSC, that may adversely impact (as a result of their failure
due to an external missile) the intended safety function (i.e. achieving and maintaining safe
shutdown, mitigating the consequences of an accident or preventing an accident) of a safety related
SSC, are protected from external missiles. Describe how such SSC are protected. (3.5.2)

|

|
|

|

|

|

'

9|
'

|
|

|

|

|

|
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RESPONSE 410.19

All safety related equipment are located within Category I structures. These structures are
tornado and missile protected. No missile or secondary missile can reach a safety-related system
without first penetrating a missile barrier of either earth (due to embedment) or thick exterior
building wall.

QUESTION 410.19a

SSAR Section 3.5.1.3.2.2, " Separation," relies on physical separation between redundant essential
systems including their related auxiliary systems as the basic protective measure against the dynamic
effects of postulated pipe failures. The general arrangement drawings (e.g., Figure 1.2-2) are
scheduled to be submitted in December 1988. Note that additional information on Section 3.6.1 may be
requested as a result of the review of the above drawings. (3.6.1)

RESPONSE 410.19a

The general arrangement drawings have been submitted. It is anticipated that additional
, information on Section 3.6.1 regarding physical separation may be requested by the NRC staff

following review of these drawings.

QUESTION 420.20

Section 3.6.1.1.1, " Criteria," states that the ovciali design generally complies with BTP ASB
3-1. Specify those criteria which are in strict compliance, and those which are not in strict compli-
ance with the BTP. Also, provide justification for the items that are not in strict compliance.
(3.6.1)

O RESPONSE 420.20

The design for pipe break event protection is now in compliance with NRC Branch Technical
Positions ASE 3-1 and MEB 3-1 with the commitment to the non mandatory Appendix B of ANSI /ANS-58.2.
The first paragraph of Subsection 3.6.1.1.1 has been revised accordingly.

QUESTION 410.21

Provide a listing of all the moderate-energy piping outside the containment, but within the scope
of ABWR. Also, describe how safety-related systems are protected from jets, flooding and other
adverse environmental effects that may result from pipe failures in moderate energy piping systems.
(3.6.1)

RESPONSE 410.21

This response will oc provided in a future amendment.

QUESTION 410.22

Justify the non inclurion of pipe failure analyses for the Process Sampling System, Fire
Protection System, HVAC Emergency Cooling Water System and the Reactor Building Cooling Water System
as related to the Ultimate Heat Sink. Provide a summary table listing the protective rarasures
provided against the effects of postulated pipe failures in each of the above systems and the systems
listed in SSAR Tables 3.6-2 and 3.6-4 (3.6.1)
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RESPONSE 410.22

| This response call be provided in a future amendment. ]
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QUESTION 410.23

~~\
(Q Give details for the worst case flooding arising from a postulated pipe failure and include the

mitigation features provided. Note that for flooding analysis purposes, the complete failure of '
non-seismic Category I moderate-energy piping systems should be considered in lieu of cracks in
determining the worst case flooding condition. (3.6.1)

RESPONSE 410.23
3

!

This response will be provided in a future amendment.

QUESTION 410.24

Identify all the high-energy piping lines outside the containment (but within the ABWR scope), the
adverse effects that may result from failures of applicable lines among them, and the protection 1

; provided against such effects for each of such lines (e.g., barriers and restraints). (3.6.1) ;

RESPONSE 410.24

1

This response will be provided in a future amendment. !

QUESTION 410.25 q

1
Clarify whether the reactor building steam tunnel is part of the break exclusion boundary._ Also, )

provide a subcompartment analysis for the steam tunnel. Discuss how the structural integrity' of the j
tunnel and the equipment in the tunnel are prettic:ed against failures in the tunnel. (3.6.1) )

1

RESPONSE 410.25

This response will be provided in a future amendment.

<

QUESTION 410.26 i
I

i

State how the MSIV functional capability is protected. (3.6.1)

RESPONSE 410.26

This response will be provided in a future amendment. l

QUESTION 41027
4

Provide a summary iMe of the findings of an analysis of a postulated worst case DBA rupture of a I
high or moderate-energy line for each of the following areas: 1) RCIC compartment,2) equipment and . !
valve room,3) other applicable areas outside the containment (e.g., housing RHR piping). (3.6.1) )

.

RESPONSE 410.27 I

4

| This response will be provided in a future amendment.

QUESTION 410.28
Clarify whether protection for safety-related systems and components against the dynamic effects

of pipe failures include their enclosures in suitable design structures or compartments, drainage
f systems and equipment environmental qualification as required. If so, give typical examples for the
\ above type of protection. (3.6.1)
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RESPONSE 410.28

This response will be provided in a future amendment.
3

QUESTION 410.29

Regarding interfaces (Section 3.6.4.1), include results of analyses of moderate energy piping
failures (currently, the interface requirements address only the high-energy piping failures

{analyses). (3.6.1) !

RESPONSE 410.29

The information required by Subsection 3.6.2.5 of Regulatory Guide 1.70 pertains to dynamic
i

analyses applicable to high and moderate-energy piping systems resulting from pipe breaks and |
cracks. However, Branch Technical Positions ASB 3-1 and MEB 3-1 only require dynamic analyses of
high energy piping system postulated pipe breaks. The leakage cracks postulated for moderate-ecergy
piping systems are included to evaluate concerns associated with such events such as flooding and
compartment pressurization. Therefore, there are no applicable dynamic analyses applicable to
moderate-energy piping systems.

)
QUESTION 410.29a

Appendix 31, " Equipment Qualification Environmental Design Criteria," is scheduled to be submitted
in December 1988. Note that additional information may be requested based on review of the above
appendix. (3.11)

RESPONSE 410.29a !

Appendix 31 was submitted March 31,1989.

QUESTION 410.30

Although there are no detailed equipment qualification requirements for safety-related mechanical
equipment in a harsh environment, GDC 1, " Quality Standards and Records," GDC 4, " Environmental
Missile Design Bases," and Appendix B to 10 CFR 50, " Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants and Fuel Processing Plants" (Sections III, " Design Control," and XVII, " Quality Assurance
Records") contain the following requirements related to equipment qualification:

a) Components shall be designed io be compatible with the postulated environmental conditions,
including those associaud with LOCAs.

| b) Measure'shall be established for the selection anu review for suitability of application of
materials, parts, and equipment that at: essential to safety-related functions.

c) Design control measures shall be established for verifying the adequacy of design.

d) Equipment qualification records shall be maintained and shall include the results of tests
and material analyses.

Clarify whether the design complies with all the above requirements for safety-related mechanical
equipment in a harsh emironment within the ABWR scope. Provide justification for the non-compliance

| items above and identify any interface requirements needed to comply with the above. (3.11)

O
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rerouted to the vessel should system initiation be required during CST to CST testing. There would
also be additional interlocks needed to prevent pumping suppressing pool water to the CST.m
Complexity and cost would also increase from the required maintenance of the additional hardnre, ;

4instrumentation and logic.

Suppression pool water quality will be maintained by the suppression pool cleanup system which is !

designed to be operated continuously. Although this quality may be somewhat less than that of the
CST, it will be consistent with infrequent filling of RCIC piping during testing and possible.
injection to the RPV and therefore the reference draining, flushing and filling of the system is not i

Inecessarily required. Additionally, an decrease in personnel exposure realized by performing CST to
CST testing (assuming draining, flushing and filling were required) might be fully or partially
offset by an increase from the additional maintenance considerations.

QUESTION 440.42

Why are the power supply for valves F063, F064, F076, F077, and F078 standby AC instead of DC7 |

|
RESPONSE 440.42

For the ABWR RCIC, only the steam supply inboard isolation valves, F063 and F076 are powered from
AC source. F064 and all other MOV's are DC powered. !

Valves F077 and F078 have recently been removed from the ABWR RCIC design. The line.where these
valves were located performed a vacuum breaking function of the turbine exhaust line and had a
separate containment penetration. The current ABWR RCIC configuration climinated F077 and F078 since
the vacuum breaking function is now inside containment and has no separate penetration that mandates -
provision for F077 and F078. Figure 5.4 8 will be updated at its next revision to reflect the

O deletion this line of these valves.D) '

i

The use of AC power source for F063 and F076 is considered technically acceptable for the
following reasons: ;

l

(1) DC motors require considerably more maintenance than AC motors. Since they cannot be maintained !
!during plant operating if they are located inside the drywell, DC MOV's would be far less

reliable than AC.

(2) During loss of AC power RCIC system will remain operable since these valves are normally open.

|

QUESTION 440.43
'

,

Address the following TMI-2 action Items related to RCIC.

-(a) II.K.1.22

(b) II.K3.13

|- (c) II.K3.15

(d) II.K3.22

(e) II.K3.24
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RESPONSE 440.43

| Response to this question is provided in Appendix 1A.

QUESTION 440.44

Confirm that the RCIC system meets the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.1 regarding pump Net
Positive Suction Head (NPSH).

RESPONSE 440.44
i

The key requirement of Regulatory Guide 1.1 is that no credit be taken for containment
pressurization when establishing the NPSH conditions for ECCS pumps. The RCIC meets this
requirement. New Table 5.4-la provides the numerical evaluation of RCIC NPSH conditions assuming no
containment pressurization and 770C (1700F) suppression pool water temperature In summary, the
RCIC pump will have over 2.5 feet NPSH margin at the most limiAing condition.

Note that NPSH calculation is based on suppression pool temperature of 770C. This is the
maximum temperature RCIC is expected to operate.

The following summarizes the transient / accident events which can result in increasing suppression
pool water temperature. It summarizes the basis for concluding that RCIC NPSH conditions (14.7 psia
containment pressure,770C suppression pool water) are acceptable.

| EVENT RCIC NPSH ASSESSMENT *
1 '

j Reactor Isolation Event Maximum pool temperature well below 770C (approx. 490C)

O
| Large Break LOCA Rapid vessel depressurization. RCIC not required.

Intermediate Size LOCA Rapid vessel depressurization. Reactor pressure less than
150 psig before pool temperature reaches 770C.

| Small Break LOCA RCIC operation not required when pool temperature reaches
770C,

Station Black Out Event RCIC suction is taken from the condensate storage tank (CST)
(8 hours capability) with a capacity of 8 hour operation. Suppression pool (S/P)

water is not expected to be used during this event.
However, if the automatic transfer of suction from the CST
to S/P were to occur due to high S/P water level, a manually
controlled override switch is operated to continue taking
suction from the condensate storage tenk.

*RCIC design basis requires 100 percent system flow only for reactor pressure > 150 psig.

QUESTION 440.45

SRP 5.4.6 identifies GDCs 5,29. 33,34 and 54 in the acceptance criteria. Confirm that the RCIC
system, described in Chapter 5.4.6 of the SSAR, meets the requirements of the above GDCs.

|
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RESPONSE 440.4.4 .]

Evaluations of the reactor core isolation system against the applicable General Design Criteria
(GDC) are provided in Subsection 3.1.2 (statement to this effect has been added to Subsection 1

5.4.6) Based on the evaluations in Subsection 3.1.2 it is concluded that the RCIC system meets the |
requirements of the applicable GDCs.

QUESTION 440.46

in SSAR Chapter 5.4.6.3, it is stated "The analytical methods and assumptions in evaluating the j
RCIC system are presented in Chapter 15 and Appendix 15A." Identify the section in Chapter 15 where '

the analytical methods and assumptions evaluation the RCIC systems are given. j
'i

RESPONSE 440.46 1

'. i,

This is given in Subsection 15.6.53 which, in turn, makes reference to Section 63.

QUESTION 440.47 <

1

1 Normally the RCIC pump takes suction from the condensate stora .: tank (CST). But the CST is not
I seismically qualified or' safety related. Confirm that the system piping and level transmitters,

which interface with CST, will be designed and installed such that the automatic switchover to the
suppression pool takes place without fa: lure, j

!
RESPONSE 440.47 1

The redundant level transmitters located in the condensate storage tank (CST) are Class IE (Div. I |s

and Div.11), if the amount of water in the CST decreases below the setpoints of the level sensors,
- a signal will be sent to perform the automatic switchover to the suppression pool. The system' piping

,

from the suppression pool to the RCIC pump is seismically qualified. !
l
1

QUESTION 440.48 I

The equipment and component description given in 5.4.6.2.2 is very brief. What type of turbine is
used in the ABWR? Is it the same type as the Terry Turbines used in current BWRs? Is the turbine

..

;

-
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testing done by Terry Co. with water applicable to the ABWR? Describe in detail the components,
especially the turbine and the pump.

,

RESPONSE 440.48

The ABWR RCIC equipment specification does not specify the type of turbine, rather, its
performance requirements. Performance testing will be performed with water applicable to the ABWR
Standard Plant design. The equipment and component description given in Subsection 5.4.6.2.2 is
commensurate with a standard design. The depth of information provided in this subsection is the
same as that provided for BE's standard BWR/6 Nuclear Island design. This information is reflected
in the RCIC equipment specification. The amount of information provided is sufficient to delineate
the performance requirements of the RCIC without restricting its supply by qualified equipment
vendors. ;

1

QUESTION 440.49

To the best of our knowledge, the steam isolation valycs F063 and F064 in currently operating BWRs
are not tested with a steam pipe break downstream and with actual operating conditions (pressure 1000
psig and temperature 546 degrees F). There is no guarantee that the steam isolation valves will
close during a break. -We require that a proper testing of the valves be performed before the final
design approval. (Reference Generic Issue GI-87 " Failure of HPCI Steam Line Without Isolation.")

i

1 ,

| RESPONSE 440.49

The ABWR RCIC equipment specification requires that the valves in question close within a
specified time under prescribed environmental conditions. The method of confirmation will be either
testing or demonstration of similarity with previously qualified valves. Since this is a i

standardized design it is not possible to identify a specific equipment vendor and the method of i
| confirmation. However, the commitment to either test or demonstrate via similarity has been

considered sufficient in past NRC reviews of standardized designs.

1

QUESTION 440.50 |

|
Steam isolation valves F063 and F064 are to be opened in sequence to reduce water hammer and for i

slow warm up of the piping. F064 and F076 are opened first. The valves logic should prevent the j

operator from opening the valves out of sequence. Confirm that the valves control logic includes an !
interlock.

RESPONSE 440.50

GE does not consider that an interlock is necessary since opening of these valves is governed by |
strict administrative and procedural control. |

The ABWR design specification requires these valves to be opened sequentially as stated below: |

"In order to prevent damage from water hammer, neither steam isolation valve is opened
automatically by an initiation signal. Should either or both of these valves be closed, they
must be reopened by firsts closing both valves completely. With both valves closed, the
outboard isolation valve F064 can be reopened to allow any moisture in the line to drain. Then,
moisture ahead of the inboard isolation valve F063 is drained slowly as line pressure across

4

inboard isolation valve is equalized and the downstream line is warmed by slowly opening the '

inboard isoistion valve bypass valve F076. Finally, the inboard isolation valve F063 may be
reopened.'
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QUESTION 440.51
m

\(d Describe how the system design reduces water hammer. Confirm that a condensing sparger will be
provided at the turbine exhaust to reduce water hammer. Add a necessary not in the P&I D to indicate
that the steam supply and exhaust lines are to be sloped to reduce water hammer.

RESPONSE 440.51

The RCIC steam supply piping is sloped downwards with drain pots and steam traps upstream and
downstream of the turbine. During normal reactor operation steam condensate are continuously drained
and the steam traps automatically isolated when RCIC is initiated. Also, in the turbine exhaust line
a condensing sparger is provided to reduce water hammer, minimize line vibrations and reduce noise
levels.

In addition, the turbine exhaust line is installed above the maximum water level of the
suppression pool. It is also provided with vacuum breakers to relieve the exhaust line from pressure
instability that can cause water hammer.

| Addition of notes in the P&lD is not required since these requirements are part of the ABWR RCIC
'

design specification as given below:

" System piping shall be arranged to provide a continuous downward slope as follows:

Steam supply line - from the main steam line to the drain pot, just ahead of the turbine.a.

RCIC steam inboard isolation valves " Bypass, Drain and Warm-up Line" shall be sloped
parallel with section of line and valve it is bypassing to prevent a dead leg from
eccurring.

gs
b. Turbine exhaust line - from the upstream side of the check valvt to the turbine exhaust

drain pot and downstream of the check valve to the wetwell.

Vacuum pump discharge line - from the upstream side of the check valve to the vacuum pumpc.

| and downstream of the check valve to the suppression pool.
|

| d. The gland seal equipment shall be located such that there are no water pockets between this
equipment and the turbine. Piping between the turbine and the gland seal equipment shall be
kept to a minime .i."

!

I

l
,

|
I
i

l

)
!

| 1

I
'

f) |
| .,Y
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QUESTION 440.52
i

The RCIC operation from the suppression pool may be limited by an increase in suppression pool
water due to tube oil cooling done by suppression pool water. What is the maximum suppression pool
temperature at which RCIC can be operated safely.

RESPONSE 440.52 I

i

RCIC can be safely operated at a range of 40 F to 140 F for continuous operation. )
However, it can be operated for short term at higher temperatures not to exceed 170 F. Long term j
operation above this limit will degrade lube oil viscosity and possibly damage the turbine. However, ~j
for all design basis accidents, RCIC operation above 170 F is not required. Consequently, the
RCIC lube oil cooling system is considered fully adequate.

QUESTION 440.53

How is thermal shock prevented at the feedwater line injection pt xt?

RESPONSE 440.53

Response will be prosided in a future amendment.

QUESTION 440.54

What is the minimum quantity of water required in the condensate storage tank (CST) for RCIC
operation? Give the basis for the required quantity of water in the CST.

RESPONSE 440.54

Table 9.2 3 states that 150,480 gallons of water are stored for use during station blackout. This
volume is that required for eight hours operation of the RCIC. However, it is not a dedicated volume

| and the RCIC can use water from the suppression pool.

QUESTION 440.55 i

I
In the LOCA analysis (SSAR Table 6.3) 800 gpm is talan credit for the RCIC system. Due to pump |

degradation and flow controller measurement inaccuracies, the system may not deliver 800 gpm. The
required system flow should be increased, accounting for uncertainties, to meet the LOCA analysis
required flow.

| RESPONSE 44035

|
'

The flow controller will compensate for pump degration. However, the flow controller measurement
inaccuracy is specified as i 2.5% and this decrease of 20 gpm in flow delivery should have been i

used in the LOCA analysis. To bound the impact of this flow controller measurement inaccuracy, the
| limiting LOCA case was reanalyzed assuming an RCIC flow rate of 780 gpm.

The limiting LOCA case from the ECCS performance analyses in Subsection 6.3.3 (in terms of minimum
water level) is the HPCF injection line break. This case assumes the single failure of the emergency
diesel generator which provides electrical power to the intact HPCF system. The ECC systems
remaining are the RCIC,2 RHR/LPFL and 8 ADS valves. For this case, since there is a minimum number

| of ECCS available, the RCIC flowrate is more significant. The transient minimum water levels within
the reactor are compared for RCIC Gow rates of 800 and 780 gpm are compared below:

Amendment 7 20.3 111
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QUESTION 440.60 l
'!

[ In SSAR Table 1.3.2, it is stated that the RHR heat exchanger duty for suppression pool cooling is
' based on assuming they are placed in operation 20 hours after reactor shutdown. 1

This statement is not consistent with the normal assumption that suppression pool cooling is j

stated within ten minutes after a LOCA. What is the basis for sizing the RHR Hx7 in SSAR Chapter j
5.4.7.3.2,it is stated that ATWS was considered for RHR heat exchanger sizing. But a Feedwater Line j
Break (FWLB) is the most limiting event. Describe in detail why FWLB is the limiting event and not ;

ATWS.

RESPONSii. 440.60

The note at the bottom of page 1.313 of Table 1.3-2 is incorrect. It has been corrected to read:
"... Heat exchanger duty at 20 hours following reactor shutdown."

| The basis for sizing the RHR heat exchanger is to limit the long term pool temperature to a
maximum of 2070F for the most limiting events. Analyses show that the feedwater line break (FWLB)
is the most limiting event with the assumption of a 10 minute operator action time to start pool 1

cooling. The ATWS event is less limiting than the FWLB because the ATWS high-presst.re signal causes j

the electrical insertion of the fine-motion control rod drives which. leads te a hot shutdown !
condition within less than 3 minutes. With 10 minute operator action time to initiate pool cooling, j

the maximum pool temperature is much less than 2000F. ]
:

QUESTION 440.61

In SSAR Chapter 5.4.7.3.2, Section 2, it is stated ''because it takes 4 to 6 hours to reach the ,

{ peak pool temperature, shutdown cooling will be initiated before peak pool temperature. The energy )
release from the reactor will be controlled by the shutdown cooling system, and there is no need to
release the reactor energy to the pool." |

|

Which scenarios are postulated for the assumption stated above? For most scenarios, suppression
pool cooling is started within a short time. Shutdown cooling is started at a much later stage. /
Describe in detail the assumptions made for sizing the RHR heat exchangers.

.

1

RESPONSE 440.61

I
The assumption stated in Subsection 5.4.7.3.2(2) is not used in any of the analyses for

determining the required heat exchanger capacity. It is a statement which points out one of the '

Iconservatism of the analyses by not accounting for this effect. As stated in the response to
Question 440,60, the analyses use the assumption that suppression pool cooling is initiated 10 !

minutes after start of the event. Other assumptions utilized in the FWLB analyses (which is the |
limiting event for the heat exchanger sizing) are:

|
(1) Reactor power is 102% of rated,

i

(2) One RHR heat exchanger failure, I

(3) ANS 5 + 20/10 decay heat, I

(4) 164% rated feedwater flow for 120 seconds,

(5) MSIC closure 3.5 seconds following scram,

\, .

!
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(6) Reactor water level at normal operating level,
,

(7) Suppression pool water level at minimum level,

(8) Initial suppression pool temperature at the maximum operating value of 950F,
i

|

(9) Maximum service water temperature at 84.20F, '

i

(10) Maximum pool temperature limit of 2070F. j
1

QUESTION 440.62

SRP 5.4.7 identifies GDCs 2,5,19 and 34 in the acceptance criteria. Confirm that the RHR
system, described in Chapter 5.4.7 of the SSAR, meets the requirements of the above GDCs.

RESPONSE 440.62
i
1

In addition to Subsection 5.4.7.1.4 which address GDC 5, evaluations of the residual heat removal
(RHR) system against the applicable General Design Criteria (GDC) are provided in Subsection 3.1.2 (a i
statement to this effect has been added to Subsection 5.4.7). Based on the evaluations in Subsection
3.1.2 it is concluded that the RHR system meets the requirements of the applicable GDCs. !

'1
'

QUESTION 440.63

i
Confirm that the RHR system satisfies the requirements of TMI-2 Action item Ill.D.1.1. |

l
RESPONSE 440.63 i

O|1

Response to this question will be provided in Appendix 1A. I
!
i

|

l
I
1

|

|

|

| O
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!

QUESTION 440.64 ;

- Confirm that the RHR system meets the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.1 regarding pump Net
Positive Suction Head.

I

RESPONSE 440.64 ;

1

As demonstrated by the response to Question 430.28, the RHR system meets the guidelines of I

Regulatory Guide 1.1 regarding pump Net Positive Suction Head.
'i

QUESTION 440.65 I

In Section 5.4.7.2.3.1 (3) it is stated that " redundant interlocks prevent opening the shutdown
connections to and from the vessel whenever the pressure is above the shutdown range." ;

| :

| RSB 51 requires that the suction and discharge valves interfacing with the RCS shall have
independent diverse interlocks to prevent the valves from being opened unless the RCS pressure is
below the RHR design pressure.

Confirm that the high/ low pressure interface with RCS satisfies the requirements of RSB 5-1. !

RESPONSE 440.65

The valves that interface with the RCS are the shutdown cooling valves on the suction side and the
injection valves on the discharge side. RSB 51 has different requirements for the suction and
discharge conditions. Diverse interlocks are mentioned for the suction side valves. The ABWR RHR .j
design does not explicitly meet this requirement for diversity; it does meet the intent of thes 4

requirement to provide high reliability against inadvertent opening of the valves The pressure '

signal that provides the interlock function is supplied from 2-out-of 4 logic, which has four
independent pressure sensor and transmitter inputs. . The independence is provided by each being in a
separate instrument division, The 2 out-of-4 logic provides equal or better reliability than the
existing licensed BWR plants. Furthermore, the inboard and outboard valves of a common shutdown

,

cooling suction line are operated by different electrical divisions. J

The discharge side requirements of RSB 5-1 allow a choice between four different configurations. i

ABWR utilizes the second selection, which is one or more check valves in series with a normally
closed power operated valve.

QUESTIONS / RESPONSES 440.66 through 440.71

These question numbers not used.

QUESTION 440.72

NRC Bulletin 88-04 dated May 5,1988, discusses the potential safety related pump loss. The first
concern involves the potential for the dead heading of one or more pumps in 6afety related systems
that have a miniflow line common to two or more pumps or other configurations that do no preclude
pump-to-pump interaction during miniflow operation. A second concern is whether or not the installed
minillow capacity is adequate for even a singb pump in operation.

In the ABWR design, HPCS pump miniflow lines and test return lines to the suppression pool are
routed through the RHR "c" loop test and minimum flow lines. How does the ABWR design satisfy the
concerns given in NRC Bulletin No. 88-04?.

k
Amendment */ 20.3-115
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RESPONSE 440.72

The ABWR RHR and HPCF systems use a common ndnimurn flow return line to the suppression pool, which
is one of the topics addressed by NRC Bulletin No. 88-04. The ABWR design has a very low pressure I

drcp associated with the pipe down stream of the junction where the RHR and HPCF begin to share the
common pipe, Because of this, a pressure cannot be created in the down stream shared line that could
result in either one of the pumps discharging into a pressure that could dead head a pump. When both
RHR and HPCF pumps are running simultaneously at minimum flow the flow loues are approximately 1 psi
and the static head for the discharge pipe's submergence in the suppression pool is approximately 7 {
psi. Even for the case (which is unplanned) where both pumps are simultaneously operating at rated '

flow, the total pressure drop down stream of the unction is approximately 25 psi. The RHR and HPCF
approximate pressure heads at rated flow are 178 psi and 270 psi respectively, which are
significantly above the common down strearn pressure that could potentially dead head a pump.

The other concern related to NRCB 88-04 is the minimum flow percentage of rated flow. The ABWR
values are 15.5% and 10% for RHR and HPCF respectively. BWR/6 plants have specified ECCS pumps at j
10% minimum flow and operational problems have not been encountered.

1

QUESTION 440.73 1
j
1

In RHR process diagrams 5.4-11b, RHR heat exchanger removal capacity for different modes is not
given. Revise the process diagram to include the heat removal capacity.i

|

1
1

'

O

|
.

O
| Amendment 7
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RESPONSE 440.73

Figures .5.4-11b 'and 6.3-3b will be' revised to show the RHR heat exchanger removal capacities for
the different modes at their next revision as' indicated in Figures 20.319a and 20.3-19b,-

'

-

respectively. |

QUESTION 440.74

In Figure 5.4-10b, (I-12) flammability system (T 49) is cross-tied to the RHR system. What is the
purpose of this cross-tic to the RHR system?

RESPONSE 440.74

There is no cross-tie between the flammability system and the RHR system in Figure 5.4-10.

'

;

'l

("
\ i

|
4

)

,

|

f

,
5

|-
'

|
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RESPONSE 210.31

.OQ The response to this question is contained in revised Subsection 3.9.2.1.
1

l

QUESTION 21032
]

In Subsections 3.9.2.1.1 and 14.2.12.1, there is no mention of preoperational vibration testing
.

of safety-related instrumentation lines. It is the staff's position that- all essential 1

safety related instrumentation lines and small borepiping should be included in the vibration
monitoring program during preoperational or start up testing. We require that either a visual or
instrumented inspection (as appropriate) be conducted to identify any excessive vibration that could |

result in fatigue failure. Generally, this includes the portion up to and including the first I

support away from the connection to large bore piping or component. If observations suggest that
other spans are being excited, further inspection would be conducted on a case by case basis. Revise
the above Subsections to provide a commitment to this position. 3

I

| RESPONSE 21032

The response to this question is contained in revised Subsection 3.9.2.1.1.2. )

QUESTION 21033

The discussions in Subsection 3.9.2.5 and 3.9.5.2 relative to the dynamic system analysis of
reactor internals under faulted conditions does not provide enough detailed information for the staff
to evaluate. Standard Review Plan, Section 3.9.2.11.5 provides the acceptance criteria which the
staff uses to evaluate this issue. Information in sufficient detail to implement this criteria is

f required before the staff can complete its evaluation. Revise Subsection 3.9.2.5 to include this
information either in the form of references or an additional appendix in Section 3.2 of the ABWR'

SSAR.

RESPONSE 21033

Response will be provided in a future amendment.

| QUESTION 21034 f

In Table 3.9 2, the acceptance criteria for the stresses resulting from the service loading
combination of normal loads plus the most limiting safety-relief valve loads plus turbine stop valve
closure induced loads is identifies as ASME Level D Service Limits. If this is a typographical
error, replace Level D with Level B in this table. If it is not an error, provide the justification
for using Level D Service Limits for this loading combination.

RESPONSE 21034

Responses to this question is prosided in resised Table 3.9-2

QUESTION 21035

Provide the basis for assuring that the feedwater isolation check valves can perform its intended
function and satisfy GDC 54 and 55 following a feedwater line break outside containment.
Additionally, discuss what actions have been taken to preclude the possibility of a feedwater pump
trip transient causing a feedwater line break outside containment.

Amendment 7 20.3 136
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RESPONSE 210.35

Satisfaction of GDC 54 and 55 ;

The check valve outside of containment and next to the penetration has an actuator that applies an i

additional force to the disc when the disc of the check valve in the closed position. This I

additional force applied to the disc when the disc of the check valve is in the closed position ,

results in a positive leakage seal. This positive leakage seal is independent of the force of i

gravity or the pressure developed by the reverse flow of water from the reactor. When the disc is in
the open position, the additional force is not applied.

The check valve actuator censists of an air cylinder and a solenoid. When the disc of the check
valve is in the opened position, the solenoid is normally energized and ports air pressure to the air

| cylinder. In this staa, the internal spring within an air cylinder is compressed by the air
pressure applied to a piston within a cylinder. |

J

Upon the loss of feedwater flow to the reactor, the disc of the check valve will move to a closed
position. The spring remains in a compressed state with no force being applied to the disc other ,

than the forces resulting from the reverse flow from the reactor and gravity.

A control room signal de-energizes the solenoid and shuts off air pressure to the cylinder and
vents the air pressure within the cylinder to ambient pressure. The loss of air pressure to the
cylinder allows the spring to expand and apply a force to the disc through the linkage of the check |
valve. This force results into a sealing force being applied directly to the disc. The applied !

spring force insures that the disc remains closed and that the leakage remains within the required
limits. j

Feedwater Pumo Trin Transient

The dynamic characteristics of the feedwater control system specify that the feed pump discharge
gate valves shall have a maximum opening / closing rate of at least 10 times slower than that of the )
low flow control valve. Control of the main feed pump discharge flow rate is by turbine speed i

control, so large flow control regulating valves which can rapidly close against the inertia of full
flow are not needed or included in the feedwater system design. Instead, relatively slow closing |
gate valves are used for isolation, thus avoiding water hammer effects due to rapid flow throttling
by quick closing regulating valves.

In addition, minimum flow recirculation lines are provided on the discharges of feedwater and
condensate pumps. A rapid reduction in feedwater flow, resulting from a pump trip or valve closure
would result in increased recirculation flow. Specifically, minimum flow recirculation flow control
valves would open in response to the reduced feedwater flow. This action would serve to reduce the
pressure transient in the piping upstream of the tripped pump.

QUESTION 210.36

The discussions of ASME Class 1,2 and 3 safety-related code components in Subsections 3.9.3.1.3
| through 3.9.3.1.7 and 3.9.3.1.9 through 3.9.3.1.19 use the terms " designed and evaluated" in
| accordance with ASME Section III rules for Class 1,2 and 3 components. In discussions of this

nature, the word " constructed" should be used rather than " designed and evaluated" where construction
is defined in accordance with the ASME Section III, Subsection NCA 1100 definition, i.e.,"an all
inclusive term comprising materials, design, fabrication, examination, testing, inspection and
certification required in the manufacture and installation of items". Revise all of the above

O
Amendment 3 20.3-137
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Subsections to state that all of these components are constructed in accordance with the ASME III NCA
1100 definition.

RESPONSE 21036

Subsections 3.9.3.1.3 through 3.9.3.1.7 and 3.9.3.1.9 through 3.9 3.1.19 have been revised as
requested.

QUESTION 21037

Subsection 3.93.2 contains several references to IEEE-344, "IEEE Recommended Practices for
Seismic Qualification of Class IE Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating Stations" with no issue
date. To be consistent with current staff positions on this issue, revise each of these . references -

.

to read "IEEE STD. 344-1987" and add a commitment to NRC Regulatore Guide 1.100, Revision 2, " Seismic
Qualification of Electrical Equipment in Nuclear Power Plants" to each . reference. The staff
considers these two documents to be applicable to mechanical as well as electrical equipment.

RESPONSE 21037

The revisions and issue dates for Regulatory Guides and Industrial Codes and Standards
j applicable to the ABWR design are provided in Tables 1.8-20 and 1.8-21, respectively. The Regulatory

Guide 1.100 entry in Table 1.8-20 has been updated to Revision 2, June 1988. The corresponding 1987
issue of IEEE Standard 344 will be included in Table 1.8-21 when this table is provided by March 31,
1989.

QUESTION 21038
m

Subsection 3.933.2, "Other Safety-Relief Valves" references ASME Section III, Appendix 0 for
the safety-relief valve opening and pipe reaction loads which will be used la the design of ABWR
safety-relief valves. The staff's position on this issue is that if Appendix 0 is used, the
additional criteria in Standard Review Plan, Section 3.9.3, Paragraph II.2 is applicable. Revise
Subsection 3.933.2 to include a commitment to this position.

RESPONSE 21038

Subsection 3.93.3.2 has been revised i..Af>. ' commitment to include the additional
criteria of SRP, Section 3.93, Paragraph 11.4.

QUESTION 21039

Subsections 3.93.4.1 and 3.93.5 both state that the jurisdictional boundary between component
supports designed to ASME Section lit, Subsection NF and the building structure shall be as defined |in the project design specifications. The project design specifications may or may not agree with
the definitions of jurisdictional boundaries which are in ASME Subsection NF. Therefore, revise
Subsections 3.93.4.1 and 3.93.5 of the ABWR SSAR to provide a commitment that the 1987 Addenda to
the 1986 Edition of ASME Section Ill, Subsection NF will be used to define the jurisdictional

i - boundary between Subsection NF component supports and the building structure.
1

RESPONSE 21039
i

Subsections 3.9.3.4.1 and 3.9.3.5 have been revised by eliminating the phrase "shall be as
defined in the project design specifications" in the first sentence. GE commits to the Addenda and

_

edition of ASME Code Section 111, Subsection NF, effective as of March 30,1987 as provided in the

Amendment 5 20.3-138
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ABWR Licensing Review Bases issued by Tom Murley on August 7,1987. The specific edition of ASME |

| Code is provided in Table 1.8-21. j
I !

QUESTION 210.40 ,

The information in Subsections 3.9.3.4.2 and 3.9.3.5 relative to analysis for buckling of the j
'reactor preasure vessel support skirt and other ASME III component supports needs to be updated and

clarified as follows:

Paragraph 1370 (c) of ASME III, Appendix F, which is referenced in both of the above ja.

subsections wao Jeleted in the Summer,1983 Addenda to ASME III, Division 1 Appendices. ASME i

Appendix XVII, which is referenced in Subsection 3.9.3.5 was deleted in the Winter,1985 )
Addenda. Revise Subsections 3.9.3.4.2 and 3.9.3.$ to provide references which are applicable i

to the latest edition of ASME, Section 111.
I

b. Provide a more detailed description of how the critical buckling strength of the RPV support
'

skirt and other ASME III component supports will be determined.

RESPONSE 210.40

Response to this question is provided in revised Subsections 3.9.3.4.2 and 3.93.5.

l

QUESTION 210.41 1

The following information is required in Subsection 3.9.3.4 relative to the design of bolts for
component supports: |

1. Provide the allowable stress limits and/or safety factors which are applicable to bolts used in
equipment anchorage, component supports and flanged connections.

Specifically provide a discussion of the design methods applicable to expansion anchor bolts and
cast-in place used in component supports and equipment anchorage.

RESPONSE 210.41 )
!

The design of bolts for component supports is specified in the ASME Code Section III, Subsection ,

NF. Stress limits for bolts are given in NF-3225. The rules and stress limits which must be
satisfied are those given in NF-3324.6 multiplied by the appropriate stress limit fr.* tor for the
particular service loading level and stress category specified in Table NF-3225.2-1.

Moreover, on equipment which is to be, or may be, mounted on a concrete support, suffwient holes
for anchor bolts are provided to limit the anchor bolt stress to less than 10,000 psi on the nominal
bolt area in shear or tension.

QUESTION 210.42

in Subsection 3.9.3, provide the design basis which will be used in the ABWR to insure the
structural integrity of safety-related heating, ventilation and air conditioning ductwork and its
supports.

O
Amendment 7 20.3 139
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RESPONSE 210.42

Safety-related HVAC ducts are Clau 3 ASME components per Tables 3.2-1, 3.2.2 and 3.2-3. To
insure the structural integrity of safety-related HVAC ductwork and its supports, they are designed
to ASME Section III.

O

O
Amendment 7 20.3-139.1
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QUESTION 210.43
i

OI
|

Subsection 3.9.4 outlines seven types of tests which will be used as a basis for the ABWR Control
Rod Drive (CRD) Performance Assurance Program. The first type," Development Tests" are discussed in
Subsectica 4.6.3.1. According to this discussion, at least three different prototype designs of the
Fine Motion Control Rod Drive (FMCRD) have been subjected to various test programs. The staff's |

Question 440.8 requested the results of the tests of the inplant FMCRD prototype which are currently |

being conducted at LaSalle , Unit 2. In addition to a response to Question 440.8, provide a |

description of the differences between the initial, implant and reference FMCRD designs and,if
applicable, a discussion of any correlation that may exist between the accumulated test data from all
three designs and the design criteria discussed in Subsections 3.9.1.1, 3.9.1.4 and 3.9.3 and Table
3.9-2.

RESPONSE 210.43 |
i

i Comnarison of the Various Test Drives - The early testing was first performed on FMCRD's that

|
were basically the same as those that have been used in German reactors for many years but with the

- induction motor that was used in Europe, replaced with a stepping motor. The stepping motor which is
normally used in robots and other precision positioning applications was adopted to provide improved
fine positioning.

As the requirements for ABWR developed, the need for other features was identified. These
features were the permanent full in indication, failed buffer detection, redundant separation
switches and the bayonet coupling. Each of these features were added to the test program and tested.

The Inplant test item incorporated all those features except the failed buffer detection and
permanent full in ic.dication.

The Inplant test drive used a position probe more like that used in the existing locking piston

| drives which have indication every 10% of stroke whereas the final design has 0.10,40,60 and 100%
| r. witches. This difference was for compatibility with the plant.

Another difference is the scram porting. la the Inplant test, the existing insert and withdraw
lines were converted to both be scram lines. In the final design there is a single larger scram
line.

As the ABWR design developed the need for extremely fine (5mm) step sizes became superfluous and
the fine syncho position indicators were eliminated from the design leaving only the redundant coarse '

synchros. The Inplant drive had already been built when this change was made therefore, it retained
the fine synchros.

j There are the major differences between the various test units and the final design.

AS previously stated in the resporse to Question 440.8, the summary of the Inplant test will be
provided in September,1989.

Applicability to the Desien Criteria - The test program has no direct applicability to the design
criteria stated in Subsections 3.9.1.1, 3.9.1.4 and 3.9.3 and Table 3.9-2. The testing was
functional and life testing whereas the mentioned sections contain design criteria that will be
satisfied by quantified analysis.

|

O
Amendment 7 20.3-140
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QUESTION 210.44
|n
|

|'v') Subsection 3.9.5.1.1 states that the core support structure., in the ABWR are classified as Safety j
Class 3. The staff's position is that these structures are necessary to help maintain core geometry |
and should therefore be classified as Safety Class 2 to obtain a higher level of quality assurance
than Safety Class 3. Revise Tables 3.2-1 and 3.2.3 and Subsection 3.9.5.1.1 to agree with this
position.

j
i

RESPONSE 210.44 )

The safety requirements applied to non-piping components such as the core support structures are
the same whether they are designated Safety Class 2 or Safety Clats 3. The Safety Class 3

3

designation for such itemt is based on a comprehensive, systematic rational. Designating the core j
support structures Safety Class 2 instead of Safety Class 3 would not change the safety requirements
applied to them but would cause inconsistencies with the rational. The rational is endorsed by
AISI/ANS 52.1 - 1983 and the EPRI ALWR Requirements Program. To maintain consistency, the Safety
Class 3 designation will be retained for the core support structures. |

QUESTION 210.45

In Subsections 3.9.5.1.2.4, 3.9.5.1.2.5 and 3.9.5.1.2.6, the feedwater spargers, RHR/ECCS low
pressure flooder spargers and the ECCS high pressure core flooder spargers and piping are all
classified as Safety Class 3. The staff's position is that these reactor internal components are
necessary to help accomplish the safety functis n of emergency core cooling and should therefore be
classified as Safety Class 2 to obtain a higher level of quality assurance than Safety Class 3.
Revise Table 3.2-1 and Subsections 3.9.5.1.2.4, 3.9.5.1.2.5 a n d 3.9.5.1.2.6 to agree with this
position.

p)( RESPONSE 210.45

Subsection 3.9.5.1.2.6 has been revised to make the ECCS high pressure core flooder piping Safety
Class 2, safety-related spargers such as ECCS spargers have been Safety Class 3 for all previous GE
BWR designs. The spargers cannot be pressure tested and therefore cannot meet the requirements of
Safety Class 2. The Safety Class 3 designation for the feedwater spargers, RHR/ECCS low pressure

| flooder spargers, and ECCS high pressure flooder spargers will remain Safety Class 3.

I

<

i

{%

Amendment 7 20.3 140.1
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QUESTION 210.46

Portions of the stress, deformation and buckling limits for safety class reactor internals which
are listed in Tables 3.9-4, 3.9-5 and 3.9-6 requires additional review by the staff. If either
Equation b in Table 3.9-4, Equations e, f, and g in Table 3.9-5 or Equation c in Table 3.9-6 will be
used in the design of safety class reactor internals for the ABWR, provide a commitment in each of
these tables that supporting data will be provided to the staff for review.

RESPONSE 210.46

A commitment to provide supporting data for NRC review has been added as requested.

QUESTION 210.47

The information in Subsection 3.9.6 infers that only ASME Class 1,2 and 3 pumps and valves will
be included in the inservice testing (IST) program for the ABWR. It is the staff's position as
stated in Standard Review Plan, Sections 3.9.6.11.1 and 3.9.6.11.2 that all pumps and valves which
are considered as safety-related should be included in the IST program even if they are not
categorized as ASME Class 1,2 or 3. Revise Subsection 3.9.6 to agree with this position.

RESPONSE 210.47

| Response to this question is provided in revised Subsection 3.9.6.
1

QUESTION 210.48 I

The first paragraph in Subsection 3.9.6 states that accessibility for inservice testing of
applicable pumps and valves is provided in the plant design. However, the second paragraph and
Subsection 3.9.5.3 infers that relief from ASME Section XI inservice testing will be submitted for
some pumps and valves.

RESPONSE 210.48

GE is aware that there may be a need for exceptions in cases where access or configuration
prohibits some types of NDE or where operability of certain equipment must be tested indirectly
rather than by direc' operation (based on the type of equipment). However,it is not GE's intention
to take deliberate exception to Section XI requirements on the basis of inappropriate design.
Therefore, Subsection 3.9.6.3 has been removed.

QUESTION 210.49

In Subsection 3.9.6, " Inservice Testing of Pumps and Valves," provide a commitment to perform
periodic leak testing of all pressure isolation valves in accordance with the applicable sections of
the technical Specifications for recently licensed BWR/6 plants. Normally, this information includes
a list of all pressure isolation valves which will be lesk tested if such a list is not available j
for the ABWR, a commitment to provide the list of valves as a part of the ABWR Technical .

Specifications will be acceptable.

RESPONSE 210.49

| Response willbe provided in a future amendment.

O
Amendment 7 20.3-141
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QUESTION 210.50 |
|,7

) In accordance with NRC Bulletin 88-08," Thermal Stresses in Piping Connected to Reactor Coolant |
"

Systems," the staff is currently requesting licensees and applicants to review systems connected to
'

the reactor coolant system to determine whether any sections of such piping which cannot be isolated
can be subjected to stresses from temperature sts' ratification or temperature oscillations that could
be induced by leaking valves. If this phenomenon was not considered in the design analysis of the
ABWR piping, submit a response to action Item 3 in Bulletin 88-08 which will be applicable.

RESPONSE 210.50

In the ABWR design, the systems connected directly to the reactor coolant system (or the reactor
'

pressure vessel (RPV) are the nucicar boiler system and the emergency core cooling systems. In the
'

nuclear boiler system, the feedwater subsystem which supplies makeup water to the RPV has been
thoroughly reviewed from the point of view of temperature stratification. The design requirements '

for temperature stratification of feedwater piping has been satisfactorily defined in system j

specification and piping cycle diagrams.
'

In the emergency core cooling systems, both the residual heat removal (RHR) system and high
pressure core flooder (HPCF) have piping that is directly connected to RPV. |

1

In the RHR system, the unisolable sections of piping connected to RPV are in two areas: i

a) The low pressure flooder (LPFL) injection line; section of the pipe between the RPV nozzle and
,

the upstream check valve. |

|
b) Yhe shutdown cooling suction line; section of pipe between RPV nozzle .and the normally closed j

/ 4 inboard isolation valve. I
k) |

In (a) above, temperature stratification during normal plant operation will not occur because the
second upstream isolation valve (normally closed gate valve) does not leak cold water towards the j
reactor side. This is because the pressure is always higher on the reactor side during normal plant |
operation when the upstream pumps are not operating. Also during periodic testing of the loop, when '

t'ae pump are operating, the maximum pressure at the upstream of the valve is less than the reactor
pressure. Moreover, the LPFL design and operating pressure is less than the reactor pressure so that
there is no chance of cold water leakage towards the reactor side during normal plant operation. |

In (b) above, due to similar reasoning as for (a), i.e., higher pressure in the reactor side of
the valve, the cold water leakage in the unisolai'e section of pipe is not possible.

In the HPCF system the only unisolable piping connected to RPV is the section of pipe between the
reactor nozzle and the upstream isolation check valve. Cold water in this system is at the upstream
of the injection valve (gate valve) which is outside the primary containment. The region upstream of
the injection valve operates at a pressure lower than reactor pressure except when the HPCF safety
function is required. Therefore, cold water flowing to the unisolable pipe section does not occur
and stratification is not a problem in the HPCF system.

QUESTION 271.01

Subsection 3.10.1.3 states .that the ABWR program for dynamic qualification of Seismic Category 1 )

electrical equipment meets the criteria contained in IEEE ' 44 as modified and endorsed by Regulatory3

Guide 1.100. To be consistent with recert staff positions on this issue, revise Subsection 3.10.1.3

(~] to read "lEEE-344-1987 as modified and endorsed by Regulatory Guide 1.100, Revision 2".
V

Amendment 7 203 142 i
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RESPONSE 271.01

As discussed in the response to Question 210.37, the revisions and issue dates for Regulatory
Guides and Industrial Codes and Standards applicable to si. ABWR design are provided in Tables 1.8-20
and 1.8 21, respectively. The Regulatory Guide 1.100 entry in Table 1.8-20 has been updated to
Revision 2, June 1988. The corresponding 1987 issue of IEEE Standard 344 is inc|uded in Table
1.8-21.

QUESTION 271.02

Subsection 3.10.1.3, " Dynamic Qualification Program" states that Section 4.4 of GE's
Environmental Qualification Program (NEDE-24326-1-P) will be used for dynamic qualification of
Seismic Category 1 electrical equipment and that this report is referenced in Subsection 3.11. The
reference in Subsection 3.11.7 is to the January,1983 version of NEDE 24326-1-P. The staff's
approval of this report is based on the January,1986 Revision. Revise Reference 2 in Subsection

1 3.11.7 to change the date of NEDE-24326-1 P from January,1983 to January,1986.

RESPONSE 271.02

i

| NEDE-24326-1-P has only undergone one revision since was originally published and that is
'

dated January,1983. The staff's SER for that revision is dated October 23, 1983.

O
|

|

O
Amendment 7

20.3-142.1
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There is an initial rapid drop in the reactor water level due to the collapsing of the core voids
following scram. Thereafter the water level continues o drop due to the vessel inventory loss,.

. ) through the break. The RCIC is initiated on low water level 2 cad begins injecting at about 50
.V seconds into the event. However, the RCIC makeup flow is insufficient to maintain the water level. |

Closure of the main steam isolation valves occurs on low water level 1.5 at about 80 seconds into the
event.

The vessel pressure increases almost to the safety relief valve setpoint before the ADS actuation
occurs on low water level 1 at about 160 seconds into the event. The vessel pressure decreases i

rapidly causing water level swell due to void formation within the fluid. As the depressurization |

rato lessens the water level drops due a corresponding drop in the void formation rate and continued
mass loss through the ADS valves and the HPCF break.

!

Once the vessel pressure drops t.: low the shutoff head of the LPFL systems at about 350 seconds,
LPFL injection begins. This flow is sufficient to quickly restere the water level to within normal
limits.

QUESTION 440.94
s

Why is there no discharge line fill pump provided for the HPCF system? How does the system
design reduce water hammer during the pump start-up? (6.3) |

RESPONSE 440.94
|

| The discharge line fill function for the HPCF system is provided statically by connection to the j
makeup water system (i.e., CST) as described in the last sentence of Subsection 6.3.2.2.5. |

('} QUESTION 440.95
LJ

List the capacity and settings of all relief valves provided for the ECCS to satisfy system over
|pressure. (6.3) 1

RESPONSE 440.95 |

1The ECCS relief valve capacities and settings are provided below: i
i

A. RHR
i

Valves F031A, B, C - Discharge Line
Capacity: 1 inch pipe size
Setting: 500 psig

Valves F008A, B, C - Near Heat Exchanger
Capacity: 1 inch pipe size
Setting: 500 psig

Valves F068A, B, C - Suction to Rt clor
Capacity: 1 inch pipe size
Setting: 200 psig

Valves F015A, B, C - Suction to Suppression Pool
Capacity 1 inch pipe size

,

Setting: 200 psigp
'V)
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Valves F035A, B, C - Heat Exchanger Secondary Inlet
Capacity: 1 inch pipe size
Setting: 200 psig

B. HPCF

Valves F018B, C - Discharge Line
Capacity: 1 inch pipe size
Setting: 1565 psig |

'

I
Valves F014B, C - Suction to Suppression Pool l

Capacity: 1 inch pipe size
|Setting: 200 psig

C. RCIC

Valve F017 - Pump Suction
Capacity: 2 inch pipe size
Setting: 200 psig

Valves F018 - Cooling Water
Capacity: 2 inch pipe site
Setting: 75 psig )

I

Vaives F033 - Vacuum Tank
Capacity: 1 inch pipe size
Setting: 5 to 7 psig

I

QUESTION 440.96

Revise SSAR Section 6.3.2.2.1 HPCF to include a description of relief valves provided in the
suction and discharge of the HPCF pump. (6.3)

RESPONSE 440.96
1

|
Subsection 6.3.2.2.1 has been revised to include a reference to the HPCF pump suction line relief

valve. An HPCF discharge line relief valve is not required nor provided.

QUESTION 440.97

SSAR Table 5.4-2 gives the design parameters for RCIC system j mponents. Provide similar
information for RHR and HPCF systems. (6.3)

,

9
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RESPONSE 440.97

i Response to this question is provided in Subsection 63.2.2 and new Tables 63-8 and 6.3-9.
,

'

QUESTION 440.98

Confirm that 0.099 ft2 is the lower limit of pipe break size for which ECCS operation is re-
,

quired. (6.3)
|

RESPONSE 440.98

The feedwater system alone can maintain the reactor vessel water level for a large range of pipe
break sizes. Specifically, it can maintain the level for a pipe break of 0.099 ft2 for over an,

2
'

hour at full reactor pressure. However, the 0.099 ft pipe break size is the effective break area
of an HPCF injection line break and is not intended to be eny design limit. Given this break and ;

assuming an additional single failure in the ECCS network, analysis in Section 6.3.3 of the SSAR,

| confirm that there is still sufficient ECCS remaining to meet all 10CFR50.46 acceptance criteria for
| LOCA analysis.
1
'

QUESTION 440.99 |

|
In the RCIC system description (Ref. 5.4.6.1.1.1) it is stated that the mixture of the cool RCIC ]

water and the hot steam quenches the steam. Since RCIC is injected to the reactor through the feedwa-
ter system, this statement may not be true. (6.3)

RESPONSE 440.99

(N When the feedwater sparger is submerged, it is assumed in both LOCA and transient analysis that
the RCIC makeup flow does not quench steam in the vessel steam space. However, for many LOCAs and
transients the two-phase level in the vessel annulus drops below the feedwater sparger during some
portion of the event. It is during this time that the RCIC flow condenses steam as it falls from the

| feedwater sparger to the two-phase mixture below.

QUESTION 440.100

In the remote shutdown system RCIC controls are replaced by HPCF controls. Traditionally, RCIC
was used for remote shutdown because the system will be available during station blackout. Describe
the basis for replacing RCIC controls with RPCF controls in the remote shutdown panel (6.3).

RESPONSE 440.100

| The basis for replacing RCIC with HPCF controls in the remote shutdown system (RSS) panel was
I simplification of the operator interface. The RCIC system requires a more complex control interface

with the operator than the HPCF system. This is particularly true with the ABWR RCIC design which
inJudes a bypass start system involving the coordination of two valves for initial acceleration of
the turbine. Control of the HPCF system requires only startup of the HPCF pump and flow control by a
regulating valve.

The question asserts that RCIC has traditionally been used for remote shutdown because of its |
availability during station blackout. This premise is correct. Station blackout is not a design |
basis for the RSS. Station blackout at the RSS is beyond the traditional single failure design j
basis, because it assumes station blackout failure in addition to the failure that necessitated

;
control room evacuation (fire, etc.).,

I
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Bounding Event
Initiating Event (continued) With Additional Failures (continued)

15.1.3 Opening of One Bypass Valve (Figure 15.1-4) Opening of All Control and Bypass Valves
(Figure 15.1-5) -

15.2.1 Closure of One Turbine Control Valve Pressure Regulator Downscale Failure _q

(Figure 15.2-1) (Figure 15.2-2) i

15.2.2 Generator Lead Rejection Generator Load Rejection with Failure of
'

(Figure 15.2-3) One Bypass Valve (Figure 15.2-4)

1

Generator Load Rejection with Failure of .)
All Bypass Valves (Figure 15.2-5) j

i

15.2 3 Turbine Trip (Figure 15.2-6) Turbine Trip with Failure of One Bypass-
Valve (Figure 15.2-7)

Turbine Trip with Failure of All Bypass i

Valves (Figure 15.2-8) I

15.2.6 Loss of Auxiliary Power Transformer Loss of Auxiliary Transformer and One
(Figure 15.2-11) Startup Transformer (Figure 153-12)

15 3.1 Trip of 3 RIPS (figure 153-1) Trip of All RIPS (Figure 153-2) |

15 3.2 Fast Runback of one RIP (Figure 153-3) Fast Runback of All RIPS (Figure 153-4)

i15.4.5 Fast Runout of one RIP (Figure 15.4-1) Fast Runout of All RIPS (Figure 15.4-2)

For events not listed in the table above, initiating events with additional failures are not
quantitatively analyzed because:

.

1

(1) No additional active single failure would cause the event to become more severe:
,

15.1.1 Loss of FW Heating

15.2.4 Inadvertent MSIV closure

1 (2) They are not limiting transients.

other transients not listed above

QUESTION 440.112

iProside the following:
|

(1) A listing of all equipment which is not classified as safety related but is assumed in FSAR
analyses to mitigate the consequences of transients or accidents.

(2) Justification for the assumption of operability of this equipment based upon equipment
quality, reliability, and proposed surveillance requirements.

Amendment 7 20.3-158
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(3) Discuss the consequences of those events concerning (i) number of fuel failures, (ii) delta
CPR and (iii) delta perk pressure that would result if only safety grade systems or components

| were considered in the specific transients analyses taking credit of non-safety grade systems
| or components. (15)

RESPONSE 440.112

| (1) Normal operation of the following non-safety related equipments is assumed in the analysis of
I anticipated transients:

(a) Relief function of safety / relief valves,
(b) High water level (Level 8) trips,

| (c) Turbine bypass valves, and
(d) Recirculation pump trip (RPT) on load rejection / turbine trip.

(2) The equipments listed in (1) above are also used in currently operating BWRs. Operating
experience from operating BWRs show these equipments are highly reliable. For ABWR, trip
logics for these equipments are designed with redundant or triplicated design, which is a
design improvement for ABWR, No single failure can cause a function to fail completely.
Therefore, the availability of these equipments during ABWR transients is far better than
those in operating BWRs. This high availability will also be maintained and enhanced by
standard surveillance programs that are already implemented in current operating BWRs.

(3) The standard review plan (SRP) rrqdres that an incident of moderate frequency in combination
with any single active component failure, or single operation error, shall be considered an
event for which an est% ate of the number of potential fuel failure shall be provided for
radiological dose calculations. These evaluations for ABWR transients are discussed in
Chapter 15 and in the response to Question 440.111. There is no requirement that
non-safety-related equipment should be assumed to fait completely. Therefore, the evaluation
requested in this question is far beyond the scope of transient analysis. However, in order
to show the design margins available in the ABWR design, the following are provided for your
information only:

(a) Effect of Relief Functinn of Safetv/ Relief Valves

Since the relief function of safety / relief valves is initiated after the MCPR occurs
during the transient, its impact on thermal margin (i.e. delta CPR) is insignificant. The
major impact of this relief function is on the peak pressures during transients. However,
overpressure protection analysis, which takes credit of the spring function of
safety / relief valves only, shcws that a large margin to ASME code upset limit exists even
if a delayed scram is considered. (See Subsection 5.2.2) Therefore, transients with a
failure of the relief function of all safety / relief valves meet not only criteria for
accidents, but also criteria for transients.

(b) Effect ot'Other Non-Safety Related Trins

The trip logic design in ABWR assures no single failure can cause any trip function to
fail completely. In order to show ABWRs capability of in depth protection, the most
limiting pressurization event (i.e. load rejection) is analyzed to evaluate the effect of
additional failures on the thermal margin. The evaluation with an assumed initial CPR
operating limit of 1.16 is summarized below:

O
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- lon Figure
.

.

.

1.D. I.D. . Event Analysis Code

15.4 Reactivity and Power Distribution Anomalies |

'15.4.1.1 RWE-Refueling APEX

15.4.5 15.4-1 Fast Runout of One Reactor Internal Pump REDYA

15.4.5 15.4-2 Fast Runout of All Reactor Internal Pumps REDYA
q

15.5 Increase in Reactor Coolant Inventory )
i

15.5.1' 15.5-1 Inadvertent HPCF Startup - REDYA |
1

15.6 Decrease in Reactor Coolant Inventory

15.6.5 Steam System Pipe Break Outside Containment See Response to
' Ouestion 440.92

15.6.5 LOCA Within RCPB See Response to
Ouestion 440.92 j

\\

| 15.6.6 Feedwater Line Break See Response to ; i

Question 440.92 i

O !
l

|

2

1

l

|

|

4

r |
(

i
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20.3.7 RESPONSE TO SEVENTH RAI - REFERENCE 7

(m) QUESTION 100.1
,

m

in light of the recent interest in BWR thermal hydraulic stability following the LaSalle
instability event, it appears to be highly desirable to assure that in an advanced BWR design the
possibility of instability is precluded, both in normal and anticipated abnormal operating
conditions; this should be the case without requiring the prompt intervention of the operator. If
actions are required, they should be automatic. If operator attention is required, suitable
monitoring capability should be readily available. Please discuss the extent to which this is
provided :or in the ABWR. This discussion should consider ' 4) the various potential problem areas
which have been identified in the current BWR stability review (particularly asymmetric
oscillations), (2) the relevant stability related characteristics of the ABWR core such as fuel
entrance loss coefficients, void reactivity coefficients, fuel conductivity, and including extremes
of conditions in both the initial core and potential reload cores with different fuel, (3) accessible
stability significant regions of the power-flow map, involving both normal and abn(rmal events
(including multiple out of service or tripped recirculation pumps), (4) the Selected Cutrol Rod
Run In (SCRRI), describing its relevant characteristics including provisions for automatic
initiation, speed of operation compared to need for rapid action, boundaries of operation (on
power-flow map), flexibility of these boundaries as need for change may arise, (5) the existing

i relevant instrumentation and the possible need for improved or augmented instrumentation such as on
line stability measurement or easily available relevant LPRM readings and automatic action based onI

these measurements, (6) the need for frequent mapping of boundaries of operational map regions to be
avoided. (Chapter 4)

RESPONSE 100.1

[] General ABWR Desien
Q 1

The stability design for ABWR follows the same design and licensing philosophy outlined in
" Thermal Hydraulic Stability Amendment to GESTAR 11", NEDE 24011-P-A, Rev. 6, Amendment 8 (Reference
1), and ' Compliance of the GE BWR Fuel Design to Stability Licensing Criteria," NEDE-22277-P-1
(Reference 2). Both of these two references have been approved by the NRC (Reference 3).
Specifically, the ABWR design assures the stability performance in the normal operating region
(Regions I and IV in Figure 4.4-1) is more stable than the current operating BWRs by incorporating

;
the following design features: |

(1) Sma!!er inlet orifices, which increase the inlet single-phase pressure drop, and, consequently,
improve the core and channel stability.

(2) Wider control rod pitch, which increases flow area, and, consequently, reduces the void
reactivity coefficient and improves both core and channel stability.

(3) More steam separators which redue: the two-phase pressure drop, and improve the stability, and

(4) Automatic logics which prevent plant operation in the region with the least stability margin.

Furthermore, automatic startup logic may be programmed to avoid the region with the least
stability margin. (See the startup path in Figure 4.4-1) Therefore, it is expected that the ABWR
operation in the normal operating domain (which is currently defined only below the rated rod line)
is always stable.

/ i

\w./
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In addition, regional (LPRM) and core-wide (APRM) neutron flux time histories are available for
display to enable the reactor operator to detect any neutron flux oscillations. This capability is
an addition to current conventional design. Therefore, the operator can easily detect any flux
oscillations, which are very unlikely in ABWR.

Sriccific ABWR Stability Prevention Features

Operation in th' high power / low flow region, which the system is the least damped (Region III of
Figure 4.4-1) is precluded by the selected control rod run-in (SCRRI) logic. This automatic logic is
shown in Figure 20.3-21. The setpoints shown in this figure are analytical limits determined from
conservative fuel nuclear characteristics. The nominal setpoints will be determined based on the
approved setpoint methodology (e.g., nominal setpoint for the flow setpoint is about 487o of rated).

The SCRRI function is automatically initiated to avoid stability concerns when a trip of two or
more RIPS occurs. The SCRRI function is bypassed when the power is below a specified setpoint, or
when the core flow is above a specified setpoint. The automatic initiation of the signal when a trip
of two or more RIPS occur, takes place when core flow is less than or equal to 36 percent "AND" when
the power level is greater than or equal to 30 percent. This is to assure power level below 807o rod

! line at natural circulation and to assure flow rate is higher than that of eight RIPS operating with
the minimum pump speed.

The SCRRI stability control function is accomplished by the automatic initiation of electrical
insertion of selected control rods and the total rod worth for the selected control rods to bring the
reactor power from the 1007o rod line to below 257o pow:r to assure stable operation following a trip
to two or more RIPS.i

|

| An operator has the capability in the control room to make calculations based on previous
'

operatio is and determine the rod worth necessary and to preselect control rods for the SCRRI
function. The preselected control rods for the SCRRI function are stored in memory in the RC&IS l
circuitry. I

The initiation of the SCRRI function controls the stability concern region based on the power
level and the core flow ?evel. Since no single failure in any trip logic, including RPT logic, can
cause more than one reactor internal pump (RIP) to trip, the probability of initiating the SCRRI
logic is very low.

For further protection, a scram trip based on core flow coastdown rate is implemented. I

Currently, a setpoint is chosen such that a simultaneously trip of more than 5 RIPS with the initial
power higher than about 807o of rated power would initiate an automatic scram trip. Therefore,
operation in Region 111 is highly unlikely.

In addition, a control rod withdrawal block is also implemented as shown in Figure 20.3-21 to
prevent the plant operation in Region III during startup. The operator can clear this block only by
increasing the core flow.

In summary, the ABWR design assures stable operation in the normal operating domain. Automatic
logic is also provided to prevent the plant operation in the region with the least stability I
margins. Therefore, the ABWR design meets the stability design and licensing criteria.

ABWR Features which Preclude LaSalle-Tvne Event initiators

A question has arisen whether the LaSalle type of event could occur in the ABWR design.

O;
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. Specifically, could a single failure in one reference leg, cause the plant to initiate trips or take
p control action based on false water level indications?. The answer is no, this type of event is nal

Q possible in the ABWR design because of the two-out of-four (2/4) trip logic adopted in ABWR for all
water level related trips, and the use of triplicated water level signals for use in control
algorithms.

The design of the water level trip logic at LaSalle is such that the actuation of a single
pressure switch can cause the trip to occur. This is complicated by the fact that a common reference
leg is used for both of the ATWS recirculation pump trip switches (i.e., the pressure switch that
causes pump' A to trip uses the same reference leg as the pressure switch that causes pump B to
trip). Therefore, the single failure in one reference leg caused both recirculation pumps to trip.
The feedwater control system responded to the false level indication, because it derives its water
level signal from a single sensor on the same reference leg also.

The ABWR design precludes this type of event by ensuring that all water level related trips and
control signals are derived from multiple sensors using different reference legs. The feedwater
control system controls level based on a reactor water level signal which is derived from three ;

different transmitters using three different reference legs. The middle value of the three signals
'

is used in the control algorithm. Therefore, if one reference leg fails, causing an erroneous level
signal, it #1 have no effect on the control process, because th controller will be using other
signals. Simnarly, the recirculation pump trip logic on low reactor water level is derived from
four different level transmitters using four different reference legs. The trip occurs only if two j

of the four signals indicate low level. Therefore, the failure of one reference leg cannot cause the i

recirculation pump trip to occur.

The type of event which occurred at LaSalle cannot occur with the ABWR design.

Snecific Resnonse to Ouestion 100.1

(1) The relationship between various stability modes in terms of conventional core and hot channel I

decay ratios is shown in Figure 20.3-22. Regional oscillations are possible only when both core
and hot channel decay ratios are high and close to the limit of 1.0. For ABWR design, the hot
channel decay ratio is reduced by incorporating small inlet orifices, whose loss coefficient is
about double of that for ABWR/5/6s, and wider control rod pitch. The hot channel decay ratio is
less than 0.45 even with a very bottom peaked axial power shape (e.g.,2.0 peaked at node 3) at
the intercept of minimum pump speed line and the 102% rod line (Point 1 of Figure 4.41).
Therefore, regional oscillations are not very likely to occur in ABWR.

(2) The design target for ABWR is to have a calculated core decay ratio less than or equal to 0.8,
taking into consideration model uncertainties, future core design and possible operating modes
with at least 9 RIPS in operation. This design target is achieved by incorporating smaller
inlet orifices, wider control rod pitch and more steam separators. These design changes result
in less negative void reactivity coefficients for both initial core and reload cores and
consequently enhance both core and channel stability. The calculated core decay ratio for
current ABWR core design is less than 0.7 in the equilibrium cycle. The core decay ratio is
estimated to be less than 0.8 for future core design. (The procedure used here is similar to
that used for LaSalle post-event analysis, which calculated core decay ratio of 1.05 at the
conditions of oscillations.)

(3) As discussed above, normal plant operation with all RIPS in operation, or even with one RIP out
of service, is stable in the whole operating region. With more than one RIP out of service, the
plant operation is automatically limited to be outside the SCRRI region by the SCRRI and rod

O
-
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block logics, and therefore the operation is stable. During transients, the reactor stays in I
the stable region if a reactor scram is immediately initiated during the event. Hence, the only ]
transient which may lead the reactor into the SCRRI region, is a trip of two or more RIPS. In j
this case, the SCRRI logic is automatically initiated to prevent the plant from staying in the |

least stable region. Therefore, stable plant operation is assured during normal and abnormal
operations.

(4) The selected control rod run-in (SCRRI) is automatically initiated when a trip of two or more j
RIPS occurs in which the plant enters the least stable region (see the setpoints in Figure '

20.3 21). The preselected control rods are commanded to be inserted electrically with the
normal speed. It takes about 2 minutes to insert these rods to the full-in position if these- I

rods are in the full-out position. However, plant experience shows that an insertion of a few
notches is sufficient to bring the plant to a stable condition when oscillations occur.
Therefore, the effectiveness of the SCRRI initiation will start in a few seconds. The j

boundaries of operation are changeable. Nonetheless, changes in setpoints are very unlikely q

since the ABWR stability design already takes all operating modes, conditions, and future core j
design into consideration. ]

|
(5) As described under " General ABWR Design" above, a new design is added to provide displays of |

regional and core wide neutron flux time histories (i.e., APRM/LPRM histories) to enable the
operator to detect any neutron flux oscillations.

)
(6) The ABWR stability design takes all operating modes, operating conditions and future core design

into consideration as discussed above. Therefore, frequent mapping of boundaries of operational ;

map is not necessary and is not needed.
]
!

References for Resnonse 100.1

01. NEDE-24011 P-A," General Electric Standard Application for Reactor Fuel"

2. NEDE-22277-P-1, " Compliance of the General Electric Boiling Water Reactor Fuel Design to
Stability Licensing Criteria," October,1984

3. Letter, C.O. Thomas (NRC) to H.C. Pfefferlen (GE)," Acceptance for Referencing of Licensing
Topical Report NEDE-24011, Rev. 6, Amendment 8," Thermal Hydraulic Stability Amendment of
GESTARII," April 24,1985.
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QUESTION 281.11 )
-

-

In Section 9.1.3.1.1, conductivity units of umhos/cm are used while in Section 9.2.9.1 units of
uS/cm are used. These units should be consistent (9.1.3)

RESPONSE 281.11

Subsection 9.13.2 has been revised for consistency. j
i

QUESTION 281.12 ;

j

In Section 9.1.2.1.1, the pH range of 5.6 to 8.6 should be at 250 . (9.1.3) !c

RESPONSE 281.12 i

!

"At 250C" has been added to the pH range in Subsection 9.1.3.2. j
!

QUESTION 281.13 |

Table 11.14 indicates that th'e N-16 concentration in the steam is four times the normal value I
when hydrogen water chemistry (HWC) is used. HWC tests conducted at BWRs have indicated that N-16 i

activities have increased in the range of 1.1 to 5 times the N 16 concentrations observed during . ]
normal water chemistry operations. What is the basis of the factor of four increase for the ABWR? I

Is it based on the model for predicting HWC that was reported in ''U.S. Experiesce with Hydrogen Water |
Chemistry for Boiling Water Reactors,", R.L. Cowan, C.P. Ruiz and J.L. Simpson, April 1988? (11.1) j

i

RESPONSE 281.13

JA value of 200 uCi/gm was given in Table 11.14 for the N-16 concentration (actually the N 16
equivalent of the combined N-16 and C 15 concentrations) in steam which is applicable to operation
with hydrogen water chemistry. This was a current best estimate. It was obtained by determining the
nominal N-16 source concentration which was necessary to reconcile the observed increase by a factor
of 5 in the dose rate at the Dresden 2 main steam line radiation monitor during operation with
hydrogen water chemistry and incorporating an additional factor for conservatism. The increase in j
rnain steam line monitor dose rate at Dresden 2 was at the upper bound of increases observed at the
plants which have operated with hydrogen water chemistry. This value is under continuing review and
may be adjusted as more definitive data becomes available. It is anticipated that further refinement

,

of the number would not be expected to result in an increase of more than about 15% in the source I

term. (11.1)

QUESTION 281.14 I
;

In Section 11.5.2.1.1, there is no discussion of a dual setpoint for the main steam radiation
.

monitors (MSLRMs) when HWC is used. Below 20% power, the MSLRM setpoint is established to detect '|
high radiation levels in the main steam lines and provide signals for reactor scram and MSIV closure '

to reduce the release of fission products to the envi.anment in the event of a control rod drop i

accident. When hydrogen is injected into the feedwater at power levels above 20%, the MSLRMs may
have to be reset due to the increased N-16 activity in the main steam line. (11.5.2).

RESPONSE 281.14

The dual setpoint methodology for the main steam line radiation monitor (MSLRM), when utilizingO hydrogen water chemistry (HWC),is one of several ways to address the increase in N 16. An
'

;

i
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alternative approach, such as that proposed by Susquehanna Steam Electric Station, and accepted by
the NRC (Docket No. 50-387), was to demonstrate that an increase in the trip setpoint would not mask
the fission product release associated with a gross fuel failure. Thus, by raising the trip setpoint
a considered amount, the need for a dual setpoint can be avoided. Additionally,it should be noted,
that the MSLRM high trip setpoint is not considered in any accident analysis for the ABWR.

O

|

|

|
|

|

|
|

O
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QUESTION 41031
m

) Identify,in detail, the principal equipment that comprise the spent fuel pool cooling and cleanup )*system. Be specific to define its boundaries and safety-related portions. (9.13) j
|

RESPONSE 41031 I
t

IThe fuel pool cooling and clean-up system consists of two circulating pumps, two heat exchagers,
two filter demineralizers, two skimmer surge tanks, piping, valves, controls and instrumentation.
The classification of the fuel pool cooling and clean-up system discussed in the response to Question
210.17 and Table 3.2-1. )

,

)
'

QUESTION 41032 !

Explain why, for the ABWR, two 50 percent rated spent fuel pool cooling traius are considered as i
sufficient (Note that for some of the operating BWRs, two 100 percent rated spent fuel pool coohng j

trains have been provided). (9.13) )
i

RESPONSE 41032 !
)

ABWR fuel pool cooling heat exchangers are sized to handle only normal heat load which is defined
as the heat from the spent fuel stored in the fuel pool when the pool gate is closed at 21 days after
the control rods are inserted.

The maximum heat load operation is when more than the normal refueling batches are drawn out from j
the reactor in the pool. Since decay beat in this mode exceeds the heat exchanger capacity, pool '

water shall be cooled by also using one of the loops of the residual heat removal (RHR) system.
/ s

Ik >je

QUESTION 41033 |
i

Explain why, for the ABWR, the minimum capacity of the spent fuel pool for storage of the spent i
fuel is only 270 percent of a full core. (9.13J

|

RESPONSE 410.33

The to;ilevel plant requirement for spent fuel storage is a minimum of 270 percent. I

QUESTION 41034
1
'

in the design bases for the Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System (FPCS), include the requirements
for makeup water and radiation shielding. Provide appropriate discussion regarding the design

j compliance with Regulatory Position C.8 of Regulatory Guide 1.13 and Regulatory Positions C.2.f(2)
and C.2.f(3) of Regulatory Guide 8.8. (9.13)

RESPONSE 41034

Makeun water: - Fuel pool cooling and clean up system prevents excess radiation to plant personnel
by maintaining a minimum water level over the spent fuel. Makeup water lines are provided to guard
against evaporation, leakage and any loss during a seismic event. Piping from condensate makeup

| water system to the fuel pool surge tank provides normal makeup. Seismic makeup from the RHR system

| provides makeup on loss of the normal makeup water. As required, fire hoses may be used to replenish
'

water inventory. The suppression pool clean-up (SPCU) system may also be used to add water into the
( fuel pool. Shielding and maintenance of spent fuel pool water level is addressed in 93.1(3).
b
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Comnliance with Rec. Guide 1.13 Position C.8: The reactor building crane used for handling heavy ,

objects over the fuel storage pool is designed to an appropriate quality. The crane is designed so

e

e

4

|

4
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that no single component failure (mechanical or electrical) will permit dropping or other
uncontrolled hoisting or lowering of the load. An inspection program is required to assure continued

(,) integrity of itemt such as cables, load blocks, and drums. In addition, the Reactor Building crane i

U is interlocked to prevent handling heavy loads over the fuel pool. Subsection 9.1.5 provides i

additional description of the overhead heavy load handling systems. I

I

New-fuel storage vault for storing about 40 percent core load of new fuel assemblies is located as |
close as practical to the fuel pool work area to facilitate fuel handling. However, the vault
location is checked to assure that the vault is not in the transport path of any large objects whose
drap could cause penetration of the vault and damage the fuel.

e

Compliance with Rem Guide 8.8 Positions C.2 f(2) and C.2 f(3): Radiation exposure during
maintenance and inspection is taken into account in the arrangement of the piping, FPC pumps, heat

'

exchangers, and filter demineralizers. The FPC purnps, heat exchangers and filter demineralizers are
located in separately shielded rooms. Each shielded room is arranged so as to be able to perform ,

service as quickly as possible. Adequate space is provided such that temporary shielding may be
erected if required to reduce personnel exposure during maintenance.

The piping and valves a;c arranged so that individual components can bc isolated and serviced
independently of other equipment. Lines are sloped to vent and drain freely to prevent accumulation ,

of radioactive contaminants. !

Before dismantling any equipment which normally holds or conducts radioactive water, the equipment
will be flushed through connections shown on the P&ID to rWuce radiation. Drains are piped to the
rMwaste system.

QUESTION 41035
,
,

( ) Discuss the extent cf the system's compliance with Regulatory Positions (9.1.3) C.1, C.2, and C.6
* of Regulatory Guide 1.13, Regulatory Positions C.1 and C.2 of Regulatory Guide 1.29, and address the

Quality Group requirements for the system in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.26.

RESPONSE 41035

'

Comnliance with Ret Guide 1.13 Positions C.L C.2. and C.6: The fuel pool cooling and clean-up
system facility is located in the Seismic Category I reactor building. The reactor building is
designed to withstand and protect equipment from tornadoes, missiles and other natural phenomena.

The fuel assembly drop accident is discussed in Subsection 15.7.4. In Subsection 15.7.4, the
event assumed is the drop of a fuel assembly into the open RPV. This event bounds any drop accident
over the spent fuel pool storage rack. Should c dry-loaded cask be filled with water, appropriate
measures to control * vent gas" will be provided. Note that fuel brought into the plant comes in
crates.

There are na piping connections which penetrate the fuel pool liner to the fuel storage pool below
the bottom of the fuel transfer canal.

Fuel pool cooling system is designed such that no single failure or malfunction or misoperation of
| the active components will uncover the stored fuel or exceed the maximum pool temperature.
|

The fuel pool clean up system portion (filter demineralized) of the fuel pool cooling system is
designed to be isolated during seismic event or LOCA such that pool cooling can be accomplished.

|
_
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Comnliance with Rec. Guide 1.26 and Rec. Guide 1.29 Positions C1 and C.2: The fuel pool cooling
system is a Seismic Category I, Quality Group Class C design.

QUESTION 41036

With respect to the cooling capacity of the system, demonsuate that on the bases of conservative
assumptions relative to Branch Technical Position 9 2, " Residual Decay Energy for Light Water
Reactors for Long Term Cooling," and SRP 9.13 III.1.h, the total capacity of the heat exchangers
with both pumps operating exceeds the maximum normal heat load, and that the fuel pool temperature
can be ; maintained below the 140 F criterion, specified in SRP Section 9.1.3 for maximum normal
conditions. Also, confirm that 140 F will not be exceeded if a single active fai!ure and loss of
offsite power is assumed. Describe the redundancy provisions ii powering the two cooling pump
motors. (9.13) |
RESPONSE 41036

Response will be provided in a future amendment.

QUESTION 41037

Describe the emergency makeup water systems provided, and discuss redundancy and seismic
requirements for the system. (9.13)

RESPONSE 41031
,

The residual heat removal (RHR) system provides a Seismic Category I makeup water to the fuel pool
following a seismic event. Water is drawn from the suppression pool and routed to the fuel pool
cooling loop with the Filter Demineralized bypassed. Fire hoses are also available as backup makeup
vater.

i

|
| QUESTION 410.38

Discuss control room alarmed fuel pool water temperature, fuel pool water level and building
radiation level monitoring systems provided to satisfy GDC 63. (9.13)

RESPONSE 41038

Water level switch is provided to monitor the fuel pool water level. As shown on the FPCS P&ID,
annunciators for high and low level are provided in the main control room. j

i

Fuel pool, FPC pump suction and heat exchanger outlet temperatures are monitored and recorded. ]
|Area Radiation Monitoring system monitors radioactivity in the fuel storage and handling areas 1

(operating floor). Information is displayed, recorded and indicated in the main control roon- High j
radioactivity level will initiate an alarm in the main control room. j

s

QUESTION 41039

Discuss provisions for, or provide descriptions of, the following design features: (1) leakage
detection system, (2) individual isolation capabilities for components and headers to assure system i

leakage control and maintenance, (3) capability to detect radioactivity and/or chemical contamination !
transfer from one system to another, and (4) protection of the various components of the fuel pool |
cooling system : gainst failures of other applicable moderate and high-energy piping systems. (9.13)

O,
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RESPONSE 410.39

/3 (1) Leakage detection for fuel pool cooling system is provided at the refueling bellows assembly;
V drywell to reactor well seal;'and through the fuel pool reactor well and the dryer separator

pool liners. High flow will alarm in the main control room.

(2) Fuel pool cooling system is designed such that individual equipment can be isolated in case of |

single failure or maintenance. Cross tie lines with isolation valves are provided at the '|
suction and discharge lines of the two parallel FPC pumps. The heat exchangers are also '1

arranged in parallel such that one can be placed out of service while the other in operation. |
This allows the system to be operated with one loop regardless which pump and heat exchanger are 'i
being used.

|

(3) Fuel pool cooling system is designed such that barriers, restraints, equipment compartments and j

the like protect fuel pool cooling components against failure of high caergy pipings systems. j
|

QUESTION 410.40

A complete evaluation of the Overhead Heavy Load Handling System (OHLHS) cannot be performed
without the descriptions of the new and spent fuel storage facilities to be provided in Section 9.1.1 )
and 9.1.2 of the ABWR SSAR. Also, Section 9.1.4 " Light Load Handling System" is needed, as it is !
extensively referenced in 9.1.5. All these Sections, 9.1.1, 9.1.2, and 9.1.4, are scheduled to be i

submitted to the NRC in December,1988. Note that on completion of review of the above sections,
additional information on Section 9.1.5 may be requested. (9.1.5) '!

RESPONSE 4!0.40 i

i

See Sections 9.1.1,9.1.2, and 9.1.4.

D QUESTION 410.41 I
1

Provide the seismic category, safety class, and quality group for all components used in the OHLHS
and discuss the system design in terms r ' conformance with the regulatory positions of Regulatory I
Guides 1.13 and 1.29. Discuss the s3 tem design in terms of conformance with the guidelines of
NUREOs 0554 and 0612 as they relate to protection against natural phenomena (9.1.5)

RESPONSE 410.41

Response will be provided in a future amendment-
.

)

QUESTION 410.42

Identify all the individual heavy load handling systems (names and hoist trolleys) that have been
designed to meet the single failure-proof requirements in accordance with the guidelines of
NUREG-0554. Identify the safety factors provided for slings and strongbacks. Also provide the
results of a failure mode and effects analysis demonstration that the it.dividual subsystems and
components including controls and interlocks are designed to meet the single failure criterion
without compromising the capability of the OHLHS to perform its safety function. (9.1.5)

RESPONSE 410.42

Response to this question is provided in new Table 9.1-10 and revised Subsection 9.1.5.2.9.

Od
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QUESTION 410.43

Discuss compliance with GDC 4, " Environment and Missile Design Bases" and GDC 61, " Fuel Storage
and Handilag and Radioactivity Control" as it relates to handling the spent fuel cask. (9.1.5)

RESPONSE 410.43

The fuel storage pool is inside a tornado and missile protected building (reactor building). No
additional protection from externally generated missiles needs to be provided. Internally generated
missiles, such as crane load drop, are protected by electrical interlocks and single. failure-proof
cranes and hoists.

The following safeguards have been incorporated into the reactor building crane for working with-
heavy loads.

(1) While carrying heavy loads, such as spent fuel cask, the reactor building crane is prohibited
from moving the heavy load over the spent fuel pool.

(2) The spent fuel cask pool is separate from the spent fuel storage pool by a water tight gate.

(3) No other heavy loads other than the spent fuel cask need to be carried above top of spent fuel
storage pool.

QUESTION 410.44

Provide P& ids for the Condensate Storage Facilities and Distribution System (i.e., Makeup Water
Condensate (MUWC) System). Also, provide a list of tanks (with capacity) and other requirements in
the system. (9.2.9)

RESPONSE 410.44

The MUWC P&ID is provided as Figure 9.2-4. The only tank in this system is the e.ondensate storage
tank which has a capacity of approximately 560,000 gallons. This tank is located outdoors adjacent
to the turbine building. The other requirements of this system are provided in Subsection 9.2.9.

QUES *,. JON 410.45 |
|
'Clarify which portion of the MUWC system is within the ABWR scope. Also, identify the system

interfaces which include flow rates, supply pressure and temperature. (9.2.9)

RESPONSE 410.45 !

|i

All of the MUWC system is within the ABWR scope.

QUESTION 410.46 !

| Clarify whethe- the distribution system includes any surge volume and, if so, how much and for
suction of which jumps. Also, if applicable, describe how protection against the effects of flooding
resulting from possible failure of the surge volume is ensured. Define what "HPCF pumps" means.
(9.2.9)

6
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RESPONSE 410.46

The surge volume of the system is withi the condensate storage tank (CST). The capacity

9 requirements of the CST are in Table 9.2 3. Section 3.4 demonstrates that failure of the CST will
not letd to unacceptable results. "HPCF pumps" means the high pressure core flooder pumps.

QUESTION /.10.47

Describe the design features provided in the system and/or inte. facing components to ensure
automatic switchover of the suction of the applicable ptimps to safety-related water sources, if so
required. (9.2.9)

RESPONSE 410.47

Level sensing elements and transmitters are provided for the condensate storage tank (CST).
Signals are sent to the HPCF, RCIC and SPCU pumps to provide automatic switchover to the suppression
pool when sufficient water is not available in the CST.

QUESTION 410.48

Discuss conformance of the MUWC systems design with the requirements 10 CFR 50.63," Loss of all
Alternating Current Power." Specifically include the system's capacity and capability to ensure core
cooling by removing decay heat independent of preferred and onsite emergency ac power in the event of
a station blackout for the specified duration, in accordance with guidelines of Regulatory Guide
1.55, " Station Bisckout," Pot,itions C.3.2 through C.3.5, as applicable. (9.2.9)

RESPONSE 410.48

The condensate storage tank (CST) is designed to provide approximately 150,000 gallons of water

G for use during station blackout. Other consumers of condensate are switched to other water sot.rces
so that this volume of water is always available during power operation. This volume of water is
sufficient for operation of the RCIC system to remove decay heat during the first eight hours of
station blackout.

QUESTION 410.49

Discuss compliance of the system with Positions C1 and C2 of Regulatory Guide 1.29. (9.2.9)

RESPONSE 410.49

The normal secured source of water for decay heat removal is the suppression pool. The condensate
storage tank (CST) is used in preference to the suppression pool because the water quality is
normally better. As a result the CST is not required to be Seismic Category I.

QUESTION 410.50

Provide P& ids for the Demineralized Water Makeup System (i.e., Makeup Water System (Purified)
(MUWP)). (9.2.10)

RESPONSE 410.50

The MUWP P&ID is provided as Figure 9.2-5.

)
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QUESTION 410.51

Clarify which portion of the MUWP is within the ABWR scope. Also, identify the system interfaces
which include temperature, chemistry, system capacity (i.e., tank volume) and treatment. (9.2.10)

RESPONSE 410.51

See response to Question 410.52.

QUESTION 410.52

Provide the water quality characteristics for the MUWP water (SSAR Section 9.2.10.1, item 3,
referi, io Scction 9.2.8 which in turn refers to Section 9.2.16. However, Section 9.2.16 does not
give the water quality characteristics). (9.2.10)

RESPONSE 410.52

The response to this question is provided in new Table 9.2-2a.

QUESTION 410.53

Discuss compliance of the system with Position C1 (e.g., containment penetration portions) and
,

Position C2 of Regulatory Guide 1.29. (9.2.10)
|
1 RESPONSE 410.53

The MUWP line which enters primary containment has a locked closed manual valve outside of
containment and a check valve inside of containment. The containment penetration is Seismic Category
I and Quality Group B. (9.2.10)

QUESTION 410.54

Verify that flooding analyses have been performed for a failure of the nonseismic Category I
demineralized water makeup system where the piping runs through safety-related structures and tunnels
containing safety-related equipment. (9.2.10)

RESPONSE 410.54
.

|

| Section 3.4 studies of MUWP piping run failures through safety-related structures and tunnels
i containing safety.related equipment have shown that flooding will not have an adverse effect on these
I structures and equipment.

QUESTION 410.55

With respect to the capability of the Reactor Building Cooling Water System for detection,
control, and isolation of system leakage, and radioactive leakage: (9.2.11)

1. Identify the isolation valves which isolate the non-essential loads from the essential supply
I headers and describe their isolation function in the event of a LOCA or in the event of a leak

detected in the non-essential system piping.

O
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2. Identify and describe instrumentation used to detect leakage in the non-essential system pipmg. j
i

Q]
/ 3. Identify the valves which are activated by the surge tank level switch to isolate a leaking

system train.

I
4.' Identify all radiation monitors provided and describe their individual function. Also, clarify I

whether the system design includes any radiation monitor in the pump suction header to detect
inleakage from radioactive systems. ,

-)
RESPONSE 41035

'

1. In the event of a LOCA signal, valves F075, F080, F081, F101 and F141 shall close. If a pipe ;

break occurs in the non-essential portion of the piping, valves F072, F074 and F082 shall be
closed. These three valves are not directly closed by a LOCA signal. The operator may close -
these valves if desired.

2. Leakage in the entire system can be detected by level monitors in th: surge tank. To determine -
| if the leakage is in the non-essential portion of the system, valve F082 is closed and the flow

is monitored using F1642. If flow continues, this indicates that a leak is present. Then, |
'

valves F072 and F074 are closed.

3. Valves F072 and F082 are closed by surge tank level switches.

4. The radiation monitor is located after the RCW pumps and heat exchangers in each division. If
'

detectable radioactivity is observed, grab samples will be obtained from sampling lines
downstream of each heat exchanger cooling highly radioactive water,

QUESTION 410.56,g

Identify the functional performance requirements associated with water hammer and address the
design provisions and procedures provided to meet these requirements. (9.2.11)

RESPONSE 410.56

One of the functions of the surge tank is to provide adequate pressure for pump suction.
Additionally, each isolatable portion of the system is provided with high point vents. The
safety-related portions of the system are isolated by closing only one valve. Thus, these portions
remain pressurized during normal operation. The operational procedures will require that isolated
systems be filled and vented before being placed in operation to avoid water hammer.

QUESTION 41037

Identify the system requirements for water makeup, and address the capacity of the surge tanks to
accommodate expected leakage from the system or that a seismic source of makeup water can be made
available within a time frame consist:nt with surge tank capacity. (9.2.11)

RESPONSE 410.57

The surge tanks are sized to operate for thirty days without makeup at allowable leakage rates.
During this period, adequate makeup water can be made available.

5
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QUESTION 410.58 (

Provide the design characteristics for the system pumps, tanks and heat exchangers. (9.2.11)

RESPONSE 410.58
\

The response to this question is provided in revised Subsection 9.2.11.2 and new Table 9.2-4d. |
|

QUESTION 410.59

i
Define the terms: FCS, CAMS, LWC, HSCR, HWH hot water heat exchanger, and HCW. (9.2.11)

RESPONSE 410.59

!

FCS = Flammability ControlSystem j
CAMS = Containment Atmospheric MonitoringSystem 1

LCW = 1.ow Conductivity Waste ]
HSCR = Heating Steam Condensate Receiver
HWH hot water heat exchanger = Hot Water Heating System
HCW = High Conductivity Waste )

QUESTION 410.60 l

Discuss how the Reactor Building Cooling Water (RCW) system complies with Position C2 of I
Regulatory Guide 1.29 with respect to the non-safety related portions, and with respect to GDC 2 for I

safety related portions (e.g. physical location to protect against earthquakes and floods). (9.2.11) I

RESPONSE 410.60

The safety-related portion of the RCW system is Seismic Category I up to and including the valves
which isolate it from the non-safety related portion of the RCW system. The RCW system meets the GDC
2 requirements as discussed in Subsection 3.1.2.1.2.2.

I
QUESTION 410.61

Clarify whether the flows indicated for the components serviced by the RCW system in SSAR Tables
9.2-4a,4b and 4c represen! the minimum flow requirements at the inlet of each component. Also,
specify the maximum allowable RCW temperature at the inlet of each component under different
operating conditions. (9.2.11)

RESPONSE 410.61

The flows in Tables 9.2-4a,4b ad 4c are design values which include an allowance for instrument
error. The design temperatures at the inlet of each component under different operating conditions
are provided in Figure 9.2-laa.

QUESTION 410.62

Clarify whether availability of only gng division of the RCW system is sufficient to provide
| cooling water to the drywell coolers and the RIP coolers (SSAR Talles 9.2 4a and 4b list only

Division A and B servicing above. Further Table 9.2-4b lists only the Drywell B cooler as being
serviced by Division B). (9.2.11)

O
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RESPONSE 410.62

9 The availability of only one division of RCW system is sufficient to provide cooling water to the
drywell coolers. Studies have shown that the increase in drywell temperature will not be sufficient
to require shutdown of the plant. Division A of RCW system cools drywell coolers A and C and five of
the RIP coolers. Div'sion B of RCW system cools drywell cooler B and the other five RIP coolers.
Revised P& ids (Figure 9.2-1) for the system have been provided.

QUESTION 410.63

Regarding the HVAC Normal Chilled Cooling Water System, provide information on the following:
(9.2.11)

a) Compliance with GDC 2 for safety-related components (i.e., physicallocation for complying with
the GDC).

b) Compliance with Position C2 of Regulatory Guide 1.29 for the non-safety related portion.

c) Automatic features to provide cooling water to the equipment serviced by the system in the event
of its failure on loss of offsite power (specify the system that will provide cooling water in
the above situation).

d) Description of the turbine building cooling water system which provides condenser cooling (refer
to SSAR Section 9.2.12.2) if it is within the ABWR scope. Otherwise, identify it as an
interface requirement.

RESPONSE 410.63

a) The HVAC normal chilled cooling water (HNCW) system meets the GDC 2 requirements as discussed in
Subsection 3.1.2.1.2.2.

b) The HNCW system is non-safety related. Failure of this system to provide cooling water will not
adversely affect any safety related equipment.

c) During loss of offsite power, cooling water will not be provided to the equipment serviced by
the HNCW system.

d) The description of the turbine building cooling water system is provided in new Subsection
9.2.14.

QUESTION 410.64

Regarding the HVAC Emergency Chilled Cooling Water system, provide information on the following:
(9.2.13)

a) Compliance with GDC 2 for safety related portion (i.e., physical location for complying with the
GDC).

b) Compliance with Position C2 of Regulatory Guide 1.29 for the non-safety related portion, if
there is any such portion.

c) Compliance with GDC 4.

O
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d) System active component failure analysis.

RESPONSE 410.64
,

a) The HVAC emergency cooling water (HECW system meets the GDC 2 requirements as discussed in
Subsection 3.1.2.1.2.2.

b) There are no non-safety related portions of the HECW system.

c) The HECW system meets the GDC 4 requirements as discussed in Subsection 3.1.2.1.4.2.

d) See new Table 9.2-10.
1

I

O

1
|

|

9
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QUESTION 460.1
,

| ) With respect to radioactive source terms and the calculations of subsequent release to the
*> environment, discuss your position in terms of the regulatory guidance provided in NUREG-0800, SRP

11.1, such as NUREG-0016," Calculation of Releases of Radioactive Materials in Gaseous and Liquid
Effluents from Boiling Water Reactors," Revision 1 and Regulatory Guide 1.112, '' Calculation of
Release of Radioactive materials in Gaseous and Liquid Effluent from Light-Water-Cooled Power
Reactors." (11.1)

RESPONSE 460.1

NUREG-0800, Section 11.1 and Regulatory Guide 1.112 identify the FWR-GALE computer code as an
acceptat? method of calculating releases of radioactive materials for demonstration of compliance I

with applicable regulato:y requirements. GE does not use the BWR-GALE computer code per se; however, |
the methods and assumptions embodied in the code are used to ; valuate expected releases in gaseous i

and liquid effluents except in those specific instances where alternate parameters or models are |
regarded as more appropriate.

'

QUESTION 460.2 |
;

Clarify whether the radioactive source terms given in ABWR SSAR Tables 11.1-1 through 11.1-5 have
been adjusted to the maximum core thermal power of the .BWR evaluated for safety consideration in the

SSAR. (11.1) |

RESPONSE 460.2
l

The data contained in Tables 11.1-1 through 11.1-5 are design basis source terms for use in plant |

design. As such they are not predicted source t:rms at a specified power level. These are intendedp) to be conservative source terms chosen to provide substantial margin relative to expected average("'
source terms for long-term operation at rated power. These tables have been revised in their i

entirely. The revised tables contain radionuclides mixes derived from the American National Standard
Radioactive Source Term for Normal Operation of Light Water Reactors (ANSI /ANS-18.1-1984). The bases |

for the new tables include normalization of the magnitudes of the noble gas release rates to a total
of 100,000 uCi/sec as evaluated at 30 minutes decay and normalization of the magnitudes of reactor j
water radiciodine concentrations based on an I-131 release rate from the fuel of 700 uCi/sec.

QUESTION 460.3

Check and correct as appropriate the following: (11.1)
1. Caption for Column 3 of SSAR Tabic 11.1-1

2. Kr-87 value given in Column 4 of SSAR Table 11.1-1
|

3. N-16 steam and reactor water cc icentralians given in SSAR Table 11.1-4.

RESPONSE 460.3

The two iteras noted in Table 11.1-1 have been corrected. As indicated in response to Question
e.:12, Trble 11.1-1 has been revised in its entirety.

|
r

l
Table 11.1-4 has similarly been revised in its entirety, and now contains a revised concentration {

of N-16 in reactor water.

!
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QUESTION 460.4

The staff requires the values of some parameters for performing an independent evaluation of the
ABWR Reactor Coolant System (RCS) radioactive source terms. These are used in conjunction with
radwaste management systems applicable for specific plants referencing the ABWR to determine the
adequacy of the specific radwaste management systems (see NUREG-0016, Rev.1 Chapter 4). Therefore,
provide information on the following parameters or provisions: (11.1) ;

i

1. Thermal Power (Mwt)
2. Total steam flow rate (Ib/hr)
3. Mass of water in the RCS (Ibs)
4. Steam / water concentratic.: ratio, i.e., reactor vessel carry over factor for halogens and

particulate
5. Main condenser tubing material of construction (stainless steel or copper)
6. Powdex or decy bed condensate treatment .

7. Air ejector offgas holdup time (hr) |
8. Charcoal delay system for treating offgases.

a. Operating and d::w point temperatures of the delay system
b. Mass of Charcoal (Ibs) 3 '

Dynamic absorption coefficients (cm /g) for Kr, Xe and Ar jc.

9. Clean or radioactive steam for gland seal '

10. Mechanical vacuum pump iodine release fraction if within the ABWR scope
11. Provisions incorporated to reduce radioactivity releases through the ventilation or exhaust

systems that come within the ABWR scope (e.g., HEPA filters, charcoal adsorbers and their j
thickness) I

12. Release points characteristics (see NUREG-0016, Rev.1, Chapter 4, Section 4.7, Item 4).
Include description of the main stack.

OiNote that Item Nos. 5 and 6 are required to determine the carry over factor for radiohalogens
from reactor water to steam. Al.,o, note that when a summary of building ventilation system and
mechanical vacuum pump releases are provided in December 1988 (see SSAR Section 12.3.3),
additionalinformation on the releases may be requested.

RESPONSE 460.4

Two new tables have been added to revised Section 11.1 to better scribe the basis for the liquid
and gaseous source term. The remaining items requested are provided in revised Sections 11.2 and
11.3.

QUESTION 460.5

Regarding Process and effluent Radiological Monitoring and Sampling Systems: (11.5)

QUESTION 460.5(1)
J

Provide locations of plant vent, radwaste building vent (s), offgas exhaust vent, turbine building
vent. and all other exhaust vents through which all radioactive gaseous or airborne effluents are
discharged directly to the environment. Also, provide individual gaseous or airborne radioactive
effluents (i.e., drywell purge, release via SGTS, release from RCIC, RWCU and ECCS equipment rooms,
release from shield wall annulus, fuel area, battery rooms, CRD maintenance area, release from any
other secondary containment area not listed above, release from mechanical vacuum pump, radwaste
building control room and unit substation, release of treated offgases, release from turbine
building, and any other effluent not listed above) discharged through each one of the vents directly
to the environment.
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RESPONSE 460.5(1)
m.

) The gaseous exhausts from the reactor building, radwaste building, offgas exhaust vent, turbine
building and other exhaust vents through which radioactive gaseous or airborne effluents are
discharged to the environment are duniped into the main stack and monitored continuously.

Releases from shield wall annulus and auxiliary building are not applicable to ABWR design..
RCIC, RWCU and ECCS equipment rooms are combined into the reactor building. The gaseous exhaust from
these rooms and SGTS etc. is dumped into the main stack and monitored.

QUESTION 450.5(2)

Provide the locations of d the process monitors for radioactive gaseous or airborne effluents
(i.e., containment HVAC radiation monitors, fuel area ventilation exhaust monitors, battery room and
CRD maintenance area radiation monitors, shield wall annulus monitors, RCIC, RWCU and ECCS equipment
rooms radiation monitors, any other secondary containment area radiation monitors not listed above,
radwaste building control room and unit substation radiation monitors, and any other process monitor
not listed above). Include all the process r-diation monitors not currently listed in SSAR Section
11 Tables (e.g., shield wall annulus monitors, RCIC, RWCU and ECCS equipment rooms monitors, other

i
'

secondary containment area radiation monitors).

RESPONSE 460.5(2)

The locations of process monitors for radioactive gaseous or airborne effluents from various
sources, number of channels and their types are listed in the revised Table 11.5-1 and 11.5 2.

QUESTION 460.5(3)

Y Clarify which areas process monitors other than the fuel area ventiladen :xhaust monitors will
initiate the startu,) of SGTS on detection of high airborne radioactivity level in the area (e.g.,
ECCS/RWCU/RCIC equipment rooms, shield wall annulus, primary containment purge).

RESPONSE 460.5(3)

| Startup of SGTS on detection of high airborne radioactivity level will be initiated by:

1. Reactor building ventilation system offgas and
2. Fuel area ventilation exhaust.

QUESTION 460.5(4)

i Clarify whether d gaseous or airborne radioactive effluents from the plant are monitored and
| which among thera are continuously monitored.

RESPONSE 460.5(4)

Yestall the gaseous or airborne radioactive effluents from the plant, which are discharged
,

through the main stack, are monitored continuously, j

QUESTION 460.5(5)

SSAR Tables 11.5-1 and 11.5 2 refer to plant vent discharge and plant vent elevated discharge
O respectively. Clarify whether ABWR has two different plant discharge vents. If so, provide the
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location of the plant vent for elevated discharge and the radioactive gaseous or airborne effluent |
discharge via that vent. ;

i

RESPONSE 4603(5) )
!

The ABWR design hr.s only one main discharge ver.t for the gaseous effluents from differer.t sc*urces I
which are combined together in the main stack. !

QUESTION 460.5(6)

Explain why ABWR design has only one channel for offgas post-treatment monitoring (see SSAR Table
11.5-1).

!

RESPONSE 460.5(6) |

The ABWR design has two channels for offgas post-treatment monitoring which is renamed as "Offgas
charcoal vault exhaust." See revised SSAR Tables 11.5-1 and 11.5-2. |

|

QUESTION 460.5(7)
|

Discuss how ABWR design complies with the requirements of NUREG-0737, " Clarification of TMI |

Requirements,' Item II.F.1, Attachments 1 and 2 with regard to monitoring instrumentation for noble i

gases and sampling and analysis of plant effluents for radioiodine, during accident conditions.
!

RESPONSL 460.5(7) j
l

See Subsection 1A.2.15 |
1

| QUESTION 460.5(E)

Clarify how the detergent and chemical wastes releases are monitored.

RESPONSE 460.5(8)
l

Please refer to Section 11.2, Liquid waste management system, regarding detergent and chemical 1

waste releases monitoring.

QUESTION 460.5(9)

Clarify the references to service water effluent, essential service water system RHR, and
component cooling water system made in SSAR Section 11.5 and the associated tables (this question
arises since the above nomenclatures have not been used for the ABWR water systems - see SSAR Section
9). Correct the entries in SSAR Section 11.5 and the Tables 11.51,2 and 3 as appropriate.

RESPONSE 460.5(9)

The ABWR reactor building cooling water system combines the service water effluent, essential
service water system - RHR and component cooling water system and is monitored by three channels.
See revised Section 11.5 and Tables 11.5-1 through 11.5-3.

QUESTION 460.5(10)

Clarify whether ABWR design requires two ccadensate storage tanks (see SSAR Table 11.5-4).

O
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RESPONSE 4603(10)

/~'N . - !
'

. Ag The ABWR design requires only one condensate storage tank. Table 11.5 4 has been revised
- accordingly.

QUESTION 460.5(11)

Identify all the interface requirements (e.g., expected activities, alarms and trips for a' number
of monitors (see SSAR Table 11.5 2), monitoring mechanical vacuum pump and turbine building exhausts,
minirnum dilution required for liquid radwaste effluent).

RESPONSE 460.5(11)

| The scope of the ABWR FSAR has been expanded to include the turbine island and the radwaste
i facility, therefore, there are no longer any inter ' ace requirements pertair.ing to the turbine

building and radwaste building.

1

I
!

u

i

i

|

|

V :
'

'

|
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QUESTION 471.1

Section 12.1.1.2 of the submittal states that operational policies are out of the Nuclear Island
scope. Following Section 12.1.13, the report states that " Compliance of the Nuclear Island design
with Title 10 of the code of Federal Regulations Part 20 (10 CFR 20), is ensured by the compliance of
the design and operation of the facility within the guidelines of Regulatory Guides (R.G.) 8.8,8.10,
and 1.8." Further, Section 12.1.1 3.2 states that R,G. 8.10 is out of the Nuclear Island scope and
Section 12.1.133 states that R.G.1.8 is out of the Nuclear Island scope. The applicant should
clarify these statements by describing to what degree the guidance in R.G. 8.8,8.10, and 1.8 is
incorporated into the ABWR design.

RESPONSE 471.1

Section 12.1 has been revised. Regulatory Guide 8.10 deals solely with operational aspects and
personnel and is not related to the design activity. Therefore since the designer has no authority
over the training and op 13 tion of the facility, Regulatory Guide 8.10 is out of scope for purposes
of this submittali Likewise Regulatory Guide 1.8 concerns the qualircation and training of
operating persornel and is beyond the authority of the designer and therefore out of scope for this
submittal. The intent of Regulatory Guide 8.8 has been met, but those areas concerning actual !
operational management, training, and procedures have not been discussed as out of scope.

QUESTION 471.2

Section 12.1.2.2.1 indicates that in lieu of specific instructions, design engineers were
instructed to incorporate the applicable design criteria in R.G. 8.8. What mechanism in the design
process ensured that all applicable criteria were considered in the individual design.

RESPONSE 471.2

To insure that the criteria of Regulatory Guide 8.8 were followed during the design of the ABWR, a
continuing review and analysis of occupational exposure was conducted throughou; all design phases of
the ABWR. These reviews consisted of a team of engineers from GE and its technical associates who
during each phase established projected maintenance times and exposures based upon experience with
similar tasks and equipment from BWRs throughout the world. From these reviews recommendations were
made for changes in location, shielding, equipment, and automation to reduce overall occupational
exposure. The word all has been removed from Subsection 12.1.1 3.1 since it implies that the design
activity has authority over administrative procedures which is clearly in the domain of operation
palicies. |

QUESTION 4713

Section 12.1.2.2.2, paragraph (4) states "Past experience has been factored into current
designs. The steam relief valves have been redesigned as a result of inservice testing.. Access for
inservice inspection has been changed." State in what respect the access has been changed, and what
is the impact of this change on occupational radiation exposure (ORE).

|
RESPONSE 4713 )

The SRVs employed are direct action SRVs as opposed to pilot valve operated SRVs. The SRVs have
been placed circumferential arot.nd the pressure vessel in an access hallway with dedicated hoist for
removal. The overall reduction in occupational exposure on SRV maintenance (due to all factors j

including lower radiation due to recirculation removal and pipe placement) is estimated at slightly I

less than a factor of four.

O, . . - - -
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QUESTION 471.4 ;

i

( . Section'12.1.2.3, paragraph (4), last sentence is not completed. It states: "These systems are

X designed to limit the radioactive." Complete the sentence.

RESPONSE 471.4
.1

The paragraph has been completed. i

!

QUESTION 471.5

Section 12.1.2.3 should address the reduction of personnel exposure due to the elimination of i

external primary coolant recirculation loops in ABWR design. I

RESPONSE 471.5 -

Response to this question is provided in new Subsection 12.1.2.23(5).i

1

QUESTION 471.6
.;

Section 12.1.2.3.2, paragraph (5) refers to " packaged units". State whether or not this 1
includes skid mounted components; if not, define what is meant by " packaged units".

RESPONSE 471.6

Packaged units refer to pieces of equipment or components which can be_ removed as a single unit
from areas of higher radiation to maintenance areas for reconditioning. A good example would be the
reactor internal pumps which can be removed for maintenance. Such components need not be skid - :

mounted.

| QUESTION 471.7 |
|
l' Section 12.1.2.3.2, paragraph (8) refers to providing means for decontamination of service
| areas; clarify the statement by providing examples of means of decontamination and of service areas
| referred to. ,

|
. RESPONSE 471.7 )|

Specific areas of the reactor building are allocated for equipment maintenance. Those areas are
provided with radwaste drains and sumps so that they may be decontr ninated after use. Such an area
would be the control rod drive maintenance area.

QUESTION 471.8

Table 12.2 3 part A, shows gan_ma ray sources in the core during operation (MeV/sec W) for
various energy bounds (McV). Provide the basis for these data.

RESPONSE 471.8

The gamma spectral data of GESSAR II (Chapter 12) was utilized. The' ABWR core is rated at
. approximately the same power density as GESSAR II and therefore would exhibit very nearly the same -
core gamma spectra. A separate two dimensional transport calculation for ABWR is being made and
these tables will be revised accordingly in a future amendment.,

/
I
'
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QUESTION 471.9

Table 11.14, Coolant Activation Products in Reactor Water and Steam, indicates that values to
stcam for N-13, N-16 and N 17 should be multiplied by a factor of four when hydrogen water chemistry
is used. Explain why the concentrations of these isotopes remain unaffected in reactor water when i

hydrogen water chemistry is used. State whether the effect of hydrogen water chemistry on the l
|nitrogen activation product concentration (increase by a factor of four) was incorporated into the

plant shielding design.
!

RESPONSE 471.9

The design basis reactor water concentration is based on normal water chemistry. The f
concentration is somewhat reduced during operation with hydrogen water chemistry due to the increased
steam carryover; consequent!y, use of the concentration for normal water chemistry is conservative
for this condition. !

I
Plant shielding is being designed to accommodate the increased coolant activation product source |

concentration in steam associated with the use of hydrogen water chemistry. )
1

QUESTION 471.10 )
i

Address in Section 12.1.2.2.3 the selection of materials and instrumentation with respect to |
radiation exposure damage, frequency of maintenance, and ALARA personnel radiation exposure (i.e., |

reactor coolant pump component and material selection).

RESPONSE 471.10

A radiation environment envelope is included as part of the purchase specification for the pump.
This specification details the environment which the pump must survive along with a frequency of ,

Imaintenance schedule. Evaluation of radiation exposure for this type of recirculation pump was based
primarily on European experience as well as maintenance practice.

QUESTION 471.11

Provide drawings of cross sections R4 (0 -180 ) and RD (90 270 ) of the ABWR reactor
building for better orientation of radiation zones.

RESPONSE 471.11

These drawings are provided as Figures 12.3-1 through 12.3-24

QUESTION 471.12

In Table 11.1-1, Noble Radiogas Source Terms (Steam), (page 11.1-9) revise the description of
first column: Source Term (t=30 min) to Source Term (t=0 min).

RESPONSE 471.12

The indicated column description was erroneous. As noted in the response to Questions 460.2 and
460.3, Table 11.11 has been revised in its entirety.

O
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QUFETION 471.13

9 the spent fuel pool. This description should include the expected radioactive concentrations in the
In accordance with Section 12.2.2 of R.G.1.70, provide a description of radioactive sources in

spent fuel pool water, as well as contained sources within the pool.

RESPONSE 471.13

Sources in :he spen! fuel pool consist of spent fuel bundles, exposed control rod blades, and the
radioisotopic concentration in the water due to migration of material from exposed surfaces and
microcrack leakages from the fuel rods. Of these three sources, the first two are determined by
plant history and operatirig procedures. The third soarce is estimated at 1% of the normal reactor
water concentration for long lined fission products as is provided in Tables 11.1-3, and 5. During
normal operations, the fuel pool does not serve as a significant contribution to airborne activity
since the poolis cooled and the ventilation system is designed to remove evolving material from the
pool boundary layer. For accident cases, an upper limit design basis is given in Section 15.7.

QUESTION 471.14

In accordance with R.G.1.70, Section 12.2.2, Airborne Radioactive Material Sources, provide
average expected annual airborne concentrations, at normal operating and anticipated operational
occurrences, in various areas of the plant normally occupied by operating personnel.

RESPONSE 471.14

See response to Question 471.13

QUESTION 471.15S
Provide the expected N-16 source strength increase in steam leaving ABWR pressure vessel due to

the elimination of the external reactor coolant loops in comparison to BWR plant with external
coolant loops of the same power level. Provide the method of calculation.

RESPONSE 471.15

The N 16 source concentration in steam leaving the ABWR pressure vesselis not expected to
increase relative to existing BWRs as a direct consequence of eliminating the external recirculation
loops. This is consistent with a model in which the volatile portion of the N-16 produced in a
sing!c pass through the core is stripped out and carried from the vessel with the steam. The source
term provided in the American National Standard Radioactive Source Term for Normal Operation of Light
Water Reactors (ANSI /ANS-18.1-1984) is taken to be applicable.

QUESTION 471.16

Address TMI issues in accordance with NUREG-0737 as it relates to ADWR design Section 12.

RESPONSE 471.16
1

TMI action plan items are addressed in Appendix 1A. This includes the following pertaining to
Chapter 12: II.B.2, II.F.1(1) and Ill.D.3.3(3).

O
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QUESTION 471.17

Provide the missing Table 12.2-1,A,B,C,D; Table 12.2-3,C and Table 12.2-4,B: Tables 12.2-5
through Tables 12.2 21; Section 12.3.3; Section 12.3.4; Table 12.3 3; Figures 12.3-8 through 12.3-23;
::nd Section 12.4.

RESPONSk" 471.17

This information will be provided in a future Amendment.

QUESTION 471.18

Describe the radiologicalimpact of each of the advanced design features of the ABWR design.
Show how ALARA considerations were engineered into these features by describing the source term,
reliability, maintenance and surveillance associated with these components. Features discussed
should include, but not be limited to, the internal reactor circulating pumps, the control rod drive
mechanisms, hydrogen water chemistry and reactor vessel bottom head design.

RESPONSE 471.18

The ABWR employs a number of advanced features designed to improve plant operation and reduce
operator exposure. The discussion below highlights those features which reduce exposure.

(1) MSIV maintenance is expected to be reduced by use of MSIV overhauling device, use of main
steamline plugs, automatic MSIV lapping system, elimination of the external recirculation
piping, and RHR return through the feedwater system. Use of automated systems will result in
overall reduction in maintenance times of 40% Removal of recircuh. tion lines will reduce this
contribution to zero while it is estimated that the average field w.ill be 4 mrem /hr for this
activity.

O(2) SRV maintenance will primarily be affected by better access to :SRVs and a reduction in the
radiation field by elimination of the recirculation piping. Improved access has not been
accounted for in this estimate with the radiation field estimated at 5.5 mrem /hr.

(3) CED, maintenance will be significantly reduced with an assumed maintenance schedule of 2 drive i

and spool pieces overhauled per year and 20 drive motors inspected per year. A semi-automated |
handling machine will be used with the maintenance crew reduced from five to four. An effective j

(averaged over all conditions) dose rate of 17 mrem /hr is estimated.

(4) RIP /RHR / Heat exchancers assume 3 pumps and 1 heat exchanger will be serviced per year.
Estimates are based upon European experience assuming an effective dose rate of 40 mrem /hr.

(5) Inservice Insnection is reduced by removal of recirculation line, elimination of 2 nozzle
inspections per year, elimination of shield penetrations and plug removal associated with lines,
improved automation equipment, and reduced vessel welds.

(6) General Drywell work is reduced by removal of recirculation line, reduced inspection of
snubbers, and associated components.

(7) Vessel access and assembly will be reduced by the use of stud tensioner over 96 volts.
Estimated dose rate is 3 mrem /hr.

i

(8) Refueline will be reduced by use of an automated refueling platform where no personnel are
located on the platform itself. Overall reduction is estimated at 20E
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1
- (9) Fuel Sinpine is delete based upon improved fuels. i

/
.t (10) CRD rebuildina is reduced based upon rebuilding 2 drives per year.

(11) RWCU assumes 2 pump inspections per year with canned motors based upon use of an improved motor
design.

iThe table below delineates projected occupational exposure for a nominal operating year (does not
attempt to evaluate off nominal occurrences).

Exposure
g JEm (manrem /vri - :

Drywell MSIV 3
i

SRV 2

CRD 3 I
i

LPRM/TIP 5

ISI 8
1

RIP /RHRx 5

Misc ' 4

Instruments 2
i

Other 7 |
|

R/B~ Vessel 2 -)

Refueling 0.5

'
Inspection 0.5

j

CRD 1

I
'RWCU 4

RHR 4

Values / pumps 7

Instruments 5

Other 9

!

T/B. Turbine overhaul 2-

i :
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Valves / pumps 3

Condensats 2
.

Other 2

RW/B Radwaste 5

Work at Power 16

Total 95

QUESTION 471.19

Provide scaled layout and arrangement drawings of the facility showing the location at all
sources described in Chapter 11 and Section 12.2, for the entire nuclear island, including inside the !
drywell. Layouts should show major shield wall thicknesses, controlled access areas, personnel and
equipment decontamination areas, contamination control areas, location at airborne radioactivity and
area radioactivity monitors, location of Health Physics facilities, post-accident sampling station
and counting room.

RESPONSE 471.19

Response will be prodded in a future Amendment.

QUESTION 471.20

Specify the design basis radiation level in the counting room during normal operation and
anticipated occurrences.

RESPONSE 471.20

Response will be provided in a future Amendment.

QUESTION 471.21

Provide plant layout drawings that detail the radiation zone boundaries for refueling outage and
accident conditions, in addition to the normal operating conditiens shown on Tables 12.3-1 through
12.3-7 of the submittal. Layouts should show access control features and traffic patterns for the
entire nuclear island.

RESPONSE 471.21

Response will be provided in a future Amendment.

9|
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QUESTION 471.22

: Identify all plant areas where radiation' levels of 100 rads /hr, or more, could result from
'

normal operations or anticipated operational occurrences and describe additional control measures to' '

protect workers from these hazards. 1

RESPONSE 471.22

Response will be provided in a future Amendment.

QUESTION 471.23
,

The last paragraph in Section 12.3.1.3' states that all areas with radiation levels greater than
100 mrem /hr will be locked. This implies that the ABWR design will not incorporate Standard -1

- Technical Specification 6.12 which allows areas to remain unlocked up to 1000 mrem /hr. If this is -
not the' case the radiation zone maps should be revised to identify zones with radiation levels
greater than 1000 mrem /hr.

|. 1

RESPONSE 471.23

The cutoff for ABWR is 100 mrem /hr.
i

QUESTION 471.24
-

.

Figures 12.3-3 and 12.3-4 show two stairwells on the east side of valve rooms B and C where the
'

access to and from the stairs is in a low radiation zone (_5 mrem /hr), but the stairwell itself is in
a high radiation area (/100 mrem /hr). Justify why additional shielding in the stairwell to prevent
an unwarranted high radiation traffic area is not reasonably achievable.

RESPONSE 471.24

Access in the stairwell to the valve rooms is via a labyrinth passageway. The revised radiation
)zone drawings show this passageway more clearly. .-

1
i

QUESTION 471.25

Figure 12.3-2 also shows an arrangement where one would have to traverse a high radiation area
to get to a low radiation area. The insert diagram in Figure 12.3 2 shows that access to the TIP
drive room (_5 mrem /hr) is through a room on the south side which is a high radiation area. Justify
the planned access to the TIP drive room. Also provide the zoning layout for the entire 1500 mm |
level.

RESPONSE 471.25

The figure has been corrected.

- QUESTION 471.26

The first paragraph at the top of page 12.313 states that in the event of a complete TIP
retraction, egress from the TIP room is possible with less than 100 mR radiation exposure. What-
features has the .ABWR design incorporated to ensure that exposures received from the recovery from

I this event are ALARA7, i

h I
!

|.
. .

i
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RESPONSE 471.26

The paragraph has been reneo to more clearly indicate egress and the associated drawing revised.

QUESTION 471.27

Page 12.313 of the submittal has a statement that a concrete CRD storage vault, used for
storing CRD parts and assembled units, is provided in the CRD maintenance room. This design feature
is not indicated in Figure 12.3 2. Provide a figure depicting this design feature. Discuss the
anticipated source term within this vault and associated shielding requirements.

RESPONSE 471.27

!The CRD storage tanks are now shown on revised Figure 123-2.

QUESTION 471.28

Provide information on the shielding for each of the radiation sources identified in Chapter 11
end Section 12.2, including the criteria for penetrations, the material, the method by which the
shield parameters (cross section, buildup factor, etc.) were determined and the assumptions, codes,
and techniques used in the calculations. Describe how the guidance provided in R.G. 8.8 has been
followed in special protection features.

RESPONSE 471.28

Response to be prosided in a future Amendment.

QUESTION 471.29

'

Table 12.3-1 lists five computer shielding codes used in the ABWR design. The last entry in the
table states " Additional Codes to be added by Applicant". Identify these codes and give a full
description of their application to the ABWR design, or clarify the use of the term * Applicant".

RESPONSE 471.29

Applicant refers to the A/E responsible for designing the balance of plant. In regards the ABWR
submittal, this involves codes and procedures used primarily in the turbine building which will be
submitted when available.

QUESTION 47130

Describe whether the concrete shielding of the ABWR design follows the guidance on fabrication
and installation in R.G.1.69 in all cases. If not, describe the specific alternative method used.

RESPONSE 47130

|
Response to be provided in a future Amendment.

|
| QUESTION 47131
1

Sections 12.2.2.1 and 12.3.2.2.2 state that the ABWR shielding design is based on a fission
i product release rate of 50,000 mci /sec of noble gas after a 30 minute decay time. The standard
'

assumption (see Standard Review Plan p.12.2-4) is 100,000 mci /sec. Justify the use of this much
lower source term.

Amendment 7 20.3 1 %
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RESPONSE 47131

% The noble gas release reference of 0.05 Curie per second was based upon improved fuel performance
J for BWRs employing only 8X8 improved fuel and is in closer agreement with NUREG-0016. However, to

provide a more conservative basis for shielding, the reference has been revised to the older 0.1
Curie per second noted in SRP 12.2-4. This has been changed throughout the SSAR.

1

QUESTION 471.32

Describe any temporary shielding required to assure protection of individuals present in the
upper drywell during refueling and fuel transfer operations. The description should include shield
thickness, and material required for both normal and anticipated operational occurrences.

RESPONSE 471.32

Response to be provided in a future Amendment.

QUESTION 47133

The acceptance criteria for radiation streaming through reactor shield wall penetrations (on
page 12.3-12) is unclear. Describe the radiation streaming through reactor shield wall penetrations ;

during refueling operations for all feasible fuel configurations.

RESPONSE 471.33 1

The sentence referred to on page 12.3-12 has been modified from " dose rates and core midplane" to j
" dose rates at the core midplane." Essentially the level of shielding at any penetration as is shown {

f- m in Figure 20.3 23 shall be sufficient so that the gamma or neutron streaming dose is less than or j

i] equal to the dose found exterior to the shield wall at the level of core midplane. j

|
QUESTION 47134

Section 123.5 of the submittalidentifies areas requiring access to mitigate the consequences
of an accident. Indicate whether this is a complete list of the vital areas (as described in ite:n II :

!B.2 of NUREG-0737) of the facility. If not, identify the vital areas of the facility; and if so,
justify why the post accident sampling station (PASS) and the counting rooms are not considered
vital.

RESPONSE 47134 I

l

The list provided is revised to incorporate the counting room and remote shutdown panel. Access
'

to the post accident sample station and remote shutdown panelis provided off corridors from the
service building. The sample station has been referred to as a drywell sample station in the formal
text. The counting room is located in the service building above the technical support center and is
labeled the monitor room. Subsection 123.5 has been revised accordingly.

,

i

QUESTION 47135 I
1

1

Provide a description of the design features needed to assure adequate access to vital areas.
The description should identify major sources of radiation considered and protective requirements
(for example the response should address the contribution to radiation exposure at the PASS location
from the stack monitor room).

O
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RESPONSE 47135

Poponse to be provided in a future Amendment.

QUESTION 47136

Between pages 123-6 and 123-12, it appears that the designators RWSC, RWCU and CUW are all
being used interchangeably to refer to the Reactor Water Clean Up System. Verify which is correct
and delete or define the other acronyms used.

RESPONSE 47136

These pages have been revised.

QUESTION 47137

The fourth paragraph at page 123-9 indicates that drains from the SGTS filter housing will be
piped directly to a floor drain sump. Industry experience has shown that these housing drains can
provide bypass pathways around filter / absorber beds. Provide a description of the ABWR SGTS and
Control Room filter housing drains showing how filter bypass is prevented.

RESPONSE 471.37

The fourth paragraph on page 123-9 requires clarification, "A connection to the filter train is
provided so that a water source may be corrected in tho event the charcoal catches fire. However,
the design basis for the cause of the fire is not failure to remove decay heat, but rather accidental
ignition during mair.tenance or other periods not coincident with a LOCA. Decay heat (from iodine) is
removed by forced convection from the redundant process fans located upstream of the filter train.
These process fans are powered from separate divisions of diesels."

As such there is no open line piped to a flow drain sump, as stated in Subsection 123.1, from the
filter train. There are loop seals located in the drains from the moisture separators in the Dryer
Units and also in the line at the base of the stack. The downstream loop send is provided with
redundant levelinstrumentation to provide assurance that a net flow out of the secondary containment
is maintained.

QUESTION 47138

Section 12 3.1.1(3) states that connections are provided for decontamination at heat exchangers
in " highly radioactive systems." Identify these systems and heat exchangers.

RESPONSE 471.38

Response to b.: provided in a future Amendment.

QUESTION 471.39

Provide layout drawings of the control room showing radiation zones during normal operation,
anticipated operational occurrences, and design basis accidents. Shield wall thickness,
calculational parameters (and assumptions), and the models used to determine compliance with GDC 19
should be indicated. ;

l

O
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RESPONSE 471.39

These drawings will be provided in a future amendment.

QUESTION 471.40

Figure 12.3-7 indicates that the area above the spent fuel pool is a high radiation zone.
Provide dose calculations for refueling and other anticipated operations above the pool.
Calculations should include contribution from activity suspended in pool water as well as direct
radiation from spent fuel and other con +ponents in the pool.

RESPONSE 471.40

Response to be provided in a future Am *ndment.

QUESTION 471.41

Figure 12.3-6 shows several small A zones (_0.6 mrem /hr) completely surrounded by higher level
i zones (C zones). What are the purposes of these areas and justify why continuous A zones cannot be

provided.

RESPONSE 471.41

Figure 12.3-6 has been revised.

O

|
!

O
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QUESTION 910.7

The ABWR Licensing Review Bases document states in its section 7.1 that the importance of such
potential contributors to severe accident risk as sabotage should be carefully analyzed and
considered in the design of new plants. To permit our review of this analysis and considerations,
please provide a discussion of the insider and outsider sabotage actions that would be necessary to
cause significant core damage or Part 100 release levels. This discussion should include
identification of the ABWR design features that decrease reliance on physical security programs for
sabotage protection. (13.6.1)

RESPONSE 910.7

Response to this question is provided in Subsection 19B.2.4 which resolves the sabotage
vulnerability USI A 29.

QUESTION 910.8

The terminology used should not differ from terminology used in 10 CFR Part 73, such as
"high security areas" instead of " protected and vital areas", and " clear areas adjacent to the
physical barriers" instead of " isolation zones." (13.6.3.7)

RESPONSE 910.8

Wording has been changed accordingly in revised Subsection 13.6.3.7.

QUESTION 910.9

At many current generation BWRs, protection of essential service water systems, needed for
support of emergency diesel generators and for suppression pool coeling, are among the most demanding
security system requirements because of their components' locations at the peripheries of the
protected areas. For the ABWR, these cooling functions may be performed by the reactor building
cooling water system (RCW). If it is not intended that RCW be designated as a vital system, please
provide justification for that position. If it is intended that RCW be designated as a vital system,
please provide sabotrge protection interface requirements for the RCW and any supporting systems
required for it to support a safe reactor shutdown. In addition to protection of safety-related
portions of the RCW system, these interface criteria should address prevention of sabotage of any
nonsafety-related parts of the RCW system from interfering with its safety-related functions. They
also should address criteria on portions of the system, such as the sea water heat exchanger
building, that may be site specific and not in the Nuclear Island scope. (9.2.11,9.2.16 & 13.6.3)

RESPONSE 910.9

The RCW pumps and heat exchangers are located within the control building and are considered to
be a vital system. In addition, the service water pumps and heat exchangers are considered to be a
vital system. All supporting valves and piping are considered to be part of this vital system. The
protection of these components is site unique and therefore out of scope of the ABWR Standard Plant
design.

QUESTION 910.10

in addition to measures for detection of the inoperability of vital equipment and for control of
access to areas containing vital equipment, site specific requirements for certain security systems
(e.g., uninterruptible security lighting and power, and in plant security communications) might be
more efficiently incorporated and avoid impacts on ABWR design scope safety systems if considered in
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the standard plant design stage. Discuss what provisions for these security systems have been
I provided in the standard design, and provide interface criteria that will allow the security )
|(n) requirements for these systems to be accomplished without adversely interfering with safety systems. |
' L'' Include criteria necessary to assure that:

'

(a) There are no areas within the Nuclear Island where communication with the central and secondary
alarm stations is not possible;

(b) Portable security radios will not interfere with plant monitoring equipment;
(c) Minimum isolation zone and protected area illumination capabilities cannot be defeated by

sabotage actions outside of the protected area; and,
(d) Electromagnetic interference from plant equipment startups or power transferr, will not create |

nuisance alarms or trip security access control systems. (9.5.2,9.5.3 & 13.6.3.7)

RESPONSE 910.10

These items are outside the scope of the ABWR Standard Plant design. The certification users
referencing the ABWR Standard Plant design are responsible for meeting the requirements of 10 CFR |

'

73.55(f).

QUESTION 910.11 I
I

Submit the analysis that supports the vital areas results described in this section. Affirm )
that these areas include all of the reactor coolant pressure boundary, including appropriate motor i
control centers and power supplies, and systems required for mitigation of transients, and support i

systems (e.g., cooling water, instrumentation, control power) necessary for these systems to
operate. Delineate which systems are included in paragraph (1)(a) of Section 13.6.3.3 as vital" core
cooling systems," and which components in these system are vital components. Which vital systems ,

iwould be out of the scope of the standard Nuclear Island and thus subject to plant specific review?p/C (13.6.3.3)

RESPONSE 910.11 |

|
|Response to this question is provided in revised Subsection 13.6.3.3.

QUESTION 910.12

Localized alarmed doors and keyed cylinder lock doors are not acceptable for control of access
to vital areas. 10 CFR 73.55(e) requires all vital area alarms to indicate in two alarm stations.
#73.55(d)(7) requires all unoccupied vital areas to be locked and alarmed. It also requires
provisions for rapid ingress or egress. All doors and hatches into or out of vital areas should have
balanced magnetic switches with tamper-safe cabling. (13.6.3.4)

RESPONSE 910.12

Responsc to this question is provided in revised Subsection 13.6.3.4.

QUESTION 910.13

The effectiveness of grills and grates, used to prevent access through ducts and air intake and
exhaust systems, may depend on how isolated and hidden from view is the exterior of the vital area
barrier at the opening under consideration. Steel grills and 3/4-in. steel bars can be cut with hand
tools and may not provide sufficient protection in isolated locations. Regulatory Guide 5.65
provides some examples of alternative ventilation barriers with longer penetration times.

es)(V
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Furthermore, ducting to the control room should also satisfy the bullet resistant requirement of 10
CFR 73.55(c)(6) for protection of the operators in the control room. (13.6.3.6)

NESPONSE 910.13

Response to this question is provided in revised Subsection 13.63.6.

QUESTION 910.14

To prevent confusion with national security infor:::ation tisage of the term " confidential", please
follow the directions in NUREG 0794, Protection of Unclassified Safeguards Information, for
appropriate marking, and handling, of sensitive btit unclassified safeguards information. (13.6.3)

RESPONSE 910.14

The pages are now marked in accordance with NUREG-0794.

j QlfESTION/ RESPONSE 910.15

This question number not used.
QUESTION 910.16

Replace references to " industrial sabotage" with " radiological sabotage", as defined in 10 CFR
73.2(p). (13.6)

RESPONSE 910.16

Industrialsabotage changed to radiologicalsabotage in Subsection 13.63.1.

O
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